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  Timetable 

 445/1053  The persecution of Ash ¶arites in Khorasan 
(in north-east Iran) begins. Al-Juwaynı̄ 
emigrates to the Hijaz; Abū l-Qāsim 
al-Qushayrı̄ is incarcerated in Nishapur, 
the capital of Khorasan. 

 Circa 448/1056  Al-Ghazālı̄ is born in T. ābarān, one of 
two major towns in the district of T. ūs 
in northeast Iran. 

 455/1063  The death of Sultan Toghril-Bey ends the 
threat of persecution for the Ash ¶arites 
in Khorasan. Alp Arslan becomes his 
successor; his vizier Niz. ām al-Mulk 
supports Ash ¶arism. Al-Juwaynı̄ returns 
to Nishapur and becomes head teacher at 
the Niz. āmiyya madrasa. 

 Circa 461/1069  At age thirteen, al-Ghazālı̄ begins his 
“plunge into the sea of religious sciences.” 
After studying with local teachers in 
T. ūs, he enters the Niz. āmiyya madrasa in 
Nishapur and studies with al-Juwaynı̄. 

 465/1072  Alp Arslan is assassinated; his son 
Malikshāh becomes sultan; Niz. ām al-
Mulk becomes an even more powerful 
vizier. According to a statement in one of 
al-Ghazālı̄ letters, it was at this time that 
he joins the service of Malikshāh. 



xii timetable

 Circa 473/1080  Al-Ghazālı̄ composes his fi rst book,  The Sifted  ( al-
Mankhūl ). 

 478/1085  Al-Juwaynı̄ dies in Nishapur. Now or sometime 
earlier, al-Ghazālı̄ joins the entourage ( mu ¶askar ) of 
Niz. ām al-Mulk. He spends most of his time in the 
Seljuq capital Isfahan. 

 Jumāda I 484 / July 1091  Al-Ghazālı̄ arrives in Baghdad from Isfahan to take 
his post as head teacher of the Niz. āmiyya madrasa. 

 Ramad. ān 485 /  Assassination of Niz. ām al-Mulk on the road be-
October 1092  tween Isfahan and Baghdad. 

 Shawwāl 485 /  Death of Malikshāh in Baghdad. His succession is
November 1092  contested between the supporters of his two minor 

sons Berk-Yaruq and Ma.hmūd, who have different 
mothers. Al-Ghazālı̄ is involved in the negotiations 
with Terken Khātūn, a Qipchak princess and the 
mother of Ma.hmūd, about the appointment of her 
son as sultan. 

 Mu.harram 487 /  After the death of Ma.hmūd and his mother, Terken
February 1094  Khātūn, Berk-Yaruq is declared Sultan of the Seljuq 

Empire. A day after his appointment, the caliph al-
Muqtadı̄ dies in Baghdad. His fi fteen-year-old son, 
al-Mustaz. hir (d. 512/1118), becomes his successor. 

 Mu.harram 488 /  Al-Ghazālı̄ completes work on The Incoherence of the
January 1095   Philosophers.  

 Dhū l-Qa ¶da 488 /  Al-Ghazālı̄ suddenly gives up his post at the Niz. -

November 1095  āmiyya madrasa, departs from Baghdad, and travels 
to Damascus. 

 Summer 489 / 1096  Al-Ghazālı̄ travels from Damascus to Jerusalem. 

 Dhū l-Qa ¶da 489 /  He visits Hebron and vows at the grave of Abraham
October– no longer to serve state authorities. From Hebron,
November 1096  he joins the pilgrimage caravan to Mecca. 

 Dhū l-.hijja 489 /  Pilgrimage to Mecca, later to Medina.
November– 
December 1096   

 Mu.harram 490 /  Al-Ghazālı̄ returns to Damascus. His host, Abū 
January 1097  l-Fat .h Nas. r, had just died. Al-Ghazālı̄ stays only a few 

months and embarks on his return to Baghdad. 

 Jumāda II 490 /  Al-Ghazālı̄ arrives in Baghdad. He reads from his
May–June 1097   Revival of the Religious Sciences.  



 timetable xiii

 490/1097  Berk-Yaruq appoints his half brother Sanjar as gov-
ernor ( malik ) of Khorasan. He reigns in Khorasan 
until a few years before his death in 552/1157. 

 Fall of 490 / 1097  Al-Ghazālı̄ leaves Baghdad for Khorasan. 

 Dhū l-.hijja 490 /  Al-Ghazālı̄ arrives in Khorasan. He establishes a
November 1097  madrasa and a  khānqāh  in T. ābarān-T. ūs where he 

teaches numerous students. 

 497/1104  Berk-Yaruq agrees to a division of power with 
his half brothers Mu .hammad Tapar and Sanjar. 
Mu .hammad Tapar becomes ruler of northwestern 
Persia, the Jazira, and Syria, while Sanjar remains 
in Khorasan, acknowledging Berk-Yaruk as the su-
preme sultan. 

 498/1105  Death of Berk-Yaruq. Mu .hammad Tapar becomes 
the supreme sultan in Isfahan. Sanjar remains his 
governor ( malik ) in Khorasan. 

 Summer 499 / 1106  Under pressure from Sanjar and assurances from 
his vizier, Fakhr al-Mulk, al-Ghazālı̄ begins to teach 
at the Niz. āmiyya madrasa in Nishapur. 

 Mu.harram 500 /  Ismā ¶ı̄ lite agents asassinate Fakhr al-Mulk.
September 1106   

 around 502/1109  Al-Ghazālı̄ is summoned before Sanjar and con-
fronted with accusations of his adversaries. A short 
time later, he composes the Persian mirror for 
princes  Council for Kings  (Nas. ı̄ .hat al-mulūk  ). 

 Fall of 504 / 1110  After the death of al-Kiyā 7 al-Harrāsı̄ in Baghdad, al-
Ghazālı̄ is offered the same position at the Baghdad 
Niz. āmiyya that he left fi fteen years earlier. He de-
clines in a widely publicized letter. 

 14 Jumāda II 505 /  Al-Ghazālı̄ dies in his  khānqāh  in T. ābarān-T. ūs.
18 December 1111    
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 Introduction 

 Today people both in the West and in the Muslim world think of 
 Islamic civilization as a phenomenon of the past. We assume that 
like the ancient Egyptian or Roman civilizations, the Islamic civiliza-
tion had a “Golden Age,” a period of prosperity and discovery from 
the second/eighth to the sixth/twelfth centuries that was followed 
by decline and the rise of another, more innovative civilization. This 
later civilization is usually referred to as “the West,” a vague term that 
includes the achievements of Galileo Galilei and Christopher Colum-
bus just as much as the development of the personal computer and 
the Internet search engine. Since the eighteenth century, scholars 
in the West who have examined the reasons for the end of Islam’s 
“Golden Age” often focus on the differing roles of philosophy in 
these two cultures. 1  In the West, philosophy and the production of ra-
tional arguments have always been regarded as motors that triggered 
and accelerated the development of new ideas and technologies. It 
was assumed, however, that although in the Islamic world philosophy 
grew tremendously during its Golden Age, later scholars in Muslim 
societies abandoned the study of philosophy and turned their atten-
tion toward religious scholarship. During the nineteenth century, 
Western researchers of Islam developed a by-now well-established 
account of the fate of philosophy in Islam, postulating that Islamic 
civilization became acquainted with the tradition of Greek philosophy 
during the second/eighth and third/ninth centuries, when many 
philosophical works—most important the writings of Aristotle and 
their ancient commentaries—were translated into Arabic. These 
translations triggered the development of a philosophic movement in 
Islam known in Arabic as  falsafa  (from the Greek word  philosophía ). 
This movement was not limited to Muslims, and included Christian, 
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Jewish, and even some pagan authors. It benefi ted from the open-mindedness 
and curiosity about other societies that characterizes the early Islamic period. 
Although  falsafa  developed in Islamic society, it quickly became subject to the 
harsh criticism of a conservative group of Muslims. Still, until the fi fth/elev-
enth century, the philosophical movement in Islam was able to generate signif-
icant support among scholars, literates, and, most important, caliphs and local 
rulers who patronized their works. During these years,  falsafa  and its critics 
existed side-by-side among the numerous intellectual movements of classical 
Islam. According to the traditional understanding, which dominated Western 
Islamic studies through the nineteenth and most of the twentieth centuries, 
philosophy ceased to exist in Islam after the sixth/twelfth century. It was as-
sumed that some of the instigating factors for its disappearance were political, 
such as a lack of patronage from local rulers; some of them economical, such 
as an assumed demise of the city economies after the arrival of nomadic Turks 
in the mid-fi fth/eleventh century; and some of them educational, such as the 
beginning of a state-sponsored system of religious seminaries ( madrasa s) that 
supposedly favored traditionalist religious scholarship and put obstacles to the 
pursuit of the rational sciences. According to this account, these factors led to 
the demise of rational science and philosophy under Islam. 

 Tjitze J. de Boer’s  History of Philosophy in Islam , published in German in 
1901 and in English two years later, was the fi rst textbook on this subject. It 
ends its presentation—apart from an appendix on the thought of Ibn Khaldūn 
(d. 808/1406)—with Averroes (Ibn Rushd), who died in 595/1198. De Boer re-
alized that, after Averroes, there were philosophical teachers and students “by 
hundreds and by thousands.” Yet these were mostly epitomists—that is, au-
thors who only commented on early works without themselves contributing 
original thoughts—he says, and after Averroes, “philosophy was not permitted 
to infl uence general culture or the condition of affairs.” 2  In a widely read article 
of 1916, Ignaz Goldziher analyzed the attitude of Muslim theologians toward 
the rationalist sciences. He concluded that although there had always been op-
position to rational science among the theologians of Islam, after the fi fth/
eleventh  century, this opposition manifested itself much more forcefully. In the 
case of philosophical logics, for instance, he concluded that “from this period 
on, the study of logic was more or less decisively considered to be part of the 
category of  haram  (forbidden).” 3  In an earlier article, Goldziher had already said 
that with Averroes, the history of philosophy in Islam had come to an end. 4  

 When new sources and fresh studies corrected Goldziher’s view that the 
study of logic fell into decay after the fi fth/eleventh century—there was indeed 
a blossoming of logics in the three subsequent centuries—this traditional view 
of the fate of philosophy in Islam did not change. In the 1960s, for instance, 
George Makdisi argued that the main current in Muslim theological thought 
after the fi fth/eleventh century was represented by conservative traditionalists 
such as Ibn Taymiyya (d. 728/1328), who opposed  falsafa . 5  In a well-received in-
troductory textbook on Islam, Jonathan Berkey wrote in 2003 that between the 
fi fth/eleventh and ninth/fi fteenth centuries, the rational sciences such as phi-
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losophy and logics tended to become marginalized from what he calls “Sunni 
intellectual mainstream.” 6  

 The infl uential Muslim theologian al-Ghazālı̄ (d. 505/1111) has always played 
a leading role in Western attempts to explain the assumed decline of philoso-
phy in Islam. In his work  The Incoherence of the Philosophers  ( Tahāfut al-falāsifa ), 
al-Ghazālı̄ criticizes twenty teachings of the Muslim philosophers. According 
to al-Ghazālı̄, three of those twenty teachings not only are unproven but also vi-
olate central tenets of Islam that all Muslims have agreed upon. For al-Ghazālı̄, 
these three teachings mark a departure from Islam. These are the views (1) that 
the word has no beginning in the past and is not created in time, (2) that God’s 
knowledge includes only classes of beings (universals) and does not extend to 
individual beings and their circumstances (particulars), and (3) that after death 
the souls of humans will never again return into bodies. In these three cases, 
the teachings of Islam, which are based on revelation, suggest the opposite, 
al-Ghazālı̄ says, and thus overrule the unfounded claims of the Muslim phi-
losophers. Those people who actively propagate these three teachings cannot 
be regarded as Muslims, he says. Rather, they are apostates from Islam and—
 according to a ruling of Islamic law—subject to the death penalty. 7  

 The fact that the alleged end of the philosophical tradition in Islam largely 
coincided with al-Ghazālı̄’s condemnation of 487/1095, or happened within 
the next three generations, triggered the suggestion that his verdict contrib-
uted to or even caused the disappearance of philosophy in Islam. Solomon 
Munk, author of the fi rst comprehensive history of Arabic and Islamic phi-
losophy, set the tone of the debate when in 1844, he wrote that with his  In-
coherence , al-Ghazālı̄ “struck a blow against philosophy from which it never 
recovered in the Orient.” 8  Soon thereafter, Ernest Renan described al-Ghazālı̄ 
as an enemy of philosophy who set off its persecution. According to Renan, 
a war was waged against philosophy in all lands of Islam during the century 
following al-Ghazālı̄’s condemnation. 9  For Ignaz Goldziher, by the time of 
al-Ghazālı̄, the practice of philosophy in the heartlands of Islam had already 
weakened so much that the critique in his  Incoherence  was a mere  coup de grace  
to an already ailing tradition. After al-Ghazālı̄, Goldziher continues, “we fi nd 
the philosophical works every now and then on the pyre.” 10  Goldziher was, of 
course, the most infl uential teacher in the formative period of Islamic stud-
ies in the West, and numerous statements of a similar kind appear there dur-
ing the twentieth century. These comments still represent a good part of the 
more popular understanding of al-Ghazālı̄’s position in Muslim intellectual 
history among contemporaries. William M. Watt, for instance, who shaped the 
historiography of Islamic thought for a whole generation of scholars studying 
Islam, acknowledged in 1962 that al-Ghazālı̄ had brought together philosophy 
and theology. Watt, however, limited this fusion to al-Ghazālı̄’s introduction 
of syllogistic logic into the Muslim theological discourse. In his  Incoherence of 
the Philosophers , Watt wrote, al-Ghazālı̄ argued powerfully against the philoso-
phers, “and after this there was no further philosopher of note in the eastern 
Islamic world.” 11  
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 Already in 1937, however, less than forty years after de Boer described Aver-
roes as the last philosopher of note in Islam, Shlomo Pines remarked that it is a 
widespread but hasty generalization to assume that al-Ghazālı̄’s polemics dealt 
a death blow to philosophy in Islam. 12  In Pines’s view, there was no decline of 
the rational sciences and of philosophy after al-Ghazālı̄. There was no lack of 
new ideas under Islam, Pines wrote, although the tendency to maintain old 
systems of thought and the stability of the scientifi c environment led to a more 
gradual development of ideas than in Europe, where fundamental conceptions 
were periodically revised and sometimes discarded. Science in Islam included a 
large number of elements of diverse origin, Pines maintained, and it integrated 
Oriental, Persian, Indian, and Greek infl uences: “In its further development, it 
did not, as a rule, eliminate one of them; it led them to subsist side by side—or 
on different planes.” 13  In Islam, there was a trend toward syncretism, in which 
elements of  kalām ,  falsafa , and Sufi sm would appear within one and the same 
thinker. In 1974, Alessandro Bausani added an interesting observation: while 
in the medieval West, the mainstream of scientifi c discourse—the scientifi c 
orthodoxy, so to speak—was dominated by a systematic Aristotelian approach 
and the progressive trends, that is, the scientifi c heterodoxy, were often radi-
cal anti-Aristotelian, in Islam, these roles were reversed. Here, the orthodoxy 
included various trends of anti-Aristotelianism, and it developed a fl exible and 
syncretistic approach to the methods of science. The much more static situa-
tion in the West was—Bausani adds: paradoxically—one of the reasons for its 
progress, since it was forced to change its approaches in the methods of science 
radically: “It is much more diffi cult to be radically revolutionary, if one is con-
fronted by a comparatively more progressive establishment!” 14  

 In 1987, Abdelhamid I. Sabra would give another vocal expression to the 
notion that mainstream Islam integrated the Greek philosophical tradition 
rather than excluded it. In a seminal article, Sabra argued that after a period of 
appropriation of the Greek sciences in their translation from Greek to Arabic 
and in the writings of the  falāsifa  up to Avicenna (Ibn Sı̄nā, d. 428/1037), phi-
losophy and the Greek sciences were naturalized into the discourse of  kalām  
and Islamic theology. 15  The discipline of  kalām , that is, Muslim rationalist 
theology as it had been developed by the Mu ¶tazilites and continued by Sunni 
and Shiite schools of thought, most prominently the Ash ¶arites, offered a new 
homeland to  falsafa . The situation was in this respect similar to that in the Latin 
Middle Ages, during which the study of philosophy could not be distinguished 
from Christian theology. The discourse of Islamic theology integrated the tra-
dition of  falsafa  so much so that Muslim theologians such as Fakhr al-Dı̄n al-
Rāzı̄ (d. 606/1210), Nas. ı̄r al-Dı̄n al-T. ūsı̄ (d. 672/1274), and many other scholars 
of this period must be considered philosophers as well as theologians. 16  They 
studied the works of the philosophical tradition in Islam, most notably those 
of Avicenna; composed comments on these works; discussed the philosophers’ 
teachings; and often adopted positions that were developed by one of the ear-
lier  falāsifa . With highly original theories, many of the later Islamic philoso-
phers such as al-Suhrawardı̄ (d. 587/1191) or Mullā S.adrā Shı̄rāzı̄ (d. 1050/1640) 
founded their own philosophical schools. 
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 Until now, scholars have been divided as to al-Ghazālı̄’s place in this proc-
ess of the naturalization of the Greek sciences into the discourse of Islamic the-
ology. Given that he criticizes twenty teachings of the  falāsifa  in his  Incoherence 
of the Philosophers  and even condemns three of them as apostasy from Islam, 
must we say that the naturalization and effective integration of the philosophi-
cal discourse in Islam happened despite al-Ghazālı̄? Or, rather, should we think 
of al-Ghazālı̄ as a thinker who stands at the center of developments in Islamic 
theology and whose  Incoherence  and subsequent works on Islamic theology are, 
in fact, a vital part of this process? 

 In this book I will explain why al-Ghazālı̄ is indeed the fi rst Muslim theo-
logian who actively promotes the naturalization of the philosophical tradition 
into Islamic theology. His works document an attempt to integrate Aristotelian 
logics into the tradition of  kalām , of rationalist Islamic theology. Al-Ghazālı̄ 
tirelessly stresses the merits of syllogistic logics and urges his peers in Islamic 
theology to adopt this rational technique. He was quite outspoken about this 
project and propagates it, for instance, in his autobiography,  The Deliverer from 
Error  ( al-Munqidh min al-d. alāl ) as well as in the  Incoherence  and this aspect of 
al-Ghazālı̄’s relationship to  falsafa  is well known. 17  Some critics and interpret-
ers of al-Ghazālı̄ have questioned how he could make use of Aristotelian log-
ics without also adopting Aristotelian ontology. 18  In the Aristotelian tradition, 
logic is so closely connected to the specifi c explanation of the world’s most 
elementary constituents and their relations to one another that Aristotelian 
logic can hardly be adopted without Aristotelian ontology. Al-Ghazālı̄ under-
stood this connection very well, and while propagating learning logics from the 
 falāsifa , he knew that he was also asking his peers to subscribe to fundamental 
assumptions  that would change their positions on ontology and metaphysics. 
About this, however, al-Ghazālı̄ was less open. When he summarized his views 
about the metaphysics of the  falāsifa  in such popular works as his autobiogra-
phy, he turns his criticism of metaphysics to the fore and mentions his appre-
ciation of their teachings only in passing. 19  Yet a thorough study of al-Ghazālı̄’s 
works on theology leaves no doubt that his views on ontology, the human soul, 
and prophecy are particularly shaped by Avicenna. 20  Furthermore, even the 
aforementioned condemnation of three philosophical teachings in the  Incoher-
ence of the Philosophers  was actually a part of the naturalization of Aristotelian 
philosophy into Muslim theology. With this condemnation, the book identifi es 
those elements of Aristotelianism that were, according to al-Ghazālı̄, unfi t to be 
integrated. By highlighting these three teachings, the great Muslim theologian 
opened the Muslim theological discourse to the  many other  important positions 
held by the  falāsifa . 

 This book approaches the subject of al-Ghazālı̄’s philosophical theology 
from two angles, offering a close study both of his life and of his teachings on 
cosmology. I have chosen these two subjects because I believe they currently 
pose the greatest obstacle for positioning al-Ghazālı̄ as someone who contrib-
uted to the process of the naturalization of  falsafa  within the Islamic theological 
discourse. With regard to the study of al-Ghazālı̄’s life, the currently prevailing 
views in Western scholarship are very much shaped by his own report in his 
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autobiography,  The Deliverer from Error . English scholarship does not adequately 
represent key additional sources on his life and work, such as reports from his 
students and the collection of his Persian letters. These additional sources be-
came available during the mid-twentieth century, and they contain a wealth of 
information that settles many remaining uncertainties about the chronology 
of al-Ghazālı̄’s actions and whereabouts. In particular, the collection of Persian 
letters illuminates many details about the circumstances surrounding the last 
fi fteen years of his life. For example, as in his autobiography, al-Ghazālı̄ often re-
fers in his letters to the crisis that led to his departure from Baghdad in 488/1095. 
Yet in these Persian letters, al-Ghazālı̄ also mentions another event, one that we 
must consider just as important as the departure from Baghdad: in Dhū l-Qa ¶da 
489 / October–November 1096, about a year after his departure from Baghdad, 
al-Ghazālı̄ vowed at the tomb of Abraham in Hebron never again “to go to any 
ruler, to take a ruler’s money, or to engage in one of his public disputations.” 21  
Although in his autobiography, he portrays the dramatic process that led to his 
departure from Baghdad in bright colors, he never mentions the vow at Hebron. 
This omission can be seen as connected to his contemporaries having accused 
him of breaking this vow, so he had little interest in reminding his readers of it. 
Leaving Baghdad and vowing not to cooperate with the representatives of state 
authority are, of course, two events that belong together, although a reader of 
al-Ghazālı̄’s autobiography may not understand the connection. The distance 
of eleven years between al-Ghazālı̄’s decision to leave Baghdad and his writing 
of the autobiography created this signifi cant change in the representation of 
that event. Reading the letters and studying the comments of his students gives 
a much clearer picture of what triggered his decision to leave his post at the 
Niz. āmiyya  madrasa  in Baghdad. 

 Al-Ghazālı̄’s change from one of the most successful and visible intellec-
tuals in Baghdad to someone who shunned fame and lived withdrawn at his 
birthplace in the Iranian province has always captured the public imagination. 
It allowed the idea to emerge that there are two or even more al-Ghazālı̄s speak-
ing in his works. Many interpreters also sensed that al-Ghazālı̄’s relationship 
to  falsafa  was more ambiguous than he admitted in his autobiography. The 
idea that al-Ghazālı̄’s teachings underwent a signifi cant change during his life 
has been put forward so often that it has become part of the scholarly as well 
as more popular impression about his œuvre. In 1994, however, Richard M. 
Frank observed that there was no notable theoretical development or evolu-
tion in al-Ghazālı̄’s theology between his earliest works, which were published 
before his departure from Baghdad in 488/1095, and his last. 22  Frank is right 
about this; there is hardly any evidence to support the widely held view that 
al-Ghazālı̄ changed some of his positions after his departure from Baghdad 
and that he moved away from being a more  kalām -oriented theologian toward 
being a Sufi . Although it is true that some motifs appear more prominently in 
al-Ghazālı̄’s work after his departure from Baghdad—for instance, the concern 
about gaining salvation in the afterlife—none of them are absent from the early 
works, and to say that al-Ghazālı̄’s theological teachings underwent a change 
cannot, in fact, be maintained. 
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 One of my main interests in studying al-Ghazālı̄’s life was to fi nd out 
whether the current popular view about his changing from being a  mutaka-
llim  (a Muslim rationalist theologian) and opponent of  falsafa  before departing 
Baghdad to being a Sufi , one who shunned  kalām  and worked to reconcile Suf-
ism with Muslim orthodoxy and maybe even with  falsafa  can be supported by 
any of the most authoritative sources on his life. And although these sources 
do indeed talk about changes in al-Ghazālı̄’s life, none of them reports that 
his teachings have signifi cantly changed. ¶Abd al-Ghāfi r al-Fārisı̄ (d. 529/1134), 
one of his colleagues and contemporaries, reports eloquently how the intel-
lectual arrogance of the young al-Ghazālı̄ changed to a much more balanced 
personality. 23  Yet this subtle maturation is not the change from a dogmatic the-
ologian to a mystic that many modern accounts talk about. Indeed, this same 
contemporary tells us that al-Ghazālı̄ received a thorough introduction into 
Sufi sm from his master al-Fāramadhı̄ (d. 477/1084) before he was thirty. This 
was at least ten—and probably many more—years before the dramatic crisis 
reported in his autobiography. In that work, al-Ghazālı̄ pictures his departure 
from Baghdad as a more or less sudden effect of his discovery of Sufi  literature. 
One of his students, Abū Bakr ibn al- ¶Arabı̄ (d. 543/1148), informs us that this 
process was not at all sudden. The student mentions that already two years 
before his departure from Baghdad, al-Ghazālı̄ had “accepted the Sufi  path and 
made himself free for what it requires.” 24  All these accounts should lead us to 
reevaluate al-Ghazālı̄’s own narrative of his crisis in 488/1095, which has thus 
far dominated all Western biographies of him. 

 Al-Ghazālı̄ ’s teachings on cosmology are currently the biggest obstacle 
to a coherent understanding of his theology. The word “cosmology” refers to 
views about the most elementary constituents of the universe and how they 
interact with one another, if, in fact, they are assumed to do so. In the case of 
al-Ghazālı̄ , who teaches that God creates every being and every event in the 
universe, cosmology refers to  how  God creates the world and  how  He relates to 
His creation. In Western scholarship, the problematic nature of al-Ghazālı̄ ’s 
teaching on cosmology was raised soon after 1904, when his work  The Niche 
of Lights  ( Mishkāt al-anwār ) fi rst appeared in print. In that book, al-Ghazālı̄  
chooses language refl ecting and implying cosmological principles that were 
developed by philosophers and that had not appeared in any earlier work by 
a Sunni theologian. The teachings in  The Niche of Lights  also seem to be at 
odds with those in his other works, most signifi cantly in his  Balanced Book 
on What-to-Believe  ( al-Iqtis. ād fı̄  l-i ¶tiqād ). 25  Within the next thirty years, schol-
ars such as W. H. T. Gairdner, Arent J. Wensinck, and Miguel Asín Palacios 
documented these differences, yet they could not provide much of a recon-
ciliation or an explanation. During the second half of the twentieth century, 
with the works of William M. Watt, Hava Lazarus-Yafeh, and others, Western 
scholars attempted to solve this puzzle by excluding the most problematic 
texts, those most at odds with the established teaching from an accepted cor-
pus of al-Ghazālı̄ . Lazarus-Yafeh argued that those works that use a distinctly 
philosophical language are spurious and should not be attributed to the great 
Muslim theologian, as Watt argued regarding a specifi c chapter in  The Niche 
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of Lights . 26  I fi nd their arguments unpersuasive; it seems rather improbable 
that individual chapters could be added to a work of a prominent scholar such 
as al-Ghazālı̄  if he had published this particular work during his lifetime. 
Classical Muslim scholarship greatly respected the textual tradition of an au-
thor’s work; manuscripts were checked for their accuracy by comparing and 
collating them with other copies of the same work. 27  The author and many 
of his readers had an interest in safeguarding the integrity of his published 
works. Collectively, they would have been able to identify mistakes in the 
manuscript tradition even centuries after a book had been put on the market. 
First published in 1966, Hava Lazarus-Yafeh’s argument that books that use 
philosophical terminology cannot have been authored by al-Ghazālı̄  is meth-
odologically problematic. 28  Lazarus-Yafeh observed that philosophical terms 
are absent from those works universally accepted as authored by al-Ghazālı̄ , 
leading to her assumption that any usages of philosophical language are later 
and inauthentic additions to the Ghazalian corpus. Since many of al-Ghazālı̄ ’s 
interpreters were reluctant to acknowledge that he may have occasionally used 
philosophical language, any use of such language, Lazarus-Yafeh argues, can 
be used to discredit the authenticity of his writings. Lazarus-Yafeh rejected al-
Ghazālı̄ ’s authorship of books that use philosophical language simply because 
there had always been scholars who had rejected those aspects of his thought, 
not because the passages were themselves problematic. 

 New controversy entered the study of al-Ghazālı̄ in 1992 when Richard 
M. Frank suggested that al-Ghazālı̄ had abandoned the cosmological system 
developed by the Ash ¶arite school of Muslim theology, the school tradition 
from whence he came, and that he had adopted the cosmology of Avicenna. 
Frank said that al-Ghazālı̄ ceased to believe that God creates every event in the 
world directly and immediately, as Ash ¶arites believed before him. Rather, he 
subscribed to the philosophical explanation that God’s creative power reaches 
the objects of creation through chains of intermediaries and secondary causes. 
Celestial intellects that reside in the nine heavenly spheres mediate the divine 
creative activity to the sublunar sphere, in which chains of secondary causes 
and their effects unfold. These causes create change according to their natures 
( t.abā 7i ¶  ) and make God’s performance of prophetical miracles impossible, at 
least in the way they were understood by Muslim theologians. According to 
Frank’s analysis, al-Ghazālı̄ no longer believed that God performs miracles to 
verify the claims of His prophets. 29  Yet the existence of prophetical miracles is 
one of the most fundamental elements of classical Ash ¶arite theology, and they 
are, at least according to Ash ¶arite theology before al-Ghazālı̄, a clear necessity 
of their theological system. 30  

 In several articles published before and after 1992, Michael E. Marmura 
advanced the position that al-Ghazālı̄ never broke with any fundamental princi-
ples of Ash ¶arite theology, remaining faithful to its cosmology. Based on a solid 
documentation, Marmura rejects Frank’s results. Perhaps one could argue that 
al-Ghazālı̄ wrote two types of works, one that supports Frank’s analysis of a 
philosophical cosmology and one that provides evidence for Marmura’s inter-
pretation that he still applied the traditional Ash ¶arite cosmology. But indeed, 
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the problem runs even deeper: Frank and Marmura use some of the same 
works to underline their theses. Apparently, the same texts by al-Ghazālı̄ could 
be interpreted either as Frank or as Marmura interprets them. 31  

 My own interest in al-Ghazālı̄’s cosmology began in the summer of 1993 
when Frank’s work fell into my hands. I was doing my mandatory civil service 
in one of the academic backwaters of Germany and combed the local library for 
some interesting reading. Had Frank’s study not been published by a German 
academic publisher, it would have never arrived there. Reading his  Creation 
and the Cosmic System  changed my academic interests. After studying Frank’s 
book and returning to the Freie Universität Berlin, I wrote my master’s the-
sis on Avicenna’s infl uence on al-Ghazālı̄’s  Decisive Criterion  ( Fays.al al-tafriqa ). 
In turn, this research led me to focus on al-Ghazālı̄’s condemnation of three 
philosophical teaching in his  Incoherence of the Philosophers  for my Ph.D. I was 
fascinated by the legal and theological development in Islam that had led to 
al-Ghazālı̄’s harsh condemnation. In my book  Apostasie und Toleranz im Islam , 
I present the development that led to al-Ghazālı̄’s verdict on philosophy, and I 
document some of the reactions from the side of the philosophers. 

 In recent years, I have returned to the problem of cosmology, aiming to re-
solve the academic impasse between the different interpretations put forward by 
Frank and Marmura. Although I was fi rst drawn to this subject through Frank’s 
work, the reader will note that my current conclusions about al-Ghazālı̄’s cos-
mology differ widely from Frank’s conclusions. The path my results have taken 
from those of Frank and Marmura seems to me a fi tting example of what G. W. 
Hegel called a dialectical progression. While Frank’s and Marmura’s works are 
the thesis and the antithesis (or the other way round), this book wishes to be 
considered a synthesis. In truly Hegelian fashion, it does not aim to reject any 
of their work or make it obsolete. Rather, its aim is the  Aufhebung  of these ear-
lier contributions in all meanings of that German word: a synthesis that picks 
up the earlier theses, elevates them, dissolves their confl ict, and leads to a new 
resolution and progress. 

 In this book, I try to offer a consistent interpretation of the different motifs 
in al-Ghazālı̄’s thinking about how God creates the world and how He governs 
over it. Of course, this interpretation is not the only possible way to read al-
Ghazālı̄, as we saw from Marmura and Frank. Yet I believe that these other 
readings do not give appropriate attention to all the motifs that al-Ghazālı̄ con-
sidered important. Frank, for instance, accuses al-Ghazālı̄ of being deceptive 
when he writes that God is a free agent who has a free choice in His actions. 
Marmura neglects to take full account of the handful of passages in which al-
Ghazālı̄ writes that God’s actions are necessary. I present a reading that tries 
to reconcile these two apparently contradictory statements—and some other 
statements in al-Ghazālı̄’s works that seem equally irreconcilable at fi rst. 

 Perched between the Ash ¶arite and the Avicennan poles, al-Ghazālı̄ devel-
ops his own cosmology. Al-Ghazālı̄ was a very systematic thinker, and given 
that the Avicennan system is much more systematic than the Ash ¶arite one, 
it is unsurprising that his synthesis owes much more to Avicenna than to al-
Ash ¶arı̄. Through his analysis, he fi nds a very elegant path toward adopting 
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Avicenna’s determinist cosmology while remaining a Muslim theologian who 
wishes to preserve God’s free choice over His actions. Al-Ghazālı̄’s solution as 
to how a theologian might adopt a deterministic cosmology is just as relevant 
today as it was at the turn of the sixth/twelfth century. Modern cosmology has 
become part of physics, yet contemporary cosmological systems leave room 
for the belief that given the existing laws of nature and an existing confi gura-
tion of energy at the starting point of this universe—usually referred to as the 
Big Bang—all later developments of subatomic particles, atoms, galaxies, stars, 
planets, life on some planets, humanity, and even me, is, in fact, a necessary 
effect of the fi rst moment and could not have been altered once the process 
started 14 billion years ago. 32  As a theologian, al-Ghazālı̄ would have accepted 
this determinist statement. In fact, his view of the universe was quite similar, 
though defi ned by the parameters of Ptolemy’s geocentric cosmos in which the 
beginning of the world is marked not by the Big Bang but by the  primum mobile  
(  falak al-afl āk ), the outermost, starless sphere and the intellect that governs it. 33  
Yet despite his determinist view of the universe, al-Ghazālı̄ tirelessly main-
tained that God acts freely and that He is the only “maker” or effi cient cause 
in the whole universe. Every event, even the beating of a gnat’s wing, is willed 
and created by Him. 

 This book is divided into two main parts. The fi rst part is a close study of the 
sources on al-Ghazālı̄ ’s life, and the second offers an analysis of his cosmol-
ogy. Al-Ghazālı̄ ’s cosmology introduces us to a wider range of philosophical 
and theological subjects. Though the Ash ¶arite and the Avicennan positions 
on cosmology have mutually exclusive views of how God relates to His crea-
tion, they share many similarities as to the consequences these two cosmolo-
gies have on God’s creatures. It is this similarity that al-Ghazālı̄  exploits when 
he develops something like a synthetic position between these two poles. His 
views on the confl ict between human free will and divine predestination, 
on the generation of human acts, on prophecy, on the parallels between the 
human microcosm and the macrocosm of the universe, and on the question 
of whether God could have created a better world than this are all connected to 
the position he takes on cosmology. All these subjects will be discussed in the 
second part of this book. 

 The book is divided into nine chapters. Chapters one and two belong to 
the fi rst part of the book, covering al-Ghazālı̄’s life and his most important 
students and early followers. The second part starts with the third chapter. Rela-
tively short, the third and fourth chapters lay the groundwork for a thorough 
analysis of al-Ghazālı̄’s treatment of causality by explaining his position on the 
role of  falsafa  in Islam as well as his “Rule of Interpretation” ( qānūn al-ta 7wı̄l ), 
the epistemological principle that al-Ghazālı̄ applies to cases in which the re-
sults of a demonstrative argument clash with the literal wording of revelation. 
In these two chapters I summarize results of my previous studies, in particular, 
my German book  Apostasie und Toleranz im Islam . The following chapters are 
again original, proceeding almost chronologically through the different texts 
that al-Ghazālı̄ wrote on matters relating to cosmology. After explaining the rel-
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evance of cosmology in Muslim theology and the theological problems related 
to it in the fi fth chapter, I discuss al-Ghazālı̄’s  Incoherence of the Philosophers  
in the sixth chapter. This is his fi rst and most comprehensive treatment of 
the issue. Chapter seven discusses works stemming from the  Incoherence  that 
respond to questions left open in al-Ghazālı̄’s very programmatic critique of 
philosophy. These are mostly his  Standard of Knowledge  ( Mi ¶yār al- ¶ilm ) and his 
 Touchstone of Reasoning  ( Mi.hakk al-naz.ar ). Chapter eight takes a close look at 
the  Revival of the Religious Sciences  ( I.hyā 7 ¶ulūm al-dı̄n ), in which the most explicit 
statements on cosmology and the generation of human acts can be found in 
its thirty-fi fth book, “Belief in God’s Unity and Trust in God” ( Kitāb al-Taw .hı̄d 
wa-l-tawakkul ). The ninth chapter deals with works that were published after 
the  Revival . Here I focus on three subjects: Al-Ghazālı̄’s famous comparison 
between God’s universe and a water clock, the equally famous “Veil-Section” in 
 The Niche of Lights , and his last and probably most explicit statement about how 
God creates and how He acts upon His creation in  Restraining the Ordinary Peo-
ple from the Science of kalām  ( Iljām al- ¶awāmm ¶an ¶ilm al-kalām ), a book fi nished 
only days before he died. 

 Initially, when I started writing this book, I planned to include an inventory 
of those texts of al-Ghazālı̄ that are relevant to his theology. The fi le of that in-
ventory kept expanding; and when I realized that any satisfactory treatment of 
such a list would make up more than half of this book, I postponed its publica-
tion and decided not to load this work with a heavily footnoted bibliographical 
study requiring detailed analysis of numerous manuscripts. I also realized that 
it would have taken much more time and effort than I fi rst thought. Maurice 
Bouyges, who undertook a pioneering work on the cataloging and dating of 
al-Ghazālı̄’s writings during the 1920s, did not think that he had ever fi nished 
the task, and his bibliographic study was published not until after his death in 
the 1950s. Since Bouyges’s study, numerous new texts and manuscripts have 
become available that support many of his fi ndings while challenging others. 
There was also a signifi cant change of opinion among scholars of al-Ghazālı̄ 
about the range of teachings his texts support. The canon of al-Ghazālı̄’s works 
is a particularly contested subject. Although there is an acknowledged core of 
writings unequivocally ascribed to him, numerous texts attributed to him in 
manuscripts are not fully accepted as genuine. Carl Brockelmann, Maurice 
Bouyges, ¶Abd al-Ra .hmān Badawı̄, and other researchers formed their opinions 
about the Ghazalian corpus largely on the basis of the work undertaken by the 
Muslim bibliographer H. ājjı̄ Khalı̄fa (d. 1067/1657) and by other, earlier bibli-
ographers such as Tāj al-Dı̄n al-Subkı̄ (d. 771/1370) or al-Wāsi.tı̄ (d. 776/1374). 
Since the 1950s, new methods of determining which of the works attributed to 
all-Ghazālı̄ were actually composed by him have been suggested, but most have 
not been very successful. 

 I believe this particular fi eld of study has always suffered from a certain lack 
of understanding of what al-Ghazālı̄ truly teaches in his core texts. The most reli-
able method of determining the authenticity of works that are not unanimously 
accepted as being those of al-Ghazālı̄ is to develop a detailed understanding of the 
teachings in the core group and use this understanding as a yardstick to measure 
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the ambiguous works. Given that most of the works of doubtful authenticity such 
as  The Epistle on Intimate Knowledge  ( Risāla Fı̄ l- ¶ilm al-ladunı̄ ),  The Book to Be 
Withheld from Those for Whom It Is Not Written  ( al-Mad. nūn bihi ¶alā ghayri ahlihi ), 
or  Breathing of the Spirit and the Shaping  ( Nafkh al-rū.h wa-l-taswiya )—a work also 
known as the  Small Book to Be Withheld  ( al-Mad. nūn al-s.aghı̄r )—can be described 
as Avicennan texts, 34  it is important to understand the distinctive markers of al-
Ghazālı̄’s theology and philosophy and how they differ from those of Avicenna. 
This study argues that al-Ghazālı̄’s theology and philosophy are a particular kind 
of Avicennism. Only a thorough understanding of its precise kind of Avicennism 
will allow us to determine the authenticity of the disputed works. 

 In order to start this fi rst step and establish the teachings from the core 
group of al-Ghazālı̄ ’s books, I have limited this study to those of his works 
unanimously regarded as genuine by the aforementioned bibliographical au-
thorities. Al-Ghazālı̄  refers to all of these works in his other writings, thus 
creating a network of authentic texts. 35  A further methodological question 
is how to obtain and verify reliable textual versions of these core works, a 
diffi cult task given that only one of al-Ghazālı̄ ’s books,  The Incoherence of 
the Philosophers , is critically edited, while a number of others, such as  The 
Balanced Book on What-to-Believe ,  The Highest Goal  ( al-Maqs.ad al-asnā ),  The 
Choice Essentials  ( al-Mustas. fā ), and  The Deliverer from Error  ( al-Munqidh min 
al-d. ālāl ) are available in reliable “semi-critical”  editions that use many man-
uscripts but neglect to compare their importance relative to one another. 36  
Other works have been edited uncritically, yet their editors made efforts to 
compare the text they print to more than just one manuscript source and to 
base it on a random sample of three or more manuscripts or earlier prints. 
In many cases, however, we simply have no idea how the text that we fi nd 
in print has been established. We must trust the claims of the editors that 
they faithfully present one or more manuscripts. These claims are sometimes 
quite portentous, as in a 1910 print in which the meritorious editor asserts 
“that the manuscript on which this printing is based is among the most im-
portant ones, written by the hand of one of the great Muslim scholars during 
the seventh Islamic century (13th century CE).” 37  

 Unfortunately, many of the prints of al-Ghazālı̄’s works are not fully reli-
able when it comes to textual details. As an example, the most widely used edi-
tion of al-Ghazālı̄’s  Decisive Criterion for Distinguishing Islam from Clandestine 
Unbelief  ( Fays.al al-tafriqa bayna l-Islām wa-l-zandaqa ) is the one by the respected 
Azhar scholar Sulaymān Dunyā of 1961. That edition, however, is not based on 
an independent study of manuscript evidence but takes its text from an earlier 
edition of 1901 that is a collation of three manuscripts from Egypt and Damas-
cus. This amalgamation can lead to ambiguities, as when Dunyā reproduces a 
passage that says the unbelief ( kufr ) of a Muslim scholar is established when 
he violates one of the “foundations of the rules” ( us. ūl al-qawā ¶id ). This makes 
little sense, however, and another version of the text, which has “foundations of 
what-to-believe” ( us. ūl al- ¶aqā 7id ) in this passage, seems to express much better 
what al-Ghazālı̄ may have had in mind. 38  Of course, without a critical edition 
that establishes a  stemma codicum , one can only conjecture. But given that for 
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al-Ghazālı̄, the unbelief of a Muslim implies the death penalty, fi nding out what 
exactly constitutes unbelief is no trivial matter. Among the available editions, 
the latter reading of the text is established only by Ma.hmūd Bı̄jū, who stud-
ied two manuscripts of the .Zāhiriyya Collection in Damascus and published 
his edition in 1993 in his own small publishing house in  Damascus’ H. albūnı̄ 
quarter. 39  In this case, the less widespread edition seems to offer a better text 
and should be preferred. Realizing that few of my readers currently have access 
to the better edition, I refer in the footnotes to both Dunyā’s and Bı̄jū’s texts 
and explain textual differences where they occur. The same applies to other 
works by al-Ghazālı̄ such as his  Choice Essentials of the Methods of Jurisprudence  
( al-Mustas.  fā min ¶ilm al-us. ūl ) in which case a recent edition byH. amza  H. āfi z.  is 
established on the basis of two manuscripts from Istanbul and an early print. 
This book was published in Jeddah (Saudi Arabia), and because many readers 
may not have access to it, I also provide page references to the early print, which 
is more widely available and which, in principle, has become superfl uous by 
the new edition. 

 Where no critical or semi-critical edition exists and where no thorough 
study of manuscripts has been undertaken, I prefer to use editions older than 
the ones that have appeared in recent years. At the beginning of the twentieth 
century, many of al-Ghazālı̄’s smaller texts were edited for the fi rst time, mostly 
in Cairo. The printers and scholars who prepared these editions often com-
pared several manuscripts in order to establish the texts. 40  In the great majority 
of cases, later editions simply reprint these early editions and rely entirely on 
the manuscript studies undertaken by a group of early editors. Failing to make 
any improvements, some newer editions add punctuation, commas, paragraph 
breaks, and sometimes even textual emendations that distort the original. Fi-
nally, the new typesetting often introduces new mistakes. In addition to these 
scholarly concerns, there are two practical reasons why I chose to work with 
editions that are often almost a century old. First, these editions are no longer 
protected by copyright, which facilitates their future availability through new 
media such as the Internet. Second, it can be hoped that the sheer antiquarian 
value of these prints will guarantee their preservation for future generations, 
something less defi nite with more recent printings. Wherever possible, I com-
pare the printed text to a manuscript that has not been used in the process of 
establishing the print. My preference for older prints implies that when the 
only edition listed in the bibliography of al-Ghazālı̄’s works at the end of this 
book is a more recent one, the reader can assume that it has been established 
on the basis of an original study of manuscripts. 

 Although I try to work with a text directly established from manuscripts, 
that principle could not be applied in the case of  The Revival of the Religious Sci-
ences.  Al-Ghazālı̄ ’s major work on ethics and human behavior was one of the 
fi rst books of classical Arabic literature printed at the Egyptian viceroy’s press 
in Būlāq. Since 1269/1853, it has been continuously in print. 41  The textual his-
tory of the  Revival  is almost completely unknown and urgently needs to be 
researched. In 1912, Hans Bauer remarked that all available prints of the work 
seem to generate from the Egyptian  editio princeps . 42  Its supervising editor, 
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Mu .hammad ibn ¶Abd al-Ra.hmān Qu.t.ta al- ¶Adawı̄ (d. 1281/1864), asserts that the 
Būlāq printers took the text “from the best testimonies at the Khedival library.” 43  
Since Bauer made his remark, however, the text has developed its own variants. 
Modern prints show small but sometimes signifi cant variations from earlier 
prints. For instance, the word  mūjiduhu  (“the one who brings it into being”) 
in one passage became  mūjibuhu  (“the one who makes it necessary”), or  ¶aql  
(“intellect, rationality”) in another became  naql  (“transmitted knowledge, rev-
elation”)—a quite considerable change of meaning. 44  Bauer had already discov-
ered that the text included in the  matn , the cited text, of al-Mur tad. ā al-Zabı̄dı̄’s 
(d. 1205/1791) commentary to the  Revival  offers a textual testimony independ-
ent of the other available prints. 45  Al-Murtad. ā al-Zabı̄dı̄ collated this text from 
a number of manuscripts, and he notes their variants. This edition appears 
more reliable than any of the other available prints of the  Revival . 46  It has since 
been used in the translations of Hans Wehr, Nabih Amin Faris, Richard Gram-
lich, and Timothy J. Winter and should be consulted whenever one attempts to 
 establish the precise meaning of the  Revival . 

 In order to encourage further research on the  Revival , I refer to the text in 
a way that allows the reader to locate the passage in more than just a single edi-
tion. I expect that scholars will eventually adopt a future “standard” edition for 
ease of reference; in this book, I refer to two editions that are likely to achieve 
the status of such a standard. The fi rst is a fi ve-volume edition published in 
1387/1967 by the  H. alabı̄ Firm, the successor of Mus. .taf ā al-Bābı̄ al-H. alabı̄ in 
Cairo. In 1306/1888, three brothers of the al-Bābı̄ al-H. alabı̄  family—Mus. .tafā, 
Bakrı̄, and ¶̄Isā—started to offer four-volume prints of the  Re vival  under their 
Maymaniyya imprint. Their editions established the by-now canonical prac-
tice of printing supplementary texts by al- ¶Irāqı̄ (d. 806/1404), al- ¶Aydarūs 
(d. 1038/1628), Shihāb al-Dı̄n ¶Umar al-Suhrawardı̄ (d. 632/1234), and al-
Ghazālı̄’s own  Dictation  ( Imlā 7  ) alongside the  Revival . 47  The scholar, editor, and 
printer Mus. .taf ā al-Bābı̄ al-H. alabı̄, who took over the business in 1919, pre-
pared a great number of print runs of the text through the end of the 1930s. 
He thus responded to the new demand for  Revival  printings created by the 
educational activity of the Muslim Brotherhood. 48  These four-volume editions 
have a similar, but unfortunately not identical pagination. 49  Given this possi-
bility for confusion, I opted for the 1967 edition of the H. alabı̄ Firm, available 
in many Western libraries. 50  The second edition I refer to is the sixteen-parts 
set—originally printed in four volumes—of the Committee for the Distribution 
of Islamic Culture ( Lajnat nashr al-thaqāfa al-Islāmiyya ). It was published in 
1356–57/1937–39. 51  

 In the translations from Arabic and Persian, square brackets indicate ad-
ditions or explanations on my part, while texts in round brackets are clarifi ca-
tions that are required in the English translation in order to avoid ambiguity. 
In the transliteration of Arabic, I apply the standard of  The Encyclopaedia of 
Islam THREE  . In the case of Turkish names and names from other non-Arabic and 
non-Persian languages, I use a less stringent system of transliteration that tries 
to represent the pronunciation of these names in their original language. Place-
names appear the way we usually refer to them in English unless these places 
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no longer exist. In the endnotes, I produce a short reference to the authors and 
the titles of publications that are listed in the bibliography. 

 key to the works that are cited with more than one page reference: 

 al-Ghazālı̄.  al-Arba ¶ı̄n , edition .Sabrı̄ al-Kurdı̄ 1925 / edition Jābir 1964. 
 ———.  Fays.al al-tafriqa , edition Dunyā 1961 / edition Bı̄jū 1993. 
 ———.   .Himāqat-i ahl-i ibā.hat , edition Pretzl 1933 / edition Pūrjavādı̄ 2002. 
 ———.  I.hya 7 , edition al- .Halabı̄ 1967–68 / Lajnat Nashr al-Thaqāfa edition 1937–39. 
 ———.  Iljām al- ¶awāmm , edition al- .Halabı̄ 1891 / edition al-Baghdādı̄ 1985. 
 ———.  al-Imlā 7 fı̄ ishkālāt al-I.hyā 7,  same as  I.hyā 7 . 
 ———.  Maqā.sid al-falāsifa , edition .Sabrı̄ al-Kurdı̄ 1936 / edition Dunyā 1960. 
 ———.  Mishkāt al-anwār , edition ¶Afı̄fı̄ 1964 / edition al-Sayrawān 1986. 
 ———.  Mı̄zān al- ¶amal , edition .Sabrı̄ al-Kurdı̄ 1923 / edition Dunyā 1964. 
 ———.  al-Musta.s fā min ¶ilm al-u.sūl , edition H. amza H. āfi z.  1992–93 / Būlāq edition 

 1904–7. 
 ———.  Tahāfut al-falāsifa , edition Bouyges 1927 / edition Marmura 1997. 
 Ibn al-Muqaffa ¶.  Kalı̄la wa-Dimna , edition Cheikho 1905 / edition ¶Azzām 1941. 
 Ibn Sı̄nā.  al-Najāt , edition .Sabrı̄ al-Kurdı̄ 1938 / edition Dānishpazhūh 1985. 
 ———.  al-Ta ¶lı̄qāt , edition Badawı̄ 1973 / edition al- ¶Ubaydı̄ 2002. 
  Rasā 7il Ikhwān al-sāfā 7 , edition Ziriklı̄ 1928 / Dār .Sādir edition, Beirut. 
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 A Life between Public 
and Private Instruction 
 Al-Ghazālı̄’s Biography 

 In the West, al-Ghazālı̄’s life has frequently attracted more attention 
than his teachings. Every student of Islamic studies knows that at 
the peak of his career, al-Ghazālı̄ left his prominent teaching posi-
tion and became a Sufi . In his autobiography, The Deliverer from Error  
( al-Munqidh min al-d. alāl ), al-Ghazālı̄ presents this transformation in 
quite dramatic terms. Yet even before the seventeenth century, when 
this book became known in the West, European scholars were fa-
miliar with the inspiring tale of al-Ghazālı̄’s spiritual life. In the fi rst 
half of the sixteenth century, Catholic scholars at the Vatican asked 
the Moroccan captive al-H. asan ibn Muh. ammad al-Wazzān (d. after 
957/1550), known as Leo Africanus, to write a book on the lives of the 
most prominent Arabic philosophers and theologians. His biography 
of al-Ghazālı̄ is the third longest of the twenty-eight biographies in 
that book, after those of Avicenna and Averroes—and certainly the 
most interesting. Al-Ghazālı̄’s rapid rise as a scholar, his fi nancial 
success, and his sudden decision to become a “hermit” ( eremita ) all 
fi gure prominently in this account. 1  

 Al-Ghazālı̄’s vocal renunciation in his autobiography of certain at -
titudes he held earlier in his life has always captured the imagination. 
At different times in his career, al-Ghazālı̄ was considered a Sufi , a  
mutakallim  who refuted  falsafa , and, to some degree, a genuine philos-
opher who subscribed to philosophical teachings. This mix created 
numerous legends about his life. The Algerian Jewish scholar Abra-
ham Gavison (d. 986/1578) spread one of the most curious anecdotes 
during the sixteenth century. He tells the story—in all earnestness—
that during daytime al-Ghazālı̄ composed his  Incoherence of the Philos-
ophers  in response to a request by the ruler, while during the night he 
worked on his own accord on  The Incoherence of the Incoherence . This
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book is the well-known refutation of al-Ghazālı̄’s  Incoherence of the Philosophers  
and was actually composed by Averroes (d. 595/1198) almost a century after 
al-Ghazālı̄. 2  

 In the West, serious source-critical studies of al-Ghazālı̄’s biography have 
made little progress in the past half-century. About forty years ago, Josef van 
Ess noted that of the primary sources on his life, the reports of al-Ghazālı̄’s 
contemporaries and his students had not yet been fully evaluated. 3  Thirty years 
earlier, in 1938, Jalāl al-Dı̄n Humā 7ı̄  had already presented a remarkable bio-
graphic study of al-Ghazālı̄—written in Persian—that makes full use of the 
rich information in the collection of his letters. 4  In Western languages, how-
ever, the study of al-Ghazālı̄’s life had not yet integrated these fi ndings. The 
chronology of al-Ghazālı̄’s life established by Maurice Bouyges in the 1920s 
and translated into Arabic by ¶Abd al-Rah. mān Badawı̄ in 1964 is still the most 
comprehensive secondary literature available. This chronology—which is 
also the starting point of George F. Hourani’s two articles on the dating of al-
Ghazālı̄’s works, published in 1959 and 1984—is more than eighty years old 
and is based entirely on information provided by al-Ghazālı̄ in his autobiog-
raphy or by his main biographers. 5  These sources contain substantial lacunae. 
For instance, considering the writings of al-Ghazālı̄’s student Abū Bakr ibn 
al- ¶Arabı̄ (d. 543/1148) allows us to solve a number of problems in the chronol-
ogy of al-Ghazālı̄’s life. Abū Bakr ibn al- ¶Arabı̄ tells us when al-Ghazālı̄ left 
Baghdad on his way home to Khorasan, as an example. 6  Even more impor-
tant are al-Ghazālı̄’s Persian letters, which provide us similarly with the cor-
responding information about when he arrived in Khorasan. Other biographic 
problems of concern to earlier generations of al-Ghazālı̄ scholars involve his 
possible trip to Egypt and his whereabouts during the “ten years of Sufi -wan-
dering”—a particularly deceptive verbal formulation that has caused much 
confusion. In all these cases, his letters as well as the testimony of his students 
give clear answers. 

 “How al-Ghazālı̄ Created His Own Historiography” is the subtitle of ¶Abd 
al-Dā 7im al-Baqarı̄’s landmark study on al-Ghazālı̄’s autobiography, and it cap-
tures well the great theologian’s attitude toward his biographers. 7  Not only in 
his  Deliverer from Error  but also in the conversations with his biographer ¶Abd 
al-Ghāfi r al-Fārisı̄ (d. 529/1134) did al-Ghazāli shape the perception of his per-
sonality and effectively confuse historians for many centuries. The “ten years of 
Sufi  wandering” are mentioned both in his autobiography as well as in ¶Abd al-
Ghāfi r’s account of his life. 8  They create the impression that he stopped teach-
ing and avoided all forms of public life. In particular, the authoritative nature 
of ¶Abd al-Ghāfi r’s biography, who knew al-Ghazālı̄ personally and who based 
his biography on personal conversations with him, led to this misunderstand-
ing that leaves traces even in most recent scholarship. 9  After al-Ghazālı̄ became 
a professor at the Baghdad Niz. āmiyya at age thirty-fi ve, he never stopped teach-
ing and writing books. The circumstances under which this teaching took place 
and those who benefi ted from it became an important issue during the course 
of his life, as we will see. 
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 The Main Sources for al-Ghazālı̄’s Biography 

 In 1971, Dorothea Krawulsky analyzed the entries on al-Ghazālı̄ in the major 
historical dictionaries of Muslim scholars and luminaries and in the chronicles 
of his era. 10  She concluded that only a handful of historians contributed origi-
nal material, while the rest simply repeated the entries of others. 11  The main 
sources for the life of al-Ghazālı̄, these historians rely heavily on al-Ghazālı̄’s 
autobiography,  Deliverer from Error . Only in the mid-twentieth century did the 
value of this book as a proper reconstruction of al-Ghazālı̄’s life become a mat-
ter of debate. 12  Observations and comments of contemporaries are the second 
most important source for al-Ghazālı̄ biographers in the classical period. None 
of the authors of Arabic biographical dictionaries and chronicles use the collec-
tion of al-Ghazālı̄’s Persian letters. 

 Among the classical biographies, the one by ¶Abd al-Ghāfi r al-Fārisı̄ stands 
out, as he was himself a contemporary of al-Ghazālı̄ and integrated informa-
tion he received directly from the great scholar with reports he got from oth-
ers. 13  ¶Abd al-Ghāfi r, a grandson of the great Sufi  Abū l-Qāsim al-Qushayrı̄ 
(d. 465/1072) and himself an author of works on Sufi sm, 14  includes an article 
( tarjama ) on al-Ghazālı̄ in his  Sequence to the History of Nishapur  ( al-Siyāq li-
Ta 7rı̄kh Nı̄sābūr ). This book was completed in 518/1124 and is the continuation 
of an earlier  History of Nishapur  by a fourth/tenth century historian. Only the 
second part of ¶Abd al-Ghāfi r’s continuation survived, and that part does not 
contain the entry on al-Ghazālı̄. 15  At the beginning of the seventh/thirteenth cen-
tury, ¶Abd al-Ghāfı̄r al-Fārisı̄’s book became the subject of an abridgment, which 
survived in full and contains an abbreviated version of his entry on al-Ghazālı̄. 16  
The nonabbreviated version survived in the quotations of other historians, most 
prominently Tāj al-Dı̄n al-Subkı̄ (d. 771/1370). Al-Subkı̄ himself also lacked a 
copy of ¶Abd al-Ghāfi r’s book. He says he knew its content through Ibn ¶Asākir’s 
history of the Ash ¶arite school and through the abridged version. 17  He must 
have had a third source, however, since his quotations from ¶Abd al-Ghāfi r’s 
article on al-Ghazālı̄ are more extensive than those in Ibn ¶Asākir’s books. 18  

 ¶Abd al-Ghāfi r al-Fārisı̄, who was about three years younger than al-Ghazālı̄, 
knew the juvenile al-Ghazālı̄ as a fellow student and teaching assistant ( khādim ) 
under al-Juwaynı̄ (d. 478/1085). He later visited him several times and inter-
viewed him about his life. 19  His eight-page biographical article had a huge im-
pact on the historiography of al-Ghazālı̄. It is much more extensive than any 
other in his historical dictionary and includes personal comments on the im-
pression al-Ghazālı̄ made on the author. In terms of its information, however, 
it is not faultless. It reports that al-Ghazālı̄ spent ten years in Syria although, 
in fact, he stayed there for less than two years, prompting at least one often-
repeated misunderstanding. 20  

 After ¶Abd al-Ghāfi r, the Khorasanian historian al-Sam ¶ānı̄ (d. 562/1166) 
of Marw is the second closest biographer, both historically and geographically. 
He lived a generation after al-Ghazālı̄  and studied with many scholars who 
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knew him personally. Unfortunately, all of al-Sam ¶ānı̄’s documents on al-
Ghazālı̄  are lost, leaving only quotations in other historians’ works. 21  There is 
also some evidence that al-Sam ¶ānı̄’s contemporary and colleague Z. āhir al-Dı̄n 
ibn Funduq al-Bayhaqı̄ (d. 565/1169–70) from Sabzawar in Khorasan wrote 
about the life of al-Ghazālı̄ . If he did, his works on this subject are completely 
lost. 22  

 The Damascene Ibn ¶Asākir (d. 571/1175) was the second historian after 
¶Abd al-Ghāfi r whose biography of al-Ghazālı̄ is preserved. He includes a long 
entry in his apologetic history of the early Ash ¶arite school,  The Correction of the 
Fabricator ’ s Lies  ( Tabyı̄n kadhib al-muftarı̄  ), and a shorter one in his history of 
Damascus. 23  Both entries consist of a reproduction of ¶Abd al-Ghāfi r’s biogra-
phy, while the longer adds al-Ghazālı̄’s brief work on the Muslim creed (  ¶aqı̄da ), 
 The Foundation on What-To-Believe  ( Qawā ¶id al- ¶aqā 7id ). There is probably more 
original information on the life of al-Ghazālı̄ in Ibn ¶Asākir’s voluminous his-
tory of Damascus, which still needs to be fully explored. 24  

 Ibn al-Jawzı̄’s (d. 597/1201) chronicle  The Orderly Treatment in History  ( al-
Muntaz. am fı̄ l-ta 7rı̄kh ) contains three entries on al-Ghazālı̄ that do not always 
concur. Ibn al-Jawzı̄ is the fi rst annalist historian to include an obituary for 
al-Ghazālı̄ in the year of his death. Ibn al-Jawzı̄ reconstructs al-Ghazālı̄’s basic 
life dates primarily from information given by ¶Abd al-Ghāfi r al-Fārisı̄. Yet he 
also devotes signifi cant space to his own traditionalist criticisms of and ob-
jections to al-Ghazālı̄’s works. 25  Ibn al-Jawzı̄’s grandson Sibt. ibn al-Jawzı̄’s 
(d. 654/1256)  The Mirror of Times  ( Mir 7āt al-zamān)  lists the available sources 
of information on al-Ghazālı̄’s life. He mentions ¶Abd al-Ghāfi r al-Fārisı̄, Ibn 
al-Jawzı̄, al-Sam ¶ānı̄, and Ibn ¶Asākir. 26  Yāqūt (d. 626/1228) includes a brief 
sketch of al-Ghazālı̄’s life within the entry on T. ūs in his geographic diction-
ary. 27  In comparison, Ibn al-Athı̄r (d. 630/1233), the main chronicler of this 
period, writes only a very brief entry on al-Ghazālı̄, along with other scattered 
but important information. 28  

 With Ibn al-Athı̄r ends the line of the chroniclers who were historically or 
locally close to al-Ghazālı̄ and could credibly contribute original material to his 
biography. The major historians of Muslim luminaries such as Ibn Khallikān 
(d. 681/1282), al-Dhahabı̄ (d. 748/1347), al-S. afadı̄ (d. 764/1363), and Ibn Kathı̄r 
(d. 774/1373) all feature articles on al-Ghazālı̄ in their works. 29  By the time they 
wrote, they had to rely on earlier works of history, some of them lost to us. 30  In 
the seventh/thirteenth century, Damascus became a center of Ghazālı̄ studies, 
and legal scholars such as Yah. yā al-Nawawı̄ (d. 676/1277) wrote infl uential com-
mentaries on his legal works. This activity revived the interest in al-Ghazālı̄’s 
life. New information was hard to locate, however, and the dispute around al-
Ghazālı̄’s name exemplifi es that it was simply too late to settle some issues of 
his biography. Whether the  nisba  (family name) was  al-Ghazālı̄  or  al-Ghazzālı̄  
is a point disputed by various early reports. The most erudite historians of the 
seventh/thirteenth and eighth/fourteenth centuries gave an account of these 
disputes and refrained from judgment. A more plausible etymology in favor of 
al-Ghazzālı̄ stood squarely against indications that the family itself—including 
our scholar—preferred the spelling with only one z. 31  
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 The new genre of monumental historical dictionaries on religious schol-
ars, which appear in the seventh/thirteenth century and which cover not only 
the major luminaries but also everyone contributing to a certain fi eld, made bi-
ographic information more readily available. Al-Ghazāli features prominently 
in the early examples of this genre, 32  with entries on him also integrating infor-
mation that had earlier been cited only in entries on his students. Out of the in-
terest in the Damascene Shāfi ¶ite circles grew the monumental compilation of 
earlier testimonies and comments, written by Tāj al-Dı̄n al-Subkı̄ (d. 771/1370). 
He composed a book-length monograph on al-Ghazālı̄ and incorporated it in 
his history of the Shāfi ¶ite scholars. 33  This is by far the most important treatment 
of al-Ghazālı̄’s life and the impact he had on Muslim scholarship. Al-Subkı̄ in-
cludes a variety of voices that have otherwise been lost. 34  He also includes a list 
of about forty-fi ve of al-Ghazālı̄’s works. One of his contemporaries, who com-
posed an independent biography of al-Ghazālı̄ based on similar sources, has an 
even more comprehensive list. Al-Wāsit.ı̄ (d. 776/1374) lists in his history of the 
Shāfi ¶ite school almost a hundred titles written by al-Ghazālı̄. 35  

 Much of the later contributions to al-Ghazālı̄’s historiography still need to 
be discovered. 36  Writing a book on the life and the “exploits” ( manāqib ) of al-
Ghazālı̄ became a not-uncommon task of later theologians, particularly when 
they felt the need to defend al-Ghazālı̄ from the rampant criticism surrounding 
him. 37  Most of these works are still unknown to us, although some of this ma-
terial has emerged in al-Murtad. ā al-Zabı̄dı̄’s (d. 1205/1791) monumental com-
mentary on  The Revival of the Religious Sciences  ( Ih. yā 7 ¶ulūm al-dı̄n ). He precedes 
his commentary with a biography of al-Ghazālı̄ that is largely based on the one 
written by al-Subkı̄. 38  

 Next to al-Ghazālı̄’s autobiography—which was the subject of a French 
study as early as 1842 39 —Western scholars mostly relied on al-Subkı̄’s and al-
Murtad. ā al-Zabı̄dı̄’s works when they reconstructed the life of al-Ghazālı̄. 40  
Only during the past thirty years—after the edition of al-Ghazālı̄’s letters pub-
lished in 1955 and relevant excerpts of Abū Bakr ibn al- ¶Arabı̄’s works in 1961, 
1963, and 1968—have important new sources become available in print. 

 Al-Ghazālı̄’s Date of Birth: Around 448/1056 

 ¶Abd al-Ghāfi r al-Fārisı̄ does not mention when al-Ghazāli was born nor how 
old he was when he died. The year 450  AH  (March 1058–February 1059), which 
has been accepted by most of al-Ghazālı̄’s biographers, fi rst appears in Ibn al-
Jawzı̄’s obituary of al-Ghazālı̄, composed at least sixty years after al-Ghazālı̄’s 
death. Ibn al-Jawzı̄ writes that “it is said ( dhukira ), he was born in 450.” 41  Yāqūt 
also has this date. Ibn Khallikān repeats it, but adds that people in T. ābarān, 
al-Ghazālı̄’s birthplace, say that he was born in the year 451  AH . 42  This disagree-
ment eventually falls prey to the times, and even al-Subkı̄, despite the encyclo-
pedic character of his work, doesn’t mention it anymore. 43  

 The two dates of 450 or 451  AH  are not without problems, however. In a 
letter al-Ghazālı̄ wrote to Sanjar, who was then the vice-regent in Khorasan, he 
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states that at the time of writing he had passed his fi fty-third birthday. 44  This 
letter also contains a reference to al-Ghazālı̄’s vow at the grave of Abraham in 
Hebron. This vow, which included the pledge never again to appear before rul-
ers, is well known and was made in Dhū l-Qa ¶da 489 / October 1096. Writing 
about himself in the third person, al-Ghazālı̄ says in this letter that “he kept 
that vow for twelve years and the caliph as well as all the sultans considered 
him excused.” 45  These words were written in order to convince Sanjar also to 
excuse al-Ghazālı̄ from appearing before him. Thus, they allow us to date the 
letter and determine al-Ghazālı̄’s year of birth. 

 Al-Ghazālı̄’s words that “he kept that vow for twelve years,” however, can be 
understood in two ways. Most straightforward would be to interpret the twelve 
years as the span between the vow at Hebron and the time of writing. Count-
ing twelve lunar years after the vow at Hebron would date the letter in the fi nal 
months of 501 / summer of 1108, two years after al-Ghazāli returned to teaching 
at the Niz. āmiyya in Nishapur. If the twelve years can be understood this way, 
al-Ghazālı̄ was born in 448  AH  (March 1056–March 1057), two years earlier 
than most of the historians report. There is the possibility to assume that he 
was born even a year earlier. In classical Islam, the age of persons was often 
counted in solar years according to the seasons. 46  If the age of fi fty-three refers 
to solar and not lunar years, al-Ghazālı̄’s birth would fall around 447/1055. It 
must be said, however, that every time al-Ghazālı̄ refers to time spans of a cer-
tain number of years, the reference is to the Muslim lunar calendar. Since there 
is no evidence that he ever applied the solar calendar, the year 448/1056–57 is 
the most likely year of al-Ghazālı̄’s birth. 

 There is, however, another way that the words, “he kept that vow for twelve 
years,” can be understood. This alternative understanding is less likely in my 
opinion, but it must be mentioned and discussed. The vow at Hebron stands 
in connection to al-Ghazālı̄’s decision to break his close association with the 
Seljuq rulers and resign from his teaching position at the Niz. āmiyya madrasa 
in Baghdad. Al-Ghazālı̄ left that job and Baghdad in Dhū l-Qa ¶da 488 / Novem-
ber 1095, almost exactly one year before the vow at Hebron was made. When 
in his autobiography  Deliverer from Error  ( al-Munqidh min al-d. alāl ) al-Ghazālı̄ 
writes about his return to teaching at the Niz. āmiyya school in Nishapur, he says 
that this happened in Dhū l-Qa ¶da 499 / July–August 1106. He continues: “The 
period of seclusion (  ¶uzla ) amounted to eleven years.” 47  The fact that he counts 
to his readers the number of lunar years he did not teach at state-sponsored 
schools is signifi cant. In al-Ghazālı̄’s own understanding, the date for when he 
began to keep the vow at Hebron may have not been the date that he made the 
vow. He might have understood that he began keeping the vow retroactively, 
so to speak, since his departure from Baghdad. Thus, he may have meant to 
say that he “kept that vow” since Dhū l-Qa ¶da 488 / November 1095. If this was 
the case, the letter would have been written a year earlier in the last months of 
500 / June–July 1108. Subsequently his birth would fall in 447/1055–56, if one 
assumes his age of fi fty-three years is given in lunar years, or 446/1054–55 if 
one assumes solar years. 
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 Judged from the information given in this letter to Sanjar, al-Ghazālı̄ 
was born between 446/1054 and 448/1057. His most likely year of brith was 
448/1056–57, two years before the date that currently appears in the literature. 
The period of 446/1054 to 448/1057 concurs with al-Ghazālı̄’s own informa-
tion given in his autobiography,  Deliverer from Error . There, al-Ghazālı̄ says that 
he was “over fi fty” when he composed the book. 48  According to the traditional 
chronology of his life, which puts his birth in 450/1058–59, the  Deliverer  could 
not have been written before 501/1107; “over fi fty” assumes that he was at least 
fi fty-one lunar years old when he wrote the book. Yet in this book, al-Ghazālı̄ 
refers vividly to the events at the end of the year 499 / summer 1106, when he 
returned to public teaching in Nishapur. The  Deliverer  was more likely written 
soon after this event, since it partly functions as an apologia for what appeared 
to some to be a break of his vow in Hebron. 49  In addition, the author makes the 
point that he should be regarded as the “renewer” ( muh. yı̄  ) of the sixth Muslim 
century. 50  The beginning of the new century is identifi ed as the turn from 499 
to 500  AH , which fell on September 2, 1106. Therefore, all internal indications 
of the text point toward a publication soon after the beginning of the year 500 
 AH . According to the traditional chronology, however, that would be impossi-
ble since al-Ghazālı̄ may have barely turned fi fty and was certainly not yet “over 
fi fty.” If he was born between 446/1055 and 448/1057, however, he had by this 
time already passed his fi fty-fi rst, fi fty-second, or fi fty-third birthday—either in 
lunar or in solar years—and the words “over fi fty” are well justifi ed. 51  

  
 Al-Ghazālı̄’s birthplace T. ābarān was one of two major towns within the dis-
trict of T. ūs, the other being Nūqān, which was situated a few miles south of 
T. ābarān. During the sixth/twelfth century, Meshed (Mashhad) grew around 
the pilgrimage site of the Shiite Imām ¶Alı̄ al-Rid. ā (or: Riz. ā), who was bur-
ied in Sanābādh near Nūqān in 203/818. 52  All these places were referred to as 
T. ūs, which according to Yāqūt had more than a thousand “villages” ( qarya ). 
Nūqān was gradually replaced by Meshed and eventually became a suburb of it. 
Three hundred years later, after the destruction of T. ābarān in 791/1389 during 
an anti-Timurid uprising, Meshed would also replace al-Ghazālı̄’s hometown. 
T. ābarān was not rebuilt, and its water channels were redirected to Meshed. 53  
It was during al-Ghazālı̄’s lifetime that people began to refer to Nūqān, the 
second town of T. ūs, as Meshed, a name al-Ghazālı̄, however, never used. Oth-
ers among his contemporaries, however, weren’t shy to use “Meshed” or even 
“Meshed, the holy city of Riz. ā.” 54  

 Al-Ghazālı̄’s Early Years and His Education 

 Little is known about al-Ghazālı̄’s childhood, even less about his family. In the 
seventh/thirteenth and eighth/fourteenth centuries, some Shāfi ¶ite scholars in 
Damascus made efforts to determine the occupation of al-Ghazālı̄’s father. By 
then, however, it was already too late to get reliable information about this. 
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When al-Subkı̄ claims that al-Ghazālı̄’s father was a spinner ( ghazzāl ) of wool, 
he makes a leap of faith based on a spurious etymology of the family’s name. 55  
The  nisba  or family name “al-Ghazālı̄” had been in use for several generations, 
and its most distinguished bearer was not the fi rst famous scholar who wore it. 
Another jurist by the name of al-Ghazālı̄ lived two or three generations before 
him and may have been either his paternal granduncle or his great granduncle. 
The elder al-Ghazālı̄ is said to have died in 435/1043–44 and was an infl uential 
teacher in T. ūs, an author of books that have not survived. 56  

 Later Muslim historians, however, gave another much humbler impres-
sion of al-Ghazālı̄’s family. Al-Subkı̄ tells us about the poverty of his father and 
how he made deathbed arrangements for his two young sons, Muh. ammad 
and Ah. mad. The fatherless children were given up to the foster care of a Sufi  
friend of the family. Their small inheritance forced them to enter a madrasa for 
care. Thus, they entered into Muslim learning not for the sake of God, as al-
Ghazālı̄ is quoted as saying, but for the sake of food. 57  This story became a stock 
element of al-Ghazālı̄’s biography, refl ecting his and his younger brother’s later 
attraction both to poverty and to Sufi sm. Al-Subkı̄ gives no proper source for 
it. He reports it in the fi rst person and claims that this is “just as al-Ghazālı̄ 
used to tell it.” 58  The story can be traced back to the lost part of Ibn al-Najjār’s 
(d. 643/1245)  Appendix to the History of Baghdad  ( Dhayl ta 7rı̄kh Baghdād ) which 
probably took it from al-Sam ¶ānı̄’s lost work with the same title. Al-Dhahabı̄, 
who is our oldest extant source of this information, quotes one of al-Ghazālı̄’s 
students, who heard him mentioning that when his father died he left little 
for his brother and him. 59  On this occasion al-Ghazālı̄ supposedly said: “We 
acquired knowledge for reasons other than the sake of God; but knowledge 
refuses to be for anything else than for the sake of God.” Although this sen-
tence may refl ect his upbringing, it is actually a well-known quote that appears 
both in al-Ghazālı̄’s  Revival of the Religious Sciences  as well as in his  Scale of Ac-
tion  ( Mı̄zān al- ¶amal ). There the author attributes it “to one (or: some) of those 
who found truth” ( ba ¶d.  al-muh. aqqiqı̄n ). 60  

 It is puzzling that al-Sam ¶ānı̄, who is most likely the fi rst authority to report 
the tale, was unable to identify the unnamed Sufi  who cared for the children. 
Al-Sam ¶ānı̄ had an intimate familiarity of the intellectual life in T. ūs during 
this period. Since we do not have the original text of al-Sam ¶ānı̄’s version, we 
cannot say whether he implied it to be dubious. In my opinion, the historicity 
of the whole story is doubtful. Al-Subkı̄ turns it into an emotional tale with 
the literary tropes of a father’s deathbed remorse and two young orphans who 
turn toward knowledge simply to survive. Here, there is no role for al-Ghazālı̄’s 
mother, who supposedly survived her husband and must have cared for her 
children. Yet some of these bare facts may be true; al-Ghazālı̄’s father likely 
did die during his sons’ childhood and left little for their education. These trap-
pings may have given rise to further embellishments such as the Sufi  friend 
of the family. Indeed, in this anecdote, the anonymous Sufi  may stand in as 
a cipher for the famous Abū ¶Alı̄ al-Fāramadhı̄ (d. 477/1084), whose youthful 
infl uence al-Ghazālı̄ acknowledged later during his life and whose role will be 
explained later. 
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 In his biography, ¶Abd al-Ghāfi r al-Fārisı̄ does not mention any of this and 
sticks to the bare facts of al-Ghazālı̄’s education. There is no Sufi  friend here; 
rather, it begins with the study of  fi qh  under a local teacher named Ah. mad al-
Rādhakānı̄. 61  Al-Subkı̄ says that this al-Rādhakānı̄ had himself studied with “al-
Ghazālı̄ the elder.” An Ah. mad al-Rādhakānı̄ from T. ābarān-T. ūs was a member 
of the generation of al-Ghazālı̄’s teachers, but it is not clear whether he was a 
scholar. 62  There was, however, another al-Rādhakānı̄ in that generation who 
was a well-known scholar. ¶Abd al-Ghāfi r mentions the scholar Abū Sa ¶d ¶Abd 
al-Malik al-Rādhakānı̄. He was the maternal uncle of the powerful grand vizier 
Niz. ām al-Mulk (d. 485/1092). 63  His half-brother, Abū l-Qāsim ¶Abdallāh ibn ¶Alı̄ 
(d. 499/1105–6), was a very important scholar and might have held the posi-
tion of head teacher of the Niz. āmiyya madrasa in Nishapur between 493/1100 
and al-Ghazālı̄’s later appointment in 499/1106. 64  We will see that Niz. ām 
al-Mulk was one of the most important personalities for al-Ghazālı̄’s intel-
lectual development. He served as grand vizier over a period of almost thirty 
years between 455/1063 and his violent death in 485/1092. Second in power 
only to the Seljuq Sultans Alp-Arslan (reg. 455–65 / 1063–72) and Malikshāh 
(reg. 465–485 / 1072–92), Niz. ām al-Mulk formulated the religious policy for 
an area that stretched from Asia Minor to Afghanistan. In the intellectual cent-
ers of the Seljuq Empire, he founded religious madrasas (so-called Niz. āmiyya 
madrasas), which institutionalized the teaching of Sunni jurisprudence and 
Ash ¶arite theology. 65  Niz. ām al-Mulk hailed from Rādhakān, a village at the 
northern edge of T. ūs. 66  His whole family became very infl uential among the 
religious scholars in Khorasan and at the Seljuq court. 67  

 Their full names support the assumption that ¶Abd al-Malik al-Rādhakānı̄ 
was a brother of Ah. mad. Regardless of whether Ah. mad or ¶Abd al-Malik al-
Rādhakānı̄ was al-Ghazālı̄’s fi rst teacher, al-Ghazālı̄ likely made connections 
with the wider family of Niz. ām al-Mulk. Al-Ghazālı̄’s early teacher in T. ābarān-
T. ūs was probably far less humble than al-Subkı̄ assumed. He may have had 
family ties to the most important Shāfi ¶ite scholars of Khorasan during his 
time, perhaps even to the great vizier. Niz. ām al-Mulk was a Shāfi ¶ite jurist edu-
cated in T. ūs, a district small enough for all Shāfi ¶ite scholars to know one an-
other well. 

 ¶Abd al-Ghāfi r says that after al-Ghazālı̄’s education under al-Rādhakānı̄, 
he went to study with al-Juwaynı̄ in Nishapur, the next major city, about fi fty 
kilometers south of T. ūs and separated from it by a high mountain range. 68  He 
arrived there within a group of students from T. ūs. Al-Subkı̄ and other later 
historians say that before coming to Nishapur, al-Ghazālı̄ went to study with 
someone named Abū l-Nas.r al-Ismā ¶ı̄ lı̄  in Gurgān, who is not mentioned in 
any other context. 69  

 Al-Subkı̄ also tells an anecdote on al-Ghazālı̄’s early education that he traces 
back to As ¶ad al-Mayhanı̄ (d. 523/1129 or 527/1132–33), a prominent colleague 
and follower of al-Ghazālı̄ who met with him during his later years in T. ūs. 
Al-Subkı̄ mentions a second source for the anecdote, namely the vizier Niz. ām 
al-Mulk. This story has since gained some prominence—some scholars regard 
it as very signifi cant 70 —and its origin should be looked at closely: Al-Subkı̄’s 
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two sources, As ¶ad al-Mayhanı̄ and Niz. ām al-Mulk, are probably just a single 
source. The historian al-Sam ¶ānı̄, whose family was close to As ¶ad al-Mayhanı̄, 
is the fi rst to report the story in a  tarjama  on Niz. ām al-Mulk in his lost  Appendix 
to the History of Baghdad . We have his report preserved in a quotation from the 
historian of Aleppo Ibn al- ¶Adı̄m (d. 660/1262). There, al-Sam ¶ānı̄ says that in 
a stack of papers left by his father he found an anecdote about how Niz. ām al-
Mulk taught his nephew that making notes alone is not suffi cient learning. The 
nephew was Shihāb al-Islām  ¶Abd al-Razzāq (d. 525/1130), who later became a 
famous vizier and who during the time of this anecdote had just started study-
ing  fi qh : 

 [Niz. ām al-Mulk] told the story of how the Imām Abū H. āmid 
al-Ghazālı̄, the Sufi  once traveled to Abū Nas.r al-Ismā ¶ı̄ lı̄  in Gurgān 
and how he took notes from him (  ¶allaqa ¶anhu ). When he returned to 
T. ūs, he was robbed on the road and his notes ( ta ¶lı̄q ) were taken away 
from him. He said to the captain of the highway-robbers: “Return my 
notes ( ta ¶lı̄qa ) to me!” He asked: “What are these notes?” Al-Ghazālı̄ 
answered: “A bag in which are the books of my studies.” [Al-Ghazālı̄ 
said:] “And I told him my story. So he asked me: ‘How can it be that 
you have learned things that you get rid of when this bag is taken 
away from you? And now you remain without knowledge?’ Then he 
returned it to me. I said: ‘He was sent by God to alert me and guide 
me towards what is best for me. And when I entered T. ūs, I turned 
my attention to this for three years until I had memorized all my 
notes in a way, would I have been robbed I would not have been 
deprived of my knowledge.’ ” 71  

 This anecdote next appears in Ibn al-Najjār’s  Appendix to the History of Baghdad , 
a book whose full version is also lost. 72  It features in the  tarjama  on al-Ghazālı̄, 
and from here, it spread widely within the biographical literature on this great 
scholar. Al-Subkı̄ represents just the latest stage. 73  

 There are several factors that make the authenticity of this anecdote doubt-
ful: ¶Abd al-Ghāfi r never mentions al-Ghazālı̄’s studies in Gurgān, the teacher is 
not correctly identifi ed, and the context of the report is anecdotal, pedagogical, 
and somewhat ahistorical. Most important, however, the nephew addressed by 
Niz. ām al-Mulk is only ten years younger than al-Ghazālı̄ and studied himself 
with al-Juwaynı̄, indicating that al-Ghazālı̄ could not yet have been a famous 
Sufi  when the story was allegedly told. Although the story’s age does give it 
some credibility—it goes back almost to the days of al-Ghazālı̄ and contains 
verbatim quotes—the topical nature of the story makes its historicity dubious. 
It is just as possible that the real experience of a less prominent scholar could 
have circulated among people in T. ūs or elsewhere and become connected to 
the famous al-Ghazālı̄ simply because it fi t the impression that contemporaries 
had about his personality. 

 In his letter to Sanjar mentioned above, al-Ghazālı̄ says that he started his 
deeper education at the age of thirteen. Using one of his favorite metaphors to 
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compare knowledge with deep and dangerous water, al-Ghazālı̄ writes about 
himself that since that age, “he had been diving into the sea of religious sci-
ences.” 74  This quotation may well refer to the beginning of his studies with 
al-Rādhakānı̄ in T. ūs, which would place it at 461/1069. A few years later he 
would arrive in al-Juwaynı̄’s class in Nishapur. His famous student-colleague 
al-Kiyā 7 al-Harrāsı̄ (d. 504/1110), who was born in 450/1158, two or three years 
after al-Ghazālı̄, entered al-Juwaynı̄’s seminar in 468/1075–76 at the age of 
seventeen. 

 In his autobiography, al-Ghazālı̄ briefl y comments on the beginnings of 
his intellectual life. “The thirst for understanding the essense of things was 
my persistent habit from my early years and the prime of my life.” This yearn-
ing, al-Ghazālı̄ says, was not a matter of choosing but a personal instinct and a 
natural disposition ( gharı̄za wa-fi t.ra ) that God had given him. This disposition 
allowed him to scrutinize the intellectual environment he grew up with and to 
thow off “the bounds of emulating others” ( rābit.at al-taqlı̄d ). He broke with the 
convictions he inherited, he says, when he was still a boy (  ¶ahd sinn al-s. ibā ). 75  
Later, ¶Abd al-Ghāfi r al-Fārisı̄ would write that the young al-Ghazāli he had 
known had shown some “fi lthy strains” ( za ¶ārra ) in his character. He was full of 
haughtiness and looked down at people with defi ance. “He had a vain pride and 
was blinded by the ease with which God had provided him to handle words, 
thoughts, expressions, and the pursuit of glory.” 76  

 Al-Juwaynı̄ was the most outstanding Muslim scholar of his time, an au-
thority in both Muslim law (   fi qh ) and theology. Around 455/1063, only fi ve 
years before al-Ghazālı̄ started studying with him, he had returned from his 
exile at Mecca and Medina. Ten years prior, in 445/1053, he had fl ed from 
Khorasan to escape the persecution of Ash ¶arites under the newly ascended 
Seljuqs and their sultan, Toghril-Bey (reg. 432/1040–455/1063). 77  After Toghril -
Bey’s death and Niz. ām al-Mulk’s ascension to the vizierate of the Seljuq Em-
pire in 455/1063, this policy was reversed. Niz. ām al-Mulk was sympathetic 
to Ash ¶arism, and he actively supported this school. 78  Marw, Baghdad, Herat, 
and Nishapur saw the founding of Niz. āmiyya madrasas, institutions open to 
the theological tradition of al-Ash ¶arı̄ (d. 324/935–36). The main chair at the 
Niz. āmiyya madrasa in Nishapur was offered to al-Juwaynı̄. 

 Al-Juwaynı̄’s teaching activity at the Niz. āmiyya in Nishapur proved a 
turning point in the history of Ash ¶arite theology. Although generations of 
Ash ¶arites—including al-Ash ¶arı̄, the school’s founder—had understood the tra-
dition of Greek philosophy to pose a signifi cant challenge to the epistemologi-
cal edifi ce of Muslim theology, none of al-Juwaynı̄’s predecessors had seriously 
studied the works of this school of thought. By the time of the mid-fi fth/eleventh 
century, the philosophical tradition in Islam had evolved from its foundational 
texts—translations of Aristotle and their commentaries—to being dominated 
by the works of the Muslim philosopher Avicenna (Ibn Sı̄nā, d. 428/1037). 
Al-Juwaynı̄ was the fi rst Muslim theologian who seriously studied Avicenna’s 
books. On the one hand, al-Juwaynı̄ fully realized the methodological chal-
lenge of the Aristotelian methods of demonstration ( apodeixis / burhān ) as used 
by Avicenna. The Muslim philosophers (   falāsifa ) claimed, for instance, that 
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through a chain of conclusive arguments, one can prove demonstrably that the 
world is pre-eternal ( qadı̄m ), and one can thus disprove the claim of the theolo-
gians that the world is created in time ( h. ādith ). On the other hand, al-Juwaynı̄ 
also understood that the works of Avicenna and other  falāsifa  contained solu-
tions to many theological problems the Ash ¶arite school had wrestled with for 
centuries. 

 There can be little doubt that al-Ghazāli started to read philosophical lit-
erature many years before he published books about it. His preoccupation 
with this literature likely began in the seminary of al-Juwaynı̄, 79  where read-
ing philosophical literature may have been part of the higher curriculum. The 
works of other scholars with a shared education reveal a detailed familiarity 
with the arguments of Aristotle and his Muslim followers. 80  Al-Juwaynı̄ him-
self had devoted much effort to a proper study and refutation of the  falāsifa ’s 
arguments about the eternity of the world. 81  Despite his disagreements, he was 
himself infl uenced by Avicenna’s distinction of being in (1) the being that is 
necessary by virtue of itself ( wājib al-wujūd  ) and (2) the beings that are only 
contingent by themselves ( mumkin al-wujūd  ). Al-Juwaynı̄ uses both concepts 
in his comprehensive  summa  of Ash ¶arite theology 82  as well as in his more con-
cise directory. 83  In one of his last works, a small textbook of Ash ¶arite theology 
written to honor his mentor Niz. ām al-Mulk, al-Juwaynı̄ expounds a proof for 
the existence of God that is infl uenced by that of Avicenna. “This is a method,” 
al-Juwaynı̄ writes, “that is more useful and nobler than those gathered in many 
volumes.” 84  He starts his proof by introducing the distinction of objects of 
knowledge into necessary, contingent, and impossible. Nothing in the created 
world is necessary by virtue of itself. In fact, everything can be different, and 
this illustrates that everything that exists in this world is contingent ( mujaw-
waz ). If all things can be different from what they are, there must be a “deter-
mining agent” ( muqtad. ı̄  ) who chooses the state of things. This “determining 
agent” must be continuously active and sustaining the world, which is not able 
to sustain itself. 85  

 The Niz. āmiyya madrasa in Nishapur became the cradle of Avicenna’s last-
ing infl uence on Ash ¶arite theology. For the young al-Ghazālı̄ , plunging into 
this sea of knowledge must have been an unforgettable moment, one he still 
vividly remembered forty years later in his conversation with Sanjar. In 2003, 
Jules Janssens suggested that there was a period in the life of the young al-
Ghazālı̄  when he was an adept of the philosophical school and a follower of 
Avicenna. Janssens suggested that  The Intentions of the Philosophers  ( Maqās. id 
al-falāsifa ) was written during that period and that the brief preface and the 
short conclusion ( khātima ) of the book were added later after the appeal of 
 falsafa  had waned. 86  None of al-Ghazālı̄ ’s biographers mentions such a period. 
However, in at least one passage of his works, al-Ghazālı̄  himself seems to 
indicate his past attraction to philosophy. In the  Incoherence of the Philosophers , 
he portrays the Muslim followers of the  falāsifa  as a group that “is convinced 
to be distinct from the companions and peers by virtue of a special clever-
ness (   fi t.na ) and quick wit ( dhakā 7  ).” He describes the followers of  falsafa  as 
rejecting the duties of Islam, namely, the acts of worship and ritual purity, and 
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belittling the devotions and ordinances prescribed by the divine law. 87  They 
do so because they look down on religious people, al-Ghazālı̄  claims; they see 
their own intelligence and methods of inquiry as making them superior to 
pious people who rely on revelation. In his later book,  The Jewels of the Qur 7an  
(  Jawāhir al-Qur 7ān ), al-Ghazālı̄  seems to admit that he himself was once part 
of such a group: 

 We saw among the groups of those who have a high opinion of them-
selves ( mutakābisūn ) some that were deceived by the literal meaning 
(z.  āhir ) of revelation. They became engaged in quarrels among them, 
opposing each other, and pompously presenting to one another what 
the groups disagreed upon. Subsequently this destroyed their belief 
in religion and led them to the inner denial of bodily resurrection, 
heaven and hell, and the return ( rujū ¶  ) to God the Exalted after death. 
They profess this in their innermost soul (   f ı̄ sarā 7irihim ). They are 
loose from the reins of fear of God ( taqwā ) and the bounds of piety. 
They are free from restraint in their pursuit of the vanities of this 
world. They eat what is forbidden, follow their passions, and are 
eager for fame, wealth, and worldly success. When they meet pious 
people they look down on them with pride and contempt. When 
they witness piety in someone whom they cannot beat intellectually 
because of his abundant knowledge, perfect intelligence, and pen-
etrating mind, they bring him to a point where his goal becomes de-
ception ( talbı̄s ), to win over the hearts [of these people], and to change 
[their] attitude towards him. When they witness piety in other people 
it only increases their error in the long run; while when people of 
religion witness piety it is one of the strongest confi rmations for the 
convictions of the believers. (. . .) And because they do not believe 
in the unknown ( ghayb ) the way ordinary people believe in it, their 
smartness is their perdition. Ignorance is closer to salvation than the 
faulty cleverness and defective smartness [of these people]. 

 We were ourselves not far from this, for we had stumbled upon 
the tails of these errors for a while due to the calamity of bad com-
pany and our association with them until God has distanced our-
selves from their errors and until He had protected us from their 
predicaments. 88  

 Becoming a Famous Jurist and Theologian 

 There is a scarcity of information about the years between al-Ghazālı̄ ’s entry 
into the Niz. āmiyya madrasa in Nishapur and his own appointment to the 
Niz. āmiyya in Baghdad more than twenty years later.  ¶Abd al-Ghāfi r al-Fārisı̄ 
covers this period with a single sentence, saying that al-Ghazālı̄  stayed with 
al-Juwaynı̄ until the latter’s death, that he left Nishapur afterward, and that he 
became part of the traveling court ( mu ¶askar ) and of the assembly of scholars 
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( majlis ) that the vizier Niz. ām al-Mulk kept around him. 89  Later historians add 
nothing to this description. 

 In earlier Turkish tradition, the court of the Seljuq sultan and his vizier 
would travel through the open country. The sultan’s military and political 
strength depended on the livestock kept by his nomadic warriors, and he had 
to lead it through fertile pastures in order to survive. With time, however, the 
sultan became detached from his troops and accustomed to a more urban life-
style. By the time Sultan Malikshāh came to power in 465/1072, the court spent 
much of its time in Isfahan and visited Baghdad in regular intervals. 

 When al-Ghazālı̄ arrived in Baghdad in 484/1091, he came from Isfahan. 
Indeed, a comment in his letter to Sanjar suggests that he had spent the years 
after leaving Nishapur and before arriving in Baghdad exclusively in Isfahan. 
Talking about himself, al-Ghazālı̄ wrote to Sanjar: 

 Know that this applicant ( dā ¶ı̄  ) has reached fi fty-three years of age, 
forty years of which he has dived in the sea of religious scholarship 
so that he reached a point where his words are beyond the under-
standing of most of his contemporaries. Twenty years in the days of 
the martyred Sultan Malikshāh passed, while in Isfahan and Bagh-
dad he remained in favor with the sultan. Often he was the mes-
senger ( rasūl ) between the sultan and the caliph in their important 
affairs. 90  

 The amount of time al-Ghazālı̄  spent in the service of Malikshāh (see fig-
ure 1.1)     is most probably exaggerated. Malikshāh reigned almost exactly twenty 
lunar years between Rabı̄ ¶ I 465 / January 1073 and Shawwāl 485 / November 
1092, and these words suggest that al-Ghazālı̄ served him throughout his whole 
period in offi ce. With this address, al-Ghazālı̄ aimed to impress Malikshāh’s son 
Sanjar and to suggest that he had paid his dues of servitude to the Seljuq family. 
Still, these words propose that al-Ghazālı̄ entered the court early in Malikshāh’s 
reign, probably many years before al-Juwaynı̄’s death in 478/1085. One of al-
Ghazālı̄’s students reports that Malikshāh commissioned one of his works 
in Persian; the  Proof of Truth in Responding to the Ismā ¶ı̄lites  ( H. ujjat al-h. aqq f ı̄ 
l-radd ¶alā l-bāt.iniyya ), which unfortunately is lost. 91  

 During the exchange with the vice-regent Sanjar, which took place shortly 
after 501/1108, al-Ghazālı̄ mentions that one of his earliest books,  The Sifted 
among the Notes on the Methods of Jurisprudence  ( al-Mankhūl min ta ¶lı̄qāt al-us. ūl ), 
was published about thirty years before. 92  That would put the publication of 
this book, which is an extracted version of al-Juwaynı̄’s course curriculum 
( ta ¶lı̄qa ) for Islamic law, in the years around 471/1078. 93  Ibn al-Jawzı̄ confi rms 
that the book was published during al-Ghazālı̄’s teacher’s lifetime; it even mer-
ited a jealous comment by al-Juwaynı̄. 94  Despite disagreeing with his teacher 
on some legal points,  The Sifted among the Notes on the Methods  was written in 
close cooperation with al-Juwaynı̄, who is honored in numerous references. 
Al-Ghazālı̄ says that he “took great pain to organize the book into sections and 
chapters in order to facilitate the understanding when the need for consulta-
tion arises.” 95  The clear and detailed organization of his material is a feature of 



figure 1.1 Sultan Malikshāh among his court. Miniature from the Arabic transla-
tion of Rashı̄d al-Dı̄n T. abı̄b’s (d. 718/1318) Persian Compendium of Chronicles ( Jāmi ¶ 
al-tavārı̄kh), produced around 714/1314 in Tabriz, Iran (Edinburgh University Library, 
MS Arab 20, fol. 138a).
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all of al-Ghazālı̄’s writings, and al-Juwaynı̄ might have understood how much 
his own teaching activity could benefi t from it. 

 Ibn al-Jawzı̄’s story of al-Juwaynı̄’s jealousy is part of an admiring but criti-
cal account of how al-Ghazālı̄’s intellectual brilliance was also combined with a 
signifi cant amount of hubris. Ibn al-Jawzı̄ gives the impression that the young 
al-Ghazālı̄ was disrespectful toward his teacher. Given Ibn al-Jawzı̄’s antago-
nism toward al-Ghazālı̄, one might question whether his analysis is unbiased 
or mere scandalmongering. Yet an earlier and more reliable source also men-
tions that al-Juwaynı̄ was not entirely happy with his master student.  ¶Abd al-
Ghāfi r al-Fārisı̄, who knew both and who may have witnessed what he reports, 
says that al-Juwaynı̄ admired al-Ghazālı̄’s intelligence, his eloquence, and his 
talent for disputations, yet “secretly ( sirr  an  ) he did not have a good opinion of 
al-Ghazālı̄.” 96  Like ¶Abd al-Ghāfi r himself, al-Juwaynı̄ disliked the young al-
Ghazālı̄’s rush toward judgement and what many thought was an inborn sense 
of superiority. “He also was not pleased with [al-Ghazālı̄’s] literary composi-
tions,”  ¶Abd al-Ghāfi r continues, “even though he had been trained by him and 
was associated with him.” Outwardly, however, al-Juwaynı̄ boasted the achieve-
ments of his master student and held him in high esteem. 97  

 In Jumāda I 484 / July 1091, al-Ghazālı̄ entered Baghdad as a newly ap-
pointed professor at the Niz. āmiyya madrasa. The appointment was a decision 
by Niz. ām al-Mulk. Before he left Isfahan, Niz. ām al-Mulk had bestowed upon 
him two honorary titles, “Brilliance of the Religion” ( zayn al-dı̄n ) and “Emi-
nence among the Religious Leaders” ( sharaf al-a 7imma ). 98  Later, al-Ghazālı̄ may 
have also received the title “Proof of Islam” ( hujjat al-Islām ). This latter honorifi c 
was already used during his lifetime and overshadowed all others, which might 
indicate that the caliph—and not a sultan or his vizier—conferred it on him. 

 During his court days in Isfahan, al-Ghazālı̄ had obtainted a number of 
precious robes whose opulence made a signifi cant impression in Baghdad. 
A contemporary noted: “When Abū H. āmid entered Baghdad [in 484/1091] we 
estimated the value of his clothing and mount to be 500 dinars. After he turned 
ascetic, traveled, and returned to Baghdad [in 490/1097], we valued his cloth-
ing to be worth fi fteen  qirāt. .” 99  The scholars of Baghdad must have understood 
the importance of al-Ghazālı̄’s appointment to the Niz. āmiyya, since two teach-
ers had to leave their posts to make room for him. 100  By this time, it appears that 
he had already published his long compendium,  The Extended One  ( al-Bası̄t. ), 
on the individual rulings in Shāfi ¶ite  fi qh , and the somewhat shorter  Middle One  
( al-Wası̄t. ) on the same subject. His fame as a brilliant scholar had most likely 
reached the capital. 101  When he came to Baghdad, al-Ghazālı̄ brought with him 
a companion and perhaps also students from Isfahan. 102  

 Al-Ghazālı̄’s appointment to the most prestigious and most challenging 
teaching position of his time threw him squarely into the public light. From 
this point forward, there is no dearth of information about his life, and all his 
movements are well accounted for. Ibn al-Jawzı̄ reports appreciatively that all 
major scholars of Baghdad, among them the leading H. anbalı̄ jurists, sat at his 
feet and “were astonished by his words; they believed these teachings had great 
merits, and they used them in their own books.” 103  Al-Ghazālı̄ himself also at-
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tended the teaching sessions of other eminent professors at the Niz. āmiyya. 104  
As his comments in the letter to Sanjar suggest, al-Ghazālı̄ was close to the 
caliph’s court and attended its major functions. 105  In addition to being the most 
prominent teacher of Muslim law and theology, al-Ghazālı̄ was also an offi cial 
of the Seljuq Empire, someone who, as he later put it critically, “consumed the 
riches of the ruler.” 106  

 Al-Ghazālı̄’s tenure at the Niz. āmiyya in Baghdad would last only four years. 
The number of books he is thought to have written during this period is stag-
gering. Al-Ghazālı̄ himself brags about his achievements in a letter to  Sanjar: 
before he gave up teaching in 488/1095, he writes, he had already fi nished 
seventy books. 107  In his autobiography, he claims that even while teaching three 
hundred students, he still found the time to study the works of the  falāsifa  and 
compose a refutation to them within three years. 108  Such lines should be read 
skeptically, as they are intended to counter the accusation that al-Ghazālı̄ had fa-
miliarized himself with philosophical teachings even before he had learned the 
religious sciences. It makes little sense to assume that al-Ghazālı̄ arrived in 
Baghdad in the summer of 484/1091 with empty notebooks, so to speak, with-
out having written or drafted at least parts of the many books he would publish 
between his arrival at the Niz. āmiyya in Baghdad and his departure four and 
one-half years later. In their work on the dating of al-Ghazālı̄’s works, Mau-
rice Bouyges and George F. Hourani were reluctant to assume that al-Ghazālı̄ 
had completed many of his works before the year 484/1091. They follow his 
autobiography and date the composition of  Incoherence of the Philosophers  and 
the many books that surround this key work in the years after 484/1091. This 
assumption need not be the case. The text of manuscript London, British Li-
brary Or. 3126 illustrates that al-Ghazālı̄ studied the works of  falāsifa  such as 
Avicenna, al-Fārābı̄, and Miskawayh in an extremely close manner. Whether 
he composed the  Incoherence of the Philosophers  during or after this study is an 
interesting question that we do not have the information to answer. 109  Even if 
one were to assume that al-Ghazālı̄ did not compose these works before ar-
riving in Baghdad, there was enough time for his intense preparatory study 
during the twenty years between his studies with al-Juwaynı̄ and his arrival in 
Baghdad. The speedy and linear process of studying and refuting, as described 
in his autobiography, seems overly streamlined. It is more likely that periods 
of philosophical study were interspersed with other activities and occupations, 
fi nally leading to the very clever response of the  Incoherence of the Philosophers , 
which was published in Baghdad. Other works that came out of the study of 
 falsafa  such as  The Standard of Knowledge in Logics  ( Mi ¶yār al- ¶ilm fı̄ fann al-
mant.iq ),  The Touchstone of Reasoning in Logic  ( Mih. akk al-naz. ar f ı̄ l-mant.iq ), the 
text of manuscript London, British Library Or. 3126, and even  The Balanced 
Book on What-To-Believe  ( al-Iqtis. ād f ı̄ l-i ¶tiqād ) may have been written or at least 
signifi cantly drafted during the years before al-Ghazālı̄ arrived in Baghdad. 
Similarly, al-Ghazālı̄’s refutations of the propaganda of the Ismā ¶ı̄ lite move-
ment, which he laid down in such books as  The Scandals of the Esoterics and the 
Virtues of the Followers of Caliph al-Mustaz. hirı̄   ( Fad. ā 7ih.  al-bāt.iniyya wa-fad. ā 7il al-
 Mustaz. hiriyya ),  The Weak Positions of the Esoterics  ( Qawās. im al-bāt.iniyya ), or  The 
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Straight Balance  ( al-Qist.ās al-mustaqı̄m ), may have been conceived or written in 
the period before al-Ghazālı̄ arrived in Baghdad. One of his refutations of the 
Ismā ¶ı̄ lite teachings was written in response to a question put to him in Ha-
madan, probably in the period before he came to Baghdad. 110  During the years 
before their takeover of the Elburz Mountains in Daylam 483/1090, Hamadan 
and particularly Isfahan were main centers of Ismā ¶ı̄ lite activity. 111  His having 
developed a comprehensive response to Ismā ¶ı̄ lism may have been one of the 
elements that qualifi ed al-Ghazālı̄ for his prominent position at the Baghdad 
Niz. āmiyya madrasa. 

 Many of the books written or drafted before al-Ghazālı̄ came to Baghdad 
were indeed published during his tenure at the Niz. āmiyya. A manuscript of the 
most important book from this period, the  Incoherence of the Philosophers , for 
instance, says that it was concluded on 11 Muh. arram 488 / 21 January 1095. 112  
A second book that was certainly published within these years is  The Scandals 
of the Esoterics and the Virtues of the Followers of Caliph al-Mustaz. hirı̄ . The work 
was commissioned by the caliph’s court. 113  Both the  ¶Abbāsid caliph’s as well 
as the Fāt.imid caliph’s names appear in the book, and since their reigns only 
briefl y overlapped, we know that the publication of the book fell in the year 
487/1094. 114  

 The years of al-Ghazālı̄’s teaching activity at the Baghdad Niz. āmiyya were 
tumultuous for the city and the Seljuq Empire as a whole. 115  On 10 Ramad. ān 
485 / 14 October 1092, Niz. ām al-Mulk was murdered during the court’s travel 
from Isfahan to Baghdad. A young man who appeared to be an Ismā ¶ı̄ lite from 
Daylam assassinated him, his name recorded in the annals of the Ismā ¶ı̄ lites. 116  
But the murderer was immediately killed and could not be interrogated. Sultan 
Malikshāh, who continued on his route to Baghdad, appointed Tāj al-Mulk, 
a longtime rival of Niz. ām al-Mulk, as his new vizier. Earlier, Malikshāh had 
already distanced himself from Niz. ām al-Mulk and the  ¶Abbāsid caliph. 117  Now, 
after the death of his long-serving vizier, Malikshāh demanded that the caliph 
move from Baghdad to another city of his preference, leaving Baghdad to the 
Seljuqs as their capital. The caliph al-Muqtadı̄ asked to have at least ten days 
to prepare for his move, “like it is granted to any man from among the popu-
lace.” 118  During this grace period, Malikshāh went hunting and returned with 
a fever that killed him on 16 Shawwāl / 19 November, about a month after 
Niz. ām al-Mulk’s murder. 

 Malikshāh’s sudden death prompted his six eligible minor sons and 
their backers to engage in a fi erce struggle for the sultan’s succession. The 
sons were from three different mothers, and each mother attempted to build 
her own power base. The Seljuq generals (singl.  amı̄r ) and the so-called 
“ Niz. āmiyya ”—the family and the clients of Niz. ām al-Mulk and their loyal slave-
troops—followed Malikshāh’s wishes and prepared for the appointment of his 
oldest son Berk-Yaruq, who was thirteen years old and whom they had taken 
to Rayy. Meanwhile in Baghdad, one of Malikshāh’s widows, known as Terken 
Khātūn, convinced the caliph to appoint her fi ve-year-old son, Mah. mūd, as sul-
tan. Terken Khātūn was also the mother of one of the caliph’s wives—who by 
this time, however, was no longer alive—and she had earlier tried to yield some 
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infl uence on the caliph’s own succession. After some hesitation and negotia-
tion—in which al-Ghazālı̄, as we will see, played a role—the caliph responded 
to Terken Khātūn’s demands and proclaimed Mah. mūd as the new sultan. Soon 
after Mah. mūd’s name was called during the Friday prayers, he, his mother, 
and their entourage made their way to Isfahan in order to gain the support of 
the powerful Seljuq  amı̄r s. Baghdad and the Seljuq Empire were thrown in a 
period of political uncertainty. Local Seljuq commanders (singl.  shah. na ) and 
their garrison troops became rulers of the city. 119  

 While the struggle over the sultanate was going on, the new vizier Tāj 
al-Mulk was murdered in Muh. arram 486 / February 1093, only three months 
after his predecessor was assassinated. As he had been openly accused of being 
responsible for the killing of Niz. ām al-Mulk, the  Niz. āmiyya  avenged him and 
apparently killed Tāj al-Mulk. Later that year, Terken Khātūn and her son, the 
child sultan Mah. mūd, died of an infectious disease. Berk-Yaruq (see fi gure 1.2) 
was now free to advance to the throne; he traveled to Baghdad and was de-
clared sultan in Muh. arram 487 / February 1094.     On the following day, 15 Muh.
arram / 4 February, the Caliph al-Muqtadı̄ died, apparently of natural causes. 120  
Within sixteen months of Niz. ām al-Mulk’s assassination, the whole political 
elite of the Seljuq state was dead, including the caliph. All these deaths and up-
heaval led to a situation in which, according to the historian  ¶At.ā-Malik Juvaynı̄ 
(d. 681/1283), “the affairs of the realm were thrown into disorder and confu-
sion; there was chaos ( harj va-marj ) in the provinces, (. . .) and turmoil and 
uproar in the kingdom.” 121  

 Erika Glassen and Carole Hillenbrand have argued that these deaths 
were neither coincidence nor due to the instigation of Ismā ¶ı̄ lite “assassins.” 

fi gure 1.2 Sultan Berk-Yaruq among his court. Miniature from Rashı̄d al-Dı̄n T. abı̄b’s 
Compendium of Chronicles. The miniatures in this manuscript (same as fi gures 1.1 
and 1.5) are the earliest extant historical illustrations in Islam (Edinburgh University 
Library, MS Arab 20, fol. 139b).
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They were the result of a failed attempt by Terken Khātūn to bring her son 
Mah. mūd to power, combined with a counterintrigue instigated by the so-called 
 Niz. āmiyya . 122  Al-Ghazālı̄’s student Abū Bakr ibn al- ¶Arabi gives a full account 
of these events that concurs with Glassen’s and Hillenbrand’s analysis, sug-
gesting that Tāj al-Mulk was a clandestine Ismā ¶ı̄ lite who used his contacts 
to arrange a contract killing. 123  Al-Ghazālı̄ took an active part in the attempts 
to foil Terken Khātūn’s plans. Shortly after Niz. ām al-Mulk’s and Malikshāh’s 
deaths, the assumption of Terken Khātūn’s son seemed all but certain. “Things 
went smoothly,” Ibn al-Jawzı̄ writes, “until Terken Khātūn asked the caliph for 
the installation of her son.” This was in Shawwāl 485 / November 1092, only 
days after Malikshāh’s death. The caliph hesitated and proposed to write three 
separate documents, one that would install Mah. mūd as sultan and two others 
that would install Mah. mūd’s general as  amı̄r  of the army and his confi dant Tāj 
al-Mulk as vizier and comptroller of fi nances. That way, the caliph would gain 
a chance to control the future appointment of these two vital offi ces, which had 
thus far been under the sole domain of the sultan. Terken Khātūn refused to 
accept this usurpation and demanded that all offi ces be put in the hands of her 
minor son. The caliph, in turn, declined, saying that religious law would not 
allow him to place that much power in the hands of a minor. 124  

 Placed in this situation, al-Ghazālı̄  supported the position of the caliph. 
The historian Ibn al-Athı̄r reports that when the caliph sent the letter to Terken 
Khātūn explaining his refusal to write a single document for Mah. mūd, she 
refused to receive it. To mediate between the parties, the caliph sent al-Ghazālı̄ 
to Terken Khātūn. Apparently, all this happened during the week between 
Malikshāh’s death and Mah. mūd’s proclamation. Al-Ghazālı̄  told the widowed 
queen in clear terms: “Your son is a minor and the religious law ( al-shar ¶  ) does 
not allow his installation as [ full] ruler.” Eventually, Terken Khātūn conceded 
this point and accepted the caliph’s conditions for the appointment of her son. 
When on 22 Shawwāl 485 / 25 November 1092, the  khut.ba  was read in his 
name, the provision for the highest military offi ce and the vizierate was clearly 
spelled out. 125  Four days later, Terken Khātūn and Mah. mūd left for Isfahan, 
where they would both die. Al-Ghazālı̄  was the most senior scholar who had 
supported the demands of the caliph; other scholars had refused this novel 
way of reading the  khut.ba . Whether al-Ghazālı̄  did this in order to boost the 
power of the caliph or that of the  Niz. āmiyya  is unclear. The caliph’s plan was 
to get rid of the Seljuq overlords. Although the party of Niz. ām al-Mulk would 
not support such a plan, the coup would fi t into their plot to install Berk-
Yaruq and to oust Mah. mūd. The historian Ibn Kathı̄r writes that the caliph 
initially refused to fully install Mah. mūd, “and al-Ghazālı̄  agreed with him.” 126  
Al-Ghazālı̄ ’s position was: “Allowed is only that what the caliph says.” 127  Other 
scholars from the H. anafi te school supported the claims of Terken Khātūn, but 
al-Ghazālı̄  prevailed. 

 Eventually, Terken Khātūn, her son, and the caliph, al-Muqtadı̄, soon 
passed away, and what they had negotiated was of no value to later caliphs. 
The party of Niz. ām al-Mulk succeeded in bringing Berk-Yaruq to power. It re-
mains unclear whether this was what al-Ghazālı̄ had advocated or whether he 
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sincerely supported the advances of the caliph. In his political theory—both the 
early one formulated in his juvenile works on jurisprudence as well as his later 
ideas in  The Council for Kings  ( Nas. ı̄h. at al-mulūk )—the caliph plays no special 
role among those who bear political responsibility. If he is weak, he remains a 
largely ceremonial fi gurehead and is expected to leave the affairs of the state to 
offi cials who have real power and whom he is expected to appoint. 128  Al-Ghazālı̄ 
argued in favor of strong governing bodies that could enforce the religious law 
effectively. 129  These strong governing individuals ( wālin,  pl.  wulāt ) could be ei-
ther caliphs or sultans. 130  If the caliph is able to acquire suffi cient authority and 
power ( shawka ), he may become himself a direct ruler and displace his appoint-
ees. 131  Al-Ghazālı̄’s objection against the installment of a minor as a sultan may 
have been triggered simply by his desire for a strong executive power. Yet, he 
may have also supported Caliph al-Muqtadı̄’s goal to become a direct ruler over 
Baghdad and Iraq. Finally, it may have also served a third interest, namely, the 
creation of a strong vizierate for the  Niz. āmiyya  party that could dominate a 
weak sultan and a weak caliph. 

 In a letter he wrote about ten years after these events, al-Ghazālı̄ cites the 
deaths of the four viziers—Niz. ām al-Mulk, Tāj al-Mulk, Majd al-Mulk, and 
Mu 7ayyad al-Mulk—as a lesson from which to learn. 132  The letter is directed 
to Mujı̄r al-Dı̄n, who was then vizier to Sanjar. 133  Al-Ghazālı̄’s elaborate prose 
makes no attempts to hide his opinion that the four viziers reaped what they 
had sowed. Niz. ām al-Mulk died, the letter suggests, because he was old and 
could no longer control the army. “His death,” al-Ghazālı̄ writes, “was con-
nected to treachery ( khiyānat ) and discord ( mukhālafat ).” 134  Al-Ghazālı̄ does not 
mention the Ismā ¶ı̄ lites. 135  Given the fact that all four viziers died violently in 
court intrigues, the letter’s recipient is advised to take a close look at the fate of 
the four viziers and to draw his own conclusions. Al-Ghazālı̄ writes that Mujı̄r 
al-Dı̄n’s situation is worse than that of his four predecessors: “You should 
know that none of the four viziers had to confront what you have to confront, 
namely the kind of oppression ( z. ulm ) and desolation ( kharāb ) there is now.” 136  
Al-Ghazālı̄ addresses Mujı̄r al-Dı̄n in blunt words, invoking fear that those who 
collaborate with tyrants will themselves be judged as evildoers in the hereafter. 
He predicts inevitable punishment if the vizier does not change his ways. 

 In his  Council for Kings  ( Nas. ı̄h. at al-mulūk ), al-Ghazālı̄ fi nds equally harsh 
words for those in power. This book was composed after 501/1108 at the request 
of Sanjar, when he was vice-regent of Khorasan. Governmental authority, al-
Ghazālı̄ admonishes therein, will only be fi rm if its holders have strong faith 
( ı̄mān ). Once the heart is deprived of faith, the talk will simply come from the 
tongue. Al-Ghazālı̄ claims that true faith was rare with the government offi cials 
of the day; he wonders whether an offi cial who squanders thousands of dinars 
on one of his confi dants truly has anything left of his faith. On Judgment Day, 
this money will be demanded back from him, and he will be tormented for his 
waste of the community’s wealth. 137  

 It is hard to imagine how such a powerful state offi cial as Mujı̄r al-Dı̄n 
or the members of Sanjar’s courts reacted to al-Ghazālı̄’s admonitions. In an 
anachronistic and probably anecdotal meeting between al-Ghazālı̄ and the 
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famous vizier and author Anūshirwān ibn Khālid (d. around 532/1138), the 
statesman rejects the scholar’s reproaches as hypocrisy. Al-Ghazālı̄’s moralistic 
posture is for him just another attempt to compete for worldly regard. After 
having listened to al-Ghazālı̄’s warnings, Anūrshirwān said: “There is no god 
but God! When this man started his career and sought to outdo me through 
merits that appeared in his honorifi c titles, he was dressed in gold and silk. 
Now, his affairs have returned to the very same state.” 138  Now, Anūshirwān im-
plied, he would try to outdo him with his moralistic posture. But even that was 
selfi shness masquerading as virtue. 

 The letter to Mujı̄r al-Dı̄n was, of course, written after al-Ghazālı̄ himself 
changed and refused to collaborate with rulers. In 485/1092 it appears that he 
was still part of the powerful political group of the  Niz. āmiyya . He witnessed 
its temporary failure during the installation of Mah. mūd and later its mistake 
in supporting Berk-Yaruq, who as an adult was accused of sympathizing with 
Ismā ¶ı̄ lite activities under his reign. 139  For al-Ghazālı̄, the events of 485/1092 
and the year after must have appeared as a serious political challenge to the 
patrons of the Niz. āmiyya madrasa and to Sunnism as a whole. The continu-
ing death toll among the leaders was accompanied by a civil-war-like period of 
religious and political subversion in Iran. Even before Niz. ām al-Mulk’s death, 
Ismā ¶ı̄ lite Shiite groups, no longer loyal to the Fāt.imid caliph in Cairo, had 
managed to conquer and control a number of castles in Iran. In 483/1090, the 
stronghold of Alamūt in the northern province of Daylam had fallen into the 
hands of these Ismā ¶ı̄ lite Shiites. By 485/1092, the Shiites, who called them-
selves Nizārı̄s and were led by H. asan ibn al-S. abbāh.  (d. 518/1124), controlled 
all of Daylam. A year later, the eastern province Quhistan was the place of a 
successful Nizārite uprising. 140  And although the Ismā ¶ı̄ lites were never able 
to overthrow the strong Seljuq state with its numerous and powerful Turkish 
troops, they caused signifi cant unrest within its cities and in some provinces. 

 In Baghdad and Isfahan, the Shiite insurrection led to witch hunts against 
suspected Ismā ¶ı̄ lites, killing many. 141  The chronicler Ibn al-Jawzı̄ refers to these 
events as “the days of the Esoterics.” 142  Suspected agents and missionaries of 
the Ismā ¶ı̄ lite movement were swiftly tried and executed. 143  The political crisis 
over Malikshāh’s succession would continue until 497/1104, when Berk-Yaruq 
agreed to a division of power with his half-brothers Muh. ammad Tapar and 
Sanjar. The religious confrontation between Sunnı̄ theology and its Ismā ¶ı̄ lite 
Shiite challengers, however, was not so easy to overcome. 

 Leaving Baghdad, Traveling in Syria and the Hijaz, 
and Returning to Khorasan 

 Al-Ghazālı̄’s autobiography still offers the most detailed account of the reasons 
that led to his sudden departure from Baghdad in Dhū l-Qa ¶da 488 / Novem-
ber 1095. Here he says that at some time before the month of Rajab / July of 
that year, he began to study the writings of such Sufi s as al-Junayd, al-Shiblı̄, 
al-H. ārith al-Muh. āsibi, Abū Yazı̄d al-Bist.āmı̄, and Abū T. ālib al-Makkı̄. In their 
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works, he learned about epistemological paths such as “taste” ( dhawq ) and oth-
ers, which had been unknown to him, according to this account. These ways of 
knowing are described as individual experiences of the soul, and their relation-
ship to descriptive knowledge compares with the relationship between experi-
encing drunkenness and merely knowing its defi nition. Al-Ghazālı̄ portrays 
himself during this time as being in a state in which “a strong belief in God, 
in prophecy, and in the Day of Judgment” had been fi rmly established within 
him. 144  After his studies and subsequent realizations, he writes, he began to 
understand that fi rm convictions about religious tenets are not relevant when 
it comes to the afterlife. On the Day of Judgment only an individual’s actions 
are taken into account: “It had already become clear to me that my only hope of 
attaining happiness in the next world was through devoutness ( taqwā ) [towards 
God] and restraining the soul from the passions.” 145  In his autobiography, al-
Ghazālı̄ describes his reaction after realizing this and looking at his career: 

 Next, I attentively considered my circumstances, and I saw that I 
was immersed in attachments, which had encompassed me from all 
sides. I also considered my achievements—the best of them being 
my instructions and my teaching—and I understood that here I was 
applying myself to sciences that are unimportant and useless on the 
way to the hereafter. Then I refl ected on my intentions in my in-
struction, and I saw that it was not directed purely to God. Rather, it 
was instigated and motivated by the quest for fame and widespread 
prestige. So I became certain that I was on the brink of a crumbling 
bank and already on the verge of falling into Hell unless I sat about 
mending my ways. 146  

 These thoughts would lead to a crisis in which al-Ghazālı̄ considered leaving 
his career at the Niz. āmiyya. He hesitated, however, and did not have the resolve 
to carry it out. In Rajab 488 / July 1095, his crisis of indecision would turn into 
a physical ailment: al-Ghazālı̄ lost the ability to speak. “For God put a lock unto 
my tongue and I was impeded from teaching. (. . .) No word could pass my 
tongue and I was completely unable to say anything.” 147  This also affected his 
eating and drinking as he became unable to swallow or even to nourish himself 
from broth. When a physician gave up all treatment and suggested that “this is 
something which had settled in the soul and from there it affects the mixture 
[of the four humors],” 148  it became clear to al-Ghazālı̄ that he could fi nd the cure 
nowhere else than within himself. 

 Now it became easy for al-Ghazālı̄, he wrote, to fi nd the resolve and turn 
away from fame and riches ( al-jāh wa-l-māl ), from family and children, and from 
his colleagues ( as.h. āb ). 149  This is one of the few passages in his autobiography in 
which al-Ghazālı̄ mentions his family. Later, in a letter written around 504/1110, 
al-Ghazālı̄ says that he did not yet have a family when he arrived in Baghdad 
in the summer of 484/1091. 150  Now, four years later, his situation has changed, 
and he makes provisions for them, probably sending them to T. ūs, where they 
would ask him to come two years later. 151  He announced that he himself would 
go on a pilgrimage to Mecca, while he was in reality planning to turn his path 
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toward Syria: “I did this as a precaution in case the caliph and all of my col-
leagues might learn about my plan to spend time in Damascus.” 152  Escaping 
his obligations to the caliph and the Niz. āmiyya madrasa was an important part 
of al-Ghazālı̄’s plan. On the one hand, these were professional obligations. On 
the other hand, they were personal, sealed by oaths (singl.  bay ¶a ) toward certain 
individuals. While a three-month-long pilgrimage would certainly be excused, 
a move to Damascus would have been considered desertion and defection from 
the promises given to caliph, sultan, vizier, and colleagues. 

 In Dhū l-Qa ¶da 488 / November 1095, al-Ghazālı̄ left Baghdad and traveled to 
Damascus. In his autobiography, al-Ghazālı̄ describes that he had made proper 
arrangements for his family and his teaching position at the Niz. āmiyya. 153  His 
younger brother, Ah. mad, who was then a teacher at the Tājiyya madrasa, would 
stand in for al-Ghazālı̄. Ah. mad was only his brother’s substitute teacher ( nā 7ib ) 
and not an appointed professor, and he would have to leave the Niz. āmiyya 
after a few months. 154  During his travels to Damascus and later to Jerusalem, 
Hebron, and the Hijāz, al-Ghazālı̄ was accompanied by Abū T. āhir al-Shabbāk 
of Gurgān (d. 513/1119), who had studied with al-Juwaynı̄ alongside al-Ghazālı̄ 
and stayed close to his more brilliant classmate all through these years. 155  

 There are indications that al-Ghazālı̄’s period of retreat (  ¶uzla ), which ac-
cording to his autobiography began with his well-documented departure from 
Baghdad in the fall of 488/1095, may have started earlier. Abū Bakr ibn 
al- ¶Arabı̄, who was briefl y al-Ghazālı̄’s student, mentions that he met the great 
“Dānishmand” 156  in Jumāda II 490 (May–June 1097), when the theologian was 
on his way from Syria to Khorasan and stayed in Baghdad for about six months. 
In one of his books, Abū Bakr describes how al-Ghazālı̄ gave him guidance 
about matters concerning the human soul. Here he writes that when he met 
al-Ghazālı̄, he had already been a practitioner of Sufi sm for fi ve years. Ibn 
al- ¶Arabı̄ specifi es that his teacher had “accepted the Sufi  path ( al-t.arı̄qa al-
s. ūfi yya ) and made himself free for what it requires” in the year 486, which cor-
responds roughly to 1093. That is when al-Ghazālı̄ had put himself in seclusion 
( al- ¶uzla ), Ibn al-  ¶Arabı̄ says, and when he had renounced all groups. 157  

 If Abū Bakr ibn al-  ¶Arabı̄’s information is correct—and we have no rea-
son to doubt it—al-Ghazālı̄’s turn away from fame and worldly riches and 
toward his “seclusion” (  ¶uzla ) would have begun at least two years before he 
gave up his teaching at the Niz. āmiyya and left for Syria. Ibn al-  ¶Arabı̄’s report 
informs us that leaving Baghdad was the result of a longer process and not the 
fi ve-month-long crisis that is described in al-Ghazālı̄’s autobiography. Al-
Ghazālı̄’s presentation in his  Deliverer  may have been prompted by reports 
about the life of the Prophet Muh. ammad and about al-Ash ¶arı̄, who, like other 
fi gures in Islam, had a life-changing experience at the age of forty. Turning 
one’s life around in the fortieth year is a recurring motif in Muslim biogra-
phies, and, if it applies here, it would confi rm our conclusion that al-Ghazālı̄ 
was born in or around 448/1056. 

 There has been a lot of speculation about the reasons for al-Ghazālı̄’s turn 
in his lifestyle and his rapprochement with Sufi sm that culminated in the trip 
to Damascus in 488/1095. 158  In his autobiography, al-Ghazālı̄ says such specu-
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lation had begun already during his lifetime. Those who speculated were un-
convinced that the reasons for his change were purely religious. 159  There is no 
testimony for al-Ghazālı̄’s motivations other than the words we quoted from 
his  Deliverer from Error , and further conjecture disconnects itself from textual 
evidence. In the end, the reasons for al-Ghazālı̄’s “crisis” in Baghdad are less 
interesting than the results. Other great minds suffered similar physical and 
psychological traumas, and yet such traumas do not feature as prominently in 
their biographies as in al-Ghazālı̄’s. 160  Whatever he experienced in the years 
between 485/1092 and 488/1095, al-Ghazālı̄ created its historiography through 
his highly public conduct in the aftermath of these events and their narration 
in his autobiography. Rather than speculating about the assumed real motives 
behind his decision to leave Baghdad, one should focus on the effects they have 
on his subsequent work. 

 Earlier scholarship on al-Ghazālı̄ assumed that there was a substantial 
change in al-Ghazālı̄’s thinking following the year 488/1095. Some scholars 
even tried to explain inconsistencies in his teachings by pointing to his “conver-
sion.” Such a hermeneutic approach is not warranted. Although the weight of 
certain motifs in al-Ghazālı̄’s writing changes after 488/1095, none of his theo-
logical or philosophical positions transform from what they were before. Con-
current with the report given in the  Deliverer from Error , evaluating the moral 
value of human actions gains a newfound prominence in al-Ghazālı̄’s œuvre. 
The connections among an individual’s “knowledge“ (that is, convictions), his 
or her actions, and the afterlife’s reward for these actions gain center stage. 
Al-Ghazālı̄ saw his new understanding of the afterlifely dimension of actions 
in this world as a  tawba , a “repentance” or “conversion” toward a life that cares 
more for happiness in the hereafter than in this world. The  tawba  is a motif in 
Sufi  literature as well as in Muslim theological texts. It is a very public event in 
a Muslim’s life that is often talked and written about. In all his autobiographic 
statements, in his  Deliverer from Error , in his comments to  ¶Abd al-Ghāfi r al-
Fārisı̄, and in his letters, al-Ghazālı̄ approached the events of 488/1095 accord-
ing to the established literary trope of a Sufi  repentance ( tawba ). 161  According to 
this literary pattern, the experiences that led to the change and the transforma-
tion are dramatic. In reality, there might have been a more gradual development 
that took years to manifest itself. On one subject, however, al-Ghazālı̄ changed 
his mind profoundly. From 488/1095 on, he openly declined to cooperate with 
rulers and tried to avoid teaching at schools they patronized. 

 Why did al-Ghazālı̄ travel to Damascus? The Palestinian historian  ¶Abd 
al-Lat.ı̄f T. ı̄bāwı̄ tried to answer that question in 1965. He suggested that al-
Ghazālı̄ was attracted by the life and teachings of Abū l-Fath.  Nas.r ibn Ibrāhı̄m 
al-Maqdisı̄, a prominent Shāfi ¶ite and a Sufi . 162  He died during al-Ghazālı̄’s 
stay in Syria in Muh. arram 490 / December 1096. Abū l-Fath.  Nas.r enjoyed a 
far-reaching reputation for his austerity, asceticism, and his Sufi  teachings. He 
taught for no payment and refused to accept gifts. 163  It was said that he lived 
on a loaf of bread a day that was baked from the income of a piece of land he 
owned in Nabulus. 164  The legitimacy of the income gained through one’s teach-
ing became an important subject for al-Ghazālı̄. 165  Food is illicit if it is obtained 
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by illicit means. This includes food that is bought with money given by some-
one who himself has obtained it unlawfully. The property of rulers and their 
deputies, al-Ghazālı̄ began to stress, should generally be regarded as unlaw-
ful. 166  The Baghdad Niz. āmiyya was funded by endowments of lands as well as 
direct stipends that came from the Seljuq chancellery. From its very foundation 
in 457/1065, pious scholars were reluctant to teach there because they could 
not be sure its funding was proper and licit. Was the school built from spoils 
of earlier buildings? Was the endowed land lawfully acquired or confi scated? 
Were the stipends paid with tax money that had been violently extracted from 
its lawful owners? 167  Fear of dealing with impure and dubious things ( wara ¶ ) 
is a common motif in Muslim ascetic literature, and it seems to have played an 
important role in al-Ghazālı̄’s decision to leave Baghdad. 168  Abū l-Fath.  Nas.r’s 
ethics of unpaid instruction avoided these moral dilemmas that could easily de-
stroy one’s prospect of eternal reward for teaching rightfulness. In his  Revival,  
al-Ghazālı̄ lists the obligation of teaching one’s students without payment as 
one of the fi rst duties of the teachers, second only to being sympathetic to one’s 
students and their fate in the life to come. 169  

 When the local Seljuq ruler offered Abū l-Fath.  Nas.r a sum of money that 
he claimed came from a lawful tax, the Sufi  still refused it and sent it back. 170  
From this point on, al-Ghazālı̄ adopted a similar attitude. Ibn al-Jawzı̄ men-
tions that al-Ghazālı̄ would live from the income of his writing activity, 171  vow-
ing on the grave of Abraham in Hebron never again “to go to any ruler, to take a 
ruler’s money, or to engage in one of his public disputations.” 172  In his  Revival,  
he explained to his readers why particularly weak political leaders depend on 
public disputations ( munāz. arāt ) and why weak scholars are drawn to them. 
He warns his readers against taking part and lays down eight conditions that 
should be met if such disputations indeed prove necessary. The fi fth condition 
is that these disputations should be held in small circles ( khulwa ) rather than 
“in presence of the grandes and the sultans.” 173  

 In Damascus, al-Ghazālı̄ taught liberally, and his sessions were attended 
by a great number of students. The chronicler Ibn al-Athı̄r reports that in these 
sessions, he began to read from his  Revival of the Religious Sciences  ( Ih. yā 7 ¶ulūm 
al-dı̄n ). 174  His teaching sessions (singl.  h. alaqa ) took place in the Umayyad 
Mosque and in a school building attached to its western wall. 175  Before al-
Ghazālı̄ came to Damascus, this school was known as the  zāwiya  of Abū l-Fath. 
Nas.r. It soon became known as the Ghazāliyya- zāwiya  and was still known by 
that name during the eighth/forteenth century. 176  The inhabitants of Damascus 
also connected al-Ghazālı̄’s name to the southwestern minaret of the Umayyad 
Mosque, whose upper part has since been rebuilt in Mamlūk times. The story 
that al-Ghazālı̄ lived in the minaret’s highest rooms may not be too farfetched. 
Ibn Jubayr (d. 614/1217) reports it fi rst, after his visit to the city in 580/1184. 
During his time, the spacious rooms of the minaret were a dwelling place for 
Sufi s, and an ascetic from al-Andalus inhabited the rooms in which al-Ghazālı̄ 
was said to have lived nine decades earlier. 177  

 Claims that al-Ghazālı̄ stayed in Damascus for close to ten years have 
become part of the local lore and were caused by  ¶Abd al-Ghāfi r al-Fārisı̄’s 
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mistaken account of al-Ghazālı̄s travels in Syria, which was duly copied by 
Ibn  ¶Asākir in his book on the history of Damascus. In his own comments on 
the subject, Ibn  ¶Asākir leaves open the question of how long al-Ghazālı̄ resided 
there. 178  When in his autobiography, al-Ghazālı̄ mentions that he “stayed for 
almost two years in  al-Sha 7m ,” the name  al-Sha 7m  refers not only to Damas-
cus but also to the whole of Syria, including Palestine. Even his travels from 
Syria to the Hijaz and back fall within these two years. 179  After no more than 
six months, al-Ghazālı̄ left Damascus and traveled to Jerusalem. Al-Subkı̄ con-
nects al-Ghazālı̄’s departure from Damascus with the unwelcome experience 
of vanity. While attending incognito the teaching session of a scholar at the 
Amı̄niyya madrasa, al-Ghazālı̄ heard his name and his teachings being quoted. 
He feared that pride (  ¶ujb ) might inadvertently overcome him, and he decided 
to leave the city. 180  

 Al-Ghazālı̄ arrived in Jerusalem during the late spring or summer of 
489/1096. In his autobiography, he writes that he visited the Dome of the Rock 
every day and shut himself up in it. 181  Here, he published his  Letter for Jerusa-
lem  ( al-Risāla al-Qudsiyya ), a short creed that would later be incorporated into 
the second book of the  Revival . The  Letter  was considered a gift to the people of 
Jerusalem. It was intended to be studied “by the ordinary people” ( al- ¶awāmm ) 
who fear the dangers of dogmatic innovations ( bid ¶a ). The popular character of 
this work is evident from the way al-Ghazālı̄ introduced it within his  Revival : 

 In this book [i.e., the  Revival ] let us just present the fl ash-lights [of 
dogmatics] and let us restrict ourselves to those that we have pub-
lished ( mā h. arrarnāhu ) for the people of Jerusalem. We called it 
 The Letter for Jerusalem on the Foundations of What-to-believe  and it is 
presented here in the third chapter of the book  On the Foundations of 
What-to-believe  in the  Revival . 182  

 In Jerusalem, al-Ghazālı̄ may have written or published a second book, The 
Stairs of Jerusalem of the Steps Leading to Knowledge on the Soul (Ma ¶ārij al-
Quds fı̄ madārij ma ¶rifat al-nafs). This assumption might just be deduced from 
the title, however, which also allows for other interpretations. 183  Al-Ghazālı̄’s 
early biographers noted that after his departure from Baghdad, he turned to-
wards the subjects of “eliminating pride and exerting one’s inner self.” 184  This 
raised an interest in the psychological teachings of the philosophers. The Stairs 
of Jerusalem presents these psychological teachings; yet it is highly technical 
and not suited for popular teaching. 

 The local historian of Jerusalem, Mujı̄r al-Dı̄n al- ¶Ulaymı̄ (d. 928/1522), 
who wrote in 901/1496, provides reasonably detailed information about where 
al-Ghazālı̄ lived and taught in that city. He reports that al-Ghazālı̄ “stayed at 
the  zāwiya,  which is above the Gate of Mercy and was known previously as the  
Nās. iriyya , east of the Bayt al-Maqdis. It was called the  Ghazāliyya  relating to him. 
Since then, it has been destroyed and fallen into oblivion.” 185  The Gate of Mercy 
( bāb al-rah. ma ), east of the Bayt al-Maqdis, is the Golden Gate in the eastern 
wall of the H. aram al-Sharı̄f, which here doubles as Jerusalem’s city-wall toward 
Gethsemane. The gate’s building is either Byzantine or early Islamic. Throughout 
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its history, it has often been closed; since Ottoman times, its two entryways 
have been walled shut. 186  The  Ghazāliyya  school would have been on the top of 
this gate, situated on a platform that is currently empty (see fi gure 1.3).   

 This account of Mujı̄r al-Dı̄n is notably similar to the one given in ear-
lier sources about the school of Abū l-Fath.  Nas.r in Damascus, which be-
came known as the  Ghazāliyya . Note that in Mujı̄r al-Dı̄n’s text, the school in 
 Jerusalem is called  al-Nās. iriyya  (and not  al-Nas. riyya ) and that the author leaves 
open to whom this name initially referred. 187  Yet, in another passage of his 
book he writes that the  zāwiya al-Nās. iriyya  was probably where Abū l-Fath.  Nas.r 
stayed earlier “for a long time.” Mujı̄r al-Dı̄n cautiously suggests that the name 
referred to him. 188  However, no school is known to have existed at this spot 
during the pre-crusader period when al-Ghazālı̄ was there. 189  Later, an Ayyūbid 
school  al-Nās. iriyya  was built above the Golden Gate in Jerusalem during the 
seventh/thirteenth century. Its foundation in 610/1214 was part of the refur-
bishment of the H. aram al-Sharı̄f by al-Malik al-Mu ¶az. zam ¶Īsā when he was 
governor of Damascus. 190  The name  al-Nās. iriyya  referred to his uncle S. alāh.  al-
Dı̄n (Saladin), who had reconquered Jerusalem from the crusaders in 583/1187 
and whose offi cial title was  al-Malik al-Nās. ir —the Victorious King. 191  Ibn al-
S. alāh.  al-Shahrazūrı̄ (d. 643/1245), who was himself an infl uential commenta-
tor of al-Ghazālı̄’s legal works, had taught at this madrasa before he settled 
in Damascus. 192  By the time of Mujı̄r al-Dı̄n’s writing, it had long been der-
elict. It is most probably this school that Mujı̄r al-Dı̄n mistakenly connects 

figure 1.3 Jerusalem’s Gate of Mercy. View from inside the Noble Sanctuary with the 
platform on top, the site of the Madrasa al-Nās. iriyya during the seventh/thirteenth 
century.
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to al-Ghazālı̄’s time. 193  Abū l-Fath.  Nas.r had left Jerusalem for Tyros and Damas-
cus twenty years before al-Ghazālı̄ arrived there, and it is unlikely that schools 
existed in his name in both Damascus as well as in Jerusalem when al-Ghazālı̄ 
visited these places. 194  

 Al-Ghazālı̄ left Jerusalem in the fall of 489/1096 in order to take part in the 
annual pilgrimage at the end of that year. On his way to the Hijaz, he stopped 
in Hebron and visited the graves of the patriarchs, making the aforementioned 
vow. 195  From Hebron, al-Ghazālı̄ continued to Mecca and Medina. His partici-
pation in the pilgrimage of 489 is a well-documented event. 196  Some Muslim 

figure 1.4 The Gate of Mercy in Jerusalem. View from outside the city wall.
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historians still believed he made the pilgrimage one year earlier, emphasizing 
how much confusion exists about the details of al-Ghazālı̄’s life. This confu-
sion was, of course, created by al-Ghazālı̄ himself when he lied about his plans 
before he left Baghdad in 488/1095. 

 Al-Ghazālı̄ ’s own comment that he “stayed for almost two years in  al-
Sha 7m ” indicates a return to Syria after the pilgrimage. There is a report that 
Abū l-Fath.  Nas. r passed away shortly before al-Ghazālı̄  entered Damascus. 197  
Since Abū l-Fath.  died on 9 Muh. arram 490 / 27 December 1096, this report 
must refer to al-Ghazālı̄ ’s second arrival in Damascus after his return from 
the Hijaz. Four months later, in Jumāda II 490 / May–June 1097, al-Ghazālı̄  
was back in Baghdad. During the year 490/1096–97, when al-Ghazālı̄  left 
Syria, news of a great army of Europeans (   faranj ) reached Damascus, and the 
city prepared to send a contingent for the relief of the besieged Antioch. 198  The 
crusaders took Antioch in Jumādā I 491 / April–May 1098 when al-Ghazālı̄  
was already back in Khorasan. In his works, al-Ghazālı̄  never refers to the ar-
rival of the crusaders in the Levant. There is, however, a single, quite drastic 
reference in a Persian work that could be seen as spurious because of this 
atypicality. In the  Present to Kings  ( Tuh. fat al-mulūk ) attributed to al-Ghazālı̄ , 
the author writes that the unbelievers ( kāfi rān ) have taken over Muslim lands, 
removed pulpits from mosques, and turned the sanctuary of Abraham in 
Hebron into a pigsty ( khūk-khāne ) and Jesus’ birthplace in Bethlehem into 
a tavern. Therefore, the author concludes,  jihād  against these unbelievers is 
imperative. 199  

 His second sojourn in Baghdad is well documented by the reports of his 
student Abū Bakr ibn al-  ¶Arabı̄. Al-Ghazālı̄ stayed at the Sufi  convent named 
after Abū Sa ¶d of Nishapur right opposite to the Niz. āmiyya madrasa. 200  Every 
day, many people would gather there to hear him teach and read from his  Re-
vival of the Religious Sciences . 201   Revival  was an unusual book for its time. It was 
conceived as a work on the “knowledge of the path to the afterlife” (  ¶ilm t.arı̄q al-
ākhira ), a practical guidebook on how its readers may gain the afterlife through 
the actions they perform in this world. 202  In the introduction, al-Ghazālı̄ writes 
that the book is on the “knowledge (or: science) of human actions” (  ¶ilm al-
mu ¶āmala ) and not on the “knowledge of the unveiling” (  ¶ilm al-mukāshafa ). It 
wishes to provide that type of knowledge that prompts humans to act rightfully, 
staying clear of knoweldge that has no consequences for human actions. 203  The 
religious knowledge that al-Ghazālı̄ wishes to revive is “the jurisprudence of 
the path to the hereafter.” 204   Revival  creates a new genre of literature by com-
bining at least three earlier ones: the genre of  fi qh  books on the individual 
rulings (   furū ¶  ) of Shari’a, the genre of philosophical tractrates on ethics and 
the development of character such as Miskawayh’s (d. 421/1030)  Refi nement 
of Character  ( Tahdhı̄b al-akhlāq ), and the genre of Sufi  handbooks such as Abū 
T. ālib al-Makkı̄’s (d. 386/998)  Nourishment of the Hearts  ( Qūt al-qulūb ). About 
a hundred years before al-Ghazālı̄, authors such as al- ¶Āmirı̄ (d. 381/992) or 
al-Rāghib al-Is. fahānı̄ (fl . c.390/1000) wrote works that combined philosophi-
cal ethics with religious literature.  Revival  stands in that tradition and borrows 
from it. 205  
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 In his autobiography, al-Ghazālı̄ writes that “certain concerns and the 
pleading of the children drove me back to the native land.” 206  His family, who 
stayed behind in Baghdad when he left in 488/1095, had already come to T. ūs 
and waited for him. When he now left Baghdad, he seems to have used the 
same ruse he had employed two years earlier. Then, in 488/1095, al-Ghazālı̄ 
had pretended to travel to the Hijaz while he had actually gone to Syria. In a 
letter written shortly before his departure from Baghdad in the summer of 
490/1097, he claimed to be leaving for the Hijaz. 207  Another letter permits the 
conclusion that in Dhū l-h. ijja 490 / November 1097, he was already back in 
T. ūs, 208  leaving no more than six months during the summer of 490/1097 for 
his second and last stay in Baghdad. 

 The Ideal of a Secluded Life–His Last Years in Khorasan 

 The Iranian historian ¶Abd al-H. usayn Zarrı̄nkūb characterized al-Ghazālı̄’s 
decision to leave Baghdad in 488/1095 as an “escape from the madrasa.” 209  
This is correct only insofar as the madrasa was a state institution and effec-
tively part of the Seljuq administration. His three vows at Hebron reveal that 
al-Ghazālı̄ rejected the state and its offi cials, but not teaching in schools. Al-
Ghazālı̄ never gave up teaching, nor did he ever take time off from teaching. 
After 488/1095, however, his teaching largely took place at small madrasas that 
were not founded and fi nanced by the Seljuq state. Such a small madrasa, or, as 
we would say today, a private madrasa, was often called a  zāwiya , a “corner.” In 
Medieval Latin, unoffi cial teaching that was not authorized by the church was 
sometimes called teaching “in corners” ( in vinculi ). Something similar might 
be behind the usage of the Arabic  zāwiya . Offi cial teaching happened in madra-
sas, unoffi cial teachings in a “corner.” Abū l-Fath.  Nas.r’s school in Damascus, 
for instance, was a  zāwiya . In his  Revival,  al-Ghazālı̄ says that scholars fall into 
two groups: those  muftı̄ s, that is, scholars, who write offi cal  fatwā s and who 
are the companions of sultans, and those who “have knowledge of divine unity 
( tawh. ı̄d ) and the actions of the heart and who are the solitary and isolated in-
habitants of the  zāwiya s.” 210  

 In T. ābarān, al-Ghazālı̄ built both a  zāwiya  and a  khānqāh . 211  As a minor 
madrasa that is not maintained by the state, a  zāwiya  needs the support of 
small endowments or donations. Al-Ghazālı̄ was opposed to the idea that stu-
dents should pay for their education. Teachers, he said, should emulate the 
Prophet and not require payment for teaching; knowledge should not serve 
its holders but rather be served by them. 212  The term  khānqāh  refers to a Sufi  
convent that also required the funding of donated wealth. The origin of the 
word  khānqāh  is Persian; and although it gains usage in Arabic during this 
time, some sources prefer to use the Arabic translation  ribāt.  for ¶Abd al-Ghāfi r 
al-Fārisı̄’s word  khānqāh . A  ribāt.  originally refers to a “camp” or “convent” for 
those who fi ght in a  jihād . In his Arabic  fatwā  on who is allowed to live in the 
 khānqāh , al-Ghazālı̄ himself uses the word  ribāt.  , even though in a Persian text 
on the same subject, he employs  khānqāh . For al-Ghazālı̄, the inhabitants of a 
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 khānqāh  fi ght the  jihād  of the soul. Others agree: Ibn al-Jawzı̄, for instance, writ-
ing in Arabic, documents this synonymous usage when he reports that in T. ūs 
al-Ghazālı̄ “had in his neighborhood a madrasa and a convent ( ribāt. ) for those 
who practice Sufi sm. He also built a nice house and planted a garden.” 213  

 The  khānqāh  was a relatively new institution at this time. It allowed those 
devoted to Sufi sm to stay there and pursue an ascetic lifestyle in the company 
of like-minded peers. Al-Ghazālı̄ had a clear idea about who could come and 
stay at his  khānqāh . He wrote a Persian  fatwā  in which he clarifi es that only 
those who are free from such sins as adultery and homosexual intercourse and 
who do not adorn themselves by wearing silk and gold are allowed to live in the 
 khānqāh  and benefi t from its facilties. He did not admit people who pursued 
a profession other than such things as tailoring or paper making that can be 
done in the khānqāh. The fact that there was endowed wealth ( amwāl ) on the 
side of the  khānqāh  should allow its attendants to withdraw from the workforce. 
Al-Ghazālı̄ also excluded those who seek fi nancial support from the sultan and 
who have acquired their means of living in another unlawful manner. 214  

 In his autobiography written in 500 (1106–7), al-Ghazālı̄ portrays his life 
back home in T. ūs: “I chose seclusion (  ¶uzla ), desiring solitude and the purifi ca-
tion of the heart through  dikhr .” 215  These words, together with ¶Abd al-Ghāfi r 
al-Fārisı̄’s report about al-Ghazālı̄’s last years in T. ūs, created the mistaken im-
pression of a totally isolated scholar who had withdrawn from all public activity. 
 ¶Abd al-Ghāfi r al-Fārisı̄ writes in a passage about al-Ghazālı̄’s return to Kho-
rasan that many later historians copy: 

 Then he returned to his homeland where he stayed close to his fam-
ily. He was preoccupied with meditation ( tafakkur ) and he was tena-
cious of his time. He was the precious goal and the preserveance of 
the hearts for those who seeked him and who came to see him. 216  

 The word “seclusion” (  ¶uzla ) is used almost every time al-Ghazālı̄ writes about 
his life after 488/1095. Given that he published books, taught in his  zāwiya , 
and received those who came to him, this cannot mean the sort of seclusion 
from his contemporaries that we would describe as a hermit’s retreat, fully 
separate from the outside world. What al-Ghazālı̄ intended for his seclusion 
became clear during his written and oral exchanges with Sanjar. These conver-
sations were collected and later edited by one of his descendents. Here, soon 
after 501/1108, al-Ghazālı̄ claimed that: 

 [I]n the months of the year 499, the author of these lines, Ghazālı̄, 
after having lived in seclusion (  ¶uzlat ) for twelve years and after 
having been devoted to the  zāwiya , had been obliged to come to 
Nishapur in order to occupy himself with the spread of knowledge 
and of divine law ( sharı̄ ¶at ). (This was ordered), since in scholarship 
debility and weakness had become widespread. The hearts of those 
dear to him and of those who have insight ( ahl-i bas. ı̄rat ) rushed to 
help him with all their good will. In sleep and in wake he was given 
to understand that this effort is the beginning of something good 
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and the cause for a revival of scholarship and of divine law. After he 
agreed (to come to Nishapur) he brought splendor to the teaching po-
sition and students from all parts of the world made efforts to come 
to him. 217  

 When al-Ghazālı̄ writes that he lived “in seclusion (  ¶uzla ) for twelve years de-
voted to the  zāwiya ,” he refers to the period of eleven lunar years between his 
departure from Baghdad in Dhū l-Qa ¶da 488 / November 1095 and the begin-
ning of his teaching at the Niz. āmiyya in Nishapur in late 499 / summer of 
1106, an event that will be discussed below. The discrepancy between twelve 
and eleven is either a glitch on al-Ghazālı̄’s part or a scribal mistake. 218  The 
years of  zāwiya  life that al-Ghazālı̄ mentions includes his popular teaching at 
Damascus and Baghdad, his writing of a letter for the people of Jerusalem, his 
performing of the pilgrimage, and most important, his teaching at his own 
 zāwiya  and  khānqāh  in his hometown T. ābarān-T. ūs. 219  

 “Being devoted to the  zāwiya ” 220  simply means that he had dedicated him-
self to the teaching at private madrasas and  khānqāh s in Damascus, Jerusalem, 
Baghdad, and T. ābarān-T. ūs. Thus “seclusion” (  ¶uzla ) merely means not serving 
in a public offi ce and not being engaged in state-sponsored teaching at one of 
the Niz. āmiyya schools. The key element of this seclusion is avoiding any close 
contact with the rulers and audiences selected by them. This principle is a Sufi  
topos, and it is prominent in the  Deliverer from Error,  where the two teaching 
engagements at Niz. āmiyya schools (separated by eleven years) are described 
in very similar terms. When in 504/1110, al-Ghazālı̄ is once again invited to 
teach at the Niz. āmiyya in Baghdad (which will also be discussed below), he 
declines, saying that a public offi ce would not suit him well. In a letter to his 
invitor D. iyā 7 al-Mulk Ah. mad, the son of Niz. ām al-Mulk and the vizier to Sultan 
Muh. ammad Tapar, he excuses himself by pointing to his three vows at the 
grave of Abraham: 

 If I fail towards these vows it will darken my heart and my life. 
Success won’t be granted to anything that I will do in this world. In 
Baghdad one cannot avoid public disputations and one has to attend 
the palace of the caliph. During the time while I returned from Syria, 
I had no business in Baghdad, and since I had no offi cial position, 
I was free from all responsibilities. I chose to live by my own. 
If I am given an offi ce, I cannot live without burden ( musallam ). But 
since my innermost will yearn to give up the offi ce and return to a 
free state, it will have no good effect. The most important excuse is, 
however, that I will be unable to earn my living, since I cannot accept 
money ( māl ) from a ruler ( sult.an ) and since I have no property ( milk ) 
in Baghdad [to live from.] If one lives economically and in abstinence, 
the piece of land that I own in T. ūs is for my humble person and the 
children just enough. 221  

 ¶ Abd al-Ghāfi r al-Fārisı̄’s personal report about this last period in al-Ghazālı̄’s 
life, when he stayed in T. ābarān-T. ūs, centers on his conversion ( tawba ). He 
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contrasts the al-Ghazālı̄ of his late years with the one ¶Abd al-Ghāfi r knew as 
a young and brilliant student-colleague under al-Juwaynı̄. ¶Abd al-Ghāfi r’s im-
pression of the younger al-Ghazālı̄ was far from positive: the young scholar was 
dominated by a feeling of superiority over others. The late al-Ghazālı̄ had com-
pletely changed, and yet ¶Abd al-Ghāfi r initially suspected his kind manners to 
be merely a pretense adopted to cover up his true nature as a scholar fi lled with 
hubris. By and by, however, ¶Abd al-Ghāfi r became convinced of the depth of 
al-Ghazālı̄’s conversion: 

 I visited [al-Ghazālı̄] many times and it was no bare conjecture of 
mine that he, in spite of the maliciousness and roughness towards 
people that I witnessed during the times past, had become quite the 
opposite and was cleansed from these fi lthy strains. In the past he 
had looked at people from above and with defi ance. He had a vain 
pride and was blinded by the ease with which God had provided him 
to handle words, thoughts, expressions, and the pursuit of glory. 
I used to think that [this new al-Ghazālı̄] was wrapped in the gar-
ments of false mannerism ( takalluf  ) and regarding what had become 
of him, he was suppressing his natural disposition ( nāmūs ). But I re-
alized after investigation that things were the opposite of what I had 
thought, and that the man had recovered after he had been mad. 222  

 ¶Abd al-Ghāfi r’s report of his nightly talks with al-Ghazālı̄ has many parallels 
in the autobiography  The Deliverer from Error.  Yet  ¶Abd al-Ghāfi r’s retelling of 
the events are more concrete and less chronologically streamlined. The seeds of 
al-Ghazālı̄’s  tawba  appear much earlier in this report than in the written au-
tobiography. According to ¶Abd al-Ghāfi r, al-Ghazālı̄ studied the sciences and 
excelled in everything that had caught his interest. After these early successes, 
he started to meditate about the afterlife, which led him to seek the company 
of the infl uential Sufi  teacher Abū ¶Alı̄ al-Fāramadhı̄. 223  Al-Fāramadhı̄ was a 
Shāfi ¶ite from T. ūs, where he died in 477/1084 when al-Ghazālı̄ was in his late 
twenties. Al-Fāramadhı̄ was engaged in mystical practices ( tadhkı̄r ) and one 
“to whom fl ashes from the light of insight have been made visible.” 224  ¶Abd 
al-Ghāfi r says that the younger al-Ghazālı̄ received from al-Fāramadhı̄ an intro-
duction to his Sufi  method ( t.arı̄qa ). 

 After his initiation to Sufi sm, al-Ghazālı̄ experienced his fi rst crisis of 
knowledge, the one he describes in the second chapter of the  Deliverer from 
Error , “The Inroads of Skepticism.” 225  In the autobiography, this crisis precedes 
al-Ghazālı̄’s mastering of the sciences. Here, in ¶Abd al-Ghāfi r’s report, the 
epistemological crisis is a less dramatic confusion about the criteria for truth. 
It was prompted by the relativist impression that rational arguments seem 
to stand undecidedly against one another without trumping their opposites 
( takāfu 7 al-adilla ). Finally, ¶Abd al-Ghāfi r’s conversations with al-Ghazālı̄ illumi-
nate the major crisis in his life, the Sufi   tawba  that led to his departure from 
Baghdad. The main motive from the  Deliverer , namely, fear of the afterlife, also 
dominates ¶Abd al-Ghāfi r’s report: 
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 Then he related that a gate of fear had been opened for him to such 
an extent that he could no longer occupy himself with anything else 
until [his fear] got better. In this manner he remained until he 
was fully practiced [in matters of religion]. [Only now] the truths 
( al-h. aqā 7iq ) became apparent [to him]. 226  

  ¶Abd al-Ghāfi r’s report about al-Ghazālı̄’s two crises calls the chronology of 
events in the autobiography in question. Sufi sm appeared much earlier in al-
Ghazālı̄’s life than he acknowledges in that book. ¶Abd al-Ghāfi r also confi rms 
the impression of some readers of the  Deliverer  that the narrative description—
studying fi rst  kalām , then  falsafa , then Ismā ¶ilite theology, until fi nally reach-
ing Sufi sm—stems from pedagogical conventions and does not represent the 
actual sequence of study in al-Ghazālı̄’s life. 227  

  
 In the late months of 499 / summer of 1106, shortly before the turn to a new 
century in the Islamic calendar, al-Ghazālı̄  began teaching at the Niz. āmiyya 
madrasa in Nishapur. 228  That event prompted the writing of his autobiography, 
 The Deliverer from Error , which responds to criticism from both close followers 
as well as hostile scholars. There, he legitimizes his return to the Niz. āmiyya 
schools by linking it to the needs of an epoch characterized by religious slack-
ness (   fatra ) and the temptations of false beliefs. Al-Ghazālı̄  says that he con-
sulted with a group of people “who have a pure heart and religious insight 
( mushāhada )” who advised him to leave his seclusion and emerge from his 
 zāwiya  to lead the much-needed religious renewal at the beginning of the new 
century. In addition, al-Ghazālı̄  mentions that “the sultan at that time” or-
dered him to come to Nishapur. From al-Ghazālı̄ ’s letters, it becomes clear 
that Fakhr al-Mulk, a son of Niz. ām al-Mulk and vizier to Sanjar (see fi gure 1.5), 
put pressure on al-Ghazālı̄ . He wanted     al-Ghazālı̄  to return to state-sponsored 

figure 1.5 Sanjar as Sultan among his court. Miniature from Rashı̄d al-Dı̄n T. abı̄b’s 
Compendium of Chronicles (Edinburgh University Library, MS Arab 20, fol. 142a).
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teaching in Nishapur. ¶Abd al-Ghāfi r reports that Fakhr al-Mulk confronted al-
Ghazālı̄  with the demand to teach at the Niz. āmiyya in Nishapur, summoned 
him, and listened to him—meaning he heard his excuses. ¶Abd al-Ghāfi r’s 
language suggests that the vizier did not mince words and used all means 
of persuasion short of brute force. Subsequently, al-Ghazālı̄  “was taken” to 
Nishapur and began teaching at the Niz. āmiyya. 229  From his letters, one gets 
the impression that al-Ghazālı̄  had a close relationship with Fakhr al-Mulk: the 
scholar addresses the vizier as his trusted intellectual mentor. 

 A couple of years later, when al-Ghazālı̄ spoke about the events in 499/1106 
to Sanjar, he said that he was initially afraid of returning to the Niz. āmiyya 
school and mentioned his fear to the vizier: 

 I said to Fakhr al-Mulk that this era cannot bear my words and that 
during these times everybody who says the truth has walls erected 
right in front of him. He said to me: “This king ( scil.  Sanjar) is just 
and I will come to your aid.” 230  

 Al-Ghazālı̄ feared the possibility that scholars who objected to his teachings 
might stir up the Seljuq ruler against him. This was indeed the situation in 
which he found himself during this conversation with Sanjar. Two years later, 
in late 501 / summer of 1108, a group of scholars that included all Sunni schools 
of jurisprudence present in Khorasan accused al-Ghazālı̄ of 

 not being a believer in Islam but rather following the beliefs of the 
 falāsifa  and the heretics ( mulh. idān ). All his books are infested with 
their words and he mixes unbelief ( kufr ) and falsehoods ( abāt.ı̄l ) with 
the secrets of revelation. He calls God the “true light” [in his  Niche of 
Light ] and that is the teaching of the Zoroastrians ( majūs ). 231  

 Abū ¶Abdallāh al-Māzarı̄ al-Dhakı̄ (d. 510/1116–17), a native of Mazzara in Sic-
ily and an Ash ¶arite Mālikite scholar who had come to the east from Tunisia, 
was particularly active in this campaign. 232  ¶Abd al-Ghāfi r al-Fārisı̄ refers to a 
controversy in Nishapur that began around 497/1103, when Fakhr al-Mulk be-
came grand vizier of Sanjar and fi rst attempted to make al-Ghazālı̄ a teacher 
at the Niz. āmiyya in Nishapur. 233  Once in Nishapur, al-Ghazālı̄’s teaching faced 
resistance. “His staff was struck,” ¶Abd al-Ghāfir writes, “by opposition, by at-
tacks on him, and by slanderings about what he omitted and what he commit-
ted.” 234  But al-Ghazālı̄ remained calm and did not respond to these attacks, 
 ¶Abd al-Ghāfi r says, nor did he show much ambition to correct his opponents’ 
mistakes. Given the arrogance and the litigiousness of the younger al-Ghazālı̄, 
 ¶Abd al-Ghāfi r had found it hard to believe that he had changed when he re-
turned to teaching at the Niz. āmiyya in Nishapur. Yet his calm posture in the 
face of numerous accusations and slandering impressed ¶Abd al-Ghāfir, and 
in a very personal note, he confi rms that his former colleague had indeed 
become different. In a discussion about al-Ghazālı̄’s bearing while teaching in 
Nishapur, he writes: 
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 What we [initially] thought was pretention ( tamarrus ) and an aqcuired 
mode ( takhalluq ) was, in fact, his [true] nature ( t.ab ¶ ) and the realiza-
tion ( tah. aqquq ) [of what he truely was]. This was the sign of the hap-
piness that has been ordained on him by God. 235  

 The collection of al-Ghazālı̄’s letters provides more information about the con-
fl ict. Its compiler reports that among the scholars who carried accusations to 
Sanjar’s court were a group of H. anafi tes, who asked that al-Ghazālı̄ be punished 
for a passage in one of his early legal works. In this early work, al-Ghazālı̄ po-
lemicizes in an aggressively partisan spirit against the founding fi gure of their 
school, Abū H. anı̄fa. 236  Since Sanjar was himself a H. anafi te, the situation was 
potentially dangerous. A much later source from the tenth/sixteenth century 
claims that the H. anafi te scholars had issued a  fatwā  demanding al-Ghazālı̄’s 
execution. 237  Shortly after 501/1108, al-Ghazālı̄ appeared before Sanjar. In the 
meantime, Ismā ¶ilite agents had murdered Fakhr al-Mulk. During his appear-
ance before Sanjar, al-Ghazālı̄ evoked the memory of the assasinated grand 
vizier and the promises he made to secure al-Ghazālı̄’s safety in the midst of 
the accusations driven by Nishapur’s notorious partisanship among the legal 
schools. Al-Ghazālı̄ asked Sanjar to release him from his teaching obligation in 
Nishapur and in T. ūs. 238  The name “Nishapur” refers, of course, to al-Ghazālı̄’s 
teaching at the Niz. āmiyya madrasa there. It is unclear, however, what the refer-
ence to T. ūs means. Maybe al-Ghazālı̄ was also required to teach there at a local 
state-sponsored school? 

 Sanjar declined to release al-Ghazālı̄ from his teaching posts. In fact, the 
theologian’s address ( c.  501/1108) made such a strong impression on Sanjar 
that he said: “We should have ordered that all scholars of Iraq and Khorasan 
be present to hear your words.” 239  Sanjar promised to build madrasas for al-
Ghazālı̄, “and we will order that all scholars should come to you once a year in 
order to learn everything what is unknown to them. If someone has a disagree-
ment ( khilāf  ) with you, he should be patient and ask you to explain the solution 
to his problem.” 240  This version of events is the one reported by al-Ghazālı̄’s fol-
lowers and students. It does seem that he was exonerated from the accusations 
of his anti-H. anafi sm, and more amicable relations between him and Sanjar 
were established. He wrote the  Council for Kings  ( Nas. ı̄h. at al-mulūk ) for Sanjar 
in response to a piece of game ( shikār ) the vice-regent sent him from one of his 
hunts nearby. 241  

 The nature of al-Ghazālı̄’s duties in Nishapur did not seem to keep him 
there long or all too often. When Sanjar summoned him to his regularly es-
tablished camp near T. ūs, 242  al-Ghazālı̄ arrived there from T. ābarān, although 
this was still during the time that he was required to teach in Nishapur. In fact, 
Sanjar directs all his communications with al-Ghazālı̄ to T. ābarān and never 
to Nishapur. During this time, al-Ghazālı̄ also had students in T. ūs; a group 
of them appeared before Sanjar’s court to defend al-Ghazālı̄ from enemy ac-
cusations. 243  It is not clear whether these students were those who lived at al-
Ghazālı̄’s  khānqāh  and studied with him at his  zāwiya , or whether they were 
from an offi cial teaching engagement he held in T. ūs. 
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 There is evidence that al-Ghazālı̄ had temporarily left T. ūs years before his 
teaching engagement in Nishapur. In one of his Persian letters to the vizier 
Mujı̄r al-Dı̄n, which Krawulsky has tentatively dated as shortly after 490/1097, 
al-Ghazālı̄ mentions that T. ūs had been plagued by “oppressors” ( z. ālimān ), 
prompting al-Ghazālı̄ to leave that place. After a year, however, he was forced 
( bi-h. ukm-i d. arūrı̄  ) to return to T. ūs and saw that the oppression ( z. ulm ) was still 
going on. 244  If the dating of this letter and its information is correct, al-Ghazālı̄ 
would have stayed in T. ūs for very little time after he had arrived there from 
Baghdad in Dhū l-h. ijja 490 / November 1097. It is more likely that the dating 
needs to be corrected and that all this actually happened a handful of years 
later. About ten years after his arrival in T. ūs, in his conversation with Sanjar, 
al-Ghazālı̄ refers to the fact that the people of T. ūs had to endure “much oppres-
sion” ( z. ulm bisyār ) and that their harvests were poor because of cold and lack 
of water. He implicitly accuses Sanjar of being responsible for their situation 
since he was the one who tolerated the people of T. us’s being robbed. 245  Given 
the political situation at this time, the oppressors were most likely nomadic 
Turks who roamed the countryside of T. ūs and disrupted its irrigation systems. 
These Turks may have been part of Sanjar’s regular Seljuq army, whose choice 
of a camp location near T. ūs likely led to strained area resources. The oppres-
sors may also have been from one of the numerous groups of irregular no-
madic Turks who had moved from Central Asia to Khorasan and were referred 
to as  ghuzz  in the sources. Sanjar had only limited power over these groups 
and probably little motivation to call them to order. When in 548/1153 Sanjar 
lauched a campaign against a group of Oǧuz Turks who had failed to pay their 
tribute, he suffered a surprising defeat and was captured. Their real power now 
became evident; defenseless, the walls of most major cities of Khorasan were 
overrun and many of their inhabitants robbed and killed. 

  
  ¶Abd al-Ghāfi r reports that al-Ghazālı̄ quit teaching in Nishapur and returned 
to T. ūs before his death. His wording suggests that the scholar handed in his 
resignation before the local unrest in Nishapur would lead to his dismissal. 246  
Back in T. ābarān,  ¶Abd al-Ghāfi r says he turned his attention to the study of  
h. adı̄th  in the collections of Muslim and al-Bukhārı̄.  ¶Abd al-Ghāfi r stresses that 
he actually studied the transmission of  h. adı̄th -material, meaning the distinction 
of what can and cannot be verifi ed through chains of reliable transmitters. 247  
Among the works of al-Ghazālı̄, there is no evidence for the kind of traditional-
ist  h. adı̄th -scholarship these words might invoke. Al-Ghazālı̄ was always con-
sidered a weak transmitter of  h. adı̄th . Later critics would list this as one of his 
faults, and admirers fi lled volumes to make up for his neglect. 248  If the content 
of a Prophetical report fi tted al-Ghazālı̄’s purposes, he did not bother much to 
check whether it had a sound chain of transmitters ( isnād ). According to some 
historians, al-Ghazālı̄ openly admitted this and said: “I have little expertise in 
the  h. adı̄th -science.” 249  In fact, in the fi rst book of  Revival,  he criticizes those 
who wrote the earliest collections of  h. adı̄th . 250  ¶Abd al-Ghāfi r’s report repro-
duces a literary trope in classical Islamic literature: a rationalist scholar who 
neglects the outward meaning of revelation and the  sunna  of the Prophet for 
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much of his life, fi nally repenting shortly before his death and returning to 
these sources. There is little evidence for al-Ghazālı̄ becoming a traditional-
ist  h. adı̄th -scholar late in his life, and perhaps behind this report is a different 
kind of  h. adı̄th -study than the verifi cation of reports through the study of their 
chains of transmission. In his two late books,  The Criterion of Distinction between 
Islam and Clandestine Apostasy  ( Fays. al al-tafriqa bayna l-Islām wa-l-zandaqa ) 
and  Restraining the Ordinary People from the Science of Kalām  ( Iljām al- ¶awāmm 
 ¶an  ¶ilm al-kalām ), al-Ghazālı̄ is deeply concerned with the anthropomorphic 
descriptions of God that appear in the  h. adı̄th -corpus. Both books teach an ap-
propriate attitude toward those reports and the correct interpretation ( ta 7wı̄l ) of 
them, and maybe this is what  ¶Abd al-Ghāfi r tried to turn apologetically into a 
more traditionalist understanding of  h. adı̄th -scholarship. 

 Whether al-Ghazālı̄ was ever offi cially released from his teaching position 
in Nishapur is unclear. Neither do we know when his teaching engagement 
ended nor who succeeded him as the head teacher of the Niz. āmiyya madrasa 
in Nishapur. An obvious candidate is Abū l-Qāsim al-Ans. ārı̄ (d. 512/1118), one of 
the most prominent theologians of his time in Nishapur and, like al-Ghazālı̄, 
a student of al-Juwaynı̄. He seems to have been younger than al-Ghazālı̄. He is 
the author of two important works that stand much deeper in the teaching tra-
dition of al-Juwaynı̄ than al-Ghazālı̄’s œuvre. 251  Al-Ans. ārı̄ was initially a teacher 
at the Bayhaqı̄ madrasa, the second most important institution for Shāfi ¶ites 
in Nishapur. 252  If he had ever become the head teacher at the Niz. āmiyya in 
Nishapur, he did so after al-Ghazālı̄ left that position. 253  

 According to the  Deliverer from Error,  al-Ghazālı̄ seems to have accepted 
that the return to a Niz. āmiyya was necessary for reasons other than just the 
pressure of Sanjar and Fakhr al-Mulk. The letters clearly reveal that al-Ghazālı̄ 
never liked this assignment. 254  There are at least two reasons why he would de-
test teaching at the Niz. āmiyya madrasa. First was his decision not to work for 
state authorities. Second, al-Ghazālı̄ may not have liked the fact that he had to 
teach in a public space where whomever wanted could join the teaching circle. 
In his conversations with Sanjar, it becomes clear that he feared eavesdroppers 
on his lectures and potential spies for other scholars or for the Seljuq authori-
ties. This is why he starts his apologetic address to Sanjar by saying that he is 
intellectually so remote from other scholars that they are unable to understand 
the real meaning of his words. In his own  zāwiya  in T. ābarān, where he ap-
parently taught all through these years, he could handpick those who would 
become his students and expel those he did not trust. 

 In 504/1110, D. iyā 7 al-Mulk Ah. mad ibn Niz. ām al-Mulk, the vizier to the Su-
preme Sultan Muh. ammad Tapar, who was Sanjar’s older brother, invited al-
Ghazālı̄ to return to the Niz. āmiyya madrasa in Baghdad and take up the chair 
he once held. Its recent holder, al-Kiyā 7 al-Harrāsı̄, who had been teaching on 
this position since 493/1100, had just died. 255  The exchange of letters on this 
occasion is preserved. Al-Ghazālı̄ responded in a letter that later became widely 
known. 256  He declines D. iyā 7 al-Mulk’s offer and excuses himself by saying that 
“pursuing the increase of worldly goods” ( t.alab bi-ziyādat-i dunyā ) has been 
removed from his heart. He mentions his madrasa in T. ūs and says that he has 
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a family and 150 students to care for. 257  It seems that at this time, al-Ghazālı̄ no 
longer taught at the Niz. āmiyya in Nishapur. 

 On 14 Jumāda II 505 / 18 December 1111, al-Ghazālı̄ died in T. ābarān, at 
approximately fi fty-fi ve years old. His death came only a few days after he had 
fi nished work on his last book,  Restraining the Ordinary People from the Science 
of Kalām  ( Iljām al- ¶awāmm ¶an ¶ilm al-kalām ). His brother, Ah. mad, was prob-
ably present during his death, since he left us a description of al-Ghazālı̄’s 
last day. 258  When the news of his death reached Baghdad, the court poet al-
Abı̄wardı̄ (d. 507/1113) eulogized al-Ghazālı̄ in a short poem. 259  Al-Ghazālı̄ was 

figure 1.6 The Hārūniyya mausoleum in T. ābarān-T. ūs at the beginning of the twen-
tieth century. Watercolor by André Sevruguin (from Diez, Die Kunst der islamischen 
Völker).
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buried in a mausoleum right outside the walls of T. ābarān’s citadel ( qas. aba ). 260  
After T. ābarān’s destruction in 791/1389, al-Ghazālı̄’s mausoleum fell into 
decay and could at one point barely be identifi ed. It is most likely a heavily re-
constructed building that is today erroneously named  al-Hārūniyya , that is, the 
mausoleum of Hārūn al-Rashı̄d (see fi gure 1.6). 261      Signifi cant funds went into 
the contruction of this impressive building. It bears some architectural resem-
blance to Sanjar’s mausoleum in Marw, which suggests that he or some high 
dignitary at the Seljuq court commissioned al-Ghazālı̄’s mausoleum. 

 There is no information as to what became of al-Ghazālı̄’s children. ¶Abd 
al-Ghāfi r al-Fārisı̄ provides the information that he had only girls. 262  There was, 
in fact, no prominent male descendent of al-Ghazālı̄, at least not someone who 
merited mention in the biographical dictionaries. A manuscript of one of his 
legal works copied two years after al-Ghazālı̄’s death in 507/1113 contains an 
 ijāza  issued by a Muh. ammad al-Ghazālı̄ who, if he existed, may have been the 
author’s son. 263  Of course, the note may simply be a forgery, intended to in-
crease the manuscript’s market value. We do not hear of his descendents until 
some time later, when the unknown collector of al-Ghazālı̄’s letters claims to 
be related to the author. 264  

 A direct descendent of al-Ghazālı̄ is mentioned during the Īl-Khānid period 
in Baghdad. The Egyptian lexicographer al-Fayyūmı̄ reports that in 710/1310–11, 
he met a sheikh in Baghdad who was an eighth-generation descendant of al-
Ghazālı̄. 265  According to his lineage, which is fully recorded by al-Fayyūmı̄, one 
of al-Ghazālı̄’s daughters was the great-grandmother of T. āhir ibn Abı̄ l-Fad. ā 7il 
Fakhrāwir, who appears in this chain as a Shirwānshāh, that is, a king of the 
independent region of Shirwān in northern Azerbaijan. It might be a coin-
cidence that around the time that T. āhir lived, a member of the family of the 
Shirwānshāhs was a student of Fakhr al-Dı̄n al-Rāzı̄, who commissioned one 
of his books. 266  Later references to the family of al-Ghazālı̄ are much more 
vague. The historian Ibn al- ¶Imād (d. 1089/1679) mentions a direct decendent 
of al-Ghazālı̄, a H. anbalı̄ scholar who died in Aleppo in 830/1427; but this in-
formation seems unreliable. 267  In the twelfth/eighteenth century, al-Murtad. ā 
al-Zabı̄dı̄ reports that Ah. mad al-T. aht.ā 7ı̄  (d. 1186/1772), one of the Egyptian 
Shādhilı̄ Sufi s, claimed that he once met descendants ( awlād ) of al-Ghazālı̄ in 
Abnūd in Upper Egypt. 268  
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 Al-Ghazālı̄’s Most 
Infl uential Students and 
Early Followers 

 Al-Ghazālı̄ was the most infl uential teacher of Islamic law and theol-
ogy during the fi fth/eleventh and the sixth/twelfth centuries. He had a 
particularly monumental impact on the intellectual life of the century 
after his death. Indeed, his writings on the relationship between the 
philosophical sciences and Muslim theology profoundly affected 
all Muslim thinkers until the early twentieth century and still carry 
weight in the Muslim discourse on reason and revelation today. The 
biographical dictionaries of the Shāfi ¶ite school of law feature numer-
ous articles on the many scholars who studied with al-Ghazālı̄. In 
1972, Henri Laoust made a cautious attempt to view this material. 1  The 
writings of his students are an important source for our understand-
ing of al-Ghazālı̄’s theology. In particular, his early followers offer 
contextualized insight into his teachings that later literature cannot 
offer. Although the reactions to al-Ghazālı̄ by authors from the Muslim 
West (al-Andalus, specifi cally) have been studied since Ernest Renan’s 
 Averroès et l’averroïsme  of 1852, comparatively little is known about the 
intellectual history of the sixth/twelfth century in the Muslim East. Key 
fi gures of the reception of al-Ghazālı̄’s thought during this century 
remain largely unknown today. Sharaf al-Dı̄n al-Mas ¶ūdı̄ (d. after 
582/1186), for instance, lived around the middle of the sixth/twelfth 
century in Transoxania and wrote what is probably the very fi rst com-
mentary on Avicenna’s  Pointers and Reminders . In this work,  Doubts 
and Uncertainties on the Pointers , al-Mas ¶ūdı̄ takes a critical stand 
toward Avicenna’s most theological work. 2  Al-Mas ¶ūdı̄’s student Ibn 
Ghaylān al-Balkhı̄, who lived close to end of the century, composed a 
harsh criticism of Avicenna’s arguments in favor of the world’s pre-
eternity. In it, he praises his teacher al-Mas ¶ūdı̄ as someone who had 
developed an understanding of the philosophical sciences similar only 
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to that of al-Ghazālı̄. 3  We will hear more about the typical Ghazalian approach of 
al-Mas ¶ūdı̄ and Ibn Ghaylān al-Balkhı̄ at the end of the next chapter. 

 One of the most important early followers of al-Ghazālı̄ was his brother, 
Abū-l Futūh.  Ah. mad al-Ghazālı̄. He outlived his older sibling Muh. ammad 
by either eighteen or twenty-one years and was an infl uential scholar in his 
own right. 4  He became famous for his preaching activity in the cities of Iraq 
and Iran. His brother Muh. ammad confessed that he had no talent for preach-
ing and would rather leave that to others. 5  He saw the role of highly educated 
religious scholars (  ¶ulamā 7 bi-Llāh ) as addressing the intellectual elite, while 
preachers ( al-wu ¶ ¶āz.  ) would speak to the masses. 6  Muh. ammad clearly saw him-
self in the fi rst category; his brother Ah. mad likely understood himself as also 
belonging to the latter class. 

 The most widespread epitome of al-Ghazālı̄’s  Revival  is a book named  The 
Kernels of the Revival  ( al-Lubāb min al-Ihyā 7 ), which is sometimes attributed to 
Ah. mad, although most manuscripts, including the one(s) on which the printed 
version is based, clearly identify it as a work of Muh. ammad’s. 7  In his own œuvre, 
Ah. mad was concerned with the same subjects that his brother discussed in his 
 Revival . In one of Ah. mad’s short epistles, for instance, he explains what the con-
fession of monotheism ( tawh. ı̄d ) truly entails. 8  This is a prominent subject in the 
thirty-fi fth book of his brother’s  Revival  and in his  Niche of Lights.  ¶Ayn al-Qud. āt 
al-Hamadhānı̄, who will be discussed below, became deeply acquainted with the 
works of Muh. mmad al-Ghazālı̄ through his personal contact with Ah. mad. 9  Yet, 
unlike ¶Ayn al-Qud. āt, for instance, Ah. mad was not so much attracted to the philo-
sophical Sufi sm that al-Ghazālı̄ taught, and he pursued in his own works a less 
rationalist mysticism that focused around the  leitmotif  of love for God. It is inter-
esting to note that in his  Revival,  Muh. ammad shows little patience with some 
Sufi s’ “long and pleonastic invocations on the love of God,” since they distract 
one’s attention from outward human actions. 10  Richard Gramlich judged that the 
particular appeal of Ah. mad’s collection of aphorisms on Sufi  love is neither the 
result of his intellectual depth or penetration, nor is it due to some strength in 
poetic creativity. Rather, his sometimes strange and baroque technique of inter-
weaving thoughts is what creates the beauty of Ah. mad’s writing. 11  Further stud-
ies are necessary to explicate the relationship between the theological teachings 
of the two brothers. 

 In the following pages, I will introduce those students and followers of 
al-Ghazālı̄  who may contribute signifi cantly to the reconstruction of his teach-
ings. From what is available to us, their texts are particularly important, since 
al-Ghazālı̄  seems to have been more outspoken with those students with whom 
he had a close relationship than with those who were more on the periphery. 
Considering the views of the close students and well-informed followers should 
signifi cantly enhance our understanding of his theology. 

 Abū Bakr ibn al- ¶Arabı̄ (d. 543/1148) 

 Among his contemporaries, Abū Bakr ibn al- ¶Arabı̄ (468/1076–543/1148) is the 
most important source of information about al-Ghazālı̄ ’s life and his teachings. 



A native of Seville in al-Andalus, he and his father went on a long trip to the 
Muslim East. The purpose of this travel was partly political: Abū Bakr’s father, 
Abū Muh. ammad ibn al- ¶Arabı̄ had been an administrator in the local Sevillian 
government of the ¶Abbādids. When in 484/1091 the Almoravids conquered 
Seville, he felt that it would be prudent to leave al-Andalus. 12  He knew that the 
ruler ( amı̄r ) of the Almoravids, Yūsuf ibn Tāshifı̄n (d. 500/1107), longed for an 
offi cial recognition from the ¶Abbāsid caliph in Baghdad. For Abū Muh. ammad, 
this was a welcome opportunity to fl ee al-Andalus and await the outcome of the 
confl ict between the Almoravids and the Taifa-Kings. Abū Muh. ammad ibn al-
   ¶Arabı̄ offered Yūsuf ibn Tāshifı̄n the opportunity to perform a political mission 
on his behalf and achieve offi cial recognition from the caliph. Caution made 
him take his son with him. 13  In any case, he and his son were in no haste to re-
turn with the desired documents, and they spent much time among the schol-
ars of Jerusalem, Damascus, and Baghdad before they even started to lobby on 
behalf of Yūsuf ibn Tāshifı̄n four years after their departure. 14  

 The two Ibn al- ¶Arabı̄s left al-Andalus in the spring of 485/1092 when Abū 
Bakr was just sixteen years old. 15  They traveled on ships, which took them—
not without an incident of shipwreck—to Bougie, Mahdiyya, and fi nally Egypt. 
From there they turned toward Jerusalem, where they spent most of their time 
between the years 486/1093 and 489/1096. In Jerusalem, the Ibn al- ¶Arabı̄s 
met their fellow Andalusian al-T. urt.ūshı̄ (d. 520/1126), who was a staunch sup-
porter of Yūsuf ibn Tāshifı̄n and the Almoravids, and the young Abū Bakr stud-
ied with him. 16  Ibn al- ¶Arabı̄ reports on his travels in an autobiographical book 
with the title  Book on the Arrangement of the Travel That Raised My Interests in 
Religion . 17  This book has not come down to us. 18  There is, however, a second 
book by Abū Bakr ibn al- ¶Arabı̄, in which he briefl y reports on his travels and 
meetings with eminent scholars. This work,  Experiences of the Great Authorities 
and Eminent People by the Observer of Islam and the Various Lands , presents de-
tailed information about the two Ibn al- ¶Arabı̄s’ travels in the service of the Ber-
ber king Yūsuf ibn Tāshifı̄n. 19  According to this text and to information in Ibn 
al- ¶Arabı̄’s book  The Rule of Interpretation , the two Ibn al- ¶Arabı̄s traveled from 
Jerusalem via Ascalon, Acre, and Damascus to Baghdad, where they arrived in 
the early days of Ramad. ān 489 / August 1096  . 20  Al-Ghazālı̄  arrived in Jeru-
salem during the summer of 489/1096, almost a year after the Ibn al- ¶Arabı̄s 
had left the city. During the four or fi ve months al-Ghazālı̄  stayed in Jerusalem, 
Ibn al- ¶Arabı̄’s erstwhile teacher al-T. urt.ūshı̄ tried unsuccessfully to meet with 
al-Ghazālı̄ . 21  In the meantime, in Baghdad, the two Ibn al- ¶Arabı̄s joined the 
pilgrimage caravan that would leave Iraq in the fall of 489/1096. This was the 
pilgrimage in which al-Ghazālı̄  also took part, although he joined the caravan 
that started in Syria. 

 The father, Abū Muh. ammad ibn al- ¶Arabı̄ used the gathering of scholars 
during the pilgrimage to propagate the virtues of the Almoravids and of Yūsuf 
ibn Tāshifı̄n. Although this did not have an immediate effect, his son, Abū 
Bakr, claimed that the good tidings about the Almoravids reached al-Ghazālı̄  
and prepared him to respond positively to a later request by the Ibn al- ¶Arabı̄s. 
Indeed, a year later al-Ghazālı̄  wrote a letter and a legal opinion in support of 
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Yūsuf ibn Tāshifı̄n. 22  During the pilgrimage, however, the three did not meet: 
Al-Ghazālı̄  was on the Syrian caravan of the pilgrims, while the two Ibn al-
 ¶Arabı̄s were on the Iraqi one. The two Andalusians only glimpsed the great 
scholar from afar. 23  They returned to Baghdad in early 490/1097, and al-Ghazālı̄  
returned to Damascus. 

 In his book  Protective Guards Against Strong Objections , Abū Bakr ibn al-
 ¶Arabı̄ says that he fi nally met al-Ghazālı̄  in Baghdad in Jumāda II 490 / 
May–June 1097. 24  This was right after al-Ghazālı̄  arrived in Baghdad from 
Syria. The personal acquaintance with al-Ghazālı̄  was an important event for 
the young Ibn al- ¶Arabı̄. By now, he was twenty-one years old, and al-Ghazālı̄  
was the great “Dānishmand” 25  who had left his posts in Baghdad less than 
two years earlier and was now on his way back to his hometown, T. ūs. Abū 
Bakr ibn al- ¶Arabı̄ studied closely with al-Ghazālı̄ , and the latter devoted some 
considerable interest to his disciple. Abū Bakr nowhere mentions that he 
accompanied al-Ghazālı̄  during his travels to Khorasan; the two likely just 
spent a couple of months together in the summer of 490/1097, when al-
Ghazālı̄  stayed at the “Ribāt. of Abū Sa ¶d right across from the Niz. āmiyya 
madrasa.” 26  

 Abū Bakr and his father remained in Baghdad after al-Ghazālı̄ ’s depar-
ture in the late summer or early fall of the same year they met. The two Ibn 
al- ¶Arabı̄s had their audience with the twenty-two-year-old caliph al-Mustaz. hir 
and his vizier ¶Amı̄d al-Dawla ibn Jahı̄r, a son-in-law of Niz. ām al-Mulk, in 
Rajab 491 / June 1098. They achieved their goal and secured a caliphal docu-
ment supporting Yūsuf ibn Tāshifı̄n. 27  After this success, they traveled back 
via Syria and Egypt. In Alexandria, Abū Bakr ibn al- ¶Arabı̄ studied a second 
time with al-T. urt.ūshı̄. 28  At this point, al-T. urt.ūshı̄ had already become a fi erce 
opponent of al-Ghazālı̄ ’s teachings. In 503/1109 or later, he wrote a response 
to a yet-unidentifi ed Ibn Muz. affar who had asked him about al-Ghazālı̄ ’s 
works. In his answer, al-T. urt.ūshı̄ claims to have met al-Ghazālı̄  and shows 
appreciation for his “understanding and intelligence” ( al-fahm wa-l- ¶aql ). Yet 
the letter mostly expresses al-T. urt.ūshı̄’s serious critiques of what he regarded 
as contradictions in al-Ghazālı̄ ’s œuvre and his adaptation of philosophical 
doctrines, particularly in his  Revival of the Religious Sciences . 29  This epistle was 
quoted later by infl uential biographers of al-Ghazālı̄  such as al-Dhahabı̄, al-
Subkı̄, and al-Murtad. ā al-Zabı̄dı̄. 30  

 In Muh. arram 493 / November–December 1099, Abū Bakr’s father died at 
age fi fty-seven. That same month, Abū Bakr left Alexandria, where he had spent 
about a year. In one of his works, he lists all the books he took home from the 
Muslim East. This list offers a helpful clue to the dating of some of al-Ghazālı̄ ’s 
books, as it verifi es that certain of his books were indeed published before 
493/1099. 31  

 Via Tunis, Tlemcen, and Fès, Abū Bakr ibn al- ¶Arabı̄ made his way back to 
Seville where he arrived in 495/1102. By now, he was twenty-six years old, hav-
ing spent ten of his years in the Muslim East. Back in Seville, he became a ven-
erated scholar and teacher and the main source for the spread of al-Ghazālı̄ ’s 
works and doctrines in the Muslim West. 
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 Ibn al- ¶Arabı̄’s First Report of His Meeting with al-Ghazālı̄ 

 In his extant works, Abū Bakr ibn al- ¶Arabı̄ describes his fi rst meeting with 
al-Ghazālı̄  at least twice. The most vivid picture of al-Ghazālı̄  is given in  The 
Rule of Interpretation  ( Qānūn al-ta 7wı̄l ), a book that he wrote in 533/1138–39 in 
Seville, 32  forty-eight years after the reported event took place in Baghdad. Ibn 
al- ¶Arabı̄ describes the intellectual climate in Baghdad: 33  

 [In Baghdad,] I engaged in exchanges with the scholars and I regu-
larly went to their teaching sessions. In particular I went to Fakhr 
al-Islām Abū Bakr al-Shāshı̄ 34  the  faqı̄h  and the  imām  of the times. 
Here, suns of insight rose for me and I said to myself: “God is great! 
This is the goal that I always wanted to achieve and the kind of time 
that I always wanted to spend and that I longed for.” [In Baghdad,] 
I studied, I restricted myself [to study], and I quenched my thirst [ for 
knowledge]. I listened [to the scholars] and retained [their teachings] 
in my memory, until the  Dānishmand  [al-Ghazālı̄ ] came across us 
[ scil . Abū Bakr and his father]. He stayed in the Ribāt.  of Abū Sa ¶d 
right opposite the Niz. āmiyya Madrasa. 35  He had turned away from 
this world and had turned towards God the Exalted. We walked to-
wards him, presented our credentials, and I said to him: “You are the 
guide that we were looking for and the  imām  that will give us right 
guidance.” We met with him and our meeting was by way of  ma ¶rifa . 
We took from him what is above the ledge ( al-s. uffa ); and we realized 
that whatever has come down to us in terms of information about the 
unknown is beyond theoretical inisight (   fawqa l-mushāhada ) and is 
not for the ordinary people ( al- ¶umūm ). And had the poet Ibn al-Rūmı̄ 
known [al-Ghazālı̄ ], he would not have said: 

 If you praise a man who is absent, 
  do not exaggerate in his glory and be to the point! 
 Because, when you exaggerate, 
  you go to the utmost extreme with him. 
 So he falls short where you glorify him, 
  because of the advantage of the absent over him who is there. 36  

 [Al-Ghazālı̄ ] was a man, who when you saw him with your own 
eyes, you saw an outward beauty (   jamāl ), and when you experienced 
his knowledge you found that it was a swelling sea. The more you 
learned from him, the greater your delight would be. 

 I developed strong ties with him and I became inseparable from 
his carpet. I seized his isolation and his agility, and every time he 
attended to me, I exhausted him with my expectations. He allowed 
me [to share] his place and I was with him in the morning, the after-
noon, at lunchtime, and at dinner, whether he was in casual clothes 
or in his formal attire. During these times, I could ask him without 
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restraint, like a scholar at a place where the shackles of enquiry are 
entrusted [to him]. I found him to be welcoming towards me regard-
ing instruction and I found him true to his word. 

 One of God’s friendly deeds towards me and His granting of 
success to me was that, when He let me stay in Syria, He did so at a 
blessed spot among scholars. This would become a stepping-stone 
for my meeting with those who had found the truth ( al-muh. aqqiqūn ), 
who could correct what I had understood, who could comment on 
what I had assembled, who could clarify what I had made obscure, 
and who could complete what I had left diminished. Whatever I had 
understood from these preliminaries, it made me ready to receive 
the real truths ( al-h. aqā 7iq ) hidden within them, and it limited the 
risk that their meaning would evade me. It was as if someone enters 
the Garden of Eden and gathers the gold together with the sand, and 
then carries it to the foundry for his later use. 37  

 Ibn al- ¶Arabı̄’s Second Report of His Meeting with al-Ghazālı̄ 

 In a second book,  Protective Guards Against Strong Objections  ( al- ¶Awās. im min 
al-qawās.im ), Ibn al- ¶Arabı̄ gives another account of his meeting with al-Ghazālı̄ . 
The context is different from the one in  The Rule of Interpretation,  as this second 
work is much more concerned with al-Ghazālı̄ ’s doctrine than the fi rst book. 
It is less enthusiastic about al-Ghazālı̄  and more critical of his teachings. Ibn 
al- ¶Arabı̄ understood well that al-Ghazālı̄  theology was heavily infl uenced by his 
reading of  falsafa , and indeed, he criticizes this theology in more than one pas-
sage of his œuvre. As Ibn Taymiyya quotes Abū Bakr ibn al- ¶Arabı̄, “Our Sheikh 
Abū H. āmid entered deeply into the bellies of the  falāsifa  and when he wanted 
to get out, he couldn’t.” 38  Here, Ibn al- ¶Arabı̄’s critique falls in line with some 
of the criticism voiced in al-T. urt.ūshı̄’s  Letter to Ibn Muz.affar . But although al-
T. urt.ūshı̄ went as far as recommending the burning of al-Ghazālı̄ ’s books, 39  
Ibn al- ¶Arabı̄ always respected al-Ghazālı̄ , despite their differences regarding 
the teachings of  falsafa.  

 The following passage from  Protective Guards Against Strong Objections  
expresses Ibn al- ¶Arabı̄’s reservations about al-Ghazālı̄ ’s teachings on the 
soul. This book is essentially a popular reworking of some of al-Ghazālı̄ ’s 
own objections against the arguments of the  falāsifa  and the Ismā ¶ı̄ lites. 40  It 
quotes “strong objections” ( qawās. im ) presented by the  falāsifa  as well as by 
the Ismā ¶ı̄ lites and counters them with “protective guards” (  ¶awās. im ), that is, 
counterarguments. On the one hand, Ibn al- ¶Arabı̄’s book relies heavily on 
several of al-Ghazālı̄ ’s works:  The Intentions of the Philosophers ,  The Incoherence 
of the Philosophers,  and  Infamies of the Esoterics . 41  On the other hand, al-Ghazālı̄  
appears sometimes on the side of those who bring forward “strong objections” 
( qawās. im ) that need to be refuted, particularly when he restates philosophical 
teachings without what Ibn al- ¶Arabı̄ considered the appropriate measure of 
criticism. 
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 Ibn al- ¶Arabı̄ begins his book with a discussion of epistemological ques-
tions, leading him to refl ections on the nature of the soul. He reports the posi-
tion of some Sufi s, in particular al-H. ārith al-Muh. āsibı̄ (d. 243/857) and the 
Ash ¶arite Abū l-Qāsim al-Qushayrı̄ (d. 465/1071). They said “that knowledge will 
only be achieved through purity ( t.ahāra ) of the soul, chastening ( tazkiya ) of the 
heart, the untying of the relationship between the heart and the body, and the 
disenfranchising from material motives such as fame and riches.” 42  This is an 
extreme position ( ghulūw ), Ibn al- ¶Arabı̄ says, because there is no connection 
between the knowledge that a person acquires and any pious deeds that his 
heart—meaning his soul—has performed. Similarly, there is no connection 
between certain practices in one’s worship and the unveiling of some kind of 
hidden knowledge. The subject of whether Sufi  practice or the asceticism of 
the “friends of God” ( awliyā 7 ) leads to superior religious insight seems to be the 
focal point of the dispute about al-Ghazālı̄ ’s work in the Muslim West. Before 
Ibn al- ¶Arabı̄ wrote this book, the grandfather of the philosopher Ibn Rushd, 
Ibn Rushd al-Jadd (d. 520/1126), had issued a  fatwā  dismissing the position of 
al-Ghazālı̄  and other Sufi s on this subject. 43  Although Ibn Rushd al-Jadd ex-
empted “moderate” Sufi s such as al-Qushayrı̄ from his criticism, Ibn al- ¶Arabı̄ 
specifi cally names him as one who presented the problematic position that 
pious deeds—such as the Sufi  practice of invoking the names of God—may 
lead to superior religious knowledge. Ibn al- ¶Arabı̄ vigorously denounces this: 
It is simply not true, he writes, that the practitioner of Sufi   dhikr  “will see the 
angels and hear what they say; until he will reach to the spirits of the prophets 
and hear their words.” 44  Using the book’s method to discuss the pros (  ¶awās. im ) 
and the cons ( qawās.im ) of a certain position, Ibn al- ¶Arabı̄ cites an objection 
(a  qās. ima ) to his position. This objection was presented by al-Ghazālı̄  during 
the months that they studied together in Baghdad: 

 I conferred about this with Abū H. āmid when I met him in Baghdad 
in the month of Jumāda II 490 (May–June 1097). Earlier, namely in 
the year eighty-six (1093), which was at this time about fi ve years ago, 
he had accepted the Sufi  path ( al-t.arı̄qa al-s. ūfi yya ) and made himself 
free for what it requires. He had put himself in seclusion ( al- ¶uzla ) 
and renounced all groups. Due to reasons that we have explained in 
the  Book on the Arrangement of the Travel  45  he devoted himself exclu-
sively to me and I read all of his books under his instruction and 
heard the book that he named  The Revival for the Religious Sciences 
(al-Ih. yā 7 li- ¶ulūm al-dı̄n ). 46  I asked him for guidance in order to reach 
his convictions (  ¶aqı̄da ). I also asked for an explanation of his method 
( t.arı̄qa ) so that I could reach complete insight ( tāmm al-ma ¶rifa ) into 
the secret of those hints and indications that he had put into his 
books. And yes, he answered me. His response opened the right way 
for the postulant to reach the loftiness of his level and the heights of 
his station. 47  

 Al-Ghazālı̄  gave a long response, heavily infl uenced by Avicenna’s explanation 
of how prophets reach their superior level of insight and why they may have an 
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almost supernatural infl uence on the world around them. Avicenna had taught 
that prophets spontaneously receive their insights in either their imaginative 
faculty or their intellect. 48  Prophets lack the impeding forces of ordinary people 
that suppress visions while they are awake and receive sense data. Therefore, 
prophets receive in their waking hours visions that ordinary people receive in 
their sleep. 49  Prophets also benefi t from the power of intuition ( quwwat al-h. ads ) 
and have the capacity of immediately fi nding the middle term of a syllogism. 
This capacity gives a prophet perfect theoretical knowledge without instruc-
tion, solely through intellectual intuition ( h. ads ). 50  Finally, prophets also have 
a strong practical faculty of the soul ( quwwa nafsiyya ¶amaliyya ) that can affect 
other beings and worldly processes. All souls have the capacity to effect physi-
cal changes in their own bodies; the extraordinary powers of a prophet’s soul 
have also the capacity to bring about changes in natural objects outside their 
own bodies. Prophets have the capacity, for instance, to cause storms, rain, and 
earthquakes or even to cause people to sink into the ground. 51  

 Al-Ghazālı̄ ’s answer to his student draws on these teachings. Here, al-
Ghazālı̄  applies these teachings, not only to prophets, but also to everyone who 
has purifi ed his soul from the bodily passions: 

 If the heart purifi es itself ( t.ahhara ) from the relationship with the 
sensibly perceived body and devotes itself to the intelligibles 
( al-ma ¶qūl ), the truths ( al-h. aqā 7iq ) are revealed to it. You will under-
stand these things only through personal experience ( tajriba ) and 
keeping company with those who have already mastered it. Being in 
their presence and rubbing shoulders with them will help you under-
stand these things. 52  

 A certain school of thought ( t.arı̄q min al-naz.ar ), al-Ghazālı̄  says, claims that 
the heart is a refi ned substance or a polished gem—a  jawhar s. aqı̄l  (meaning 
both)—and that it refl ects knowledge like a mirror refl ects. A mirror can be 
used to present to us things that cannot be seen without a refl ection, such as 
things in the next room or around a corner. If the mirror is not constantly pol-
ished, al-Ghazālı̄  says, it becomes tarnished. Likewise, the heart suffers from 
“certain harms that accumulate and befall it.” If the heart is purifi ed, however, 
it is “like a mirror from which the tarnish has disappeared and that now refl ects 
those things perfectly.” Sometimes these truths ( h. aqā 7iq ) that are received by 
the purifi ed heart appear as clear insights; sometimes they appear as symbols 
or representations ( mithāl ). 

 Ibn al- ¶Arabı̄ proceeds in his report of al-Ghazālı̄ ’s response by saying that 
the soul ( nafs ) gets stronger when the heart is purifi ed and becomes cleaner. 
Every soul has “an infl uencing faculty” ( quwwa ta 7thı̄riyya ), giving it an infl u-
ence over its own body as well as over the bodies of other people: 

 An example is given by the man who walks on a line on the ground 
that is as wide as the span of a hand. Would he walk on such a line 
up on a highly elevated wall that is as wide as a forearm, he would 
be unable to hold on to it since he imagines himself falling from the 
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wall. When the soul realizes these circumstances and it becomes set 
upon it, the body becomes affected by it and it quickly falls. 53  

 When the purifi cation of the heart makes the soul stronger, the soul develops 
the capacity to infl uence and affect bodies other than its own. Al-Ghazālı̄  here 
gives the example of a person’s strong love or desire for another person. Once 
the other person knows that he or she is loved and desired, this person often 
also develops a strong love and desire for the one who loves. Thus can one soul 
affect the feelings of another soul. This happens whenever the affection of a 
soul is strong. The soul is particularly strongly affected when it is purifi ed: 

 The soul’s infl uencing faculty and its readiness to receive insights 
increases with its purity ( bi-s. afā 7ihā ). Now, you believe in the send-
ing down of abundant rain showers and the spontaneous growth 
of plants and similar things that are miracles violating the habitual 
courses. And what I have spoken about is similar to this. These are 
the souls of the prophets and their infl uence on other bodies are the 
signs that give evidence of the prophets’ conditions. 54  

 In his answer to Ibn al- ¶Arabı̄, al-Ghazālı̄  mentions all elements of Avicenna’s 
prophetical psychology: imaginative revelation, intellectual revelation, and the 
prophets’ strong practical and motive faculty, which is here called “the infl u-
encing faculty.” The letter is, in fact, heavily infl uenced by Avicenna’s presenta-
tion of the particular properties ( khawās. s.  ) of prophets and of “friends of God” 
( awliyā 7 Allāh ) in his  Pointers and Reminders . 55  Like Avicenna, al-Ghazālı̄  claims 
that every human has a small portion of these faculties, not only prophets; 
prophets are only the most distinguished examples of purifi ed souls. These 
faculties become stronger if one purifi es one’s soul by cleansing it ( t.ahhara ) 
from worldly desires. The miracles that the prophets perform—which earlier 
Ash ¶arites regarded, as we will see, as a break on God’s habit—are simply the 
causal effects of the strong infl uencing power of the prophet’s soul. 

 We should note that al-Ghazālı̄  remained somewhat uncommitted to the 
teachings presented in this letter, introducing them as “a school of thought” to 
teach the existence of a close link between the purity of a person’s heart and 
his or her level of knowledge and insight. Ibn al- ¶Arabı̄, however, understood 
that al-Ghazālı̄  was a member of this “school of thought”—a reference to none 
other than Avicenna—which teaches that purifi ed souls are able to achieve 
higher insights than those hearts that remain tarnished. 

 Ibn al- ¶Arabı̄’s book  Protective Guards Against Strong Objections  ( al- ¶Awās. im 
min al-qawās.im ) is a rich source for comments al-Ghazālı̄  made to his stu-
dents. At one point, Ibn al- ¶Arabı̄ reports that al-Ghazālı̄  inclined toward the 
position of some  falāsifa  that rationality (  ¶aql ) offers a path toward knowledge 
about the afterlife. In his published works, al-Ghazālı̄  exhibits no such lean-
ings, always maintaining that the revealed information about the afterlife is 
so detailed and so clear that it overrules all rational speculation and allows no 
fi gurative interpretation of the revealed text. 56  Ibn al- ¶Arabı̄, however, says that 
al-Ghazālı̄  leaned toward the opposite position and held it in high esteem. 57  
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In another passage of this book, Ibn al- ¶Arabı̄ reports al-Ghazālı̄ ’s opinion 
on those who claim to see the Prophet in their dreams. 58  Ibn al- ¶Arabı̄’s other 
books, such as his voluminous commentary on al-Tirmidhı̄’s  h. adı̄th  collection, 
may yield more relevant information on al-Ghazālı̄ ’s teachings, 59  as may some 
other works that still lie in manuscripts. In his commentary on the noble divine 
names, for instance, Ibn al- ¶Arabı̄ seems to be taking issue with al-Ghazālı̄ ’s 
rationalist teachings on that subject. Ibn al- ¶Arabı̄’s dictum that his teacher en-
tered so deep into the bellies of the  falāsifa  that he could not get out may be 
taken from this work or from his equally unedited  Lamp of the Novices  ( Sirāj 
al-murı̄dı̄n ), in which Ibn al- ¶Arabı̄ argues against al-Ghazālı̄ ’s view of the best 
of all possible worlds. 60  

 Al-Ghazālı̄  wrote a few texts in response to Ibn al- ¶Arabı̄’s questions. One 
manuscript of the book  Breathing of the Spirit and the Shaping  ( Nafkh al-rūh. 
wa-l-taswiya ) says that work is a response to Ibn al- ¶Arabı̄’s questions. 61  This text, 
whose abbreviated form is known as  The Short Text to Be Withheld  ( al-Mad. nūn 
al-s. aghı̄r ) or possibly also as  Ghazalian Answers to Questions about the Afterlife  
( al-Ajwiba al-Ghazāliyya fı̄ l-masā 7il al-ukhrawiyya ), discusses the nature of the 
human soul and the human spirit ( rūh.  ) and the latter’s relation to God’s act 
of shaping the body and breathing His life force into it (Q 32:9, 15:29, 38:72). 
Judging from the considerable number of manuscripts and modern prints, the 
book was and is very popular among al-Ghazālı̄ ’s readers. Its authenticity, how-
ever, is not fully established. Another Ghazalian text connected to Abū Bakr ibn 
al- ¶Arabı̄ also deals with the dispute between  mutakallimūn  and  falāsifa  on the 
nature of the human soul. 62  In a letter al-Ghazālı̄  addressed to Abū Bakr, he 
answers three questions on various subjects, among them, whether the soul is 
a self-subsisting substance (   jawhar ) or just an accident that inheres in a body. 
The existence of this brief text was noted by Ih. sān ¶Abbās in 1968; 63  the text is 
still unedited and was not available to me. 64  The fi rst question Ibn al- ¶Arabı̄ asks 
is: “Is the spirit ( al-rūh.  ) lightened particles (. . .) or is it a spiritual substance 
( jawhar ) that each body encounters in the form of rays like one encounters 
the sun (. . .)?” The second question enquires about “the difference between a 
bird[’s fl ight] and a good omen.” The third questions is: “What is the meaning 
of the Prophet’s saying: ‘The devil runs with one of you in his veins?’ ” 65  

 Al-Ghazālı̄  answers these questions cautiously, fi rst reminding Ibn al-
 ¶Arabı̄ and other students that they should not strive to answer each and every 
question that they fi nd raised within themselves. Second, they should not as-
sume that the results of a demonstration ( burhān ) could ever be false. The in-
tellect—if properly applied—does not lead to false results. Third, they should 
keep in mind that when it comes to fi gurative interpretation ( ta 7wı̄l ) of revela-
tion, it is insuffi cient to specify an interpretation that is merely probable. It is 
dangerous to judge what God might have intended in his revelation and what 
the Prophet might have intended in his sayings by assumptions and guesses. 

 The text of al-Ghazālı̄ ’s letter appears to be at least partly identical to al-
Ghazālı̄ ’s  The Universal Rule in Interpreting Revelation  ( al-Qānūn al-kullı̄ fı̄ l- ta 7wı̄l ) , 
a short work of a dozen pages discovered in a Cairo manuscript and published 
in 1940. 66  There al-Ghazālı̄  discusses several suggested interpretations of the 
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 h. adı̄th  about the devil running in the veins of some of the Prophet’s compan-
ions. He begins his own explanations with three recommendations, namely, 
(1) that one should not aspire to know everything, (2) that one should not as-
sume a valid demonstration could result in a falsehood, and (3) that one should 
not engage in interpretation ( ta 7wı̄l ) if one is uncertain about the meaning of 
the revealed text. 67  It appears that  The Universal Rule in Interpreting Revelation , 
which is mentioned in the work lists of al-Subkı̄ and al-Wāsit.ı̄, was generated 
from a letter al-Ghazālı̄  wrote in response to Abū Bakr ibn al- ¶Arabi. 68  

 Despite their brief period of personal contact, Abū Bakr ibn al- ¶Arabı̄ was 
probably the master student of al-Ghazālı̄ ’s—at least when it comes to his the-
ology. Abū Bakr was particularly interested in all questions dealing with the 
human soul and with epistemology. By the time he met al-Ghazālı̄ , the great 
 Dānishmand  (al-Ghazālı̄ ) had adopted an Avicennan psychology regarding the 
human soul as a self-subsisting substance, able to continue existence after the 
body’s death. Yet in some books of the  Revival —most evidently in the  Letter 
for Jerusalem  in the Second Book—he expresses the relationship between the 
human soul and the human body in the language of the  mutakallimūn  as de-
pendent accidents (meaning the soul) that inhere in the atoms of the body. 69  
The  Letter to Jerusalem  was written only a few months before Abū Bakr met 
al-Ghazālı̄ . In other writings, I tried to resolve this apparent contradiction. 70  
Although al-Ghazālı̄  personally preferred the theory of the human soul as a 
self-subsisting substance that he ascribed to the  falāsifa  and the Sufi s, neither 
through reason nor through revelation are humans able to decide whether this 
theory is true or the alternative explanation held by the  mutakallimūn . Nei-
ther of the two competing views can be demonstrably proven, and both are 
viable explanations of the text of revelation. It was important for al-Ghazālı̄  
that all Muslim scholars become convinced of the corporeal character of resur-
rection in the afterlife. One should fi nd a way to teach this essential element 
of the Muslim creed without needing to change the views of one’s readership 
on the nature of the soul and thus confuse their convictions. We will see that 
this strategy is a result of what I will call al-Ghazālı̄ ’s nominalist approach to 
human knowledge. 

 As ¶ad al-Mayhanı̄ (d. 523/1130 or 527/1132–33) 

 Abū l-Fath.  As ¶ad ibn Muh. ammad al-Mayhanı̄ was probably the most infl u-
ential immediate follower of al-Ghazālı̄  in the Muslim East. Whether he was 
a student of the great theologian is not entirely clear; the entries on him in 
chronicles and biographical dictionaries do not mention such a relationship. 
In fact, there is something enigmatic about his education that challenges the 
currently prevailing understanding of the educational patterns of this period. 
According to the historical reports written by religious authorities such as al-
Subkı̄ or Ibn al-Jawzı̄, As ¶ad al-Mayhanı̄ was a successful and highly regarded 
teacher of Islamic law; nothing would suggest that he ever taught disputed posi-
tions associated with  falsafa . However, al-Bayhaqı̄’s biographical dictionary of 
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scholars connected to the philosophical movement features a short article on 
As ¶ad al-Mayhanı̄. There he writes that As ¶ad had studied with al-Lawkarı̄, who 
was a student of one of Avicenna’s students. Al-Lawkarı̄ was the most important 
fi gure for the introduction of Avicennism in Khorasan. 71  As ¶ad al-Mayhanı̄ was 
the fi rst Muslim scholar with a dual intellectual pedigree: he was a reputable 
religious scholar who taught at theological madrasas, while still participating in 
the philosophical teaching tradition established by Avicenna. 

As ¶ad  al-Mayhanı̄ was born 461/1068–69 in Mayhana, a town in northern 
Khorasan that is less than 100 km northeast of T. ūs. 72  He studied  fi qh  with Abū 
l-Muz.affar al-Sam ¶ānı̄ at the Niz. āmiyya madrasa in Merw, 73  where he later be-
came a teacher. He then moved to Ghazna, where his fame grew. In 507/1113–14, 
the youthful Mah. mūd ibn Muh. ammad Tapar ibn Malikshāh, who ruled as gov-
ernor over Baghdad, invited him to teach at the local Niz. āmiyya. Like al-Ghazālı̄
twenty-two years earlier, As ¶ad was a Seljuq appointee and close to the caliph’s 
court. Al-Bayhaqı̄ says that everybody who witnessed him at the caliphal court 
was highly impressed. Other historians add that the caliph, the sultan, and all 
the other dignitaries held him in high esteem and mention that As ¶ad soon ac-
quired signifi cant riches. In 510/1117, As ¶ad gave his friend, the famous author 
al-Shahrastānı̄ (d. 548/1153), a teaching post at the Baghdad Niz. āmiyya. 74  In 
513/1119–20, both al-Shahrastānı̄ and As ¶ad ceased teaching at the Niz. āmiyya—
perhaps because their Seljuq patron temporarily lost authority over Baghdad. 75  
As ¶ad taught at the Baghdad Niz. āmiyya for a second period of six months in 
517/1123. He died either in 523/1129 or 527/1132–33 in Hamadan. 76  

 As ¶ad al-Mayhanı̄ composed a curriculum of studies or a textbook that was 
adopted by the Niz. āmiyya in Baghdad and by other schools. In Baghdad, it 
remained in use many decades after his death. The work is referred to as “The 
Notes” ( al-Ta ¶lı̄qa ), and it is credited for its masterful treatments of the tech-
niques used in disputations ( khilāf   ). 77  It seems to have followed al-Ghazālı̄ ’s 
approach and included the study of formal logics in the area of jurisprudence 
(   fi qh ). The philosopher ¶Abd al-Lat.ı̄f al-Baghdādı̄ (d. 629/1231) says that his 
father studied at the Baghdad Niz. āmiyya “the sciences of law, Shāfi  ¶ite  fi qh , 
and the disputations between the schools ( khilāf  )  with the ‘Notes’ of As ¶ad al-
Mayhanı̄, who was famous during that time.” 78  This was in the middle of the 
sixth/twelfth century when As ¶ad was no longer alive. Twenty years later, the 
rationalist theologian Sayf al-Dı̄n al-Āmidı̄ (d. 631/1233) studied As ¶ad’s “Notes” 
diligently and considered himself a follower of al-Mayhanı̄. 79  At the end of the 
century, the H. anbalite jurist Ibn al-Jawzı̄ (d. 597/1201) wrote that many stu-
dents of his school use As ¶ad’s “Notes” even though it teaches primarily Shāfi  ¶ite 
and not H. anbalite law. 80  In the fourteenth century, the conservative Ibn Kathı̄r 
(d. 774/1373) confi rms that the work was still famous despite the fact that he 
considered it of little value. 81  

 As ¶ad was only slightly more than ten years younger than al-Ghazālı̄ , so a 
proper teacher-student relationship must be ruled out. The Muslim historians 
report details of al-Ghazālı̄ ’s life on As ¶ad’s authority. The two were thus known or 
plausibly thought to be in contact. Al-Subkı̄ quotes a very appreciative comment of 
As ¶ad that aims to defend al-Ghazālı̄  against the criticism of lesser-accomplished 
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theologians: “Nobody will arrive at al-Ghazālı̄ ’s level of insights and his virtue un-
less he reaches—or at least almost reaches—intellectual perfection.” 82  

 The historians, however, do not report that the two ever met. Their meeting 
can only be deduced from two separate narratives about an episode in al-Ghazālı̄ ’s 
late life. Each of the two narratives is incomplete, and at least one must be 
partly erroneous. The fi rst report is from the collection of al-Ghazālı̄ ’s letters. 
The anonymous collector tells of a group of scholars at al-Ghazālı̄ ’s  khānqāh  in 
T. ūs who asked him, “which school do you belong to?” 83  The story immediately 
follows al-Ghazālı̄ ’s exchange with Sanjar, which took place soon after 501/1108. 
As already explained, al-Ghazālı̄  was asked to appear before Sanjar and defend 
himself against the accusation brought forward by H. anafi te scholars that al-
Ghazālı̄  had shunned their Imam Abū H. anı̄fa in one of his earlier books. As 
Sanjar and many within the Seljuq court were H. anafi tes, 84  thirty-year-old derog-
atory comments on the H. anafi te school’s founder could still harm al-Ghazālı̄ . 
The accusations and how al-Ghazālı̄  successfully parried them are reported 
in the collection of his letters. 85  Although the group of scholars that visited 
al-Ghazālı̄  and asked this question is not identifi ed, they are brought in con-
nection with “his enemies” ( muta ¶annitān-i way ) from the court of Sanjar. In 
al-Ghazālı̄ ’s answer to their question, he gives a short version of his epistemo-
logical approach to Muslim theology and ethics, mirroring his “law of fi gura-
tive interpretation” ( qānūn al- ta 7wı̄l ) . He says: 

 Regarding the subjects that are settled by reason ( ma ¶qūlāt ) my school 
( madhhab ) is that of demonstration, following what a rational argu-
ment ( dalı̄l ¶aqlı̄ ) mandates. Regarding the subjects that are settled by 
revelation ( shar ¶iyyāt ) my school is the Qur’an and I do not follow one 
of the Imams by way of emulation ( taqlı̄d ). Neither al-Shāfi  ¶ı̄  nor Abū 
H. anı̄fa may take a line of writing away from me and claim it. 86  

 The second narrative of this incident appears in Dawlatshāh Samarqandı̄’s 
(d. ca. 900/1494) history of Persian poets. We must assume that Dawlatshāh 
wrote after the collection of letters; in fact, it seems likely that he took most of 
his information from there. He writes: 

 The scholar As ¶ad of Mayhana, a chronicler who was at the court of 
Sultan Muh. ammad Tapar, engaged in a public disputation ( munāz.ara ) 
with Abū H. āmid al-Ghazālı̄ . The scholars of Khorasan supported As ¶ad 
and during a session at Sultan Muh. ammad’s court he asked al-Ghazālı̄  
the fi rst question: “Are you of the legal school of Abū H. anı̄fa or of 
al-Shāfi  ¶ı̄?” 87  

 Al-Ghazālı̄  responded with the same answer that is noted in the collection of 
letters. It is striking that in Dawlatshāh’s report, As ¶ad al-Mayhanı̄ appears as 
al-Ghazālı̄ ’s enemy. There were, however, two As ¶ad al-Mayhanı̄s who were 
contemporaries. One studied Shāfi  ¶ite  fi qh , theology, and  falsafa  and became a 
teacher at the Niz. āmiyya in Baghdad after al-Ghazālı̄ ’s death. The second was 
about seven years older and was a Sufi  and  h. adı̄th  scholar who died shortly 
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after al-Ghazālı̄ . 88  The two were apparently not related. It is thus likely that 
Dawlatshāh had the second more conservative As ¶ad from Mayhana in mind, 
who may have belonged to the H. anafi te school of law. We can thus assume that 
Dawlatshāh constructed this encounter based on his knowledge of al-Ghazālı̄ ’s 
letters. 

 Not so easily solved is the fact that in Dawlatshāh’s story, the exchange be-
tween As ¶ad and al-Ghazālı̄  happens at the court of Sultan Muh. ammad Tapar, 
rather than at the court of Sanjar. The name Muh. ammad Tapar cannot simply 
be an erroneous substitution for Sanjar, since in Dawlatshāh’s book, al-Ghazālı̄  
refers to an earlier exchange with Sanjar. 89  There are, however, no reliable re-
ports of a confrontation between Sultan Muh. ammad Tapar and al-Ghazālı̄ . 
Sultan Muh. ammad Tapar resided in Isfahan and had left the affairs of Kho-
rasan in the hands of his brother Sanjar, who would succeed him as supreme 
sultan of the Seljuq Empire after his death in 511/1118. Regarding this piece of 
information, Dawlatshāh’s story is probably wrong; it may be again based on an 
erroneous reading of the collection of al-Ghazālı̄ ’s letters. 90  

 What then is the grain of truth in all this? The collector of al-Ghazālı̄ ’s letters 
vaguely suggests that those who put the question to him were also hostile. That, 
however, need not be the case. The story of al-Ghazālı̄ ’s memorable comment 
on his  madhhab —a word that may also mean his “method”—might have been 
mixed up with earlier accusations about his  fi qh  brought forward by H. anafi te 
scholars. This confusion might have already existed when the collection of let-
ters was put together. Initially, the two might have been different episodes and 
unconnected reports. Al-Ghazālı̄ ’s answer to the question of his  madhhab  reads 
very much like one that he would have given to close students or to followers 
rather than to hostile accusers. Al-Ghazālı̄  is known to have been very careful 
about what he conveyed to whom. 91  His blunt answer would certainly make him 
vulnerable to the accusation of being too rationalist even to follow al-Shāfi  ¶ı̄ . 
Putting himself in such a position was unnecessary, as the question—if put by 
adversaries—simply asks about his formal allegiance in  fi qh.  

 One way to reconcile the discrepancies is to accept the historical accu-
racy of the answer and the name of the questioner. The question was prob-
ably put forth by As ¶ad al-Mayhanı̄, just as Dawlatshāh reports—but not by 
the conservative Sufi  but rather by the As ¶ad al-Mayhanı̄ who was the Shāfi  ¶ite 
theologian sympathetic to al-Ghazālı̄ . It has already been said that this As ¶ad 
conveyed information on al-Ghazālı̄ ’s life. We may assume that the Shāfi  ¶ite 
As ¶ad al-Mayanı̄ was a follower of al-Ghazālı̄  who visited him in his  khānqāh  in 
T. ūs. Later, As ¶ad’s report was used by the collector of the letters as well as by 
Dawlatshāh, both of whom somewhat misrepresent its original context. 

 Muh. ammad ibn Yah. yā al-Janzı̄ (d. 549/1154) 

 If As ¶ad al-Mayhanı̄ represents the continuation of the Ghazalian teaching 
tradition at the Niz. āmiyya madrasa in Baghdad, Muh. ammad ibn Yah. yā rep-
resents it in Nishapur. He was born 476/1083–84 in T. uraythı̄th, a village in 
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the vicinity of Nishapur. His family came from Janza in Arran, a town that 
was also known as Ganja and today is known as Kirovabad in Azerbaijan. Two 
generations later, Janza would become known as the home of the famous 
Persian poet Niz. āmı̄ (d.  c . 604/1207). The historian al-Sam ¶ānı̄, who studied 
with Muh. ammad ibn Yah. yā, says that his father came to Nishapur for the fa-
mous Ash ¶arite Sufi  al-Qushayrı̄. He became one of his disciples, and after 
having performed the pilgrimage, he settled in T. uraythı̄th. His son, Abū Sa ¶d 
Muh. ammad ibn Yahyā, studied with Ah. mad al-Khawāfı̄ (d. 500/1106–7) and 
Abū H. āmid al-Ghazālı̄ . Al-Khawāfı̄ was a student of al-Juwaynı̄ and became 
the judge ( qād. ı̄ ) of T. ūs shortly before 478/1085. The historians describe him as 
a companion ( rafı̄q ) of al-Ghazālı̄ , renowned for his expertise in the techniques 
of disputation (    jadal  and  munāzara ) and in the “silencing of one’s opponent” 
( ifh. ām al-khus. ūm ). 92  Since al-Khawāfı̄ is associated with T. ūs rather than with 
Nishapur, it is most likely that Muh. ammad ibn Yah. yā studied with al-Ghazālı̄  
at his  zāwiya  there and not exclusively during al-Ghazālı̄ ’s tenure at the 
Niz. āmiyya madrasa in Nishapur in the years after 499/506. 

 Muh. ammad ibn Yah. yā himself became an infl uential teacher of Islamic 
law who attracted students from far away. He was appointed head teacher at 
the Niz. āmiyya in Nishapur. 93  His name is associated with a great number of 
students, and he fi gures in countless intellectual lineages. Two of his students 
are credited with the introduction of Ash ¶arite theology in Ayyūbid Syria, for 
instance. 94  When the famous theologian, philosopher, and jurist Fakhr al-
Dı̄n al-Rāzı̄  (d. 606/1210) came to Nishapur in his youth, he studied with 
al-Kamāl al-Simnānı̄  (d. 575/1179–80), who was a student of Muh. ammad ibn 
Yah. yā. Fakhr al-Dı̄n al-Rāzı̄ ’s biographers stress that, through al-Simnānı̄ 
and Muh. ammad ibn Yah. yā, he is linked to al-Ghazālı̄ ’s teaching activity. 95  

 Muh. ammad ibn Yah. yā is particularly connected to the spread of al-Ghazālı̄ ’s 
work in Shāfi  ¶ite law. He was called the “Renewer of Religion” ( muh. yı̄ l-dı̄n ), 
a title that al-Ghazālı̄  earlier had claimed for himself in his autobiography; 96  
perhaps his student acquired it in his place. Muh. ammad wrote the fi rst com-
mentary on one of al-Ghazālı̄ ’s books on Shāfi  ¶ite law,  The Middle One  ( al-Wası̄t. 
fı̄  l-madhhab ). Al-Ghazālı̄  wrote at least three books on the individual rulings or 
the substantive law (   furū  ¶) of the Shāfi  ¶ite school, the most voluminous being 
a book with the title  The Extended . 97  This large work and the less extensive  Mid-
dle One , which became the subject of Muh. ammad ibn Yah. yā’s commentary, 
were written early in al-Ghazālı̄ ’s life and are mentioned in books that he com-
posed soon after 488/1095. 98  The shortest of al-Ghazālı̄ ’s books on applied law, 
 The Succinct One  ( al-Wajı̄z ), was completed in the year 495/1101 while he was 
teaching at his  zāwiya  in T. ūs. 99  The titles of these three works are inspired by 
three works of Qur 7an commentary ( tafsı̄r ) by the Nishapurian commentator al-
Wāh. idı̄ (d. 468/1076), who lived two generations before al-Ghazālı̄ . 100  As in al-
Wāh. idı̄’s three works, these books represent three set levels of depth ( miqdār 
makhs. ūs.  ) in which the subject is treated, 101  and they do not imply, for instance, 
that the book  The Middle One  was composed after the longer and the shorter one. 
Muh. ammad ibn Yah. yā’s commentary,  The Comprehensive Book about the Com-
mentary on The Middle One  ( al-Muh. ı̄t.  fı̄ sharh.  al-Wası̄t. ), is unfortunately lost. 102  
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 Muh. ammad ibn Yah. yā’s  Comprehensive Book  was the fi rst of many commen-
taries on al-Ghazālı̄ ’s two shorter works on the substantive law (   furū ¶ ) of the 
Shāfi  ¶ites,  The Middle One  and  The Succinct One.  Some of these commentaries 
are among the most successful works in Islamic law. Three generations after 
Muh. ammad ibn Yah. yā, the Shāfi  ¶ite Abū l-Qāsim al-Rāfi  ¶ı̄ (d. 623/1226), of Qaz-
vin in northern Iran, wrote a commentary on al-Ghazālı̄ ’s  The Succinct One . 103  As 
a commentator on al-Ghazālı̄ ’s legal works, al-Rāfi  ¶ı̄ has been overshadowed only 
by Yah. yā al-Nawawı̄ (d. 676/1277), who composed a super-commentary on his 
work. Al-Nawawı̄ was a student of Ibn al-S. alāh.  al-Shahrazūrı̄ (d. 643/1245), who 
wrote himself a commentary on al-Ghazālı̄ ’s  The Middle One . Al-Shahrazūrı̄, 
who had studied in Nishapur, moved to Damascus and founded a prominent 
tradition of al-Ghazālı̄  studies. His student al-Nawawı̄ also composed a commen-
tary on  The Middle One . 104  Yet much more successful was his book,  The Plentiful 
Garden for the Students and the Support of the Muftı̄s  ( Rawd. at al-t.ālibı̄n wa- ¶umdat 
al-muftiyı̄n ), the super commentary on Abū l-Qāsim al-Rāfı̄ ¶ı̄’s commentary on 
al-Ghazālı̄ ’s  The Succinct One  mentioned earlier. Al-Nawawı̄’s  Plentiful Garden  
is the fruit of a productive period of Ghazālı̄  reception among the Damascene 
Shāfi  ¶ites in the seventh/thirteenth and eighth/fourteenth centuries. Both al-
Nawawı̄’s and al-Rāfi  ¶ı̄’s commentaries are still used among jurists of Shāfi  ¶ı̄te 
law today, and they are doubtless among the most infl uential references in 
that fi eld. 

 Muh. ammad ibn Yah. yā, who had a signifi cant part in securing al-Ghazālı̄ ’s 
infl uential position among Shāfi  ¶ite jurists, died at the age of seventy during the 
tragic sacking of Nishapur by the Oǧuz nomads. In 548/1153, Sanjar’s Seljuq-
Turk army suffered a surprise defeat by one of the larger groups of Oǧuz Turks 
that had newly entered into Khorasan. The nomads took Sanjar prisoner and 
pillaged the cities in his realm. When they arrived in Nishapur in Ramad. an / 
November of that year, they sacked the outer city and killed many of its inhabit-
ants in search for hidden treasures. Soon afterward, they returned and overran 
Nishapur’s inner city. Muh. ammad ibn Yah. yā was killed either in Ramad. ān 548 / 
November–December 1153 or—which is more likely—on 11 Shawwāl 549 / 19 
December 1154 in the New Mosque of Nishapur. It is said that the Oǧuz forced 
dirt down his throat until he died. 105  

 The destruction of Nishapur in 548/1153 was only one step in the steady de-
cline of that city as a center of Muslim scholarship. In 553/1158, the long-standing 
differences between the H. anafi tes and the Shāfi  ¶ites erupted in a civil war that 
lasted until 557/1162 and caused more destruction than the two sackings by the 
Oǧuz nomads. Merw, Isfara 7in, T. ābarān-T. ūs, and other cities in Khorasan also 
suffered from the breakdown of the Seljuq military force in 548/1153. In addi-
tion, the region was hit by a number of devastating earthquakes, so that during 
the second half of the seventh/twelfth century, urban life in Khorasan went 
through a severe crisis. With it suffered the cities’ institutions of learning such 
as the Niz. āmiyya madrasas in Nishapur, Merw, and Herat. Fakhr al-Dı̄n al-Rāzı̄ 
was among the last generation of scholars who could connect themselves to 
al-Ghazālı̄ ’s teaching tradition in Nishapur. The very last head teacher at the 
Nishapurian Niz. āmiyya mentioned in the sources was Abū Bakr ibn al-S. affār, 
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a member of the rich and infl uential S. affār family of Nishapur. He had taught 
a course on al-Ghazālı̄ ’s  Middle One  forty times before he was killed in 618/1221 
at age eighty-two, when the Mongol armies under Chingiz Khān’s son Toluy 
captured Nishapur and systematically slaughtered its inhabitants. One of his 
many students was Ibn al-S. alāh.  al-Shahrazūrı̄ from the region of Irbil in Iraq. 
Ibn al-S. alāh.  al-Shahrazūrı̄ and others would carry the teaching tradition of al-
Ghazālı̄ ’s legal works from Nishapur to its new center in Damascus. 106  

 Ibn Tūmart (d. 524/1130) 

 Ibn Tūmart, the founder of the Almohad Empire in North Africa and al-Andalus, 
never met al-Ghazālı̄ . He traveled from Morocco to Baghdad and studied at the 
Niz. āmiyya madrasa at a time when al-Ghazāli was no longer there. He became 
an accomplished and quite innovative theologian, developing a number of posi-
tions in theology and  fi qh  that can be connected to al-Ghazālı̄ ’s teachings. 

 Ibn Tūmart was born in the Sūs Valley of southern Morocco some time 
between 470/1077 and 480/1088. He was a contemporary of Abū Bakr ibn 
al- ¶Arabı̄, whom he also never met. At some time before 500/1106, Ibn Tūmart 
left Morocco in pursuit of religious knowledge. He fi rst traveled to al-Andalus 
but soon turned his attention to the east and made his way to Baghdad. 
There he studied at the Niz. āmiyya for an undetermined period between the 
years 500/1106 and 511/1117. Ibn Tūmart’s biographers mention a number of 
scholars as his teachers at the Niz. āmiyya, including Abū Bakr al-Shāshı̄ 
(d. 507/1114), 107  Abū l-H. asan al-S. ayrafı̄ (d. 500/1107), 108  and al-Kiyā 7 al-Harrāsı̄, 
all venerated scholars of their time. Ibn Tūmart might have also studied with 
As ¶ad al-Mayhanı̄ and al-Shahrastānı̄, both of whom taught at the Niz. āmiyya 
during this period. Some historians also claim that Ibn Tūmart was a student 
of al-Ghazālı̄ , and that the two had a memorable encounter in which the great 
theologian entrusted Ibn Tūmart with his theological legacy. That, however, is 
a myth spread by Ibn Tūmart’s political heirs after his death. By the time Ibn 
Tūmart arrived in Baghdad, al-Ghazālı̄  was already in Khorasan. 109  

 There are no reliable reports about Ibn Tūmart’s life before 510/1116 or 
511/1117 when he returned to the Maghrib from the Muslim East. It follows that 
there is no reliable information that he did defi nitely study at the Niz. āmiyya 
in Baghdad. In an article published in 2005, I compare some of Ibn Tūmart’s 
theological teachings—particularly his proof of God’s existence—with those of 
al-Juwaynı̄ and al-Ghazālı̄ , concluding that he was indeed at the Niz. āmiyya 
in Baghdad. The argument supporting the historians’ claim is based on the 
continuity of ideas rather than evidence of his whereabouts. His teachings are 
distinctly Juwaynian and to some degree Ghazalian. Just as al-Juwaynı̄ and al-
Ghazālı̄  were infl uenced by philosophical arguments, so was Ibn Tūmart. The 
philosophical infl uence need not be direct and has most probably been medi-
ated through theological ideas taught at the Niz. amiyya during this time. Even 
after al-Ghazālı̄ ’s departure, the Baghdad Niz. āmiyya remained a hotbed of 
Nishapurian Ash ¶arite theology and its adaptation of philosophical teachings. 
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 Ibn Tūmart’s career as a religious leader began soon after 510/1116, when he 
appeared in Tunis. In the Maghrib, he made a name for himself by preaching 
strict morality of the sort al-Ghazālı̄  taught in his  Revival of the Religious Sci-
ences . In particular, on the duty of “commanding good and forbidding wrong,” 
Ibn Tūmart followed al-Ghazālı̄ ’s moralistic approach. 110  On his way back to 
Morocco, he gathered more and more followers, a zealous group that accompa-
nied him and tried to enforce his high moral standards. By the time Ibn Tūmart 
arrived at Marrakesh in 515/1121, his followers had emerged into the avant-garde 
of a religious and political movement, primarily of Mas.mūda-Berbers, that 
would soon conquer North Africa and Muslim Spain. 

 Ibn Tūmart did not witness the full success of the movement that he 
started. His followers called themselves “those who profess divine unity” 
( al-muwah. h. idūn ), becoming known as Almohads in Western literature. 111  Ibn 
Tūmart died in 524/1130, during the early years of the military campaign that 
led to the conquest of almost all of the Maghrib, including al-Andalus. His suc-
cessor (his “caliph”) ¶Abd al-Mu 7min ibn ¶Alı̄ (d. 558/1163) was one of those who 
joined the preacher on his way from Tunis to Marrakesh, and he became the 
real political founder of the Almohad movement. Under his rule, so it is said, 
the works of Ibn Tūmart were collected and written down. The writings that he 
supposedly edited were collected in  The Book That Contains All the Notes on the 
Infallible Imam and Acknowledged Mahdi . . . According to How the Caliph ¶Abd 
al-Mu 7min Dictated It . It is preserved in two manuscript copies from this time 
and has since been edited. 112  

 Most of the works contained in this book are quite complex in their lan-
guage and written with great care. These texts claim to represent the oral teach-
ings of Ibn Tūmart, edited more than twenty years after his death by the “caliph” 
 ¶Abd al-Mu 7min from notes ( ta ¶āliq ) taken by Ibn Tūmart’s companions. This is 
conspicuously similar to what is known about the collection of the Qur’an by 
Caliph ¶Uthman ibn ¶Affān, and probably is not true. It is hard to imagine that 
Ibn Tūmart himself did not compose these works. For our purposes in under-
standing Ibn Tūmart’s theology and his intellectual connection to al-Ghazālı̄ , 
three texts will prove to be most important. These texts are his  Creed on the 
Creator ’ s Divine Unity  ( Tawh. ı̄d al-Bāri 7 ) and two short texts of about one page 
each, referred to as his  Guides No. I  and  II  ( Murshida  I and II). 

 Ibn Tūmart’s proof for the existence of God follows in its outward structure 
the traditional  kalām  proof for God’s existence: we know from observation that 
all things either change or, if they do not change, have the potential to change. 
Things change their place, their position, sometimes their color, and so forth. 
All these changes happen in time, that is, they appear from one moment to the 
next. A substance in which temporal change occurs must be generated in time 
and cannot be eternal. If the temporal changes in a thing are caused by another 
thing that is subject to temporal change, then the series of things that are sub-
ject to such changes cannot regress indefi nitely. Thus, these changes must be 
introduced by something that is itself not subject to temporal change,and this 
must be eternal and not generated in time. This is God. 113  Al-Juwaynı̄ has this 
proof fully worked out in his late work  The Creed for Niz. ām al-Mulk . 114  Al-Ghazālı̄  
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gives a version of this proof at the beginning of his  Balanced Book on What-To-
Believe  ( al-Iqtis. ād fı̄ l-i ¶tiqād ). He devotes much space to the proof that all created 
things are subject to change. 115  This is the key premise of the  kalām  proof for 
God’s existence, and it is challenged by an objection of the  falāsifa , namely, that 
the celestial bodies and their spheres are not—and have never been—subject 
to change. Ibn Tūmart’s  Creed on the Creator ’ s Divine Unity  shows that he was 
well familiar with this problem. He develops an innovative argument that aims 
to extend judgments about objects of our experience to things that we cannot 
experience. Ibn Tūmart’s wishes to establish a valid analogy that extends to all 
created beings. If such an analogy is possible, judgments about things that we 
experience directly can be extended to things that we experience only indirectly 
or from a distance, such as celestial objects. 

 Ibn Tūmart’s analogy is inspired by the division of judgments into nec-
essary, contingent, and impossible. These divisions are a prominent feature 
of Avicenna’s philosophy, who introduced them to the philosophical genre of 
proofs for God’s existence. In Avicenna, however, necessary, contingent, and 
impossible are not predicates of judgments but rather of things in the outside 
world. We will see that al-Ghazālı̄  criticized Avicenna by saying that these di-
visions are not ontological, meaning they cannot be found within the world; 
but they are rather epistemological, meaning the three predicates of necessary, 
contingent, and impossible apply only to our judgments and not to objects in 
the world. This contention can already be found in the works of al-Juwaynı̄. Ibn 
Tūmart applies the threefold division of necessary, possible, and impossible as 
an epistemological distinction about human judgments. In our mind, we fi nd 
that the truth of some judgments is necessary, the truth of others is contingent, 
and again others cannot at all be true. An example of the fi rst kind of judgment 
is: “Everything has a maker (   fā ¶il ).” This judgment is always true, says Ibn 
Tūmart, and this leads us to know that there cannot be anything in this world 
that doesn’t have a maker, or, in the parlance of the philosophers, an effi cient 
cause (  f ā ¶il ). For al-Ghazālı̄ , the principle that all that comes to be must have 
a cause that brings it about is an axiom of reason and a necessary truth. 116  Ibn 
Tūmart understands that humans are given this truth  a priori,  and through it, 
God has given us a way to prove His existence. 117  The necessary truth of the 
principle that everything has a maker leads humans to realize that everything 
is created, even the stars in heaven. Ibn Tūmart’s detailed inquiry into who 
could be the maker of such complicated objects as a human body leads to the 
realization that only God can create such complex things as a human. Other 
beings wouldn’t even be able to create a single limb. If only God can be the 
creator of a human limb, He is  a fortiori  the creator of the stars and of every-
thing else in the world. 

 Ibn Tūmart’s argument for God’s existence shares many of the notions and 
ideas important in the theology of al-Ghazālı̄ . He uses Avicenna’s ontological 
distinction of necessary, contingent, and impossible in an epistemological way. 
Already al-Juwaynı̄ employed it thus in his  Creed for Niz. ām al-Mulk . 118  Like al-
Ghazālı̄ , Ibn Tūmart is impressed by the ingenuity of God’s creation and by the 
well-fi tted function and place of all individual elements in an overall plan. Ibn 
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Tūmart and al-Ghazālı̄  both saw a most skillful plan at work in God’s creation. 
This conviction made them introduce arguments for God’s existence from de-
sign and teleological motifs in their respective proofs. 119  

 Yet the clearest indicator of al-Ghazālı̄ ’s profound infl uence on Ibn Tūmart 
is their common teachings about God’s determination of every event in the cre-
ated world. Both taught that the plan for God’s creation existed even before the 
fi rst creature came into being. Every event is predetermined by God’s decree. 
God is viewed as the omniscient engineer of an ingenious network of what ap-
pears to people to be causes and effects. Once that network runs, however, God 
does not change it. After its initial creation, the world follows the plan that God 
made in His eternity: 

 The Omniscient determines [all] this in His eternity (  fi   azalihi ) and 
the things become manifest through His wisdom in accordance 
with what He has determined. Then, they take place according to 
His determination, which follows an undisturbed calculus ( h. isāb lā 
yukhtalla ) and an unbroken order. 120  

 These words recall al-Ghazālı̄ ’s comparison of the created world with a water 
clock ( s. andūq al-sā ¶āt ), which will be discussed below. 121  Yet, unlike al-Ghazālı̄ , 
Ibn Tūmart uses language that is—as far as I can see—unambiguously occa-
sionalist. 122  We will see that occasionalism is very much within the range of 
what might be called Ghazalian theology. We will also see that the great theolo-
gian from Khorasan was reluctant to express his ideas about God’s predetermi-
nation of future events all too candidly. The works of Ibn Tūmart, who shows 
fewer scruples in this respect, are therefore a welcome and helpful interpreta-
tion of what was taught at the Niz. āmiyya in Baghdad during the fi rst years of 
the sixth/twelfth century. 

 Ibn Tūmart’s view of divine creation and predetermination refl ects much 
of what al-Ghazālı̄  has written on this subject. At the beginning of his  Creed , 
for instance, Ibn Tūmart says that a Muslim’s belief ( ı̄mān ) and piety ( ikhlās.  ) 
are the result of chains of events that eventually go back to the miracle that 
confi rms the mission of the Prophet. 123  We will see that these chains of events 
(al-Ghazālı̄  says: “the chaining of causes,”  tasalsul al-asbāb ) play a very impor-
tant role in al-Ghazālı̄ ’s theology. For instance, al-Ghazālı̄  mentions a very 
similar chain in the thirty-fi rst book of his  Revival of the Religious Sciences  on 
the subject of patience and thankfulness ( Kitāb al-S. abr wa-l-shukr ). 124  These 
chains of events are a novel concept and cannot be found in the works of earlier 
Ash ¶arite thinkers. 

 After Ibn Tūmart’s death in 524/1131 and the Almohads’ conquest of Mo-
rocco and al-Andalus, Ghazalism became fi rmly established in a region where 
thus far the political leaders had been openly hostile toward it. In 503/1109, 
the Almoravids, the predecessors of the Almohads as rulers over the Magh-
rib, burned al-Ghazālı̄ ’s  Revival of the Religious Science  in the courtyard of the 
mosque in Cordoba. The Almoravids were conservative Mālikites who rejected 
al-Ghazālı̄ ’s critique of their legal method as well as his rationalist and Sufi  
tendencies. 125  After their demise at the hands of the Almohads, al-Ghazālı̄ ’s 
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position within the theological climate in the Maghrib changed dramatically. 
While under the Almoravids, al-Ghazālı̄ ’s teachings were regarded as unbe-
lief; they fl ourished under the Almohads, who actively promoted them. 126  The 
philosophical and theological teachings of such important Almohad thinkers 
as Ibn T. ufayl (d. 456/1061) and Averroes are part of the Ghazalian tradition, de-
spite the fact that both made a point of criticizing al-Ghazālı̄ . 127  Almohad theol-
ogy and philosophy is said to have disappeared after the defeat of the Almohad 
Empire by the Christian Reconquista in the fi rst half of the seventh/thirteenth 
century. Yet the rationalist attitude of Almohadism and Ghazalism continued 
to have a long-lasting effect on intellectuals of the Maghrib. The Mālikite jurist 
al-Shāt.ibı̄ (d. 790/1388), who was active in Granada during the Nas.rid era, is 
a good example of the application of Ghazalian principles in jurisprudence 
(  fi  qh ). His stress on public benefi t ( mas. lah. a ) as a source of Islamic law is a 
development of al-Ghazālı̄ ’s earlier rationalist teachings along these lines. 128  In 
theology and law, scholars in the Maghrib became more open to accepting the 
view that these disciplines must be accompanied by the study of philosophi-
cal logic. In the Muslim East, infl uential interpreters of al-Ghazālı̄ , such as 
the two Damascenes Ibn al-S. alāh.  al-Shahrazūrı̄ and Yah. yā al-Nawawı̄, rejected 
this element of his teachings. Like Jalāl al-Dı̄n al-Suyūt.ı̄ (d. 911/1505), they re-
garded Aristotelian logic as a dangerous innovation that would lead students 
to become receptive to the heterodox thought of the  falāsifa . 129  In the Magh-
rib, however, the study of Aristotelian logic fl ourished and produced a great 
number of works written throughout the eighth/fourteenth to the twelfth/
eighteenth centuries. 130  At the end of the twelfth/eighteenth century, the 
Egyptian-based scholar and Ghazālı̄  commentator al-Murtad. ā al-Zābidı̄ ob-
served that Maghribı̄ scholars had reintroduced the study of philosophical logic 
into Egypt two generations before. 131  By this time, the Mālikite Maghrib, where 
al-Ghazālı̄ ’s books were burned during his lifetime, had become more Ghazal-
ian than the Muslim East. 

 ¶Ayn al-Qud. āt al-Hamadhānı̄ (d. 525/1131) 

 Like Ibn Tūmart, ¶Ayn al-Qud. āt al-Hamadhānı̄ (or:  ¶Ayn al-Quz. āt-i Hamadānı̄) 
was not a direct student of al-Ghazālı̄’s, never having even met the great scholar. 
 ¶Ayn al-Qud. āt was born in 492/1098 in Hamadan in central Iran to a family of 
scholars. The historian al-Bayhaqı̄ characterizes  ¶Ayn al-Qud. āt as an author who 
“mixed the teachings of the Sufi s with those of the philosophers.” 132  As a young 
adult,  ¶Ayn al-Qud. āt had met al-Ghazālı̄’s brother Ah. mad and was so impressed 
by him that, despite his age,  ¶Ayn al-Qud. āt became his student (fi gure 2.1). 

 Although  ¶Ayn al-Qud. āt had studied al-Ghazālı̄’s  Revival  before, his close 
contact with Ah. mad caused him to immerse himself again in the works of 
Muh. mmad al-Ghazālı̄ and to appreciate them greatly. In one of his books,  ¶Ayn 
al-Qud. āt writes how he had come to the conclusion that Muh. ammad al-Ghazālı̄ 
belongs, like his brother Ah. mad and himself, to a select group of ten scholars 
fi rmly rooted ( rāsikh ) in knowledge and knowing the outer as well as the inner 



figure 2.1 ¶Ayn al-Qud. āt al-H. amadhānı̄ meets Ah. mad al-Ghazālı̄ in a garden. Mini-
ature from a manuscript of Kamāl al-Dı̄n Gāzurgāhı̄’s (d. after 909/1503–4) Assemblies 
of God-Lovers (Majālis al- ¶ushshāq), produced c. 967/1560 in India. (MS London, British 
Library, Or. 11837, fol. 57b). 
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meanings of the Qur’an (cf. Q 3:7). 133  Like As ¶ad al-Mayhanı̄, ¶Ayn al-Qud. āt be-
lieved that al-Ghazālı̄ ’s intelligence (  ¶aql  ) reached a stage that few other humans 
can match. 134  He considered himself a disciple of al-Ghazālı̄’s books. 135  

 A close reading of ¶Ayn al-Qud. āt’s works shows that he was well acquainted 
with the most important motifs in al-Ghazālı̄ ’s theology, frequently adopting 
them as his own. He criticizes, for instance, the  falāsifa ’s concept of effi cient 
causality with arguments that are inspired by al-Ghazālı̄ ’s seventeenth chapter in 
his  Incoherence . 136  Like Ibn Tūmart, ¶Ayn al-Qud. āt was infl uenced by Avicenna’s 
proof of God’s existence. Unlike his contemporary in the Muslim West, how-
ever, he was aware of this philosophical infl uence and discussed it openly. ¶Ayn 
al-Qud. āt begins his most theological work,  The Essence of Truths  ( Zubdat al-
h. aqā 7iq ), with a brief autobiography in which the rediscovery of al-Ghazālı̄ ’s 
books shortly before 512/1118 takes center stage. Once he had been pointed to 
these books, he studied them for four years, and it was only by reading them 
that he began to understand the religious sciences. 137  The discussion of theology 
in this book starts with a comparison between the merits of the  kalām  proof for 
God’s existence and the one developed by Avicenna. ¶Ayn al-Qud. āt clearly prefers 
the latter and excuses al-Ghazālı̄  for having produced a version of the  kalām  
proof in his  Balanced Book on What-To-Believe . 138  Al-Ghazālı̄ ’s attitude to Avicen-
na’s so-called “Proof of the Reliable Ones” ( burhān al-s. iddı̄qı̄n ) was ambiguous. 
In his  Scandals of the Esoterics,  he produces a version of this proof and says its 
conclusion is necessary. 139  In the fourth and fi fth discussion of his  Incoherence , 
however, he criticizes several elements of the Avicennan proof and suggests that 
it is demonstrative only after adding the additional premise that the world was 
created in time. 140  The original Avicennan proof from contingency has indeed 
some implications that are undesirable for al-Ghazālı̄ . It proves the existence of 
God as the origin of all being ( wujūd ) and as the only being that is necessary by 
virtue of itself ( wājib al-wujūd bi-dhātihi ). This implies that all aspects of God’s 
being are necessary, including His will and His actions. It also implies that God 
creates necessarily, meaning continuously from pre-eternity. We will see that al-
Ghazālı̄  harshly criticizes Avicenna for teaching that God’s will and His actions 
are necessary. Some aspects of the Avicennan proof, however, were quite appeal-
ing to al-Ghazālı̄ , primarily the fact that it enables humans “to give evidence to 
the created things by way of their Creator, rather than giving evidence to Him by 
way of the created things.” 141  Thus, Avicenna’s proof avoids the ascent from the 
low to the high and allows one to prove God’s existence solely by contemplating 
on the nature of existence. This is more reliable and nobler ( awthaq wa-ashraf  )  
than any other argument for God’s existence. 142  

 Al-Ghazālı̄  accepted a version of Avicenna’s proof that avoids the implica-
tion of eternal creation, and he seems to have regarded it as equivalent—or 
maybe even preferable—to the traditional  kalām  proof. 143  The fact that all exist-
ence is either by itself possible or by itself necessary opens a way to proof that 
God’s existence is the origin for the existence of all other things. In such works 
as  The Niche of Lights,  al-Ghazālı̄  expresses approval for this aspect of the Avicen-
nan proof. In that book, al-Ghazālı̄  explains that the sun’s light is the best meta-
phor to show how everything in this world emerges from God’s existence. ¶Ayn 
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al-Qud. āt enthusiastically follows him in this approach. In his collection  Preludes  
( Tamhı̄dāt ), ¶Ayn al-Qud. āt explains how the simile of light works, and he ex-
pands upon it with a much more complicated notion of lightness and darkness, 
personifi ed by the pre-Islamic dualistic fi gures of Yazdān and Ahriman. 144  

¶Ayn  al-Qud. āt’s theology is infl uenced by the Ghazalian notion that God 
bestows existence onto the created world. God is the only real existence, while 
all other things have their existence borrowed for a limited time from Him. 
Everything is, by itself, sheer nothing: “Every contingent being ( mumkin ), in 
so far as it is looked at in itself and not considered sustained by the Necessary, 
is by itself non-existent ( ma ¶dūm ).” 145  Things only come into existence when 
the conditions ( shurūt. ) are fulfi lled for a particular possible existent to receive 
existence from God. This idea of the conditions for future contingencies had 
already been put forward by al-Ghazālı̄  in his  Revival of the Religious Sciences  
as an attempt to reconcile the limitless world of an occasionalist cosmology 
with the necessary restrictions to which any future moment is subject. What 
can possibly be created in the next moment depends on what already exists in 
this one. 146  God’s plan of creation responds to these limitations. He determines 
necessarily what has been created in the past and what will be created in the 
future. There is no arbitrariness in God’s plan; it exists in a timeless sphere and 
was already there when creation began. Thus, whatever will exist in the future 
is already determined in God’s timeless knowledge. 147  

 ¶Ayn al-Qud. āt was particularly attracted to al-Ghazālı̄ ’s ontology. He quotes 
and explains, for instance, al-Ghazālı̄ ’s ideas on semantics in his account of the 
relationship between a name and what it names ( ism wa-musammā ) from the 
introduction to al-Ghazālı̄ ’s  Highest Goal in Explaining the Beautiful Names of 
God . 148  There is no evidence that ¶Ayn al-Qud. āt was aware of the philosophical 
background of these particular teachings, although he clearly did understand 
the intellectual connection between Avicenna and al-Ghazālı̄ . ¶Ayn al-Qud. āt crit-
icizes the  falāsifa  together with the  mutakallimūn  because their negative theology 
cannot lead to an adequate understanding of the Divine, 149  yet he also expresses 
a fondness toward Avicenna. One of ¶Ayn al-Qud. āt’s original teachings is that the 
true seeker after God should be acquainted with a certain kind of unbelief ( kufr ) 
in order to reach a higher degree of belief. This position, ¶Ayn al-Qud. āt claims, 
had already been expressed by Avicenna in his  Epistle on the Occasion of the Feast 
of Sacrifi ce  ( al-Risāla al-Ad. h. awiyya ). According to ¶Ayn al-Qud. āt’s account, when 
a Sufi  asked Avicenna to provide a proof—for what exactly remains obscure—he 
simply said: 

 [The proof is] to enter true unbelief ( al-kufr al-h. aqı̄qı̄ ) and to leave 
what is (only) metaphorical Islam ( al-Islām al-majāzı̄ ) and to pay 
attention only to what is beyond the three [types of ] people until you 
are a believing Muslim  and  an unbeliever. If you are beyond this 
[level] you are neither believer nor unbeliever. If you remain below 
this, then you are a polytheist Muslim. If you are ignorant of this, 
then you will know that there will be no resurrection for you, nor will 
you return as one of the existing beings. 150  
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 None of this can be found in Avicenna’s  Epistle on the Occasion of the Feast of 
Sacrifi ce  or elsewhere in his writings. It is, in fact, a Ghazalian notion inspired 
by his explanation of four levels of believe in divine unity ( tawh. ı̄d ) at the begin-
ning of the thirty-fi fth book of his  Revival . There, al-Ghazālı̄  says that the true 
seeker of God should aim for the fourth and highest level of insight as to what 
belief in one single God ( tawh. ı̄d ) really means. On this level, he understands 
that all being is God. The three lower levels represent lesser insights, insuf-
fi cient for the true seeker. 151  In ¶Ayn al-Qud. āt’s pseudo-Avicennan quote, this 
notion is combined with the idea that the true believer is one who cannot be 
defi ned by categories such as “Muslim” or “unbeliever.” A portion of unbelief 
is required to reach the highest level of understanding divine unity ( tawh. ı̄d ). 

 What is meant by requiring such a portion of unbelief is illuminated 
in another passage in ¶Ayn al-Qud. āt’s  Preludes . Here, he defends Avicenna’s 
position of the world’s pre-eternity. When Avicenna said that the four prime 
elements are pre-eternal ( qadı̄m ), he did not mean to say, ¶Ayn al-Qud. āt ex-
plains, that anything in the sublunar sphere and the world of coming-to-be and 
passing-away is pre-eternal. Only the building materials of the earthly world 
are pre-eternal, and these are the “real elements” (  ¶anās. ir-i h. aqı̄qı̄ ). This teach-
ing is correct, says ¶Ayn al-Qud. āt, and “Avicenna should be excused for saying 
this.” 152  Yet, al-Ghazālı̄  had branded this position as unbelief and apostasy from 
Islam. It seems that ¶Ayn al-Qud. āt aimed to turn his condemnation into some-
thing positive that the Sufi  should embrace. 

 ¶Ayn al-Qud. āt also incorporates many of the major ideas of al-Ghazālı̄ ’s 
moral teachings. He follows al-Ghazālı̄  closely in his critique of  kalām . 153  Like 
al-Ghazālı̄ , he criticizes the political elite for their corruption and calls them 
in one of his letters “a Satan among the Satans of humanity and an enemy 
among the enemies of God and His messenger.” 154  Those scholars who seek 
the rulers’ patronage and who do not use their knowledge to earn the afterlife 
are condemned. He advises his students to “serve the sandals” ( khidmat-i kafsh ) 
rather than to serve the sultan, 155  using the Ghazalian expression “serving of the 
sandals” coined in his  Niche of Lights.  It means that one should follow the ex-
ample of Moses, whom God had asked in the valley of T. uwā to “take off the two 
sandals” (Q 20:12). Al-Ghazālı̄  interprets this verse as meaning that Moses was 
asked to leave the worldly affairs ( al-dunyā ) behind him and concentrate fully 
on the afterlife. Several mystics in the generation after al-Ghazālı̄  picked up this 
metaphor. ¶Ayn al-Qud. āt’s usage is joined, for instance, by his contemporary 
Ibn Qası̄ (d. 546/1151) from al-Andalus. In 539/1144, he was the leader of a Sufi  
revolt against the antimystical Almoravids. Ibn Qası̄’s movement had its center 
in what is today the Algarve in southern Portugal. 156  Ibn Qası̄’s main work is 
 The Book on Taking Off the Two Sandals  ( Kitāb Khal ¶ al-na ¶ layn ), and here he pur-
sues the same Ghazalian motif as ¶Ayn al-Qud. āt persued, “to throw off the two 
worlds ( kawnān ).” Moses, al-Ghazālı̄  says, obeyed God’s imperative outwardly 
by taking off his sandals and inwardly by throwing off the two worlds. 157  

 Western scholarship on ¶Ayn al-Qud. āt has mostly focused on his political 
signifi cance. In 525/1131, at age thirty-three, he was crucifi ed in Hamadan along 
with other offi cials with whom he had close ties. This happened during the 
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reign of the Seljuq sultan Mah. mūd ibn Muh. ammad Tapar (reg. 511–25 / 1118–31) 
and during the vizierate of Qawwām al-Dı̄n al-Dargazı̄nı̄ (d. 527/1133). This is 
the same Sultan Mah. mūd who, as a child, when he held the governorship of 
Baghdad, had invited As ¶ad al-Mayhanı̄ to teach at the local Niz. āmiyya. He was 
not known for antirationalist or antiphilosophical tendencies. The Seljuq ruling 
family, particular Mah. mūd’s uncle, the Supreme Sultan Sanjar, had formally 
embraced the teachings of al-Ghazālı̄ after the accusations against him were 
dismissed. 158  The sources do not allow us to determine fully why ¶Ayn al-Qud. āt 
was executed and whether this was a reaction to his teachings. Most historians 
have tried to explain his execution as the outcome of a court intrigue in which 
al-Dargazı̄nı̄ is usually assigned the role of the villain. 159  

 The scholarly community during ¶Ayn al-Qud. āt’s days did not share these 
misgivings at the Seljuq court. His contemporary al-Sam ¶ānı̄ has high praise 
for ¶Ayn al-Qud. āt’s virtue and his Sufi  scholarship. 160  Another early historian 
wrote: “He was one of the great imams and friends of God ( awliyā 7  ) who was 
noble-hearted and who followed in his works Abū H. āmid al-Ghazālı̄ .” 161  From 
his prison cell in Baghdad, ¶Ayn al-Qud. āt wrote a treatise in his defense ad-
dressed to the scholars of Islam. It reveals that he was formally charged with 
heretical teachings, some of them regarded as apostasy from Islam. 162  Among 
the accusations were: (1) adhering to the Ismā ¶ı̄ lite doctrine of slavishly learning 
from a teacher ( ta ¶lı̄m ) and (2) teaching two heterodox philosophical positions, 
namely that the world is pre-eternal and that God does not know individuals. 163  
Al-Ghazālı̄  had condemned these two teachings as apostasy from Islam, pun-
ishable by death. ¶Ayn al-Qud. āt admits that he used philosophical language 
that may lead to weak minds getting the impression that he believed in these 
two condemned doctrines. 164  Yet he maintains that these weak minds misun-
derstand his words, that he never accepted these teachings, and that he, in fact, 
refutes them in his writings: 

 Those of my words that they hold against me are all also in the books 
of al-Ghazālı̄—the same expressions in the same meanings. For 
example our words regarding the Creator of the world, namely that He 
is the source of being ( yanbū ¶ al-wujūd ) and the origin of being ( mas.dar 
al-wujūd ), that He is the universe ( al-kull ) and that he is the real being 
( al-wujūd al-h. aqı̄qı̄ ) and that everything that is not He is with regard 
to its essence empty, fading, annihilating, and non-existent. And only 
that exists whose existence the Eternal Power ( al-qudra al-azaliyya ) 
sustains. These are well-known words that appear in many passages 
in the  Revival of the Religious Sciences , in the  Niche of Lights , and in the 
 Deliverer from Error , and all these books were written by al-Ghazālı̄ . 165  

 In the case of ¶Ayn al-Qud. āt al-Hamadhānı̄, the persecuting spirit that al-Ghazālı̄  
created by adding a legal judgment to his epistemological discussion in his 
 Incoherence of the Philosophers  came to haunt one of his own close followers. 
A careful study of ¶Ayn al-Qud. āt’s teaching on theology and Sufi sm is still a 
desideratum. In the 1970s, Toshihiko Izutsu and Hermann Landolt made valu-
able contributions that still require further study. 166  ¶Ayn al-Qud. āt’s personal 
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acquaintance with the brother Ah. mad and his philosophically inspired Sufi sm 
make him one of the most signifi cant early followers of al-Ghazālı̄ . 

 The Anonymous Author of The Lion and 
the Diver (al-Asad wa-l-ghawwās.) 

 In 1978, Rid. wān al-Sayyid edited an Arabic animal fable that is extant in at least 
four manuscripts. The colophon of one of those manuscripts notes that the 
source from which the copy was made ( al-umm al-mansūkh minhā ) was com-
pleted in Ramad. ān 530 / June 1136. 167  The novel tells the story of a wise and 
learned jackal who seeks to become a member of the lion-king’s court in order to 
counsel him and help him benefi t from his insight. In its overall composition as 
well as in the style of its dialogues and its shorter fables and parables, the novel 
owes much to  Kalı̄la and Dimna  ( Kalı̄la wa-Dimna ), a collection of animal fables 
that Ibn al-Muqaffa ¶ (d.  c. 137/755) translated from Pahlevi into Arabic during the 
mid-second/eighth century. Most plot elements in  The Lion and the Diver —with 
the notable exception of its ending—are taken from the tenth chapter, “The Lion 
and the Jackal” ( al-Asad wa-bn Āwā ) in  Kalı̄la and Dimna  (see fi gure 2.2). 168  

 The anonymous author of  The Lion and the Diver  was a highly accomplished 
literate who had studied the genre of Arabic animal fables well.  Kalı̄la and Dimna  
is formally written as a  fürstenspiegel , a book addressed to a prince, aiming to en-
tertain the ruler while at the same time educating him and giving him council.     
The book is thus a guidebook in ethics, in politics, and in theology. These de-
scriptors are also true for  The Lion and the Diver . In addition to being a highly 
talented writer, its author was educated in medicine, and he knew some history 
of Sasanid Persia and the legends of the pre-Islamic Arabia ( ayyām al- ¶arab ). 
He was a Sunni Muslim with a highly rationalist mind-set. Most important, 
he was a Ghazalian, meaning that he expressed many of the motifs, maxims, 
and insights that appear prominently in the works of al-Ghazālı̄ . In fact, the 
wise jackal, known as “the diver” ( al-ghawwās.  ), has so much in common with 
al-Ghazālı̄ , in opinions and in biography, that the original readers may have per-
ceived him as a literary personifi cation of the famous scholar.  The Lion and the 
Diver  may well be a  roman à clef  of al-Ghazālı̄ ’s dealings with those in power. 

 The novel’s scholar-jackal protagonist is a virtuous, highly refl ective, and 
immensely educated soldier in the lion’s army. Later in the novel, it is revealed 
that his goal in life is to earn the afterlife rather than succeed in this world. 169  
At the beginning, he is presented as well aware of the potential dangers of ap-
proaching the lion’s court. In a dialogue with his best friend, the two remind 
each other that scholarship and political power do not go well with each other. 
The scholar may easily offend the ruler with all-too-candid advice. He may be-
come the victim of the ruler’s anger or of his whims. Rulers tend to surround 
themselves with courtiers who satisfy their vanity rather than those who give 
honest and sometimes tactless counsel. When a violent water buffalo threat-
ens the jackal’s community, however, his sense of duty makes him overcome 
his reservations, and he decides that he must approach the king and give him 
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fi gure 2.2 The lion and the jackal. Miniature from a manuscript of Kalı̄la and Dimna, 
dated 755/1354 (Bodleian Library, University of Oxford, MS Pococke 400, fol. 138b). 

wise counsel. In order to avoid the well-known hazards, he aims to become a 
loyal member of the court, to please the king and win his confi dence, and only 
then will he give honest council. This strategy is successful, until the other 
courtiers become jealous of the jackal’s success and start to plot against him. 
They employ underhand tactics to cast suspicion on the jackal’s sincerity. The 
king throws the jackal in jail and has him surveyed by his agents, who tell him 



fi gure 2.3 The king and the philosopher, the king wearing a Seljuq crown and sitting 
on a Seljuq throne (cf. fi gs. 1.1, 1.2, and 1.5). Miniature from a manuscript of Kalı̄la and 
Dimna, dated 755/1354 (Bodleian Library, University of Oxford, MS Pococke 400, 
fol. 136b). 
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that the jackal is innocent. The lion learns about the tricks played on the jackal 
by his enemies and rehabilitates him. The jackal, however, rejects the king’s 
invitation to become his close advisor. He leaves the king with a “testament” 
( was. iyya ) and chooses to withdraw himself to one of the “houses of worship” 
( buyūt al- ¶ibāda ) in the mountains. The jackal purifi es himself from his harmful 
experience by admonishing his soul and preaching to it in an inner dialogue. 170  
Al-Ghazālı̄ uses the same literary technique of talking to one’s soul and admon-
ishing its desires in one of his letters. 171  The novel ends with this sentence: “the 
lion used to visit the jackal from time to time until fate ( al-dahr ) parted them.” 

 An attentive reader of al-Ghazālı̄  fi nds numerous explicit hints to his bi-
ography. During his introduction, the king asks the jackal why he is called “the 
diver”; the answer is: “Because I dive deep for the subtle meanings and because 
I bring out the hidden secrets of the sciences.” 172  One of al-Ghazālı̄ ’s favorite met-
aphors for the dangers of scholarship was that of a deep sea. While the trained 
scholar plunges into the deep sea of scholarship and swims through it, others, 
who lack a suffi cient education, are drawn to these depths but often drown. 173  
The metaphor appears so frequently in al-Ghazālı̄ ’s books that Ibn T. ufayl al-
most mockingly alludes to it in the introduction to his  H. ayy ibn Yaqz. ān . 174  
If the well-trained scholar can swim in the sea of knowledge, then the most ac-
complished scholar is a diver who picks up secrets from the dark depths of that 
sea like a pearl diver ( ghawwās.  ) collecting precious pearls. In one of his letters to 
the “king of Khorasan,” Sanjar, al-Ghazālı̄  depicted himself as having spent forty 
years of his life “diving into the sea of religious sciences.” 175  

 The collection of al-Ghazālı̄’s letters was compiled at some time during the 
sixth/twelfth century. Al-Ghazālı̄’s letter to Sanjar was likely written before the 
composition of  The Lion and the Diver , in fact the two may have been published 
at roughly the same time. The relationship between the scholar-jackal and the 
lion-king develops very much along the lines of an idealized and even exagger-
ated picture that a follower of al-Ghazālı̄ might have painted of the relationship 
between him and members of the Seljuq dynasty. Throughout the novel, the 
virtues of the jackal are unquestioned, and his temporary downfall is solely the 
result of other people’s jealousy. That mirrors al-Ghazālı̄’s own perception as to 
why some people have accused him at Sanjar’s court. In his written response to 
these accusations and in his  Decisive Criterion , al-Ghazālı̄ quotes an anonymous 
one-liner that he may have picked up from al-Qushayrı̄’s  Epistle  ( al-Risāla ). 176  
The quoted poem is meant to explain why al-Ghazālı̄’s work triggered so much 
enmity: while truly virtuous scholars are impressed by his scholarship and 
often convinced by the force of his arguments, some are jealous of al-Ghazālı̄’s 
natural gifts. These jealous colleagues are blind to his achievements, and their 
enmity cannot be resolved. The quoted poem goes: 

 One can overcome all kinds of hostility, 
 except for that which is due to jealousy. 177  

 There are more general parallels between the story and al-Ghazālı̄ ’s biogra-
phy. During his early life, the jackal educates himself. His education is driven 
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by a universal curiosity and an independent mind. He says that he did not 
benefi t from teachers. A similar picture is painted in al-Ghazālı̄ ’s autobio-
graphy in which teachers are not given any credit. Where the jackal grew 
up, his “love of wisdom” ( h. ubb al-h. ikma )—a literary translation of the Greek  
philosophía —was discouraged. When the jackal enters the king’s court, he says 
about his education: 

 O King, I grew up among people who regard the pursuit of knowl-
edge as a mistake and love of wisdom as a blemish (  ¶ayb ). Therefore, 
I fi rst concealed everything of this kind that I had within myself 
because I was ashamed, and I tricked the others until this became 
a habit, and the habit became a natural impulse ( gharı̄za ) that I fol-
lowed. (. . .) 

 I took it upon myself to think and I often refrained from speak-
ing. I never quarreled with others and searched knowledge for my 
own sake so that I spend my life as a prisoner of books and as a com-
panion of thoughts. The tongue needs incitement in order to become 
fl uent, and exercise in order to make it agile and sharp. 178  

 Initially, the wise jackal endeavors to be of service to the king, and he becomes 
a member of his court. The two have intelligent conversations in which the 
jackal reminds him that the wise man acts decisively and shows no neglect 
or fatalism, although he also knows that God predetermines all events. This 
allows him, for instance, to benefi t from astrological predictions. 179  Appear-
ing prominently in the thirty-second as well as the thirty-fi fth books of the 
 Revival,  the maxim of accepting predetermination yet not falling into fatalism 
is just one of many Ghazalian motifs that appears throughout the anonymous 
novel. 180  The king is reminded of his duty to maintain order ( niz. ām ) and jus-
tice in the world and to defend the  sunna  of the Prophet and the  sharı̄ ¶a  of 
Islam. In fact, the order in the empire depends directly on the power of its 
ruler, who is the guardian of the  sunna . 181  The king’s reign over his realm re-
sembles the reign of the human’s soul over his limbs. 182  Like al-Ghazālı̄ , the 
jackal-scholar in the book is strongly opposed to emulating higher authorities 
( taqlı̄d ). Truth ( al-h. aqq ) is known by itself and not by the authority of those 
who testify to it. 183  Other Ghazalian notions include the ideas that people—
including kings—should be addressed according to their intellectual capaci-
ties 184  and that there is no good in this world that is not also accompanied by 
some harm. 185  Yet, the whole world has been designed “with utmost wisdom 
and good craftsmanship” (  ¶alā ghāyat al-h. ikma wa-h. usn al-s. inā ¶a ), and careful 
attention has been paid to even the tiniest of its details. 186  

 One of the most forcefully presented messages of the book is the Ghazalian 
idea that knowledge by itself is useless when it does not lead to right action. 187  
People who are particularly knowledgeable do not act virtuously simply as a 
consequence of their knowledge. Only the correct kind of knowledge leads to 
inner virtue, which in turn leads to right action. Such virtue is gained through 
the training of the soul. At the end of the novel, when the jackal takes his leave, 
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the lion asks him why he cannot discipline his soul and also remain an advisor 
at his court. The jackal’s answer makes productive use of the novel’s technique 
to illustrates Ghazalian principles with parables and fables: 

 Then the lion asked the jackal: What prevents you from worshipping 
God where you are [right now]? 

 The jackal answered: In order for the animal soul, dear King, to 
gather itself and be trained it must be separated from the things it 
loves. I have been damaged by the exposure to things that are natu-
rally deemed nice and pleasant. I fear that this situation will become 
a habit to me and prevent me from removing these things once they 
have been fi rmly installed [in my life]. Then, it would happen to me 
what happened to the owner of the stallion. 

 The king asked: What happened to him? 
 The jackal: The story goes that a courageous man had a foal 

that grew up in his possession. The animal was of utmost grace and 
beauty, had straight limbs and a strong body. The old man was infatu-
ated with it and it occupied all his concerns. He ceaselessly indulged 
it and provided an abundance of fodder. The man was too old to train 
the animal himself, yet he was also too anxious to have someone 
else ride it, train it, and break it in. So the animal was not trained 
by anyone. Its character traits became spoiled and its temperament 
bad. Next to the young stallion stood a mare, whose scent aroused his 
passion. The stallion’s owner had great diffi culty any time he wanted 
to ride it. The days went by and as the old man became more and 
more frail, the coat became stronger and stronger. The time came 
that he needed to ride on the stallion and engage in an attack against 
his enemies. But any time the horse was not bound—at its feet, for 
instance—it did not obey its owner’s instructions. Once the old man 
mounted the stallion, it broke with him through the lines of the 
enemy to reach a mare it had scented. The enemies struck down the 
horse and killed the old man. 

 This is similar to a man and his soul. A man is like the owner 
of the horse. Had he trained it regularly, he would have had a tame 
riding animal that would have gotten him wherever he wanted to go. 
But if he doesn’t break it in and teach it good manners, it acquires 
these repulsive habits—and maybe it will gain the upper hand over 
its rider and destroy him together with itself. 188  

 In Book 22 of his  Revival , “Disciplining the Self, Refi nement of Character, 
and Treating the Diseases of the Heart,” al-Ghazālı̄  writes that “an allegory for 
desire ( shahwa ) is the horse which one rides during a chase. It is sometimes 
well-disciplined and well-behaved and sometimes it is defi ant.” 189  Desire is a 
character trait ( khulq ) that needs to be trained like any other. Earlier genera-
tions of scholars that had worked on Muslim ethics, al-Ghazālı̄  complains, had 
hardly ever dealt with the human character, but were merely concerned with 
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its fruits, the human actions. 190  Muslim jurists are mostly concerned with the 
bare compliance to the rules of Shari’a and thus cannot give council on matters 
of good character. They are mere “scholars of this world” (  ¶ulamā 7 al-dunyā ) who 
cannot guide Muslims on the best way to gain the afterlife. 191  The substance of 
the human ( gawhar-i ādamı̄ ), al-Ghazālı̄  says in his Persian  Alchemy of Happi-
ness  ( Kı̄myā-yi sa ¶ādat ), is initially defi cient and ignoble ( nāqis.  wa-khası̄s ); only 
strict efforts and patient treatment can lead the soul from its defi cient state to 
its perfection. The human soul’s temperament becomes imbalanced through 
the infl uence of other people and needs to undergo disciplining ( riyād. a ) and 
training ( tarbiya ) in order to keep the character traits ( akhlāq ) at equilibrium. 192  
Al-Ghazālı̄  rejected the notion that one should try to give up potentially harm-
ful affections such as anger or sexual desire. These character traits are part of 
human nature, he teaches, and they cannot be given up. Rather, disciplining 
the soul allows control over these potentially harmful traits through one’s ra-
tionality (  ¶aql ). Al-Ghazālı̄  compares the human pursuit of redemption in the 
afterlife with the hunter’s pursuit of game. Sexual desire and anger are not 
always negative. Anger, for instance, is a positive character trait in the war 
against infi dels. Sexual desire and anger are to the human rational faculty 
what the horse and the dog are to the hunter. The hunter trains his horse and 
dog in order to benefi t from their service. In the hunt for the afterlife’s reward, 
anger and sexual desire are just as useful to the human, yet rationality must 
train them and control them like the hunter trains and controls his horse and 
dog. 193  

 None of these notions and ideas, which I identify as “Ghazalian,” is par-
ticularly unique to al-Ghazālı̄  and could not also have been picked up from 
other Muslim rationalist literature of this or earlier times. Many of the theo-
logical motifs and the moral teachings in  The Lion and the Diver , such as the 
imperative to develop one’s inner virtuous character rather than to focus on 
the fulfi llment of Shari’a’s prescriptions, come from philosophical and from 
Sufi  literature. These philosophical and mystical motifs became more wide-
spread during the sixth/twelfth century, particularly in mainstream religious 
literature, in which earlier obedience to the rules of Shari’a had dominated the 
debate on morality. Al-Ghazālı̄ ’s work played a signifi cant part in this develop-
ment. The accumulation of teachings in this novel that appear prominently 
in al-Ghazālı̄ ’s work is signifi cant. Most diffi cult to determine is, however, 
whether the author has been directly inspired by elements in al-Ghazālı̄ ’s bi-
ography. The novel is clearly modeled after the story of the lion and the jackal 
in  Kalı̄la and Dimna ; in that book, the jackal stays with the lion-king and again 
becomes his trusted advisor after his suffering from the ruses of the courtiers 
and subsequent rehabilitation. By staying at court, the jackal fulfi lls the wishes 
of the king. In the  Lion and the Diver,  the rift between the scholar-jackal and 
the ruler has become too deep for him to stay, and here it is the jackal who 
eventually determines the terms of their relationship. He leaves royal service 
and becomes an ascetic. 

 The appearance of the Seljuq warrior-kings during the mid-fi fth/eleventh 
century brought a new aspect to the age-old confl ict in Islamic civilization be-
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tween those who use the sword as their weapon and those who use the pen. The 
Turk nomads’ military hegemony—today we would say their military dictator-
ship—triggered much refl ection about the mores and the conduct of this new 
type of rulers who, unlike earlier sovereigns, were most often not participants 
in the literary, moral, or theological discourses of their time. Such refl ections 
appear frequently in the Islamic literature of the sixth/twelfth century. The Per-
sian poet Niz. āmı̄, for instance, who wrote at the end of that century, includes 
in the fi rst of the fi ve epics of his highly popular  Quintet  ( Khamsah ) a story of 
how an old woman admonished the powerful sultan Sanjar. The poor woman 
who had been wronged by one of Sanjar’s troops approaches his entourage and 
grabs the sultan’s garment (fi gure 2.4).   

figure 2.4 Sultan Sanjar admonished by an old woman. Miniature illustrating a 
story from Niz. āmı̄’s Quintet (Khamsah), attributed to the famous painter Bihzād 
(d. 942/1535–36) or his workshop in Herat (Afghanistan) and dated 901/1495–96. 
(MS London, British Library, Or. 6810, fol. 16a).  
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 She complains and accuses Sanjar of neglecting justice ( āzarm ), and she 
makes dire predictions about his future. Sanjar sets her admonishments at 
naught, and, according to Niz. āmı̄’s implied message, would regret to have 
done so once his own fate had turned and he has fallen into the hands of the 
oppressive Oǧuz Turks. The story ends in Niz. āmı̄’s lament that “in our time, 
justice can no longer be found.” 194  

 The arrival of the warrior-kings carried with it a new kind of relationship 
between Muslim scholars and political power.  The Lion and the Diver  explores 
these new types of relationships. With regard to this subject, al-Ghazālı̄  was 
an almost unavoidable focus point. He began his career as an infl uential and 
highly visible supporter and advisor of the Seljuq dynasty, yet he ended it in 
the seclusion of his private madrasa and  khānqāh  in T. ūs after a very vocal dis-
illusionment with those who hold power. The striking parallels between the 
jackal’s biography and the way al-Ghazālı̄  wrote about his own life may indeed 
simply be because of a similar analysis of the historical situation. 

 The widespread appearance of Ghazalian notions in books of the early sixth/
twelfth century should not be surprising. Reading the works of Ibn Bājja, Ibn 
Ghaylān al-Balkhı̄, Ibn T. ufayl, Averroes, Shihāb al-Dı̄n Yah. yā al-Suhrawardı̄, or 
Ibn al-Jawzı̄ reveals that there is hardly any religious writer of this century who 
does not grapple in one way or another with al-Ghazālı̄ ’s legacy, and probably 
none who does not refer to him. Al-Ghaza. lı̄  was by far the most infl uential reli-
gious fi gure during the sixth/twelfth century, and he left his traces in all kinds 
of religious writing of this period. 
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 Al-Ghazālı̄ on the Role 
of  falsafa  in Islam 

 Al-Ghazālı̄’s  Incoherence of the Philosophers  ( Tahāfut al-falāsifa ) marks 
the start of a signifi cant development in medieval philosophy. With 
its publication, the particular Neoplatonic understanding of Aristotle 
that developed in late antiquity and dominated the Middle Ages until 
the fourteenth century began to be challenged by what later became 
known as nominalism. Nominalism is the position that abstract con-
cepts and universals have no independent existence on their own. As 
we will see, many of the arguments used by al-Ghazālı̄ are nominal-
ist. The move toward a nominalist critique of Neoplatonist Aristote-
lianism occurred not only in Arabic and Islamic philosophy but also 
in the Hebrew and, most of all, Latin traditions. Al-Ghazālı̄ stands at 
the beginning of this development. 

 In his  Incoherence,  al-Ghazālı̄ critiques twenty teachings of the 
 falāsifa , sixteen from their metaphysics and four from their natural 
sciences. He writes in his autobiography that during his time at the 
Baghdad Niz. āmiyya, he studied the works of the  falāsifa  for two years 
before writing his  Incoherence of the Philosophers  in the third year. 1  
Most likely apologetic, this account is designed to reject the claim of 
some of al-Ghazālı̄’s critics that he had learned  falsafa  before complet-
ing his own religious education. 2   The Incoherence of the Philosophers  is 
a masterwork of philosophical literature, perhaps decades in the mak-
ing. Several other texts exist in which al-Ghazālı̄ provides faithful re-
ports of the philosophers’ teachings. At least two of those reports are 
available to us. The fi rst is an untitled and almost complete fragment 
of a long book in which al-Ghazālı̄ copies or paraphrases passages 
from the works of philosophers and produces a comprehensive ac-
count about their teachings in metaphysics. In an earlier publication, 
I described this text and showed that it is, in fact, written by 
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al-Ghazālı̄. 3  The second report of the philosophers’ teachings is the  Intentions 
of the Philosophers  ( Maqāsid al-falāsifa ), an adapted Arabic translation of the 
parts on logics, metaphysics, and the natural sciences in Avicenna’s Persian 
work  Philosophy for   ‘Alā’   al-Dawla  ( Dānishnamah-yi ‘Alā’ı̄  ). 4  Earlier scholars as-
sumed that the  Intentions of the Philosophers  was written as a preparatory study 
to his major work, the  Incoherence.  5  This contention no longer seems viable. 
 The Intentions of the Philosophers  bears only a very loose connection to the text 
of the  Incoherence . For example, the  Incoherence  and the  Intentions  use different 
terminologies, and the latter presents its material in ways that do not support 
the criticism in the  Incoherence . 6   The Intentions of the Philosophers  may have 
been a text that was initially unconnected to the  Incoherence  or was one that 
was generated after the composition of the latter. Only its introduction and 
its brief  explicit  at the end of the book create a connection to the refutation in 
the  Incoherence . 7  These parts were almost certainly written (or added) after the 
publication of the  Incoherence . 8  

 The Refutation of the  falāsifa  in the  Incoherence  ( Tahāfut ) 

 Al-Ghazālı̄ describes  The Incoherence of the Philosophers  as a “refutation” ( radd  ) 
of the philosophical movement. 9  This professed stance has contributed to the 
scholarly misconception that he opposed Aristotelianism and rejected its teach-
ings. In reality, his response to  falsafa  was far more complex, even allowing 
him to adopt many of its teachings. By “refutation,” he does not mean the 
plain rejection of the philosophical teachings discussed in that book. It is clear 
that in his  Incoherence,  al-Ghazālı̄ does not set out to prove the falsehood of all 
of—or even of most of—the philosophical teachings discussed there. The great 
majority of its twenty chapters focus on the  falāsifa ’s inability to demonstrate 
given elements of their teachings. In a 1924 article, David Z. Baneth reminded 
his readers that al-Ghazālı̄’s criticism of the  falāsifa ’s teachings had often been 
overestimated. Al-Ghazālı̄’s goal is to show that the metaphysics of al-Fārābı̄ 
and Avicenna are “unscientifi c,” as Baneth put it, meaning they are not backed 
by demonstrative proofs. Even unproven positions can still be correct. Whether 
or not these teachings are wrong depends upon a second criterion: only if these 
unproven teachings are incompatible with the literal wording of revelation 
must their truth be rejected. In the fi fth and the ninth chapters, for instance, 
al-Ghazālı̄ attacks the  falāsifa ’s proofs for their view that God is one and that 
He cannot have a body. Despite his critiques, al-Ghazālı̄ shares these positions; 
what he attacks are the  falāsifa ’s arguments and not their results. He claims 
that these arguments are not demonstrative and do not establish certain knowl-
edge about God’s unity or His incorporeity. Humans do have knowledge about 
these two facts, al-Ghazālı̄ says, yet not the kind of knowledge that the philoso-
phers claim. Al-Ghazālı̄ also attacks the  falāsifa ’s arguments for the existence 
of souls in the heavens and for the incorruptibility of the human soul in the 
afterlife. Other of his works show, however, that al-Ghazālı̄ taught these same 
things. According to Baneth, al-Ghazālı̄’s explicit goal was “to remove these 
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questions from the realm of pure rational knowledge and assign their answer 
to another source of truth, namely revelation.” 10  In doing so, the  Incoherence  
follows the technique of  kalām  disputations. Any reader of the  Incoherence  is 
struck by its careful composition and the economy of its language. Al-Ghazālı̄’s 
reports of philosophical teachings are short and precise. His counterarguments 
make productive use of the  kalām  technique of “exhaustive investigation and 
disjunction” ( al-sabr wa-l-taqsı̄m ), where the consequences or implications of 
an adversary’s position are fully investigated and individually discussed and, in 
this case, dismissed and refuted one by one. The book’s twenty discussions are 
interspersed with objections and with further rejections, with secondary discus-
sions, and with parallel attempts to convince the reader that alternative expla-
nations to those put forward by the  falāsifa  are just as plausible and  tenable. 

 In the twenty detailed and intricate philosophical discussions of the  Inco-
herence,  al-Ghazālı̄ aims to show that none of the arguments supporting the 
twenty convictions fulfi lls the high epistemological standard of demonstration 
( burhān ) that the  falāsifa  have set for themselves. Rather, the arguments that the 
 falāsifa  bring to support these teachings rely upon unproven premises that are 
accepted only among the  falāsifa , not established by reason. 11  The twenty dis-
cussions of the  Incoherence  are one element in a larger case about the authority 
of revelation. In the thirteenth discussion, for instance, al-Ghazālı̄ maintains 
that when Avicenna argues that God does not know individuals and has knowl-
edge only of the classes of beings, none of the arguments he uses is a demon-
stration. The truth of the opposite position—that God knows  everything  in this 
world—is established in countless passages in the Qur’an and in the propheti-
cal  .hadı̄th . 

 By criticizing a selected number of teachings in the  falāsifa ’s metaphysics 
and the natural sciences, al-Ghazālı̄ aims to make room for the epistemological 
claims of revelation. At the beginning of the  Incoherence,  al-Ghazālı̄ complains 
that a group among the  falāsifa  fl atly denies the claims of revelation because it 
believes its way of arguing to be superior to that of the religious scholars who 
accept revelation. 12  The claim that their teachings are based on demonstrative 
arguments has been repeated from generation to generation of philosophers, 
leading them to accept this claim as a fact that has passed from teacher to 
student. However, al-Ghazālı̄ maintains that if someone who is not tainted 
by their blind acceptance ( taqlı̄d  ) of the authorities of Aristotle and Plato thor-
oughly investigates the teachings of the  falāsifa , he will fi nd that the  falāsifa ’s 
arguments do not fulfi ll their own standard for apodictic proofs (singl.  burhān ). 
This standard is set in their own books of logic, following the  Organon  of Ar-
istotle. The demonstrative method is most clearly explained in those books of 
the  falāsifa ’s works on logics that are equivalent to Aristotle’s  Second Analytics . 
Demonstration relies on the method of syllogistics, which is explained in the 
 First Analytics . In Avicenna’s  Healing  ( al-Shifā 7 ), for instance, the books on logic 
follow Aristotle’s curriculum of studies and have the same titles as those of the 
Stagirite. Al-Ghazālı̄ claims that Avicenna’s arguments in his metaphysics do 
not comply with the standard set out in his logical writings. In the introduction 
of the  Incoherence,  he writes: 
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 We will make it plain that in their metaphysical sciences they have 
not been able to fulfi ll the claims laid out in the different parts of the 
[textbook on] logics and in the introduction to it, i.e. what they have 
set down in the  Second Analytics  ( Kitāb al-Burhān ) on the conditions 
for the truth of the premise of a syllogism, and what they have set 
down in the  First Analytics  ( Kitāb al-Qiyās ) on the conditions of the 
syllogism’s fi gures, and the various things they posit in the  Isagoge  
and the  Categories . 13  

 In his autobiography, al-Ghazālı̄ repeats this charge without referring to the 
individual books of the  Organon , the standard textbook on logics: 

 The majority of their errors ( aghālı̄t. ) are in metaphysics. [Here,] they 
are unable to fulfi ll demonstration ( burhān ) as they have set it out as 
a condition in logics. This is why most of the disagreements amongst 
them is in (the fi eld of ) metaphysics. 14  

 If the metaphysics of the  falāsifa  cannot maintain the standards for demon-
strative arguments made by them in their textbooks for logics, their teachings 
cannot stand up against the competing authority of revelation. This is an im-
portant element of what al-Ghazālı̄ will later call his “rule of interpretation” 
( qānūn al-ta 7wı̄l  ). We will be dealing with this rule in the next chapter. 

 Many of the twenty discussions in the  Incoherence , however, discuss ques-
tions that do not contradict the literal wording of revelation. We learn from 
many of his later works that al-Ghazālı̄ did not object to the position discussed 
in the fi fteenth discussion, namely, that the heavens are moved by souls. Like 
the  falāsifa,  he thought that the heavens are indeed moved by souls, referred to 
as angels in the Qur’an. In these and in other cases, al-Ghazālı̄ accepts the truth 
of the  falāsifa ’s teaching but rejects their claim to knowing it through demon-
stration. These things are known from revelation, he objects, and the  falāsifa ’s 
so-called demonstrations are merely attempts of proving this knowledge  post 
factum  with arguments that do not fully convince. Al-Ghazālı̄ held that many 
philosophical teachings come from sources that are not acknowledged by the 
 falāsifa , most important from the revelations sent to Abraham and Moses that 
were available to the nations before Jesus and Muh. ammad. Through making 
use of arguments, these revelations teach syllogistic logics to humankind. The 
philosophers simply extracted ( istakhraja ) this method from there. 15  Humanity 
learned all the sciences, including the “method of reasoning” ( t.arı̄q al-naz. ar  ), 
from prophets who were given this knowledge in revelation. 16  Once the rational 
sciences ( al- ¶ulūm al- ¶aqliyya al-naz. ariyya ) such as logics and mathematics were 
made available to humans, each individual had the ability to learn them from a 
good teacher (  fād. il  ), without resorting to a prophet or someone who claims to 
have been given divine insight. 17  

 The initial argument of the  Incoherence  focuses on  apodeixis  and the de-
monstrative character of the philosophical teachings that it refutes. While the 
book does touch on the truth of many of these teachings, it clearly “refutes” 
numerous positions whose truths al-Ghazālı̄ acknowledges or to which he 
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subscribed in his later works. In these cases, al-Ghazālı̄ wishes to show that 
although these particular philosophical teachings may be sound and true, they 
are not demonstrated by proofs. If anything, the details of God’s arrangements 
in the heavenly spheres are made known to prophets by way of inspiration 
( ilhām ) and have not been made known by way of rational arguments. 18  The ul-
timate source of the  falāsifa ’s knowledge about God’s nature, the human soul, 
or the heavenly spheres is the revelations given to early prophets such as Abra-
ham and Moses. Their information made it into the books of the ancient phi-
losophers who falsely claimed that they gained these insights by reason alone. 

 Al-Ghazālı̄’s  fatwā  against Three Teachings of the  falāsifa  

 In his  Incoherence , al-Ghazālı̄ does more than simply make room for the epis-
temological claims of revelation. One of the fi rst things students of Islamic 
history or of the history of philosophy learn is that al-Ghazālı̄ condemned the 
tradition of Aristotelian philosophy in Islam. That condemnation is fi rst ex-
pressed at the end of the  Incoherence of the Philosophers  ( Tahāfut al-falāsifa ), pub-
lished in 487/1095, and later repeated in his  Decisive Criterion for Distinguishing 
Islam from Clandestine Apostasy  ( Fays. al al-tafriqa bayna l-Islām wa-l-zandaqa ) 
and in his widely read autobiography  The Deliverer from Error  ( al-Munqidh min 
al-d. alāl ), both works written around 500/1106. 19  Earlier intellectual historians 
of Islam claimed that this condemnation destroyed the philosophical tradition 
in Islam, 20  while today we know that this is not true. 

 Al-Ghazālı̄’s legal verdict in the  Incoherence  extends to no more than a sin-
gle page at the end of the book. It is, in effect, a  fatwā , a legal response to a 
question posed by a real or fi ctitious inquirer. In its original version on the last 
page of the  Incoherence,  it reads: 

 If someone asks: “Now that you have discussed in detail the teach-
ings of these [philosophers], do you [also] say decisively that they hold 
unbelief ( kufr ) and that the killing of someone who upholds their 
convictions is obligatory?” 

 We answer: Pronouncing them unbelievers must be done in 
three questions. One of them is the question of the world’s pre-
 eternity and their saying that the substances are all pre-eternal. The 
second is their statement that God’s knowledge does not encompass 
the temporally created particulars among individual [existents]. The 
third is their denial of the resurrection of bodies and assembly of 
bodies [on Judgment Day]. 

 These three teachings do not agree with Islam in any way. 
Whoever holds them [also] holds that prophets utter falsehoods and 
that they said whatever they have said in order to promote the public 
benefi t, [meaning that the prophets] use symbols for the multitude 
of people in order to make them understand. Such [a position] is 
manifest unbelief ( kufr s. irāh.  ) which none of the [various] groups of 
Muslims [ever] held. 21  
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 In his verdict against the  falāsifa,  al-Ghazālı̄ singles out a limited number of 
theological or philosophical positions as unbelief. Here in the  Incoherence,  
he lists three teachings: (1) that the word has no beginning in the past and is 
not created in time; (2) that God’s knowledge includes only classes of beings 
(universals) and does not extend to individual beings and their circumstances 
(particulars); and (3) that the rewards and punishments in the next life are 
only spiritual in character and not also bodily. In his  Scandals of the Esoterics  
( Fad. ā 7ih.  al-bāt.iniyya ), he adds (4) instances of blatant violations to the mono-
theism of Islam as well as the position (5) that although the teachings of the 
prophets provide some benefi t ( mas. lah. a ) to both the individual and to society, 
they are not actually true. 22  In al-Ghazālı̄’s usual formulations of the verdict, 
however, this last position is listed as a mere result of the earlier three (or four) 
points in the list. 

 With the exception of the world’s pre-eternity, all positions that al-Ghazālı̄ 
condemns as unbelief are connected to the political authority of the religious 
law. 23  Al-Ghazālı̄ feared that the teachings of the  falāsifa  and the Ismā ¶ı̄lites—
effectively the only two Muslim groups that he brands as unbelievers—
undermine the moral and legal authority of revelation. In his  Balanced Book 
on What-to-Believe  ( al-Iqtis. ād f ı̄ l-i ¶tiqād ), he implies why one may not interpret 
fi guratively passages in revelation that speak of a bodily reward in the hereaf-
ter. The  falāsifa  read these passages as symbols that stand for purely spiritual 
and immaterial bliss. Such interpretation is unbelief, he says, since it leads 
to a situation in which people no longer take their guidance from the Qur’an 
or from the teachings of the prophets. 24  For most people, spiritual bliss has 
no meaning; only the belief in the bodily character of the afterlife will enable 
the system of rewards and punishment to function suffi ciently drastic as an 
effective incitement and deterrent in this world. In his  Revival of the Religious 
Sciences,  al-Ghazālı̄ clarifi es that, in addition to the two elements of the Muslim 
creed expressed in the Muslim profession of faith ( shahāda )—monotheism and 
Muh. ammad’s prophecy—the most important belief for Muslims to hold is the 
belief in an afterlife with paradise and hell, with the rewards and punishments 
for this world’s actions affecting both body and soul. 25  

 Al-Ghazālı̄’s  fatwā  is appended to a work where the specifi c legal status of 
the twenty teachings discussed in that book never comes up. 26  Indeed, there is a 
certain argumentative gap between the philosophical discussions of the twenty 
teachings of the  falāsifa  in the main part of the  Incoherence  and the brief  fatwā  
at the end. 27  In the several introductory chapters of the  Incoherence,  al-Ghazālı̄ 
explains his motivation for writing the work. Providing the basis for a legal 
condemnation of some of the  falāsifa ’s teachings is neither mentioned there 
nor anywhere else in the discussions of the twenty teachings. The long chapter 
on the world’s pre-eternity, for instance—a discussion that amounts to almost a 
third of the whole work—focuses on the question of whether the philosophers’ 
claim of a pre-eternal world is tenable and correct. Although al-Ghazālı̄ denies 
this, he never engages in a justifi cation why this position cannot be tolerated. 

 Yet there is an additional aspect to his  fatwā  that is rarely ever mentioned. 
The above quoted passage continues with a declaration that all teachings other 
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than the listed three must be tolerated and should not become the subject of a 
legal condemnation. Al-Ghazālı̄ says that the  falāsifa ’s views of God’s unity and 
His attributes are similar to the ones held by the Mu ¶tazilites. If someone thinks 
the Mu ¶tazilites are unbelievers, he might also believe that the  falāsifa  are unbe-
lievers with regard to these teachings. Al-Ghazālı̄ recommends, however, that 
one should not regard the Mu ¶tazilites as unbelievers, and consequently also 
not regard the other teachings of the  falāsifa  as unbelief. Regarding teachings 
other than the three listed, the  falāsifa  may be accused of undue innovation 
( bid ¶a ). Accusing them of introducing such innovations ( tabdı̄ ¶  ), however, is a 
mere moral or dogmatic judgment that bears no legal consequences: 

 As far as we are concerned, we do not prefer to plunge into the 
[question] of pronouncing those who uphold innovations ( bid ¶a ) as 
unbelievers and what is or is not adequate for them lest the discourse 
could stray from the objective of this book. 28  

 What is here only cautiously expressed will become a much more forceful motif 
in al-Ghazālı̄’s subsequent works: Muslims who hold teachings that are not 
singled out as unbelief ( kufr ) may be accused of being unorthodox, but that ac-
cusation cannot lead to legal sanctions. It may, of course, trigger certain social 
stigmas by those who consider themselves orthodox, stigmas such as refusing 
to pray behind such a person, refusing to attend his funeral, or even avoiding 
social contact. Accusing someone of innovation ( tabdı̄ ¶  ), of error ( takhti 7a ), or 
of deviation ( tad. lı̄l ), however, should not lead to punishments imposed by the 
judicial and political authorities. Although the state authorities should use co-
ercion to prevent the teaching of unbelief ( kufr ), they should not interfere in the 
teaching of innovation ( bid ¶a ), error ( khatā 7  ), or deviation ( d. alal ), 

 Unbelief and Apostasy 

 In terms of its legal contents, there is something strikingly new in al-Ghazālı̄’s 
 fatwā  against three teachings of the  falāsifa . Al-Ghazālı̄ responds to the ques-
tion of whether those who teach these three positions can be killed. The real or 
imagined questioner asks: “Do you say decisively that they hold unbelief ( kufr ) 
and that the killing of someone who upholds their convictions is obligatory?” 
Al-Ghazālı̄ answers yes. Whoever publicly supports or teaches the three named 
positions indeed deserves to be killed. In his legal works, some of them written 
before the  Incoherence , al-Ghazālı̄ explains that those who claim to be Mus-
lims while teaching and propagating opinions established as unbelief can be 
killed without further delay. 29  This judgment is based on the law of apostasy. If 
Muslims fall into unbelief after having been believers ( kufr ba ¶da imānihi ), this 
constitutes apostasy from Islam, which carries the death penalty, according to 
all four schools of Muslim jurisprudence. 

 In early Islam, the unbelief of Muslims was established when they openly 
renounced Islam to follow a different religion. Only a public renouncement of 
Islam would constitute apostasy, or a public act such as giving up the Muslim 
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prayer and attending the Christian mass. Any legal condemnation of apostasy 
required an unambiguous declaration from the side of the accused apostate. 
Accusing someone of secretly renouncing Islam and clandestinely practicing a 
different religion always led to a public interrogation. In the early centuries of 
Islam, a public declaration of belief in Islam by repeating the Muslim profes-
sion of faith ( shahāda ) was always accepted and would end the legal proceed-
ings. 30  Apostasy could only be punished if the accused openly renounced the 
Muslim faith and was unwilling to pay public lip service to Islam. Hence, apos-
tasy and unbelief were two very different things in early Islam. Muslims might 
be accused of being unbelievers without bringing them anywhere close to the 
accusation of apostasy. 

 In contrast to these legal formulations, al-Ghazālı̄ equates the unbelief of 
Muslims with their apostasy from Islam. This required a signifi cant change 
in the legal meaning of the word “unbelief” ( kufr ). Elsewhere, I give a detailed 
account of how “unbelief” ( kufr ) was understood in early Islam and how its un-
derstanding changed roughly two generations before al-Ghazālı̄. 31  Al-Ghazālı̄ 
uses “unbelief” ( kufr ) as a legal term, meaning that the legal and political insti-
tutions—the jurists, the rulers, and their military—must act whenever unbelief 
is detected within the Muslim community. 32  Such an understanding reveals a 
major development away from the earlier meaning of the term. According to 
the majority opinion of Muslim legal scholars before the mid-fi fth/eleventh 
century, unbelief ( kufr ) was a matter that God will punish in the afterlife, while 
in this world it would warrant no more than social sanctions for those associated 
with it. Consequently, accusing one’s theological opponent as an unbeliever was 
quite widespread. “Declaring someone an unbeliever” ( takf ı̄r ) was often used to 
brand and slander one’s theological opponent; it very rarely implied legal sanc-
tions, and certainly not the death penalty. Abū Mūsā al-Murdār, for instance, 
a Mu ¶tazilite of the third/ninth century, was known to have accused all people 
of unbelief who did not share Mu ¶tazilite positions on the most controversial 
theological issues of his days. When a fellow theologian pointed out that this 
would apply to almost all people, al-Murdār shrugged his shoulders. His col-
league wondered in astonishment why the Qur’an says that paradise is as wide 
as heaven and earth (Q 3:133), when according to al-Murdār’s view only he and 
the three people who agreed with him will enter. 33  The remark illustrates that 
in the third/ninth century, “unbelief” simply meant that the persons accused 
of it will—in the opinion of their accusers—suffer in hell. 

 Only in the mid-fi fth/eleventh century did the jurists in the Shāfi ¶ite legal 
tradition begin to connect the unbelief of Muslims with what they called “clan-
destine apostasy” ( zandaqa ). 34  Apostasy ( irtitād ) from Islam had always been a 
punishable offence in Islam: a prophetical  h. adı̄th  says that whoever changes his 
religion shall be killed. 35  Although this judgment established the death penalty 
for apostasy from Islam, it was limited to those who made an explicit and clear 
statement that he or she was renouncing Islam. A philosopher who teaches the 
pre-eternity of the world did not usually regard himself as a renegade or apos-
tate from Islam. Avicenna, for instance, considered himself not only a faithful 
Muslim but also among the religious elite in Islam. 36  We must assume the 
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same was true for his followers—al-Ghazālı̄’s target readership in his  Incoher-
ence . They certainly considered themselves full members of the Muslim com-
munity. Al-Ghazālı̄ and his colleagues in Islamic law effectively created a new 
legal status, that of “clandestine apostasy” ( zandaqa ). The accused no longer 
needed to declare or acknowledge his apostasy from Islam: he could be found 
guilty of clandestine apostasy when he violated certain principles of Islam or 
refused to subscribe to core elements of the Muslim creed. 

 Along with this judgment of clandestine apostasy comes a systematic ef-
fort to disentangle the question of what constitutes unbelief and apostasy from 
the criteria for religious orthodoxy. Al-Ghazālı̄ understands that orthodoxy is 
in the eye of the beholder; from the viewpoint of an Ash ¶arite, other Muslim 
groups such as the Mu ¶tazilites or moderate Shiites are certainly not orthodox. 
Such heterodox groups, however, were not considered clandestine apostates 
from Islam, and they continued to enjoy legal status as Muslims. The Ash ¶arites 
regarded them as tolerated groups within Islam. Distinguishing the criteria 
for apostasy from simple heterodoxy is one of al-Ghazālı̄’s most important 
contributions to the legal discourse about unbelief and apostasy in Islam. He 
fi rmly establishes the legal status of tolerated heterodoxy, a category containing 
Mu ¶tazilites and most Shiites, for instance. According to this qualifi cation, phi-
losophers who avoid the three condemned teachings fall under this category of 
tolerated nonconformists or dissenters. Al-Ghazālı̄’s distinction between taxing 
someone with unbelief ( takf ı̄r ) and taxing someone with error ( takhti 7a ), devia-
tion ( tad. lı̄l ), or innovation ( tabdı̄ ¶  ) creates two different categories of deviators. 
The three latter judgments are mere pronouncements that the adversaries hold 
positions that are not correct and that will, in the opinion of al-Ghazālı̄, lead 
them toward punishment in the afterlife. Taxing someone with error, deviation, 
or innovation has no legal implication; in fact, it amounts to the declaration 
that the Muslim community tolerates such theological positions. 37  

  The Decisive Criterion  (Fays. al al-tafriqa) 

 In the earlier centuries of Islam, someone who accused a Muslim of unbelief 
( takf ı̄r ) would assume that his adversary would burn in hell but should not 
burn at the stake. Now that the parameters of unbelief as a legal judgment had 
changed, an attitude of frequent accusations could lead to an atmosphere of 
legal persecution and to a wave of capital punishments. Al-Ghazālı̄ was quite 
concerned with this dangerous situation. In response, he wrote  The Decisive Cri-
terion for Distinguishing Islam from Clandestine Apostasy  ( Fays. al al-tafriqa bayna 
l-Islām wa-l-zandaqa ). It is a book primarily about who should  not  be accused of 
unbelief and clandestine apostasy. As such, it establishes a legal and theological 
place for religious tolerance in Islam. The book also clarifi es the background of 
al-Ghazālı̄’s earlier judgments about apostasy from Islam. 

 Richard M. Frank remarked that al-Ghazālı̄ wrote  Distinctive Criterion  in 
response to accusations that he himself was an unbeliever because he deviated 
from some early Ash ¶arite teachings in his  Revival . 38  This might well have been 
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the case, since at the beginning of the book, al-Ghazālı̄ speaks of “a group of 
envious people who discredit one of our books about the truths concerning 
religious practices”—a clear hint to his  Revival of the Religious Sciences —“and 
who claim that there are things in it which are contrary to the teachings of the 
earlier colleagues of the school,” meaning the Ash ¶arite school. 39  In this case, 
the goal to defend himself against accusations of unbelief coincides with the 
objective to limit the practice of accusing one’s theological opponent and also 
with the desire to clarify the criteria for unbelief and apostasy from Islam. The 
last point was still a desideratum from the days when he wrote his  fatwā  at the 
end of  Incoherence .  The Distinctive Criterion  is a systematic work on the bounda-
ries of Islam, and it explains al-Ghazālı̄’s reasoning for condemning the  falāsifa  
and the Ismā ¶ı̄ lite Shiites. 

 At the beginning of this short book of thirty pages, al-Ghazālı̄ approaches 
his readers to use an “indicator” (  ¶alāma ), or a rule of thumb, any time they feel 
the urge to accuse someone of unbelief: 

 Based on this indicator you should refrain from accusing any group 
of unbelief and from spreading rumors about the people of Islam—
even if they differ in their ways—as long as they fi rmly confess that 
there is no god but God and that Muh. ammad is His messenger, and 
as long as they hold this true and do not contradict it. [The indica-
tor is:] Unbelief ( kufr ) is the accusation that something that comes 
from the Prophet—peace and prayers be upon him—is wrong. Belief 
( ı̄mān ) is to consider him true and truthful ( s. idq ) in everything that 
comes from him. 40  

 The full implications of this rule of thumb are too manifold to explore here. 
Compared to earlier Ash ¶arite views, it no longer assumes that a Muslim’s faith 
and belief ( ı̄mān ) consist in accepting the truthfulness of God ( tas. dı̄q Allāh ), 
rather al-Ghazālı̄ teaches that Muslim faith means accepting the truthfulness 
of the Prophet Muh. ammad ( tas. dı̄q al-rasūl ) in everything that is reliably re-
ported of him. 41  This blurs the line between the Qur’an and the  .hadı̄th  corpus—
 al-Ghazālı̄ regards both as revelation—and it shifts the burden of proof from 
the realm of the divine to the truthfulness of a person. This change results from 
al-Ghazālı̄’s adaptation of Avicenna’s prophetology. Avicenna offers a compre-
hensive theory of how revelation comes about in the mind of prophets. Accept-
ing this explanation allowed al-Ghazālı̄ to propose ways of verifying a person’s 
belief in Muh. ammad’s truthfulness ( s. idq ). 

 Al-Ghazālı̄ presents his readers with a demanding theory of how to verify 
that a certain position implies the accusation that the Prophet Muh. ammad 
has uttered an untruth ( kidhb ). It requires the reader to accept a quite diffi cult 
theory of language signifi cation: any given statement from the mouth of the 
Prophet—no matter whether it has become part of the Qur’an or the  h. adı̄th  
corpus—constitutes a sign that refers to a “being” ( wujūd ). The prophetic state-
ment—one can also say the word that comes from the mouth of the Prophet—
is a linguistic marker that stands in for a certain entity (“being”). In most cases, 
these entities are objects in the outside world: places, animals, people, actions, 
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and so on. For example, in a usual statement of the Qur’an, such as God’s im-
perative to Moses, “Go to Pharaoh since he does wrong!” (Q 20:24 and 20:43), 
all the “beings” to which the text refers, such as Pharaoh or wrongdoing, are 
well-known entities or actions in the outside world. Al-Ghazālı̄ discusses 
this example in the fi rst book of his  Revival  and points out that the outward 
meaning of this sentence must not be denied. “Pharaoh is an individual that 
can be perceived by the senses and [historical] reports reliably confi rm his 
existence.” 42  

 This appeal to outward meaning differs in the case of the following pro-
phetical  h. adı̄th : “Paradise appeared to me on the width of this wall.” 43  A de-
monstrative argument ( burhān ) establishes, al-Ghazālı̄ argues, that paradise 
does not fi t on the surface of whatever wall. This argument justifi es that in this 
context, the original meaning of the word “paradise” must be abandoned. Here 
the word does not refer to a real being, meaning the true paradise, a material 
entity that exists somewhere in the outside world, but only to the Prophet’s 
sense perception. To be more precise, the entity that this  h. adı̄th  describes ex-
ists only within the Prophet’s faculty of sense perception ( h. iss ). Therefore, the 
word “paradise” does not correspond to a “real being” ( wujūd dhātı̄ ) but merely 
to a “sensible being” ( wujūd h. issı̄ ). In this case, the reader must apply “inter-
pretation” ( ta 7wı̄l ), meaning he or she must understand the sentence, not in the 
original sense of its wording, but in an interpreted sense, and acknowledge that 
Muh. ammad had the sensory impression of paradise on the surface of a wall 
while the real, material paradise was not at all involved. 

 In the Arabic tradition, “to interpret” ( awwala ) etymologically means “to 
bring something to its origin.” Those who practice interpretation ( ta 7wı̄l ) apply 
the meaning originally intended by the author of the text. 44  Al-Ghazālı̄ assumes 
that the author of revelation sometimes chose to express himself in metaphors 
and symbols (singl.  majāz ). The interpreter traces these metaphors back to 
their  h. aqı̄qa , that to which they truly refer. In the case just discussed, the  h. aqı̄qa  
that corresponds to the text is a “sensible being,” a mere impression or percep-
tion in the Prophet’s faculty of sight. In other cases, it may be an “imaginative 
being” ( wujūd khayālı̄ ), a  h. aqı̄qa  that exists only in the Prophet’s faculty of im-
agination ( khayāl ). In others, it may be “conceptual” (  ¶aqlı̄ ), meaning the phrase 
in question refers to a universal concept in the mind of the Prophet. Finally, the 
 h. aqı̄qa  may be just a “similar being” ( wujūd shibhı̄ ), an idea with an analogous 
relationship to the concept originally intended in the text. 

 The two latter levels of existence need to be further explained. According to 
al-Ghazālı̄, when the Qur’an says that God has a hand, there exists no entity in 
the outside world called “God’s hand” to which it could refer. There is also no 
possible sense perception of such a hand, nor can we imagine such a hand in 
our faculty of imagination, al-Ghazālı̄ says. In this case, the entity that the word 
“God’s hand” refers to can only be a concept in the mind of the Prophet. When 
we use the word “hand” in ordinary language, we mean “that with which one 
seizes something and makes something, with which one gives and takes.” This 
is, according to al-Ghazālı̄, the  h. aqı̄qa  of the word “hand,” meaning that what it 
essentially refers to. 45  God does not have a hand, but He has a capacity to give 
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and take. Since there is a correspondence of essential qualities between God’s 
capacity to give and take and that of a human “hand,” the latter word substi-
tutes for the concept of “giving and taking.” Thus, when the Qur’an mentions 
God’s hand, it intends to refer to God’s capacity to give and to take. 

 Roughly the same applies in the case of the “similar being” ( wujūd shibhı̄ ), 
only that the correspondence between an attribute on God’s side and a word 
in human language is in the fi eld of nonessential qualities. When the Qur’an 
says that “God is angry” ( ghad. iba Allāh , see Q 4:93, 48.6, or 58.14), for instance, 
it cannot mean something that is in its essence similar to human anger. An 
essential part of human anger is the desire to seek satisfaction: God’s tran-
scendence and His exaltation over any defi ciencies clearly preclude His having 
such a desire. What human anger has in common with God’s anger is that 
both seek to punish. That, al-Ghazālı̄ says, is a correspondence in the fi eld of 
nonessential qualities, which is why the word “anger,” when applied to God, 
corresponds to an entity similar to the known meaning of “anger” as it applies 
to humans. 46  

 All propositions in the Qur’an and in the  h. adı̄th  corpus refer to one of these 
fi ve levels of beings: real, sensible, imaginative, conceptual, or similar. This 
theory has numerous implications that scholars have analyzed and explained. 47  
Several key elements of this theory are based on Avicenna’s theory of prophecy 
and the “inner senses” ( h. awāss bāt.ina ), meaning the human inner faculties of 
sense perception and of thinking. 48  For our purpose, it is important to realize 
that only the fi rst of these fi ve levels of being represents the literal meaning of 
a word; the other four represent a level of fi gurative interpretation ( ta 7wı̄l ) that 
minimizes or denies the validity of the literal meaning. 

 As long as a Muslim acknowledges that the words in revelation refer to one 
of these fi ve levels of existence, al-Ghazālı̄ teaches, he or she cannot be consid-
ered an unbeliever or a clandestine apostate: “You should know that everybody 
who reduces a statement of the lawgiver to one of these degrees is one of those 
who believe.” 49  A Muslim must acknowledge that all the words in revelation 
refer to  something —be it either a being in the outward world or a being in the 
Prophet’s sense perception, imagination, or intellect. Unbelief and apostasy is 
the denial that a word in revelation refers to anything of this kind. Such a de-
nial assumes that the statements of the Prophet are not sincere. As al-Ghazālı̄ 
writes, unbelief occurs: 

 (. . .) when all these meanings are denied and when it is said that 
the statements (of the lawgiver) have no meaning and are only pure 
falsehood ( kidhb ), that the only goal behind (such a false statement) is 
to present things as they are not ( talbı̄s ), or to improve the conditions 
in the present world ( mas. lah. at al-dunyā ). This is pure unbelief and 
clandestine apostasy. 50  

 Unbelief is the failure to acknowledge that there are beings that correspond to 
the reports of revelation. “Corresponds” in this regard means a correspondence 
of words not only to objects of the outside world but also to the Prophet’s sensi-
ble perceptions, to his imaginations, and to his metaphors either as metaphors 
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based on similarities of essential or of accidental attributes. Unbelief is the case 
only when all these possibilities are denied, when it is said that some reports of 
the books of revelation do not correspond to  anything . In all other cases, how-
ever, jurists should not concern themselves with the alleged apostasy of people 
who interpret revelation fi guratively. 

 Al-Ghazālı̄ probably realized that his colleagues in Islamic law would 
hardly follow him through this quite complicated text and apply a criterion 
that does seem rather hard to verify. Later in his book, he presents a much 
more easily applicable criterion of distinction between Islam and apostasy. It is 
based on the identifi cation of three core elements of the Muslim faith that are 
differentiated from less important elements, which al-Ghazālı̄ calls branches 
(  furū ¶ ). Only teachings that violate certain “fundamental doctrines” ( us. ūl 
al- ¶aqā 7id ) should be deemed unbelief and apostasy. These doctrines are limited 
to three: (1) monotheism, (2) Muh. ammad’s prophecy, and (3) the descriptions 
of life after death in the Muslim revelation. 51  If a Muslim explicitly as well as 
implicitly acknowledges these three dogmas, he or she should not be accused 
of unbelief and apostasy. Only the open or the implicit denial of one of these 
three dogmas can lead to the accusation of clandestine apostasy. Once a viola-
tion of one of the three elements becomes evident, however, the state authori-
ties have a right and a responsibility to persecute the violators. 
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  4 

 The Reconciliation of 
Reason and Revelation 
through the “Rule 
of Interpretation” 
( Qānūn al-ta 7wı̄l ) 

 After establishing his criteria for unbelief and clandestine apostasy 
from Islam, al-Ghazālı̄ addresses another distinction, that of a correct 
and a false understanding of revelation. As we discussed earlier, al-
Ghazālı̄ uses two sets of criteria for classifying heterodox beliefs, one 
that determines the boundary between Islam and apostasy and one 
that distinguishes orthodoxy from heterodoxy. The “rule of interpre-
tation” is concerned with the latter distinction between correct and 
false beliefs. This rule of al-Ghazālı̄ classifi es how particular under-
standings of revelation represent the meanings intended by their 
author and how others do not—in other words, which readings are 
considered orthodox and which are heterodox. 

 Al-Ghazālı̄ approaches the distinction between what he sees 
as a correct belief (Greek  ortho-doxus ) and what as an incorrect one 
from the perspective of Qur’an interpretation. Which verses, he asks, 
should be interpreted in a way that deviates from the literal meaning, 
and which verses must be understood in their literal sense? In order 
to establish a correct balance between the authority of the literal 
text of revelation and other competing sources of knowledge—most 
important the human capacity of reason—al-Ghazālı̄ presents a “rule 
of interpretation” ( qānūn al-ta 7wı̄l ). After introducing the fi ve levels of 
being ( marātib al-wujūd ), he continues in his  Decisive Criterion : 

 Hear now the rule of interpretation: You learned that with 
regard to interpretation ( ta 7wı̄l ) the different groups [of 
Islam] agree upon these fi ve levels of being (. . .). They also 
agree that allowing [a reading that deviates from the literal 
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meaning] depends on the production of a demonstration ( burhān ) 
that the literal meaning ( al-z. āhir ) is impossible. 1  

 This passage boldly assumes that all Muslim scholars agree on the fi ve levels 
of existence introduced earlier in this book. Invoking this kind of agreement 
among all Muslim scholars is more than just a rhetorical device. Al-Ghazālı̄ 
is convinced that disputes about the meaning of revelation go back to dis-
agreements about what must be considered certain knowledge. Even the most 
literalist groups among the Muslims must sometimes understand a passage 
in revelation in deviation from its strictly literal wording, al-Ghazālı̄ says. 2  The 
criterion for applying a fi gurative reading depends on the “production of a 
demonstration” ( qiyām al-burhān ) that proves the impossibility of the outward 
meaning ( istih. ālat al-z. āhir ). If an argument can be produced saying that the 
words in the passage in question cannot be valid in their usual meaning, and if 
this argument reaches the high standard of a demonstration, then these words 
must be understood as symbols or metaphors. In this case, the demonstration 
invalidates the reading of the passage on the level of “real being” ( wujūd dhātı̄ ), 
allowing one to consider the reading on the next level of being, the “sensible 
being” ( wujūd h. issı̄ ): 

 The literal meaning ( z. āhir ), which is the fi rst, is the real being ( al-
wujūd al-dhātı̄ ). If it is affi rmed it includes all [the other beings]. If it 
is invalidated, the sensible being applies ( al-wujūd al-h. issı̄  ). If it is af-
fi rmed it includes what comes after it. If it is invalidated the imagina-
tive being ( al-wujūd al-khayālı̄ ) applies, or the conceptual (  ¶aqlı̄  ). If it 
is invalidated, the similar being ( al-wujūd al-shibhı̄  ) applies, which is 
metaphorical. 3  

 The principle is clear: The scholar must fi rst try to understand a word or a 
passage in revelation according to its literal meaning. If, as a result of a dem-
onstration, that is impossible, he must read it on the level of the sensible being 
and assume the word refers to a sensible perception of the Prophet. Again, if a 
demonstration proves that this is impossible, he applies the imaginative being 
and tries to understand the word as a reference to something in the Prophet’s 
imagination. Eventually he will reach a point at which no demonstration estab-
lishes the invalidity of one of the fi ve levels. This is the level on which the word 
or passage must be understood. 

 Dismissing a higher level of being and advancing to a lower one is only 
justifi ed if a demonstrative argument invalidates (lit. “excuses,”  ¶adhara ) the 
higher level: “There is no foregoing one level for a level that does not include 
the earlier one without the necessity of a demonstration.” 4  The many disagree-
ments about how passages in the Qur’an should be read, al-Ghazālı̄ main-
tains, are merely disagreements about what can be proven demonstratively. 
A H. anbalite, for instance, will not accept a demonstration proving that God 
cannot be “above” (   fawq ). Thus he accepts that the word “above” (e.g. Q 12:76 
or 6:18) refers to a “real being,” meaning a spatial relationship, and does not 
allow interpreting this word in a way that deviates from its literal meaning. 
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Al-Ghazālı̄, however, assumes that such a demonstrative argument can be pro-
duced. He therefore concludes that “above,” when used as a description of God, 
cannot have a spatial meaning. Rather, it is meant metaphorically to indicate a 
superior rank. 5  

 Michael E. Marmura stresses in many of his publications that for al-Ghazālı̄, 
the literal sense of revelation can only become subject to “interpretation” ( ta 7wı ̄ l ) 
if a demonstration ( burhān ) shows that it is impossible. 6  “Interpretation” is for 
al-Ghazālı̄ the abandoning of the outward or literal sense, using a reading of 
the word or the passage as a symbol or metaphor. To what the metaphor refers 
is again determined by a demonstrative argument. It should be stressed that for 
al-Ghazālı̄, the text of revelation can have more than one meaning. The “rule 
of interpretation” establishes the most authoritative reading of the text, the one 
referring to the highest possible of the fi ve levels of beings. It determines what 
kind of descriptive information the passage conveys. Once this reading is es-
tablished, it allows all lower levels. These levels establish additional meanings 
of the text. 

 This point should be briefl y explained. In his  Niche of Lights  ( Mishkāt al-
anwār ), al-Ghazālı̄ discusses the meaning of the Qur’anic passage about Moses 
and the burning bush. Sura 20 reports how Moses saw the burning bush and 
approached it, and when he came to it, a voice spoke to him and asked him to 
take off his two sandals. The voice identifi ed itself as that of God and engaged 
in a dialogue with Moses (Q 20:9–36). The Ismā ¶ı̄ lites and some Sufi s claimed 
that God did not truly speak to Moses and that the imperative to Moses to re-
move his sandals (Q 20:12) carries purely metaphorical meaning. Al-Ghazālı̄, 
however, insists that there is no demonstrative argument that invalidates the 
narrative of the Qur’an. It is not impossible that God spoke to Moses from the 
direction of a burning bush. In his  Balanced Book on What-to-Believe , al-Ghazālı̄ 
clarifi es that God’s speech is different from that of humans and does not con-
sist of words (singl.  h. arf   ) or sound ( s. awt ) but is more akin to an inner human 
speech. 7  In any case, no argument can invalidate the imperative to remove 
one’s sandals. The passage informs us that Moses wore sandals and that he was 
asked to remove them, which we assume he did. This reading is on the level 
of the real being ( wujūd dhātı̄  ) and refers to real historical events. In addition, 
however, God’s imperative had a symbolic meaning. The two sandals also refer 
to two parts of the world, the “world of sovereignty” (  ¶ālam al-malakūt ) and the 
“world of sense perception” ( ¶ālam  al-shahāda ). God asked Moses to leave these 
two realms, which may also mean this world and the hereafter, behind and 
turn fully toward God. Thus, the passage also has an inner meaning. Moses did 
two things: he took off his sandals, and he threw off the two worlds. He acted 
outwardly and inwardly. 8  Acknowledging an inner meaning of this passage by 
no means invalidates its outward historical narrative. 

 The strategy of reading an additional inner meaning in a verse whose lit-
eral meaning has already been acknowledged is covered by al-Ghazālı̄’s “rule 
of interpretation.” In his  Decisive Criterion , he says that “the literal meaning 
( al-z. āhir ) (. . .) is the fi rst (. . .), and if it is affi rmed it includes ( tad. ammana ) all 
[the beings].” 9  Before one engages in the exploration of the inner meaning of 
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these verses, one must make sure to acknowledge that their literal sense is true 
and that Moses did actually take his sandals off. In his  Revival of the Religious 
Sciences,  al-Ghazālı̄ says that searching for an inner meaning in passages of 
the revelation is in some ways similar to dream interpretation. 10  In the inter-
pretation of dreams, however, we do not acknowledge that there is truth in the 
literal narrative ( z. āhir ) of the dream. The Arabic word for dream interpreta-
tion— ta ¶bı̄r —means to go from one thing to another, al-Ghazālı̄ points out. 
This term illustrates that in a dream interpretation, we abandon one thing for 
the next. Where a bridge appears in a dream, for instance, we may regard it as a 
symbol for some kind of transition. The visual image of the bridge is abandoned 
once its symbolic character is understood. This technique of dream interpreta-
tion, however, is not the right way to approach the text of revelation. Al-Ghazālı̄ 
claims that this is what the Ismā ¶ı̄lites do when they unduly dismiss the out-
ward wording and jump toward an inner meaning ( bāt.in ). Indeed, one must 
acknowledge the outward sense and seek the meaning that the text also “calls 
attention to.” The text contains words that “call attention to the inner meanings” 
( al-tanbı̄h li-l-bawāt.in ). The difference between the technique of dream interpre-
tation ( ta ¶bı̄r ) and that of “detecting the suggestions” ( tanbı̄h ) of the text is that 
the latter acknowledges the outward wording while the former ignores it. 11  

 In the books of revelation, the prophets give expression to visions or to 
pictures that appear similar to visions that other people receive during their 
sleep. Unlike ordinary dreams, however, the prophets’ visions are truthful 
( s. ādiq ) and relate events that have either happened in the past or will happen 
in the future. 12  Like ordinary dreams, the prophets’ visions also carry an inner 
meaning. This inner meaning is expressed in symbols ( mithāl )—which are not 
allegories—that require deciphering by the attentive reader of revelation. 13  

 In his  Revival,  al-Ghazālı̄ says that when the prophets convey their mes-
sage to humanity ( khalq ), they must make use of symbols and parables ( d. arb 
al-amthāl ). God commissioned the prophets to speak with those to whom they 
have been sent according to their understanding (  ¶alā qadr ¶uqūlihim ). Ignorant 
people will only understand the outward meaning of these symbols and para-
bles; only the educated ( al- ¶ālimūn ) understand the inner meaning ( al-ma ¶nā ). 14  
In another passage from the introduction of the  Revival,  al-Ghazālı̄ clarifi es 
that prophets can only convey information about the  general method  of how 
humans can achieve theoretical knowledge (  ¶ilm al-mukāshafa ) about God, His 
attributes, and the fundamental constitution of the universe. The prophets can 
guide ( arshada ) their followers toward this knowledge, but they cannot convey 
it openly. The limited understanding of the people would spoil their efforts and 
lead to dangerous confusions. When the prophets talk about this kind of theo-
retical knowledge, they must use allusions ( rumūz ), the method of symboliza-
tion ( sabı̄l al-tamthı̄l ), and summarization ( ijmāl ). The scholars are the heirs of 
the prophets in this regard. They must take the prophets as their models and re-
frain from conveying the highest theoretical knowledge openly to the people. 15  

 Whereas the prophets cannot talk openly about theoretical knowledge, they 
do bring a clear message with regard to human actions ( mu ¶āmalāt ). The proph-
ets have a distinctly political function. Politics for al-Ghazālı̄ aims at reforming 
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people and guiding them toward achieving salvation in the afterlife. Prophets 
hold the highest political authority. They stand above the other three groups of 
holders of political authority, namely, (1) the caliphs, kings, and sultans, (2) the 
religious scholars, and (3) the popular preachers. The superiority of the proph-
ets rests on the fact that they alone have the means to reach the inner convic-
tions of the educated as well as those of the ordinary people. Caliphs, kings, and 
sultans use compulsion to achieve outward compliance with the law, and the 
scholars and preachers only reach either the educated people or the masses. 16  

 Three Different Types of Passages in Revelation 

 When seen in the light of the larger confl ict between reason and the literal 
meaning of revelation, al-Ghazālı̄’s rule of interpretation effectively divides the 
verses and passages of the Qur’an and the prophetical  h. adı̄th  into three differ-
ent groups. 

 (1) In the fi rst group fall those passages that are contradicted by a demon-
strative argument. Here reason abrogates the literal wording of revelation. It 
should be stressed, however, that from al-Ghazālı̄’s perspective, reason in no 
way abrogates or even overrules revelation. It simply determines how this text 
is meant to be understood by its author. Reason and revelation come from the 
same source and must teach the same deeper truths. In these cases, rational-
ity establishes the inner meaning ( bāt.in ) of the text, with the outer meaning 
( z. āhir ) becoming invalid. This group of passages in revelation consists largely 
of those verses in which God is described in anthropomorphic language. Valid 
demonstrations establish that God is not like a human, which requires us to 
interpret these verses in a way that deviates from the literal meaning. 

 The large majority of passages in revelation are those that are not contra-
dicted by a demonstrative argument. These fall into two subgroups, which to-
gether with the fi rst group of passages add up to three groups overall. Among 
those that are not contradicted by reason are a group of passages (2) in which 
the results of demonstrative proofs either agree with or do not affect the text of 
revelation. These are the great majority of verses, in which the literal wording 
of the text remains untouched. Most historical narratives fall into this group. 

 The last group (3) are those passages in which no possible demonstrative 
proof exists to contradict the information conveyed in revelation. This is the 
most vital category in al-Ghazālı̄’s theory of interpreting revelation. Al-Ghazālı̄ 
is convinced, for instance, that rationality cannot possibly convey certain knowl-
edge about what will happen in the afterlife. “No rational argument averts that 
what has been promised with regard to paradise and hell in the afterlife will 
happen.” 17  In the twentieth discussion of the  Incoherence,  al-Ghazālı̄ attempts 
to show that no demonstration proves that the bodily character of the afterlife is 
impossible. 18  Since humans have no certain way of knowing about the afterlife 
other than through revelation, they must accept the information that revelation 
conveys in this fi eld: “The indications in the Qur’an and the prophetical  h. adı̄th  
that explain [what will happen] on the Day of Judgment and those that explain 
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the connection of God’s knowledge with detailed events reach a limit that is not 
receptive to interpretation.” 19  

 The reader of revelation must fi rst determine into which of the three groups 
a verse or a passage falls. If a passage of revelation gives information that can-
not be challenged by a demonstration, because no rational argument can es-
tablish knowledge about this aspect of revelation, the reader must then accept 
the outward meaning of the text. This analysis requires a thorough exploration 
of the fi elds of knowledge in which demonstration cannot be accomplished. If, 
however, the information given in a certain verse or passage falls into a fi eld of 
knowledge where demonstration is possible, then the results of demonstration 
determine whether the literal meaning is the intended one or whether it must 
be read as a symbol or metaphor. 

 According to al-Ghazālı̄, our understanding of revelation depends on a 
thorough determination of what can be established demonstratively and what 
cannot. From the discussion in the  Incoherence,  it is clear that when al-Ghazālı̄ 
uses the word “demonstration” ( burhān ), he has the high standard of Aristo-
telian apodeixis in mind. 20  Demonstration produces “necessity” ( d. arūra ), and 
only this can justify foregoing the authority of revelation’s literal wording. 21  In 
order to learn what “demonstration” truly entails, al-Ghazālı̄ refers his readers 
to his  Touchstone of Reasoning in Logic  ( Mih. akk al-naz.ar ), a work in which he 
introduces Aristotelian logics to a readership within the religious sciences. 22  
Al-Ghazālı̄ also recommends his short book,  The Correct Balance  ( al-Q ist.ās 
al-mustaqı̄m ), initially composed as a  streitschrif  t  against the Ismā ¶ı̄ lites, who 
in their propaganda rejected logics and the necessity of rational arguments. 23  
There al-Ghazālı̄ teaches fi ve different types of “balances”—a cipher for syl-
logisms. Once these fi ve different syllogisms are fully understood, he believes 
that they can solve a myriad of disagreements about what constitutes “cer-
tain knowledge” ( yaqı̄n ). Following this path—meaning applying Aristotelian 
logic—would likely settle most disagreements about what can be demonstrably 
proven and what cannot be proven. 24  

 Al-Ghazālı̄ follows Aristotle and the  falāsifa  in their opinion that reason 
(‘ aql ) is executed most purely and precisely by formulating demonstrative argu-
ments, which reach a level at which their conclusions are beyond doubt. He 
remains true to the rationalist approach, which was shared by both Ash ¶arites 
as well as  falāsifa , that our understanding of revelation is determined by what 
can and cannot be established through reason. Unlike the  falāsifa , however, al-
Ghazālı̄ assumes that there is a surplus of information on the side of revelation 
that rationality cannot match. His rule of interpretation responds to this situa-
tion and makes room for the epistemological authority of Qur’an and  sunna . 

 A Dispute about al-Ghazālı̄’s Approach: Ibn Ghaylān 
versus Fakhr al-Dı̄n al-Rāzı̄ 

 Around the year 580/1185, more than seventy years after al-Ghazālı̄’s death, the 
Muslim theologian Fakhr al-Dı̄n al-Rāzı̄ (d. 606/1210) passed through the town 
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of T. ūs-T. ābarān and visited the small madrasa where al-Ghazālı̄ had taught. Al-
Rāzı̄, who was in his early forties at this time, had already published books on 
Islamic theology and a commentary on Avicenna’s  Pointers and Reminders  ( al-
Ishārāt wa-l-tanbı̄hāt ). He must have had a signifi cant reputation, as he reports 
that the local scholars of T. ūs put him in al-Ghazālı̄’s chamber ( s. awma ¶a ) and 
disputed with him. Al-Rāzı̄ provoked the scholars of the place, who may have 
considered themselves the custodians of al-Ghazālı̄’s heritage, by offering one 
hundred dinars—a very signifi cant sum—to anyone who could successfully 
defend any of al-Ghazālı̄’s teachings from the logical part of his  Choice Essen-
tials  ( al-Mustas.   fā ). 25  In his own account of this wager, al-Rāzı̄ departs as the 
uncontested victor, his adversaries readily admitting their inability to defend 
their teacher and conceding the weakness of al-Ghazālı̄’s teachings. 26  

 Later, during his travels in Khorasan and Transoxania, al-Rāzı̄ came to 
Samarkand and visited its most famous scholar, Farı̄d al-Dı̄n ibn Ghaylān al-
Balkhı̄ (d.  c.  590/1195). 27  Like many scholars whom al-Rāzı̄ met on his travels, 
he was a Ghazalian. Ibn Ghaylān, who was now in his seventies, had studied at 
the Niz. āmiyya madrasa in Merw and in Nishapur and later became associated 
with Sharaf al-Dı̄n al-Mas ¶ūdı̄, a scholar with whom al-Rāzı̄ also disputed in 
582/1186. 28  Al-Mas ¶ūdı̄ had written what is probably the earliest commentary to 
Avicenna’s  Pointers and Reminders.  29  His student Ibn Ghaylān held al-Mas ¶ūdı̄’s 
scholarship in high regard. He mentions him in the same breath as al-Ghazālı̄, 
describing both as prime examples of  kalām  scholars who had mastered log-
ics and metaphysics and who were able to distinguish the correct teachings 
of the  falāsifa  from the incorrect ones. 30  Ibn Ghaylān ventures to do the same 
when soon after the violent uprising of the Turk nomads in 548–49 / 1153–54, 
he wrote a book of refutation against Avicenna’s teaching on the pre-eternity of 
the world. 31  In this work,  The Creation of the World in Time  ( H. udūth al- ¶ālam ), 
he refutes a short epistle by Avicenna in which the philosopher collects the 
arguments in favor of the world’s pre-eternity. In the fi rst part of his book, Ibn 
Ghaylān engages in a detailed refutation of these arguments, thus aiming to 
establish the world’s creation in time. 32  

 Fakhr al-Dı̄n al-Rāzı̄ took issue with this approach. In his autobiographic 
report of the disputes he had with scholars in Transoxania, he writes that he 
was eager to talk with Ibn Ghaylān. When he reached Samarkand, he rushed 
to Ibn Ghaylān’s house, but his host treated him with indifference. When he 
fi nally took time for his guest, al-Rāzı̄ asked him in a curt manner about his 
book on the creation of the world in time. “Avicenna wrote an epistle,” Ibn 
Ghaylān answered, “as a response to well-known arguments refuting [the po-
sition that] temporary created things can have no beginning. I responded to 
that epistle and showed that his arguments are weak.” 33  At this point al-Rāzı̄ 
apparently lost his temper and confronted Ibn Ghaylān with the objection 
that nothing is gained from refuting the position of a single scholar. Different 
philosophers held different opinions about the pre-eternity of the world, and 
whereas Aristotle’s teachings on this subject agree with Avicenna’s teachings, 
other philosophers produced different arguments. Refuting Avicenna’s argu-
ments leaves the arguments of Abū Bakr al-Rāzı̄ (d.  c.  323/935), for instance, 
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intact. “If one follows this method,” Fakhr al-Dı̄n al-Rāzı̄ continued, “one will 
not arrive at rational and scholarly research ( bah. th ); rather this is merely a sort 
of disputation ( mujādala ) with a certain person on a certain subject.” 34  

 Fakhr al-Dı̄n al-Rāzı̄’s criticism is unjustifi ed, at least in its vigor. Ibn 
Ghaylān’s method is not simply a rhetorical disputation that lacks scholarly 
rigor. Rather, he follows al-Ghazālı̄’s method to establish the authority of rev-
elation on the question of whether the world was created in time or exists from 
past eternity. Ibn Ghaylān’s goal is to show that the arguments that support 
the position that he opposes are baseless. Behind this strategy stands the con-
viction that the point he wishes to prove is already established in revelation. 
Like al-Ghazālı̄, Ibn Ghaylān believes that creation in time is an established 
tenet of Islam. As long as there is no convincing rational argument that proves 
the world’s pre-eternity, the temporal origination of all bodies in this world re-
mains established. Since Avicenna enjoyed the reputation of having produced 
the most convincing rational arguments in favor of the world’s pre-eternity, 
disproving him establishes—according to Ghazalian principles—the world’s 
creation in time. “With regard to this question,” Ibn Ghaylān responded to 
Fakhr al-Dı̄n, “I only respond to Avicenna. Once I had refuted his teachings on 
eternal motion, this was suffi cient for me to uphold [the position that] bodies 
are created in time.” 35  

 There is, however, a problem with al-Ghazālı̄’s and Ibn Ghaylān’s ap-
proach to this particular question that Fakhr al-Dı̄n seems to have recognized. 
Although there is ample evidence in revelation for the positions that God has 
detailed knowledge of His creations and that reward and punishment in the 
afterlife take the forms of bodily pains and pleasures, there is no Qur’anic pas-
sage that clearly expresses that the world was created from nothing at one point 
in time. Averroes closely examined al-Ghazālı̄’s argument as to why the  falāsifa  
should be condemned for the three teachings mentioned. He agreed that God’s 
detailed knowledge of his creation and the bodily character of the afterlife are 
elements of the Muslim creeds and that even a philosopher must acknowledge 
these two points. 36  No such acknowledgment needs to be made in the case of 
the eternity of the world: revelation is silent on this issue. In his  Decisive Treatise  
( Fas. l al-maqāl ), Averroes writes: 

 If the outward meaning of revelation ( z. āhir al-shar ¶  ) is scrutinized it 
will become evident that the verses that provide information about 
the bringing into existence of the world [say] that its [current] form 
is really created in time but that existence itself and time extend 
continuously in both directions, [past and future], I mean without 
interruption. 37  

 Averroes discusses a few verses from the Qur’an that actually point toward 
this interpretation. Verse 11:7, on the one hand, mentions the creation of the 
heavens and earth in six days, while also assuming that God’s throne ( al- ¶arsh ) 
existed before. Verse 14:48, on the other hand, implies that after the end of this 
world, another world will come into existence. “It is not [said] in revelation,” 
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Averroes concludes, “that God existed together with pure nothingness (  ¶adam ). 
There is simply no [conclusive] text ( nas. s.  ) that says so.” 38  Fakhr al-Dı̄n al-Rāzı̄, 
who most probably had no knowledge of Averroes’s  Decisive Treatise , comes to a 
similar conclusion. In his theological summa,  The Elevated Issues in the Divine 
Science  ( al-Mat.ālib al- ¶āliya min al- ¶ilm al-ilāhı̄ ), in a chapter that stretches over 
fi ve pages, he reviews the textual evidence in revelation for either creation in 
time or the pre-eternity of the world. He fi nds no clear statement in favor of 
either position and concludes that revelation leaves this issue open. 39  

 Al-Ghazālı̄ was evidently aware of this problem. In his  Decisive Criterion for 
Distinguishing Islam from Clandestine Apostasy , in which he argues that the legal 
judgment of unbelief ( kufr ) requires that the accused has violated a core tenet of 
Islam, he nowhere mentions the philosophical position of the world’s pre-eter-
nity.  The Decisive Criterion  lists three doctrines of Islam whose violation must 
be considered unbelief and apostasy: monotheism, prophecy, and revelations’ 
descriptions of life after death. 40  The world’s creation in time is not brought up 
in this book. Here the  falāsifa  are only condemned because they negate God’s 
knowledge of the individuals and the bodily character of the afterlife. 41  In neither 
the  Incoherence  nor other works, in which the position of the world’s pre-eternity 
is condemned as unbelief and apostasy, does al-Ghazālı̄ succeed in providing a 
convincing legal justifi cation for his ruling. 42  Averroes, who generally accepted 
al-Ghazālı̄’s rules for determining unbelief and apostasy, assumed quite cor-
rectly that al-Ghazālı̄ had condemned the position of the world’s pre-eternity 
because it violates the consensus of the Muslims ( ijmā ¶ al-muslimı̄n ). Averroes, 
however, protested that no such consensus exists. As long as the Muslim  falāsifa  
uphold the world’s pre-eternity with demonstrative arguments, a consensus 
may exist only among the  mutakallimūn.  Such a limited accord, however, cannot 
justify a judgment on the unbelief and apostasy of the Muslim  falāsifa . 43  

 For Ibn Ghaylān, who approaches the issue of the world’s eternity from a 
distinctly Ghazalian perspective, the world’s pre-eternity can be seen as a false 
position simply because it cannot be demonstratively proven. The opposing 
position—that the world was created in time—takes its truth from a higher 
authority than reason. Ibn Ghaylān says that Avicenna’s teachings oppose 
Islam ( mukhālafa li-l-Islām ), particularly those on the pre-eternal character of 
the world. 44  Ibn Ghaylān was well aware that he was walking in the shoes of 
al-Ghazālı̄’s  Incoherence,  and he gives him ample credit. 45  Unlike his adversary 
Fakhr al-Dı̄n al-Rāzı̄, however, Ibn Ghaylān does not discuss the Qur’anic evi-
dence before he engages in a refutation of Avicenna’s arguments. Also unlike 
al-Ghazālı̄ in his  Incoherence , Ibn Ghaylān presents and discusses the  kalām  
arguments in favor of the world’s creation in time. 46  Yet like al-Ghazālı̄, he si-
lently assumes that the world’s temporal creation is established on an authority 
that transcends reason and that refuting all claims of demonstrating otherwise 
establishes this doctrine on religious grounds. Showing that there are no de-
monstrative arguments that prove the world’s pre-eternity is, of course, easier 
than establishing creation in time with one’s own demonstrative arguments. 
Given that there is a certain balance of arguments, of which none truly reaches 
the threshold of apodeixis, al-Ghazālı̄ and many religious scholars after him 
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assumed that, in this question, a religious authority—meaning revelation or 
the consensus of Muslims—tips the scale. 

 Demonstrative Knowledge ( burhān ) and Its Opposite—Emulation 
of Authorities ( taqlı̄d ) 

 The dispute between Fakhr al-Dı̄n al-Rāzı̄ and Ibn Ghaylān reveals both the 
strengths and the weaknesses of al-Ghazālı̄’s approach toward confl icts be-
tween reason and the revealed text. First of all, al-Ghazālı̄ was a distinctly ra-
tionalist theologian who generally accepted the Aristotelian notion of apodeixis 
( burhān ) and the  falāsifa ’s claim that they can resolve certain scientifi c prob-
lems beyond doubt. On numerous instances, al-Ghazālı̄ argued against other 
notions of rationality that are, in his view, more vague and less verifi able than 
demonstrations. In his  Straight Balance  ( al-Q  ist.ās al-mustaqı ̄ m ), for instance, 
he polemicizes against the use of “opinion” ( ra 7i ) and “legal analogy” ( qiyās ) as 
criteria for truth, and he censures other Muslim scholars for deviating from 
the outward text of revelation on such feeble grounds. 47  “Let there be a rule for 
what counts as a demonstrative proof ( burhān ) among [the scholars of Islam] 
that they all agree upon and acknoweldge,” al-Ghazālı̄ demands in his  Decisive 
Criterion . 48  This rule ( qānūn ) is available in the form of the standard for neces-
sary ( d. arūrı̄ ), certain ( yaqı̄n) , and decisive ( qāt.i ¶ ) knowledge, he says. While the 
fi ve outer senses such as eyesight, smell, and so forth commit many sorts of er-
rors when they perceive the world, the human faculty of rationality (  ¶aql ) is—if 
pursued in a correct way as demonstration—immune ( munnazih ) to error. 49  
Once all Muslim scholars accept demonstration, the doctrinal disputes will 
likely near an end. 50  In fact, the errors of unbelievers, innovators, and deviators 
( gumrāhān ) are a direct result of their faults in the method of rational argu-
ments ( t.ariq-i h. ujjat ). Knowledge is the cure of all error. 51  

 In his autobiography, al-Ghazālı̄ asks his readers to take a sober look at 
the teachings of the  falāsifa . Those that are unbelief must be condemned, and 
those that are heretical innovations (singl.  bid ¶a ) should be rejected. However, 
other teachings of the  falāsifa  may be correct, al-Ghazālı̄ adds; and despite their 
philosophical background, they should be accepted by the Muslim community. 
Each teaching must be judged by itself, and if found sound and in accordance 
with revelation, it should be adopted. 52  This attitude leads to a widespread appli-
cation of Aristotelian teachings in al-Ghazālı̄’s works on Muslim theology and 
ethics. When in his autobiography he defends himself against the accusation of 
having reproduced a philosophical position in his own works, he explains that 
no group has a monopoly on truth. It is false to assume that these positions can 
only be found in the books of the  falāsifa : 

 If these teachings are by themselves based on reason ( ma ¶qūl ), [if they 
are] corroborated by demonstration ( burhān ), and are not  contrary 
to the Qur’an and the  sunna , why should they be shunned and 
 abandoned? 53  
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 If all truth must be abandoned, if it comes from a person who previously had 
voiced some false ideas, one would have to forgo much of what is commonly 
considered true. The greatest mistake people make, al-Ghazālı̄ continues, is 
that they assess the truth of a statement by the standard of who says it. Truth 
is never known by means of an authority; rather, authorities are known by the 
fact that they speak truth. 54  

 Although demonstration is for al-Ghazālı̄  a God-given standard of ra-
tionality—it is the “touchstone of reasoning” taught in his book with that 
title—he sees a human tendency to deviate from this measure and to accept 
as true those teachings that are familiar from youth. This tendency to fall 
into an uncritical acceptance ( taqlı̄d ) of what is familiar is the enemy of the 
inborn faculty (   fi t.ra ) of accepting demonstrative arguments. For al-Ghazālı̄ , 
uncritical acceptance ( taqlı̄d ) is the root of all falsehood. The above described 
tendency of judging a teaching by its teacher is just one of the many varieties 
in which  taqlı̄d  manifests itself. 

 It must be stressed that al-Ghazālı̄ held two teachings with regard to  taqlı̄d . 
In the case of the ordinary people (  ¶awāmm ), who are not scholars and there-
fore unfamiliar with Muslim theology, reliance on  taqlı̄d  is recommended and 
indeed necessary. “The fi rmly-grounded belief ( al-ı̄mān al-rāsikh ) is the belief 
of the ordinary people that attains in their hearts during [their] youth through 
the repeated appearance of what is heard.” 55  For al-Ghazālı̄, the belief ( ı̄mān ) of 
the masses is a naive religious assent to something one hasn’t understood. It 
is not fi rm enough to count as knowledge (  ¶ilm ). 56  The scholars of Islam must 
base their opinions and judgments on knowledge. 57  In his  Revival,  he defi nes 
 taqlı̄d  as “relying upon something one has heard from someone else (. . .) or 
upon books and texts.” 58  Other than in the case of prophets, scholars should 
never rely on other people’s opinions. Such reliance is “unsatisfactory” ( ghayr 
murd. in ) and cannot be justifi ed. Unjustifi ed  taqlı̄d  and demonstration are for 
al-Ghazālı̄ opposites; and while the partisans of truth are those who apply 
demonstration, all those who oppose al-Ghazālı̄ and his teachings are guilty of 
some kind of  taqlı̄d . His conservative adversaries among the Sunni groups can-
not disentangle the truth of a statement from the reputation of whoever says it. 
The Ismā ¶ı̄ lites’ greatest fault is that they slavishly follow the teachings of their 
Imam, who is infallible in their opinion. 59  

 In the case of the  falāsifa , uncritical acceptance has taken a curious form. 
Because of the development of the demonstrative method by philosophers 
such as Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle, the Muslim  falāsifa  uncritically repeat the 
view that philosophy is superior to revelation and that they are superior to the 
Muslim theologians. 60  The Muslim  falāsifa  have developed a hubris that leads 
them to uncritically accept the arguments for the pre-eternity of the world, for 
instance, or to favor the view that God cannot know particulars. The philos-
ophers claim to “be distinct from their companions and peers [in the other 
sciences] by virtue of a special clever talent and intelligence.” 61  This sense of 
superiority stems from the claims they make in their logic. The demonstrative 
method claims indubitability and the sense of possessing an infallible scientifi c 
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method. 62  For the  falāsifa,  this sense shapes a conviction that they have knowl-
edge and intelligence superior to their peers in the religious sciences. Because 
of their belief in demonstration, some have lost all respect for revelation and 
no longer perform the ritual duties prescribed therein. In his  Incoherence,  
al-Ghazālı̄ sets out to prove that many of the  falāsifa ’s arguments cannot be 
considered demonstrations. For generations, the  falāsifa  deluded themselves 
by uncritically repeating that they could answer these particular questions de-
monstratively. Al-Ghazālı̄ accepts  taqlı̄d  only in the case of the prophets: they are 
the only humans whose teachings should be uncritically accepted. Following 
any other person uncritically inevitably leads into error. 63  

 Fakhr al-Dı̄n al-Rāzı̄’s harsh accusations against Ibn Ghaylān illustrate, 
however, that the Ghazalian method can fail to produce clear-cut positions to 
those questions to which neither demonstration nor revelation can offer a con-
clusive answer. Fakhr al-Dı̄n realized that revelation does not settle the dispute 
over the world’s pre-eternity. Attacking the arguments of the  falāsifa  has little ef-
fect in this situation. If one accepts that there are no demonstrative arguments 
in favor of the world’s pre-eternity—as some Aristotelians in the generations 
after al-Ghazālı̄ were indeed willing to do—the situation requires careful con-
sideration and weighing arguments that may not be demonstrative and that 
carry different convincing forces. 64  Al-Ghazālı̄’s epistemology was unprepared 
for this situation. 

 Cosmology is precisely one of those questions in which al-Ghazālı̄ believed 
that neither revelation nor demonstration provides a conclusive answer as to 
how God acts upon His creation. We will see that the position that al-Ghazālı̄ 
developed for cosmology is sincere and true to his principles. Once he realized 
that neither of the two principal sources in his own epistemology—reason and 
revelation—could settle the matter, al-Ghazālı̄ simply lost interest in cosmol-
ogy as a scientifi c question. Additionally, al-Ghazālı̄ deliberately aimed to avoid 
ambiguities in his writings. Because he had no clear position to posit, he never 
explained his stance on the confl ict between occasionalism and secondary cau-
sality. The failure to clarify his position on cosmology, however, did lead to 
profound confusions among many of his interpreters.  



 5 

 Cosmology in Early Islam 
 Developments That Led to al-Ghazālı̄’s 
 Incoherence of the Philosophers  

 According to the German philosopher Christian Wolff (1679–1754), 
who fi rst used the word, the term “cosmology” refers to the most gen-
eral knowledge of the world and the universe, of the composite and 
modifi able nature of its being. Cosmology, however, existed long be-
fore the eighteenth century in the form of theories about the general 
structure and composition of the world. Often it has been connected 
to cosmogony, which refers to the explanation of how this world 
came about. For instance, the fi rst chapter of the Bible, the book 
of Genesis, offers a report about how God created the heavens and 
the earth, light and darkness, water and land, and all the plants and 
creatures of this world. The Qur’an refers at several points to the crea-
tion of the heavens and the earth in six days (e.g. in Q 7:54); yet in the 
Muslim revelation, there is no single passage that is as central to its 
cosmogony as the Genesis report is to the Bible. The Qur’an doesn’t 
introduce its readers to how God created the world; rather, it assumes 
that the readers or listeners already have some basic knowledge about 
this process and clarifi es certain details. 

 Short accounts of creation are sprinkled all over the Qur’an. 
They mention that the seven heavens were created from smoke, 
forming layers, one above the other (Q 41:11–12, 67:3). These heavens 
are spheres (singl.  falak ), in each of which swims a celestial body 
such as the sun or the moon (Q 21:33, 36:40). In the seventh heaven, 
in which the angels praise God and seek forgiveness for the believers, 
sits the divine throne (   ¶arsh ), carried by angels who move in rows 
(Q 40:7, 89:22). This throne “extends over” ( wasi  ¶a ) the heavens and 
the earth (Q 2:255), with God as the Lord of this throne (Q: 9:129). 
The lowest heaven is adorned with lights (Q 41:12), which are the sun 
and the moon (Q 71:16, 78:13), the stars, and the constellations of the 
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zodiac (Q 37:6, 15:16). The earth was created within two days (Q 41:9) from an 
integrated disk-shaped mass (Q 21:30). Paralleling the seven heavens, there are 
seven layers of “earths” (Q 65:12). The whole edifi ce of heavens and earth is 
surrounded by two waters, separated by a barrier ( barzakh,  Q 55:19–20). God 
created the fi rst humans from dust or from various kinds of clay (Q 3:52, 23:12, 
55:14, 15:26). While creating humans, God also created the demons (singl.  jinn ) 
from smokeless fi re (Q 55:15). 

 Like the two different strains of narrative that have been collated to the 
Genesis report of the Old Testament, the creation narratives in the Qur’an are 
not always compatible with one another. 1  Yet they do convey a sense of purpose 
for each element of God’s creation. God creates effortlessly but deliberately, 
and He chooses between alternatives (Q 4:133, 5:17, 14:19–20, 35:16–17). God has 
merely to say, “’Be!’ And it is” ( kun fa-yakūnu , Q 3:47, 3:59, 6:73, etc.); He has 
power over all things (   ¶alā kull shay 7qadı̄r , Q 64.1, 65.12, 66.8, 67.1). 

 Ash ¶arite Occasionalism in the Generations before al-Ghazālı̄ 

 It is the task of theologians to make sense of revelation and develop cohesive 
explanations to clarify these verses and make them consistent with what we 
know about the world from other sources, including our daily experience. Dis-
putes about cosmology are prompted by concerns that have little to do with the 
creation reports in revelation. In Islamic theology, comprehensive cosmological 
theories developed in the context of an early theological debate on the nature of 
human actions. If God has power over all things, how can we explain that hu-
mans are also under the impression that they have power over their own actions? 
Do humans have the power ( qudra ) to carry out their own actions, or is God the 
force actualizing this power? And if God solely possesses this power, why does 
the human earn God’s blame for bad actions and His reward for good ones? 

 In the fi rst/seventh century, the theological confl ict between a human’s re-
sponsibility for his or her actions and God’s omnipotence initiated discussions 
that subsequently led to the development of comprehensive theological sys-
tems. During the second/eighth century, a group of theologians who defended 
the view that humans—and not God—decide and execute their own actions 
developed systematic positions about the nature of God and the effects of His 
obligations on His human creations. This group, the Mu  ¶tazilites, argued that 
humans have a free choice ( ikhtiyār ) whether to obey or disobey God’s com-
mands. On the other side of the argument, the opponents of the Mu  ¶tazilites 
pointed to verses in the Qur’an in which God claims responsibility for peo-
ple becoming unbelievers since He “seals their heart” and thus prevents them 
from obeying His command to believe (Q 2:7). People become unbelievers, not 
because they choose, but rather because God makes them become unbeliev-
ers. This notion was unacceptable to the Mu  ¶tazilites, who held that God is su-
premely just and would never commit an act of injustice. Preventing someone 
from becoming a believer and later punishing the same person for his or her 
unbelief would be unjust. 
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 At the beginning of the fourth/tenth century, al-Ash ¶arı̄ (d. 324/935–36), a 
renegade Mu ¶tazilite theologian, pointed to what he saw as a fundamental in-
compatibility in the Mu ¶tazilite system: God cannot both be just and also leave 
humans a free choice over their actions. Assuming that God knows whether 
people will act good or bad during their lives and that it is God who decides 
about their time of death, how do the Mu ¶tazilites explain why an infant, who 
dies without doing either good or bad deeds, lacks the chance to earn rewards 
in the afterlife, even though numerous wretched people are allowed to live long 
lives in which they thoughtlessly waste their chances to obey God—chances 
that the infant craved in vain. If we apply to God the same principles of justice 
that we apply to human actions, it is unjust that He would let the wrongdoers 
continue to do wrong when He knows they will end up in hell. It would be 
more just to let them die as infants, as He allows with many of His creatures. 2  

 Al-Ash ¶arı̄ and his students developed a radical critique of Mu ¶tazilite the-
ology. Among the central motifs of early Ash ¶arite theology was the preserva-
tion of God’s complete control over His creation. In their desire to safeguard 
the Creator’s omnipotence, Ash ¶arites developed a truly original cosmology that 
came to be known as occasionalism. One key element of Ash ¶arite occasional-
ism is atomism. Earlier, Mu ¶tazilites had argued that all physical objects consist 
of smaller parts, which at one point can no longer be divided ( lā yatajazza  7u ). 
All bodies consist of such parts—atoms—which are the indivisible substances 
(singl.  jawhar ) of the bodies. Atoms are the smallest units of matter and are 
by themselves bare of all color, structure, smell, or taste. Atoms gain these 
sensory attributes only after they are assembled into bodies. Their attributes 
are viewed as “accidents” (singl.   ¶arad.  ) that inhere in the substances, that is, 
the atoms of bodies. Accidents exist only when they subsist in the atoms of a 
body. And while they cannot exist without bodies, bodies also need accidents 
in order to exist because the atoms are by themselves without any attributes. 
All accidents together constitute the content of the present reality of any given 
particular thing. 3  

 The atomist theory developed in  kalām  literature is different from mod-
ern ideas about the atom, for instance, because it assumes that atoms are by 
themselves completely powerless and have no predetermined way of reacting 
to other atoms or to accidents. Every nonmaterial being—such as an odor, an 
impression, or an idea—is understood as an accident of a material being. The 
 mutakallimūn  taught that when a human believes in God’s existence, the atoms 
of his heart carry the accident of “belief in God.” When an architect has a plan 
for a building, the atoms of her brain carry the accident of that plan. Both the 
atoms and the accidents are by themselves devoid of all power and need to be 
combined in order to create bodies, be they animated or lifeless. Atoms are 
empty building blocks, so to speak, and they only constitute the shape of a body. 
All other characteristics are formed by the accidents that inhere in the body. 
This kind of atomism appealed to al-Ash ¶arı̄ because it does not assume that 
potentialities in things limit how these things will develop in the future. Such 
potentialities would limit God’s action. Al-Ash ¶arı̄ insisted upon the nonexis-
tence of any true potentiality outside of God. 4  In principle, any atom can adopt 
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any kind of accident as long as God has created the association of this particular 
atom with that particular accident. 

 Ash ¶arites adopted their understanding of physical processes from ear-
lier theories developed in Mu ¶tazilite  kalām . The Mu ¶tazilite movement was 
particularly rich in attempts to explain physical processes. Some Mu ¶tazilites 
speculated that movements are not continuous processes but consist of smaller 
leaps (singl.  t.afra ) that our senses cannot detect and whose sum we perceive 
as a continuously fl owing movement. This theory, in turn, led other Mu ¶tazilite 
thinkers to assume that time itself is not a continuous fl ow but is rather a 
fast procession of “moments” (singl.  waqt ), which again is concealed from our 
senses. 5  

 Mu ¶tazilite thinkers had already discussed these ideas when al-Ash ¶arı̄ 
adopted them, combined them, and formulated what became known as an 
occasionalist cosmology. Its main components are the atomism of the earlier 
 mutakallimūn  plus the idea that time is a leaped sequence of moments. The 
latter idea is sometimes called an “atomism of time.” 6  Mu ¶tazilites had already 
developed the idea that accidents cannot subsist from one moment to another. 
They need to be created every moment anew. And since bodies cannot exist 
without accidents, bodies exist from one moment to the next only because God 
creates their accidents anew in every moment. In order for an atom to exist 
from one moment to another, God has to create the accident of “subsistence” 
( baqā  7 ) every moment He wants the atom to persist. This leads to a cosmology 
in which in each moment, God must assign the accidents to the atoms and 
to the bodies they form. When one moment ends, He creates new accidents 
in the next moments; and through these new accidents, He ensures that the 
atoms persist. None of the accidents created in the second moment has any 
causal relation to the accidents in the earlier moment. If a body has a certain at-
tribute from one moment to another, then God created two identical accidents 
inhering in that body. Movement and development occur when God decides to 
deviate from the arrangement of the moment before. A ball is moved, for ex-
ample, when in the second moment of two, the atoms of the ball are created at 
a specifi c distance from the locus of the fi rst moment. The distance determines 
the speed of the movement. The ball thus jumps in leaps over the playing fi eld, 
as do the players’ limbs and their whole bodies. This also applies to the atoms 
of the air if there is some wind. In every moment, God rearranges all the atoms 
of this world and creates their accidents anew—thus creating a new world every 
moment. 7  

 Occasionalism was conceived out of a strong desire to grant God control 
over each and every single element of His creation at every point in time. This 
desire is connected to the Ash ¶arites’ dispute with the Mu ¶tazilites over the charac-
ter of human actions. Al-Ash ¶arı̄ taught that something that is created has neither 
infl uence on nor power over itself or any other being: 8  “Everything that is cre-
ated in time is created spontaneously and new by God exalted, without a reason 
( sabab ) that makes it necessary or a cause (   ¶ illa ) that generates it.” 9  Al-Ash ¶arı̄ 
denied that things could be caused by anything other than God. There is no 
causal effi cacy among God’s creation: a ball on a playing fi eld appears to be 
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moved by a player, but in fact it is moved by God. There is only one single cause 
for all events in the universe, which is God. He has the most immediate effect on 
all His creatures and no being other than He has any effect on others: 

 The fact that the stone moves when it is pushed is not an act of him 
who pushes, but a direct act of God ( ikhtirā  7 min Allāh ). It would be 
perfectly possible that one of us pushed it whithout it being moved 
because God did not produce its movement, or that there is none 
who pushes it and it still moves because God directly produces its 
movement. 10  

 Al-Ash ¶arı̄’s line of argument was directed against the Mu ¶tazilite way of say-
ing that humans “create” ( khalaqa ) their actions and “generate” ( tawallada ) the 
subsequent effects. The Mu ¶tazilites taught that human voluntary actions are 
neither created by God nor known to Him before they happen; rather, they 
are the autonomous creation ( khalq ) of the human agents. According to the 
Mu ¶tazilites, God does not will the wrongful actions of men, and He does not 
create their consequences. These consequences are causally “generated” by 
human wrongdoing. 11  Al-Ash ¶arı̄ argued that the idea of human “generation” 
assumes that God controls neither human actions nor their effects, and thus 
it must be wrong. 

 At the heart of al-Ash ¶arı̄’s ontology lies the denial of any unrealized poten-
tialities in the created world. Al-Ash ¶arı̄ rejected the idea that created beings are 
compelled to act according to their nature ( t.ab ¶ ). We usually assume that if a 
date stone, for instance, is planted and fed, it can only develop into a date palm 
and not into an apple tree. Although this is true for all practical purposes, in 
theology, this assumption unduly limits God’s freedom to act. After discuss-
ing where such natures would be located in his cosmology, al-Ash ¶arı̄ deter-
mined that they can be classifi ed neither as atoms nor as accidents. Thus, he 
concluded, the word “nature” ( t.ab ¶ ) is empty of any comprehensible meaning. 
Those who use it wish to indicate that there is some regularity in the produc-
tion of accidents in certain bodies, nothing more. 12  

 These regularities in God’s actions are what lead some humans to assume 
the existence of “causal laws” or “laws of nature.” Yet in reality, al-Ash ¶arı̄ ar-
gued, God doesn’t create according to such laws, which would only limit His 
omnipotence and His free choice. God deliberately chooses to create satiety 
after having eaten food and hunger in the absence of it. If He wished to do it 
the other way round, He certainly could: “But God follows a habit ( ajrā al- ¶āda ) 
in the temporal order in which He brings these events about, and doing it the 
other way would be a violation of His habit.” 13  For al-Ash ¶arı̄, there is neither 
causality nor laws of nature. Observing God’s habits brings some humans to 
the false conclusion that such laws exist. But an omnipotent God is not bound 
to laws of nature. It is easy for Him to break His habits; indeed, He does so 
when one of His prophets calls upon Him to bring about a miracle and confi rm 
the prophet’s mission. The prophetical miracle consists of “events that are pro-
duced in violation of the previous habit.” 14  
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 Secondary Causes in Ash ¶arite Theology 

 The term “occasionalism” defi nes the cosmology of what has become known as 
the early Ash ¶arite school, as we refer to the Ash ¶arites up to the generations of al-
Juwaynı̄ and al-Ghazālı̄. A brief look at the teachings of al-Bāqillānı̄ (d. 403/1013), 
Abū Ish. āq al-Isfarā   7ı̄nı̄ (d. 418/1027), and   ¶Abd al-Qāhir al-Baghdādı̄ (d. 429/1037) 
reveals that all of them denied the existence of “natures” ( t.abā  7i ¶ ). 15  It has often 
been said that in their denial of natures, Ash ¶arite occasionalists implied the de-
nial of  any  causal relation between created beings. 16  Richard M. Frank, however, 
has argued that this is not the case. According to Frank, the Ash ¶arite rejection of 
the existence of natures results from their denial of potentialities that could limit 
God’s creative activity. At the core of Ash ¶arite occasionalism stood the denial of 
potentialities in the created world. 17  The question of whether a created being 
may have effi cacy on another created being was only secondary to that concern. 
Al-Ash ¶arı̄ taught, for instance, that when humans act, their actions are the causal 
effects of a power-to-act that God creates on behalf of the humans. This power, 
Frank argues, is a “power of causation” that is created by God. 18  For al-Ash ¶arı̄, 
a human is the “agent” (  fā ¶il ) of his or her own actions and thus the true cause 
of them. God still remains the creator of man’s causation. At the moment of 
the realization of the human voluntary act, God creates a “temporarily created 
power-to-act” ( quwwa muh. datha  or  qudra muh. datha ), through ( bi- ) which the act 
is realized. Frank describes the relationship between the created power-to-act and 
the human act in terms of secondary causality. The created power is a secondary 
cause that is employed by God in order to achieve its effect. 19  God creates the 
human action through ( bi- ) a temporarily created power that is created on behalf 
of the human. 20  

 In their theory of human actions, Ash ¶arites were torn between their de-
nial of effi cacy ( ta  7thı̄r ) on the side of created beings and their desire to ex-
press that humans truly perform the actions for which they bear responsibility 
on Judgment Day. This latter notion led to the acknowledgment of some kind 
of secondary causality in the performance of the human act. More detailed 
studies are needed to see whether there was a development between these two 
poles of thinking particular among the Nishapurian Ash ¶arites. With Ibn Fūrak 
(d. 406/1015), al-Isfarā 7ı̄nı̄, and al-Baghdādı̄, the intellectual center of the Ash-
¶arite school moved from Baghdad to Nishapur. In regards to the question that 
prompted this issue, namely whether humans “cause” their own actions, al-
Bāqillānı̄, Ibn Fūrak, and al-Isfarā 7ı̄nı̄ followed the general theory of al-Ash-
¶arı̄  that humans are the agents of their own actions. Daniel Gimaret describes 
this position as a concession to the Mu ¶tazilite position that otherwise humans 
would be punished for something over which they had no agency. 21  

 Al-Ghazālı̄ and al-Juwaynı̄, pinnacles of the Ash ¶arite tradition in Nishapur, 
were both quite ambiguous regarding secondary causality. Al-Juwaynı̄ empha-
sized different motifs of Ash ¶arite thinking in different works. In his infl uential 
textbook of Ash  ¶arite theology,  The Book of Guidance  ( Kitāb al-Irshād ), al-Juwaynı̄ 
stresses the notion that created beings have no causal effi cacy. A comment by one 
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of his students reveals that al-Juwaynı̄ believed that this was al-Ash ¶ari’s original 
position. 22  When humans act voluntarily, al-Juwaynı̄ teaches, they have a tempo-
rarily created power-to-act ( qudra h. āditha ), which is one of the accidents (sing.
   ¶arad.  ) of their bodies. God creates this temporary power for the sole purpose of 
allowing a human the performance of a single act. The temporary power is an 
accident and thus cannot subsist from one moment to another; it exists only in 
the moment when the human acts. In his  Book of Guidance , al-Juwaynı̄ denied 
categorically ( as. l an  ) that the temporarily created power has any effi cacy ( ta  7thı̄r ) on 
the human action ( al-maqdūr ). 23  The temporarily created power does not cause 
the existence of the human act. Only God can cause the act. The temporarily cre-
ated power applies to the act like a human’s knowledge applies to what is known 
to him or her. The knowledge corresponds to what is known, but it does not 
cause it, nor is it caused by it. Similarly the human volition to perform a certain 
act corresponds to the act, but it does not cause it. 24  God creates the human act 
independently from the human volition yet still in correspondence to it. 

 In a short work on the Muslim creed that al-Juwaynı̄ wrote late in his life and 
that he dedicated to his benefactor, Ni.zām al-Mulk, he emphasizes the second no-
tion that humans truly perform their action. Here, al-Juwaynı̄ points to the well-
known fact that God has given humans certain obligations ( taklı̄f  ). God promises 
reward if they are fulfi lled and threatens punishment if violated. The text of the 
Qur’an clearly assumes, al-Juwaynı̄ argues, that God has given humans power to 
fulfi ll what He asks them to do, and that He sets them in a position ( makkana ) 
to be obedient. In light of all this, it makes no sense “to doubt that the actions of 
humans happen according to the humans’ effi cacy ( ı̄thār ), their choice ( ikhtiyār ), 
and their capacity to act ( iqtidār ).” In fact, to deny the human power-to-act and its 
effi cacy to perform actions would void the obligations of the Shari’a. 25  

 Still, al-Juwaynı̄ nowhere says that humans have effi cacy on objects that 
exist outside of themselves, such as having the ability to move a stone, for in-
stance. He focuses on the generation of human acts and acknowledges that there 
must be a causal connection between the human’s decision and the human act. 
He does not seem to be arguing against Mu ¶tazilites here but rather against 
more radical occasionalists who claim that no event in the world can be caused 
by anything other than God. This cannot be true, al-Juwaynı̄ objects, since the 
human’s action must be caused by the human’s choice. Otherwise, the whole 
idea of God imposing obligations upon humans would be meaningless: 

 He who claims that the temporarily created power has no effect 
( athar ) on the human action ( ilā maqdūrihā ) like [as if ] knowledge 
had no effect on what the human knows, holds that God’s demand 
towards humans to perform certain acts is as if God would demand 
from humans to produce by themselves colors and [other] percep-
tions. 26  That would be beyond the limits of equitability and an impo-
sition of something vain and impossible. It implies the negation of 
the Shari’a and the rejection of the prophets’ message. 27  

 A more radical occasionalist would assume that the temporarily created power 
and the human act itself are two accidents, which are—like all accidents—created 
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independently by God. Al-Juwaynı̄’s student al-Ans.ārı̄ associates the school 
founder al-Ash ¶arı̄ with such a view. Al-Ash ¶arı̄ taught, al-Ans.ārı̄ reports, “that 
the temporarily created power has no effect on its corresponding action; nor 
has it any part on the production of the act or on one of its attributes.” 28  For al-
Ash ¶arı̄, the coherence between the human’s decision and his or her act would 
result from God’s habit to create a human act in accord with its corresponding 
temporarily created power. Such an accord, al-Juwaynı̄ objects, cannot be the 
basis of God’s later judgment about the human’s choice. The action would not 
be prompted by a human choice. In fact, in al-Ash ¶arı̄’s theory, it is not clear 
whether there is a human choice after all, since all al-Ash ¶arı̄ discusses is the 
power to act ( qudra ) and its object ( maqdūr ), which is the human action. For al-
Juwaynı̄, the human decision in favor of a certain action and its corresponding 
temporary power to perform it are the suffi cient causes of the action. Only this 
position takes into account that God obliges humans to acts according to His 
commands and prohibitions. 

 Al-Juwaynı̄ consciously departs from what he believes was al-Ash   ¶arı̄’s strict 
principle that no created being can have any infl uence upon another. Some cre-
ated beings do have effi cacy, he says, namely, the human decisions about our 
actions. Still, this does not mean that the human creates his acts independent 
from God. 29  Rather, when humans decide about an action, God gives them a 
temporarily created power, and like the human decision, that power is among 
the necessary causes for the performance of the action: 

 The human’s power is created by God (. . .) and the act, which is pos-
sible through ( bi- ) the temporarily created power, is defi nitely pro-
duced through ( bi- ) that power. Yet it is related to God in terms of it 
being determined and being created [by Him]. It is produced through 
God’s action, i.e. through the power-to-act ( al-qudra ). The power-to-act 
is not an action performed by a human. It is simply one of God’s 
attributes. (. . .) God has given the human a free choice ( ikhtiyār ). 
By means of this choice, the human disposes freely ( s. arrafa ) over 
the power-to-act. Whenever he produces something by means of the 
power-to-act, that what is produced is attributable to God with regard 
to it being produced by God’s action. 30  

 When humans freely decide to perform an action, God cedes control over His 
power-to-act ( qudra ) to the human. God creates a temporary power for the hu-
man’s usage. As the human decides whether to perform the action, it is God’s 
power that performs it. Yet therein lies a causal determination: the human 
 decision to perform the act leads to the act’s performance. The human’s free 
decision in favor of a certain act becomes a means of God’s execution of His 
power over His creation. Only when the human’s decision to act and the tem-
porarily created power-to-act coincide will the action occur. These two together 
are the suffi cient cause for the human action. 

 For al-Juwaynı̄, the human is not the creator of  his or her actions; such an 
idea would violate the opinions of the forefathers ( salaf  ). 31  Humans cannot be 
the creator of their actions, because they are ignorant of the true essence of the 
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acts and of the full implications ( h. awādith ) these acts have. For al-Juwaynı̄, the 
creator of an act must have a detailed knowledge about all aspects of it. 32  God, 
however, withholds such knowledge from humans. 33  

 One might ask whether for al-Juwaynı̄, God’s knowledge of His creation is in 
any way affected by the human’s free choice? After all, if the human’s decision is 
truly free, it cannot be predicted, and God would not know how the human uses 
the divine creative power. Such a limitation of God’s knowledge and His omnipo-
tence, however, is unacceptable to al-Juwaynı̄. All things that come into being are 
willed by God; 34  including those that are created by means of the human’s tempo-
rarily created power. Everything is subject to God’s determination ( taqdı̄r ): 

 God wills that the human acts and He creates ( ah. datha ) in him mo-
tives ( dawā ¶ı̄  ), a will ( irāda ), and knowledge (  ¶ il m ) that the actions will 
be produced to the extent the human knows of it. The actions are pro-
duced through ( bi- ) the power-to-act, whose creation for the human is 
in accord with what he knows and wants. Humans have a free choice 
( ikhtiyār ) and are distinguished by a capacity to act ( iqtidār ). (. . .) 35  

 The human is a free actor (  fā  ¶ il mukhtār ) who receives commands 
and prohibitions. [Yet at the same time] his actions are determined by 
God, willed by Him, created by Him, and determined by Him. 36  

 The human is like a servant, al-Juwaynı̄ says, who is not permitted free control 
over the money of his master. If the servant would act on his own accord and 
buy or sell, the master would not execute his transactions. Once the servant is 
given a power of attorney for certain transactions and once he decides to make 
such a transaction, his master will honor the arrangements and execute them. 
In all these cases, the true buyer or seller is not the servant but the master, and 
only he can empower the servant to perform a transaction. Without the mas-
ter’s will and his permission, there would be no transaction. 37  For al-Juwaynı̄, 
the human is a trustee of God’s power, able to use it freely within the limits that 
God creates for him. Within these limits, however, the human causes his own 
actions. This comparison with the servant can also illustrate a major problem 
with al-Juwaynı̄’s theory of human actions. Someone who issues a power of 
attorney cannot expect his agent to negotiate within certain limits  and  also de-
termine all details of the transaction. The agent’s freedom is hard to reconcile 
with a complete predetermination of his actions. 

 One and a half centuries later, Fakhr al-Dı̄n al-Rāzı̄ saw in al-Juwaynı̄’s teach-
ings an early version of his own position about the determination of human ac-
tions through “motives.” 38  According to al-Rāzı̄, al-Juwaynı̄ taught that the human 
motive ( dā  ¶ in ) together with the divine power ( qudra ) causes the human act. God 
is still the creator ( khāliq ) of the human act, in the sense that he “lays down” 
( wad. a  ¶a ) the causes that necessitate the act. Fakhr al-Dı̄n al-Rāzı̄, however, realized 
that there can be no free choice for humans as long as God has a preknowledge of 
their actions. For him, there was only an illusion of freedom on the human’s side: 
God uses causes to determine the motives, which then determine the human’s 
actions: “The human is a compelled actor in the guise of a free agent.” 39  
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 Often occasionalism is so closely connected to early Ash  ¶arism that it is al-
most regarded as a necessary constituent of that theology. That, however, is not 
the case. Daniel Gimaret and Richard M. Frank have shown that at no point in 
Ash  ¶arite history did they defend a radical occasionalist position that completely 
denies effi cacy to created beings. 40  Most early Ash ¶arites acknowledged that 
human decisions trigger their actions even if they are not the only suffi cient 
cause. When al-Juwaynı̄ says, for instance, that the human is a  fā ¶ il mukhtār , 
meaning a free agent or a freely choosing effi cient cause, he accepted effi cient 
causation in the case of human actions. 41  

 According to al-Shahrastānı̄, who wrote two generations after him, al-
Juwaynı̄ went much further and departed more radically from the cosmologi-
cal axioms of early Ash ¶arism. Following his report of al-Juwaynı̄’s view that the 
existence of the human act relies on a power-to-act ( qudra ) on the side of the 
human, al-Shahrastānı̄ continues that according to al-Juwaynı̄, 

 (. . .) the [human] power-to-act relies for its existence on another cause 
( sabab ). The relationship between the power-to-act to and that cause 
is like the relationship between the act and the power-to-act. Simi-
larly, a cause relies on [another] cause until it ends with the one who 
arranges the causes ( musabbib al-asbāb ) and that is the Creator of the 
causes and of their effects ( musababāt ), who is the Self-suffi cient 
( al-mustaghnı̄ ) in the true sense [of that word]. For every cause is self-
suffi cient in a certain way and it is dependent ( muh. tāj ) in another way. 42  

 According to al-Shahrastānı̄, al-Juwaynı̄ taught that causal effi cacy is not lim-
ited to the connection between the human’s choice and the performance of the 
act. Rather, the human decision is itself determined by certain causes—here he 
may have the motives in mind that Fakhr al-Dı̄n al-Rāzı̄ also mentioned. These 
motives are, in turn, the effects of other causes. All these causes and effects are 
elements in long causal chains that have their starting point in God. Human 
acts are prompted by a consecutive succession ( tasalsul ) of secondary causes, 
which go back to their fi rst cause in God. This, al-Shahrastānı̄ adds, was clearly 
not a position previously known in the fi eld of  kalām ; rather, it was newly intro-
duced by al-Juwaynı̄. He took it from the teachings of the philosophical meta-
physicians, al-Shahrastāni remarks, “who hold that causal dependency is not 
restricted to [the relation between] the human act and the power-to-act, but 
rather between everything that comes into being.” 43  

 None of this is expressed in those of al-Juwaynı̄’s works that have come 
down to us. Yet even in these works, there are clear indications of a change 
of direction in Ash ¶arite theology. In his  Creed for Ni.zām al-Mulk , al-Juwaynı̄ 
mentions the existence of “motives” ( dawā ¶ı̄  ) that determine human actions. 44  
Already in his  Book of Guidance , al-Juwaynı̄ had acknowledged that God creates 
right-guidance ( hudā ) and error ( d. alāl ) either directly in His creatures or by con-
fronting them in the form of a “summons” or “call” ( da  ¶wa ) that He communi-
cates to them in His revelation. 45  This latter teaching is again more developed 
in his  Creed for Ni.zām al-Mulk : 
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 If God wills good for a human, He makes his intelligence perfect, 
completes his insight, and removes from him obstacles, adverse 
incentives and hindrances. He brings him together with benefi cial 
companions, and makes His path easy for him (. . .) 46  

 In other words, if God wants a human to become a believer, He does not do 
so by creating the accident of “belief” in his heart, but rather He creates condi-
tions that make it highly likely—or maybe even necessary—for the human to 
become a believer. Ash  ¶arite theology is no longer expressing itself in a purely 
occasionalist cosmology, but rather in one where—at least in the case of human 
actions—God achieves his desired effect by means of secondary causes. 

 The  falāsifa ’s View of Creation by Means of Secondary Causality 

 “We live at a time,” al-Juwaynı̄ writes in his  Creed for Ni.zām al-Mulk , “where 
people draw from a sea of principles ( us. ūl ), and that sea cannot all be emp-
tied with ladles.” 47  These many principles derive from the often drastically 
different epistemologies of the major intellectual currents of al-Juwaynı̄’s 
time. There were, of course, the Ash ¶arites and their traditional adversaries, 
the Mu ¶tazilites, whose prime concerns in theology were starkly different. Yet 
in his time, al-Juwaynı̄ also saw the increasing success of a group with which 
earlier Ash ¶arites had been only marginally concerned: the Arab philosophers 
(  falāsifa ). The contacts and infl uences between  kalām  and  falsafa  during the 
fourth/tenth and fi fth/eleventh centuries need to be studied more closely than 
it can be done in this book. The traditional account, which is signifi cantly in-
fl uenced by a report in Ibn Khaldūn’s  Introduction  ( al-Muqaddima ), assumes 
that up to the end of the fi fth/eleventh century, there were few links between 
scholars of these two disciplines. Al-Juwaynı̄ was the fi rst Ash ¶arite theologian 
who was affected by the works of the  falāsifa . His student al-Ghazālı̄  began a 
new theological approach ( t.arı̄qat al-muta  7akhkhirı̄n ) that took full account of 
philosophical logics, and in doing Muslim theology, says Ibn Khaldūn, it med-
dled with ( khālat.a ) philosophical works. 48  

 Ibn Khaldūn, however, is not entirely correct. Recently, Robert Wisnovsky 
argued that the beginning of the blending of  kalām  and  falsafa  should be pre-
dated to Avicenna’s activity at the turn of the fi fth/eleventh century. As a phi-
losopher, Avicenna was well aware of developments in Mu ¶tazilite  kalām . He 
responded in his works to concerns posed by their theology and tried to give 
thorough philosophical explanations to religious phenomena such as revela-
tion and prophetical miracles. According to Wisnovsky, Avicenna’s works mark 
the beginning of a synthesis between the Neoplatonist peripatetic tradition 
in Arabic and the tradition of Muslim  kalām . 49  But even if one maintains Ibn 
Khaldūn’s perspective and looks at developments only from the side of Sunni 
 kalām , it was—as far as we know—al-Juwaynı̄ and not al-Ghazālı̄ who fi rst gave 
detailed and correct reports of the philosophers’ teachings and who addressed 
their theories. 50  Whether al-Juwaynı̄’s late work  The Creed for Ni.zām al-Mulk  is 
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infl uenced more by Mu ¶tazilites such as Abū l-H. usayn al-Bas.rı̄ (d. 436/1044)—
another fi gure neglected in Ibn Khaldūn’s report—or by al-Juwaynı̄’s knowl-
edge of Avicenna’s philosophy is diffi cult to establish at this point. 51  It is quite 
evident, though, that within the context of Ash ¶arite theology, there is some-
thing distinctly innovative in al-Juwaynı̄’s short  Creed for Ni.zām al-Mulk . It ush-
ers in the new theological approach discussed by Ibn Khaldūn. 52  The works of 
al-Juwaynı̄’s students al-Kiyā  7 al-Harrāsı̄, al-Ans.ārı̄, and most of all al-Ghazālı̄ 
show a deep familiarity with the  falāsifa ’s teachings and the challenges they put 
forward. 

 Causality is at the very heart of every Aristotelian approach to physics and 
metaphysics. “For every corruptible thing,” Avicenna says in his  Physics , “and for 
everything occurring in motion, or everything composed of matter and form, 
there are existing causes.” 53  Causality, he adds, is a principle ( mabda  7 ) of the 
natural sciences that is proven in metaphysics. Causality in Avicenna’s meta-
physics is in some ways even more important than in the metaphysics of Ar-
istotle, the starting point of many of Avicenna’s ideas. 54  Robert Wisnovsky has 
shown that Avicenna’s understanding of causality had been infl uenced and in 
many ways determined by the commentary tradition of Aristotle’s works. These 
 commentaries—written in both Greek and Arabic—were not all available to Avi-
cenna. He did not read Greek and had no access to many of the early commen-
taries of the Alexandrian tradition. Yet, what Avicenna gleaned from those books 
available to him helped him develop a certain perspective on Aristotle’s teach-
ings that refl ected developments in earlier commentaries. Greek Neoplatonist 
thinkers such as Ammonius Hermiae (fl .  c.  500) of the school of Alexandria 
had the most profound infl uence on Avicenna’s understanding of causality. His 
distinctly Neoplatonist interpretation of Aristotle’s ideas on causality came to 
Avicenna not by way of Neoplatonic treatises that were translated from Greek to 
Arabic. By the time Avicenna crafted his philosophy, Neoplatonism had become 
part of the overall tradition of Aristotelianism. To Arabic philosophers such as 
Avicenna, Neoplatonism did not come through a funnel, as Wisnovsky put it, 
but through a sieve. 55  

 Aristotle had taught that when we ask about the “why” of a certain thing or 
event, our different and sometimes ambiguous answers confi rm to one of four 
aspects. In the writings of the Aristotelians, the word “cause” can be under-
stood in one of two ways: either as something that effects or produces the item, 
or as an explanation of the need for or function of the thing. When we explain, 
for instance, why the chiseling tool known as an adze ( qādūm ) chisels wood, we 
provide answers that refer either (1) to the specifi c shape of the tool, or its form, 
or (2) to the material of which it is made, in this case, iron; or we explain the 
“why” (3) by referring to the goal that we would like to achieve by using the tool, 
namely, chiseling, or, last, (4) by referring to the agent, that is, the craftsman 
who has produced the adze. 56  Aristotle said that the word “cause” refers to a 
(1) a formal cause ( s. ūra ), (2) a material cause (   ¶ uns.ur ), (3) a fi nal cause ( ghāya ), 
and (4) an effi cient cause (  fā  ¶ il ). 57  

 The Neoplatonist commentary literature on Aristotle focused mainly on 
the two latter causes, the fi nal and the effi cient ones. Both are external causes, 
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as, unlike matter and form, they are not constituents of the thing itself. In his 
 Metaphysics , Aristotle had explained what he saw as a principle of being: things 
are disposed to realize the possibilities with which they have come to exist. 58  
Like an apple seed, which strives to become an apple tree, all beings endeavor 
to realize their inherent potentials. Humans, for instance, make great efforts 
to acquire knowledge and to perfect their intellect. Neoplatonist philosophers 
came to understand this Aristotelian principle of  energeia  or  entelekheia  as 
meaning that everything strives toward its perfection ( teleiotes ). They combined 
this idea with the notion of fi nal causality and created a cosmology in which 
things are ranked according to how close their perfect state reaches toward the 
fi nal cause of all being, which is God. The heavenly intellects, for instance, exist 
in a state of perfect rationality. Subsequently, their being is ranked higher than 
that of humans who just strive to perfect their rational intellects. The celestial 
intellects are regarded as more perfect than humans. A more perfect being is 
also regarded as more perfect in terms of its existence. A more perfect being 
passes the existence it receives from what is above it in the cosmic hierarchy 
down to what is below it. 

 For Aristotelians, every effect is necessary in relation to its effi cient cause. 
Existence is viewed as downwardly progressing; a higher effi cient cause passes 
it to a lesser one. The higher effi cient cause is thus responsible for the exist-
ence of a lower object 59  This does not mean, however, that an effi cient cause 
must exist before its effect. Cause and effect coexist in time. The effect cannot 
be delayed once its suffi cient cause exists. The cause necessitates the effect and 
precedes it only “with respect to its attaining existence,” but not necessarily in 
time. Since God is the only suffi cient cause of the world, the world must have 
existed for as long as God has existed. 60  God and the world exist for Avicenna 
from eternity. 

 God causes the world by emanation of the fi rst creation, the intellect of the 
highest sphere. From the One, from God, Avicenna proclaims, only one crea-
tion proceeds. Creation proceeds in successive steps during which an effi cient 
cause gives existence to an effect, which itself becomes the effi cient cause for 
the next effect. 61  Again, there is no temporal priority on the side of the cause 
but only an ontological priority. Viewed as a whole, God can be seen as both the 
world’s agent and its effi cient cause (  fā ¶ il ). By “agent” or “effi cient cause,” Avi-
cenna means “a cause that bestows existence which differs from itself.” 62  The 
relationship of God to the world is one that Avicenna calls “essential causality.” 
An essential cause ( ¶ il la dhātiyya ) is a suffi cient effi cient cause, meaning that 
its existence alone necessitates the existence of its effect. 63  For Avicenna, the 
relation between an essential cause and its effect is necessary; meaning every 
moment the essential cause exists, its effect  must  also exist. 

 Avicenna presents in his works two different arguments that aim to prove 
the necessity of causal relations. The fi rst is invoked more often than the sec-
ond. Closely connected with Avicenna’s argument for God’s existence, it starts 
by arguing that in every existent thing, the existence can be distinguished 
from the essence of the thing. The fact that a particular thing—a horse, for 
instance—exists in actuality implies that the freestanding idea of “a horse” is a 
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possible existence. Being possible, however, does not also mean that “a horse” 
must exist in actuality. Something that is by itself possible may or may not exist 
in any given moment. In order for the possible to be actualized, there must be 
something that gives it existence. With regard to a given object that we witness 
around us, this something cannot be the object itself; it must be something 
other than the object. Whenever a particular thing that is by itself possible ex-
ists, its existence must be caused by its effi cient cause (  ¶ illa  or  fā  ¶ il ). 64  

 Jon McGinnis has argued that in his response to the philosophical the-
ory of effi cient causality, al-Ghazālı̄ is less concerned with this fi rst argument 
but he is very concerned with a second one that appears in a brief passage in 
Avicenna’s  Rescue  ( al-Najāt ). Avicenna refers to the example of fi re burning a 
piece of cotton. According to Aristotle’s theory of power or faculty ( dynamis ) 
in the ninth book of his  Metaphysics , fi re has the active power ( quwwa fā  ¶ iliyya ) 
to burn, and cotton has the passive power ( quwwa munfa ¶ ila ) to be burned. 65  
Once the two come together, their powers, which are a part of their natures, 
are necessarily actualized. The fi re becomes the “agent” (  fā  ¶ il ) that burns the 
cotton or—in a different translation of the Arabic—the “effi cient cause” of the 
cotton’s combustion. It is impossible that the fi re would not cause the combus-
tion, because postulating the opposite would lead to one of two contradictions: 
either fi re does not have the active power to burn, or cotton does not have the 
passive power to be burned. Either of these assumptions would contradict the 
accepted premise of the argument, which means the argument is necessary. 66  
One can also say that accepting the existence of natures that have passive and 
active powers implies that causal relations are necessary. 

 Avicenna’s views about how everything that exists receives its being ( wujūd ) 
from a higher effi cient cause are in many ways identical to those of al-Fārābı̄. 
As a writer, however, al-Fārābı̄ was much more explicit than Avicenna about 
how the chains of being work and about how the higher effi cient causes in 
the heavens determine the existence of lower beings. Based on earlier philo-
sophical and astronomical models of cosmology, al-Fārābı̄ taught that there 
are ten spheres, with the lowest being the sublunar sphere of generation and 
corruption in which humans, animals, and plants live. The nine other spheres 
are in the heavens, wrapped around one another like layers of an onion. Al-
Fārābı̄’s cosmology relies on Ptolemy’s (d.  c.  165) geocentric model of the plan-
etary system, although it disregards movements within the planetary spheres, 
the so-called epicycles. For al-Fārābı̄, each of the fi ve planets known before the 
invention of the telescope as well as the sun and the moon move with their 
own celestial sphere. The sphere of the earth—the sublunar sphere—is a true 
globe at the center of this system enveloped by the nine celestial spheres. At 
the upper end of the visible universe, above the spheres of the sun, the moon, 
and the fi ve planets, sits the ninth sphere of the fi xed stars. In order to account 
for the extremely slow rotation of the earth’s axis around the celestial pole—a 
rotation completed only every 25,700 years and causing the precession of the 
equinoxes—Ptolemy added a tenth sphere at the outermost end, right above 
the sphere of the fi xed stars. The celestial spheres move in circles with differ-
ent speeds, the higher spheres always faster than the ones below them as they 
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drag the lower ones with their movement. The outermost sphere moves exactly 
at the speed of one rotation per day. 67  It contains neither a planet nor any fi xed 
stars nor any other visible object. To the Arabs, it was known as the “supreme 
sphere” (  falak al-afl āk ), or the “sphere of Atlas.” Since it is the highest-ranking 
moving object, the Latin interpreters of this planetary system referred to it as 
the  primum mobile , or, the highest moving object. 

 Each of the ten spheres in al-Fārābı̄’s model of the universe consists of a 
material body and a soul. The soul is dominated by an intellect that governs the 
sphere and causes its movement. The intellect that governs the  primum mobile  
is the highest created being. Beyond it is only the being that causes all this, 
that is, the First Principle, of which al-Fārābı̄ says, “one should believe this is 
God.” 68  In thinking itself, al-Fārābı̄’s God emanates a single being, the intellect 
that governs the  primum mobile . God directly acts only upon one being, which 
is this particular intellect. God’s oneness prevents Him from acting upon any-
thing else. What is truly single in all its aspects is unchanging and can only 
have one effect, the highest created being. This is the fi rst intellect that causes, 
in turn, the existence of its sphere, and it also causes the intellect of the sphere 
right below it, that is, that of the fi xed stars. Every celestial intellect—with the 
exception of the lowest one, the active intellect—is the cause of two things: its 
own sphere and the intellect directly below it. In contrast to the “First Cause,” 
which is God, al-Fārābı̄ calls the celestial intellects “secondary causes” ( asbāb 
thawānı̄  ). 69  God mediates His creative activity through these secondary causes 
to the lowest celestial intellect, the tenth one. This is the active intellect ( al-  ¶aql 
al-fa  ¶  ¶āl ), and it has more than just two effects. It causes the existence of all the 
beings in the sublunar sphere, all beings on earth. 70  Of these ten celestial intel-
lects, al-Fārābı̄ says, “one should believe they are the angels.” 71  

 Avicenna parted ways with al-Fārābı̄’s cosmology on such minor issues as 
the number of spheres and intellects in the lower celestial orbs or whether the 
celestial souls are purely rational or also have imagination. 72  Yet, with regard to 
the principle of secondary causality—that is, the fact that God creates the world 
and controls it by passing existence along a line of secondary causes,—there 
was no disagreement between any of the Arabic philosophers in the peripa-
tetic tradition. God creates through the mediation of effi cient secondary causes. 
These causes cannot stand by themselves but depend on higher causes for their 
being, which eventually receive their existence from God. In terms of any spe-
cifi c causal connection, the higher effi cient cause establishes the existence of its 
effect in a predetermined and necessary way. If all conditions are fulfi lled for 
a certain cause to have its effect, the connection between the cause and effect 
must occur and cannot be suspended. If fi re reaches a cotton ball, to use the 
most prominent example in Arabic literature on causality, the cotton ball will 
necessarily start burning. Nothing, not even God himself, can suspend this con-
nection. The cause is both the necessary and the necessitating condition of the 
effect’s existence, even if ultimately God is the one who creates this necessary 
connection through the mediation of many multiple steps of secondary causes. 

 In his  Letter on the Secret of Predestination  ( Risāla Fı̄ sirr al-qadar ), Avicenna 
writes that 
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 (. . .) in the world as a whole and in its parts, both upper and earthly, 
there is nothing which forms an exception to the fact that God is the 
cause ( sabab ) of its existence and origination and that God has knowl-
edge of it, governs it, and wills its coming into being; it is all subject 
to His government ( tadbı̄r ), determination ( taqdı̄r ), knowledge, and 
will. 73  

 Avicenna adds that this is “a general and superfi cial statement” (  ¶alā l-jumla 
wa-l-.zāhir ), and attentive readers of his works understand that here he lumps 
together “the upper as well as the earthly” parts of God’s creation, which are to 
be treated differently with respect to God’s government, determination, knowl-
edge, and will. The upper, celestial part of creation consists of the celestial 
spheres, which are governed by intellects. They exist from past eternity, func-
tion in the most orderly way, and move in complete and permanent circles, the 
most perfect kind of movement. Each sphere is its own class of being, of which 
it is the only individual. The active intellect ( al-  ¶aql al-fa   ¶ ¶āl ) that governs the 
lowest sphere contains all classes of beings that exist within the lowest sphere 
below the moon. In the lowest sphere, however, things become less regulated 
and less perfect than in the upper world. Beings in the sublunar sphere come 
to be and pass away, meaning they are corruptible and not pre-eternal. Once 
the causal chains have traversed the celestial realm and enter the lowest sphere, 
they create multiple individuals of each class of being. These individuals have 
individual traits, which are the result of the contact between the immaterial 
forms of the active intellect with physical matter. 

 When the philosophers say that God is the principle or the “starting-point” 
( mabda   7 ) of the world, they mean that both matter as well as all the rules that 
govern this world are a result of His nature. This is not that different from a 
modern deist or rationalist view of God as the sum of all laws that govern physi-
cal and psychological processes, human behavior, language, rational thinking, 
and all the other domains that are determined by rules. This is, of course, a very 
impersonal view of God. For Avicenna, this view implied that only the rules that 
govern God’s creation are contained in the divine knowledge. In an Aristote-
lian understanding of nature, the classes of beings—meaning the nine celes-
tial spheres and all the sublunar species contained in the active intellect—are 
the substrates where these rules are conserved. How cotton reacts when it is 
touched by fi re is part of the cotton’s nature, that is, the rules that are enshrined 
in the universal species “cotton.” God has foreseen that once the classes of be-
ings, which are universal and purely intellectual entities, mix with matter, they 
form individuals; but according to Avicenna, God has no awareness of these 
individuals. He does not know the individuals; He only “knows” the immaterial 
and universal classes of beings because they are the ones that are determined 
directly by His nature. The individuals are also determined by His nature, since 
the interplay between the universal forms and the individuating matter takes 
place according to the rules enshrined in the universals. But what happens in 
the sublunar sphere of generation and corruption is too mediated a result of 
God’s nature and is therefore not “known” to Him. 74  
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 Avicenna teaches that the divine knowledge cannot contain events in the 
sublunar sphere. There seemed to have been a tension in Avicenna’s thought 
regarding the second question of whether God also determines all events in the 
sublunar world, or, alternatively, whether some events in the sublunar world 
are related to chance and the haphazard infl uence from matter. In some of his 
works at least, Avicenna stresses that there are no arbitrary effects and that the 
events in the sublunar sphere are fully determined by God’s creative activity. 
There are no causeless events or substances in this world. The effects of the 
celestial causes reach into the sublunar sphere and determine everything that 
happens there. 75  But how, one might ask, can such a fully determined world be 
squared with our impression that some future events are contingent on what 
precedes them, particularly those events that are the effects of human actions? 
Do humans not have a free will whose effect cannot be determined fully by the 
existing causes? 

 Al-Fārābı̄ was the fi rst Arabic philosopher to address this problem in his 
 Commentary on Aristotle ’ s De interpretatione . In that book’s ninth  chapter—
the  locus classicus  for the discussion of the predetermination of future 
 contingencies—Aristotle analyzes the meaning of the sentence: “There will be 
a sea  battle tomorrow.” This is not a statement that can be true and at the same 
time false. It must be either true or false, even if we cannot say which it is. 76  
In al-Fārābı̄’s discussion of this passage, he stresses that humans inherently 
understand that such an event is the effect of human free will: “We know right 
from the beginning, from our primordial nature that many things have a pos-
sibility of occurring and of not occurring, above all, those we know to be left to 
our choice and will.” 77  A few pages later, al-Fārābı̄ brings a well-known argu-
ment from Mu ¶tazilite theology that aims to prove the existence of human free 
will: if all future events were predetermined, human free will and deliberation 
would be void, and thus whatever punishment were to befall humans for their 
actions would be unjust. This denial of free will not only is absurd, al-Fārābı̄ 
argues, but also it damages severely the social and political purpose of revealed 
religion. 78  It seems that here al-Fārābı̄ adopts the Mu ¶tazilite position, denying 
a fully determined future and the possibility of divine foreknowledge of future 
events. Now, however, he raises another theological concern that also results 
from his position about the social and political function of revealed religion. 
The moral order in a state is upheld by the people’s belief that God knows 
their actions and that He will reward them for right ones and punish them for 
wrong. Saying, however, that the future existence of a certain event is unknown 
to God denies divine omniscience. The indefi niteness (   ¶adam al-tah. s. ı̄l ) of a fu-
ture possibility, al-Fārābı̄ says, exists only in our human knowledge because of 
our minds’ defi ciencies. Attributing similar defi ciencies to God would be detri-
mental to the public benefi t of religion. 79  Once humans no longer assume that 
God is omniscient, al-Fārābı̄ implies, they loose respect for the moral injunc-
tions and the legal impositions that are derived from revelation and no longer 
fear God’s punishment for violating these rules. 

 The dilemma al-Fārābı̄ fi nds himself in is the same as that of al-Juwaynı̄ in 
his  Creed for Ni.zām al-Mulk . How can we say that humans decide their actions 
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freely while God has a foreknowledge of all future events? Al-Fārābı̄’s solution 
will become very important for al-Ghazālı̄ , and we must examine it closely. 
For al-Fārābı̄, some future contingencies are the result of human free will, but 
they are also foreknown by God. Al-Fārābı̄ tries to reconcile this apparent con-
tradiction by distinguishing between two types of necessities, namely, “neces-
sity in itself” ( d. arūra fı̄ nafsihi ) and “necessity from something else” ( d. arūrat 
al-shay  7 ¶an al-shay  7 ). Future contingencies are not necessary by themselves, yet 
if they become existent, they are necessary from something else, meaning they 
are necessary by virtue of their causes. If God knows that Zayd will set out on 
a journey tomorrow, to use one of al-Fārābı̄’s examples, then Zayd will neces-
sarily travel tomorrow. The event is necessary due to something else, in this 
case, God’s creative activity that manifests itself in God’s foreknowledge. If 
the event is looked at solely by itself, however, Zayd’s decision to travel is not 
necessary but merely possible, as it is still within Zayd’s power ( qudra ) not to 
travel. Divine foreknowledge does not remove human free will or the ability 
to act differently from what is foreknown. Although God knows that Zayd will 
travel before he does so, His knowledge does not exclude the possibility of 
Zayd staying at home. It just excludes that this possibility will be realized. By 
distinguishing between these two types of necessity, al-Fārābı̄ tries to maintain 
that (1) humans have the capacity ( qudra ) to perform or not to perform their 
acts and to choose between these options while (2) God also has a detailed 
foreknowledge of the future. God judges over human acts not according to His 
foreknowledge, al-Fārābı̄ says, but in terms of the choices that humans make. 
God’s foreknowledge, therefore, does not deprive humans from their freedom 
of choice and is not contrary to justice. 80  

 Al-Fārābı̄’s distinction between these two types of necessity initiated an 
important development in Arabic philosophy as well as in Muslim theology. 81  
Avicenna was one of the fi rst to adopt the distinction that all created events 
are “possible by virtue of themselves” ( mumkin bi-nafsihi ) and “necessary by 
virtue of something else” ( wājib bi-ghayrihi ), meaning necessary by virtue of 
their causes. This distinction is a cornerstone of Avicennan metaphysics on 
which the whole edifi ce of how God relates to His creation is built. 82  Avicenna, 
however, did not follow al-Fārābı̄ in taking up the cudgel on behalf of human 
free will. Like al-Fārābı̄, he opted for a fully determined universe in which all 
events, including human actions, are fully predetermined by God. 83  Unlike 
al-Fārābı̄, however, Avicenna did not assume that God knows such events as 
Zayd’s journey. The impact that the universal celestial causes have on matter in 
the sublunar sphere of generation and corruption are not all part of the divine 
knowledge. For Avicenna, God is an intellect and has no body. He thus lacks the 
epistemological faculty to grasp individual objects. In humans, these faculties, 
such as sense perception or the faculty of imagination, are closely connected to 
the body. Being pure intellect, God’s knowledge contains only universals. Thus, 
the universal concept of a human is part of God’s knowledge, as is the fact of 
Zayd having all the essential attributes of a human, such as a soul and rational-
ity. God knows these things because they are the effect of His knowledge. The 
accidental attributes of Zayd, however, cannot be part of God’s knowledge on 
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account of the fact that He is pure intellect. 84  Whether Zayd travels tomorrow 
is therefore not part of the divine knowledge. God also lacks the knowledge of 
whether Zayd ever committed a sin. 

 Avicenna was not particularly forthcoming about this element of his teach-
ing, and there is a certain degree of obfuscation in his writings about God’s 
ignorance of the accidents. Avicenna rarely speaks of the “collisions” ( mus. -
ādamāt ) in the sublunar sphere, and he tries to give the impression that a de-
tailed knowledge of events in this sphere is, in fact, possible. 85  Humans, for 
instance, would be able to know the future if they knew all the temporal events 
on earth and in heaven, including the natures of the things that are involved. 86  
Once one knows  all  the causes in one moment, one would be able to deduce 
the effects of the next moment and predict the future. The souls of the heav-
enly bodies have such perfect knowledge, and they can reveal it, for instance, 
to the prophets. 87  Humans and celestial spheres are composed of intellects as 
well as bodies and therefore have in their souls the faculties to know accidents. 
The divine knowledge, in contrast, is pure intellect and contains only universal 
principles. God’s knowledge is a single one ( wāh. id ); it is changeless and outside 
of time. It does not consist of individual cognitions (   ¶ulūm ) that refer to multiple 
objects. Individual events are part of God’s knowledge only insofar as they re-
sult directly from principles, such as the celestial rotations, for instance, or the 
eclipse of one celestial body by another. 88  Avicenna admits indirectly that God 
cannot know the accidents in the sublunar sphere: he says that both the celes-
tial souls as well as “that which is above them” ( mā fawqahā ) have knowledge of 
the particulars ( al-juz  7iyyāt ). However, that which is above the celestial souls—
meaning God—he adds, “knows the particulars only in a universal way.” 89  

 The  falāsifa ’s View That This World Is Necessary 

 According to al-Fārābı̄ and Avicenna, everything in this world is, fi rst of all, 
determined by its proximate effi cient cause, which is a created being within 
this world. This proximate effi cient cause—or these causes, as in the case 
of the birth of a human at which more than one proximate effi cient cause is 
required—is itself determined by other effi cient causes and so on, until the 
causal chains are eventually traced back to their divine origin. The secondary 
causes have active and passive powers only because they receive these powers 
from God, who is the absolute effi cient cause of everything other than Him. All 
created things depend necessarily on God for their existence, for their active 
and passive powers, and for the specifi c way how they are created. 

 In the teachings of Avicenna, there lies a second aspect of God’s necessity, 
one much more problematic from a theological point of view. Avicenna taught 
that the creation of the world has its starting point in God’s knowledge, which 
may be viewed as the blueprint of His creation. God’s knowledge is, according to 
Avicenna, an aspect of the divine essence, and as such it does not change. God’s 
essence is total unity, and it is not possible for there to be division or change within 
something that is totally unifi ed in its nature. This view challenges the position 
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that God’s creative activity involves free choice. Although Avicenna maintained 
that God has  ikhtiyār , a term usually understood as referring to a free choice be-
tween alternatives, he never explained what he meant by it, and a critical reader 
may surmise that he simply wished to say that God’s actions are not determined 
by anything outside of His essence, such as in the case of human actions that 
are caused by motives, for instance. 90  From reading Avicenna—and particularly 
from reading the reactions to Avicenna—it becomes clear that his God cannot 
choose between creating a blue heaven, for instance, and the alternative of creat-
ing a yellow one. The blue heaven is necessary since that is what is part of God’s 
knowledge. God’s knowledge is unchangeable, but it is also perfect. 

 These elements come together in the philosopher’s teaching on divine 
providence (   ¶ināya ilāhiyya ). In his book  Pointers and Reminders  ( al-Ishārāt wa-l-
tanbı̄hāt ), Avicenna explains that divine providence is the combination of three 
aspects that are included in God’s knowledge. The fi rst aspect is that God’s 
knowledge accounts for everything there is. The second is that God’s knowl-
edge arranges everything in a necessary way so that it follows the best order 
( ah. san al-ni.zām ). The third aspect is that this necessity of creation comes from 
God Himself, since the necessity of the world’s order is itself included in God’s 
knowledge. This means that God’s knowledge itself is necessary and cannot be 
any different from what it is. In Avicenna, the combination of these three as-
pects, that (1) God’s knowledge is the creator of everything, (2) everything is in 
a necessary order, and (3) God’s knowledge itself is necessary, leads to a concept 
of creation in which nothing can be different from the way it is: 91  

 The existing things correspond to the objects of God’s knowledge 
according to the best order (   ¶alā ah. san al-ni.zām )—without a motivat-
ing intention on the side of the First Being (. . .) and without Him 
desiring something. Thus, the First Being’s knowledge of how to best 
arrange the existence of everything is the source of the emanation of 
the good and of everything. 92  

 According to the  falāsifa , God has no goal ( qas.d ), pursuit ( t.alab ), desire ( ārzū ), or 
intention ( gharad.   ) present when He creates. 93  If God’s actions followed any inten-
tion to produce things, He would act for something that is not Himself, which 
would introduce multiplicity to the divine essence. God is the perfect good, and 
the perfect good creates because it has to do so. One underlying principle in 
the  falāsifa ’s cosmology is that being is always better than nonbeing. The per-
fect good therefore has to create; it does not create according to what it chooses 
but rather according to what is necessary as the best creation. The implication 
of the  falāsifa ’s view that everything follows necessarily from God’s knowledge 
and that God’s knowledge itself is necessary is that God does not have the sort of 
will that enables Him to choose between alternative creations. Nevertheless, the 
philosophers claimed that there is a will on God’s part. In his Persian introduc-
tory work on philosophy, Avicenna claims that we must ascribe a will to God. 
God, he argues, has knowledge ( dānish ) of the fact that everything emanates from 
His nature. If one has knowledge of one’s actions, Avicenna argues, one cannot 
say that these actions are only the result of one’s nature. The existence of such a 
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knowledge on God’s part leads Avicenna to conclude that God does not solely act 
out of His nature and has indeed some kind of will ( kh w āst ). 94  In his doxographic 
report of philosophical teachings,  The Intentions of the Philosophers  ( Maqās. id al-
falāsifa ), al-Ghazālı̄ distinguishes these two ways of creation: creation through 
one’s nature and creation by one’s will. Here he reports the position of the phi-
losophers that wherever there is knowledge of the action, there is will: 

 One can be an agent in two ways, either by pure nature or by a will. 
An action is out of pure nature if it is without knowledge of either 
what is done or of the doing itself. All actions that involve a knowl-
edge of the act of doing involve a will. 95  

 The  falāsifa  therefore maintain that there is some kind of a will on the part of 
God, even if there is no decision about the action. These they implicitly admit: 
the God of the  falāsifa  has no free choice in what to create, and in His crea-
tion He does not choose between alternatives. For the  falāsifa , God creates out 
of the necessity of His being. God is the one being that is necessary by vir-
tue of Himself ( wājib al-wujūd bi-dhātihi ), and everything about Him is neces-
sary. Avicenna writes that the First Principle is necessary in all its aspects ( min 
jamı̄  7jihātihi ). 96  This entails that God’s actions follow from Him with necessity. 
God is the source of the necessity that turns everything that exists in itself as a 
sheer contingency into actuality. As such, God cannot himself be contingent, 
and His actions cannot have an element of possibility within them. In a letter 
to one of his contemporaries, Avicenna sums up his teachings on the predeter-
mination of all events, on God creating without pursuing a goal or a desire, and 
on this world being the necessary result of God’s essence: 

 Pre-determination ( al-qadar ) is the existence of reasons (  ¶ il al ) and 
causes ( asbāb ) and their harmonization ( ittisāq ) in accordance with 
their arrangement ( tadbı̄r ) and their order ( ni.zām ), leading to the 
results ( ma  ¶lūlāt ) and effects ( musabbabāt ). This is what is necessi-
tated ( mūjab ) by the decree ( al-qad. ā  7 ) and what follows from it. There 
is no “why” ( limiyya ) for the action of the Creator because His action 
is due to ( li- ) His essence and not due to a motive ( dā  ¶in ) that would 
motivate Him to do something. (. . .) 

 “The Decree” ( al-qad. ā  7 ) is God’s foreknowledge ( sābiq  ¶ilm 
Allāh ) from which that which is determined ( al-muqaddar ) derives 
( inba  ¶ashat ). Every existent whose existence comes about through a 
smaller number of intermediaries ( bi-wasā  7it.  aqall ) is of an existence 
that is stronger ( aqwā ) [than the one that comes about through a 
greater number of intermediaries]. 97  

 Al-Ghazālı̄’s Treatment of Causality in MS London, Or. 3126 

  The Incoherence of the Philosophers  is the fi rst work in which al-Ghazālı̄ presents 
his own ideas about fundamental cosmological issues. We will see that his 
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treatment of causality in the seventeenth discussion of that book is—despite its 
brevity—so comprehensive that he hardly needed to add anything during his 
later writings. We will also fi nd that in his later writings, al-Ghazālı̄ stressed 
certain aspects of what he postulates in this chapter over others. These aspects 
are not always the same, and in different works he stresses different aspects. 
Almost everything that he will teach later in his life on the subject of causality, 
however, has already been put down in the seventeenth chapter of the  Incoher-
ence . There is no notable development of his views on causality. 

 An earlier level of al-Ghazālı̄’s occupation with causality is preserved in the 
text of a London manuscript. This text, whose title is lost, represents al-Ghazālı̄’s 
efforts to report the teachings of the philosophers rather than to refute them. 
Unlike his much better known  Intentions of the Philosophers,  here, al-Ghazālı̄ 
almost exclusively quotes from philosophical works rather than paraphrasing 
their teachings in his own words. The book was written in the same period that 
al-Ghazālı̄ worked on the  Incoherence , or at least shortly after its publication. 
The text of the London manuscript allows us to reconstruct which philosophi-
cal subjects and which works attracted his interest during this period. 

 The text of the London manuscript contains a very thorough report of the 
 falāsifa ’s teachings on causality. In his autobiography, al-Ghazālı̄ says that de-
veloping a meticulous understanding of the adversary’s teachings is an impor-
tant prerequisite to properly responding to false teachings. A proper refutation 
is not achieved by simply answering the adversaries’ accusations with numer-
ous unsystematic counterarguments. Rather, one must give a thorough report 
( h. ikāya ) of the adversaries’ teachings, 98  identify the key element in one’s own 
teaching that the adversaries deny, and turn this element against them ( qalb  or 
 inqilāb ) by showing that they cannot uphold their own teachings without it. 99  
The London manuscript devotes almost one-fi fth of its text to the subject of 
causality. 100  The material al-Ghazālı̄ presents on these pages is proportionally 
more than what Avicenna wrote on this subject in the section on metaphysics 
of his  Healing  ( al-Shifā   7). Al-Ghazālı̄ uses all these passages from Avicenna’s 
metaphysics in the  Healing , either copying them into his book or paraphras-
ing them. 101  In these passages, Avicenna introduces the four Aristotelian types 
of causes. The fi nal and the effi cient cause are singled out for more thorough 
treatment. 

 Avicenna presents the argument that no causal series, from any of the four 
types of causes, can regress indefi nitely. 102  Every series of causes and effects 
must have three components: a fi rst element, a middle element, and a last 
element. The last element is solely an effect and not a cause. The fi rst element 
of any causal chain is solely a cause and not an effect and causes everything 
that follows after it. The middle element is the cause for the last one and also 
the effect of the fi rst. The fi rst element is the absolute cause ( ¶ il la mut.laqa ) 
of both the middle element and the last. It causes these two either “through 
an intermediary” ( bi-mutawassat. in  )—namely another middle element of the 
chain—or without it. 103  Looking at a chain of effi cient causes, the “fi niteness 
of the causes” ( tanāhı̄ l-  ¶ ilal ) serves for Avicenna as the basis of a proof of God’s 
existence. Tracing back all effi cient causes in the universe will lead to a fi rst ef-
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fi cient cause, which is itself uncaused. When the First Cause is also shown to 
be incorporeal and one in number, we have achieved a proof of the deity. 104  

 While paraphrasing or copying these teachings verbatim from the metaphys-
ics of Avicenna’s  Healing , al-Ghazālı̄ adds material from other non-Avicennan 
sources, as well as occasionally adding his own original comments. 105  These pas-
sages are not meant to criticize Avicenna’s approach but rather to explain the 
philosopher’s teachings and make them more accessible to readers not trained 
in philosophy. In the following passage, for instance, he encourages his readers 
to refl ect on the  falāsifa ’s understanding of causes and to compare them with the 
way we use words such as “cause” in ordinary language: 

 It may appear to some weak minds ( awhām ) that the connection be-
tween the thing that we call “an effi cient cause,” (  fā  ¶ il ) with the thing 
that we call “caused by it” ( munfa  ¶ il ) or “an effi cient effect” ( maf  ¶ūl ) is 
of the same kind of meaning when the ordinary people ( al-  ¶āmma ) 
name it “that what is made” ( al-maf  ¶ūl ) and “the maker” ( al-fā  ¶ il) . 
The former kind [of meaning] is that the [effi cient cause] generates, 
and produces, and makes, while the [effi cient effect] is generated, is 
produced, and is made. All this goes back to the fact that one thing 
attains ( h. asala ) existence from another thing. 106  

 When the  falāsifa  use the word “effi cient cause” (  fā ¶ il) , they mean something 
different from what we in our ordinary language mean when we use the word 
“maker” ( fā ¶ il). In many instances this meaning is the same, as in the case 
of the adze, for instance, in which case its maker, the workman, is also one 
of its effi cient causes. Al-Ghazālı̄ explains, however, that sometimes we use 
words such as “he makes” (  fa  ¶ala ), “he produces” ( s. ana  ¶a ), or “he generates” 
( awjada ) in order to express aspects that belong to the fi nal cause ( gharad.  ) and 
not the effi cient one. Al-Ghazālı̄ neglects to discuss this in more detail, but 
what he seems to have in mind is when we say something like, “The doctor 
makes the patient take the medicine,” or “The teacher generates knowledge 
in his students.” These sentences are ambiguous as to the effi cient causes of 
the actions, and both doctor and teacher are more part of the fi nal cause than 
the effi cient one. Al-Ghazālı̄ wishes to stress that the philosophical usage of the 
Arabic word    fā  ¶ il   knows no such ambiguities. It means “that one thing comes 
into being after non-being by means of a cause.” 

 In addition to such clarifi cations, al-Ghazālı̄ stresses in his report the sec-
ondary nature of causality more than Avicenna did. He chooses two passages 
from the works of al-Fārābı̄ that are explicit about the way causes proceed from 
God. The effects are mediated through the intermediary causes in the heavens 
and arrive at the sublunar sphere of coming-to-be and passing-away through the 
mediation of the active intellect. Al-Ghazālı̄ reproduces al-Fārābı̄’s explanation 
of how “the First, which is God, is the proximate cause of the existence of the 
secondary causes and of the active intellect.” 107  Avicenna avoided giving such 
a detailed account about the celestial causes because unlike al-Fārābı̄, he was 
unsure about their precise number and other matters of detail. In his report, al-
Ghazālı̄ prefers outspokenness over precision. He adds another account from 
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the works of al-Fārābı̄ on how the second cause, which is the fi rst intellect, em-
anates from the First Cause. This chapter also explains how through a proces-
sion of secondary causes—each of them an intellect residing in the spheres of 
Atlas, of the zodiac, of Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, the sun, Venus, Mercury, and the 
moon—the active intellect is reached. At this point, al-Ghazālı̄ returns to the 
Avicennan perspective and identifi es the active intellect as the “giver of forms” 
( wāhib al-s. uwar ) of the sublunar sphere. An interesting detail in this report is 
a seemingly minor change of terminology. In the original, al-Fārābı̄ refers to 
the spheres with the Arabic word  kura . Al-Ghazālı̄ replaces it throughout the 
whole passage with the word  falak , which has the same technical meaning. 108  
Unlike  kura , however,  falak  appears in two verses of the Qur’an (21:33, 36:40), 
where it refers to the spheres in which the celestial objects swim. Readers in 
the religious sciences are familiar with  falak , and using this word might make 
al-Fārābı̄’s explanation of the heavens more acceptable to them. 

 Overall, al-Ghazālı̄ tried to make philosophical cosmology more approach-
able to the religiously trained reader. Later, in his  Revival of the Religious Sci-
ences , al-Ghazālı̄ writes that it is not contrary to the religious law for a Muslim 
to believe that the celestial objects are compelled by God’s command to act as 
causes ( asbāb ) in accord with His wisdom. It is forbidden, however, to assume 
that the stars would be by themselves the effi cient causes (  fā  ¶ ila ) of their effects, 
and that there would not be a being that governs ( yudabbir ) over all of them. 
This assumption would be considered unbelief ( kufr ). 109  Here, in his report 
on the philosophical teachings of metaphysics, al-Ghazālı̄ makes sure that the 
readers understand the  secondary  nature of philosophical causality. None of the 
intellects that reside in the ten celestial spheres is an ultimate effi cient cause. 
Each one of them is a secondary cause and an intermediary employed by God. 
Al-Ghazālı̄ reproduces a distinctly Avicennan position of causality and adds 
some of the more detailed accounts of the secondary causes ( asbāb thawānı̄  ) 
from al-Fārābı̄’s works. 
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 The Seventeenth 
Discussion of 
The Incoherence of 
the Philosophers 

 The seventeenth discussion of al-Ghazālı̄’s  Incoherence of the 
 Philosophers  has become famous for its criticism of causality. When 
Solomon Munk, the fi rst Western analyst of the  Incoherence , read the 
seventeenth discussion, he understood al-Ghazālı̄ as saying that “the 
philosophers’ theory of causality is false, and that they are not right 
when they deny that things can happen contrary to what they call the 
law of nature and contrary to what happens  habitually .” 1  For Munk, 
this was an expression of al-Ghazālı̄’s skepticism, which simply 
denied the existence of causality in the outside world. For students of 
philosophy and theology, the seventeenth discussion of the  Incoher-
ence  has become a  locus classicus  for pious and yet intelligent criticism 
of the existence of causal connection. The mistaken understanding 
that here al-Ghazālı̄ denies the existence of causal connections still 
persists today. Michael E. Marmura, for instance, goes as far as say-
ing that for al-Ghazālı̄, “the Aristotelian theory of natural effi cient 
causation is false.” 2  

 A close reading of the seventeenth discussion shows, however, 
that on its two dozen or so pages, al-Ghazālı̄ does not deny the exist-
ence of causal connections—and thus of causality—and he certainly 
does not argue that effi cient causality as an explanation of physical 
change is false. Among the many things he does in this discussion 
is open ways to uphold causality as an epistemological principle of 
the natural sciences, while remaining uncommitted whether those 
things in this world that we regard as causes truly have effi cacy on 
their assumed effects. More important, however, the seventeenth 
discussion is a criticism of Avicenna’s necessarianism, that is, the 
 position that events in this world are necessarily determined and 
could not be any different from what they are. 
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 Al-Ghazālı̄ begins his analysis of the seventeenth discussion by stating a 
much more limited goal. In its preceding introduction, he says that he aims 
to convince the followers of the philosophical movement and those who are 
attracted to its teachings that the things they deem impossible—namely, some 
prophetical miracles like the changing of a staff into a serpent, 3  the revivica-
tion of the dead, 4  or the splitting of the moon (Q 54.1)—should be considered 
possible events. If they are possible, the Qur’anic accounts of these events are 
literally true and do not need to be interpreted as metaphors. 5  In our earlier 
discussion of al-Ghazālı̄’s interpretation of the Qur’an, we saw that according 
to his rule of interpretation, one’s understanding of the text of revelation de-
pends on what one considers possible or impossible. This premise determines 
al-Ghazālı̄’s perspective in this discussion of the  Incoherence . It is less a discus-
sion about whether causality is a fact than it is a dispute about modalities and 
the way we know them. In the seventeenth discussion, al-Ghazālı̄ argues with 
the Muslim philosophers about what is possible for God to create. 6  

 Al-Ghazālı̄ presents the subject of causality as a problem of Qur’an in-
terpretation. Although the  falāsifa  acknowledge that prophets are capable of 
performing extraordinary feats and can infl uence their surroundings through 
the practical faculty ( al-quwwa al- ¶amaliyya ) of their souls by creating rains, 
storms, and earthquakes, they did not accept that the prophets could change 
an inanimate being such as a piece of wood or a corpse into a living being 
such as a serpent or a human or that they could transform celestial objects 
such as the moon. 7  In their theories, a substance (   jawhar )—here understood 
in the Aristotelian sense of a clearly defi ned object with a number of essential 
and unchanging characteristics—such as a piece of wood cannot change into 
another substance such as a living serpent. Celestial bodies are uncomposed in 
the  falāsifa ’s opinion and thus are not divisible. Yet the Qur’an and the  h. adı̄th  
describe miracles such as these as confi rming the prophecies of Moses and 
Muh. ammad. “For this reason,” al-Ghazālı̄ says at the end of the introduction to 
the seventeenth discussion, “it becomes necessary to plunge into the question 
[of causality] in order to affi rm the existence of miracles.” This all happens, he 
adds, in the interest of upholding the Muslim religious tenet that God is om-
nipotent ( qādir ¶alā kull shay 7 ). 8  

 In the seventeenth discussion itself, the claim of upholding God’s omnipo-
tence is nowhere mentioned. Indeed, only a very limited part of that chapter 
can be seen as responding to this concern. Al-Ghazālı̄’s goal in this discussion 
is rather limited. In the opening sentence, he formulates the position of which 
he wishes to convince his readers: the connection between the generally ac-
cepted ideas of “the cause” and “the effect” is not a necessary one. If the read-
ers accept this position, so goes the implicit assumption, their acceptance of 
the reported miracles will follow. Behind this understanding lies the principle 
that one must fully accept the authority of revelation in places where its literal 
wording is deemed possible. If the readers acknowledge that God’s reports of 
prophetical miracles in the Qur’an are possible in their outward sense (z.  āhir ), 
they must accept the reports’ truth. 
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 In accordance with the general strategy of the  Incoherence  to alert the fol-
lowers of the philosophical movements to mistakes their teachers make in 
their reasoning, al-Ghazālı̄ fi rst presents an argument that aims to shake the 
reader’s conviction as to the necessity of causal connections and then presents 
an alternative model for explaining these connections. Al-Ghazālı̄ briefl y intro-
duces the counterargument as well as the alternative explanation in an opening 
statement that is a masterwork of philosophical literature: 

 The connection ( iqtirān ) between what is habitually believed to be 
a cause and what is habitually believed to be an effect is not neces-
sary ( d. arūriy an  ) according to us. But [with] any two things that are 
not identical and which do not imply one another 9  it is not necessary 
that the existence or the nonexistence of one follows necessarily ( min 
d. arūra ) out of the existence or the nonexistence of the other. (. . .) 
Their connection is due to the prior decree ( taqdı̄r ) of God who cre-
ates them side by side (  ¶alā l-tasāwuq ), not to its being necessary by 
itself, incapable of separation. 10  

 Here, al-Ghazālı̄ lays out four conditions for explaining physical processes. The 
requirements are: (1) that the connection between a cause and its effect is not 
necessary; (2) that the effect can exist without the cause (“they are not incapa-
ble of separation”); (3) that God creates two events concomitantly, side by side; 
and (4) that God’s creation follows a prior decree. Earlier in the introduction 
to the discussion, al-Ghazālı̄ had said that from a Muslim’s point of view, a 
physical theory is acceptable only if it leaves space for unusual creations “that 
disrupt the habitual course [of events].” 11  This condition is no longer part of the 
four in this initial statement of the discussion. This omission is an important 
indicator. Additionally, upholding divine omnipotence, which is mentioned as 
a motive for this debate at the end of the introductory statement, does not ap-
pear in the seventeenth discussion itself. In the discussion, al-Ghazālı̄ focuses 
purely on the  possibility  of the reported miracles, and he does not claim that we 
should consider God capable of doing all those things the philosophers deny 
that He can do. It is important to understand that al-Ghazālı̄ does not deny the 
existence of a connection between a cause and its effect; rather he denies the 
 necessary character  of this connection. 12  

 On fi rst sight, it seems that only a consequent occasionalist explanation of 
physical processes would fulfi ll these four conditions. Ulrich Rudolph, how-
ever, pointed out that not only occasionalism but also other types of explana-
tions fulfi ll these four criteria. Most misleading is the third requirement that 
God would need to create events “side by side.” These words seem to point 
exclusively to an occasionalist understanding of creation. One should keep in 
mind, however, that this formula leaves open  how  God creates events. Even an 
Avicennan philosopher holds that God creates the cause concomitant to its ef-
fect through secondary causality. Rudolph convincingly argues that although 
the seventeenth discussion of the  Incoherence  points toward occasionalism 
as a possible solution, it also allows for other solutions. 13  Al-Ghazālı̄ chooses 
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 language that can be easily associated with occasionalist theories, which has led 
many interpreters of this discussion to believe that here he argues exclusively 
in favor of it. On at least two occasions, however, al-Ghazālı̄ alerts his occa-
sionalist readers to some very undesired consequences of their position. He 
implicitly cautions his readers against subscribing to consequent occasionalist 
explanations of physical processes. 14  Simultaneously, al-Ghazālı̄ alerts his tar-
get readership—Muslim scholars attracted to philosophical explanations—to a 
fundamental mistake they make when they talk about necessity and possibility. 
From that place, he develops several alternative explanations likely to satisfy 
the requirements for physical explanations as described by Aristotelian natural 
sciences. These alternative explanations accept the possibility of the reported 
prophetical miracles. 

 Prior analyses of the seventeenth chapter of the  Incoherence  do not always 
note its division into three different “positions” (singl.  maqām ). 15  Each “posi-
tion” cites a claim within the teachings of a group of  falāsifa  and points out 
why this claim is either untenable or must be modifi ed. These different claims 
come from different groups among the  falāsifa . The “position” ( maqām ) is 
that of an opponent, which is rebuffed by al-Ghazālı̄ ’s objections to it. 16  In one 
case, this rebuff is divided into two “approaches” (singl.  maslak ). It should be 
noted that a “position” within this text consists of the citation of a philosophi-
cal position  plus  al-Ghazālı̄ ’s answer to it. 17  The character of the  Incoherence  
allows al-Ghazālı̄  to cite all sorts of objections in his answers, whether he 
subscribes to them or not. In order to make his point most effectively, al-
Ghazālı̄  puts forward more than just one explanation as to how the reported 
miracles are possible. In the Second and the Third Positions, he presents in 
total three different interpretations of the relationship between what is called 
cause and effect. These explanations are  different  theories; each is consistent 
only within itself. The seventeenth discussion leaves open whether al-Ghazālı̄  
subscribes to any one of them. Although the fi rst of his alternative expla-
nations denies the existence of natures, meaning the unchanging character 
of the relation between cause and effect, the second alternative accepts that 
natures do exist. 18  Al-Ghazālı̄  presents various theories that shake the convic-
tions of his opponents on different levels, sometimes more and sometimes 
less radically. 

 The First Position: Observation Does Not Establish 
Causal Connections 

 The First Position ( al-maqām al-awwal ) cites the claim that in a given example 
in which fi re comes into contact with a cotton ball, “the effi cient cause of the 
[cotton’s] combustion is the fi re alone.” 19  The fi re is the agent or the effi cient 
cause (   fā ¶il ) igniting the cotton in accord with its nature (   fā ¶il bi-t.ab ¶¶  ), and it has 
no choice over its actions. According to this position, fi re is the  only  effi cient 
cause of the ignition; it is the only suffi cient cause that by itself makes ignition 
necessary. This is not the position of Avicenna: he taught that in any given 
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chain of effi cient causes, only the fi rst element is the cause in the real sense of 
that word. That fi rst element is the absolute cause (  ¶illa mut.laqa ) of all that fol-
lows after it. Thus, with regard to effi cient causality, there is only one absolute 
cause, and that is God. For Avicenna, who believed in secondary causality, the 
fi re would only be a middle element in a causal chain. The fi re would be both 
a cause and an effect, and it could not be called the  only  effi cient cause of the 
ignition. At other places in his writing, al-Ghazālı̄ ascribed this First Position 
somehow vaguely to a group of people he calls “eternalist” ( dahriyyūn ) for their 
belief in an eternal world without a cause or a maker. These people, he adds, are 
clandestine apostates ( zanādiqa ), meaning they could not be counted among 
the various groups of Muslims. 20  Later in this book, al-Ghazālı̄ adds that this 
position is closely akin to the one held by Mu ¶tazilites with regard to the genera-
tion ( tawallud ) of human actions and their effects. 21  

 From his later comment in the  Revival , we know that al-Ghazālı̄ condemned 
as unbelief ( kufr ) the view that stars would be by themselves effi cient causes that 
are not governed by higher ones. The First Position in this discussion presents 
this view. It is not surprising that al-Ghazālı̄ responds vigorously in response 
to this theory: this position must be denied. Rather, the effi cient cause for the 
burning of the cotton, and it being reduced to ashes, is God. Again, these words 
seem to suggest that al-Ghazālı̄ refers exclusively to occasionalism as the only 
acceptable alternative explanation. An Avicennan, however, could easily agree 
with the statement that God is the ultimate or absolute effi cient cause of the 
cotton’s combustion. This alternate explanation is taken into account in the 
statement in which al-Ghazālı̄ rejects the initial position: 

 This [position] is one of those that we deny. Rather we say that the 
effi cient cause (   fā ¶il ) of the combustion through the creation of black-
ness in the cotton and through causing the separation of its parts and 
turning it into coal or ashes is God, either through the mediation of 
the angels or without mediation. 22  

 The angels here are the celestial intellects. The correct position is either an oc-
casionalist explanation  or  Avicenna’s view of creation by means of secondary 
causality. In both theories, not the fi re but God is the absolute effi cient cause 
of the burning. 

 In this First Position, al-Ghazālı̄ implies agreement with Avicenna and the 
Aristotelian philosophers when he says that events such as the birth of a baby 
are not simply caused by the parents but rather by “the First” ( al-awwal ), mean-
ing God, “either without mediation or through the mediation of the angels 
who are entrusted with these temporal things.” 23  Here again, the word “angels” 
( malā 7ika ) refers to the celestial intellects, who in Avicenna’s cosmology are 
causal intermediaries between God and the sublunar sphere. For events in the 
sublunar sphere, al-Ghazālı̄ names the active intellect as one of their causes. 
The intellect is named as the “giver of forms” ( wāhib al-s. uwar ) in the sphere of 
generation and corruption. Here in the First Position, al-Ghazālı̄ accepts that 
the “giver of forms” is the angel ( malak ) from which the “events that occur 
when contacts between bodies take place” have their source (or emanate). 24  
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This is the position of those who search diligently for truth among the philoso-
phers ( muh. aqqiqūhum ), al-Ghazālı̄ says. 

 After fi nding common ground with the Avicennans, al-Ghazālı̄ attacks the 
adversary’s position that fi re can be the only effi cient cause. His objection is 
based on epistemology: the simple observation of one thing following another 
does not justify denying the involvement of causes that are not visible. Earlier 
Ash ¶arites such as al-Bāqillānı̄ had used the same line of reasoning with a more 
radical scope, arguing that sense perception does not establish any connection 
between cause and effect. 25  According to al-Bāqillānı̄, all we can know without 
doubt is that these two things usually follow each other in our observation 
or our sense perception ( mushāhada ). Such perceptions, however, are unable 
to inform us about a causal connection between these two events. Like ear-
lier Ash ¶arites, al-Ghazālı̄ uses this argument in a radical sense. The fact that 
we experience cotton as burning every time fi re touches it informs us neither 
(1) about  any  causal connection between the fi re and the burning of the cotton 
nor (2) whether fi re is the only cause: 

 Observation ( mushāhada ) points towards a concomitant occurrence 
( al-h. us. ūl ¶indahu ) but not to a combined occurrence ( al-h. us. ūl bihi ) and 
that there is no other cause (  ¶illa ) for it. 26  

 In the context of the First Position, al-Ghazālı̄ focuses on the latter point; we 
have no means to know whether fi re is the only effi cient cause, as these people 
claim. Nobody would say, for instance, that the parents (al-Ghazālı̄ says ellipti-
cally: the father) are the only effi cient causes of a child. There may be hidden 
causes everywhere, and it is next to impossible to say that any given cause is the 
only suffi cient one for the effect it appears to trigger. 

 Al-Ghazālı̄’s denial of the claim that an event may have a single immanent 
effi cient cause is based on the wider-ranging epistemological objection that 
sense perception creates no knowledge of causal dependencies. When a thing 
exists together with (  ¶inda ) another, it does not mean that it exists through ( bi- ) 
it. 27  Concurrent events need not be connected with one another; and even if 
they are, the connection may be much more complex than what we witness. 

 By using this argument, al-Ghazālı̄ introduces some confusion into this 
First Position. Apparently, al-Ghazālı̄ intends to argue against the position that 
fi re is the  absolute  effi cient cause of the cotton’s burning, a point at which he 
rightfully claims agreement with the Avicennan  falāsifa . But by referring to 
the epistemological objection that observation can prove concomitance of two 
events but no connection between them, he has justifi ably been understood 
as being more radical. He seems to object not only to those who teach there 
are (absolute) effi cient causes other than God, but also to those who teach that 
causes have effi cacy on their effects. 

 This is not where the confusion ends. While arguing that fi re cannot be 
the only effi cient cause for the cotton’s combustion, al-Ghazālı̄ brings a very 
brief side argument: “As for the fi re, it is an inanimate being (   jamād ) and it has 
no action (   fi  ¶l ).” 28  Here al-Ghazālı̄ refers back to an objection he made in the 
third discussion in the  Incoherence  about what can be called a  fā ¶il , or, an agent 
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or an effi cient cause. Motivated by considerations that will become clear later 
during this study, al-Ghazālı̄ simply rejects the terminology of the  falāsifa —the 
Avicennans as well as any other group. For Avicenna, for instance, the word 
 fā ¶il  merely describes the effi cient cause: it is the thing that gives existence to 
another thing. 29  In the third discussion of the  Incoherence,  al-Ghazālı̄ rejects 
that usage on the grounds that according to common understanding, the word 
 fā ¶il  describes the originator of an act—al-Ghazālı̄ uses a pronoun that refers 
to a person and not a thing—who has a will, has chosen the act freely, and has 
knowledge of what is willed. 30  This sense of  fā  ¶il  is totally alien to Avicenna, and 
al-Ghazālı̄’s statement here shows a fundamental disagreement between him 
and Avicenna about the meaning of the word  fā ¶il . For al-Ghazālı̄, it means “vol-
untary agent”; for Avicenna, simply “effi cient cause.” In the seventeenth dis-
cussion, al-Ghazālı̄ throws in this earlier argument without further pursuing 
the point. Although primarily directed against a nonsecondary understanding 
of causality, the sentence is ultimately also directed against Avicenna’s particu-
lar understanding of secondary causality. In the context of the First Position 
here, which does not represent Avicenna’s view on causality, the sentence is 
somewhat misleading and has, in fact, led to misunderstandings among al-
Ghazālı̄’s modern interpreters. 31  

 The First Approach of the Second Position: How the Natural 
 Sciences Are Possible Even in an Occasionalist Universe 

 The Second Position ( al-maqām al-thānı̄ ) solves some of the confusion that re-
mains from the First. It begins with the claim of a philosophical opponent 
who concedes that fi re is not the true effi cient cause of the cotton’s ignition. 
This philosopher admits that events emanate from “the principles of tempo-
rary events” ( mabādı̄ 7al-h. awādith ). He maintains that the connection between 
the cause and the effect is inseparable and necessary. Causal processes pro-
ceed with necessity and in accord with the natures of things, not by means 
of deliberation and choice by the effi cient cause. The philosophical adversary 
argues that all things have a certain predisposition ( isti ¶dād ) that determines 
how they react to other things. This predisposition is part of the thing’s nature 
( t.ab ¶   ). 32  Because these natures cannot change, the things react necessarily to 
given circumstances. Cotton, for instance, necessarily burns when it comes in 
contact with fi re. Here, al-Ghazālı̄ paraphrases the position of Avicenna and 
other Aristotelians. The philosopher of the Second Position teaches secondary 
causality; he believes in the necessity of causal connection and in the existence 
of natures ( t.abā 7i  ¶  ). 

 Al-Ghazālı̄ divides his response to this position into two “approaches” 
(singl.  maslak ). The First Approach counters this philosophical position with 
that of a consistent occasionalist. Al-Ghazālı̄ asks his philosopher-opponent to 
consider that nothing in this world follows its given natures. Everything can 
be changed if so willed by God. 33  Pointing to God’s omnipotence prompts the 
opponent to bring his most forceful objection against al-Ghazālı̄’s criticism of 
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causality. If there are no natures and no given predispositions, the philosopher-
opponent says, how are we to know anything about the world? If we do not 
take our judgments from the nature of things, we may well take them from any 
random source, and then they simply become arbitrary: 

 If one denies that the effects follow necessarily from their causes and 
relates them to the will of the Creator, the will having no specifi c des-
ignated course but [a course that] can vary and change in kind, then 
let each of us allow the possibility of there being in front of someone 
ferocious beasts, raging fi res, high mountains, or enemies ready with 
their weapons [to kill him], but [also the possibility] that he does not 
see them because God does not create [vision of them] for him. And 
if someone leaves a book in the house, let him allow as possible its 
change on his returning home into a beardless slave boy (. . .) or into 
an animal (. . .). 34  

 Al-Ghazālı̄ admits that this is a strong objection by saying that it brings up the 
vilifying or hideous impossibilities ( muh. ālāt shanı̄ ¶a ) of a consequent occasion-
alist position, impossibilities that one might not want to be associated with. 35  
Much of what follows in the seventeenth discussion may be understood as al-
Ghazālı̄’s response to what he evidently considered a quite compelling point. 

 In his most immediate answer, al-Ghazālı̄ brings two arguments that de-
fend the occasionalist’s position. In the fi rst, he introduces a difference between 
two types of possibilities. This passage in the seventeenth discussion is very 
similar to one in al-Ghazālı̄’s  Balanced Book on What-to-Believe , yet here in the 
 Incoherence,  the language he uses is surprisingly untechnical. Al-Ghazālı̄ says 
that although all of the possibilities the adversary mentions are possible, there 
is a difference between possibility and actuality. Admitting that something is 
possible involves no commitment that it is true. If God had created this world 
in such a way that we would make no distinction between what is possible and 
what exists in actuality, we would indeed be confused about the possibility of 
a book transforming into a horse. However, God created human knowledge in 
such a way that we  do  distinguish what is merely possible from what occurs in 
actuality. Granted that it is possible—and thus within God’s power—to change 
books into horses at any moment, we know that in our world such an event 
never occurs, whether in our presence or in our absence. God’s past habits 
have given us some guidance about what we consider possible or impossible: 
“The continuous habit of their occurrence repeatedly, one time after another, 
fi xes unshakably in our minds the belief in their occurrence according to past 
habit.” 36  Al-Ghazālı̄ makes his point again in an opaque passage with an exam-
ple that he explicates fully in the  Balanced Book on What-to-Believe . The philoso-
phers agree, al-Ghazālı̄ says, that prophets have been given the ability to look 
into the future. When they do, they have certain knowledge about which future 
contingencies will become actual and which will not be realized. The clairvoy-
ance of the prophets shows that the distinctions between what possibilities will 
and will not occur in the future already exist today. In the  Balanced Book,  al-
Ghazālı̄ says that those future contingencies, which will remain unrealized, are 
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possible with regard to themselves but impossible with regard to something 
else. 37  In other words, an event such as a book changing into a horse is possible 
with regard to itself, but with regard to the “something else” of God’s habit, 
such an event will not occur. 

 William Courtenay, who was unaware of the discussion in the  Balanced 
Book , understood that here al-Ghazālı̄ applies a distinction between God’s ab-
solute power-to-act and the exercised or ordained power of God. 38  This distinc-
tion can be also understood as analogous to al-Fārābı̄’s distinction between 
what is possible or necessary “in itself” and “from something else.” Regarded 
purely in itself, it is within God’s power to change books into horses. But God 
operates consistently and does not alter his operations by whim or caprice. 
Regarded from the perspective of God’s preknowledge and the consistency of 
His action, we do not think it possible for books to turn into animals. God will 
not interrupt the habitual operations of what appears to be cause and effect 
without good reason. The only reason why God would suspend the habitual 
relationship between causes and effects—so it seems in the seventeenth dis-
cussion—is the confi rmation of one of His prophets. If God’s preknowledge 
includes the enactment of a miracle, He suspends His habit. 

 Al-Ghazālı̄ brings a second argument in defense of the occasionalist’s posi-
tion, one that focuses on the relationship between events in the created world 
and our knowledge of them. Usually we say their relationship is causal: outside 
events cause our knowledge of them. For the occasionalist, this translates into 
saying that this connection is not by itself determined. Given that there are no 
causes among creatures, the outside events cannot cause our knowledge, the 
occasionalist claims. Rather, God both creates the event in the outside world 
and creates our knowledge independently to accord with the event. 39  Here 
again, the relationship is habitual but not necessary. Although we have reason 
to trust in God and assume that our knowledge of the world corresponds to 
its actual function, there is no direct connection between the events and our 
knowledge of them. 40  

 Michael E. Marmura and Ulrich Rudolph suggest that al-Ghazālı̄ tried to 
rebuff the objection that occasionalism leads to ignorance by augmenting an 
occasionalist view of causality in the outside world with an occasionalist under-
standing of human knowledge. Since God has direct control over our knowl-
edge as well as over our imaginations, and since we witness that nobody is 
seriously concerned about books changing into an animal zoo, God evidently 
prevents us from being confused by not creating in us absurd thoughts such as 
these. 41  The force of this line of argument seems to rest on the common obser-
vations (1) that nobody experiences the transformations of books into animals 
and also (2) that humans with a sound intellect do not draw false conclusions 
about what is likely to happen. The second experience is just as important as 
the fi rst. God creates human knowledge to be neither discontinuous nor capri-
cious. Agreeing with his philosopher-opponent, al-Ghazālı̄ believes that true 
knowledge corresponds with its objects in the outside world. Here he aims to 
strengthen the notion that humans do have true knowledge. He argues that 
God creates our knowledge of the world habitually in accord with it; truth is 
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therefore a result of God’s habit and not of causal connections between objects 
and their perception. 

 The philosopher-opponent suggests that an omnipotent God may act arbi-
trarily. As in the fi rst point, al-Ghazālı̄’s rebuff is based on the strictly habitual 
character of God’s actions. He responds that God’s habit is manifest in two ways. 
First, books habitually do not change into animals. Second, our knowledge of 
the actual (and not possible) transformation of books habitually corresponds 
to what actually happens in the outside world. Stressing the strictly habitual 
character of God’s operations aims at rejecting the ideas that this world could 
be chaotic or that we do not have true knowledge of it. It is indeed possible in 
principle for books to turn into horses while still giving us the impression that 
they had remained books. If God were to will that sort of thing, He could pre-
vent us from ever fi nding out what had really happened to our books. Neither 
of these incidents would ever happen, al-Ghazālı̄ says, because past experience 
shows that God habitually does not act this way. Humans are therefore not 
confused about books turning into horses, because it is part of God’s habit to 
prevent our confusion. When God made His plan of creation, He chose not to 
enact these possibilities that the philosophers evoke, and He created human 
knowledge accordingly. God already knows in His divine foreknowledge that 
He would not do a certain act and thus break His habit. 42  

 Miracles are naturally part of God’s foreknowledge. When they occur, God 
adjusts the knowledge of those humans who witness it. The witnesses’ habitual 
foregone conclusions about the expected course of events will be suspended in 
order for them to realize that they are, in fact, witnessing a miracle: 

 If, then, God disrupts ( kharaqa ) the habitual [course of events] by 
making [the miracle] occur at a time when a disruption of the ha-
bitual events takes place, these cognitions [about the habitual course 
of events] have slipped away from people’s minds since God didn’t 
create them. 43  

 The two points al-Ghazālı̄ makes in the First Approach of the Second Position 
are those of a fully consistent occasionalist who stresses the reliability of God’s 
habit. God directly creates all events in his creation, including the knowledge 
of humans. Yet the strictly habitual character of God’s actions avoids epistemo-
logical solipsism and creates the possibility of natural science. Humans suc-
cessfully master the world by knowing, for instance, that books will remain 
books. This fact is a clear indication about the strictly habitual character of 
God’s actions. 

 The Second Approach of the Second Position: 
An Immanent Explanation of Miracles 

 Al-Ghazālı̄ presents to his readers a second consistent theory to explain mira-
cles. This theory promises “deliverance from these vilifi cations,” meaning the 
absurdities of having to reckon with books changing into horses and similar 
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things. 44  This Second Approach ( al-maslak al-thānı̄  ) lacks the radical spirit of 
the fi rst. In fact, it has often been regarded as a wide-ranging concession to 
al-Ghazālı̄’s philosophical opponents that subscribe to the necessary character 
of the connection between cause and effect. 45  Al-Ghazālı̄ proposes that physical 
processes, which are simply unknown to us, explain those prophetical mir-
acles that the  falāsifa  deny. We are unaware of these processes because they 
occur so rarely that we may not have witnessed them. The Qu’ran depicts Ab-
raham’s being thrown into a blazing fi re (Q 21:68, 29:24, 37:97) and surviving 
unharmed; his survival can be seen as similar to people who coat themselves 
with talc and sit in fi ery furnaces, unaffected by the heat. Similarly, Moses’ 
stick changing into a serpent can be seen as the rapid version of the natural 
recycling of a stick’s wood into fertile earth, into new plants, into the fl esh of 
herbivores, and from there into the fl esh of carnivores such as snakes. There is 
no limitation to how fast these processes can unfold. 46  Miracles are sometimes 
hard to distinguish from what may be called magic or sorcery. Talismanic art, 
for instance, has at times repelled snakes, scorpions, or bedbugs from towns 
and villages. 47  

 The likely confusion of sorcery and prophetic miracles is an important 
motif in al-Ghazālı̄’s later works, most prominently in his autobiography,  Deliv-
erer from Error.  These later passages will be discussed further on. This explana-
tion of prophetical “miracles” provided in the Second Approach is certainly the 
one most conducive to a philosophical reader. We also note that this approach 
does not uphold the initial stipulation of the discussion’s introduction that 
physical theories must leave God space for “disrupting ( kharaqa ) the habitual 
course [of events].” 48  Indeed, at the beginning of the seventeenth discussion, 
this condition fails to be mentioned. In any case, the kinds of explanations 
proposed in this Second Approach are not disruptions of the physical course of 
events. Here prophetical “miracles” are merely understood as marvels, seem-
ingly wondrous events that, if all factors are taken into consideration, can be 
explained as effects of natural causes. They are effects and permutations that 
may be witnessed rarely or may not have been witnessed at all. Still, al-Ghazālı̄ 
says, the serious natural philosopher should consider them possible. He must 
acknowledge that the natural sciences cannot explain all phenomena that hu-
mans have witnessed in the past: “Among the objects lying within God’s power 
there are strange and wondrous things, not all which we have seen. Why, then, 
should we deny their possibility and judge them impossible?” 49  Such a denial of 
the reported “miracles” would be because of a lack of understanding the ways 
of God’s creation: “Whoever studies the wonders of the sciences will not regard 
whatever has been reported of the prophetical miracles in any way remote from 
the power of God.” 50  

 Overcoming Occasionalism: The Third Position 

 Al-Ghazālı̄ quotes another claim of an opposing philosopher in what we fi nd 
as the third and last position ( maqām ). 51  This third philosopher-adversary 
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 proposes a seemingly simple understanding: both parties must agree upon the 
fact that God can only create what is possible and that He cannot create what is 
impossible. This leads the philosopher to ask al-Ghazālı̄: what does he believe 
is impossible? 52  If he would say that impossibility is just the negation of two 
contradictory things existing together, he would simply render himself ridicu-
lous, since according to the opponent, it is obvious that many other things are 
also impossible for God to create. God cannot move a dead man’s hand, and He 
cannot create a will in a creature that has no knowledge. There can also be no 
knowledge in creatures that have no life. 

 The imaginary opponent puts his fi nger on a signifi cant discrepancy be-
tween the two parties that explains much of their differences. The Aristotelian 
philosophers regard creation as a necessary process that fl ows from God’s un-
changing knowledge. God’s knowledge and His power to create are together 
suffi cient causes for the world to be as it is. God’s knowledge is the determin-
ing factor that necessitates the world in its current state, and His knowledge is 
itself determined by His unchanging and eternal nature. Presuming that God’s 
knowledge is eternal and unchanging makes the world’s history determined 
and necessary. This necessity does not permit the creation of anything other 
than what actually is. Any actual creation is necessitated by the combination of 
long chains of causes that all have its starting point in God’s nature. God can-
not change the continuous realization of these chains of causes and effects, just 
as He cannot make water fl ow uphill. For the  falāsifa , everything that does not 
exist in actuality is therefore impossible to be created. It is impossible for the 
world to be anything other than it is. 

 Modern Western interpreters of al-Ghazālı̄ disagree about his answer to 
this challenge. The majority holds that al-Ghazālı̄’s response makes a signifi -
cant concession to the position of the  falāsifa : he acknowledges that there are 
certain limits to God’s creative power, boundaries much narrower than that 
which is logically impossible. Al-Ghazālı̄ concedes that some assumptions 
imply others. A stone, for instance, can have no knowledge. The assumption of 
knowledge in a thing implies that this thing has life. The same is true for will 
and knowledge, as the former implies the latter. We cannot say that something 
has a will without also assuming that it has prior knowledge about the object 
of its will. In his interpretation of the Third Position, Ulrich Rudolph points to 
the fact that from the very beginning of the seventeenth discussion, relation-
ships of identifi cation and implication were exempt from al-Ghazālı̄’s critique 
of causality. The initial statement of this discussion says that, “[with] any two 
things that are  not identical  and which do  not imply one another,  it is not neces-
sary that the existence or the nonexistence of one follows necessarily out of the 
existence or the nonexistence of the other.” 53  Here at the end of the discussion, 
al-Ghazālı̄ clarifi es what he meant when he had said that two things are identi-
cal or imply each other. 

 At the start of this Third Position, in his response to the philosopher’s chal-
lenge al-Ghazali postulates three principles that God’s creative power is subject 
to. In his creation, God is bound by three norms: First of all, God cannot vio-
late the rule of excluded contradiction. He thus cannot affi rm (meaning create) 
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and also deny (meaning not create) a specifi c thing at a given time. Second, 
God must accept relationships of implications. This is closely connected to the 
principle just mentioned: God cannot “affi rm the special and at the same time 
deny the more general [when it includes the special]” ( ithbāt al-akhas. s.  ma ¶anafı̄ 
l-a ¶amm ). Third, God cannot “affi rm two things and at the same time deny one 
of them” ( ithbāt al-ithayn ma ¶a naf ı̄ l-wāh. id ). These three rules defi ne what is 
impossible. Everything that is not limited by these three rules is, according to 
al-Ghazālı̄, possible for God to create. 54  

 In the next step, al-Ghazālı̄ explains how these three norms are to be ap-
plied. He gives some examples: God cannot create black and white in the same 
substrate or locus ( mah. all ), and he cannot create a person in two places at once 
since this would violate the principle of excluded contradiction. The second 
rule on the binding character of implications says that God can neither create a 
will without knowledge nor create knowledge without life. 55  Lenn E. Goodman 
suggests that acknowledging this principle introduces the Aristotelian schema 
of genera and differentia and of essences and accidental properties. Identifying 
a thing as X carries with it all further specifi cation of X’s defi nition. 56  If God 
wishes to create an animal, for instance, He must create it animated and can-
not leave it lifeless. 

 The third rule brings with it an equally wide-raging consequence, since it 
disallows, in al-Ghazālı̄’s view, “the changing of genera” ( qalb al-ajnās ). Good-
man probably goes too far when he argues that with this principle, al-Ghazālı̄ 
accepts the whole apparatus of Aristotelian hylemorphism. 57  More likely, al-
Ghazālı̄ means that transformations can only happen within the “genera” and 
not across their lines. Blood can change into sperm, and water can change 
into steam, but a color cannot be changed into a material object, for instance. 
In the permitted cases, the matter ( mādda ) of the initial substance assumes a 
different form ( s. ūra ). For al-Ghazālı̄, matter is generally receptive to change 
and may be transformed into another material being. A stick may therefore be 
transformed into a serpent, since the two share a “common matter” ( mādda 
mushtarika ). It is impossible, however, that an attribute such as “blackness” 
could change into a material being such as a cooking pot. 58  Thus the word 
“genera” ( ajnās ) describes for al-Ghazālı̄ not the Aristotelian classes of beings 
but the two traditional classes of beings in the ontology of  kalām : bodies that 
consist of atoms (   jawāhir ) and attributes, that is, accidents ( a ¶rād.  ) that subsist in 
bodies. 59  This is indeed how the word “genera” ( ajnās ) has been used by earlier 
Ash ¶arites. 60  Transformation between bodies and accidents is impossible. All 
changes within the genera are possible, says al-Ghazālı̄, and it is, for instance, 
easy for God to move the body of a dead man. This would not require the crea-
tion of life in a corpse, for God could just move the limbs of the corpse without 
putting life into it. Not the man but God would be the mover. 

 Lenn E. Goodman’s and Ulrich Rudolph’s readings of the Third Position 
represent the majority opinion of modern interpreters. 61  They understand that 
in the concluding part of the seventeenth discussion, al-Ghazālı̄ makes signifi -
cant concessions to his philosophical opponents. He acknowledges that God 
is bound not only by certain rules of logic, such as the principle of excluded 
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contradiction, but also to a limited number of natural laws that we know to be 
true and binding from experience. 62  The impossibility of “changing the gen-
era” ( qalb al-ajnās ) would be part of this second group of limitations on God’s 
power. 

 Julian Obermann’s “Subjectivist” Interpretation 
of the Seventeenth Discussion 

 There is also a minority interpretation whose understanding of the Third Po-
sition is probably just as consistent with the text as the one we have just dis-
cussed. In its scope, however, it is much more radical. Julian Obermann, who 
was the fi rst Western scholar to critically analyze the seventeenth discussion of 
the  Incoherence , presented the results of his 1915 dissertation in a long article 
and a considerably expanded book, both published in Vienna shortly before 
and after the First World War. 63  His interpretation, however, did not have much 
impact on later scholarship. 64  

 Obermann connects al-Ghazālı̄’s denial that anything in this world could 
be an absolute effi cient cause to arguments presented in earlier discussions 
of the  Incoherence . In the fi rst discussion on the subject of the eternity of the 
world, al-Ghazālı̄ argues that “will” ( irāda ) is something that is not determined 
by the things we fi nd in this world. If a thirsty man is given two glasses of water 
that are identical to each other and equal in their position to him, the man is 
not at all paralyzed by the choice between these two identically benefi cial op-
tions. His choice between the two glasses is not determined by his experience 
of the outside world. For al-Ghazālı̄, will is the capacity to distinguish one thing 
from another that is exactly similar to it. 65  The lack of difference between the 
two glasses has no effect on the thirsty man’s choice to pick one. It is the hu-
man’s will that distinguishes the two glasses and not the human’s knowledge 
of them. This shows al-Ghazālı̄ that the  falāsifa ’s causal determinism cannot 
explain why the thirsty man picks a glass. For them, his choice should be deter-
mined by the differences he perceives. Since there are no differences, a deter-
ministic explanation of this situation would have the man die of thirst, unable 
to pick either of the two glasses. 66  

 Obermann argued more generally that for al-Ghazālı̄, humans distinguish 
things by means of their will and not by what the things really are or by how 
they interact with our epistemological apparatus. The criteria of the human 
will are often random and arbitrary. They are certainly not determined by the 
outside world. The lack of distinction between the two glasses is not in any 
way causally connected to the choice of the man. More generally, our posi-
tion toward causal connections in the outside world is independent of what we 
perceive there. Our senses do not perceive the agency of a cause on its effect: 
causality is the result of a choice within us. It is “solely due to the continuity of 
a habitual action that our memory and our imagination are imprinted with the 
validity of an action according to its repeated observation.” 67  
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 For Obermann, who wrote his analysis of al-Ghazālı̄’s critique during 
the late 1910s, this is the position of “philosophical subjectivism.” Obermann 
interpreted al-Ghazālı̄’s criticism of causality from the point of view of the 
post- Kantian debate about “subjectivism” and “psychologism” in early twentieth-
century Vienna. 68  Al-Ghazālı̄’s thought, however, even if it is understood along 
Obermann’s lines, can hardly be compared with modern subjectivism. There is 
not enough evidence that the Muslim theologian argued in favor of a relativist 
view of human knowledge, one in which knowledge is dependent on epistemo-
logical decisions by the perceiving subject. In fact, in the face of philosophical 
accusations of epistemological relativism, al-Ghazālı̄ maintains that truth is 
the correspondence of human knowledge with the outside reality. He believes 
that humans do have true knowledge in this sense. Therefore, Hans Heinrich 
Schaeler, who criticized Obermann’s choice of “subjectivism,” suggested that 
if Obermann’s interpretation is correct, al-Ghazālı̄’s approach should rather be 
called “anthropocentric.” It is not occupied with subjectivist concern but aims 
to gain further insight into the way God created humanity. 69  

 Obermann welcomed al-Ghazālı̄’s critique of Avicenna’s epistemological 
realism and considered it a major philosophical achievement. 70  His analysis 
places al-Ghazālı̄ as a predecessor of Immanuel Kant and proposes that, whereas 
for the Muslim theologian empirical observation stands on shaky grounds, 
human judgments remain the solid foundation of certain and fi rm knowledge. 
Obermann understood that in the Third Position of the seventeenth discus-
sion, al-Ghazālı̄ reconsiders his earlier suggestion that our knowledge is not 
necessarily connected to the world. But although there may not be a necessary 
connection between the world and our knowledge of it, just as there is no nec-
essary connection between any two events within the world, our knowledge is 
bound to certain conditions of our judgments. The most important judgments 
are those about what is possible, what is impossible, and what is necessary. 

 Thus, according to Obermann, al-Ghazālı̄ objects to what he believes is 
a naive empiricism of the  falāsifa  by saying that possibility and impossibility 
are not contained within the things themselves. They are predicates of human 
judgments: 

 Science only accepts necessary connections where they have to be 
thought of as necessary and impossibilities where they have to be 
thought of as impossibilities. The standard for the value of scientifi c 
knowledge, for its dignity, its right, and its claims is created only 
within our minds. 71  

 According to our mutual judgments, it is impossible that one object is at two 
places at the same time. This impossibility we know not from observation—as 
we cannot inspect all places of the world simultaneously—but rather we hold 
it as a principle of our judgment. When we say that an individual is within the 
house, as al-Ghazālı̄ writes in the Third Position, it implies that we deny that 
he or she is outside of the house. 72  We deny the existence of the individual 
outside the house, not because we cannot fi nd him or her outside, but because 
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we  cannot think of a person as being at the same time in- and outside of the 
house. 73  The same applies to the other implications discussed above. When we 
say that we know that things without life cannot possess knowledge, we refer to 
a principle of our judgment, rather than the world as such. It is inconceivable 
that inanimate beings are knowledgeable, and thus it is impossible for us to 
assume the existence of a knowledgeable stone. 74  

 All this leads to the acknowledgment of certain conditions for human 
knowledge, according to Obermann. If we talk about something having a will 
( irāda ), we implicitly assume that this something also has knowledge because 
we cannot imagine will without knowledge. 75  The necessary connection be-
tween will and knowledge is not something that we fi nd in the objects of the 
world; rather, it is generated by our judgments. In the outside world, there may 
or may not be a connection between will and knowledge. 

 In the First Position of the seventeenth discussion, al-Ghazālı̄ had dis-
puted that our sense perception ( mushāhada ) can detect necessity in the outside 
world. Thus, Obermann’s implicit question: would he give up this position dur-
ing the later course of the discussion in the Second and Third Positions? In the 
Third Position, which is for Obermann something like a summary conclusion 
to the whole seventeenth discussion, al-Ghazālı̄ proposes that the principle of 
causality is valid not in an absolute sense but in a logical-intellectual one. It is 
valid as a law within the sciences, although its empirical verifi cation transcends 
the boundaries of human knowledge and leads into the fi eld of religion. 

 Al-Ghazālı̄’s Critique of Avicenna’s Conception of the Modalities 

 Obermann’s use of the category “subjectivism” may not have been an auspi-
cious one. It seems evident today that al-Ghazālı̄’s approach has nothing to do 
with modern subjectivism. He does not say that human knowledge of what is 
possible is merely an impressed belief that has no connection to reality. It is 
true, says al-Ghazālı̄ in the First Approach of the Second Position, that God 
could, in principle, disconnect our knowledge from the outside world. But that 
is only a thought experiment, similar to the possibility that books could change 
into animals, another possibility that God does not enact. We will see that trust 
in God ( tawakkul ) is a major condition for investigating the natural sciences. 
Such trust requires the certainty to know that God will not change books into 
horses or disconnect our knowledge from reality. Given that God habitually 
creates our knowledge to accord with reality, we can rely on our senses and our 
judgment and confi dently pursue the natural sciences. 

 Yet there is a more moderate way to understand Obermann’s interpretation 
of al-Ghazālı̄. Certain words and formulas used by al-Ghazālı̄ support Ober-
mann’s suggestion that in the Third Position, al-Ghazālı̄ is talking not about 
what God might possibly enact but rather what is possible for a human’s judg-
ments. The opponent in the Third Position starts the discussion by assuming 
that the modalities exist both within the power of God as well as in our knowl-
edge. 76  Al-Ghazālı̄ quotes the position of his Avicennan opponent who says that 
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the outside world is divided into two basic modalities, meaning it is divided 
into two categories of beings: (1) those that are necessary by themselves and 
(2) those that are by themselves possible (but not necessary). 77  The opponent 
implies that the mental existence of the modalities—meaning our judgments 
that something is necessary, possible, or impossible—is derived from their ex-
istence in reality. We will see that al-Ghazālı̄ rejects such an understanding 
of the modalities. In his response, he does concede that God cannot  enact  the 
impossible. Yet he then immediately shifts the whole debate away from what 
God can do to what can be  affi rmed  or  denied , that is, to the level of human judg-
ments. 78  Throughout the Third Position, al-Ghazālı̄ combines language that 
refers to God’s power to act—using such words as “power” ( qudra ) and “object 
of power” ( maqdūr ), words that refer to the outside world—with language that 
refers exclusively to human judgments, such as “affi rmation” ( ithbāt ) and “ne-
gation” ( naf ı̄ ). The “impossible” is defi ned as the combination of an affi rma-
tion with its negation ( al-muh. āl ithbāt. . . ma ¶a naf ı̄. . . ). 79  Impossibility seems 
to exist only in human judgments. If the interpreter of al-Ghazālı̄ follows the 
hermeneutic strategy to replace the word “impossible” with its given defi nition, 
al-Ghazālı̄ is saying: “God cannot enact an affi rmation that is combined with 
its negation.” This sentences, if it makes any sense at all, points to a nominalist 
interpretation of God’s power to create and says: God cannot create judgments 
in our minds that combine an affi rmation with its mutual negation. 

 Avicenna’s position stands in opposition to this. He teaches that the mental 
existence of modalities derives from their existence in reality. 80  Avicenna taught 
that human knowledge is determined by the way God creates the world. Like 
most thinkers of his tradition, Avicenna was an epistemological realist; and like 
Plato and Aristotle, he believed in an eternal and invariant formal level of being 
that makes individual objects what they are and that makes the human soul a 
conscious copy of the formal basic structure of reality. Aristotle teaches that 
actual knowledge is identical with its object. 81  In being thought of, the formal 
basis of reality—the forms and ideas that are the backbones of reality—is actu-
alized in the human mind. The human mind is thus directly acquainted with 
the formal underpinnings of reality. The knowledge it contains is “an inside 
view into the ultimate foundations of being and sees the visible world as its 
imitation or explication.” 82  When we see a horse, for instance, we connect our 
sensual perception to the formal concept of “horseness,” which is the universal 
essence or quiddity ( māhiyya ) of every individual horse. In Avicenna’s opinion, 
knowledge can be achieved only by identifying a given individual object as a 
member of a class of being, a universal. Understanding means reducing any 
given multitude of sensual perceptions to a combination of universals. The 
horse may be white, male, and strong. Whiteness, maleness, and strength are 
universals that exist not only as categories of descriptions in our mind but also 
as entities that exist  in realiter  in the active intellect, from which humans re-
ceive them. The same applies to the modalities. 

 Al-Ghazālı̄ questions the assumption of an ontological coherence between 
this world and our knowledge of it. Certain predications—which, for Avi-
cenna, apply to things in the real world—apply, for al-Ghazālı̄, only to human 
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 judgments. Al-Ghazālı̄’s position can be clarifi ed from the fi nal sentences of 
the Third Position of the seventeenth discussion. Here al-Ghazālı̄ makes the 
point that when we see a person acting orderly without a tremor or other freak 
movements, we cannot help assuming that the person has control over his 
or her movements. The orderly movements of a person lead to ( h. as. ala ) the 
knowledge about his or her control. This connection, however, cannot be made 
solely from sensory perceptions. According to al-Ghazālı̄, our judgment that 
“the person is in control of the movements” is already understood from our 
observation of the orderly movements. This implication follows from how God 
has created the human mind: 

 These are cognitions (  ¶ulūm ) that God creates according to the ha-
bitual course [of events], by which we know the existence of one of 
the two alternatives [namely the person’s control or non-control over 
his or her movements] but by which the impossibility of the other 
alternative is not shown (. . .). 83  

 Neither the sheer fact of the orderly movement nor our perception of it can cre-
ate our judgment that the person is in control of his or her body. Even the fact 
that there are only two mutually exclusive alternatives (“in control” and “not in 
control”) can be inferred neither from the world nor from our visual perception 
of the orderly movement. These predicates do not exist in the outside world; 
rather, they are names that we connect to certain sensual perceptions. Reality 
itself does not guaranty its own intelligibility. 84  Our understanding of the world 
relies on parameters that are not part of the world’s formal structure. Saying 
that these parameters are—like all human cognitions (  ¶ulūm )—God’s creations 
and that God produces our knowledge about the person’s control by creating 
such categories in our mind only means that we cannot expect to understand 
the world by simply looking at it and studying its ontological structure. 

 Al-Ghazālı̄ was particularly unsatisfi ed with the  falāsifa ’s use of the modali-
ties, as he makes clear in the fi rst discussion of the  Incoherence  on pre-eternity 
of the world. Here al-Ghazālı̄ rebuffs two arguments that stem from the impli-
cations of saying that something is possible. In the third argument of the fi rst 
discussion, the philosophical opponent claims that the existence of the world 
is and has always been possible because the world cannot change from a state 
of impossibility into a state of possibility. Since the world’s possibility has no 
beginning, it is eternally possible. 85  In other parts of  Incoherence,  al-Ghazālı̄ de-
nies that the world  can  be eternal. Based on arguments fi rst proposed by John 
Philoponus (d.  c.  570  cE ), he says elsewhere in this book that it is impossible 
for the world to be pre-eternal because an action (   fi  ¶l ) must have a temporal be-
ginning. 86  What did the opponent mean, however, when he said that the world’s 
existence has always been possible? Al-Ghazālı̄ does not object to this particu-
lar statement. Considered just by itself, he says at the end of the discussion, the 
statement that the creation of the world was possible at any time before or after 
its actual creation is true. In that sense, the world is eternally possible. 87  

 However, that is not how the opponent understands the sentence: “The 
world is always possible to exist” ( lam yazal al- ¶ālam mumkin an  wujūduhu) . The 
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difference between the two readings of this sentence can be explained by using 
what became known in the Latin West as the  de re  and  de dicto  distinctions of 
modality. Later Arab logicians would refer to this distinction as the  dhātı̄  and 
the  was. f ı̄  readings of modal sentences. The distinction goes back to Aristotle’s 
 Sophistic Refutations . 88  When we say it is possible for the world to always exist, 
one way to understand the sentence is to attribute possible truth to the propo-
sition “the world exists always” ( lam yazal wujūd al- ¶ālam ). 89  This seems to be 
what the  falāsifa  are doing when they make their point that the existence of the 
world has always been possible. Here, a predication or proposition ( dictum/was. f  ) 
is considered possibly true. For al-Ghazālı̄, this  de dicto/was. f ı̄  interpretation of 
possibility is unacceptable in this context because, for him, that sentence can 
never be true. If it can never be true, the sentence cannot be seen as possibly 
true. However, we may mean to attribute to the world the possibility of having 
always existed, that is, at any given time before or after its actual creation. Here 
the predicate “exist” is attached in a possible predication to the thing ( res/dhāt ), 
that is, the world. This proposition does not require the world to be eternal; it is 
true as long as the world could have come into existence at any time other than 
it actually did. This is what al-Ghazālı̄ stresses in his objection to the  falāsifa ’s 
third proof: 

 The world is such that it is eternally possible for it to be temporally 
originated. No doubt then that there is no [single] moment of time 
but wherein its creation could not but be conceived. But if it is sup-
posed to exist eternally, then it would not be temporally originated. 
The factual then would not be in conformity with possibility, but 
contrary to it. 90  

 Regarded by itself, al-Ghazālı̄ considers the statement “The world is always 
possible to exist” as true. Yet he reads it  de re  or  dhātı̄  and rejects the com-
peting  de dicto/was. f ı̄  interpretation of the statement. The distinction of modal 
statements into these two readings is not prominently represented in Avicen-
na’s logical works. 91  Some interpreters believe that Avicenna did not apply the 
distinction at all. The third argument that al-Ghazālı̄ objects to in the fi rst dis-
cussion about the world’s pre-eternity is thus probably not from the works of 
Avicenna. 92  From a discussion in a later work, it becomes clear that al-Ghazālı̄ 
understood the difference between the  de re/dhātı̄  and  de dicto/was. f ı̄  meaning 
of modal statements. In that later work, such as in this example, he was willing 
to understand modal statements  de re/dhātı̄  rather than  de dicto/was. f ı̄ . 93  

 Al-Ghazālı̄’s irritation with the  falāsifa ’s treatment of modalities becomes 
clearer in the next passage of the  Incoherence  in which al-Ghazālı̄’s criticism 
is more radical. In two articles published in 2000 and 2001, Taneli Kukkonen 
and Blake D. Dutton examine al-Ghazālı̄’s interpretation of modal terms in the 
 Incoherence . 94  Both focus on al-Ghazālı̄’s response to the philosophers’ fourth 
proof for the eternity of the world, which is also debated in the fi rst discussion 
of the  Incoherence . Again, the  falāsifa  try to prove the pre-eternity of the world 
from the fact that it has always been possible. This time the argument that 
al-Ghazālı̄ addresses comes from Avicenna. It is based on the premise that 
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possibility cannot be self-subsistent but requires a substrate ( mah. all ) in which 
to inhere. 95  Following Aristotle’s argument, Avicenna says that this substrate 
is the  hylé , the prime matter that exists eternally. Its receptivity to the forms 
makes it the substrate of the world’s possibility. Thus, the fact that the world is 
eternally possible proves that the substrate of this possibility, which is prime 
matter, must exist eternally. 96  

 In his response, al-Ghazālı̄ denies the premise that possibility needs a sub-
strate. Possibility does not exist in the outside world; rather, it is merely a judg-
ment of the mind: 

 The possibility which they mention reverts to a judgment of the mind 
( qad. ā l- ¶aql ). Anything whose existence the mind supposes, [noth-
ing] preventing its supposing it possible, we call “possible,” and if it 
is prevented we call it “impossible.” If [the mind] is unable to sup-
pose its nonexistence, we name it “necessary.” For these are rational 
propositions ( qad. āyā ¶aqliyya ) that do not require an existent so as to 
be rendered a description thereof. 97  

 Al-Ghazālı̄ repeats this argument in the nineteenth discussion, in which Avi-
cenna claims that the possibility of perishing ( imkān al- ¶adam ) can only subsist 
in matter and that purely immaterial beings such as human souls are incor-
ruptible. If that were true, al-Ghazālı̄ says, it would imply that a thing could be 
simultaneously potential and actual with regard to a certain predicate. Affi rm-
ing both the potentiality and the actuality of a given predicate is a contradiction, 
al-Ghazālı̄ objects. As long as a thing is potentially something, it cannot be the 
same thing in actuality. At the root of the problem, al-Ghazālı̄ says, is Avicen-
na’s view that possibility ( imkān ) requires a material substrate in which to sub-
sist. This substrate is not required, al-Ghazālı̄ maintains, since when we talk 
about possibility we make no distinction whether it were to apply to a material 
substance or to an immaterial one such as the human soul. 98  

 As Kukkonen puts it, al-Ghazālı̄ shifts the locus of the presumption of a 
thing’s actual existence from the plane of the actualized reality to the plane 
of mental conceivability. 99  The domain of possibility is not part of what actu-
ally exists in the outside world, al-Ghazālı̄ argues. These modalities are like 
universal concepts, and like the universals such as color or like the judgment 
that all animals have a soul, for instance, their existence is in the mind only. 
The outside world consists of individual objects, and these individuals cannot 
be the objects of our universal knowledge. The universals are abstracted from 
the individual objects that we perceive. “What exists in the outside world (   f ı̄ 
l-a  ¶yān ) are individual particulars that are perceptible in our senses ( mah. sūsa ) 
and not in our mind ( ma ¶qūla ).” 100  Like the universal concept of “being a color” 
( lawniyya ) that we cannot fi nd anywhere in the outside world, the predicates 
“possible,” “impossible,” and “necessary” do not apply to objects outside of our 
mind. Al-Ghazālı̄ takes a nominalist position with regard to the modalities and 
argues that modal judgments are abstract notions that our minds develop on 
the basis of sense perception. 101  
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 In his objection to Avicenna’s conception of the modalities, al-Ghazālı̄ 
makes innovative use of Ash ¶arite ontological principles. 102  When the Ash ¶arites 
denied the existence of natures, they rejected the limitations that come with the 
Aristotelian theory of entelechy. Viewing things as the carriers of possibilities 
that are bound to be actualized restricts the way these things may exist in the 
future. These restrictions unduly limit God’s omnipotence, the Ash ¶arites say; 
and as long as things are regarded by themselves, the possibilities of how they 
exist are limited only by our mental conceivability. Additionally, when Ash ¶arites 
talk about something that exists, they mean something that can be affi rmed 
( athbata ). 103  To claim that there presently exists in a thing an inactive capacity 
to be different from how it presently is—meaning that there exists such a pos-
sibility in that thing—is really to say that there presently exists something that 
does not exist. 104  This is a contradiction, and Ash ¶arites subsequently denied the 
existence of nonactive capacities: existence is always actual existence. 105  This is 
why Ash ¶arites refused to acknowledge the existence of natures that determine 
how things react to given situations. Natures are, in essence, such nonactive 
capacities. In the course of this study, it will become clear that the status of mo-
dalities marks an important crossroads between Avicenna and al-Ghazālı̄ that 
determines their positions on ontology. Al-Ghazālı̄’s philosophical shift stems 
from a background in  kalām  literature, a change that merits closer look. 

 The Different Conceptions of the Modalities in  falsafa  and  kalām  

 Ancient Greek philosophy used and distinguished several different modal para-
digms, but none included the view of synchronic alternatives. Our modern view 
of modalities is that of synchronic alternative states of affairs. In that model, 
“[t]he notion of logical necessity refers to what obtains in all alternatives, the 
notion of possibility refers to what obtains at least in one alternative, and that 
which is logically impossible does not obtain in any conceivable state of af-
fairs.” 106  In contrast, Aristotle’s modal theory has been described as a statistical 
interpretation of modal concepts as applied to temporal indefi nite sentences. 
To explain a temporally unqualifi ed sentence of the form “S is P” contains an 
implicit or explicit reference to the time of utterance as part of its meaning. If 
this sentence is true whenever uttered, it is necessarily true. If its truth-value 
can change in the course of time, it is possible. If such a sentence is false when-
ever uttered, it is impossible. 107  Simo Knuuttila clarifi es that in ancient Greek, 
modal terms were understood to refer to the one and only historical world of 
ours, and “it was commonly thought that all generic types of possibility had to 
prove their mettle through actualization.” 108  

 Avicenna’s view of the modalities is not signifi cantly different from the sta-
tistical model of Aristotle that connects the possibility of a thing to its temporal 
actuality. 109  Here he followed al-Fārābı̄, who teaches that the word “possible” 
or, to be more precise, “contingent” ( mumkin ) 110  is best applied to what is in a 
state of nonexistence in the present and stands ready either to exist or not to 
exist ( yatahayyi 7u an yūjada wa an lā yūjada ) at any moment in the future. 111  
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Avicenna shares this temporal attitude toward the modalities: the necessary is 
what holds always, and the contingent is what neither holds always nor holds 
never. 112  This position, which represents mainstream Aristotelianism, seems to 
imply that something has to exist at one point in time in order to be possible. 
For Avicenna, however, “what neither holds always nor holds never” refers to 
predications about things in the outside world as well as those that exist only in 
the mind. The “heptagonal house” ( al-bayt al-musabba ¶  ), for instance, may never 
exist in the outside word but will at one point in time exist in a human mind 
and is therefore a possible being. 113  For Avicenna, the principle of plentitude is 
valid for existence in the mind (   f ı̄ l-dhihn ) but not for existence  in re  (   f ı̄ l-a ¶yān ), 
that is, in the outside world. It is contingent that some houses, or all houses, 
are heptagonal, since the combination of “house” and “heptagonal” is neither 
necessary nor impossible. Here Avicenna clearly divorces modality from time. 
The possibility of a thing is not understood in terms of its actual existence in 
the future but in terms of its mental conceivability. 114  By acknowledging that 
some beings such as the chiliagon—a polygon with so many sides that it can-
not be distinguished from a circle—exist in the mind but will probably never 
exist in the outside world, Avicenna recognizes possibilities that are never actu-
alized  in re . 115  To say that “all animals are humans” is a contingent proposition 
because we can imagine a time in which there is no animal but man, in spite 
of the fact that such a time probably never existed  in re . 116  The contingency of 
the proposition is not verifi ed by the future or past existence of a certain state 
of affairs  in re  but rather through a mental process, namely, whether such a 
state can be imagined to exist without contradictions. 117  The phrase, “all white 
things,” may have two different meanings according to the context in which it 
is uttered. It may refer to all beings that are white at the particular time when 
the statement is made or to those possible beings that are always described as 
being white every time they appear in the mind (  ¶inda l- ¶aql ). 118  

 In principle, Avicenna does not part with the Aristotelian statistical under-
standing of the modalities. In order to be possible, something must exist for at 
least one moment in the past or future. Mental existence ( al-wujūd f ı̄-l-dhihn ), 
however, is one of the two modes of existence in Avicenna’s ontology. Whether 
something exists in our minds depends upon whether it is the subject of a 
predication. There is no ontological difference between whether a thing exists 
in reality or merely in the human mind. 119  

 Avicenna’s understanding of existence is signifi cantly different from that 
of his predecessors. Al-Fārābı̄, for instance, followed Aristotle and taught that 
predication itself includes no statement of existence. When one states that “Soc-
rates is just,” it need not follow that Socrates is existent. Avicenna disagreed 
because the nonexistent cannot be the subject of a predication; any predication 
gives mental existence to Socrates. 120  Allowing two modes of existence and ac-
cepting mental existence as equal to existence  in re  leads Avicenna to develop 
an understanding of possibility as that which is actually conceived in the mind 
( ma ¶qūl bi-l-fi  ¶l ). 121  Any possible subject of a true predication is a possible being. 
This dovetails with Avicenna’s view that what is possible by itself ( mumkin bi-
dhātihi ) is determined on the level of the quiddities ( māhiyyāt ). The quiddities 
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have three modes: in themselves, in individuals (   f ı̄ a  ¶yān al-ashyā 7 ), and as sin-
gular objects of thought (   f ı̄ l-tas. awwur ). 122  In themselves, the quiddities are in 
a state prior to existence and are pure possibility by themselves; the moment a 
quiddity is conceived in the human mind, it is given existence. When the mind 
proceeds to another thought, the thing just pondered or imagined falls from 
existence. This example highlights that for Avicenna, the concepts of possibility 
and existence are closely connected. Possibility is what can be existent at any 
moment in our mind, and existence is actualized possibility either  in re  or in 
the mind. The modalities can, therefore, also be expressed as simple modes of 
existence: necessary is what cannot but exist; possible (or rather: contingent) is 
what can exist but must not exist; impossible is what cannot exist. In each of 
the three modes, existence is understood as being either  in re  or in the mind, 
although in most contexts it is both. For Avicenna, the division between neces-
sary and contingent is one of the prime divisions of being that is known as  a 
priori . 123  Although strictly speaking, this is still a temporal understanding of the 
modalities, it puts the modalities on the plane of mental conceivability. For all 
practical matters, the modalities are not connected to existence in time but to 
existence in the mind (   f ı̄ l-dhihn ). 124  

 Avicenna took an important step toward understanding possibility as a syn-
chronic alternative state of affairs. He himself never achieved such an under-
standing, however, because in his ontology, there can be no alternatives to what 
actually exists. We have already said that Avicenna’s metaphysics was necessi-
tarian, meaning that whatever exists either in the outside world or in the human 
mind is the necessary result of God’s essence. 125  In chapter nine of  De interpre-
tatione,  Aristotle had already argued that what presently exists can be defi ned as 
necessary: what is, is by necessity. Avicenna applies the distinction—known to 
us from al-Fārābı̄’s commentary on this section of  De interpretatione —between 
the modal status a being has by itself and its modal status as coexisting with 
other things. By itself, there is only one being that is necessary by virtue of itself 
( wājib al-wujūd bi-dhātihi ), and that is God. This being cannot but exist. Con-
sidered by themselves, all other beings are merely possible ( mumkin al-wujūd 
bi-dhātihi ); God’s creative activity, however, makes the existence of these beings 
necessary. Once a thing that is only possible by virtue of itself comes into being, 
it is necessary by virtue of something else ( wājib al-wujūd bi-ghayrihi ). It is, fi rst 
of all, the necessary effect of its proximate effi cient cause. That cause, however, 
is itself the necessary effect of other effi cient causes, which proceed in a chain 
of secondary effi cient causes from God. Everything that we witness in creation 
is possible by virtue of itself and necessary by virtue of something else, ulti-
mately necessitated by God. 126  

 In the Western philosophical tradition, in which Avicenna became an in-
fl uential contributor after the translation of his works into Latin during the 
thirteenth century, the introduction of the synchronic conception of modality 
is credited to John Duns Scotus (d. 1308). An avid reader of Avicenna, Duns 
Scotus claimed that the domain of the possible is an  a priori  area of what is in-
telligible and as such does not have any kind of existence in the outside world. 
Among his successors in Latin philosophy, this led to a view in which modality 
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lacks an essential connection with time. This disconnect allowed for alternative 
possibilities at any given time, as well as the development of a notion of pos-
sible words, some of them not actualized. 

John Duns Scotus, however, was not “the fi rst ever” to employ a synchronic 
conception of modality, as some Western historians of philosophy assume. 127  
Such a view had already been developed in Ash ¶arite  kalām . The notion of God 
as a particularizing agent ( mukhas. is.  ), who determines, for instance, when the 
things come into existence, is an idea that appears in the writings of al-Bāqillānı̄ 
and of other Ash ¶arite authors. 128  The idea of particularization ( takhs. ı̄s.  ) implic-
itly includes an understanding of possible worlds that are different from ours. 
The process of particularization actualizes a given one of several alternatives. 
Yet the alternatives to this world—which would be: “X comes into existence at 
a time different from when X actually comes into existence”—are not explic-
itly expressed or even imagined. The  kalām  concept of preponderance ( tarjı̄h.  ), 
however, explicitly discusses the assumption of possible worlds. The prepon-
derator distinguishes the actual state of being from its possible alternative state 
of nonbeing. Whereas it is equally possible for a given future contingency to 
either exist or not exist, each time a future contingency becomes actual, the pre-
ponderator decides between an actual world and an alternative world in which 
that particular contingency is nonexistent. In  kalām,  the idea of preponderance 
( tarjı̄h.  ) already appears in the work of the Mu ¶tazilite Abū l-H. usayn al-Bas.rı̄ in 
the context of human actions. 129  Abū l-H. usayn was a younger contemporary of 
Avicenna, and he had received a philosophical education. He also developed a 
particularization argument for the existence of God. 130  Based on these develop-
ments within  kalām , al-Juwaynı̄ was the fi rst Ash ¶arite who developed a strin-
gent argument for God’s existence based on the principle of particularization. 131  
In his  Balanced Book  in the  Letter for Jerusalem , and in his  Scandals of the Esoter-
ics,  al-Ghazālı̄ reproduces versions of this proof. Al-Ghazālı̄’s versions contain 
strong overtones of Avicenna’s ontology: because everything in the world can 
be perceived as nonexisting, its nonexistence is by itself equally possible as 
its existence. Existing things necessarily need something that “tips the scales” 
( yurajjih. u ) or preponderates between the two equally possible alternatives of 
being and nonbeing. God is this “preponderator” ( murajjih.  ), who in this sense 
determines the existence of everything that exists in the world. 132  

 Avicenna’s view of modalities does not break with Aristotle’s statistical 
model, yet he postulates possibility as mental conceivability, thus taking a step 
toward an understanding of possibility as a synchronic alternative state of af-
fairs. We see one element of such a synchronic alternative in Avicenna’s de-
scribing God as the “preponderator” ( murajjih.  ) between the existence of a thing 
and its alternative of nonexistence. Avicenna’s ontology of quiddities, wherein 
existence depends on a separate act of coming-to-be, fosters the idea of God as 
a preponderator between being and nonbeing. In Avicenna’s major work,  The 
Healing , however, the word “preponderance” ( tarjı̄h.  ) and its derivates do not ap-
pear that often. It is much more prominent in one of Avicenna’s early treatises 
on divine attributes. This small work,  Throne Philosophy  ( al-H. ikma al- ¶arshi-
yya ), made a signifi cant impression on al-Ghazālı̄. When he reports Avicenna’s 
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teachings on this subject, for instance, he stresses the idea of preponderance 
and follows Avicenna’s language from his  Throne Philosophy  more than the lan-
guage of  The Healing . 133  

 Even though the Ash ¶arites readily embraced the concept of preponderance, 
they rejected Avicenna’s understanding of the modalities. For al-Ghazālı̄, Avi-
cenna’s lack of distinction between existence in mind (   f ı̄ l-dhihn ) and existence 
in the outside world (   f ı̄ l-a ¶yān ) removes an important difference: whether pos-
sibility and necessity exist in things outside of our mind, or whether they are 
simply predicates of our judgment. Al-Ghazālı̄’s critique of Avicenna’s under-
standing of the modalities was anticipated by al-Juwaynı̄’s notion of necessity 
and possibility in his proof of God’s existence in the  Creed for Niz. ām al-Mulk . 
Al-Juwaynı̄ begins his argument there with an explanation of the modalities. 
Every sound thinking person fi nds within himself “the knowledge about the 
possibility of what is possible, the necessity of what is necessary, and the im-
possibility of what is impossible.” 134  We know this distinction without having 
to study or make further inquiry into the world; it is an impulse ( badı̄ha ) of our 
rational judgment (  ¶aql ). 

 The impulsive possibility that the intellect rushes to apprehend 
without [any] consideration, thinking, or inquiry is what becomes 
evident to the intelligent person when he sees a building. This [ scil.  
the building] is [simply] a possibility that comes into being ( min jawāz 
h. udūthihi ). He knows decisively and offhand that the actual state 
( h. udūth ) of that building is from among its possible states (   jā  7izāt ) and 
that it is not impossible in the intellect that it had not been built. 135  

 The intelligent person ( al- ¶āqil , here meaning a person with full rational capac-
ity) realizes that all of the features of the building—its height, its length, its 
form, and so forth—are actualized possibilities that could be different from 
what they are. The same possibilities apply to the time when the building is 
built. We immediately realize, al-Juwaynı̄ says, that there is a synchronic alter-
native state to the actual building. This is what we call, contingency ( imkān ). 
Realizing that there is such an alternative is an important part of our under-
standing: “The intelligent person cannot realize in his mind anything about the 
states of the building other than through a comparison with what is contingent 
like it ( imkān mithlihi ) or what is different from it ( khilāfi hi ).” 136  

 Knowledge about the modalities is “on an impulsive rank” ( bi-l-martaba al-
badı̄ha ), meaning it is  a priori : it cannot be derived from any other prior knowl-
edge. 137  This statement is limited to the modalities when they are considered 
by themselves. Al-Juwaynı̄ realizes that God’s creative activity makes all the 
unrealized possibilities impossible. If considererd on its own, the actual move-
ment of the celestial spheres ( afl āk ) from east to west could be imagined dif-
ferently. The intellect can imagine that the spheres could move in the opposite 
direction. Studying the movements in heaven, however, leads to the realization 
that this possibility is not actualized. 

 Al-Juwaynı̄ understands possibility as synchronic alternative states to what 
actually exists. This is different from Avicenna’s understanding of possibility 
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and necessity as modes of actualized beings. It also shifts the perspective of 
the modalities away from what exists in actuality toward what is considered al-
ternative states in the human mind. Al-Ghazālı̄’s critique of Avicenna’s modal 
theory is in no way haphazard but is an outcome of long-standing considera-
tion of modalities developed in Ash ¶arite  kalām . 138  

 What Does al-Ghazālı̄ Mean When He Claims That 
Causal Connections Are Not Necessary? 

 Once Avicenna’s and al-Ghazālı̄’s differing understandings of the modalities 
are applied to the initial statement of the seventeenth discussion, they change 
the established meaning of this passage. When al-Ghazālı̄ says that “accord-
ing to us (  ¶indanā ),” the connection between any given effi cient cause and its 
effect is not necessary, 139  he aims to point out that the connection  could  be dif-
ferent, even if it never will be different from what it is today. For Avicenna, the 
fact that the connection never was different and never will be different implies 
that the connection is necessary. Not so for al-Ghazālı̄. His understanding of 
modal judgments does not require that any given causal connection was dif-
ferent or will be different in order to be considered possible and not necessary. 
The possible is that for which the human mind can perceive an alternative state 
of affairs. For al-Ghazālı̄, the connection between a cause and its effect is pos-
sible—or, to be more precise: contingent ( mumkin )—because an alternative to 
it is conceivable in our minds. We can imagine a world in which fi re does not 
cause cotton to combust. Or, to quote the second sentence of the initial state-
ment of the seventeenth discussion: 

 It is within divine power to create satiety without eating, to create 
death without a deep cut ( h. azz ) in the neck, to continue life after 
 having received a deep cut in the neck, and so on to all connected 
things. The  falāsifa  deny the possibility of [this] and claim it to be 
impossible. 140  

 Of course, a world in which fi re does not cause combustion in cotton would be 
radically different from the one in which we live. A change in a single causal 
connection would likely imply that many others would also change. Still, such a 
world can be conceived in our minds, which means it is a possible world. God, 
however, did not choose to create such an alternative possible world. He chose 
to create this world among alternatives. 

 In the initial sentence of the seventeenth discussion, al-Ghazālı̄ argues 
against two types of adversaries. First, he argues against those who hold that a 
causal connection is necessary by itself. This group includes people who claim 
that any given proximate effi cient cause is an independent effi cient cause (   fā ¶il ) 
of its effect. This group also includes some natural philosophers who reject sec-
ondary causality as well as the Mu ¶tazilites, who argue that humans create their 
actions and the immediate effects of them. Al-Ghazālı̄, however, makes a clear 
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distinction between the teachings of the Mu ¶tazilite and those of the Avicennan 
 falāsifa . 141  The Avicennan  falāsifa  are the second group of adversaries in the 
seventeenth discussion. Although al-Ghazālı̄ does not argue against the idea 
of secondary causality in Avicenna, he does reject Avicenna’s teaching that the 
connection cannot be any different from what it is. Being contingent by itself, 
according to Avicenna, the connection between cause and effect is necessary 
on account of something else, namely, God’s nature. God’s nature cannot be 
conceived any differently from what it is. For Avicenna, there can be no world 
alternative to the one that exists. 

 In the initial statement of the seventeenth discussion, al-Ghazālı̄ also 
claims that “the connection [between cause and effect] is due to the prior de-
cision ( taqdı̄r ) of God.” 142  When he objects to Avicenna and states that these 
connections are not necessary, al-Ghazālı̄ wishes to express that God could 
have chosen to create an alternative world in which the causal connections 
are different from those of this world. Al-Ghazālı̄ upholds the contingency of 
the world against the necessitarianism of Avicenna. For al-Ghazālı̄, this world 
is the contingent effect of God’s free will and His deliberate choice between 
alternative worlds. 

 While rejecting this necessitarian element in Avicenna’s cosmology, al-
Ghazālı̄ does not object to the philosopher’s concept of secondary causality. 
Of the two pillars in Avicenna’s cosmology—secondary causality and neces-
sitarianism—al-Ghazālı̄ rejects only the latter. In the First Position of the sev-
enteenth discussion, al-Ghazālı̄ uses secondary causality to refute the view that 
proximate causes are independent effi cient causes. In the Second Position, he 
offers two alternative explanations (“approaches”) of prophetical miracles, the 
fi rst based on occasionalism, the second, on secondary causality and the exist-
ence of natures ( t.abā 7i ¶  ). In all this discussion, al-Ghazālı̄ says nothing about 
whether God actually breaks his habit, meaning the existent laws of nature, 
when creating the prophetical miracle. For al-Ghazālı̄, the connection between 
the cause and its effect is contingent even if God never changes His habits. 
The sole possibility of His breaking His habit—that we could conceive of God 
breaking His habit—or just the possibility that He could have arranged the 
laws of nature differently means that any individual connection between two 
of His creations is not necessary. Although it is conceivable and therefore pos-
sible that God would break his habit or intervene in the assigned function of 
the secondary causes, an actual break in God’s habit is not required for the con-
nections to be contingent. 
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  7 

 Knowledge of Causal 
Connection Is Necessary 

 In the seventeenth discussion of the  Incoherence , is there a consis-
tent line of argument with regard to causality? After proposing his 
most radical epistemological criticism in the First Position—that 
sense perception does not lead to necessary judgments—al-Ghazālı̄ 
presents in the Second and the Third Positions two alternatives to the 
Avicennan model of metaphysics and physics. In the First Approach 
of the Second Position, occasionalism is contrasted with the deter-
ministic cosmology of his opponents. Al-Ghazālı̄ aims to show that a 
congruent occasionalist model can be a viable alternative to Avicen-
nan metaphysics. He implicitly claims that the  falāsifa  can accept this 
model and still continue to pursue the natural sciences. The “laws 
of nature” that, according to the  falāsifa,  govern God’s creation may 
be understood as habitual courses of action subject to suspension, 
at least in principle. Our human experience, however, has shown us 
that God does not frivolously break His habit. This insight allows us 
to equate God’s habit with the laws of nature, for all practical pur-
poses. In the natural sciences, we study God’s actions and reformu-
late their habitual course into laws that we justifi ably consider, if not 
necessary, at least stable, unchanging, and permanent. 

 In the Third Position, al-Ghazālı̄ puts up a far less radical 
alternative to Avicennan metaphysics and natural sciences. Although 
not clearly explicated, this theory appears to be a slightly altered ver-
sion of Aristotelian physics. This physical theory postulates that in ad-
dition to the rules of logic, God cannot violate laws of nature that rely 
on the relationships of implications. Such implications are usually 
formulated in defi nitions. Will is defi ned as existing in a being that 
has knowledge, for instance, and knowledge is defi ned as existing in 
a being that has life. God therefore cannot create will in a being that 
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is lifeless. Equally, God cannot “change the genera” ( qalb al-ajnās ), meaning 
that He cannot transform a material body into an immaterial being and vice 
versa. Al-Ghazālı̄ was certainly aware that these three conditions limit God’s 
omnipotence signifi cantly. He here lists what can be viewed as the unchange-
able essence of God’s creation. And although the laws of nature from among 
this core group cannot be altered once creation unfolds, God reserves the power 
to alter others of His habits, such as making water fl ow uphill or creating life in 
any given material object, such as a stick. 

 These two alternative theories to Avicenna’s cosmology frame a passage of 
roughly two pages, which, to the Avicennan, forms the most persuasive part 
of the seventeenth discussion. In addition to these two alternative cosmologi-
cal theories (alternative to Avicenna’s cosmology), al-Ghazālı̄ defends a slightly 
modifi ed Avicennan explanation of causal connections in the Second Approach 
of the Second Position. Here, al-Ghazālı̄ is willing to accept that chains of sec-
ondary causes connect every event in creation with the creative activity of the 
creator. In this part of the seventeenth discussion he clearly accepts the exist-
ence of “natures” ( t.abā 7i ¶  ). He requires the Avicennan simply to acknowledge 
that we lack exhaustive knowledge of the full possibilities of these natures. They 
might allow causal connections that we have not yet witnessed. The miracles 
reported in revelation have causes unknown to us. They are not true miracles 
but mere marvels. 

 In the  Incoherence,  al-Ghazālı̄ presents what might be called a nominalist 
criticism of the modalities, in some sense a criticism of human judgments as 
a whole. Using the parlance of Avicenna, al-Ghazālı̄ implicitly asks whether we 
can know that any given object that we witness in the outside world is possible 
by itself ( mumkin bi-dhātihi ) and at the same time is necessitated by something 
else ( wājib bi-ghayrihi ). Al-Ghazālı̄ rejects Avicenna’s assumption that modali-
ties exist in the outside world. This rejection goes to the heart of the Avicen-
nan ontology that regards potentiality as a paradigm that strives to actualize 
itself. Like Avicenna, al-Ghazālı̄ views human knowledge as a conglomerate 
of judgments. 1  He agrees with Avicenna that true knowledge is congruent to 
the outside world and describes it as such. For Avicenna, however, there can be 
only one true explanation of any given phenomenon in the world. True human 
knowledge describes the necessary and only way the world is constructed. Dem-
onstration ( burhān ) is the best means to achieve such correct knowledge about 
the world. Where demonstration is not available, humans choose less perfect 
means of acquiring knowledge. Al-Ghazālı̄ agrees with Avicenna on the imper-
fect nature of these means. He realizes, however, that where demonstration can-
not be achieved, multiple explanations are compossible, that is one explanation 
may coexist with another without needing to decide which applies. The inability 
to demonstrate the unchanging nature of the connection between cause and 
effect creates a situation in which more than one explanation of causal connec-
tions is viable. Only a nominalist position toward human knowledge allows the 
assumption of two different explanations of a given process as compossible. 

 Al-Ghazālı̄’s nominalist critique of Avicenna is an important element in 
the understanding of his cosmology. We must point out that al-Ghazālı̄ was not 
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a nominalist in the sense of his contemporary Roscelin (d.  c.  1120) or William 
of Ockham (d. 1347) in the Latin West. 2  These nominalists outspokenly denied 
any ontological coherence between things and their formal (and universal) rep-
resentations in our minds. In the Latin dispute about the status of universals—
a dispute that lasted from the late thirteenth to the end of the fourteenth 
 centuries—the nominalist criticism was directed against the Aristotelian claim 
of an eternal and invariant formal level of being that shapes both the individual 
things in the outside world as well as our knowledge of them. This position, 
which is known as epistemological realism, essentially maintains that individ-
ual things are what they are because of real existing universals. The consistency 
of our knowledge with the outside world is due to the ontological coherence 
between the two. Human souls have access to these universals, and their ap-
prehension constitutes our knowledge. In the Latin West, Avicenna was one of 
the most important proponents of the realist position. 

 In the Muslim East, the parameters of the dispute on the status of univer-
sals were different. Here, the nominalist criticism of Avicenna developed from 
Ash ¶arite occasionalism, as in the case of al-Ghazālı̄. Yet nominalist positions 
were not unknown within the discourse of  falsafa  in the East. Justifying his 
position that the modalities exist only in minds and not in the outside world, al-
Ghazālı̄ cites a moderate nominalist view toward human knowledge that were 
current among the  falāsifa . He tries to persuade his philosophical readers to ac-
cept his position on the modalities by comparing them to universals. According 
to views held by the  falāsifa  themselves, al-Ghazālı̄ continues, the universals are 
just concepts in the mind without referring objects ( ma ¶lūmāt ) in the outside 
world. The universals do not exist in the outside world: 

 What exists in the outside world (  f ı̄ l-a ¶yān ) are individual  particulars 
that we perceive with our senses and not in our mind. But they are 
(only) the cause; because the mind abstracts from them  intellectual 
judgments that are empty of matter. Therefore being a color 
( lawniyya ) is a single judgment ( qad. iya ) in the mind (  ¶aql ) similar to 
 blackness or whiteness. One cannot conceive that there exists a color 
that is neither black nor white nor any other of the colors. In the 
mind there exists the form of “being a color” without any details; and 
one says it is a form and it exists in the minds and not in the outside 
world. 3  

 The position referred to here needs not be that of a nominalist. Avicenna him-
self taught that the perception of individual objects cannot lead to universal 
judgments. 4  Although admitting that universals have no existence in matter, the 
Avicennan opponent still holds that they exist in a real and immaterial way in 
the active intellect, outside of the human mind. Al-Ghazālı̄ uses this argument, 
however, to advance a distinctly nominalist critique of the position that modali-
ties exist outside of the human mind. We will later see how al-Ghazālı̄ made 
productive use of some nominalist tendencies within Avicenna’s œuvre. 5  

 In the methodological introduction to  The Highest Goal in Explaining the 
Beautiful Names of God,  al-Ghazālı̄ develops a distinctly nominalist theory of 
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semantic relations that combines Ash ¶arite notions with philosophical distinc-
tions. 6  It is also apparent, however, that the infl uence of Avicenna’s realist epis-
temology on him was so strong that he often applies to his own writings a realist 
concept of the universals. 7  What distinguishes al-Ghazālı̄ from Avicenna, as we 
will see in the course of this study, is that he remained ontologically uncom-
mitted to the existence of the universals outside of individual human minds. 
Although the universals may exist as entities in the active intellect, such an 
existence cannot be demonstrated. The realist understanding of the universals 
may or may not be true. In the Second Approach of the seventeenth discussion, 
he counters the realist position with the occasionalist position that human cog-
nitions are the immediate creations of God and are only congruent with the 
outside world if God wills it. 

 Some of al-Ghazālı̄’s criticism in his  Incoherence of the Philosophers  cent-
ers on questioning the ontological connection between the formal structure of 
the world and the formal structure of our knowledge. Averroes (d. 595/1198), 
for instance, who shared Avicenna’s realist epistemology, was surprised by 
al-Ghazālı̄’s effort to defend an occasionalist position with the argument that 
human knowledge may become disconnected from the world it aims to describe. 
That cannot be the case, Averroes says, “because the knowledge created in us 
is always in conformity with the nature of the real thing, since the defi nition of 
truth is that a thing is believed to be such as it is in reality.” 8  Yet this conform-
ity ( taba ¶  ) is precisely what al-Ghazālı̄ argues against. Since there is no proof of 
the necessity of the connection between a cause and its effect, there is also no 
proof of the necessary conformity of our knowledge with the world. The mere 
possibility of a disconnect between the two proves that there is no formal—and 
thus necessary—coherence between the world and our knowledge of it. 

 In a later passage of the  Incoherence , al-Ghazālı̄ comments on what he does 
in the seventeenth discussion. This comment appears in the twentieth discus-
sion of the book, on the subject of corporeal resurrection in the afterlife. The 
 falāsifa  argue that a resurrection of bodies is impossible, as it necessitates the 
impossible feat of transformation of substances, such as iron transforming 
into a garment. In his response, al-Ghazālı̄ refers his readers back to the Sec-
ond Approach of the Second Position in the seventheenth discussion, in which 
he claims to have already discussed this problem. He argues that the unusu-
ally rapid recycling of the matter of the piece of iron into a piece of garment 
is not impossible. In the Second Approach of the Second Position, al-Ghazālı̄ 
had argued that the matter that makes up a piece a wood may change in other 
than its known and usual way from a stick into a serpent. “But this is not the 
point at issue here,” al-Ghazālı̄ continues; the real question is whether such a 
transformation “occurs purely through [divine] power without an intermediary, 
or through one of the causes.” 9  The question cannot be put more bluntly: does 
God create such transformations mono-causally—in accord with an occasional-
ist worldview—or by means of secondary causality? 

 Both these two views are possible for us ( kilāhumā mumkinān 
 ¶indanā ) (. . .) [In the seventeenth discussion we stated] that the 
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 connection of connected things in existence is not by way of  necessity 
but through habitual events, which can be disrupted. Thus, these 
events come about through the power of God without the  existence 
of their causes. The second [view] is that we say: This is due to 
causes, but it is not a condition that the cause [here] would be one 
that is well-known ( ma ¶hūd ). Rather, in the treasury of things that are 
enacted by [God’s] power there are wondrous and strange things, one 
hasn’t come across. These are denied by someone who thinks that 
only those things exists that he experiences similar to people who 
deny magic, sorcery, the talismanic arts, [prophetic] miracles, and the 
wondrous deeds [done by saints]. 10  

 The solution al-Ghazālı̄ chose in the seventeenth discussion of his  Incoherence  
is thorough and well reasoned, and we will discuss many of its implications in 
this chapter. One realizes how carefully al-Ghazālı̄ had crafted and considered 
this position when one sees that al-Ghazālı̄ maintained this position through-
out all his later works. All through his life al-Ghazālı̄ remained ultimately un-
decided as to whether God creates mono-causally and arranges directly in each 
moment all elements of His creation, or whether God mediates His creative 
activity by means of secondary causes. Al-Ghazālı̄ accepted both explanations 
as viable explanations of cosmology. 

 The Dispute over al-Ghazālı̄’s Cosmology 

 In a 1988 article, Binjamin Abrahamov attempted to determine al-Ghazālı̄’s 
position on causality in works written after the  Incoherence of the Philosophers . 
Given that the  Incoherence  is a work of refutation in which the author himself 
admits that his arguments may not represent his real opinion, 11  Abrahamov 
assessed al-Ghazālı̄’s teachings from works considered closer to his actual 
teachings. These works include  The Revival of the Religious Sciences ,  The Book 
of the Forty , and al-Ghazālı̄’s commentary on the Ninety-Nine Noble Names. 
Abrahamov concluded that in these three works, al-Ghazālı̄ uses language that 
assumes that causes  do  have effi cacy on other things. To be sure, it is God 
who creates the causes and maintains and regulates their infl uences. Yet in 
these works, al-Ghazālı̄ suggests that the infl uence of causes is indeed real 
and not just an illusion. Once put into place, the causes lead to effects that are 
themselves desired by God. Abrahamov also noted that in a fourth work of al-
Ghazālı̄,  The Balanced Book on What-To-Believe , the author uses language that is 
distinctly occasionalist. Here he maintains that God should be regarded as the 
immediate creator of each individual event and that if He so wished, He could 
break His habitual patterns of creation and suspend what we postulate as the 
laws that govern creation. Given that those works implying a causal theory were 
written after  The Balanced Book,  Abrahamov suggests that al-Ghazālı̄ changed 
his mind “but preferred to conceal his true opinion by contradicting himself.” 12  
In this analysis, Abrahamov follows Leo Strauss in his exegesis of Maimonides 
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(d. 601/1204). Strauss claimed that when medieval authors such as Maimo-
nides use “conscious and intentional contradictions, hidden from the vulgar,” 
they wished to compel their readers “to take pains to fi nd out the actual mean-
ing,” which was often the one that appears least frequently in their writings. 13  

 The apparent contradiction observed by Abrahamov had been earlier 
noted by W. H. T. Gairdner in a 1914 article. Gairdner observed that whereas in 
some of his works, al-Ghazālı̄  explains God’s creative activity by means of sec-
ondary causality, creation mediated by other created beings, in other works, he 
employs explanations that are distinctly occasionalist. Gairdner suggested that 
al-Ghazālı̄  had published two different sets of teachings, one in works written 
for the ordinary people (  ¶awāmm ) and a different set of teachings in works 
that were written for an intellectual elite ( khawās. s.  ). Whether al-Ghazālı̄  con-
sidered these two teachings to be equally true was for Gairdner the “Ghazālı̄  
problem.” 14  Gairdner supported his view with quotations from Ibn T. ufayl 
(d. 581/1185–86) and Averroes, claiming that they had been bothered by the 
very same problem. Gairdner’s article encouraged the widespread assumption 
in twentieth-century research that in works such as  The Niche of Lights,  al-
Ghazālı̄  taught an “esoteric” theology, while in works such as his autobiogra-
phy or  The Balanced Book,  he accommodated his teachings to the expectation 
of the target audience and taught occasionalism. 15  

 In 1992, Richard M. Frank presented the most thorough study of al-
Ghazālı̄’s cosmology to date. 16  Like Abrahamov, Frank bases the bulk of his 
analysis on the works  The Highest Goal in Explaining the Beautiful Names of 
God ,  The Book of Forty , and several books of the  Revival . Frank also includes  The 
Niche of Lights ,  Restraining the Ordinary People from the Science of Kalām , and 
 The Balanced Book on What-to-Believe,  and was thus able to cover almost the 
whole Ghazalian corpus. Frank claims that contrary to common opinion, al-
Ghazālı̄ teaches (1) that the universe is a closed, deterministic system of second-
ary causes whose operation is governed by the fi rst created being, an “angel” (or 
“intellect”) associated with the outermost sphere; (2) that God cannot intervene 
in the operation of secondary causes, celestial or sublunary; and (3) that it is im-
possible that God has willed to create a universe in any respect different from 
this one He has created. 17  God governs the universe through intermediaries, and 
He cannot disrupt the operation of these secondary causes. Frank concluded 
that whereas al-Ghazālı̄ rejected the emanationism of al-Fārābı̄ and Avicenna, 
for instance, his own cosmology is almost identical to that of Avicenna. Earlier 
contributions to the academic debate, Frank points out, had already established 
that al-Ghazālı̄ accepted some of Avicenna’s teachings while rejecting others: 
“What we have seen on a closer examination of what [al-Ghazālı̄] has to say 
concerning God’s relation to the cosmos as its creator, however, reveals that 
from a theological standpoint most of the theses which he rejected are rela-
tively tame and inconsequential compared to some of those in which he follows 
the  philosopher.” 18  

 Unlike Gairdner or Abrahamov, Frank does not propose that al-Ghazālı̄ 
presents two different kinds of teachings in different works. He rejects the 
division of al-Ghazālı̄’s works into esoteric and exoteric. 19  Al-Ghazālı̄’s views 
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on causality in  The Balanced Book on What-to-Believe , for instance, do not dif-
fer from those in his commentary on God’s Ninety-Nine Noble Names or in 
 The Niche of Lights.  Frank implicitly acknowledges that al-Ghazālı̄ used both 
causalist and occasionalist language in his works. The contradictions that were 
noted by earlier readers, however, exist only on the level of language and do not 
refl ect substantive differences in thought. When al-Ghazālı̄ uses occasional-
ist language, Frank claims, he subtly alters the traditionalist language of the 
Ash ¶arite school, making it clear that he does not subscribe to its teachings. 
Thus, although al-Ghazālı̄’s language in such works as  The Balanced Book  often 
refl ects that of the traditionalist Ash ¶arite manuals, his teachings even in that 
work express creation by means of secondary causality. 20  

 Frank’s ideas were not unopposed. Michael E. Marmura in particular, 
who in a number of earlier articles had argued that al-Ghazālı̄  was an occa-
sionalist, 21  rejected the suggestion that al-Ghazālı̄  accepted effi cient causal-
ity among God’s creatures. 22  Other interpreters such as William L. Craig had 
followed Marmura in their analysis and had maintained that al-Ghazālı̄  “did 
not believe in the effi cacy of secondary causes.” 23  Reacting to Frank’s sugges-
tion, Marmura conceded that al-Ghazālı̄  makes use of causalist language, 
“sometimes in the way it is used in ordinary Arabic, sometimes in a more 
specifi cally  Avicennian / Aristotelian way” and that this usage of language is 
innovative for the Ash ¶arite school discourse. 24  Yet in all major points of Mus-
lim theology, al-Ghazālı̄  held positions that closely followed ones developed 
earlier by Ash ¶arite scholars, such as the possibility of miracles, the creation 
of human acts, and God’s freedom in all matters concerning the creation of 
the universe. 25  In Marmura’s view, al-Ghazālı̄  never deviated from occasional-
ism, although he sometimes expressed his opinions in ambiguous language 
that mocked philosophical parlance, likely to lure followers of  falsafa  into the 
Ash ¶arite occasionalist camp. 

 Marmura does not assume that al-Ghazālı̄ expressed different opinions 
about his cosmology in different works. In research published since Frank’s 
1992 study, Marmura focuses on  The Balanced Book  and tries to prove that at 
least here, al-Ghazālı̄ expresses unambiguously occasionalist positions. 26  Using 
a passage in the  Incoherence,  Marmura assumes this work to be the “sequel” to 
that work of refutation, in which al-Ghazālı̄ “affi rms the true doctrine.” 27  For 
Marmura, the  Balanced Book  is thus the most authoritative work among al-
Ghazālı̄’s writings on theology. Like Frank, he claims that a close reading of 
all of al-Ghazālı̄’s texts will fi nd no contradictions on the subject of cosmology. 
Marmura acknowledges that al-Ghazālı̄ uses causalist language that ascribes 
agency to created objects in the  Revival , in the  Incoherence , in the  Standard of 
Knowledge , and in other works. Yet such language is used metaphorically, just 
as we might say “fi re kills” without assuming that it has such agency in real 
terms. 28  Rather, the causal language must be read in occasionalist terms. 29  Al-
Ghazālı̄’s use of such words as “cause” ( sabab ) or “generation” ( tawallud ) is only 
metaphorical, Marmura claims. These terms are commonly used in Arabic, 
and “it would be cumbersome to have to keep on saying that this is metaphori-
cal usage, or that the reference is to habitual causes and so on.” 30  Like Frank, 
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Marmura is aware of the signifi cant extent to which Avicenna’s thought has 
shaped al-Ghazālı̄’s theology. Marmura sees in al-Ghazālı̄ “a turning point in 
the history of the Ash ¶arite school of dogmatic theology ( kalām ).” 31  He adopts 
many of Avicenna’s ideas and reinterprets them in Ash ¶arite terms. Although 
al-Ghazālı̄’s exposition of causal connections often draws on Avicenna, the doc-
trine that he defends is Ash ¶arite occasionalism. 32  

 Both Frank and Marmura deny the possibility that al-Ghazālı̄ showed any 
uncertainty or may have been in any way agnostic about which of the two com-
peting cosmological theories is true. 33  Frank bemoans al-Ghazālı̄’s failure to 
compose a complete, systematic summary of his theology. 34  He also believes 
that there was no notable theoretical development or evolution in al-Ghazālı̄’s 
theology between his earliest works and his last. This theology is the one Frank 
had characterized in his  Creation and the Cosmic System , and it is, in Frank’s 
view, “fundamentally incompatible with the traditional teaching of the Ash ¶arite 
school.” 35  Rejecting this last conclusion, Marmura does agree that al-Ghazālı̄ 
held only one doctrine on cosmology and causation. Marmura discusses the 
passage from the twentieth discussion in the  Incoherence  where al-Ghazālı̄ ad-
mits that “both these two views are possible for us.” 36  Marmura argued that the 
evidence from texts such as The Balanced Book on What-to-Believe  and some tex-
tual expressions in the  Incoherence  lead to the assumption that al-Ghazālı̄ was 
committed only to his fi rst causal theory from the Second Position of the seven-
teenth discussion, the occasionalist one. The “second causal theory”—that is, 
the one from the Second Approach of the Second Position, which accepts the 
existence of natures and assumes that causal relations are not suspended when 
God creates the miracles—has been introduced merely to win the argument 
that all miracles reported in revelation are possible; al-Ghazālı̄ was not com-
mitted to it. 37  

 Recently Jon McGinnis proposed an explanation that reconciles the textual 
evidence provided by Frank and Marmura to support their mutually exclusive 
claims. McGinnis believes that al-Ghazālı̄  developed an intermediate position 
between traditional Ash ¶arite occasionalism and the  falāsifa ’s theory of effi cient 
causality. For al-Ghazālı̄ , causal processes exist, according to McGinnis, but 
they are immediately dependent upon a divine, or at least angelic, volitional 
act. A cause is only suffi cient for its effect to occur, according to McGinnis’s 
interpretation of al-Ghazālı̄ , when such a higher volitional act immediately ac-
tualizes the cause. Cause and effect react to what might be understood as their 
natures—thus allowing humans to predict their reactions—but these natures 
are only passive powers that do not develop any agency or effi cient causality 
by themselves. God or a volitional agent must actualize their passive powers. 
This volitional agent is the real agent or effi cient cause of the causal connec-
tion. The actualization is immediate and cannot be mediated by a chain of 
secondary causes, for instance. According to McGinnis, al-Ghazālı̄  rejected 
both the occasionalist position of classical Ash ¶arism as well as the secondary 
causality of the  falāsifa  and developed a third view that combines elements of 
these two. 38  
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 Five Conditions for Cosmological Explanations in the  Incoherence  

 When Michael E. Marmura considered the suggestion that al-Ghazālı̄ might 
actually have held two different explanations of cosmology as compossible, he 
saw “no compelling reason or textual indication for believing that he is com-
mitting the error of thinking that they are.” 39  Occasionalism and secondary cau-
sality are mutually exclusive, Marmura argues; one denies causal effi cacy while 
the other affi rms it. Assuming compossibility in this case, however, does not 
assume that an event is caused both by an inner-worldly effi cient cause  and also  
immediately by God. Rather it means—as al-Ghazālı̄ has put it several times 
in the seventeenth discussion of the  Incoherence —that God is the creator of 
the event “either through the mediation of the angels or without mediation.” 40  
Although God’s control over all events in this world is unquestioned, the way 
He exerts this control is left open. 

 Still, one might ask, given that occasionalism and secondary causality are 
so different, how could al-Ghazālı̄ posit that they offer equally convincing theo-
ries of God’s creative activity? In his  Incoherence,  al-Ghazālı̄ developed certain 
conditions with which any occasionalist and causalist theory must comply in 
order to explain adequately both phenomena in the world and God’s creative 
activity as learned from revelation. These conditions are nowhere clearly listed 
or spelled out, yet they can be inferred mostly from the Second Position of the 
seventeenth discussion. There, al-Ghazālı̄ tries to convince his readers that a 
properly conceived occasionalist position as well as a proper view of secondary 
causality each lead to accepting the prophetical miracles of revelation. 

 Accepting the miracles reported in revelation is the fi rst of these fi ve condi-
tions. It is not, however, al-Ghazālı̄’s only concern in these passages. He puts 
drastic words in the mouth of his opponent when he makes him criticize oc-
casionalism’s indeterminism. An occasionalist worldview forfeits the possibil-
ity of making any assumptions about what is currently happening in places 
that are not subject to our immediate sense perception, as well as for events in 
the future. As al-Ghazālı̄ portrays his philosophical adversary saying, occasion-
alism leads to the assumption of “hideous impossibilities” ( mu.hālāt shanı̄ ¶a ) 
that destroy not only the pursuit of the natural sciences but also any coher-
ent understanding of the world. 41  Al-Ghazālı̄’s examples are not chosen—or 
adopted—without humor, and his readers are clearly left to enjoy the occasion-
alist position as an object of ridicule. 

 Creating a coherent understanding of the world that allows assumptions 
or even precise predictions about what is not immediately witnessed and 
what will happen in the future was a clear concern of al-Ghazālı̄  and it is the 
second condition on our list. He would not have accepted an occasionalist 
explanation of cosmology that violates this criterion. Two other criteria for 
his cosmology can be taken from other parts of the  Incoherence . At the end of 
that work, al-Ghazālı̄  condemns three positions as unbelief ( kufr ). Two of the 
three positions that he condemns concern cosmological theories, namely, that 
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the world is eternal and that God does not take note of individuals but only 
knows classes of beings. Since these positions “do not agree with Islam in 
any respect, and (. . .) none of the Muslim groups believes in it,” 42  any cosmo-
logical explanation acceptable to al-Ghazālı̄  must—in a reverse  conclusion—
acknowledge that the world is created in time and that God knows all His 
creations both universally and as individuals. 

 Finally, a fi fth condition can be gathered from the pages of the  Incoherence . 
In the First Position of the seventeenth discussion, al-Ghazālı̄ denies that fi re 
could be either the effi cient cause or the agent (  fā ¶il ) of the cotton’s combustion. 
Fire is inanimate and has no action. 43  This argument refers back to the third 
discussion of the  Incoherence , in which al-Ghazālı̄ criticizes Avicenna and his 
followers for their views on God’s will. It is true, he says, that the  falāsifa  claim 
God is the maker ( s. āni ¶  ) of the world as well as its agent or effi cient cause (   fā ¶il ). 
In order to be an agent or effi cient cause, however, one needs to have both a will 
and a free choice ( murı̄d mukhtār ). “We say that agent (   fā ¶il ) is an expression 
[referring] to one from whom the act proceeds together with the will to act by 
way of free choice ( ikhtiyār ) and the knowledge of what is willed.” 44  Here, the 
 falāsifa  disagree and say that any being can be an agent (   fā ¶il ) as long as it is the 
proximate effi cient cause of another being. Fire as the proximate effi cient cause 
of the cotton’s combustion may be called its secondary agent. 45  

 Al-Ghazālı̄ strongly objects and refuses to accept the terminology of the 
 falāsifa . He insists that the word “action” is elliptical for “voluntary action” since 
an involuntary action is inconceivable. 46  The disagreement is fundamental and 
its implications are far-reaching. In addition to being the effi cient cause of an-
other thing, an agent must thus fulfi ll three other conditions. He or she must 
(1) have will or a volition ( irāda ), (2) have a choice ( ikhtiyār ) between alternative 
actions, and (3) know what is willed. 47  In the  Incoherence,  al-Ghazālı̄ gives the 
strong impression that humans and other animated beings such as the celestial 
spheres can be considered agents. Later in his  Balanced Book,  al-Ghazālı̄ clari-
fi es that although humans may fulfi ll the two fi rst conditions, that is, volition 
and free choice, the last condition cannot apply to humans since they do not 
have a full knowledge of what is created when they act. 48  In his autobiography, 
al-Ghazālı̄ says clearly that the celestial objects, for instance, have no action 
(  f i  ¶l ) by themselves, as they are all subject to God’s command who employs all 
of nature according to His will. 49  The same is true for humans, who are subject 
to God’s will and lack this full knowledge. That humans are not agents and 
that God is the only agent in the universe are prominent motifs in the  Balanced 
Book  as well as in the  Revival . Al-Ghazālı̄’s position in the  Incoherence  must be 
considered dialectical, aiming to convince the  falāsifa  of the rather limited posi-
tion that inanimate beings can never be considered “agents.” 50  

 In the  Incoherence,  al-Ghazālı̄ does not present anything that might be con-
sidered a philosophical argument as to why he rejects the technical language 
of the  falāsifa  on this particular point. 51  He simply refers to the common usage 
of the word “action,” seemingly just disagreeing over the choice of language. 
Al-Ghazālı̄ prefers to use the Arabic word  fā ¶il  according to the meaning it 
has in Muslim theology over its meaning for the Aristotelian philosophers. 52  
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Among the  mutakallimūn , however, language usage was a commonly used tool 
for establishing  kalām  doctrines. Unlike in  falsafa , where the terminology was 
often based on Arabic expressions constructed to parallel Greek words, the 
Mu ¶taziltes established early the habit of invoking common usage of Arabic 
to support distinct theoretical positions. 53  The Ash ¶arites were the heirs to the 
Mu ¶tazilites in this approach. Their underlying idea seems to be that language 
and the particular relationship between words and their referring objects are 
God’s creations. This theory is particularly true for Arabic, the language cho-
sen by God for His revelation. Relying on referential relationships that are not 
sanctioned by common usage not only is erroneous but also is tampering with 
the bond that God created between Himself and humans through creating a 
language that is used by both sides. 

 Al-Ghazālı̄ accuses the  falāsifa  of obfuscation and of using language that 
aims to create the impression ( talbı̄s ) that their God is a true agent. Yet they im-
plicitly reject this position because they deny His will and free choice. In reality, 
the  falāsifa  teach that God “acts” out of necessity, which means for al-Ghazālı̄ 
that God does not act at all. The philosophers’ God differs from a dead person 
only inasmuch as He has self-awareness. 54  When the philosophers say that God 
is the maker ( s. āni ¶  ) of the world, they mean it only in a metaphorical sense. 55  
In his  Incoherence of the Philosophers,  al-Ghazālı̄ ridicules Avicenna for attempt-
ing to ascribe a will to God while still denying an active desire or deliberation 
on God’s part. 56  This usage, al-Ghazālı̄ says, is a purely metaphorical use of the 
word “will,” and it unduly stretches its established meaning. Al-Ghazālı̄ criti-
cizes Avicenna’s teachings as effectively being a denial of the divine attribute of 
will. 57  In the Third Position of the seventeenth discussion, in which al-Ghazālı̄ 
discusses rules that not even God can violate in His creation, he clarifi es, “we 
understand by ‘will’ the seeking after something that is known ( t.alab ma ¶lūm ).” 
Therefore, there can be no will where there is no desire. 58  

 For al-Ghazālı̄, the concept of divine will ( irāda ) on God’s part excludes His 
acting out of necessity. 59  All through the  Incoherence , al-Ghazālı̄ maintains that 
God creates as a free agent ( mukhtār ) rather than out of the necessity of His na-
ture. In total, there are thus fi ve conditions for cosmological explanations that 
can be gleaned from the  Incoherence.  Any viable explanation of cosmology: 

    1.  must include an act of creation from nothing at some point in time; 
  2.  must allow that God’s knowledge includes all creatures and all events, 

universally and as individuals; 
    3.  must account for the prophetical miracles that are related in 

 revelation; 
 4.  must account for our coherent experience of the universe and must 

allow predictions of future events, meaning that it must account for 
the successful pursuit of the natural sciences; and 

    5.  must take into account that God freely decides about the creation of 
existences other than Him. 

 What would an occasionalist explanation that fulfi lls these fi ve criteria look 
like? Any occasionalist cosmology easily fulfi lls criteria 1, 2, 3, and 5. In the 
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 Incoherence,  al-Ghazālı̄  points out that a wrongly conceived occasionalism vio-
lates the fourth condition, that of the predictability of future events. As long 
as one cannot discount that books could be turned into animals, for example, 
there is no way that an occasionalist explanation can allow or even support 
the pursuit of the natural sciences. The fourth criterion is fulfi lled, however, 
if the occasionalist assumes that God does not make sudden  ad hoc  decisions 
about what to create next. In the  Incoherence,  such a conviction is bolstered 
by the premise that God’s actions are strictly habitual. Absurdities such as 
the one mentioned above will not happen, because they are known to have 
never happened in the past. We build our knowledge of God’s habit from past 
occurrences that we witnessed ourselves and that others have reported to us. 
This knowledge enables us to detect and formulate stable patterns in God’s 
habit. 

 Still, there is no guarantee that an omnipotent God will not frivolously—
or rather purposefully—break His habit. The occasionalist believer fi rmly 
trusts in God ( tawakkala ) that He will not turn his library into an animal 
zoo. This is one of the lower degrees of trust in God, writes al-Ghazālı̄  in the 
thirty-fi fth book of his  Revival of the Religious Sciences . There, he compares the 
occasionalist believer who has trust in God to someone involved in a legal 
dispute in court. The claimant puts his confi dence in winning the case in the 
hands of a legal attorney ( wakı̄l ). 60  The clients of the attorney are well familiar 
with his habits and how his customary procedures follow regularly after each 
other (  ¶ādātuhu wa-t.t.irād sunanihi ). The claimant is familiar, for instance, with 
the attorney’s custom to represent his clients without calling them as wit-
nesses. The attorney defends his clients just on the basis of what they have 
written down in a fi le ( sijill ). If the client is well familiar with this habit of his 
attorney and if he truly trusts him, he will assume that the attorney will try 
to resolve the case based solely on the fi le and that the attorney will not call 
upon him in court. The client will thus plan accordingly, preparing a com-
prehensive fi le to hand the attorney while also knowing that his attorney will 
not ask him to testify in court. He can sit calmly and trustingly and await the 
outcome of the case: 

 When he entrusts [his affairs] to him [ scil.  the attorney], his trust is 
complete ( tamām ) when he is familiar with his [attorney’s] custom-
ary dealings and his habits and when he acts according to what they 
require ( wāfi n bi-muqtad. āhā ). 61  

 Trust in God, therefore, requires acting in accord with God’s habitual order of 
events. “You understand that trust in God does not require one to give up any 
kind of planning ( tadbı̄r ) or action.” 62  Rather, it requires arranging one’s life 
patterns to match what we know is God’s habit. Someone who is convinced of 
occasionalism and who has trust in God, for instance, does not need to keep the 
windows of his library closed simply because he might fear that his books may 
be turned into birds and fl y away. Such a provision is unwarranted, given what 
we know about God’s habits. 
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 Determination by an Unchanging Divine Foreknowledge 

 Yet there are higher degrees of trust in God ( tawakkul ) that provide the believer 
with deeper certainty about the strictly habitual character of God’s actions. 
These levels of trust are already hinted at in the seventeenth discussion of the 
 Incoherence . There, in the First Approach of the Second Position, in which al-
Ghazālı̄ aims to present occasionalism as a viable explanation of physical proc-
esses, he suggests that all events in the world have already been determined by 
God’s foreknowledge. In such an occasionalist universe, prophetical miracles 
can indeed be created: God disrupts His habitual course of action and adapts 
the knowledge of the witnesses to His disrupted course of action. It seems 
that in this occasionalist universe, God is not bound by anything. Yet here al-
Ghazālı̄ throws in a thought: 

 There is, therefore, nothing that prevents a thing from being possible 
within the capacities of God [but] that it will have already been part of 
His prior knowledge that He will not do it—despite it being possible 
at some moments—and that He will create for us the knowledge that 
He does not do it in that moment. 63  

 If God has a pre-knowledge of all events that are to be created in the future, 
that pre-knowledge not only limits how He will act upon His creation but also 
determines all His future actions. 

 The idea of a divine foreknowledge that determines creation was expressed 
most strongly in the generation after al-Ghazālı̄ in one of the creeds that Ibn 
Tūmart taught to his Almohad followers. Ibn Tūmart found eloquent ways of 
expressing God’s prior determination of events: “The means of living ( arzāq ) 
have already been allocated, the works have been written down, the number of 
breaths have been counted, and the lifespans ( ajāl ) have been determined.” 64  
Chapter twelve in Ibn Tūmart’s  Creed of the Creator ’ s Divine Unity  ( Taw.hı̄d al-
Bāri   7) is even more explicit: 

 Everything that is preceded by [God’s] decision ( qad. ā 7 )  and His 
determination ( qadar ) is necessary and must become apparent. All 
created things come out of ( s. ādira ) His decision and His determi-
nation, and the Creator makes them appear according to how He 
determined them in His eternity (   f ı̄ azaliyyatihi ). [They follow out 
of his decree] without addition or diminishing, without alteration of 
what has been determined, and no change of what has been decided. 
He generates them without an intermediary and without bestowing 
them to a cause (  ¶illa ). He has no companion in his originating activ-
ity ( inshā 7 )  and no assistant in making [things] exist ( ı̄jād ). 65  

 Ibn Tūmart clearly imagines an occasionalist universe in which God “gener-
ates without an intermediary and without bestowing [His creations] to a cause” 
( awjadahā lā bi-wāsit.a wa-lā li- ¶illa ). Yet if all future breaths are counted, the 
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future contingencies in such a universe are limited to what is already known 
to God. God’s eternal foreknowledge has already determined the course of the 
world. 

 The notion that God knows future events appears already in the Qur’an. 
Several verses mention that God determines every human’s lifespan ( ajal ) and 
time of death (Q 6:2, 11:3, 14:10, 16:61, etc.). At death, God executes His predeter-
mined decision and “calls home” ( tawaffā ) the person (Q 39:42). Like the time of 
death, the means of living (or: sustenance,  rizq ) are allocated to the human in-
dividuals (Q 11.6, 89:16, 13:26). Finally there is the more general idea, expressed 
in verses 9:51 and 57:22 of the Qur’an, that nothing will happen to humans that 
has not been recorded by God. In the prophetical  .hadı̄th,  the motif of divine 
predetermination is even stronger than in the Qur’an. Al-Bukhārı̄ documents 
a number of versions of a prophetical saying that teaches that while the child is 
still in the womb, God determines four characteristics for him or her: the sex, 
the person’s redemption or ruin in the afterlife, the sustenance ( rizq ), and the 
lifespan. 66  Other prophetical  .hadı̄th s refer directly to God’s pre-knowledge of 
some future events. One prophetical saying states: “Fifty thousand years before 
God created the heavens and the earth, He wrote down the measure of the crea-
tures ( maqādı̄r al-khalā 7iq ).” 67  

 In particular, the numerous Qur’anic verses on the set lifespan ( ajal ) of a 
human have produced much theological speculation. Does a murder override 
God’s determination and cut short the appointed lifespan of the victim, or is 
the murderer rather the means by which God makes his determination come 
true? 68  Is only the human time of death predetermined, or does every event 
have its predetermined time? Indeed, the Qur’an does say that “every nation 
has its lifespan” ( li-kull umma ajal , Q 7:34). 

 Early Sunni Muslim theology centers on opposition to Mu ¶tazilism, which 
stressed human freedom rather than the invariable predetermination of their 
time of death. 69  Sunni theologians, therefore, found it easy to accept predesti-
narian positions. Al-Ash ¶arı̄, for instance, believed that everything that comes 
into being is necessarily the will of God; God not only wills the time of a per-
son’s death but also the way it comes about. The same is true for a person’s 
sustenance ( rizq ) and—this subject became connected to this discussion in 
 kalām  literature—the prices ( as ¶ār ) of things. 70  Al-Ash ¶arı̄’s understanding of 
God’s knowledge clearly includes an element of foreknowledge. He taught that 
“God wills the coming into existence of the thing according to how divine 
knowledge precedes it ( mā sabaqa bihi al- ¶ilm ); and He wills what is known [to 
Him] to come into existence, and what fails to be known [to Him] not to come 
into existence.” 71  For al-Ash ¶arı̄, however, the subject of divine foreknowledge 
is somewhat of a side issue in the debate with the Mu ¶tazila about whether God 
wills the world’s mischief and harm ( sharr ). From his teachings on other sub-
jects, it is clear that al-Ash ¶arı̄ did not believe in a universal predetermination 
of events recorded in God’s foreknowledge. 72  

 The Nishapurian Ash ¶arites make stronger statements about God’s fore-
knowledge, which gradually lead toward the direction of universal predesti-
nation. In his  Creed,  al-Isfarā 7ı̄nı̄ requires his followers to believe that God’s 
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knowledge “comprises the objects of knowledge in a way that He always knew 
all of them including their (accidental) attributes and their essences.” 73  His col-
league ¶Abd al-Qāhir al-Baghdādı̄ clarifi es the relationship between God’s fore-
knowledge and His will: whatever God knows will happen is exactly what He 
wills to happen. God’s knowledge represents the decisions of His will: “What-
ever God wants to come into existence will come into existence at the time that 
he wants it to happen (. . .).” 74  

 The subject of divine foreknowledge was not one of the major themes 
in early Ash ¶arite literature. Their notion, however, did attract the criticism 
of Mu ¶tazilites such as al-Ka ¶bı̄ (d. 319/931), who realized that admitting di-
vine foreknowledge destroys human free will and questions God’s justice. 75  
In the early part of the fi fth/eleventh century, his Mu ¶tazilite colleague Abū 
l-H. usayn al-Bas.rı̄ argued against the determinism of Sunni theologians. These 
theologians—most probably Ash ¶arites—are quoted as saying, “What the di-
vine knowledge knows will occur cannot possibly not occur,” and “the divine 
knowledge that a thing will not exist necessitates that it will not exist.” 76  Abū 
l-H. usayn al-Bas.rı̄’s lengthy refutation indicates that this position was the sub-
ject of a lively debate between the Ash ¶arites and their Mu ¶tazilite adversaries. 

 Because knowledge is one of the divine attributes that resides in His es-
sence, all Ash ¶arites make the statement that God’s knowledge exists from past 
eternity ( qadı̄m ) while human knowledge is generated in time. 77  Al-Juwaynı̄ 
draws the full consequences of this statement. His position on divine knowl-
edge appears to respond to Mu ¶tazilite and philosophical objections. Avicenna 
postulated that if God’s knowledge is pre-eternal, ( qadı̄m ), it cannot simply 
change with each new creation. 78  Al-Juwaynı̄ agrees, teaching that changing 
knowledge is a characteristic of humans, whose knowledge adapts to a chang-
ing reality. To assume, however, that God’s knowledge of the world is like 
human knowledge and contains “cognitions” or “pieces of knowledge” (  ¶ulūm ) 
that generate in time ( .hāditha ) is implausible. It also violates the consensus of 
the Muslim scholars, al-Juwaynı̄ says, even amounting to leaving Islam. 79  The 
pre-eternal character of God’s knowledge implies that God’s knowledge never 
changes. It contains all future objects of knowledge, including the “time” when 
they will be realized. 

 An adversary may come and say, al-Juwaynı̄ assumes, that in His eternity 
(  f ı̄ azalihi ), God had the knowledge that the world will one day be created. Once 
the world has been created and continues to exist, there was a new and differ-
ent object of knowledge. The opponent holds that God’s knowledge and aware-
ness of the existence of the world has adapted to this new reality. This opponent 
maintains that there are new cognitions (  ¶ulūm ) in God’s knowledge every time 
there is change. Al-Juwaynı̄ categorically rejects this line of thinking: 

 We say: The Creator does not acquire a new awareness ( .hukm ) that 
did not exist before. There are no successive “states” ( a.hwāl ) for 
Him because the succession of states would imply for Him what is 
implied by the succession of accidents in a body. The Creator is quali-
fi ed as having only one single knowledge that extends to eternity in 
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the past and in the future. This knowledge necessitates for Him an 
awareness that encompasses all objects of knowledge with all their 
details. The Creator’s knowledge does not increase in number when 
the objects of knowledge become more. [This is not like in the case 
of ] those cognitions that come about in time, which become more 
numerous when the objects of knowledge become more numerous. 
The Creator’s knowledge does not become more numerous when 
there are more objects of knowledge and equally it does not become 
new when they become new. 80  

 When someone learns that Zayd will arrive tomorrow, al-Juwaynı̄ explains, he 
does not require a new cognition about Zayd’s arrival once he has arrived. He 
knew that all along, strictly speaking. The uncertainty of Zayd’s action prior to 
its actualization, however, requires us humans to form a new cognition once 
Zayd has arrived. In God’s knowledge of His own actions, however, there is no 
such uncertainty. Knowing that Zayd will arrive at a certain time is identical to 
knowing the realization of this event; no modifi cation of God’s knowledge is 
needed when the event is actualized. 

 According to al-Juwaynı̄, God’s knowledge of the world is timeless. It con-
tains a “before” and “after” but does not follow the course of events according 
to the patterns of past, present, and future. Those events that are currently in 
the past are to be realized before those that are currently in the future. God 
knows precisely the succession of events. He knows what has happened in the 
past, just as He knows—with the same amount of detail—what will happen in 
the future. His knowledge exists in a timeless realm—“in His eternity,” as al-
Juwaynı̄ and Ibn Tūmart say—outside our human categories of past and future. 
Since there are no obstacles to whatever God wills, His knowledge is the result 
of His will. The two are, however, not identical, nor does God’s knowledge de-
termine His will. God’s will and His knowledge do not consist of smaller units 
that could be called volitions or cognitions. God has one eternal will as well as 
one eternal knowledge. 81  

 Divine Foreknowledge in the Revival of Religious Sciences 

 Al-Ghazālı̄ subscribed to al-Juwaynı̄’s understanding of God’s knowledge as 
single and all-encompassing. In a passage that appears in the  Book of the Forty  
and in the short creed at the beginning of the second book in the  Revival , al-
Ghazālı̄ uses colorful language to illustrate that God knows every speck on the 
earth and in the heavens (cf. Q 10:61): 

 In the darkest night God knows the crawling of the panther on the 
solid rock and He senses the movement of the dust-motes in the air. 
He knows what is hidden and what is apparent. He is aware of the 
innermost thoughts, the movement of ideas, and the secret fears 
through a knowledge that is pre-eternal ( qadı̄m ) and everlasting 
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( azalı̄ ) and He will continue to be characterized by this knowledge in 
all eternity. His knowledge is not renewed and in its essence does not 
adapt to the undoing [of earlier arrangements] or to relocation. 82  

 If God’s knowledge is not renewed by the changing of events, it follows that 
it has a detailed and determining foreknowledge of the future. In the several 
creeds that al-Ghazālı̄ wrote during his lifetime, he was somewhat careful not 
to mention too openly that God predetermines all future events. He is probably 
most explicit in a brief list of articles of faith at the beginning of the second 
book in his  Revival . There, he says: 

 God’s will is an eternal attribute that He has, which subsists ( qā 7ima ) 
within His essence ( dhāt ) as one of His attributes. By virtue of it He 
is continuously described as someone who wills in His eternity (  f ı̄ 
azalihi ) the existence of the things in their moments (  f ı̄ awqātihā ) 
that He has determined. They exist in their moments as He wills it 
in His eternity without one of them coming before or after [He wills 
it]. Rather, they occur in accordance with His knowledge and His will 
without change or alteration ( min ghayr tabaddul wa-lā taghayyur ). 
He has arranged ( dabbara ) the things not by means of a sequence 
of thoughts [that He has] and nor does He wait for a [specifi c] time. 
Therefore, one thing does not distract Him from another. 83  

 This passage seems to have been one of the inspirations for Ibn Tūmart’s 
creed. 

 Yet, although al-Ghazālı̄ requires belief in divine foreknowledge, he does 
not explicitly say that God’s will “in His eternity” predetermines future events 
in this world, such as the number of breaths that a human will take during his 
or her lifetime. In his  Letter for Jerusalem , which follows a few pages after this 
passage, he is even less explicit on this subject. On divine knowledge, he just 
says that God’s universal knowledge is evident in the detailed arrangement 
( tartı̄b ) of even the smallest things in creation. God paves the way ( ras.s.afa ) for 
the existence of everything. 84  He then slips into an elaborate argument taken 
from one of al-Juwaynı̄’s writings. Al-Ghazālı̄’s master is said to have used 
it, according to al-Murtad. ā al-Zabı̄dı̄, against the Mu ¶tazilite al-Ka ¶bı̄. Al-Ka ¶bı̄ 
claimed that if God had a detailed foreknowledge of future events, it would 
make His will redundant. Al-Ghazālı̄ then reproduces al-Juwaynı̄’s rebuttal, 
targeting al-Ka ¶bı̄’s accusation that for the Ash ¶arites God’s knowledge is the 
same as His will. Al-Ghazālı̄’s counterargument denies al-Ka ¶bı̄’s hypothesis 
that a thing comes into being at the time when God’s foreknowledge foresees 
it, rather than at the time when His will willed it. If that hypothesis were true, 
al-Ghazālı̄ responds, one could also say that God’s foreknowledge would make 
His power redundant were He to foresee something before enacting it. Rather, 
al-Ghazālı̄ aims to correct this perception by saying that whereas God’s power 
encompasses all possible creations, His will directs His power to enact one 
of the possible actions and prevents the alternatives from happening. 85  In the 
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  Revival , however, he fails to clarify the role of divine foreknowledge in this 
process. He covers this subject in  The Balanced Book on What-to-Believe  in a 
long chapter about God’s will and its relationship to His omnipotence and His 
foreknowledge. 86  There he adds that divine foreknowledge is not suffi cient to 
replace the will, because “divine knowledge follows that what is known” ( al- ¶ilm 
yatba ¶u al-ma ¶lūm ), meaning that the decisions of the divine will determine 
the contents of the divine knowledge. “What is known” ( al-ma ¶lūm ) to the di-
vine knowledge are the divine acts that God’s will has chosen to actualize from 
among all the acts possible for God’s power. The foreknowledge does not affect 
this decision. The divine attribute of will decides among equally possible alter-
natives. The attribute of knowledge is true to ( .haqqa ) the divine will and takes 
account of this decision; al-Ghazālı̄ says it “attaches itself” ( yata ¶allaqu bi- ) to 
the decision. 87  

 Although al-Ghazālı̄ discusses some of the doctrinal problems of divine 
foreknowledge in his  kalām  textbook and in the second book of the  Revival  
on the creed of Islam, he hardly ever explains its practical consequences for 
such subjects as cosmology or human actions. 88  This is particularly true of the 
other books of the  Revival  that are concerned with rectifying human actions 
( mu ¶āmalāt ), in which divine foreknowledge is only mentioned in brief refer-
ences. Divine predestination and foreknowledge are variously referred to as 
God’s “eternal power” ( al-qudra al-azaliyya ), God’s “eternal judgment” ( .hukm 
azalı̄ ), or God’s “eternal will” ( irāda azaliyya ), 89  yet it is never explained what 
the “eternal” stands for and what implication it has on God’s creation. The rea-
son for al-Ghazālı̄’s reluctance to give his readers a detailed account of God’s 
foreknowledge is didactic. If half-educated people are told that God knows the 
future, they may draw false conclusions, decline to handle their affairs, and fall 
into a fatalistic apathy. Al-Ghazālı̄ expresses this danger in several passages of 
the  Revival ; wishing to guide his readers to good action, he stresses that God 
will be pleased by some of their actions while detesting others. His readers 
are exhorted only to perform those actions that will please God and gain them 
afterlife’s reward. 

 The human’s choice stands in an obvious confl ict with God’s predestina-
tion. In at least two passages, al-Ghazālı̄ tries to resolve this confl ict, as we 
will see below. In various other places, however, al-Ghazālı̄ simply rejects any 
discussion of this confl ict. He presents the problem in the familiar terminology 
of God’s decision ( qad. ā 7  ) and His determination ( qadar ). In theological discus-
sions, both terms refer to God’s predetermining future events. 90  The subject of 
divine predestination appears several times in the thirty-second book of his 
 Revival,  in the discussions of the human’s patience and his or her thankful-
ness to God. Yet al-Ghazālı̄ tries to avoid candid statements about God’s all-
 encompassing predestination, several times shunning his inquisitive readers 
for questioning God’s predetermination of the future: 

 Accept God’s actions ( ādāb ) and stay calm! And when the predes-
tination ( qadar ) is mentioned, be quite! The walls have ears and 
people who have a weak understanding surround you. Walk along 
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the path of the weakest among you. And do not take away the veil 
from the sun in front of bats because that would be the cause of 
their ruin. 91  

 “Divulging the secret of predestination” ( ifshā 7 sirr al-qadar ) is simply not al-
lowed. 92  It is best to be silent on this subject and follow the example of the 
Prophet who, according to al-Ghazālı̄, said: “Predestination is God’s secret, so 
do not divulge it!” 93  In fact, those who have insight say: “Divulging the secret of 
God’s lordship is unbelief.” 94  At times, however, al-Ghazālı̄ himself comes close 
to disregarding this advice. When he discusses divine predestination, however, 
he limits himself to saying that God wills all human actions, those that please 
Him as well as those that He detests, and that He creates both the good and the 
bad human actions. This distinction is directed against the Mu ¶tazilite position 
that God cannot will morally bad actions. Al-Ghazālı̄ leaves no doubt, however, 
that although God creates all events in the world, the choice between good and 
bad actions is left to humans, who are all responsible for what they do. 

 Divine foreknowledge and God’s all-encompassing predetermination are 
important parts of al-Ghazālı̄’s cosmology and his ethics. 95  Understanding that 
God has such pre-knowledge represents a higher degree of trust in God than 
relying on conclusions drawn from God’s habits. This higher trust in God is 
closely linked to the proper understanding of divine unity ( taw.hı̄d ). Indeed, ad-
vancing to the higher stages of  taw.hı̄d  is the root that helps one develop this su-
perior trust in God. Acquiring a correct understanding of God’s unity and thus a 
deep trust in God represents the knowledge—belief in the heart ( tas. dı̄q bi-l-qalb ) 
is tantamount to knowledge—that will lead to good and virtuous actions. 96  

 Al-Ghazālı̄’s ethics in his  Revival  is premised by the thought that God’s will 
as well as His knowledge are pre-eternal ( azalı̄ ) and have existed long before 
creation began. They include the fi rst event of creation as well as the last. God 
already knows whether the crawling panther will catch his prey, and He knows 
which direction each speck of dust will take in the wind. Most important, if 
God’s knowledge is single and unique, it will also never change. The concept 
of an unchanging divine foreknowledge has signifi cant repercussions for an 
occasionalist view of creation. God does not make  ad hoc  decisions about what 
to create next; His decisions have already been made long before He started act-
ing. In addition, God’s decisions are recorded in one of His loftiest creations. 
All past and future events are contained in the “well-guarded tablet” ( al-law.h al-
ma.hfūz.  ) that sits in a heavenly realm. 97  For al-Ghazālı̄, the tablet, which is men-
tioned in verse 85:22 of the Qur’an, represents a blueprint of God’s creation 
and records human actions as well as all other created events. 98  A divine pen 
has written God’s plan for His creation onto this tablet. In his  Decisive Criterion,  
al-Ghazālı̄ quotes a canonical  .hadı̄th  that identifi es this pen, which appears in 
two enigmatic references in the Qur’an (68:1, 96:4), as God’s fi rst creation. 99  

 The view that the well-guarded tablet holds the detailed draft for God’s 
creation is widespread in philosophical literature. In Avicenna’s  Throne Phi-
losophy  ( al-H. ikma al- ¶arshiyya ), “the well-guarded tablet” is read as a Qur’anic 
reference to two different beings: the highest created being as well as the active 
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intellect, both are intellects in the heavenly realm. In the sixteenth discussion 
of his  Incoherence,  al-Ghazālı̄ reports the philosophical teaching that the well-
guarded tablet is a Qur’anic reference to the active intellect. There he criticizes 
this element of the  falāsifa ’s teaching as unproven and bemoans that the people 
of religion ( ahl al-shar ¶  ) do not understand the well-guarded tablet in this way. 100  
Yet the reported positions on the well-guarded tablet are not at all controver-
sial, nor was al-Ghazālı̄’s own view signifi cantly different. He later refers to an 
important element of the philosophers’ teachings that touches on the subject 
of the well-guarded tablet. In his  Revival , he explains prophetical divination 
as a contact between the minds of the prophets and the well-guarded tablet, 
which here functions equivalently to the  falāsifa ’s active intellect. 101  Sometimes 
normal people achieve such a contact in their dreams, which may lead to the 
phenomenon that we today call  déjà vu . For some time after this dreamtime 
contact with the active intellect, one remembers the future events one has seen 
there, and when such an event occurs, one gets the impression that it has hap-
pened for the second time. Prophets achieve such a contact and experience of 
future events while they are awake. In other words, the prophets can “read” 
future events on the well-guarded tablet, and they report these future events to 
their followers. 102  

 When al-Ghazālı̄ expounds this view in the twenty-fi rst book of his  Revival , 
he describes the well-guarded tablet as that thing “which is inscribed with eve-
rything that God has decided upon until the Day of Judgment.” 103  Here “the 
well-guarded tablet” does not refer to the active intellect but rather to God’s fi rst 
creation, which is much higher in the celestial hierarchy of intellects. The same 
categorization applies to a passage in the  Book of the Forty  in which al-Ghazālı̄ 
quotes approvingly the position of an unnamed scholar as saying that “[God’s] 
decision ( qad. ā 7  ) means that all beings exist on the well-guarded tablet, both in 
a general way as well as in [their] details.” 104  In al-Ghazālı̄’s thought, just as in 
Avicenna’s  Throne Philosophy , “the well-guarded tablet” refers to both the fi rst 
creation as well as the active intellect, without clearly distinguishing between 
these two. 

 God’s unchanging foreknowledge turns an occasionalist explanation of the 
world into one that fulfi lls all the fi ve criteria outlined earlier in this chapter. 
The habitual character of God’s creations is no longer understood as a mere 
routine of God that He may practice on an  ad hoc  basis. Rather, God’s habits 
are inscribed in His foreknowledge. The contingent correlations that we experi-
ence in God’s universe are the necessary results of a coherent and comprehen-
sive plan of creation that exists from eternity. 

 Prophetical Miracles and the Unchanging Nature of God’s Habit 

 Al-Ghazālı̄’s occasionalist explanation of the universe includes the conviction 
that God’s decisions follow a habit inscribed in a timeless divine foreknowl-
edge. But how strict is God’s commitment to His habit? Does He ever break 
it? In the  Incoherence,  al-Ghazālı̄ argues that the possibility of a break in God’s 
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habit should lead us to acknowledge that the connections between what we call 
causes and their effects are not necessary. Does God ever actualize this possi-
bility? According to the classical Ash ¶arite view, prophetical miracles are breaks 
in God’s habit. Given that the natural scientist studies the lawfulness of God’s 
habits, would prophetical miracles not spoil his or her efforts? 

 Classical Ash ¶arism had already developed an answer to this problem. The 
effect of a prophetical miracle depends on those witnessing it knowing it to be 
a miracle. They must be made aware that what they have witnessed is a break 
in God’s habit. 105  Classical Ash ¶arite theology recognized several conditions for 
prophetical miracles that aim at making prior identifi cations of miracles. Ac-
cording to al-Ash ¶arı̄, a true prophet must announce and describe the mira-
cle that God will perform. He must issue an announcement ( da ¶wa ) that God 
will perform a miracle and a challenge ( ta.haddin ) to those to whom he is sent. 
Muh. ammad, for instance, issued a challenge to his adversaries when he dared 
them to produce a single  sura  like those contained in the Qur’an (Q 2:23, 10:38). 
In order for the miracle to be valid and acceptable to his audience, God must 
perform it exactly the way the prophet earlier describes it. 106  

 Al-Juwaynı̄ gives a detailed description of the conditions that are neces-
sary in order to accept a miracle. They include the prophet’s announcement 
and his challenge to those who doubt his prophecy. The goal of these strict 
conditions was to distinguish a prophetical miracle both from simple marvels 
and from sorcery. Given that in classical Ash ¶arism, the miracle is considered 
the only way to verify prophecy, much was at stake. The authority of revelation 
and with it the existence of revealed religion rested on the proper identifi ca-
tion of the prophetical miracle and on its distinction from mere coincidence 
or magic. 107  

 Other than in his  Incoherence,  al-Ghazālı̄ writes a few times about propheti-
cal miracles in traditional Ash ¶arite terms. 108  Unlike his master al-Juwaynı̄, 
however, he does not write about the conditions of the miracle and does not 
say, for instance, that a miracle must be preceded by a challenge. This is be-
cause, unlike his predecessors in the Ash ¶arite school, he no longer believes 
that miracles are the only way, or even a good way, to verify the claims of a 
prophet. Al-Ghazālı̄ believed that miracles could not be credibly distinguished 
from marvels and sorcery. In his autobiography, he discusses the case of some-
one claiming to be a prophet when he performs one of the prophetical miracles 
that, according to the Muslim tradition, confi rmed the prophecy of Jesus. The 
Qur’an reports that Jesus revived the dead (Q 3.39, 5.110), mirroring chapter 
eleven in the Gospel of John describing Jesus’ reviving Lazarus from his grave. 
Let’s assume, says al-Ghazālı̄, that someone comes along who pretends to do 
the same and he announces the performance of this miracle in advance—just 
as earlier Ash ¶arites required him to do. Even if he announces and successfully 
performs the revivication of an apparently dead person, that would not, accord-
ing to al-Ghazālı̄, prove his status as a prophet. Al-Ghazālı̄ justifi es his position 
because the miracle of reviving the dead did not create certain knowledge of 
Jesus’ prophecy. Certain knowledge about Jesus’ prophecy is gained through 
other means. One should not accept people’s claims to prophecy just on the 
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bases of so-called miracles. Speaking to those who would follow a pretender 
purely on the bases of his so-called miracles, al-Ghazālı̄ says: 

 Let’s assume that your Imam points out to me the miracle of Jesus, 
peace be upon him, and says: “I will revive your father, and that shall 
be the proof for me saying the truth.” Then he actually revives him 
and explains to me that he is truly [a prophet]. Yet, how do I know 
that he speaks the truth? Not all people gained knowledge through 
the miracle [of reviving a man] that Jesus, peace be upon him, 
spoke the truth. Rather, the matter was beset with questions and 
 uncertainties that can only be answered by subtle intellectual reason-
ing. (. . .) That the miracle points towards the veracity [of him who 
performs it] cannot be accepted unless one also accepts [the existence 
of ] sorcery ( si.hr ) and knows how to distinguish it from a miracle, and 
unless one acknowledges that God doesn’t lead humans astray. It is 
well known that the question of whether or not God leads us astray is 
quite diffi cult to answer. 109  

 If prophetical miracles were to create defi nite knowledge about the claims of 
prophets, there would be no disagreements among humans as to who is a 
prophet. Jesus did revive Lazarus, yet the Jews still did not accept his prophecy. 
The Qur 7an (Q 5.110) states that the unbelievers among the Children of Israel 
considered all miracles performed by Jesus to be mere sorcery ( si.hr ). This is 
due to it being nearly impossible, al-Ghazālı̄ implies, to distinguish a propheti-
cal miracle from sorcery. While God creates the former to guide people to his 
revelation, He also chooses to create the latter to confuse and misguide people. 
Humans are not given the faculty, so goes the implication, to clearly distin-
guish between the two. 

 In addition, there is the problem that only a limited number of people 
would personally witness the miracle, and all other humans would have to 
believe the viewers’ judgment that the miracle was indeed not sorcery. Thus, 
when deciding whether an event or a text is truly a divine revelation, humans 
can only practice  taqlı̄d ; they must accept the positions of other people un-
critically. This is quite a horrible thought for al-Ghazālı̄. In addition, further 
generations must verify the reports about the miracle and the judgments of its 
witnesses through impeccable chains of transmission ( tawātur ). This creates a 
new source of error. Al-Ghazālı̄ was quite skeptical about the value of  tawātur . 
Muh. ammad’s alleged appointment of ¶Alı̄ at Ghadı̄r Khumm is an example of 
an event that never happened, according to al-Ghazālı̄, yet many in the Shiite 
community still trust its veracity because of its supposedly impeccable chains 
of transmission. If such a large group of Muslims accepts the historicity of a 
past event that never actually took place, no community can be immune to 
error in matters of  tawātur.  110  

 In the  Deliverer from Error , al-Ghazālı̄ says that only at an advanced stage of 
his spiritual and intellectual development did he realize that miracles are not 
the best way of verifying prophecy. After reading Sufi  works, he understood 
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there to be a way of distinguishing the true prophet from the false pretender 
without requiring recourse to a prophetical miracle. Prophets create through 
their teachings and their revelations effects in the souls of those who witness 
their prophecy. In the  Book of Forty,  al-Ghazālı̄ describes the outward effect 
( athar ) that reciting the Qur’an can have: weeping, breaking into sweat, shiver-
ing, getting goose bumps, quivering, and so forth. 111  These physical manifesta-
tions will inspire refl ection on one’s deeds. The direct experience ( dhawq ) of the 
prophet’s positive effects on one’s soul is the best indicator for the truth of his 
mission. This method is quite similar to how we distinguish a true physician 
from a charlatan or a true legal scholar from someone who only claims to be 
that. In all these cases we look at the people’s work. Does the physician heal 
the sick? Does the legal scholar solve legal problems? If the answers are posi-
tive, we accept their claims. The same should be true for the prophets, who are 
termed physicians of the soul. 112  If we feel the positive effects of a prophet’s 
work on our souls, we know that we are dealing with a true prophet. 113  This 
method is superior to those of the earlier Ash ¶arites: 

 Seek certain knowledge about prophecy from this method and not 
from the turning of a stick into a serpent or from the splitting of the 
moon. For if you consider that event by itself, and do not include the 
many circumstances that accompany this event you may think that it 
is sorcery ( si.hr ) and imagination ( ta.hyı̄l ). (. . .) 114  

 There are certain problems ( as 7ila ) with prophetical miracles, al-Ghazālı̄ 
says later in this passage. The classical Ash ¶arite argument that a miracle is a 
sign for prophecy can easily be countered by arguments “about the problem-
atic and doubtful nature of the miracle.” 115  The miracle is only one of many 
indications of true prophecy, al-Ghazālı̄ says cautiously. This position may have 
resulted from his refl ections on miracles in the seventeenth discussion of the 
 Incoherence . It is quite clearly expressed in his  Revival . Here, al-Ghazālı̄ says 
that Moses gained many followers by changing a stick into a serpent. Yet these 
same people later followed the false prophet, “the Samaritan” ( al-Sāmirı̄ ), when 
he made them build the golden calf while Moses was on Mount Sinai: “Every-
one who became a believer by seeing a snake inadvertently became an unbe-
liever when he saw a calf.” 116  For most people, miracles are indistinguishable 
from sorcery and cannot serve as distinctive markers for prophecy. Avicenna 
had taught that prophetical miracles and sorcery result from the same faculty 
( quwwa ) of the human soul. The prophet applies this capacity with good in-
tentions, while the sorcerer ( al-sā.hir ) applies it with bad ones. Sorcerer and 
prophet, however, have the same kind of strong soul that can affect their sur-
roundings and make other bodies do their bidding. 117  The essential similarity 
between prophetical miracles and sorcery is due to their origin in the same 
faculty ( quwwa ) of the prophet’s and the sorcerer’s souls. This shared origin 
makes the two events practically indistinguishable. Because of this essential 
similarity, al-Ghazālı̄ rejected miracles as a means to verify prophecy, and thus 
he never discussed the conditions of prophetical miracles in his writing. Yet he 
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nowhere denies that prophets perform miracles and does acknowledge those 
that are mentioned in revelation. 

 Al-Ghazālı̄’s view as to what counts as a prophetical miracle also differed 
markedly from his Ash ¶arite predecessors’ views. In addition to denying that 
miracles are suffi ciently distinguishable from marvels and sorcery, he also re-
jected the position that they must be a break in God’s habit. This direction of 
thought again has its roots in al-Juwaynı̄. According to al-Ash ¶arı̄, a miracle is 
defi ned as “a break in [God’s] habit that is associated with a challenge which 
remains unopposed.” 118  Although he quotes the traditional Ash ¶arite position 
that prophetic miracles and the wonders ( karamāt ) performed by some extraor-
dinary pious people ( awliyā 7  ) are “a break in the habit” ( inkhirāq al-‘āda ), al-
Juwaynı̄’s own position seems to have been more complex. A break in God’s 
habit is indeed a “sign” ( āya ) that can verify a prophet’s authenticity. The mira-
cle, however, which al-Juwaynı̄ sees as the only means of verifying prophecy, is 
no longer described as a break in God’s habit but merely as the incapacity of the 
opponents to respond to the prophet’s challenge. 119  

 Apart from what he writes in the  Incoherence , there is no indication that 
al-Ghazālı̄ ever believed that miracles are a break in God’s habit. In his  Bal-
anced Book , he says that the believer comes to trust the prophet’s veracity 
“through strange things and wondrous actions that break the habits.” 120  “Hab-
its” (  ¶ādāt )—in plural—seems to refer to the customs of persons or of things 
in this world, including the habits of the prophets, rather than to God’s habit. 
For example, when the stick is turned into a serpent, the habitual behavior of 
the stick is broken although God had not changed His habit. This usage of the 
word “habit” (  ¶āda ) is already present in the  Incoherence , in which the  falāsifa ’s 
position that the prophet has a more powerful practical faculty in his soul is 
described as “the special character [of the prophet] differs from the habit of the 
people ( tukhālifu ¶ādat al-nās ).” 121  

 There are clear indications that al-Ghazālı̄ believed that although “mira-
cles” are extraordinary and often marvelous events, they do not require God 
to break His customary habit—the laws of nature. In the thirty-fi rst book of 
his  Revival , al-Ghazālı̄ says that God creates all things one after the next in 
an orderly manner. After making clear that this order represents God’s habit 
( sunna ), he quotes the Qur’an: “You will not fi nd any change in God’s habit.” 122  
This sentence is quoted several times in the  Revival ; in one passage, al-Ghazālı̄ 
adds that we should not think that God would ever change his habit ( sunna ). 123  
The implication is clear: since God never changes His habit, the prophetical 
miracle cannot be a break in His habit. It is merely an extraordinary occurrence 
that takes place within the system of the strictly habitual operation of God’s 
actions. Miracles are programmed into God’s plan for His creation from the 
very beginning, so to speak, and they do not represent a direct intervention or 
a suspension of God’s lawful actions. 124  If this was al-Ghazālı̄’s position about 
prophetical miracles, and I am quite convinced that it was, he nowhere states 
it explicitly in any of the core works of the Ghazalian corpus. Here, the Second 
Approach of the Second Position of the seventeenth discussion of the  Incoher-
ence  remains one of the more explicit expressions of this view. 125  
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 Those who studied with al-Ghazālı̄ or who read his works carefully certainly 
understood the revolutionary character of his teachings on prophetical mira-
cles. Ibn Ghaylān, the Ghazalian from Balkh, reports with some bewilderment 
that al-Ghazālı̄ did not oppose the  falāsifa  in their teachings on prophecy and 
prophetical miracles. 126  Al-Ghazālı̄’s adversaries were more outspoken. In his 
widely known epistle on why the burning of al-Ghazālı̄’s  Revival  in al- Andalus 
was justifi ed, al-T. urt.ūshı̄ complains that regarding prophecy, al-Ghazālı̄ 
adopted the teachings of the  falāsifa  and particularly those of the Brethren of 
Purity ( Ikhwān al-s. afā 7  ). These philosophers teach, al-T. urt.ūshı̄ continues, that 
God does not send prophets; rather, those who develop extraordinarily virtuous 
character traits acquire ( iktasaba ) prophecy. Al-T. urt.ūshı̄ is not entirely correct 
in his characterization of the Brethren of Purity. He is more correct when he 
says that the  falāsifa  teach that some prophetical miracles are ruses and trickery 
( .hiyal wa-makhārı̄q ) and that al-Ghazālı̄ agreed with them on this point. 127  Al-
T. urt.ūshı̄ was in close contact with Abū Bakr ibn al- ¶Arabi and maybe with other 
students of al-Ghazālı̄. 

 For Avicenna, prophetical insight is caused by the extraordinary character 
traits of those who become prophets. Prophecy is linked to normal human psy-
chology, and although it is rare, it is indeed a part of the normal course of nature. 
The origins of Avicenna’s teachings on prophecy—and subsequently much of 
what we fi nd in al-Ghazālı̄’s psychology—lie in the works of Aristotle and his 
Neoplatonic interpretors, most prominently al-Fārābı̄. 128  Although the Brethren 
of Purity shared the Neoplatonic origins of al-Fārābı̄’s and Avicenna’s teach-
ings, their presentation of psychology and prophecy is less detailed and well 
developed. 129  Avicenna’s detailed explanation of prophecy certainly infl uences al-
Ghazālı̄’s understanding, and he does reproduce many of its features. 130  Future 
studies must decide whether the Brethren’s psychology also signifi cantly infl u-
enced al-Ghazālı̄, or whether the connection between the two merely resulted 
from parallel methods of teaching that are only roughly similar. 

 It is true, however, that the Brethren’s work expresses certain mystical 
notions that also appear in al-Ghazālı̄ but are explicitly expressed neither by 
al-Fārābı̄ nor by Avicenna. Particularly regarding the inspiration that “friends 
of God” ( awliyā 7 Allāh ) receive—knowledge similar to revelation but at a lower 
level—the Brethren’s ideas are reminiscent of Sufi  concepts. 131  The Brethren, 
for instance, stress that receiving inspiration ( ilhām ) and revelation ( wa.hy ) re-
quire the soul’s purifi cation from the pollutions of the natural world—a motif 
prominently expressed by al-Ghazālı̄ in his letter to Abū Bakr ibn al- ¶Arabı̄. 132  
In general, the presentation of prophecy in the Brethren’s  Epistles  shows closer 
connections among philosophical teachings, Muslim religious discourse, and 
Qur’anic passages than we see in al-Fārābı̄’s and Avicenna’s more theoretical 
treatments of prophecy. Unlike the two Aristotelians, who only occasionally 
back their teachings with an exegesis of verses in revelation, the Brethren fre-
quently engage in fi gurative interpretations of Qur’anic verses. Al-Ghazālı̄ was 
inspired by some of their suggestions. 133  Among religious intellectuals, the 
Brethren’s close association with Qur’anic motifs may have created more inter-
est in their work than in al-Fārābı̄’s and Avicenna’s work. This, in turn, would 
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make the Brethren of Purity’s work more threatening to al-Ghazālı̄’s conserva-
tive opponents such as al-T. urt.ūshı̄. As he does in his discussion of logics, al-
Ghazālı̄ replaced some of the technical language in the psychology of Avicenna 
with words more familiar to religious scholars that connect more seamlessly 
to motifs in the Qur’an. Borrowing from Q 38:72, al-Ghazālı̄ frequently uses 
the word “spirit” ( rū.h ), where Avicenna would have used the term “intellect” 
(  ¶aql ). 134  This usage may have made al-Ghazālı̄’s psychological teachings seem 
closer to those of the Brethren of Purity, who use the term “spirit” frequently, 
than to those of Avicenna, who uses it only occasionally. 

 Al-Ghazālı̄ was likely familiar with the  Epistles of the Brethren of Purity.  135  
Some of his cosmological teachings may go back to them, such as equating the 
heavenly spheres with the “realm of sovereignty” (  ¶ālam al-malakūt ) and seeing 
the human body as a microcosm of the universe. 136  It seems that already dur-
ing his lifetime, al-Ghazālı̄ was accused of having copied from the  Epistles . In 
his autobiography, he implicitly admits that some of his teaching also appear 
in these treatises, although he denies any infl uence and argues that the correla-
tion is more or less coincidental. He says that in general, the teachings in the 
 Book of the Brethren of Purity  ( Kitāb Ikhwān al-s. afā 7  )—al-Ghazālı̄ assumes that it 
was written by a single author—are weak philosophy, based on Pythagoras, and 
that Aristotle represents a more advanced stage. This work is “the chatter of 
philosophy” ( .hashw al-falsafa ), al-Ghazālı̄ adds, and it is false ( bāt.il ). He singles 
out the  Book of the Brethren of Purity  as an example of a misleading philosophi-
cal text, particularly because it aims at appealing to the religious scholars. 137  

 Al-Ghazālı̄’s critics, however, continued to associate his position on prophecy 
with the Brethren. Al-Māzarı̄ al-Imām (d. 536/1141), a Tunisian contemporary of 
al-T. urt.ūshı̄ who wrote a polemic against al-Ghazālı̄, says some students of al-
Ghazālı̄ reported that he “constantly cleaved to the  Epistles of the Brethren of Pu-
rity .” 138  Al-Māzarı̄’s polemic is unfortunately lost and known only from quotations 
in later texts, yet his opinions proved to be quite infl uential among later oppo-
nents of al-Ghazālı̄. In addition to the Brethren of Purity, al-Māzarı̄ attributes the 
philosophical infl uence on al-Ghazālı̄ to Avicenna and to Abū H. ayyān al-Tawh. ı̄dı̄ 
(d. 414/1023). 139  More than a hundred years after al-Māzarı̄ and al-T. urt.ūshı̄, the 
Sufi  philosopher Ibn Sab ¶ı̄n (d.  c.  668/1270) from Ceuta claimed that the teach-
ings presented in four of al-Ghazālı̄’s works on the human intellect, the spirit, and 
the soul come from the  Epistles of the Brethren of Purity . 140  

 Authors from the Muslim East also understood that on the subject of proph-
ecy, al-Ghazālı̄ got quite close to the  falāsifa . Ibn Taymiyya, for instance, chas-
tises al-Ghazālı̄ for having followed the “pseudo-philosophers” ( al- mutafalsafa ) 
in their view that knowledge of prophecy can be verifi ed without someone hav-
ing witnessed a miracle. 141  Because of al-Ghazālı̄’s teachings on how the souls 
of the prophets and of “friends of God” ( awliyā 7  ) receive revelation as inspiration 
and insight from the heavenly spheres, Ibn Taymiyya saw al-Ghazālı̄ as “from 
the same ilk as the heretical Qarmatians and the Ismā ¶ı̄ lites.” What is more, he 
complains, al-Ghazālı̄ and others after him, such as Ibn ¶Arabı̄ (d. 638/1240), 
present these views about prophecy as Sufi sm and claim that it is a deeper 
truth. 142  Ibn Taymiyya diligently collected the criticism of earlier scholars on 
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this matter, reproducing a long passage from al-Māzarı̄’s lost polemic. 143  Earlier, 
infl uential Sunni scholars such as Ibn al-S. alāh.  al-Shahrazūrı̄ had already spread 
al-Māzarı̄’s criticism of al-Ghazālı̄. In his comments on the latter, Ibn Taymi-
yya rejects al-Māzarı̄’s suggestion that al-Ghazālı̄ had been infl uenced by al-
Tawh. ı̄dı̄, but he accepts al-Māzarı̄’s view that al-Ghazālı̄’s position on prophecy 
is based on Avicenna and the Brethren of Purity. 144  After his teachings on the 
best of all possible worlds, which will be discussed below, later scholars of Islam 
found al-Ghazālı̄’s views on prophecy to be most objectionable. 

 Necessary Knowledge in an Occasionalist Universe 

 In its practical implications and particularly regarding the pursuit of the natu-
ral sciences, the occasionalist universe of al-Ghazālı̄ is indistinguishable from 
the universe of the  falāsifa . Both cosmologies assume that events in God’s crea-
tion are predetermined. Both assume that fi re  always  makes cotton combust. 
Both assume that the laws of nature or God’s habit will  always  apply. The dis-
tinction between al-Ghazālı̄’s type of occasionalism and the position that God 
exerts control through secondary causality is limited to the cosmological expla-
nation of causal connections. This question belongs to the realm of metaphys-
ics, teaches al-Ghazālı̄, and should have no infl uence on how we respond to 
God’s creative activity. If a person is killed by the blow of a sword to his neck, 
he writes in his  Standard of Knowledge , our sense perception recognized that 
death in this person comes “together with” ( ma ¶a ) the deep cut ( .hazz ) in his 
neck. If this conjunction appears repeatedly, we have no doubt that a cut in the 
neck and death are connected, and we conclude that one is the cause ( sabab ) 
of the other. 145  Despite this conjunction, some may indeed doubt the connec-
tion; a  mutakallim , for instance, may claim that the cut is not the cause of death 
and that God created the cut and death “side by side” (lit. “in the stream,”  ¶inda 
jarayān ). Al-Ghazālı̄ shows little patience with this  mutakallim . Would he doubt 
his son’s death were he to receive the unfortunate news that his son has a cut 
in his neck? 

 When it comes to the question whether this is an inseparable and 
necessary connection that cannot be otherwise or whether this is an 
arrangement according to the normal course of God’s habit ( sun-
nat Allāh ) through the effi cacy of God’s pre-eternal will which is 
not affected by change or alteration, [we say:] the question is about 
the kind of connection not about the connection itself. This should 
be understood and it should be known that doubting the death of a 
person who has received a blow to his neck is pure delusion ( waswās ) 
and that the conviction ( i ¶tiqād ) that he is dead is certain ( yaqı̄n ) and 
should not be called into question. 146  

 If the occasionalist agrees with al-Ghazālı̄ that God’s habit is the result of His 
pre-eternal will ( mashi 7atuhu al-azaliyya ), which “is not affected by change or 
alteration” ( lā ta.htamilu al-tabdı̄l wa-l-taghyı̄r ), the dispute the occasionalist has 
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with a believer in causality is limited to the type of connection between cause 
and effect. The existence of a direct effi cacy of the cause on the effect cannot 
be demonstrated. Both must agree, however, that the connection itself is in-
separable, meaning that the occurrence of the cause (cut in the neck) is  always  
concomitant to the appearance of the effect (death). 

 Richard M. Frank suggested that for al-Ghazālı̄, connections between what 
we call causes and their effects are indeed necessary: “Given the actuality of all 
causal conditions for its occurrence an event comes to be inevitable ( lā ma.hāla ) 
and by necessity ( d. arūrat an  ).” 147  But how, one must ask, can this conclusion 
be reconciled with the fi rst sentence of the seventeenth discussion in the  In-
coherence  in which al-Ghazālı̄ explicitly says that “according to us” (  ¶indanā ), 
such connections are not necessary? In his  Balanced Book on What-to-Believe,  
al-Ghazālı̄ looks at the same example of a person who received a blow to his 
neck. 148  That volume’s discussion is prompted by the question of whether the 
murderer cut short his victim’s lifespan. Al-Ghazālı̄’s goal is to correctly under-
stand the connection between these two events, the murder and the victim’s 
appointed time of death ( ajal ). He discusses three different ways of how things 
in this world are connected to one another, the third being the connection be-
tween a cause (  ¶illa ) and its effect ( ma ¶lūl ). By way of a general statement, al-
Ghazālı̄ says that in our judgment, the connection of these two is necessary: 
“If there is only a single cause for the effect and if it has been determined that 
the cause doesn’t exist, it follows from it ( yalzamu min ) that the effect doesn’t 
exist.” 149  In this book, al-Ghazālı̄ uses the language of classical Ash ¶arism. In 
the case of the man who has received a cut in his neck, cause and effect are ac-
cidents that are connected to one another: 

 “Being killed” is an expression for a cut in the neck and that is traced 
back to certain accidents, namely the movement of the hand of him 
who holds the sword and other accidents, meaning the cleavages 
among the atoms in the neck of him who is hit. Another accident is 
connected with ( aqtarana bi- ) these (accidents), and this is death. If 
there were no connecting link ( irtibāt. ) between the cut [in the neck] 
and death, the denial of the cut would not make the denial of death 
follow. But these are two things that are created together ( ma ¶an ) and 
connected according to an arrangement that follows the habitual 
course and not according to a connecting link that one of the two has 
with the other. 150  

 The position al-Ghazālı̄ takes in this book is distinctly occasionalist. While by 
themselves the two events are not connected, they are connected through a 
habit (  ¶āda ). He does not elaborate as to whose habit this is, and his Ash ¶arite 
readers might assume he means God’s habit. Yet in real terms, the habit ap-
pears to be that of the creatures, not of God. God may create the two events 
individually and mono-causally, with each one being considered “a thing au-
tonomously created by God” ( amr un  istabadda al-rabbu ). These two creations, 
however, always appear together ( ma ¶an ) and “in a connection according to an 
arrangement that follows the habitual course” (  ¶alā qtirān bi-.hukm ijrā 7 al- ¶āda ). 
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The connection is not of a kind that the fi rst event must be the “generating 
agent” ( mutawallid ) for the existence of the other. The cut in the neck does not 
“generate” ( tawallada ) death. Being a cause ( ¶ illa ) simply means that, if all other 
causes of death are excluded, the denial of a cut in the neck makes the denial 
of death necessary. 151  Cut and death, al-Ghazālı̄ implies, are inseparable, which 
means the relationship of the corresponding denial of a cut and the denial of 
death is necessary. 152  

 The point al-Ghazālı̄ wishes to make is that in our knowledge, the connec-
tion between what we identify as a cause and what we identify as an effect is 
necessary. Al-Ghazālı̄ uses the Arabic verb  lazima  and its derivates, which in-
dicate both an inseparable connection and a necessary judgment. What we wit-
ness is the pure concomitance of two events, grounded in a habit. Al-Ghazālı̄ 
argues against an understanding of occasionalism that assumes God will break 
His habit. That, he implies, will not happen. Yet al-Ghazālı̄ needs to be read 
closely: he nowhere says that the connection between the two events is nec-
essary. He says only that the way our judgment connects these two events is 
necessary. Here he implicitly reiterates a point already made in the  Incoherence : 
necessity is a predicate of human judgments, not a predicate of the outside 
world. 153  In this passage, the necessary connection is said to exist as a human 
conviction ( i ¶tiqād ): 

 He who is convinced ( i ¶taqada ) that the cutting of the neck is a cause 
( ¶ illa ) of death, and who connects this conviction to his observation 
that the body of the deceases is sound and that there are no other 
outside perilous forces involved, is convinced that the denial of the 
cut and the denial of any other possible cause necessarily means the 
denial of the effect, because all causes are denied. 154  

 In this case, we conclude necessarily that the person whose body we inspect is 
not dead. To be convinced that there are imminent causes in this world does 
not mean to say, however, that these causes have a real effi cacy toward their 
supposed effects. Here in his  Balanced Book on What-to-Believe , al-Ghazālı̄ 
compares the explanations of causal connection provided (1) by those who 
posit causality (  ¶inda qā 7ilı̄na bi-l- ¶ilal ) and (2) by those of the Sunnis ( ahl al-
sunna ) who are convinced that God “is autonomous in the original creation 
[of events]” ( mustabidd un  bi-l-ikhtrā ¶  ) and does not allow other creatures to gen-
erate ( tawallad ) anything. He says that these two explanations do not differ 
regarding the conclusions we draw from observing causal connections. Yet on 
the level of cosmology, there is still a confl ict between these positions that is 
“lengthy,” and “most people who plunge into it do not realize its divisive char-
acter ( mithāruhā ).” Al-Ghazālı̄ has no interest in engaging with that confl ict. 
Regarding questions as to whether the cutting of the neck causes death or not, 
he recommends resorting to a simple rule ( qānūn ): one must avoid assuming 
that something could be generated ( tawallada ) by anything other than God. 
God creates everything, and in the case of the killed human, it is best to say: 
what really killed him was the end of his appointed lifespan ( ajal ). 155  
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 Despite its openly occasionalist language, even in his  Balanced Book,  al-
Ghazālı̄ shows no signs that he committed himself exclusively to an occasion-
alist cosmology. He stresses that the Mu ¶tazilite explanation of physical events 
through “generation” ( tawallud ) is wrong. Events in the created world do not 
simply “generate” from other created beings and certainly not from human deci-
sions. Yet here, as in most of his works, al-Ghazālı̄ wishes to leave open whether 
these events are created directly by God or are the results of secondary causes. 
Given that his target readership tends toward the former position, he has no 
problem stating his position in a language that they will fi nd easy to adopt. 

 Concomitant Events and Rational Judgments 

 Al-Ghazālı̄ regarded the reliance on atomism and occasionalism as a viable 
method to explain God’s creative activity, and in some of his works such as the 
 Balanced Book on What-to-Believe  he succeeds in these explanations. This book 
was likely written as a textbook of Ash ¶arite  kalām  to be used by students at the 
Niz. āmiyya madrasa in Baghdad.  The Revival of the Religious Sciences , which al-
Ghazālı̄ started composing after he had left the Niz. āmiyya in Baghdad, does not 
have as distinct a target readership. In this book, al-Ghazālı̄ is not quite as com-
mitted to the occasionalist language of the Ash ¶arite  mutakallimūn . Although 
some books in the  Revival  do use that terminology, most are cast in a more 
advanced language that tries to give equal justice to both occasionalism and 
secondary causality. On fi rst reading, these texts appear to employ a distinctly 
causalist language. At the beginning of the thirty-fi fth book, for instance, which 
discusses belief in God’s oneness ( taw.hı̄d ) and trust in God ( tawakkul ), the 
author explains the diffi culties of developing deep confi dence in the reliability 
of God’s habit. Trust in God is diffi cult to comprehend because many people 
look exclusively at the causes ( asbāb ) of things, rather than see God’s activity. 
Yet it is wrong to think that causes could stand on their own. This diffi culty is 
expressed in an ambiguous sentence in which al-Ghazālı̄ evidently wishes to 
remain uncommitted about the true nature of causes. However, he does want 
to make his readers understand that the common word “cause” ( sabab ) does not 
mean an independent or absolute effi cient cause: 

 Basing oneself on the causes ( asbāb ) without viewing them as 
“causes” ( asbāb ) means to outsmart rationality and plunge into 
the depths of ignorance. 156  

 These “causes” can be either secondary or just an expression of the habitual 
concomitance of God’s immediate creative activity. In neither case do they 
have independent agency. To assume such independent agency would be the 
gravest mistake one could make with regard to causes, akin to bringing “poly-
theism into the idea of God’s unity” ( shirk f ı̄ l-taw.hı̄d ). Then again, completely 
disregarding the causes, defames the Prophet’s  sunna  and slanders his rev-
elation ( t.a ¶n f ı̄ l-sunna wa-qad.h f ı̄ l-shar ¶  ). Qur’an and prophetical  .hadı̄th , al-
Ghazālı̄  implies, discuss causes as if they have real effi cacy. To understand the 
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true meaning of trust in God, one must balance the conviction that there is 
only one agent or effi cient cause in this world ( taw.hı̄d ) with rationality (  ¶aql ) 
and with revelation ( shar ¶ ). 157  

 Rationality and revelation are the two pillars of verifi able human knowl-
edge. Neither of them provides a decisive answer as to which of the two com-
peting explanations of God’s creative activity is correct. Al-Ghazālı̄ implies that 
neither the Qur’an nor the  h. adı̄th  provides a clear statement in favor of either 
position. This indecisiveness also applies to rationality: in the seventeenth dis-
cussion of the  Incoherence , he aims to show that there is no demonstration that 
proves the direct and immediate character of the connection between a cause 
and its effect. These effects may be determined by secondary causes, or the 
concomitance of them may be determined by God’s habitual course of action 
as he creates each event individually, one by one. 

 A critical reading of al-Ghazālı̄ must be aware of these ambiguities. If he 
says that two things are created “side by side” (  ¶alā l-tasāwuq  or  ¶inda jarayān ), 
this may be due to their being a cause and its effect in a causal chain that has 
its beginning in God or due to God’s immediate arrangement. If things have 
a “connection” ( iqtirān ) or if there is a “connecting link” ( irtibāt. ) between two 
things, their relationship may be either determined by laws of nature or due to 
God’s habitual course of action. Even if something is called a “cause” ( sabab ), 
the reader of al-Ghazālı̄ cannot be certain that this means “secondary cause.” 
According to al-Ghazālı̄, this is just the way we talk about our environment, and 
it would be unwise to jump to conclusions about the cosmological character of 
the “causes.” From this perspective, it is unsurprising that in the great major-
ity of his works, al-Ghazālı̄ promotes a naturalist understanding of “causes.” 
Fire causes ignition, bread causes satiety, water quenches thirst, wine causes 
inebriety, scammony loosens the bowels, and so forth. The same naturalist un-
derstanding applies to the effective existence of natures ( t.abā 7i ¶  ). “A date stone,” 
al-Ghazālı̄ acknowledges in the twenty-second book of the  Revival , “can never 
become an apple tree.” 158  

 In his two works on logics, the  Standard of Knowledge  and the  Touchstone of 
Reasoning in Logics,  al-Ghazālı̄ discusses how we acquire knowledge of causal 
connections. Here the nominalist underpinnings of his epistemology become 
evident. Causal connections are understood through experience or experimen-
tation ( tajriba ). Experimentation represents one of fi ve different means for ac-
quiring certain knowledge, the other four being  a priori  concepts ( awwaliyyāt ), 
inner sense perceptions ( mushāhadāt bāt.ina ), outer sense perception ( ma.hsūsāt 
z. āhira ), and knowledge that has been reliably reported on other people’s author-
ity ( ma ¶lūmāt bi-l-tawātur  or  mutawātirāt ). In addition to these fi ve sources of 
certain knowledge (  ¶ilm yaqı̄nı̄ ), there are also types of knowledge that cannot be 
suffi ciently verifi ed and can thus never be used as premises in demonstrations. 
These are either judgments that immediately appear to be true but that are un-
verifi able ( wahmiyyāt ) such as “all existence is spatial” or “beyond the bounda-
ries of the world is no vacuum” or notions that are commonly accepted by the 
majority of the people ( mashhūrāt ), yet verifi able only through other sources, 
such as judgments about which human actions are morally good or bad. 159  
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 Al-Ghazālı̄ lists numerous examples of how experience can produce cer-
tain knowledge about causal connections. They cover the full range of what is 
considered causality: fi re burns, bread leads to satiety, water quenches thirst, 
hitting an animal causes it pain, a cut in the neck causes death, and scammony 
has a laxative effect on one’s bowels. 160  These judgments are different from 
sense perception, al-Ghazālı̄ explains, as they express universal judgments 
rather than merely individual observations of isolated events. Universality 
cannot be produced solely by the senses, but it rather must be formed in the 
human rational capacity (  ¶aql ). Such judgments of experience ( mujarrabāt ) must 
be based on the repeated sensation of single events in our sense perception. 161  
They are a combination of sense perception and rational judgment. Consistent 
with his criticism in the  Incoherence  that necessity is a predicate of judgments 
and not of things in the outside world, al-Ghazālı̄ highlights that the universal 
necessity of these judgments cannot be wholly taken from the outside world. 
The necessity and universality is due to a “hidden syllogism” ( qiyās khaf ı̄ ) that 
combines the multitude of observations into a single judgment. Al-Ghazālı̄ 
admits, however, that the reason why we acquire certain universal knowledge, 
rather than just probable or false knowledge, still remains unknown. All we 
can say is that experience imposes ( awjaba ) upon us either a decisive judgment 
( qad. ā 7 jazmı̄ ) or one that we consider valid for the most part ( aktharı̄ ), and that 
this is by means of a “hidden syllogistic power.” 162  This power works on our 
minds in an inescapable way. In his  Touchstone of Reasoning,  al-Ghazālı̄ gives 
an example of this hidden syllogistic power: 

 If someone who has a painful spot [on his body] pours a liquid over it 
and the pain goes away, he will not acquire knowledge that the liquid 
has stopped [the pain] because he will account the disappearance of 
pain to coincidence. 163  This is similar to when someone reads the 
Sura “Devotion” (Q 112) once over such a spot and the pain disap-
pears. He would get the idea that the disappearence of [pain] ap-
pears by coincidence. If the pain disappears repeatedly [after reading 
the sura] and on many occasions, however, he acquires knowledge 
[about such a connection]. Thus, if someone tries it out and reads 
the sura “Devotion” once the fi rst signs of the illness appear, and 
every time—or at least in the majority of cases—the pain vanishes, 
he acquires certain knowledge that [reading the sura “Devotion”] 
is something that makes the pain vanish, just as he has acquired 
certain knowledge that bread makes hunger vanish and dust does not 
make hunger vanish but actually increases it. 164  

 Al-Ghazālı̄ invites his readers to consider a situation in which the recitation of 
the sura “Devotion” ( al-Ikhlās.  ) and the vanishing of pain at a certain spot re-
peatedly appear in conjunction. In such a situation we will conclude, he argues, 
that there is a connection between the two events. What makes us establish 
such a judgment is not a real causal connection between the two events but 
simply their concomitant appearance, which is indeed a connection, although 
not necessarily a causal one. 165  The knowledge that we acquire, however, is 
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that reading the sura causes the pain to go away. Knowledge about what we 
regard as causal connection is acquired by seeing an inseparable relationship 
( talāzum ) between two events and the consecutive and habitual pattern ( it.t.irād 
al- ¶ādāt ) of their conjunction. 166  

 Judgments about causal connections are universal ( qad. āyā ¶umūmiyya ) and 
apply to all individuals within a certain species (   jins ). They cannot be attained 
though sense perception alone, as sense perception ( .hiss ) can only produce judg-
ments about individual objects (  ¶ayn ). All universal judgments that we do not 
accept from revelation are either  a priori  and primordial or must rely on a syl-
logism; in the case of experience, the syllogism is hidden and not conscious: 

 If you look closely into this you will fi nd that the intellect ( al- ¶aql ) at-
tains these judgments after some sense perception and after their re-
peated occurrence through the mediation of a hidden syllogism ( qiyās 
khaf ı̄ ) that is inscribed in the intellect. The intellect has no cognitive 
perception ( shu ¶ūr ) of that syllogism because it does not attend to it 
and it does not form it in words. 167  

 In the First Position of the seventeenth discussion of the  Incoherence , al-Ghazālı̄ 
makes his major point on this subject, namely, that without this hidden syllo-
gism, human perception cannot come to universal judgments, including uni-
versal judgments about causal connections. In his  Touchstone of Reasoning,  he 
reminds his readers: 

 We have mentioned in the  Book of the Incoherence of the Philosophers  
that which alerts [the readers] to the depth of these matters. The gist 
is that the judgments acquired through experimentation ( al-qad. āyā 
l-tajribiyya ) go beyond sense perception. 168  

 What exactly makes the judgments of experience go beyond sense per-
ception is not clear: “We cannot say what is the cause ( sabab ) in reaching the 
perception of this certainty after we know that it is certain.” 169  Consequently, 
the hidden syllogism is nowhere clearly explained. It comes to the fore when 
a connection between two individual sense perceptions appears so frequently 
that it cannot be explained as a coincidence. Again in the  Touchstone of Reason-
ing  he writes: 

 The intellect usually says: Were it not for the fact that this cause leads 
to its [effect], [the effect] would not continuously occur for the most 
part; and if [the effect] happened by coincidence it would appear 
[sometimes] and [at other times] not. Consider someone who eats 
bread and later has a headache while his hunger has gone away. He 
concludes that the bread satisfi es hunger and does not cause the 
headache because there is a difference between these two effects. 
The difference is that the headache appears on account of another 
cause whose connection with the bread is coincidental. Because if it 
came about through ( bi- ) the bread, [the effect] would appear always 
together ( ma ¶a ) with the bread or for the most part, like satiety. 170  
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 The continuous appearance of one event together ( ma ¶a ) with the other makes 
us conclude that the one is the cause of the other. It is worth noting that al-
Ghazālı̄’s treatment of experience sees the connections expressed by our judg-
ment as necessary and constituting certain knowledge, even if the underlying 
sense perceptions concur only “for the most part.” There can be no doubt that 
these kinds of judgments qualify for al-Ghazālı̄ as certain knowledge, despite 
their nearly-but-not-universal occurrence. 171  In his autobiography, for instance, 
al-Ghazālı̄ says that the experience ( tajriba ) of the positive effects of a prophet’s 
work on one’s soul generates necessary knowledge (  ¶ilm d. arūrı̄ ) of his proph-
ecy. 172  In this case, the judgment of experience is established by the repeated 
concomitance between performing the Prophet’s ritual prescriptions and 
the positive effects this practice has on one’s soul. That resulting judgment, 
namely, that Muh. ammad can effectively heal the soul through his revelation, 
establishes certainty about prophecy ( yaqı̄n bi-l-nubuwwa ) and results in belief 
that equals the power of knowledge ( al-ı̄mān al-qawı̄ l- ¶ilmı̄ ). 173  

 For al-Ghazālı̄, the fact that two events always appear together or do so for 
the most part implies that their concomitance is not coincidental. Once we are 
convinced that we are not dealing with coincidence, our mind moves toward a 
necessary judgment about the one being the cause of the other. Talking about 
the individual sense perceptions that lead to this judgment, al-Ghazālı̄ says that 
“the cause and the effect always are inseparable ( yatalāzimān ) and if you want 
you can say ‘cause’ ( sabab ) and ‘effect’ ( musabbab ) or if you want you can say 
‘necessitator’ and ‘necessitated.’ ” 174  

 Experience ( tajriba ) in Avicenna and in al-Ghazālı̄ 

 In al-Ghazālı̄’s epistemology, experimentation ( tajriba ) establishes necessary 
knowledge about causal connections solely from the repeated concurrence of 
two events. This method stands in striking contrast to the Aristotelian view 
of how we know about causal connections. In Avicenna’s thought, as in most 
Aristotelian theories of the sciences, the majority of causal connections are 
the results of active and passive powers in the essences of the cause and the 
effect. The passive power ( quwwa munfa ¶ila ) of fl ammability, for instance, is an 
essential attribute of cotton that is implied by the fact that it is the product of 
a plant. All plants and their products are fl ammable. Equivalently, fi re has in 
its essence the active power ( quwwa fā ¶iliyya ) of burning. Once the two come 
together, infl ammation must occur due to the essential nature of these two 
things. According to Aristotle, we know these essential qualities by witness-
ing these characteristics in the outside world  and  subsequently inducing their 
essential nature from the universal forms of cotton and fi re. The necessary 
judgment that “fi re burns cotton” is reached not by “experience” (Greek  em-
peiría , Arabic  tajriba ) but by “induction” (Greek  epagôgé , Arabic  istiqrā 7  ). In this 
case, the human intellect observes a certain process and reaches a necessary 
conclusion through the assistance or mediation of the separate active intellect 
when it imprints or illuminates the forms of fi re and cotton in the human 
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intellect. 175  That fi re has the active power of burning and cotton the passive 
power of infl ammability can only be known through the mediation of the ac-
tive intellect. 176  We fi rst need to receive the intelligible universal forms of “fi re” 
and “cotton” from the active intellect before we conclude that fi re necessarily 
infl ames cotton. 

 In Avicenna, the individual particulars of a thing are perceived by the 
senses and stored in the faculty of imagination ( khayāl ). The “light of the ac-
tive intellect shines upon the particulars” in imagination, and the intelligible 
universal forms “fl ow upon” ( yaf ı̄d. u ¶alā ) the human soul. The intelligible uni-
versal forms are “abstracted” ( mujarrad ) from individually perceived particulars 
“through the mediation of illumination by the active intellect.” 177  In Avicenna, 
like in Aristotle, the source of our knowledge of the essential active and pas-
sive powers of things is not nature and its observation but the separate active 
intellect. Sensual perception, Avicenna teaches, cannot lead to necessary judg-
ments. 178  It is important to note that induction only works if the active and 
passive powers that lead to causal connections are part of the essences of the 
things. 179  

 When the active and passive powers that necessitate the causal connec-
tion are not part of the essences of the things, Avicenna mandates the use of 
experimentation ( tajriba ). An example that Avicenna and al-Ghazālı̄ both men-
tion is that in medicine, we witness that scammony causes purgation in the 
gallbladder. According to Avicenna, the relationship between scammony and 
the purgation of bile is not due to an active power that is part of the essence of 
scammony. Rather, the effect is due to an “inseparable accident” (  ¶arad.  lāzim ) 
or a proprium ( khās. s. a ) of scammony, meaning an accident that inheres per-
manently and is therefore an inseparable part of it. 180  Since the cause of this 
laxative effect is an accidental characteristic, we cannot know it through induc-
tion ( istiqrā 7  ). In this case, experimentation ( tajriba ) leads us to conclude that 
the accident of causing this laxative effect inheres in scammony. The repeated 
observation of this connection establishes that there is something either in 
scammony’s nature or just “with it” ( ma ¶ahu ) that causes—at least in our lands, 
Avicenna adds—purgation of bile. 181  

 An important aspect of Avicenna’s theory of experience is that it estab-
lishes universal judgments not only when the relationship is always ( dā 7im an  ) 
observed, but also even in cases in which we only observe that relationship in 
most cases ( akthariyy an  ). The force of necessity in our judgments is considered 
a syllogism ( qiyās ). “There is a syllogism,” Avicenna says, “that is produced in 
the mind without being perceived.” 182  The syllogism, however, is merely the 
way that the necessity of the judgment is expressed; it cannot be the source of 
the necessity. In fact, it is not entirely clear what precisely justifi es the episte-
mological leap from an observation of events that likely indicate a relationship 
to the necessity of a syllogism. 183  Experimentation in Avicenna seems to be 
based on the underlying assumption that when two things repeatedly happen 
together, they do so either due to chance or due to necessity. When the two 
things are just as likely to happen together as not to happen, the repeated ob-
servation that they  always  happen together, or in the great majority of cases, 
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justifi es the conclusion that they do not happen together by chance ( ittifāq an  ). 184  
They therefore happen together due to some necessity. 

 In Avicenna’s view, experimentation informs us  that  scammony has a purg-
ing effect, yet it does not allow us to conclude  how  this effect occurs. Unlike in-
duction, it does not provide the underlying causal explanation. Experience thus 
does not provide scientifi c knowledge (Greek  episteme,  Arabic  ¶ilm ) in the strict 
Aristotelian sense of it being both necessary  and  explanatory. 185  In addition, 
Avicenna admits that because of its shaky epistemological basis, experimen-
tation does not provide “absolute syllogistic knowledge” but only “universal 
knowledge that is restricted by a condition.” 186  This condition is the methodo-
logically sound application of the judgment. When using experimentation, the 
scientist must record the variables and background conditions surrounding 
the observations. Only when experimentation is conducted in this careful way 
can one be certain that there is a necessary relation between the two events in 
question. This method often forces the scientist to limit his or her results to the 
conditions he or she observed, such as when Avicenna says that scammony has 
the observed effect “in our lands.” 187  Limitations, such as the acknowledgment 
that scammony may not have its purging effect in other climates, are very im-
portant in Avicenna’s theory of experience. They are a result of the fact that we 
are only dealing with a cause that is an accident in scammony, and not a part 
of its essence. 188  Even if all methodological conditions are fulfi lled, Avicenna 
notes, experience is no safeguard against error; and in his work, he further 
discusses likely mistakes when pursuing experimentation. 189  Nevertheless, ex-
perience can provide certain knowledge, albeit of a limited kind. 190  

 For Avicenna, experimentation becomes much more important than for 
earlier Aristotelian theories of knowledge because he believed that induction 
( istiqrā 7 ) should always be combined with experience ( tajriba ). At the end of 
his discussion of experience, Avicenna admits that even induction ( istiqrā  7)—
usually considered a stronger and more reliable source of knowledge that 
experimentation —relies on experimentation. Comparing the results of sense 
perception, of induction, and of experimentation, Avicenna says that unlike 
sense perception, which just produces individual observations, induction and 
experimentation both produce universal knowledge. By itself, however, induc-
tion produces no more than an “overwhelming assumption” ( z. ann ghālib ), 
which is not knowledge. The result of induction must be combined with experi-
mentation in order to produce a universal judgment that is not limited by any 
conditions. Studying nature’s connections through experimentation ( tajriba ) is 
part of the process of obtaining truly universal knowledge from the active intel-
lect. Avicenna says that experimentation is “more reliable” ( ākad ) than induc-
tion, and while induction by itself cannot produce certain universal knowledge, 
experimentation can. 191  By itself, however, experimentation produces universal 
knowledge, whose universality is limited by the conditions of the underlying 
observations, meaning, for instance, it is valid where observed, though not nec-
essarily elsewhere. 192  

 Jon McGinnis argues that in Avicenna’s critique of induction, he moves 
from a pure Aristotelian position of how we have knowledge of causal con-
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nections toward the direction of a more modern epistemology where causal 
connections are not learned from the universal forms of the active intellect. 193  
Avicenna’s follower al-Ghazālı̄ went much further on this path. In al-Ghazālı̄’s 
discussion of the sources of human knowledge, there is a trace of neither in-
duction ( istriqrā 7)  nor the apprehension from the active intellect of the essen-
tial characteristics of things. This epistemology is consistent with al-Ghazālı̄’s 
nominalist criticism of Avicenna’s position on causality. Al-Ghazālı̄ does not 
distinguish between fi re burning cotton or scammony producing a laxative ef-
fect: both are examples of a singular type of causal connections. Subsequently, 
al-Ghazālı̄ does not distinguish between active and passive powers that are ei-
ther rooted in the essence of things or formed by their concomitant accidents. 
In fact, al-Ghazālı̄ nowhere mentions the existence of active and passive pow-
ers in things. 

 Causal connections are, for al-Ghazālı̄, merely the repeated conjunction of 
two events. Witnessing such events, our rational capacity (  ¶aql ) produces neces-
sary judgments about these connections. Al-Ghazālı̄’s treatment of experience 
relies heavily on that of Avicenna. The judgments of experimentation ( al-
tajribiyyāt ), Avicenna says, “are matters [in the mind] to which credence is given 
from the side of sense perception through the assistance of a hidden syllogism 
( qiyās khaf ı̄ ).” We have already seen that in al-Ghazālı̄, the universal judgments 
provided by experimentation rely on a sequence of sense perceptions in which 
the connection has been observed either constantly or only for the most part. 
In both cases, the judgments consist of two elements: the repeated observation 
that two events occur together and a hidden syllogistic force ( quwwa qiyāsiyya 
khafi yya ) that merges many observations into one. Like Avicenna, al-Ghazālı̄ 
also requires experience to be pursued with a certain degree of rigidity. The 
data from sense perception must be gathered by sound sense organs when the 
object is close to the senses and when the medium between the senses and its 
object is dense. 194  

 In a long sentence, al-Ghazālı̄ describes the whole process of acquiring 
knowledge about causal connection through experience, taking account of all 
aspects of our judgments that two events are causally connected: 

 If the [repeated concurrence of two events] were coincidental or 
 accidental and not inseparable ( lāzim ), it would not continue to occur 
for the most time without variation; so that even if the event that is 
inseparable ( lāzim ) [ from a fi rst event] has not come into existence, 
the soul ( nafs ) regards the delay of [the second event] from the fi rst as 
a single occurrence or one that happens rarely ( nādir  an  ), and it would 
search for a cause ( sabab ) that prevented the [second] event from 
 occurring. 

 If the individual sense perceptions that occur repeatedly one time 
after the other are brought together, and the number of occurrences 
cannot be determined, like the number of authorities ( mukhbir ) in a 
securely transmitted tradition ( tawātur ) cannot be determined, and if 
each occurrence is like an expert witness, and if the syllogism ( qiyās ) 
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that we mentioned above is combined with it, then the soul grants 
assent. 195  

 In this context, the fact that the soul “grants assent” (  ¶¶anat al-nafs li-l-tas. dı̄q ) to 
the judgment means that the necessity of the connection is established, and it 
can be used as a premise in demonstrative arguments. If conducted in the right 
way, experience produces universal and certain knowledge of  all  kinds of causal 
connections. Unlike Avicenna, al-Ghazālı̄ does not limit the validity of these 
judgments to certain regions or lands, for instance, or to other circumstances. 

 It would be false to say, however, that for al-Ghazālı̄, causal connections are 
mere mental patterns without correspondence in the real world. The apparent 
regularity of the connection between what we call a cause and its effect justi-
fi es the judgment that scammony causes loosening of the bowels. Although 
there may be no true causal effi cacy on the side of scammony, the regularity of 
two concomitant events triggers our judgment of causes and effects. 196  Unlike 
Avicenna, al-Ghazālı̄ never mentions a concomitant laxative accident in scam-
mony, and on some level he pleads ignorant as to whether it really exists. In his 
cosmology he remains uncommitted to scammony’s agency on the loosening 
of the bowels. The causal inference, however, is not just something the mind 
puts into the world. The outside world is evidently ordered in a way  as if there 
were  causal connections. Although the true cause of the regularity of concomi-
tance is uncertain, the fact that they appear together is certain. 

 Following Avicenna’s terminology, however, it would not be correct for al-
Ghazālı̄ to say that necessity is solely a feature of our judgments. Necessity, 
which for Avicenna is identical with temporal permanence, exists when two 
things  always  appear together; and the latter fact is not denied by al-Ghazālı̄. 
Al-Ghazālı̄’s criticism of causality in Avicenna breaks with the statistical inter-
pretation of modal concepts and applies a view of necessity based on the denial 
of synchronic alternatives. Both agree that the connection between a cause and 
its effect appears always. For Avicenna, this is synonymous to saying it is neces-
sary. Al-Ghazālı̄, however, points out that whereas the causal connections we 
witness in the outside world will always appear in past, present, and future, 
God could have chosen an alternative arrangement. The possible existence of 
an alternative means that the connection in the outside world is not necessary. 

 Making truly necessary connections that allow no alternatives is, accord-
ing to al-Ghazālı̄, solely a feature of the human rational capacity (  ¶aql ). Logic 
is the domain where this rational capacity is applied in its purest form. Al-
Ghazālı̄ openly endorsed the logic of the Aristotelians, favoring it over that of 
the  mutakallimūn . 197  Averroes and Richard M. Frank questioned how al-Ghazālı̄ 
could claim to adhere to Aristotelian logic while also subscribing to a cosmol-
ogy that believes the connection between a cause and its effect is not neces-
sary. 198  In the Aristotelian understanding of logics, the connection between the 
two premises of a syllogism and its conclusion is that of two causes that are 
together suffi cient and necessary to generate the conclusion. More precisely, 
it is the combination of the truths of the two premises that causes the conclu-
sion to be true. In the  Touchstone of Reasoning , a textbook of Aristotelian logics 
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written for students in the religious sciences, al-Ghazālı̄ shares this position. 
Michael E. Marmura suggested that here, as in other works where he defends 
Aristotelian logics, al-Ghazālı̄ reinterprets the demonstrative method alongside 
occasionalist lines without this affecting either the formal conditions that log-
ics must satisfy or its claim for attaining universal certainty. 199  For al-Ghazālı̄, 
therefore, the seemingly causal connection between the premises of a syllo-
gism and its effect is just one of those cases where an event, namely, the com-
bination of two true premises, regularly appears concomitantly with another 
event, namely, the truth of the conclusion. After explaining that any kind of 
proposition can form the premise of a syllogism, he clarifi es in his  Standard of 
Knowledge  how the conclusion is derived: 

 Therefore, those cognitions that are verifi ed and that one has granted 
assent to are the premises of a syllogism. If they appear ( .hadara ) in 
the mind in a certain order, the soul ( nafs ) gets prepared for the [new] 
knowledge to comes about ( ya.hduthu ) in it. For the conclusion comes 
from God. 200  

 We regard the connection between the premises of a syllogism and its conclu-
sion as necessary. Were we not, we could have no trust in rationality and would 
have to conclude it is mere conjecture. The connection between the premises 
and the conclusion is of the same kind as the connection that exists between 
causes and their effects in the outside world. Our assumption about the nec-
essary character of the syllogistic connections in our mind suggests that all 
causal connections should indeed be considered necessary. 201  This is, in fact, 
al-Ghazālı̄’s position. In all contexts where the cosmological or epistemologi-
cal aspects of causal connections are irrelevant, he assumes that  for us  causal 
connections are necessary. At no point, however, does he call the connection 
that exists as such between the cause and its effect necessary. Only human 
judgments about the connections are necessary. Consistent with his criticism 
in the seventeenth discussion of the  Incoherence,  al-Ghazālı̄ does not assume 
that causal connections in the outside world are necessary. While they will 
always happen just as they happen now, they are subject to God’s will and thus 
can be different if He decides to change His arrangement—which we know 
He never will. 
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 Causes and Effects in The 
Revival of the Religious 
Sciences 

 The voluminous  Revival of the Religious Science  ( Ih. yā 7 ¶ulūm al-dı̄n ) 
is al-Ghazālı̄’s major work on ethical conduct in the everyday life of 
Muslims. It is divided into four sections, each containing ten books. 
With the exception of the fi rst two books, the fi rst section discusses 
ritual practices (‘ ibādāt ), the second, social customs (‘ ādāt ), the 
third, those things that lead to perdition ( muhlikāt ) and should thus 
be avoided, and the fourth, those that lead to salvation ( munjiyāt ) 
and should be sought. In the forty books of the  Revival,  al-Ghazālı̄ 
severely criticizes the coveting of worldly matters, reminding his 
readers that human life is a path toward Judgment Day and its cor-
responding reward or punishment. In the fi rst book of his  Revival,  
al-Ghazālı̄ says that one cannot expect to achieve redemption in the 
afterlife without a fi rm knowledge of this world’s causes and effects. 1  
Throughout this book, however, he shows no interest in clarifying 
the ontological character of the connection between what we call a 
cause and its effects. In the introduction, he says that he wishes to 
avoid discussions that have no consequences in terms of human 
actions. 2  This focus on the practical results of human knowledge 
leads to an attitude in which it suffi ces to understand that God is the 
effi cient cause of all events, regardless of whether He causes them 
directly or through the mediation of secondary causes. Nowhere in 
his  Revival  does al-Ghazālı̄ even so much as hint that there are two 
competing explanations for God’s creative activity. Since in this book, 
he wishes to give clear and detailed guidance to his readers on how 
to earn a place in the afterlife, there is no treatment of cosmology. 
Consequently, causal connections appear in the  Revival  without any 
scrutiny, just discussed according to how they should be treated in all 
practical contexts: as necessary connections. 
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 Al-Ghazālı̄ generally sees it as self-evident that the causes that we witness 
in our daily affairs are themselves only the effects of other causes. This is true 
for  all  causal connections and thus also true for human actions. Al-Ghazālı̄’s 
stance on human actions is very simple: like all other events in this world, they 
are God’s creation. This is true not only of the human act itself, but also of 
all causes that have led to it. A human act is prompted by the human volition 
( irāda ), which is itself determined by one or more motives. 3  God creates these 
motives as well as the volition. The human motive is a judgment that is pre-
ceded and determined by two elements: the human’s knowledge and his or her 
desire. 4  Al-Ghazālı̄ discusses the example of a man walking on the street who 
realizes that a woman is walking behind him; he wishes to see the women and 
decides that to see her, he must turn around. The motive to turn around is trig-
gered by the knowledge that the woman is there and the desire to see her. This 
motive may, however, be opposed by a countermotive ( s. ārif   ), and thus it may 
not lead to the volition—and thus also not lead to the action—of turning the 
head. 5  Humans are not held responsible for their motives, because the motives 
depend both on the human’s knowledge and on his or her desires, two things 
given to them. Humans are responsible for their volition, however, and thus 
responsible for those motives that they choose. 6  In his later work,  The Choice Es-
sentials  ( al-Mustas. fa ̄  ), al-Ghazālı̄ clarifi es that reason (  ¶aql ) cannot be considered 
a motive ( dā ¶in ). Love of oneself and fear of pain are motives for human actions, 
and these motives are “dispatched” ( tanba ¶ithu ) by the soul ( nafs ). Reason can 
only be a guide ( hādin ) that shows how best to realize these motives, which 
themselves can vary in strength. 7  The existence of different motives leads to 
deliberation (   fi kr ) on the side of the human and may also lead to hesitation 
( taraddud ). Al-Ghazālı̄ treats the human volition as a causal effect of the motive, 
with the motive as a causal effect of the human’s knowledge combined with his 
or her desires. The fact that God creates all elements in this causal chain—the 
human knowledge, the desire, the motive, the volition, and the human action—
still does not diminish any of the human’s responsibility for his or her actions. 

 The Creation of Human Acts 

 Al-Ghazālı̄ explains his view of human actions a few times in his  Revival,  al-
beit never giving the topic the systematic treatment that would answer all the 
questions on this subject usually discussed by Ash ¶arites. His most illuminat-
ing passages can be found in books thirty-one, thirty-two, and thirty-fi ve of the 
 Revival.  The thirty-fi fth book contains a particularly clear passage on how to 
understand divine unity ( tawh. ı̄d ). 8  Earlier Ash ¶arite theologians had differenti-
ated between voluntary and involuntary human actions. When someone has a 
tremor, for instance, he has no control over certain of his actions and cannot be 
made responsible for them. The tremor is an involuntary act, a creation of God, 
similar to other aspects of the outside world that involve no human volition. 
The human must perform such actions, just as a tree is compelled to move its 
branches in the wind. 
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 Although voluntary actions are also God’s creations, as the Ash ¶arites 
stress, they differ in key ways from involuntary ones. With voluntary actions, 
humans make a decision in their will, and they are individually responsible for 
their choices. Earlier Ash ¶arites express the double nature of such actions by 
saying that humans  acquire  these actions while God  creates  them. The linguistic 
terms that humans “acquire” or “appropriate” ( kasaba  or  iktisaba ) their actions 
have their roots in the language of the Qur’an (Q 2:81, 2:134, 5:38) and precede 
al-Ash ¶arı̄. The earliest understanding of these ideas may simply have stressed 
the idea that humans are responsible for all that they perform, regardless of 
the cosmological explanation for how these actions are created. 9  With al-Ash ¶arı̄ 
and his followers, the understanding of “acquisition” becomes more complex. 
Most of the Ash ¶arite theories of human action that precede al-Ghazālı̄ assume 
that God gives a “temporary power-to-act” ( qudra muh. datha ) to the human that 
allows him or her to perform the act that he or she has chosen. This implies 
that although God creates the action and its results in the outside world, the 
human is regarded as the agent (   fā ¶il ) and the maker of the act. 10  

 In his textbook of Ash ¶arite theology, al-Ghazālı̄ upholds the doctrine that 
humans have power (they are  qādir ) over their actions, or else the obligations of 
the religious law would be meaningless. 11  However, the traditional implication 
that humans are the agents of their actions is incompatible with al-Ghazālı̄’s 
cosmology in which there is only one agent or effi cient cause (   fā ¶il ). Under-
standing God’s true nature ( tawh. ı̄d ) includes the realization that there is no 
agent or effi cient cause (   fā ¶il ) other than God and that He is the one who creates 
all existence, sustenance, life, death, wealth, poverty, and all other things that 
can have a name. 12  The only true agent in this world is God. 13  In the thirty-fi fth 
book of his  Revival,  al-Ghazālı̄ implicitly dismisses the distinction between vol-
untary and involuntary actions. Opening and closing one’s eyelids, for instance, 
is usually considered a voluntary action. But once a sharp needle approaches 
the human’s eye, the human is compelled to close his eyelids: 

 Even if he wanted to leave his eyelids open he couldn’t, despite the 
fact that the compelled closing of the eyelids is a voluntary act. Once, 
however, the picture of the needle is perceived in his sense percep-
tion, the volition to close [the eyelids] appears necessarily and the 
movement of closing occurs. 14  

 The voluntary closing of the eyelids is compelled by a volition ( irāda ), 
which itself is compelled by perceiving the needle approaching the eye. This 
is a causal chain in which the human knowledge causes the volition to develop 
in a certain way, and this volition causes the power-to-act ( qudra ), which causes 
the action. In classical Ash ¶arism, the temporarily created power-to-act distin-
guishes a voluntary human act from an involuntary one. Here in al-Ghazālı̄’s 
thought, the power-to-act is a mere human faculty, 15  neither singled out from 
among the basic faculties of human life nor created in any way different from 
others of God’s creation. The power-to-act is simply one link in a chain of 
secondary causes: “The volition ( irāda ) follows the knowledge, which judges 
that a thing is pleasing (or: agreeable,  muwāfi q ) to you.” 16  The causal chain of 
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knowledge, volition, power-to-act, and action applies to all voluntary human 
actions. Involuntary actions have a different causal chain, which does not in-
clude the human power-to-act, volition, and knowledge. Both types of actions, 
however, are the result of compulsion ( id. t.irār ). 

 In most voluntary actions, the reaction of the human volition is not as 
immediate as in the case of the needle approaching the eye. A particular sub-
class of voluntary actions includes those actions that involve a human choice 
( ikhtiyār ). Our previous example of the action of closing one’s eye when a nee-
dle approaches is considered a voluntary action but does not involve a choice. 
The person whose eye is approached by a needle cannot choose an action that 
is alternative to closing the eyelid. The human will is compelled to close the 
eye. Human choice ( ikhtiyār ) means to be able to choose between alternatives. 
Those actions that involve choice, however, do not differ fundamentally from 
those performed without it. For al-Ghazālı̄, choice ( ikhtiyār ) means the human 
capacity of selecting what appears most agreeable or most benefi cial ( khayr ) to 
us. Often the volition hesitates, and the intellect (  ¶aql ) fi nds it hard to decide 
whether something is agreeable or not. In such a case, we deliberate until we 
decide which actions appears to benefi t us most. Once the process of delibera-
tion leads to a clear knowledge about what promises to be best for us, knowledge 
“arouses” (or: “dispatches,”  inba ¶atha ) the volition and thus initiates the part of 
the causal chain that leads to action. The judgment of the intellect follows what 
appears best to it, and in this sense, the human action is determined by what 
the intellect judges as best. This judgment often involves sense perception 
( h. iss ) and our inner sense of imagination ( takhyı̄l ). All connections in the causal 
chain between sense perception and human action are considered necessary: 

 The motive of the volition ( dā ¶iyat al-irāda ) is subservient to the 
judgment of the intellect and the judgment of sense perception; 
the power-to-act is subservient to the motive, and the movement [of 
the limb] is subservient to the power-to-act. All this proceeds from 
him [ scil.  the human] by a necessity within him ( bi-l-d. arūra f ı̄hi ) with-
out him knowing it. He is only the place and the channel for these 
things. As for them coming from him? No and once again no! 17  

 Given the necessary predetermined character of all human actions, one 
might think that humans are forced ( majbūr ) to do the actions they perform. 
Yet that is not the case, al-Ghazālı̄ stresses, as they still have a choice about 
how to act. Here he implicitly uses al-Fārābı̄’s distinction between two types of 
necessity. In  The Balanced Book,  al-Ghazālı̄ addresses the question of whether 
something that is not contained in God’s foreknowledge can be created. 18  
Viewed by itself ( yunz. aru ilā dhātihi ), every future contingency is a possible 
event. What the eternal divine will determines, however, is what is necessary, 
and its alternatives will not happen. A possible future event that is not con-
tained in the divine foreknowledge will never be actualized. Such an event is 
considered “possible with regard to itself” ( mumkin bi- ¶tibār dhātihi ) yet at the 
same time “impossible with regard to something else” ( muh. āl bi- ¶tibār ghay-
rihi ). 19  It is rendered impossible by the divine will and foreknowledge. When 
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the human decides his action—and here we return to the passage in the thirty-
fi fth book of the  Revival —he decides between various alternatives that are pos-
sible with regard to themselves. He is unaware that all the alternatives that he 
will eventually reject have already been rendered impossible by the divine will 
and foreknowledge. Since the divine foreknowledge contains all factors that 
cause such decisions, it knows what appears most agreeable to the human 
intellect and thus knows which possible action will be actualized. 

 The human is a free agent ( mukhtār ) in the sense that he or she is the 
place (or substrate,  mah. all ) of the free choice ( ikhityār ). Free choice means that 
humans choose what appears most benefi cial ( khayr ) for them; all human ac-
tions are motivated by self-interest. 20  Indeed, the human is forced by God to 
decide his or her own actions that are congruent with his or her self-interest. 
Responding to one of the oldest disputes of Muslim theology, al-Ghazālı̄ says 
that one can say that humans lack agency in the sense that they are forced 
to make a choice ( majbūr ¶alā l-ikhtiyār ). Whereas causal connections in the 
outside world such as the one between fi re and cotton are pure compulsion 
(   jabr mah. d.  ), and the actions of God are pure free choice ( ikhtiyār mah. d.  ), the 
actions of the human lie in between these two extremes. This is why earlier 
scholars decided to name this third category neither free choice nor compul-
sion. Following the terminology of revelation, al-Ghazālı̄ says, they came to call 
it “acquisition” ( kasb ). This word is opposed neither to compulsion nor to free 
choice but “rather, for those who understand, it brings these two together.” 21  
Al-Ghazālı̄’s novel interpretation of this term “acquisition” thus departs from 
earlier Ash ¶arite teaching. 22  

 Al-Ghazālı̄’s teachings on how human acts are generated are quite remi-
niscent of the  falāsifa ’s teachings in general and of Avicenna’s teachings in 
particular. 23  Avicenna describes human action as triggered by a volition, and 
this volition is “dispatched” ( mub ¶atha ) either by a conviction ( i ¶tiqād ) that fol-
lows from “an appetitive or irascible imaginative act” or by a rational opin-
ion that follows from an act of cognitive thinking or from the conveying of 
an intellectual form. 24  These forms come from the active intellect. Whatever 
happens within the human mind is just a segment in a larger causal chain 
that begins with God, passes through the heavenly realm, passes through the 
human mind, and manifests itself in the material world outside our minds. In 
the thirty-fi fth book of the  Revival,  al-Ghazālı̄ includes a rather long parable of 
an “inquiring wayfarer” ( al-sālik al-sā 7il ) who investigates the cause of a certain 
written text—a writ of amnesty granted by a king—and follows its causal chain 
from the paper and the ink, via the human, to the heavenly realm until he 
reaches God. In this parable, the causes and effects in the material world are 
called the “world of dominion” (  ¶ālam al-mulk ), the part of the chain that hap-
pens in the human mind is called the “world of compulsion” (  ¶ālam al-jabarūt ), 
and the part of the causal chain that lies beyond the human in the heavenly 
realm is called the “world of sovereignty” (  ¶ālam al-malakūt ). 25  

 Al-Ghazālı̄’s theory of human acts is an original contribution to a  centuries-
old debate in Muslim theology of how to reconcile God’s omnipotence with 
His justice. If God creates human actions—by means of what appears to us as 
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causal determination—how can He judge human actions and base reward and 
punishment on that judgment? Again, the answer lies in a simple causal chain. 
In the thirty-second book of the  Revival,  al-Ghazālı̄ shows divine revelation to 
be one of the causes that God employs to lead his servants to salvation. The 
passage starts when an interlocutor asks why humans should ever bother with 
independent action if all is predetermined, including their fate in the afterlife. 
If everything is predetermined one might well refrain from doing anything 
and rest in fatalistic inactivity. Al-Ghazālı̄’s answer focuses on statements of 
revelation, for the Qur’an and the  h. adı̄th  corpus urge humans to act. Both texts 
contain the imperative “act!” 26  This formulation implies that one will be pun-
ished and censured for being disobedient unless one acts. The imperative lan-
guage triggers a certain conviction in us, with divine words causing ( sabab ) our 
knowledge that God wants us to act. This knowledge is the cause of a decisive 
motive ( dā ¶iya jāzima ) that propels those who believe in revelation to act and 
be obedient to God. 27  The motive is the cause for the volition that triggers the 
movement of the limbs. Thus, divine revelation becomes a cause of good deeds 
in a human. Al-Ghazālı̄ explains how revelation causes the conviction ( i ¶tiqād ) 
that one is punished for bad deeds and how that conviction causes salvation in 
the afterlife: 

 (. . .) and the conviction [that some humans will be punished] is a 
cause for the setting in of fear, and the setting of fear is a cause for 
abandoning the passions and retreating from the abode of delusions. 
This is a cause for arriving at the vicinity of God, and God is the one 
who causes the causes ( musabbib al-asbāb ) and who arranges them 
( murattibuhā ). These causes have been made easy for him, who has 
been predestined in eternity to earn redemption, so that through 
their chaining-together the causes will lead him to paradise. 28  

 God’s revelation is the cause of the human’s fear of punishment in the af-
terlife. This fear, in turn, causes the human to heed the words of the prophets, 
which leads to good actions in this world that then causes the believer’s re-
demption in the afterlife. 29  This chain is a further development of al-Juwaynı̄’s 
notion that God makes a human intelligent and removes obstacles “to make 
God’s path easy for him.” 30  

 One generation after al-Ghazālı̄ , his follower Ibn Tūmart illustrates how 
God causes humans to become believers. He traces the human’s decision to 
become a believer in God through a chain of causes and effects to God’s pro-
phetical miracle. In his  Creed of the Creator ’ s Divine Unity  ( Tawh. ı̄d al-Bārı̄  ), 
Ibn Tūmart writes that a Muslim’s belief ( ı̄mān ) and piety ( ikhlās.  ) is accom-
panied by the knowledge (  ¶ilm ) of God’s existence and His attributes. The 
believer’s knowledge results from his search ( t.alab ) for it. This search for 
knowledge is triggered by a volition ( irāda ), and the volition is the effect of 
desire and fear. Desire and fear are prompted by what revelation promises 
regarding reward and punishment in the afterlife ( al-wa ¶d wa-l-wa ¶ı̄d bi-l-
shar ¶  ). Revelation, in turn, takes its authority from the trustworthiness of the 
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Prophet ( s. idq al-rasūl ), and the Prophet’s trustworthiness is established by 
the prophetic miracle ( al-mu ¶jiza ). At the end, this chain of events explaining 
human belief arrives at God because “the evidence of the miracle is by God’s 
permission ( idhn Allah ).” 31  

 Ibn Tūmart’s narrative may not concur in all its details with al-Ghazālı̄’s 
idea of what causes humans to pursue a devout and religious lifestyle. 32  Yet the 
two agree that the process can be described by a chain of secondary causes, one 
started and wholly controlled by God. In the thirty-second book of the  Revival,  
al-Ghazālı̄ makes his literary interlocutor summarize his own perspective on 
how human actions are the causes of their own redemption: 

 You might say: The gist of this [ scil.  al-Ghazālı̄’s] talk is to say that 
God has put a purpose ( h. ikma ) into everything. He made some 
human acts causes ( asbāb ) for the fulfi llment of this purpose and for 
its attaining the objective that is intended in the causes. God (also) 
made some human actions obstacles to the fulfi llment of the 
purpose. 33  

 In all of his works, al-Ghazālı̄  promotes the perspective that God’s crea-
tion is a perfect conglomeration of causes and effects, with one creation 
harmoniously dovetailing with the next. In such works as his  Revival of the 
Religious Science  or in the less well-known  Intellectual Insights  ( al-Ma ¶ārif al-
 ¶aqliyya ), where the complete harmony of God’s creation is elaborated in fi ne 
detail, he does not discuss the cosmological nature of causal connection. 34  
In these works, it suffi ces for al-Ghazālı̄  to say that “in actual terms there 
is only one effi cient cause (   fā ¶il ) and He is the one who is feared, who is the 
object of hope, in whom one has trust, and upon whom one relies.” 35  In an 
adaptation of Q 85:16, he says that God is the producer (or the active agent, 
 fa ¶ ¶āl ) of everything that He wills to create. 36  God is “the causer of the causes” 
or, as Richard M. Frank translates, “the one who makes the causes function 
as causes” ( musabbib al-asbāb ). 37  Although this term is considered of Avicen-
nan origin, the expression originally used by Avicenna was most probably 
“cause of causes” ( sabab al-asbāb ). 38  The expression “the one who makes the 
causes function as causes” ( musabbib al-asbāb ) has a Sufi  background and had 
already been used, for instance, by Abū T. ālib al-Makkı̄ in his  Nourishment of 
the Hearts  ( Qūt al-qulūb ). 39  “Cause of causes” expresses the Avicennan posi-
tion that God is the starting point of all chains of secondary causes and that 
the relationship between such chains’ elements is that of effi cient causes to 
their effect. In contrast to what was likely the Avicennan formula, al-Ghazālı̄ ’s 
term avoids committing to an explanation of how the “causes” come about. In 
al-Ghazālı̄ ’s  Revival,  God is described as the one who “carries out His custom 
and binds the effects to causes in order to make His wisdom apparent.” 40  
All other existences are fully subservient operators ( musakhkharūn ) of Him 
and lack independence even to move a speck of dust. 41  Using these formulas, 
al-Ghazālı̄  wishes to leave open whether God’s arrangement of “causes” hap-
pens by means of secondary causal chains or by creating existences independ-
ently, side by side. 
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The Conditional Dependence of God’s Actions 

 Al-Ghazālı̄ postulates that God created the universe such that what we call an 
effect  always  exists alongside with what we call its cause. God will always cre-
ate combustion in a cotton ball when it is touched by fi re. In the  Incoherence,  
al-Ghazālı̄ argues that the connection between cause and effect is not neces-
sary and could have been constructed differently. In the  Revival,  these connec-
tions are described as the result of God’s voluntary actions. Al-Ghazālı̄ posits that 
God’s will, which exists from eternity, includes the voluntary decision always to 
combust a cotton ball if a certain other event—in this case, a close contact with 
fi re—precedes it. In His eternity, God freely decides to limit His creative activity 
such that humans justifi ably conclude that the connection between fi re and com-
bustion is an inseparable—and in this meaning: necessary—causal connection. 

 In the thirty-second book of the  Revival,  al-Ghazālı̄  discusses the concept 
that humans must be thankful to God. Al-Ghazālı̄  opens the passage with a 
question of a critical interlocutor who injects that since God is the creator of 
everything, it is not plausible that humans should be grateful to Him. God 
does not give anything in particular to His creatures for which they should 
be thankful. Indeed, God is the creator of all human actions and decisions—
including the decision to be grateful to God. After the usual lamentation 
that this problem belongs to the “mystery of predestination,” which he can-
not share with his readers, al-Ghazālı̄  explains: the action, which God creates 
within the human, is the gift for which one should be grateful. If that action 
is pleasing to God, it will lead to reward in the afterlife: “Your action is a gift 
from God and inasmuch as you are its place (or: substrate,  mah. all ), He will 
praise you.” 42  The creation of the good action is the fi rst blessing ( ni ¶ma ) of 
God, and the reward in the afterlife for this very action is a second blessing 
from Him to the human ( ni ¶ma ukhrā minhu ilayka ). This is again an example 
for how God has arranged the causes. God’s creation of the good action in the 
human is a cause for His reward in the afterlife. God’s fi rst action (creating 
a good action in a human) is the cause for His second action (rewarding the 
human in the afterlife). This also applies when God creates thankfulness in 
a human: 

 One of God’s two actions is the cause ( sabab ) for the turning of the 
second action in the direction of what pleases Him. In each case 
God  has  the gratefulness ( al-shukr ). You are [simply] described as the 
one who is grateful ( shākir ), and this means that you are the place of 
the thing that “gratefulness” is an expression of. This doesn’t mean 
that you are the one who brings gratefulness into existence ( mūjid ). 
Similarly, if you are described as someone who is knowledgeable (  ¶ārif 
wa- ¶ālim ), this doesn’t mean that you are a creator of the knowledge 
and the one who brings it in existence. It rather means that you are a 
place for it and that it has already been brought into existence in you 
by the Eternal Power ( al-qudra al-azaliyya ). 43  
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 All causes that lead to salvation in the afterlife are individual acts of God 
(   fi ¶l min af ¶āl Allāh ). The causal chain for how God’s revelation leads to salva-
tion in the afterlife is characterized as follows: God sends humans a revelation 
that gives them knowledge about the connection between deeds in this world 
and redemption in the next. God uses revelation as a secondary cause to create 
this knowledge in humans. Next, the knowledge of this connection causes a 
motive ( dā ¶iya ) that encourages the obeying of God’s imperatives and the per-
formance of good deeds. This motive is also God’s creation. The desire to avoid 
pain in the afterlife and to achieve the pleasures of paradise combined with the 
knowledge that comes from revelation cause the human motive to act justly 
and thus please God. Pleasing God will indeed lead to the enjoyment of para-
dise. God’s action of creating pious deeds for the human is the cause of another 
of God’s actions, namely, reward in the next life. 

 Al-Ghazālı̄’s explanation for how actions in this world lead to reward or 
punishment in the hereafter is essentially the same as Avicenna’s explanation. 
In his  Pointers and Reminders  ( al-Ishārāt wa-l-tanbı̄hāt ), Avicenna addresses the 
question of why God punishes humans if their actions are predetermined. 
Punishment for one’s transgressions, he says, is like a disease that affects the 
body following gluttony ( nahma ): “Punishment is one of the consequences that 
past states have led to. The occurrence of these past states and the occurrence 
of what follows them are both inevitable.” 44  Punishment or reward in the here-
after is a causal effect of one’s actions in this world. Our good actions in this 
world are thus the causes of happiness in the next work, al-Ghazālı̄ says, and 
our bad actions are the causes of distress, just as medicine is the cause of recov-
ery from a sickness and poison the cause of death. 45  

 Humans have every reason to be grateful to God, al-Ghazālı̄ argues, since 
He creates in them the actions that later cause their redemption. Next, al-
Ghazālı̄ addresses an objection that he does not explicitly state, although his 
answer makes the nature of the objection quite evident: if all human actions are 
in reality God’s actions, al-Ghazālı̄ expects his readers to ask, why does He not 
simply transfer a human into paradise without the whole process of creating 
knowledge in the human, creating a motive, and creating human actions? If 
God is truly omnipotent, could He not have made redemption much easier for 
His creation? Al-Ghazālı̄ answers: 

 One of God’s acts is the cause ( sabab ) for another; I mean that the 
fi rst one is the condition ( shart.  ) for the second. The creation of 
the body, for instance, is the cause for the creation of the accident 
(  ¶arad.  ), since He does not create the attribute before it. The creation 
of life is a condition for the creation of knowledge and the creation 
of knowledge is a condition for the creation of volition. All these are 
from among God’s actions and one of them is a cause for the other, 
meaning that it is a condition. Being a condition means that only 
a substance (   jawhar ) is prepared to receive the act of life, and only 
something that lives is prepared to receive knowledge. There is no 
reception of volition other than by something that has knowledge. 
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Therefore, “some of God’s actions are a cause for others” means this 
and it doesn’t mean that one of His actions brings the other into 
existence. Rather [one of God’s actions] clears the way for a condition 
[whose fulfi llment is required] for the existence of another of God’s 
actions. 46  If the truth of this is grasped, it elevates to the [higher] 
stage of belief in God’s unity that we have spoken about. 47  

 God cannot simply move humans from their cradle into paradise, because 
the “conditions” of entering paradise are not yet fulfi lled when the human is 
still in the cradle. Entering paradise has a specifi c cause. Having a cause means 
one or more conditions must be fulfi lled before the creation of the event can 
take place. Without the fulfi llment of these conditions, God cannot create the 
event. Thus God cannot create someone’s entry into paradise unless He has 
earlier created good deeds in the person. Good deeds, in turn, cannot be cre-
ated in a human without a prior volition for performing good deeds. The voli-
tion requires the prior existence of knowledge. Knowledge, in turn, requires 
life, and life can only be created in a substance (   jawhar ), be it in a body or in a 
stable incorporeal entity such as a celestial or human soul. 48  The human’s good 
deeds, his volition, his knowledge, his life, and his substance are all individual 
elements in a chain of conditions that must be fulfi lled before the human can 
enter paradise. A prophetical  h. adı̄th  says that “people will be led into paradise 
in chains.” For al-Ghazālı̄, this statement expresses the idea that one can only 
enter paradise “led by chains of causes” ( maqūd bi-salāsil al-asbāb ). 49  

 A second passage in al-Ghazālı̄’s  Revival  confi rms the view that God’s crea-
tive activity is limited by rather strict conditions. In this passage from the thirty-
fi fth book on understanding God’s unity ( tawh. ı̄d ), al-Ghazālı̄ rejects the view 
that knowledge generates ( wallada ) volition, volition generates the human’s 
power-to-act, and this power then generates the movement of the limbs. The 
reader knows that here al-Ghazālı̄ refers to a Mu ¶tazilite understanding of the 
“generation” ( tawallud ) of human acts and their effects. The Mu ¶tazilite posi-
tion is wrong, al-Ghazālı̄ stresses: “[t]o say that some of these come into being 
( h. adatha ) from others is pure ignorance, no matter whether one calls it ‘gener-
ating’ ( tawallud ) or anything else.” All these events go back to an entity ( ma ¶nā ) 
that is known as the “Eternal Power” ( al-qudra al-azaliyya ), and only those who 
are deeply rooted in knowledge ( al-rāsikhūna f ı̄ l- ¶ilm ) understand the true na-
ture ( kunh ) of this being. 50  In the next sentence, al-Ghazālı̄ explains some of the 
workings of the “Eternal Power”: 

 Some of the objects of this power ( muqdarāt ), however, are arranged 
so that their coming into being follows others. The arrangement 
( tartı̄b ) is that something conditioned ( al-mashrūt.  ) follows after the 
condition ( al-shart.  ). A volition only comes out of ( tas. duru ¶an ) the 
Eternal Power after knowledge, and knowledge only after life, and life 
only after there is a substrate for life. And like one cannot say that life 
is brought into being by the body, which is the condition for life, so 
[one cannot say this] in the case of all other steps of the arrangement. 
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Some conditions are apparent to the ordinary person, but others are 
only apparent to the elite ( al-khawās. s.  ), who experience unveiling by 
the light of the Truth. 

 In any case, nothing preceding precedes and nothing following 
follows except by means of right and necessity. This applies to all of 
God’s actions. 51  

 According to this passage, the conditioned procession of body, life, volition, 
and human actions is “by means of right and necessity” ( bi-l-h. aqq wa-l-luzūm ). 
Richard Gramlich, in his valuable German translation of books 31–36 of the 
 Revival,  renders the Arabic word  h. aqq  (lit. “truth,” or also “one’s due”) in such 
passages as “laws” or “regulations” ( Gesetzmäßigkeiten ), probably meaning the 
laws of nature. 52  Although it is not impossible that al-Ghazālı̄ had in mind the 
lawful character of the arrangement of conditions and the conditioned, it seems 
a long stretch to extract this meaning from the admittedly highly ambiguous 
Arabic word  h. aqq.  More likely, al-Ghazālı̄ means to say that the arrangement 
follows a rightness that gives each element its allocated due. In Ash ¶arite theol-
ogy, “justice (  ¶adl ) is to put things in their appropriate place.” 53  The word “ne-
cessity” that follows after this explanation is less problematic in its meaning, 
though more problematic with regard to what it implies. It suggests that God’s 
actions are the result of an arrangement that works by necessity and leaves no 
room for alternatives. 

 In some books of his  Revival,  al-Ghazālı̄  views causes as events that “clear 
the way” ( mahhada ) for the creation of their effects. The perspective that un-
derstands causes as “conditions” for the existence of their effects suggests that 
God cannot simply create as He wishes, but rather, He must follow a matrix 
of such conditions. Al-Ghazālı̄  had already put forward a very similar position 
about conditions for God’s creation in the Third Position ( al-maqām al-thālith ) 
of the seventeenth discussion in the  Incoherence.  Here in the  Revival,  as in his 
 Incoherence,  al-Ghazālı̄  avoids clarifying the nature of these conditions. This 
necessity can be either the result of God’s choosing or the conditions that 
are imposed upon God’s actions. Al-Ghazālı̄  leaves open the idea whether 
God Himself chooses such conditions upon His actions or whether they are 
requirements beyond God’s control with which He must comply. 

 The Conditions of a Creation That Is the Best 
of All Possible Creations 

 Assuming that the conditions that apply to God’s actions are beyond God’s con-
trol would mean following Avicenna and accepting that God is not a free agent 
who cannot choose His actions. Because every causal connection is essentially 
such a condition and a restriction upon God’s actions, adopting the view that 
God cannot violate causal connections, even if He wanted to, would make the 
world in which we live necessary while depriving God of all freedom for His ac-
tions. For Avicenna, God necessarily acts to establish the best order. Avicenna’s 
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position simply does not allow for the world to be any different from this best 
and necessary order. The divine providence ( al- ¶ināya al-ilāhiyya ) that allows 
for creation results from God being the pure good ( al-khayr al-mah. d.  ) that only 
emanates the best. The order that follows from God’s knowledge is the best 
order that is possible. For Avicenna, God does not have a particular desire to 
create the best of all possible worlds; rather He simply cannot help doing so. 
Everything that He creates is the best of all possible creations. 54  

 Al-Ghazālı̄ gives a detailed account of these teachings in the two books 
in which he reports the position of the  falāsifa.  55  In the book preserved in MS 
London, Or. 3126, al-Ghazālı̄ reproduces the relevant passages from Avicenna’s 
 Pointers and Reminders  and from the metaphysics of his  Healing,  while adding 
his own comments: if one studies the animals and plants and realizes that na-
ture ( al-t.abı̄ ¶a ) cannot generate all these details by itself, one understands that 
all this must be ( lā mah. āla ) the product of divine providence. The same is true 
if one evaluates the private interchanges ( mu ¶āmalāt ) between people. Different 
people have different habits and different understandings of justice. Divine 
providence responds to these differences by sending prophets to teach the var-
ied people one true sense of justice. The existence of these and other benefi ts 
( manāfi   ¶) cannot possibly come from any source other than God. 56  

 Although these thoughts aim to illustrate Avicenna’s teachings, they are 
not, strictly speaking, part of the latter’s doctrine. Observational or empirical 
evidence of the perfection of God’s creation plays next to no role in Avicen-
na’s thought. He merely says that “you cannot deny the wondrous manifesta-
tions ( al-āthār al- ¶ajı̄ba ) in the formation of the world (. . .) all of which do not 
proceed by coincidence but require some kind of ordering ( tadbı̄r mā ).” 57  For 
Avicenna, this arrangement—however perfect it may appear—cannot count as 
evidence for this world’s perfection. The perfection can only be deduced from 
refl ecting on God’s knowledge, which is the origin of divine providence. The 
empirical perception of this world’s perfection is a motif of Sufi  literature and 
appears prominently in Abū T. ālib al-Makkı̄’s  Nourishment of the Hearts  ( Qūt al-
qulūb ), among other places. It is also an element of traditional Ash ¶arism. For 
Ash ¶arites, the skillfulness ( itqān ) and orderliness ( intiz. ām ) of God’s creation is 
a clear sign that God has all-encompassing knowledge. 58  Such arguments based 
on design and teleological motifs also play an important role in al-Ghazālı̄’s 
theology. 59  In his  Balanced Book on What-to-Believe,  al-Ghazālı̄ stresses that all 
of God’s creations are skillfully and wisely arranged. Studying God’s creation 
makes one realize how perfectly it is ordered. Here, as in many other places, 
al-Ghazālı̄ uses the parable of a skillfully handwritten text to point to the many 
accomplishments of its author and scribe. 60  

 In the thirty-fi fth book of his  Revival,  al-Ghazālı̄  includes a relatively brief 
passage in which he also argues that this creation is the best possible crea-
tion. The teachings on these two pages became famous for their compressed 
formula: “There is in possibility nothing more wondrous than what is” ( laysa 
f ı̄-l-imkān abda ¶ mimmā kān ). 61  This teaching was already seen as controver-
sial in al-Ghazālı̄ ’s lifetime, and over the following centuries, it stirred a 
long-lasting debate among Muslim theologians about what exactly al-Ghazālı̄  
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meant to express here and whether the statement that this world is the best 
of all possible creations is actually true. 62  Once more, al-Ghazālı̄  failed to be 
explicit about the theological and philosophical implications of his teachings. 
This passage in the  Revival  ends with a cryptic statement that the position 
expressed is a sea of arcane matters in which many have already drowned. 
Behind it lies the secret of predestination ( sirr al-qadar ) in which the majority 
of people wonder in perplexity, and those to whom things have been unveiled 
( al-mukāshafūn ) are forbidden to divulge the secret. 63  Later, al-Ghazālı̄  com-
mented on this passage in a short explanatory book,  The Dictation on Dif-
fi cult Passages in the Revival  ( al-Imlā 7 f ı̄ ishkālāt al-Ih. yā 7  ), written in response 
to critics. Here, he confi rms the position that this world is the best of all 
possible creations but hardly adds anything that could clarify the theological 
background. 64  

 Al-Ghazālı̄ took signifi cant parts of this two-page passage on the best of 
all possible worlds from Abū T. ālib al-Makkı̄’s Sufi  handbook,  The Nourishment 
of the Hearts.  65  What interested al-Ghazālı̄ about al-Makkı̄’s earlier text was the 
apparent orderliness of the world’s design that al-Makkı̄ illustrates. Based on 
these examples, al-Ghazālı̄ posits his theory that this creation is the best of all 
possible ones, a conclusion not explicitly found in al-Makkı̄’s work. The pas-
sage marks the end of al-Ghazālı̄’s explanation of why one must “believe in 
God’s unity” ( tawh. ı̄d ), at which point the text tries to connect God’s unity with 
the idea of “trust in God” ( tawakkul ). The discussion of  tawh. ı̄d  makes clear, 
al-Ghazālı̄’s literary interlocutor claims, that human actions are not free, but 
rather they are compelled by the causes ( asbāb ) that determine the human’s 
volition. All events in God’s creation, including human actions, are compulsory 
( al-kull u  jabr un  ). If this is the case, the interlocutor asks, why does God reward 
and punish humans for their actions? Since such actions are in reality God’s ac-
tions, why does God become angry at His own actions? Al-Ghazālı̄’s response 
refers the reader back to the passage in which he writes that one of God’s earlier 
actions, namely, the action that He creates within a human, is the cause for one 
of God’s later actions, that is, bestowing reward or punishment in the afterlife. 66  
Only those who have achieved a high degree of trust in God will understand 
this aspect of  tawh. ı̄d.  

 Complete trust in God, al-Ghazālı̄ continues, results from a fi rm belief in 
God’s mercy ( rah. ma ) and in His wisdom ( h. ikma ). Such belief is itself created 
by an inquiry into “the one who makes the causes function as causes” ( musab-
bib al-asbāb ). It would take too long, al-Ghazālı̄ writes, to explain how those 
to whom truths have been revealed reach their strong level of belief in God’s 
mercy and wisdom. One can only give the gist ( h. ās. il ) of their method: the one 
who aims to develop a fi rm and decisive trust in God believes that, if God had 
given all humans the understanding of the most understanding among them, 
the knowledge of the most knowledgeable among them, and the wisdom of the 
most wise among them, and if He had taught them the secrets of this world 
and the hereafter, and if He had given them the opportunity to order this world 
anew, they could not have come up with an arrangement better than or even 
different from this one, not even by a gnat’s wing or a speck of dust. 67  
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 Al-Ghazālı̄  copied this last long sentence almost verbatim from Abū T. ālib 
al-Makkı̄’s book. 68  In al-Makkı̄’s text, however, the sentence has a very differ-
ent function. He constructs an argument that aims to illustrate the fact that 
God created this world in accord with human means for understanding it. 
Al-Makkı̄ wishes to show that God’s creation is in a perfect order, as viewed 
from the perspective of humans. The compatibility between human minds 
and the order of God’s creation gives humans reason to trust the accuracy of 
their knowledge and their understandings of the world, and it allows them to 
make predictions regarding future events in this world. According to al-Makkı̄, 
trust in God ( tawakkul ) is synonymous with trust in the orderliness of this 
world, which is a direct result of God’s mercy. Al-Makkı̄ writes: 

 God carried out this creation according to the arrangement of the 
minds (  ¶alā tartı̄b al- ¶uqūl ) and according to the customary notions 
( ma ¶ānı̄ l- ¶urf   ) and habitual arrangements that come with the well-
known causes and familiar mediators according to the yardstick that 
is imprinted in the minds and that they have been endowed with. 69  

 Al-Ghazālı̄ does not reiterate al-Makkı̄’s conclusion that God created this 
world according to the arrangement of human minds. What fascinated him 
was the implication that this world is most orderly in its design. As a result, 
he copied only that part of al-Makkı̄’s text that serves as a fi tting illustration for 
the two facts that this world is created according to a perfect arrangement and 
that the arrangement is accessible to human understanding. Even the most 
perfect human minds will perceive nothing but orderliness in the world. For al-
Ghazālı̄, this order is not the result of a simple accord between human minds 
and God’s creation. He comes to a more radical conclusion and says that the 
order is the best of all possible designs for the world. This is true in absolute 
terms, not just according to human understanding: 

 Everything that God distributes among humans, such as sustenance, 
life-span ( ajal ), pleasure and pain, incapacity and capacity, belief 
and unbelief, pious and sinful actions, is all of sheer justice, with no 
injustice in it, and pure right, with no wrong in it. 

 Indeed, it is according to the necessary right arrangement (  ¶alā 
l-tartı̄b al-wājib al-h. aqq ) in accord to what should be (  ¶alā mā yanbaghı̄  ) 
and like it should be ( kamā yanbaghı̄  ) and in the measure in which 
it should be ( wa-bi-l-qadr alladhı̄ yanbaghı̄  ); and there is in possibility 
nothing more excellent, more perfect, and more complete than it. 70  

 If people live with the impression that their lot in this world is unjust, al-
Ghazālı̄ explains, they should wait for the next world to see how they will be 
compensated for the losses that might be infl icted on them in this world. Those 
who gain advantages in this world by doing injustice, however, shall have to pay 
for that in the afterlife. 

 Imperfections in this world are real, al-Ghazālı̄ says, yet they serve the 
higher purpose of realizing the most perfect world. In the twenty-second book 
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of the  Revival,  al-Ghazālı̄ says that desire ( shahwa ) and anger ( ghad. ab ) are char-
acter traits responsible for much harm in this world. Yet they are necessary be-
cause without desire for food and sex, humans could not survive; without anger, 
they would not be able to defend themselves from those things that threaten 
their lives. 71  Even the most perfect arrangement for the world includes a certain 
amount of harm that manifests itself as imperfections that, in turn, point to-
ward the perfect. If there were no sickness, the healthy would not enjoy health. 
If beasts had not been created, the dignity of man would not have become 
manifest. Although the punishments in hell may seem like imperfections, they 
are necessary in order to honor those who will enter paradise and show the 
righteous the extent of their reward. In a sense, the merits of the righteous are 
ransomed by the suffering of the unbelievers. This is like saving the health of 
a person by amputating his gangrenous hand. Perfection and imperfection do 
not become apparent in absolute terms but only in relation to each other. The 
perfect, therefore, needs the imperfect in order to demonstrate its perfection: 
“[God’s] generosity and [His] wisdom require the simultaneous creation of the 
perfect and the imperfect.” 72  

 The notion that the best of all possible worlds necessarily requires the 
creation of imperfections comes from philosophical literature. Eric Ormsby, 
who offers an insightful and detailed analysis of this passage, observed that 
al-Ghazālı̄ had taken this idea from the works of Avicenna. 73  In his  Pointers and 
Reminders,  Avicenna writes that it is necessary to create things that are lacking 
in perfection inasmuch as they are bad or harmful ( sharr ). 74  In order to realize 
a perfect order, it is also necessary for the good to predominate over the harm-
ful. Yet some harm  must  be there, or else the good would not be able to show 
its advantages (   fad. ı̄la ). A perfect world, therefore, must contain creations that 
are absolute evil as well as those in which the evil aspects predominate over the 
benefi cial ones. This is because a small amount of evil preserves ( tah. arraza ) 
the good creations and safeguards that harmful effects will always be limited. 
All this is taken into account in God’s providence for His creation. God, who 
according to Avicenna pursues no goals for His creation and has no desires, 
creates the harmful as if He desires it by accident. One can therefore say that 
harm enters God’s creation by accident, like a disease accidentally affects living 
beings. 75  

 Although harm affects existence accidentally—that is, harm is not neces-
sary for the existence of any kind of world—harm is indeed  necessary  for the re-
alization of a world that is the best of all possible worlds. It is not an undesired 
side effect of creating the good, but rather it is intrinsic to its establishment. 
The creation of perfection necessarily requires the simultaneous creation of 
imperfections for the perfect to exist. Harm is a necessary concomitant of this 
world’s good constitution: “[t]he existence of evil is a necessity that follows from 
the need for the good.” 76  For Avicenna, harm is a privation of perfection, and the 
most essential privation is the nonexistent ( al- ¶adam ). 77  Something that exists is 
always better than something that does not exist. Therefore, the fact that God 
creates this world is a benefi t that by itself outweighs many of its privations. 
If things are affected by harm, they suffer from privation of perfection. Such 
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imperfections manifest themselves as ignorance, for instance, or as physical 
weakness, deformation, pain, or distress. 78  Harm and evil exist, however, only 
in the sublunar sphere of generation and corruption, and in that sphere, they 
affect only individuals and not classes of beings. 79  The heavenly spheres and 
the universals are perfect and not affected by it. Echoing Aristotle, Avicenna 
says the harm in the sublunar sphere is insignifi cant ( t.af ı̄f   ) in comparison to 
the perfection of the rest of existence. 80  

 Al-Ghazālı̄ was evidently impressed by Avicenna’s solution to the question 
of theodicy. In the thirty-second book of the  Revival,  al-Ghazālı̄ mentions the ex-
ample of a father who forces his infant son to undergo the painful process of cup-
ping in order to heal an illness. This father is more benefi cial to the child than his 
mother who, in her love, wishes to spare him all distress. 81  He elaborates further 
on this example in his  Highest Goal  ( al-Maqs.ad al-asnā ), in which he comments 
on the divine name “the Merciful” ( al-rah. mān al-rah. ı̄m ). To the objection that 
God should not be called merciful as long He creates so much poverty, distress, 
sickness, and harm in His creation, al-Ghazālı̄ responds with a parable: 

 A mother cares lovingly for her small child and does not allow that 
it undergoes cupping, yet the father is insightful (  ¶āqil ) and forci-
bly treats the child with it. An ignorant person thinks that only the 
mother is merciful but not the father. An insightful person knows 
that it is part of the perfection of the father’s mercy, his affection, 
and his complete compassion when he causes pain to the child by 
making it undergo cupping. [The insightful person also knows] that 
the mother is an enemy to the child in the guise of a friend. The pain 
[caused by cupping] is small and yet it is the cause for much pleasure. 
So it isn’t harmful, rather it is good. 82  

 This explanation applies to all imperfections and harm in this world. They 
serve the larger good of preserving the perfections: “There is no harm in exist-
ence which does not carry inside some good; were that harm eliminated, the 
good that it has inside would vanish. The result would be an increase in harm 
in comparison to what it had before.” 83  God referred to this relationship when 
in a  h. adı̄th  He revealed: “[m]y mercy outstrips my wrath.” Beneath all this in-
sight, however, lies a secret that revelation cannot fully disclose. 84  

 While al-Ghazālı̄ evidently accepts Avicenna’s justifi cation of why harm 
exists in God’s creation, he does not accept the metaphysical premise that 
creating perfection is a necessary result of the divine nature. Al-Ghazālı̄, for 
instance, nowhere says that it is in God’s nature to create the best creation. 
Knowledge about the best of all possible worlds is not acquired by refl ection 
on God’s attributes. Rather, we know that God creates the best by looking at 
his creatures. In his  Dictation on Diffi cult Passages in the Revival,  in which al-
Ghazālı̄ apologetically comments on teachings in the  Revival  that prompted 
opposition among his peers, he devotes little more than one page to the issue of 
the best of all possible worlds. Here he explains how we know that this creation 
could not be more perfect: 
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 If everything that God creates were defective in comparison to 
another creation that He could have created but didn’t create, the 
defi ciency that would infect this existence of His creation would be 
evident just like it is evident that there are in His [actual] creation 
particular individuals whom He did create defi cient in order to show 
thereby the perfection of what He creates otherwise. 85  

 God creates defi ciencies in order to point those insightful humans toward 
the perfection of His creation. Without the manifest imperfections, the perfec-
tion of other creations would simply remain unknown. Imperfect creations 
draw attention to the perfect ones and make God’s perfection obvious: 

 Inasmuch as He shows humans His perfection, He points them 
towards His defi ciency; and inasmuch He makes them know His 
omnipotence, He makes them see His incapacity. 86  

 Studying the created beings ( makhlūqāt ) is the only means of knowing that 
this world is the most perfect. Revelation can only hint at this fact because re-
vealing this world’s perfection to the masses of the people would make its per-
fection void. In his  Dictation,  al-Ghazālı̄ says that the subject of the best of all 
possible worlds is one of the secrets of worship ( asrār al- ¶ibāda ) and cannot be 
discussed openly. God gives us precisely the right amount of knowledge to en-
able us to contribute our best actions to this world. The amount of knowledge 
He gives us is part of the most perfect arrangement of His creation. If people 
with weak intellects were to become aware that everything is foreseen and in a 
perfect order, they would draw wrong conclusions and be prompted to perform 
actions less perfect than those they do without this knowledge. Would God 
have given those humans destined to enter paradise a way to know their future 
bliss, for instance, they would never arrive. Such knowledge would lead to bad 
actions and prevent redemption in the hereafter. The same is true for one who 
has been told that he will end up in hell. He would make no further effort to 
restrain his bad passions. It is part of God’s perfect arrangement to prevent all 
but the most learned from gaining knowledge of this world’s perfection. 87  

 The Necessity of the Conditions in God’s Creation 

 Al-Ghazālı̄ teaches that God chooses to show utmost mercy to His creation 
and that He creates the best of all possible worlds. He is like the insightful 
father who chooses to be merciful to his child. Yet, such as the actions of this 
wise father, God’s wise actions can infl ict pain upon His creation. It is a sign of 
wisdom that the world is created with a certain degree of harmfulness intrinsic 
to it. Even if God freely chooses to follow the wisdom of the plan to create the 
world, once He decides to create the best possible world, He no longer has a 
choice about what to create. Among all possible worlds, there is only one that 
is the best of all possibles. In his  Dictation on Diffi cult Passages in the Revival,  
al-Ghazālı̄ says that God’s actions are the result of the free choice ( ikhtiyār ) that 
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this free agent (   fā ¶il mukhtār ) has about His actions. Once God chooses to cre-
ate the most perfect world, however, His actions follow a necessary path that is 
dictated by wisdom. Al-Ghazālı̄ explains how wisdom ( h. ikma ) determines the 
divine actions: 

 Once God acts, it is only possible for Him to do what is [within] the 
limit that the wisdom ( al-h. ikma ) requires, of which we know that it 
is [true] wisdom. God lets us know about this only because we know 
the channels of His actions and the origins of His affairs and because 
He verifi es that everything which He decided and which He decrees 
in His creation is by means of His knowledge, and His will, and His 
power, and that it is of utmost wisdom, of extreme skillfulness, and 
of the full amount of the creation’s generosity. [God lets us know 
about this] because the perfection of what He creates is a decisive 
argument and an evident demonstration for His perfection in the 
attributes of His glory (   jalāl ) that make it necessary to call Him the 
most glorious ( al-mūjiba li-ijlālihi ). 88  

 The divine motive to create the best of all possible worlds explains why 
God creates this world as it is and why He puts specifi c conditions on achieving 
certain benefi ts. It explains, for instance, why God does not move humans im-
mediately from the cradle to paradise. In the thirty-second book of his  Revival,  
al-Ghazālı̄ only partly answers this question. Certain conditions exist, which 
must be fulfi lled for humans to enter paradise. Humans have to perform pious 
deeds, which in turn require the prior existence of a volition that triggers these 
deeds. The volition requires the prior existence of knowledge on the part of 
humans, and so forth. As we have already said, these conditions may also be 
understood as causal connections. The correct sort of knowledge that an indi-
vidual has will cause the correct kind of volition, which will cause the correct 
kind of action to cause entry into paradise. Yet the larger question remains: 
why do all these conditions—or causal connections—exist? Since God has a 
universal and detailed pre-knowledge of all events past and future, and since 
He creates all human actions, why can He not make his chosen people enter 
paradise even before they experience the hardship of birth and childhood? Why 
all these complications? Why not simply create human souls and place them 
into paradise? 

 For an Ash ¶arite, there is no answer to this question and thus no reason to 
ask. Yet in this particular question, al-Ghazālı̄ clearly goes beyond the Ash ¶arite 
approach and ventures to answer the problem openly, albeit without discus-
sion. The arrangements of the world in which we live are those of the best of 
all possible worlds. This world cannot be better, because it is already the best 
possible. It also cannot be worse, because God decided in His mercy not to 
satisfy Himself with less than what is the best. The arrangement is therefore 
determined by God’s decision to create the best possible world. 

 In his  Revival,  al-Ghazālı̄ states a few times that God’s actions are neces-
sary. One of the most outspoken passages is in the thirty-fi fth book, which 
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focuses on  tawh. ı̄d,  shortly before al-Ghazālı̄ writes that this creation is the best 
possible one. In this passage, creation is described as a necessary process: 

 Everything between the heaven and the earth happens according to 
a necessary arrangement and a binding rightness and one cannot 
imagine that it would be different from how it happens or different 
from this arrangement that is found. What comes later comes later 
only because it waits for its condition. The conditioned ( al-mashrūt.  ) 
is impossible before the condition ( al-shart.  ). The impossible cannot 
be described as being within God’s power. Therefore knowledge only 
comes after the sperm because the condition of life needs to be ful-
fi lled, and volition only comes after knowledge because the condition 
of knowledge needs to be fulfi lled. All this is the way of the necessary 
( minhāj al-wājib ) and the arrangement of the rightness ( tartı̄b al-
h. aqq ). There is no play in it and no coincidence ( ittifāq ); rather all this 
is through wisdom and ordering. 89  

 God’s creative activity follows a “necessary arrangement” ( tartı̄b wājib ) 
and contains a “binding rightness” ( h. aqq lāzim ) that cannot be otherwise. The 
necessity of God’s actions exists “through wisdom and ordering” ( bi-h. ikma 
wa-tadbı̄r ); wisdom dictates the conditions of the best of all possible worlds, 
and God choose to abide by its precepts. The necessity of God’s creation also 
appears in the thirty-second book of his  Revival.  In a sentence that we have 
already quoted above, al-Ghazālı̄ says that “nothing preceding precedes and 
nothing following follows except by means of the rightness and the necessity 
( bi-l-h. aqq wa-l-luzūm ).” 90  The necessity of God’s order is also expressed in the 
passage where he describes the best of all possible worlds as created “according 
to the necessary right arrangement” (  ¶alā l-tartı̄b al-wājib al-h. aqq ) and “in accord 
to what should be” (  ¶alā mā yanbaghı̄  ). 91  The necessity in this passage need not 
be the absolute necessity of Avicenna, but rather a necessity relative to the deci-
sion to create the best possible world. 

 We have thus far given a relatively smooth interpretation of different motifs 
in the  Revival.  If these interpretations were all that have been proposed, however, 
al-Ghazāli would not be seen as such a controversial author. The above quoted 
passage includes at least one formula that cannot be explained by referring to the 
necessities that spring from the decision to create the best of all possible worlds. 
Whereas it is plausible that the best order requires that God’s actions abide with 
certain conditions, al-Ghazālı̄ continues and says that any arrangement differ-
ent from what exists is impossible, and “the impossible cannot be described as 
being within God’s power” ( al-muh. āl lā yūs. afu bi-kawnihi maqdūr  an  ). 

 There are two ways to understand impossibility in this sentence, a strong 
way and a weak way. Triggered by this passage, Richard M. Frank proposed 
these two interpretations. 92  Frank prefers the strong way of understanding im-
possibility, which suggests that God’s actions have to comply with the necessity 
of God’s nature. God  must  follow His generosity (   jūd ); God must create the 
best of all possible worlds. When al-Ghazālı̄ says, Frank has argued, that God’s 
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decisions are made by pure free choice ( ikhtiyār mah. d.  ), he simply means that 
God is not distracted from choosing what is truly benefi cial ( khayr ) for His 
creation. In reality, however, God cannot help choosing the good, which means 
that effectively He does not actually choose and cannot make free decisions 
about His actions. The creation of this world proceeds from His lack of lib-
erty as a necessary act. Reading such strong sense into the words “impossible” 
and “necessary” assumes that the actions of al-Ghazālı̄’s God—like the God of 
 Avicenna—are determined by His nature. This is the God of the  falāsifa  whose 
will is identical with His knowledge and His essence. 

 Al-Ghazālı̄, however, rejected the idea that creation takes place as a direct 
and inevitable consequence of God’s being. In Avicenna, God’s knowledge is 
the origin of the best of all possible worlds. In al-Ghazālı̄, however, it is God’s 
will. God chooses to be generous, and this choice is undetermined. God’s will 
is therefore the undetermined determining factor of creation. This idea is ex-
pressed forcefully in many of his writings, and Frank acknowledges the impor-
tance of this motif in al-Ghazālı̄’s theology. 93  Failing to detach God’s will from 
His knowledge and thus constructing a God who acts out of necessity rather 
than out of His decisions is al-Ghazālı̄’s main objection against the  falāsifa  in 
his  Incoherence.  94  For al-Ghazālı̄, it is an affront to reason to claim that it is not in 
God’s power to create this world differently from how it is. Because we can easily 
imagine this world to be larger or smaller, for instance, it is therefore not impos-
sible for it to have been created larger or smaller. The world was possible before 
it came into existence, and God was never incapable of creating it. 95  In his  Letter 
for Jerusalem,  al-Ghazālı̄ says that God chooses what He creates among the alter-
native ( d. idd ) of not creating it. 96  In the context of Ash ¶arite theology, al-Ghazālı̄ 
expresses the divine  liberum arbitrium —the divine capacity to choose freely—in 
the tenet that God’s will and His knowledge are, like His life, power, hearing, 
seeing, and His speech, attributes that are not identical to but rather “additional 
to God’s essence” ( zā 7id ¶alā l-dhāt ). 97  The ubiquity and forceful presentation of 
this theological motif makes it all but impossible to accept Frank’s strong inter-
pretation of why another creation would not be within God’s power to create. 

 The impossibility of any other creation means—according to a second, 
weaker reading—that the existence of what God does not will to create (that 
which He knows will never exist) though possible in itself, is actually impos-
sible. This formulation refers to the Farabian distinction between the two types 
of necessities, restated by al-Ghazālı̄ in his  Balanced Book.  Any future contin-
gency that God knows He will not create is “possible with regard to itself,” yet 
“impossible with regard to something else,” meaning impossible with regard 
to God’s foreknowledge. Creating what is not part of God’s foreknowledge can-
not happen, even if it remains possible in itself. It would turn God’s knowledge 
into ignorance, and that is simply impossible. Therefore, one can say that what-
ever is not part of God’s foreknowledge “is not within God’s power to create 
in the sense that its existence would amount to an impossibility.” 98  A creation 
different from this one is not impossible in absolute terms, as God could have 
chosen to create it. But it remains impossible relative to the choices God has 
already made. 
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 Cosmology in Works 
Written after  The Revival  

 At various points in his  Revival,  al-Ghazālı̄ describes God’s creation 
as a network of conditions ( shurūt. ). Only the fulfi llment of particular 
conditions enables God to bring new beings and new events into ex-
istence. Humans understand these conditions as causal connections, 
in the way that God wishes humans to understand conditions; it is 
God who creates the human’s cognitions. Yet causal connections are 
not the only viable explanation for how God’s creation comes about. 
It may also be the case that God creates the fulfi llment of a condi-
tion directly and mono-causally and that He produces the event that 
follows the fulfi llment of that condition in the same way. The condi-
tion for the combustion of cotton, for instance, is that fi re touches it. 
Al-Ghazālı̄ maintains that God may actually create the touching of 
the fi re to the cotton and the combustion of the cotton as two inde-
pendent consecutive events. Alternatively, it may be the case that 
God causally connects the cotton’s combustion to the fi re’s touching 
it. In both cases, however, God is the ultimate effi cient cause of the 
cotton’s combustion. In the fi rst explanation, God would be the im-
mediate cause; in the second, He acts as the only effi cient cause at 
the head of a chain of secondary causes whose effect is the cotton’s 
combustion. 

 Al-Ghazālı̄ seems to have chosen this uncommitted position 
quite early in his career. Once he decided that there was no epistemo-
logical criterion that could determine which of the two explanations 
was true, he no longer seemed bothered by the question. He only dis-
cusses the equal possibility of these two explanations in his very last 
work, written shortly before his death, which I will discuss later in 
this chapter. In most of his writings, however, al-Ghazālı̄ teaches an 
understanding of the universe in which the cosmological alternative
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between occasionalism and secondary causality does not appear. For instance, 
when he teaches that there is a causal connection between the human’s 
knowledge and the way the human acts, such a connection is viable in both 
kinds of universes. In his  Revival of the Religious Sciences , al-Ghazālı̄  wishes 
to convey the understanding that one bears responsibility for one’s place in 
the afterlife and that this care requires focusing on one’s actions. However, 
actions are triggered by a will and motives, which in turn depend on one’s 
knowledge. Consequently, al-Ghazālı̄  wishes his readers to acquire the kind 
of knowledge that can turn this causal chain toward the right direction. This 
perspective is different from that of earlier Ash ¶arites, who taught that ful-
fi lling the prescriptions of Shari’a can gain one a place in the afterlife. The 
 Revival ’s underlying assumption is that the right kind of knowledge leads to 
the development of a good character ( khalq ), which will almost automatically 
lead to good actions and redemption in the afterlife. The connections between 
these elements—including the connection between human actions in this 
world and redemption in the afterlife—may be described as causal. 

 God’s Creation as an Apparatus: The Simile of the Water Clock 

 The theological notion that God creates and controls everything in His crea-
tion through a network of harmoniously interdependent events was more im-
portant for al-Ghazālı̄ than committing himself to one specifi c cosmology. In 
many books of the  Revival,  the connections between events are referred to as 
“conditions” ( shurūt. ); in most books, however, they are referred to as “causes” 
( asbāb ) because that is how most readers are familiar with them. God creates a 
network of causes and effects in order to accomplish a goal, and that network 
can be likened to an apparatus that produces a certain outcome. In his com-
mentary on the ninety-nine names of God titled  The Highest Goal in Explaining 
the Beautiful Names of God  ( al-Maqs. ad al-asnā f ı̄ shar.h  asmā 7 Allāh al-.husnā ) and 
in his  Book of the Forty  ( al-Arba ¶ı̄n ), al-Ghazālı̄ introduces a key metaphor and 
compares God’s creation to the apparatus of a clepsydra, or a water clock. 

 In both books, the water clock is used as an explanatory simile for how 
God’s creation is an expression of His will and how it gives evidence to His 
wisdom. In  The Highest Goal,  the simile is used to clarify the divine name  al-
H. akam , a word that originally referred to God’s role as an arbitrator of human 
actions but that al-Ghazālı̄ uses to refer to God as the holder of absolute wisdom. 
In the relatively long chapter on the divine attribute of will ( irāda ) in the  Book 
of the Forty,  al-Ghazālı̄ quotes the water clock passage verbatim from  The High-
est Goal . 1  This latter work must have been composed slightly before the  Book 
of Forty . Both works fall in the period after the  Revival  when al-Ghazālı̄ taught 
at his own small madrasa in T. ābarān-T. ūs. They were written some time after 
490/1097 and completed before al-Ghazālı̄ began teaching at the Niz. āmiyya 
madrasa in Nishapur in 499/1106. 2  

 When al-Ghazālı̄ introduces the simile of the water clock, he uses motifs 
familiar from the  Revival,  such as God being the one “who makes all causes 
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function as causes” ( musabbib kull al-asbāb ) and who creates an orderly arrange-
ment of causes ( tadbı̄r al-asbāb ). Yet, he also presents something new here: the 
idea that God’s arrangement is the “origin of the causes’ positioning in order 
for them to lead to the effects.” 3  The causes are positioned so that they “turn 
toward” ( tawajjaha ) the effects; they are brought in an alignment ( tawjı̄h ) with 
the effects. 4  

 God has installed ( nas.aba ) the universal causes and their constant and in-
terrelated movements, al-Ghazālı̄ says in this passage, identifying the universal 
causes ( al-asbāb al-kulliyya ) as the celestial spheres. As elsewhere, al-Ghazālı̄ 
avoids using technical terms from the lexicon of the astronomers and philoso-
phers and lists the celestial bodies in a language that borrows from the Qur’an 
and  h. adı̄th . The universal causes are “earth, the seven heavens, the stars, and 
the spheres”; they are not subject to change and will never cease to be “until 
what is written is fulfi lled” (Q 2:235). 5  Next, al-Ghazālı̄ explains the three divine 
actions that determine God’s creation: God’s judgment ( h. ukm ), God’s decree 
( qad. ā 7) , and God’s predestination ( qadar ). The divine judgment is the initial 
design of the world; it is “the universal fi rst arrangement and the eternal com-
mand ( al-amr al-azalı̄ ), which is like a momentary glance.” The divine decree 
is the concrete creation of the world, the “positioning” (or laying down,  wad. ¶)  of 
the universal and constant causes, meaning the celestial spheres. Divine pre-
destination ( qadar ) “is the alignment ( tawjı̄h ) of the universal causes by means 
of their decreed and calculated movements towards their effects.” These ef-
fects are “temporal events” ( h. awādith ) implying—in contrast with the teach-
ings of the  falāsifa —that all effects, even those in the heavens, are generated in 
time and will corrupt. The effects are numbered and limited and have a known 
measure that neither increases nor decreases. 6  

 These three steps of divine creation are quite important for al-Ghazālı̄ and 
appear in other parts of the commentary on the divine names. 7  In order to 
explain them better, al-Ghazālı̄ presents his reader with a simile ( mithāl ). ”Per-
haps,” he addresses his reader, “you have seen the clock ( s. andūq al-sa ¶āt ) by 
which the times of prayer are announced.” The clock to which he refers is likely 
not an imaginary one, but rather a real clepsydra with which many of his initial 
readers were familiar. For those readers who may not have seen it, al-Ghazālı̄ 
describes the sight: 

 There must be in it a device in the form of a cylinder containing a 
known amount of water and another hollow device placed within the 
cylinder [fl oating] above the water with a string attached. One end 
of the string is tied to this hollow device while its other end is tied 
to the bottom of a small container ( z. arf   ) placed above the hollow 
cylinder. In that container is a ball, and below it there is a shallow 
metal box ( t.ās ) placed in such a way that if the ball falls down from 
the container it falls into the metal box and its tinkling is heard. 

 Furthermore, an aperture of a certain size is made in the bottom 
of the cylindrical device so that the water runs out of it little by little. 
As the water level is lowered, the hollow device placed on the surface 
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of the water will be lowered, thus pulling the string attached to it 
and moving the container with the ball in it with a movement which 
nearly tilts it over. Once it is tilted, the ball rolls out of it and falls into 
the metal box and tinkles. At the end of each hour, a single ball falls. 8  

 This water clock is of a quite simple design (fi gure 9.1). A fl oat swims on the 
surface of a basin of water, connected by a string to a half-open container above 
it. Once the water level has fallen to such a degree that the string stretches, 
the string draws on the container and tilts it to one side.     When it is tilted to a 
horizontal position, a metal ball falls into a metal box and makes a noise. Like 
most clocks of this period, it did not measure equal hours but rather measured 
a time span determined by the time of daylight; an “hour” was likely the span 

figure 9.1 Al-Ghazālı̄’s water clock (s. andūq al-sā ¶a).
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between two prayer times. Since the time intervals vary in length throughout 
the day and from day to day throughout the year, the clock needed to be set 
again after each “hour.” 

 Historians have documented the existence of far more advanced water 
clocks from this time. For instance, an impressive water clock of unknown 
design is said to have been among the presents Charlemagne received from 
vassals of Hārūn al-Rashı̄d in 191/807. 9  When in 478/1085, Castilian troops 
conquered Toledo in Spain, they were impressed by a large and complex water 
clock although the new rulers destroyed its mechanism in 538/1133–34 when 
they began to study it. 10  Because al-Ghazālı̄ expected his readers to know the 
device to which he refers, we can assume that his water clock likely stood in 
T. ūs or in Nishapur. Abū-l Fath.  al-Khāzinı̄, a Greek slave by origin, worked 
in Khorasan as an astronomer at the court of Sanjar and left us a chapter in 
his book on technical devices on the construction of water clocks. Al-Khāzinı̄, 
however, begun his activity in the decade following al-Ghazālı̄’s death, and the 
water clocks he describes are much more complex than the one sketched out 
by al-Ghazālı̄. In his 515/1121–22 book, for instance, we read about a steelyard 
clepsydra that worked equal hours. 11  The early sixth/twelfth century was a 
high period for clock-making in Khorasan. Muh. ammad al-Sā  ¶ātı̄  (d. 569/1174), 
for instance, the builder of a famous water clock in Damascus at the Jayrūn 
Gate, east of the Umayyad Mosque, moved to Damascus from Khorasan in 
549/1154. 12  

 In al-Ghazālı̄’s clock, the time between the set-up and the falling of a ball 
is determined by the speed with which the water level in the basin falls. That 
speed, in turn, is “due to the determination ( taqdı̄r ) of the size ( sa ¶a ) of the ap-
erture through which the water fl ows out; and that is known by way of calcula-
tion.” 13  The causes thus determine their effects. In the water clock, every effect 
“is determined when its cause is determined, without increase or decrease.” 14  
The causal effects of the water clock do not end with the generation of the sound 
at a calculated and predetermined time. Because this specifi c clock is used to 
indicate the times of worship, the sound is a cause for people to perform the 
prayer. And because praying will ease people’s way to redemption in the after-
life, the sound of this clock is one of the causes for bliss in the hereafter: 

 Perhaps the falling of the ball into the metal box is a cause for an-
other movement, and this movement is a cause for a third and so on 
through many steps to the point where remarkable movements are 
generated by it ( yatawalladu minhu ), determined by some degree of 
measures. And their fi rst cause is the outfl ow of water according to a 
known measure. 15  

 Here we should pause and take a closer look at al-Ghazālı̄ ’s wording. He 
says that the effects “are generated by” ( tawallada min ) their causes. The lan-
guage of the “generation” ( tawallud ) of effects appears at least three times in 
the simile of the water clock. In his earlier works, al-Ghazālı̄  criticized the 
Mu ¶tazilites for their usage of the word “generation”: those who talk about the 
“generation” of effects deny both secondary causality and God’s direct creation 
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of events, assuming that whatever “generates” an event is its absolute effi cient 
cause. These concerns no longer seem to bother al-Ghazālı̄  in his  Highest 
Goal.  Here, he uses the term “generation” similar to how he used “cause” in 
the  Revival . Michael E. Marmura concluded that al-Ghazālı̄  did not hesitate 
to use the causal language that is ordinarily used in Arabic, employing com-
mon Arabic terms such as “cause” and “generation” for his own meaning, 
Marmura says, yet with a metaphorical usage. 16  It seems that al-Ghazālı̄ ’s 
ideas about what is acceptable language shifted. Although in the  Revival,  he 
criticizes the usage of the active verb “to generate” ( wallada ) in order to refer 
to causal connections, 17  he employs the passive “to be generated by some-
thing” ( tawallada min ) here in his  Highest Goal.  This is still the language used 
by Mu ¶tazilites to describe that humans create their own actions and these 
actions’ immediate results. 

 In his fi nal step, al-Ghazālı̄  explains what the different elements in the 
simile of the water clock stand for, and he expounds on its cosmological and 
theological lessons. The water clock stands for God’s universe, which is cre-
ated in three steps. Here al-Ghazālı̄  comes back to the three divine actions: 
judgment ( h. ukm ), decree ( qad. ā 7) , and predestination ( qadar ). The judgment is 
the arranging ( tadbı̄r ) of the water clock—we would say its design—by decid-
ing how the device must be constructed in order to achieve a certain effect, 
the generation of a sound at a certain time. The second step is the “bringing 
into existence” ( ı̄ jād ) of the device and its elements by forming the cylindrical 
basin containing the water, the hollow vessel on the surface of the water, the 
string tied to it, the container with the ball in it, and the metal box into which 
the ball falls. This second step, al-Ghazālı̄  says, is the decree ( al-qadā 7) . Third, 
the clock maker “must install a cause that necessitates a predetermined move-
ment according to a calculated measure.” This he does by making an aper-
ture with a “determined size” ( muqaddarat al-sa ¶a ) in the bottom of the water 
basin. Only the constant fl ow of water from the basin sets the mechanism in 
motion to lower the water level, straighten the string, tilt the container, set 
the ball in motion, make it fall, and make a sound at a predetermined time. 
All these steps come as a result of the fi rst movement, “by a known amount 
and (pre-)determined measure,” which is the speed of the water’s fl ow. This 
third step, al-Ghazālı̄  says implicitly, is comparable to divine predestination 
( al-qadar ). 18  

 Whoever understands the working of a water clock has also understood the 
workings of divine predestination. The heavens and the spheres, the stars and 
the earth, the sea and the wind are all like such a water clock. They are fuelled 
by a cause similar to the aperture in the water basin: 

 The cause that causes the movement of the spheres, the stars, the 
sun, and the moon according to a known calculation is like that 
aperture, which necessitates the fl ow of water according to a known 
measure. That the movement of the sun, the moon, and the stars 
lead to temporal results on earth is similar to the fact that the move-
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ment of the water leads to those movements that result in the ball’s 
falling, indicating that the hour [ for prayer] has come. 19  

 The determining cause of all movements in the water clock is the size of the 
aperture in the basin, a cause likened to the determining cause of the celestial 
movements. These movements have results that are temporal ( h. awādith ). The 
effects in this world are causally connected to the cause of the celestial bodies’ 
movements just as the ball’s falling is causally connected to the fl owing of the 
water from the basin. 

 From reading this passage, it is not immediately clear why al-Ghazālı̄ 
emphasizes the size of the aperture in the water basin. It seems that in this 
clock, the differing lengths of the “hours” were adjusted by varying the size of 
the aperture and not the amount of water in the tank, as one would assume. 
The size of that hole is thus the effi cient cause of the movements in the water 
clock. I will try to give a more modern paraphrase of what al-Ghazālı̄ wishes to 
convey in this simile. The three steps of judgment, decree, and predestination 
( qadar )—which apply both to the builder of the clock and to God as the builder 
of the universe—may be best understood in modern terms as designing, build-
ing, and supplying with a constant source of energy. The builder of a clock 
must fi rst make a plan; second, execute this plan and build the clock; and third, 
set the clock in motion by supplying it with an enduring source of energy. That 
energy needs to be carefully regulated because only the right amount of energy 
will produce the desired result. In al-Ghazālı̄’s water clock, the size of the aper-
ture in the water tank regulates the supply of energy. The desired result would 
not be achieved if the hole were larger or smaller. 

 Although engineers at the time of al-Ghazālı̄ did not conceptualize energy 
and its regulation the way we do today, the modern idea of energy input, defi ned 
as the requirement of a physical system to perform a certain amount of work, 
seems to be precisely what al-Ghazālı̄ has in mind by the term  qadar  that he 
uses for the third stage. When applied to God’s actions, the term  qadar  means 
predestination. The word contains a number of meanings in Arabic, among 
them, the “ability” or the “power” to perform a certain act. Morphologically, it 
is also closely connected to words such as “measure” or “quantity” ( qadr ) and 
to “power” or “capacity” ( qudra ). One may even understand that al-Ghazālı̄ in-
tends to interchangeably call the third step of action either “predestination” ( al-
qadar ), “God’s decree” ( al-qadr ), or “the measure” ( al-qadr ). 20  These three words 
cannot be distinguished in the unvocalized Arabic script usually used in manu-
scripts, and all three can fi t in the contexts in which the consonants  q-d-r  appear 
as one word in this passage. The fourth word,  qudra , which is related to  qadar,  
has a great signifi cance in al-Ghazālı̄’s cosmology. In the thirty-second book 
of the  Revival , he says that  al-qudra , divine power, is used as an approximate 
expression for the divine attribute from which this world and all new creations 
originate or emanate. This divine attribute is so noble and lofty that we cannot 
refer to it with a clear expression in language (  ¶ayn wād. ih al-lugha ) and must use 
a word that can only indicate the full extend of this attribute’s majesty. 21  
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Cosmology in  The Highest Goal in Explaining 
the Beautiful Names of God  

 With the simile of the water clock, al-Ghazālı̄  portrays the idea that God designs 
the universe as an apparatus, builds it, and supplies it with what we would 
call a constant supply of energy. The amount of energy needs to be measured 
carefully for the apparatus to produce its intended results. In his later discus-
sion of the divine name  al-H. akam,  al-Ghazālı̄  writes that the religious benefi t 
( h. az. z.  dı̄nı̄  ) to be gained from contemplating this name “is to know that from 
God’s side the matter is settled and not to be appealed.” The pen that writes 
all existence is already dry, al-Ghazālı̄  adds. Everything that exists now as well 
as all that will exist in the future is entirely necessary, being a result of God’s 
initial arrangements in creating this world. 22  

 The water clock primarily functions as a simile for the workings of the 
celestial spheres. Richard M. Frank has observed that in  Highest Goal,  al-
Ghazālı̄ borrows signifi cantly more from philosophical teachings than in his 
earlier works. The universe to which al-Ghazālı̄ compares the water clock is 
roughly al-Fārābı̄’s and Avicenna’s, with its numerous—in al-Fārābı̄ there are 
nine—celestial spheres that mediate God’s creative activity to the lowest sphere 
below the moon. In his  Revival,  al-Ghazālı̄ proposes the same teachings in less 
philosophical language. In the thirty-second book on thankfulness, al-Ghazālı̄ 
explains once again that human actions are truly God’s actions, created within 
humans. The actions that please God advance the objective ( ghāya ) that God 
pursues with His creation, while those actions that are not pleasing to God 
are obstacles to realizing that goal. 23  Humans are mistaken when they think 
that they control their own actions; the actions are rather “of Him who directs 
your motive ( dā ¶iya ).” 24  Nevertheless, most people mistakenly believe that their 
actions originate in their own selves. Al-Ghazālı̄ here compares these people 
to boys watching a shadow play, with marionettes made of rags and suspended 
on fi ne strings invisible to the boys. The boys do not see the marionette player, 
and only a few intelligent ones (  ¶uqalā 7  ) among them know that the rags are 
moved by an outside mover. With the exception of the learned ( al- ¶ulamā 7  ), all 
people are like these boys. They look at people and think they are moving by 
themselves. The learned know that humans are moved by an outside mover, 
but they do not know how. Only those who have insight among the learned 
( al- ¶ārifūn ) and who are fi rmly rooted in knowledge ( al-rāsikhūn ) understand 
how the humans are moved. They see the fi ne strings, thinner than those made 
by spiders, which reach from the humans into the sky. 25  Al-Ghazālı̄ continues: 

 Then they see the beginnings of those strings at the places from 
where they are suspended and with which they are connected; and 
they see that these places have handles that are in the hands of the 
angels, who are the movers of the heavens. They also see how the 
glances of the heavenly angels are turned towards those who carry 
the throne while [the angels] expect to receive from them [ scil . those 
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who carry the throne] something from the command ( al-amr ) that 
is sent down to them from the Lordly Excellence; in order that [the 
angels] do not disobey God what He orders and do [precisely] what 
they are ordered. 26  

 The angels that move the heavens are the intellects and souls that reside in each 
of the celestial spheres. There is a twofold division between them; the lower an-
gels act upon the earth, while the higher celestial beings function as the “carri-
ers of the throne” ( h. amalat al- ¶arsh ). 27  The lower angels receive their commands 
from these carriers of God’s throne. The command ( al-amr ) originates with 
God and is passed from the higher celestial intellects to the lower ones. In this 
parable, the lower angels—a group that includes the active intellect—hold the 
strings that move humans and make them perform their actions. 

 The parable of humans as marionettes with strings held by heavenly crea-
tures goes back to Plato. 28  In the  Revival,  al-Ghazāli uses this parable to express 
the same idea as the simile of the water clock: events in the sublunar world are 
the effects of secondary causes in the heavenly realm. Already in the  Touchstone 
of Reasoning  ( Mih. akk al-naz. ar ), there is a reference to the relationship between 
events in the sublunar world and their cause in the active intellect. Here, al-
Ghazālı̄ considers whether astrology should be classifi ed as a science because it 
makes valid predictions of the future. Astrology falls in the same class as physi-
ognomy in that it relies on true connections but cannot identify the causes of 
the future events it predicts, since it is based on the repeated coinciding of two 
events ( talāzumhumā ). This coinciding allows us to conclude that both events 
have the same cause (  ¶illa ), although that cause may be unknown to us. In 
 Touchstone of Reasoning,  al-Ghazālı̄ encourages his readers to pursue fi elds of 
inquiry such as physiognomy and auguring because they lead to exploring the 
amazing marvels of God’s creation. Such marvels can also be found in the con-
nection between the celestial causes and events on earth. When an augur, for 
instance, counts the red lines in a sheep’s shoulder blade and predicts much 
rain and also much bloodshed that same year, he benefi ts from the fact that all 
three events, the red lines, the rain, and the bloodshed among humans, are ef-
fects of the same cause in the celestial realm: 

 [I]t is not too farfetched that amid the wonders of God’s creation 
there is amongst the celestial causes ( al-asbāb al-samāwiyya ) a single 
cause ( sabab wāh. id ) that happens to appear in that year. According 
to a judgment that follows the course of the habit that life has ( bi-
h. ukmi ijrā 7i l- ¶ādati li-l-h. ayāt ), this [celestial cause] would be a cause 
(  ¶illa ) for the limbs of the animals and their formation, for the many 
causes ( asbāb ) of cloud-formation, and for the causes ( asbāb ) of hearts 
becoming brutish, which are, in turn, the causes ( asbāb ) for fi ghting, 
which is the cause for bloodshed. 29  

 The heavenly cause itself is unknown to us, yet we witness its effects on many 
fronts, which allows us to predict future effects that in past occurrences have 
usually appeared in connection with those effects of this cause that we can 
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already witness. It would be foolish, al-Ghazālı̄ says, to dismiss these causal 
connections as insubstantial: “Only the ignorant reject this knowledge, people 
who have no glimmer of the marvels of God’s creation and the scope of His 
power.” 30  Yet, as al-Ghazālı̄ writes in the thirty-second book of the  Revival , those 
people who know God and know His actions are also aware that the sun, the 
moon, and the stars are subject to His command. 31  This is a reason why al-
Ghazālı̄ bears no objections against astrology as long as it is conducted in this 
universal way and does not pretend to predict individual events as happening 
only to certain humans. 32  

 In the fi rst book of his  Revival , however, he describes astrology as a useless 
science that rarely makes correct predictions about future events. Astrologists 
have only an incomplete knowledge of the celestial causes; and if they hit it 
right, it is more due to coincidence than to their insight into the hidden causes. 
Studying astrology is thus seen as a waste of time. 33  Astrologers are, however, 
justifi ed in assuming that there are celestial causes for events in the sublunar 
sphere, even if they can only be incompletely predicted. In a previously quoted 
passage from the thirty-second book of the  Revival , al-Ghazāli says it would be 
unbelief to assume that the stars were by themselves the effi cient causes (  f ā ¶ila ) 
of their effects. Similarly, one must not deny that God governs the stars’ move-
ments. In the same passage, al-Ghazālı̄ adds a positive statement: 

 The conviction that the stars are causes that have effects that come 
about on earth, in plants, and in animals by the creation of God—
Exalted—is not damaging to religion but it is the truth. 34  

 In the  Revival  and in all his subsequent works, al-Ghazālı̄ never doubts the con-
nection between the heavenly bodies and events on earth, describing this con-
nection as causal. 35  Using the fi gurative language of the  Revival,  he describes 
the celestial intellects as angels and likens their infl uence on the sublunar 
sphere to that of a marionette player on his puppets. Here, he follows his own 
directive of speaking in signs and symbols. Since the  Revival  is mostly con-
cerned with the actions of humans ( mu ¶āmalāt ), al-Ghazālı̄ says in its introduc-
tion, he will severely limit his exposition of the “knowledge of unveiling” (  ¶ilm 
al-mukāshafa ), of which cosmology is a part. One must not unveil such myster-
ies in writing, he says, despite the fact that the most sincere people crave this 
sort of highest knowledge. The learned scholar must follow the example of the 
prophets and convey this type of knowledge only “through allegory and indica-
tion by way of symbolizing and summarizing.” 36  

 Although he has not completely relinquished these reservations in his com-
mentary on the ninety-nine names of God, they seem to have had less infl uence 
on how he expresses himself in that work. In his  Book of the Forty,  al-Ghazālı̄ 
describes the commentary on the ninety-nine divine names as a work that is 
more explicit about theoretical knowledge than even the most explicit books 
in the  Revival.  37  The  Highest Goal  “knocks at the door of theoretical insight 
( ma ¶rifa ).” Real insights, however, are limited to books that cannot circulate 
widely and are confi ned to readers prepared to understand these teachings. Al-
Ghazālı̄ particularly recommends the  Highest Goal  to those readers attempting 
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to understand God’s actions. 38  Given that most divine names refer to some as-
pect of the relationship between the Creator and His creation, the subject mat-
ter of the  Highest Goal  often veers toward discussing cosmology. Richard M. 
Frank analyzed al-Ghazālı̄’s cosmology in the  Highest Goal  in a way that allows 
us to fall back on his results. According to Frank, the cosmology of the  Highest 
Goal  is largely identical to that of the  Revival . In the  Highest Goal,  al-Ghazālı̄ is 
less reluctant to replicate philosophical teachings in plain language, and some-
times he even uses philosophical terminology. In the simile of the water clock, 
for instance, he describes God as “laying down the universal causes” ( al-asbāb 
al-kulliya ) so that they will produce certain effects. This is an unmistakable ref-
erence to the celestial intellects using standard philosophical terminology. 39  
God is “the being necessary by virtue of itself” ( al-mawjūd al-wājib al-wujūd 
bi-dhātihi ), from which everything whose existence is by itself possible takes 
its being. 40  Things come into existence by necessity ( bi-l-wujūb ). Everything 
that is created is both possible by itself and necessary by something else ( al-
munkin bi-dhātihi al-wājib bi-ghayrihi ); everything is necessitated by the Eter-
nal Decree. 41  In his  Book of the Forty , al-Ghazālı̄ adds that God’s decree ( qad. ā 7)  
is both the same as His eternal will and the same as His providence for His 
creation, which is expressed through the order that He creates. 42  

  The Highest Goal  is only marginally concerned with ethics and thus does 
not delve as deeply into the nature of human actions as  Revival  does. Yet al-
Ghazālı̄ also makes clear here that God creates everything in this world, in-
cluding human actions. He creates the action as well as the place (or substrate,  
mah. all ) that receives the action, which is the human. He also creates the con-
ditions for the action’s reception and whatever else contributes to it. 43  God re-
quires humans to “make themselves open” to the outfl ow of God’s mercy upon 
them, to the creation of benefi cial knowledge in them that will lead to praise-
worthy actions. 44  

 In  The Highest Goal,  al-Ghazālı̄ shows the same ambivalence as in  Revival  
with regard to the necessity of the system God creates. God cannot create any-
thing whose conditions for its existence are not fulfi lled. 45  If anything were to be 
changed in God’s order, the order itself would become void. 46  If the harmful crea-
tions in the world were to be removed, then the good that they produce would be 
done away with and harm far worse than what currently exists would then come 
about. 47  Divine liberality (   jūd ) requires the “perfect achievement of the utmost 
good whose existence is possible.” 48  Yet here in the  Highest Goal , as in many of 
his other writings, al-Ghazālı̄ distinguishes God’s knowledge of how the optimal 
creation is achieved from God’s will to create the optimal. God’s actions are not 
random or coincidental but refl ect both his wisdom and his deliberation. 49  

  The Niche of Lights : The Philosophers’ God as the First 
Created Being 

 The  Niche of Lights  ( Mishkāt al-anwār ) is a work from the same period as  The 
Highest Goal  and  The Book of the Forty . It was written after the  Revival,  although 
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we cannot say precisely when. Because it is one of al-Ghazālı̄’s most mystical 
works, earlier chronologies of his output have dated the  Niche of Lights  to the 
end of his career. It was assumed that during his life, al-Ghazālı̄ developed a 
progressively stronger inclination toward Sufi sm, with his most mystical works 
being his last. 50  Such a supposition, however, is unwarranted, and the  Niche of 
Lights  could have been composed at any time after 490/1097. We do know that 
it was composed after  The Highest Goal . 51  

 The  Niche of Lights  is a very rich text in terms of its cosmology, and I will 
not attempt to give full justice to its complexity. Rather, I will focus on a passage 
at the very end of the book, known as the Veil Section. Soon after the  Niche of 
Light  fi rst appeared in print in 1322/1904–5, this section, which is the last of 
three in that book, inspired suffi cient controversy among Western interpret-
ers to the point that they disputed its authenticity. 52  This skeptical position, 
however, was based on an incomplete view of al-Ghazālı̄’s theology, and today 
there can be no doubt that all parts of the text of the  Niche of Lights , as we have 
it today, are authentically al-Ghazālı̄’s. 53  

 The Veil Section at the end of the  Niche of Lights  is not immediately related 
to the two earlier parts of the book and can be viewed on its own, to a certain de-
gree. Averroes regarded it as the clearest evidence that al-Ghazālı̄’s cosmology 
continues the tradition of the Aristotelian  falāsifa . 54  The passage is a commen-
tary on the noncanonical  h. adı̄th : “God has seventy veils of light and darkness; 
were He to lift them, the august glories of His face would burn up everybody 
whose eyesight perceives Him.” 55  Al-Ghazālı̄ aims to explain the veils of light 
and darkness that prevent people from grasping who or what God is. He clas-
sifi es various religious groups according to the kind of veil that prevents them 
from understanding the true nature of God. In the fi rst division, he discusses 
those who are veiled by pure darkness ( mujarrad al-z. ulma ), and in the second, 
those who are veiled “by light along with darkness” ( bi-nūr maqrūn bi-z. ulma ). 
Both groups are further subdivided. They contain a range of people, from plain 
unbelievers who hold nature ( t.ab ¶)  rather than God to be the cause of the world, 
to heterodox Muslims who believe that God has a bodily form, to Mu ¶tazilites. 

 In terms of cosmology, it is most interesting what al-Ghazālı̄ says about the 
third division, those veiled by pure lights ( mah. d.  al-anwār ). 56  These are people 
who have gained some insight into God’s being. They are again divided into 
three subgroups that represent different levels of insight into the divine. As 
noted by Hermann Landolt, this division closely follows the narrative of Abra-
ham’s discovery of and ascent to monotheism, as told in Sura 6, verses 75–79 
of the Qur’an. 57  Al-Ghazālı̄ introduces this story in an earlier passage from 
the  Niche of Light . 58  According to the commentary literature on the Qur’an, the 
young Abraham grew up in a cave’s darkness in order to avoid the persecution 
of the Mesopotamian king Nimrod. 59  There, he starts searching for his Lord. 
When he leaves the cave at night, he fi rst sees a star going up in the east and 
concludes that this is his Lord. Once the star goes down in the west, however, 
he dismisses that notion. He next sees the moon rising in the east and assumes 
that this is his Lord. Again, when the moon sets in the west, he rejects this 
notion. The same happens with the sun: he sees it going up in the morning 
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and thinks it his Lord until it sets in the evening. Finally, Abraham concludes 
that none of these celestial bodies is his Lord. Rather, the maker of them, the 
Creator of the heavens and the earth, is his real Lord, and only He should be 
worshiped. 

 Abraham’s discovery of true monotheism by studying the heavens held 
great signifi cance for al-Ghazālı̄, and he refers to it in other works. 60  In the 
third division of the Veil Section, he compares the three subgroups of scholars 
who are veiled by pure light to the three false levels of insight that Abraham 
had gained during his youth. Only a fourth group of people who are not veiled, 
“those who have arrived” ( al-wās. ilūn ), represents the level of those who truly 
understand who the Lord is. Only this group has gained a proper understand-
ing of God ( tawh. ı̄d ). 

 Following the pattern of Abraham’s discovery, al-Ghazālı̄ connects the false 
insight gained by each of the three groups with the celestial being that they 
assume is “the Lord.” These celestial beings come from the ten spheres and 
their governing intellects as they appear in al-Fārābı̄’s model of cosmology. The 
fourfold model in this section (three false groups plus one correct) combines 
philosophical cosmology with doxography or even heresiography. 

 Al-Ghazālı̄ says the lowest of these three subgroups are people who hold 
the opinion that the mover of the highest visible heaven, which is the next-to-
outermost sphere, the sphere of the fi xed stars, is the creator of the world and 
the “Lord”: 

 The fi rst among them is a group ( t.ā 7ifa ) that knows the meanings 
of the [divine] attributes properly  (tah. qı̄qan ) and realizes that the 
nouns “speech,” “will,” “power,” and “knowledge,” and others cannot 
apply to God’s attributes the way that they apply to humans. In their 
teachings ( ta ¶rı̄f   ) about God these people avoid using these attributes. 
When they teach about Him they draw upon the relationship [of 
God] to the created things just like Moses, peace be upon him, taught 
about God in his answer to Pharaoh’s question: “What is the ‘Lord of 
the Worlds’ ”? (Q 26:23). These people say the Lord, who is the Holy 
One and who is exalted over the meanings of these attributes, is the 
mover of the heavens and the one who governs ( dabbara ) them. 61  

 Compared to the groups mentioned earlier in the veil section—those veiled by 
some kind of darkness—this group has developed a proper understanding of 
the divine attributes and their transcendence. They understand that the Lord 
is exalted over all anthropomorphic attributes. When they use words such as 
“speech,” “will,” “power,” and “knowledge” to describe the Lord; they intend 
their meaning to transcend the ordinary sense of these words. This passage 
refers to the polemics between Ash ¶arites and Mu ¶tazilites. The latter are the 
highest group from the earlier part of those veiled by light and darkness and 
have just been discussed. Ash ¶arites criticized Mu ¶tazilites for assuming that 
the human understanding of justice, for instance, is the same as God’s under-
standing. The group described in this passage has gained more insight than 
the Mu ¶tazilites and understands that all of God’s attributes are transcendent. 
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When they are pressed by their opponents to explain who is the “Lord of the 
worlds,” they answer what Moses told Pharaoh, namely, that God is “the Lord 
of the heavens and the earth and all in between” (Qur’an 26:24) and that He is 
“your Lord and the Lord of your forefathers” (26:26). Pharao asked him about 
the essence ( māhiyya ) of the divine, al-Ghazālı̄ remarks earlier in the  Niche of 
Lights , and Moses responded about the acts of God. 62  Likewise this group draws 
on God’s relation to the created things. Their understanding of divine tran-
scendence leads them to the insight that the Lord is the one who moves and 
governs the heavens ( muharrik al-samawāt wa-mudabbiruhu ). 

 The shortcomings of this position are still quite signifi cant, and they are 
highlighted in the discussion of the next higher group: 

 The second group leaves these people behind insofar as it became 
clear to them that there is multiplicity ( kathra ) in the heavens, and 
that the mover of each single heaven is a different being that is called 
an angel, of whom there are many. Their (scil. the angels) relation to 
the divine lights ( al-anwār al-ilāhiyya ) is the relation of the stars. 63  

 The fi rst group incorrectly believes the Lord to be the mover of the next-to-outer 
sphere, whom they view as the governor ( mudabbir ) of the visible heavens and 
the cause for the existence of the heavenly bodies. They assume the existence 
of a single mover of one large heavenly sphere and are unaware of the exist-
ence of multiple spheres, each having a mover who may also be called an angel 
( malak ). 

 The last sentence in this passage about the angels’ relation ( nisba ) to the 
divine lights has proved diffi cult to understand. The sentence is incomplete 
or at least elliptical, as it analogizes the angels’ relationship to the divine lights 
with the stars’ relationship to . . . nothing. A clue to understanding it can be 
found in al-Ghazālı̄’s  Decisive Criterion  ( Fays.al al-tafriqa ). There, al-Ghazālı̄ re-
ports that some Sufi s interpret the Qur’anic narrative of Abraham seeing the 
star, the moon, and the sun and identifying them as his Lord in terms of “lu-
minous, angelic substances” (   jawāhir nūrāniyya malakiyya ), to which the words 
“star, moon, and sun” refer. These substances are purely intellectual and not 
perceived through the senses, and they have advancing degrees of perfection 
( darajāt mutafāwita f ı̄ l-kamāl ). The passage ends with the sentence: “The rela-
tion ( nisba ) of the amount of differences between one another is like the relation 
between the star, the moon, and the sun.” 64  Here in the Veil Section, the relation 
of the angels to the divine lights—most probably a reference to God—is the 
same as the star’s relation to the real Lord in Abraham’s vision. To complete the 
elliptical sentence, the words “to the true Lord,” or something similar, should 
be added to its end. Although this sentence remains enigmatic, it is clear that 
the fi rst level of insight into the divine is likened to the one Abraham reached 
when in Q 6:76, he erroneously discovers that the star ( al-kawkab ) is his Lord. 

 In the Veil Section, al-Ghazālı̄ adopts a distinctly philosophical perspective 
and looks at the world with eyes trained in philosophical cosmology. His fi rst 
subgroup is defi ned by its failure to understand the “multiplicity in the heav-
ens.” We will see that the next group can be roughly identifi ed with Aristotle and 
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his followers. It seems that when he envisions the fi rst group, al-Ghazālı̄ uses 
the widespread typology of his time for understanding the history of philoso-
phy, visualizing that group as typifying a pre-Aristotelian stage of philosophy. 
The supposed failure to recognize multiplicity in the heavens indicates a group 
that did not believe in the existence of more than one heavenly sphere. The 
Jewish Aristotelian philosopher Maimonides (d. 601/1204), who wrote three 
generations after al-Ghazālı̄, ascribes this view to a group of ancient natural 
philosophers. In his  Guide of the Perplexed  ( Dalālat al-h. ā 7irı̄n ), he comments on 
the cosmology of the earliest generations of philosophers who lived at the times 
of the Sabians, the pagan polytheists with whom Abraham struggled: 

 The utmost attained by the speculation of those who philosophized 
in those [early] times consisted in imagining that God was the spirit 
of the sphere ( rūh.  al-falak ) and that the sphere and the stars are the 
body of which the deity, may He be exalted, is its spirit. 65  

 Maimonides refers his readers to Ibn Bājja’s (d. 533/1139) commentary on Ar-
istotle’s  Physics . The reference is not entirely clear, since Ibn Bājja neither dis-
cusses the cosmology of the early philosophers nor mentions the Sabians. Ibn 
Bājja, who wrote one generation after al-Ghazālı̄ in the Muslim West, com-
ments on Aristotle’s refutation of the teachings of earlier Greek philosophers, 
most notably Parmenides and Melissos. These early philosophers taught that 
all that exists is the manifestation of a single unchanging and unlimited princi-
ple. There are no real processes in the world, Parmenides taught; rather, what 
really exists—meaning, what exists on the level of intellectual forms, unaf-
fected by sense perception—is unchanging. Refl ecting on Aristotle’s writings 
on these teachings in Book 1 of his  Physics , Ibn Bājja says that Parmenides 
and Melissos saw no differences between different existing beings and treated 
them as if they were all of one kind. This was before the time when Aristotle 
alerted philosophers to the fundamental difference between beings. 66  But de-
spite Aristotle’s attempts to defi ne physics as a science that analyzes processes, 
the teachings of these earliest philosophers prevailed. The  mutakallimūn , Ibn 
Bājja complains, hold basically the same teachings. He implicitly refers to the 
occasionalism of the Ash ¶arites. The  mutakallimūn  reject the existence of natu-
ral dispositions ( al-t.ibā ¶) , Ibn Bājja says, and claim that everything consists of 
atoms. The views of the  mutakallimūn  are not based on any research, writes Ibn 
Bājja; rather, they have developed these views unsystematically in their internal 
polemics. 67  

 Ibn Bājja’s remarks on pre-Aristotelian science are part of a larger tradition 
of  Physics  commentary in Arabic. 68  In Avicenna’s discussion of the  Physics  in his 
 Healing,  he also connects the teachings of Parmenides and Melissos with the 
theory of atomism. 69  According to Avicenna’s analysis, pre-Aristotelian theories 
of physics and the opinions of the classical Ash ¶arite  mutakallimūn  are errone-
ous for the same reason: they disregard the substantial differences between 
beings that underlie Aristotelian physics, such as the difference between a sub-
stance and an accident or the difference between composed beings in the sub-
lunar sphere and uncomposed beings in the heavenly spheres. The atomism 
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of the Ash ¶arite  mutakallimūn —and by implication, their occasionalism—is 
just one expression of this disregard for the Aristotelian distinctions between 
beings. For an Ash ¶arite occasionalist, all beings consist of indistinguishable 
smaller parts that are equally close to God’s creative activity. 

 The fi rst group’s failure to understand that there is multiplicity ( kathra ) in 
the heavens may have a more subtle meaning than just the acknowledgment 
of numerous spheres. Al-Ghazālı̄ may have adopted the Aristotelians’ position 
regarding early theories of cosmology. Pre-Aristotelian cosmology was marred 
both by the failure to understand that there are numerous spheres as well as 
by a lack of distinction between different types of beings. The cosmological 
beliefs of this fi rst group seem to identify them with this early group of phi-
losophers. Additionally, al-Ghazālı̄ may be writing on a naive understanding of 
occasionalism. Such an occasionalism would simply assume that all things are 
composed of atoms and accidents and would deny, for instance, the existence 
of self-subsisting intellects. The failure to understand the “multiplicity in the 
heavens”—a deliberately unspecifi c description—may be meant to refer both 
to an early philosophical approach by pre-Aristotelian thinkers and to a naive 
occasionalist understanding of the universe. 

 The fact that the fi rst subgroup in this division has a proper understanding of 
God’s transcendence implies its identifi cation with Ash ¶arism. According to their 
own view, the Ash ¶arites were the only group of Muslim theologians to under-
stand the transcendence of the divine attributes. In his works, al-Ghazālı̄ tirelessly 
stressed the transcendence of the divine attributes. In the Arabic doxographic 
tradition, early philosophers also held the view that God is transcendent. The 
Arabic doxography of pseudo-Ammonius, which was available from the middle 
of the third/ninth century, reports that pre-Socratic philosophers such as Thales 
and Pythagoras taught the transcendence of the divine attributes, attributes that 
neither the human intellect nor the soul is able to comprehend. 70  A generation 
after al-Ghazālı̄, al-Shahrastānı̄ repeats these reports in his  Book of Religions and 
Creeds . 71  Since this fi rst group is characterized as understanding the transcend-
ence of God’s attributes while misunderstanding the composition of the heavens 
and perhaps also of the world, al-Ghazālı̄ may have had been referring either to 
the Ash ¶arites or to the pre-Aristotelian philosophers or perhaps even to both. 

 Compared to this fi rst subgroup, the second subgroup of those veiled by pure 
light is described as possessing superior insight and believing that the next higher 
celestial being—the mover of the highest sphere—is their Lord. I have already 
quoted the passage detailing the group’s understanding that there are many heav-
enly spheres and that each sphere has its own mover. The passage continues: 

 Then it became evident to them that these heavens are inside another 
celestial sphere that moves all the others through its motion once 
during [every] day and night. They said the Lord is the mover of that 
celestial body which is furthest away and which envelops all celestial 
spheres since multiplicity is denied to Him. 72  

 In comparison with the fi rst group, this group has an adequate understanding 
of astronomy and the celestial spheres. Here al-Ghazālı̄ describes the introduc-
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tion of the  primum mobile , the outermost starless sphere, as fi rst theorized by 
Ptolemy. 73  This group’s Lord is the mover of the  primum mobile . Given that 
there are no physical movements above this sphere, this Lord himself is the 
highest mover. This group fails to realize that even if there may not be any 
physical movements beyond the highest sphere, there still are higher beings 
there. Their failure to acknowledge the existence of beings higher than the 
mover and governor of the outermost sphere leads them to the false assump-
tion that he, the mover of the outermost sphere, is the Lord of the world. 

 Again, their error is only pointed out when al-Ghazālı̄ introduces the next 
higher group: 

 The third group leaves these people behind. They say that moving 
the bodies by way of directly acting upon them ( bi-t.arı̄q al-mubāshira ) 
should be ( yanbaghı̄ an ) [regarded as] a service to the Lord of the 
Worlds, an act of worship towards Him, and an act of obedience 
( t.ā ¶a ) towards Him by one of His servants who is called an angel. His 
[ scil.  the angel’s] relation to the pure divine lights is the relation of the 
moon among the sensory lights. 74  

 The members of the second subgroup err when they think that moving the 
highest sphere is the most supreme task possible to the Lord. In fact, anything 
that directly moves a physical object cannot be regarded as the truly supreme 
being. Rather, any being that creates physical movements is just doing a ser-
vice to the true Lord. The mover of the highest sphere obeys the Lord and wor-
ships him by moving the sphere. Using another elliptical reference, al-Ghazālı̄ 
compares the highest mover to the moon in Abraham’s story, connecting this 
second level of insight into the divine to Abraham’s false realization, reported 
in Q 6:77, that the moon is his Lord. 

 This second subgroup is characterized by a single conviction, namely, that 
the unmoved Lord is himself the mover of the highest sphere. This is an unmis-
takable reference to Aristotle’s kinematic proof of God’s existence. 75  Al-Ghazālı̄ 
was well aware of this proof. In the extensive report of his philosophical meta-
physics preserved in MS London, British Library Or. 3126, he distinguished be-
tween two types of proofs for the existence of God—Aristotle’s kinematic proof 
and Avicenna’s proof that God is the being necessary by virtue of itself: 

 Know that a group amongst the ancients ( mutaqaddimūn ) argued 
by way of the contingent for (the existence of  ) the necessary and by 
way of the effect for (the existence of  ) the cause. They started with 
composed beings. They analyzed them and ascended from there 
to the elementary things ( bas. ā 7it. ) [= celestial beings]. They proved 
demonstrably that there is nothing that moves without (being moved) 
by a mover until they ended at a mover who does not move (himself  ). 
He is the fi rst mover. The more recent ones ( muta 7akhkhirūn ) argued 
by way of the creator for (the existence of  ) his created beings. They 
began with the elementary beings then climbed up from them and 
discovered the necessity of the creator’s existence from His existence 
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itself. Once they had established this, they established (the existence 
of  ) contingent beings through it. They said: “This way to argue is 
more reliable and nobler, because if we consider the state of being, 
[we fi nd that] the absolute being ( wujūd mut.laq ) inasmuch as it is 
existence, bears witness to Him. So we had no need for the ascent 
from low to high, because the closest ( awlā ) thing [to mind] is giving 
evidence to the created things by way of their creator and not giving 
evidence to Him by way of the created things.” This is all good, but 
the second [method] is better. 76  

 This passage is al-Ghazālı̄’s report of Avicenna’s position that his proof is su-
perior to Aristotle’s proof; it should not be assumed to be al-Ghazālı̄’s own 
opinion. One source of the report is Avicenna’s  Pointers and Reminders , which 
is briefl y quoted in this passage. 77  The report, however, does demonstrate al-
Ghazālı̄’s awareness both of the differences between these proofs and of Avi-
cenna’s claim that his proof gives a higher level of insight into God’s being. In 
the London manuscript, al-Ghazālı̄ calls those who use the kinematic proof for 
God’s existence “the ancients.” This group seems to be the second subgroup 
of those who are veiled by pure light. The second subgroup represents the cos-
mology of Aristotle as al-Ghazālı̄ understands it. 

 If this identifi cation is correct, the “more recent philosophers,” that is, 
the philosophers who see God as the giver of existence rather than as the fi rst 
mover, that is, al-Fārābı̄ and Avicenna, are the third and highest group of those 
who are veiled by pure light. I have already quoted the passage detailing their 
realization that moving cannot be the most supreme action but is done rather 
in obedience and as an act of worship to the Lord. The passage continues: 

 These people claim that the Lord is the one who is obeyed ( al-mut.ā ¶)   
by this mover and [they claim that] the Lord, exalted, is the mover of 
everything by way of the “command” ( al-amr ), not by way of directly 
acting upon [other things]. Then, there is an obscurity when they try 
to make the “command” and its essence ( māhiyya ) understood, and 
this places limits to the deeper understanding. This book cannot not 
go into that. 78  

 The Lord of the second group moves the highest sphere as an act of obedience to 
the being that this third group considers the true Lord. The Lord of this group is 
called the “one who is obeyed” ( al-mut.ā ¶)  . This Lord governs not by causing the 
movements of lower beings but by giving “the command” ( al-amr ), a vague term 
that is nowhere explained in this text. Al-Ghazālı̄ blames this group for his own 
lack of an explanation for what “the command” really is. There are several ways 
to understand what this “command” might be. The more recent philosophers 
might, for instance, understand it as the command to exist: “Be!” (Q 6:73). This 
idea is similar to what al-Fārābı̄ did when he developed Aristotle’s causation 
of motion into a causation of being. 79  Equally, Avicenna characterizes God not 
as a mover but as the being that bestows existence ( wujūd ) upon His creation. 
Yet according to al-Ghazālı̄, even these scholars—al-Fārābı̄, Avicenna, and their 
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followers—are misguided. The shortcomings of their views are again pointed 
out when the next group is described. This is the fourth and fi nal group: 

 These groups are all veiled by pure light. Only a fourth group are the 
ones who arrive [at understanding God’s oneness]. It has also been 
disclosed to them ( tajallā lahum ayd. an ) that this one who is obeyed 
( al-mut.ā ¶)  is characterized by an attribute that is incompatible with 
pure oneness and utmost perfection; on account of a secret that this 
book cannot reveal. [It has also been disclosed to them] that the rela-
tion of the one who is obeyed [to the real Lord] is the relation of the 
sun among the sensual lights. Therefore, they have turned their faces 
from the one who moves the heavens [i.e. the Lord of the second 
group] and from the one who commands their movements [i.e. the 
Lord of the third group] to the one who created the heavens and who 
created the one who gives the command ( al-āmir ) that the [heavens] 
are moved. 80  

 The being that these philosophers consider to be the Lord is Himself only the me-
diator between the real Lord and His creation. Al-Ghazālı̄ compares this version of 
the Lord, the one who is obeyed ( al-mut.ā  7) , to the sun, comparing this third group 
to Abraham discovering in Q 6:78 that the sun is his Lord. Al-Ghazālı̄ sees the 
God of philosophers such as al-Fārābı̄ and Avicenna, who believe that this world 
emanates from God according to His nature, to simply be a creation of the real 
God. The real God is the creator of the being that the  falāsifa  consider to be God. 

 The Cosmology of the “Fourth Group” in the Veil Section 
of  The Niche of Lights  

 The fourth group is the one that possesses true insight into the nature of God. 
Veiled neither by darkness nor by light, they understand that the philosophers’ 
God is the fi rst creation of the real God. Al-Ghazālı̄’s true cosmology contains 
two main elements: he fi rst appropriates the cosmology of al-Fārābı̄, with all 
its spheres, movers, and its First Being, a cosmology that Avicenna had also 
adopted. Second and crucially, al-Ghazālı̄ adds to it another layer of creation. 
For al-Ghazālı̄, the being that in al-Fārābı̄ and Avicenna’s cosmology bestows 
existence upon others and is obeyed ( mut.ā ¶)   by the movers of the spheres is the 
fi rst creation of the real God. Indeed, the real God does little more than create 
the one who is obeyed and continuously emanating being into him. The one 
who is obeyed mediates God’s creative activity and converts it into “the com-
mand” ( al-amr ), through which creation of the heavens and the earth unfolds. 

 Only the last of the four groups, “those who have arrived” at a correct un-
derstanding of who is the Lord, recognize the created nature of the philoso-
pher’s God. Their own insight into the real God is described as follows: 

 These people arrived at a being that is exalted above everything that 
sight has perceived previously. The august glories of His face ( subu -
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h. āt wajhih )—the First and the Highest—burn up everything that 
the sight and the insight of the theologians ( al-nāz. irūn ) have 
perceived since they fi nd in Him someone holy and exalted above 
everything that we have described before. 81  

 This highest level of insight is likened to Abraham’s discovery that his Lord is 
“He who created the heavens and the earth” in Q 6:79. He is the only true ex-
istence, and He is the one who truly bestows existence on His creatures. Only 
“those who have arrived” know of Him and understand that He is the only 
existence. Among them are a subgroup of those who understand that He is the 
only one who truly exists. This realization leads to their “annihilation” (  f anā 7) : 

 Then these people divide into smaller groups. Among them is the 
one for whom everything that he sees is consumed, perishes, and 
annihilates—but he still remains, observing the beauty and holiness 
[of God], and observing his own self within His beauty, [a state] that 
he attained by the arrival at the divine presence ( al-h. ad. āra al-ilāhiyya ). 
With regard to these [people], the objects of vision perish, but not he 
who sees. 

 Another group who are the elect of the elect pass beyond these. 
The august glories of His face burn them and the power of glory 
overcomes them (or: takes control of them). In their selves they are 
perished and annihilated. No glance at themselves is left to them 
for they annihilate from themselves. And nothing remains save the 
One, the Truth. The Qur 7anic verse “everything perishes save His 
face” (Q 28:88) becomes for them an individual experience ( dhawq ) 
and a state ( h. āl ). We referred to this in the fi rst chapter where we 
mentioned how they apply the word “becoming-one” ( al-ittih. ād ) and 
how think of it. And this is the [utmost] limit of those who arrive 
( al-wās. ilūn ). 82  

 Annihilation (  f anā 7)  —the goal of Sufi  practice—is achieved once the believer 
becomes aware that all being is God, all actions are God’s action, and all love 
is God’s love. For al-Ghazālı̄, annihilation (  f anā 7)   is not synonymous with a 
“union” ( ittih. ād ) with God. “Union,” al-Ghazālı̄ had said earlier in the book, 
is only a metaphor for understanding the true meaning of  tawh. ı̄d , namely the 
realization that all being is He. 83  In the thirty-second book of the  Revival,  al-
Ghazālı̄ had already clarifi ed that when the Sufi s say “annihilation of the self” 
(  f anā 7 al-nafs ), they mean looking at the world through the eye of someone who 
truly understands divine oneness ( bi- ¶ayn al-tawh. ı̄d ). That viewpoint includes 
the realization that there is nothing in existence other than God ( laysa f ı̄ l-wujūd 
ghayruhu ). It is false to assume that there exists something that is not God. All 
that exists ( al-wujūd ) is He. 84  

 Commenting on a short creed by Ibn Tūmart, in which these Ghazalian 
teachings are reproduced in an easily comprehensible way, Ignaz Goldziher once 
remarked that an “air of pantheism” runs through them. 85  For Goldziher, there 
is here the notion that all things are divine. A more thorough analysis, however, 
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would say that for al-Ghazālı̄, not all things are divine, but rather the divine is all 
things. This is not pantheism but rather monism. Alexander Treiger observed 
that monotheism and monism come very close to each other in al-Ghazālı̄; mon-
otheism being the view that God is the only existent that is the source of the 
being for the rest of existents, and monism the idea that God is the only existent 
at all: “[T]he monistic paradigm views the granting of existence as essentially 
 virtual  so that in the last analysis God alone exists, whereas the monotheistic 
paradigm sees the granting of existence as  real .” 86  Treiger concludes that in al-
Ghazālı̄’s  Niche of Lights,  both perspectives are present. In some passages, God is 
the Lord and the Creator and in others, such as the one on the insight of “those 
who have arrived,” God is the only true existent, the other existents possessing 
only borrowed and metaphorical existence. 87  These two perspectives should not 
be regarded as being opposed to each other in al-Ghazālı̄; rather they comple-
ment each other. Arriving at true  tawh. ı̄d  means to arrive at a monist perspective 
of God. This, in turn, includes the monotheist perspective of those levels that 
represent a less complete understanding of  taw. hı̄d . 

 Monism appears in works other than the  Niche of Lights . In one of his 
last works,  The Choice Essentials of the Methods of Jurisprudence  ( al-Mustas. fā min 
 ¶ilm al-us. ūl ), al-Ghazālı̄ discusses how human knowledge is a refl ection in the 
human soul of all the intelligible forms of existence, such as the heavens, the 
earth, the trees, the rivers, and so forth. Here al-Ghazālı̄ adds: 

 Similar, the human soul ( al-nafs al-ādamı̄ ) can be understood as 
being imprinted with the divine presence ( al-h. ad. ra al-ilāhiyya ] on 
the whole. The “divine presence” is an expression for the totality 
of the existences (    jumla al-mawjūdāt ). Altogether they are from 
( min ) the divine presence since there is nothing in existence other 
than God Exalted and His actions. 88  

 Those who arrive at a proper understanding of God combine a monist under-
standing of God’s relationship to the world with the monotheism of the  falāsifa . 
Most important, they have accepted the philosophical cosmological system. 
Richard M. Frank gathered evidence that for al-Ghazālı̄, the celestial intellects 
are intermediaries ( wasā 7it. ) in the transmission of God’s blessings to terrestrial 
beings. 89  Since the Farabian and Avicennan philosophers developed a nearly 
correct understanding of the one who is obeyed, many elements of their teach-
ings on cosmology are true—but under the condition that it is not God whom 
they describe in their teachings but the  mut.ā ¶ , the highest created being. This 
near-understanding seems to be the reason why al-Ghazālı̄ writes: “To [the 
fourth group] it has  also  been disclosed.” He implies that the fourth group has 
accepted many teachings of the third, while integrating their own superior in-
sight that all being  is  God. The third group understands, for instance, that the 
world is a product of the one who is obeyed ( al-mut.ā ¶)  and is created according 
to his essence. The fourth group refi nes the understanding of the  falāsifa  and 
posits that the creative power behind this world is not the essence of the one 
who is obeyed. The one who is obeyed has no choice of what to create and fol-
lows the necessity of His own nature. The true God, however, is not affected 
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by the limitations of the nature of the one who is obeyed, since He is the real 
originator and exercises his own deliberate choice. 

 The obeyed one does not act directly upon the rest of the creation but rather 
acts indirectly via “the command” ( al-amr ). He relies on the mediation of the 
celestial spheres and their movers to act on the lower spheres, including the 
sublunar sphere. His acting on all creatures other than himself is by means 
of “the command” ( al-amr ). The cosmological terminology used in this part 
of the  Niche of Lights  is both philosophical as well as Qur’anic in its origin. In 
Sura 81, which starts with a long apocalyptic vision, the Qur’an says that “these 
are the words of an noble messenger, who holds power with the Lord of the 
Throne, someone who is of rank ( makı̄n ), who is obeyed ( mut.ā ¶) , and who is 
also trusted” (Q 81.19–21). The commentary literature identifi es this messenger 
with the archangel Gabriel because he is the one who conveys revelation to 
the prophets. 90  In his  Decisive Criterion for Distinguishing Islam from Clandestine 
Apostasy,  al-Ghazālı̄ follows this interpretation and says that the Qur’an refers 
to Gabriel in many ways, calling him, among other things, “high in rank with 
the Lord of the Throne” and “the one who is obeyed.” This latter phrase is jus-
tifi ed because “he is the being that is followed in the rightful actions of some 
angels.” 91  In another passage, al-Ghazālı̄ says that Gabriel, the Holy Spirit 
( rūh.  al-quds ), and the Trusted One ( al-amı̄n ) are all names for the same being, 
“someone who is obeyed” ( mut.ā ¶) . 92  In the Veil Section, al-Ghazālı̄ identifi es this 
being as God’s fi rst and most supreme creation. Al-Ghazālı̄ was familiar with 
the way philosophers used the term  mutā ¶  in their texts. In his report of philo-
sophical teachings preserved in the London manuscript, he includes a chapter 
from one of Miskawayh’s ethical treatises. In that context, which has nothing to 
do with the above-quoted Qur’anic passage, “someone who is obeyed” ( mut.ā ¶)  
is a metaphor for the human intellect that governs its domain of the human 
body as a king reigns over a polity. 93  In philosophical literature, the word  mutā ¶  
is an expression for a being that holds absolute authority. 94  

 In the case of the word “command” ( amr ), the fusion between Qur’anic 
terminology and a philosophical reading of revelation is even more apparent. In 
verse 65:12, the Qur’an says that God created the seven heavens “and through 
their midst descends the command.” 95  In verse 41:12, it is said that after God cre-
ated the seven heavens, he assigned a command to each of the heavens. Other 
verses identify God as the one who “governs the command” ( yudabbir al-amr , Q 
13:2). For al-Fārābı̄, the “world of the command” refers to the world of the highest 
celestial spheres, just below the “world of lordliness” (  ¶ālam al-rubūbiyya ) where 
the First Principle resides. It is both above the throne and above the “world of 
creation” (  ¶ālam al-khalq ). The “world of the command” is where the pen writes 
on the preserved tablet ( al-lawh.  al-mah. fūz.  ). The human spirit ( rūh.  ) stems from 
the “world of the command,” and whoever turns from emotions, sense per-
ception, and imagination toward the intelligibles ( al-ma ¶qūlāt ) will reach the 
“world of the command,” which is the highest part of the “world of sovereignty” 
( malakūt ). 96  In a clarifying passage, al- ¶Āmirı̄ explains how the philosophers 
understood the Qur’anic cosmological metaphors; there he says that they use 
the term “the command” to refer to the universal forms ( al-s.uwar al-kulliyya ). 97  
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In Avicenna’s  Throne Philosophy  ( al-H. ikma al- ¶arshiyya ), the Qur’anic verse that 
“You will not fi nd any change in God’s habit” (Q 35:43) is explained as referring 
“to the permanence of the command.” 98  

 In the standard philosophical lexicon, the “world of command” represents 
the Platonic concept of an intelligible world of forms beyond the material one. 
The intelligible world is primarily the world of the celestial intellects, including 
that of the active intellect that gives humans their universal categories of thought. 
This is also how al-Ghazālı̄ uses the term in the  Revival . In the thirty-seventh book 
of that work, he says: “Every existing thing that is bare of quantity and measure 
is part of the world of the command.” 99  Arent J. Wensinck remarked that “com-
mand” is a synonym for the realm of sovereignty ( malakūt ), which in the  Revival  
refers to the world of the heavenly intellects, the opposite of the materially created 
world. 100  In al-Ghazālı̄’s cosmology, the most general meaning of “command” is 
“the intelligibles.” The world of command is the set of universals—or for Avi-
cenna, the quiddities ( māhiyyāt )—that function as the blueprint for all individual 
and material creation and that are accessible to the human intellect. “Command” 
refers to the full set of the classes of beings that make up creation. 101  

 In the cosmology of the  falāsifa,  God is the ultimate endpoint of all causal 
chains. In the  Niche of Lights,  al-Ghazālı̄ does not counter that view, readily 
accepting that the obeyed one ( al-mut.ā ¶)  is the endpoint of all causal chains. If 
“the command” is a term for the full set of the classes of beings that make up 
creation, its category also includes the laws of causality. The immaterial uni-
versals determine the relationship between individual beings and thus they in-
clude the laws of causal connections. These are the “laws of nature”—a phrase 
nowhere to be found in al-Ghazālı̄ oeuvre—by whose necessity the one who is 
obeyed governs and creates the world. Yet in this model, the immediate con-
nection between the obeyed one and God seems to be determined by God’s free 
choice rather than by causal necessity. God passes the command ( al-amr ) to the 
one who is obeyed ( al-mut.ā ¶) , meaning that God sets the classes of beings, the 
quiddities, the universals, and the laws that govern the connections between 
things in a deliberate act, integrating those settings into the essence of the one 
who is obeyed, and gives him the power to create the world from his essence. 102  
The one who is obeyed turns these settings within his essence into creation 
by commanding the intellect of the outermost sphere. The one who is obeyed 
( al-mut.ā ¶) , al-Ghazālı̄ says, is also “the one who gives the command” ( al-āmir ). 
He commands the intellect in the outermost sphere, who in turn commands 
the one in the next-to-outermost sphere and so on, until the tenth intellect, the 
active intellect, the one who controls the sublunar sphere, is reached. 

 This universe of the Veil Section can be understood as an apparatus simi-
lar to that which al-Ghazālı̄ describes with the simile of the water clock. God 
designs the one who is obeyed, creates him and places him in position, and 
continues to provide the right amount of “energy” for the apparatus to achieve 
its intended goals. The apparatus is the whole universe. Creating the one who 
is obeyed ( al-mut.ā ¶) , however, is a suffi cient act for God. All other creation fol-
lows with necessity from that created being. Establishing the highest creation 
does indeed imply the creation of all other beings, since they are causal results 
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of this fi rst creation. The fi rst two steps of creation described in the simile of 
the water clock as judgment ( h. ukm ) and decree ( qad. ā 7)  are in the Veil Section 
expressed as the command ( al-amr ) and the creation of the one who is obeyed 
( al-mut.ā ¶) . The third step of the water clock, during which God provides the en-
ergy or power for the apparatus to create the intended results, is not mentioned 
in this passage. It is made clear, however, that God is the source of all being and 
provides being for all things that exist. Infusing a carefully calculated amount 
of being ( wujūd ) into the obeyed one achieves the goals of the creation of this 
apparatus. This infusion of being seems to be what al-Ghazālı̄ had in mind 
when he stressed that God’s “predestination” ( al-qadar ) will come about “by a 
known amount and (pre-)determined measure.” 103  

 Earlier in this book, I proposed a list of fi ve conditions with which any 
cosmology acceptable to al-Ghazālı̄ must comply. 104  This list was based on al-
Ghazālı̄’s criticism of the  falāsifa  in his  Incoherence . As we have seen, the cos-
mology of Avicenna and al-Fārābı̄ does not fulfi ll all fi ve conditions. It fulfi lls 
only one of the fi ve, that is, condition number four, which requires that any ac-
ceptable cosmology must account for our coherent experience of the universe 
and allow predictions of future events, meaning that it must account for the 
successful pursuit of the natural sciences. The cosmology of the  falāsifa  would 
fail all other four conditions: it would not be able to explain the temporal crea-
tion of the world, it would not account for God’s knowing all creations individu-
ally and as universals, it would be unable to explain all prophetical miracles 
reported in revelation, and it would not take into account that God freely deter-
mines the creation of existences other than Him. The cosmology of the fourth 
subgroup at the end of the Veil Section, a cosmology that incorporates much of 
the  falāsifa ’ s  cosmology, would fulfi ll all fi ve conditions. It would do so, despite 
the fact that it is based, in fact, on the cosmology of the  falāsifa . 

 I will briefl y go to the fi ve conditions and explain how this cosmology ful-
fi lls them: given that the creation of the one who is obeyed is a deliberate act 
of the Creator, it is a contingent event that can happen at any time He chooses. 
The fi rst condition—that of creation in time—is thus fulfi lled. In the Veil Sec-
tion, al-Ghazālı̄ says nothing about the nature and the attributes of the Creator. 
One may assume, however, that God has knowledge of His creation in a more 
immediate way than does the God of the  falāsifa . This detailed knowledge of His 
creation fulfi lls the second condition in our list. However, al-Ghazālı̄ nowhere 
elaborates on this subject, and there are indications that God Himself need not 
have a detailed knowledge of human actions, for instance. Because al-Ghazālı̄ 
views salvation in the afterlife as the causal effect of actions in this world, God 
would only need to include these sorts of causal relations in His creation that 
he might justly reward or punish humans for their deeds in this world. 

 The subject of prophetical miracles, the third condition on our list has al-
ready been discussed elsewhere in this book. Al-Ghazālı̄ believed that propheti-
cal miracles can be explained as rare effects of causes that are unknown to us. 
His cosmology acknowledges the existence of all miracles reported in revela-
tion even though it rejects the idea that God is breaking His habit when He cre-
ates the miracle. To be sure, he nowhere denies that Moses turned a stick into 
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a serpent, for instance, even if this event was the effect of causes that are as of 
yet unknown to us. Allowing for the pursuit of the natural sciences is the fourth 
condition on our list. It is fulfi lled once it is clear that all creations below the 
obeyed one are subject to rules—laws of nature we would say—that result from 
the essence of the obeyed one ( al-mut.ā ¶)  and that will never be suspended. 

 The fi fth and last condition on our list is the most interesting one, and 
it will make the full merits of the cosmology in the Veil Section evident. Al-
Ghazālı̄ demands that an acceptable cosmological theory must acknowledge 
that God freely decides about the creation of  all  existences other than His. In 
Avicenna’s and al-Fārābı̄’s metaphysics, God creates according to His nature, 
meaning that He cannot choose the classes of beings, for instance, or the 
number of individuals in any class that is created. The decision of which be-
ings are possible and which are not is not a matter of God’s choice but a result 
of His nature. In one of his early works Avicenna says that whatever is possible 
for God to do emanates from Him in a state in which its actual existence has 
not been determined. That only happens in the second stage, so to speak, when 
God as the absolute effi cient cause becomes the preponderator between the ex-
istence and nonexistence of the possibilities ( mumkināt ). 105  Richard M. Frank, 
who assumes that al-Ghazālı̄ largely adopted Avicenna’s cosmology, criticizes 
him for not discussing the ontological origin of the quiddities and essences. 
Frank suspects that in al-Ghazālı̄’s cosmology, the origin of what is possible 
(the  mumkināt ) lies outside of God’s power. The possibilities are given to God: 
“It would seem that for al-Ghazāli, their being possible as possibles is absolute.” 
Either al-Ghazālı̄ was unaware of this metaphysical problem, Frank concludes, 
“or he was unaware of the seriousness of its theological implications.” 106  

 Other modern interpreters raised the problem of from where the quiddi-
ties come in al-Ghazali’s theological system. 107  In Western thought, this has 
long been seen as a problem of Avicenna’s philosophy. If Avicenna’s God gives 
existence to things that are possible by themselves, is He also the one who 
determines the distinction of what is possible by itself and what is impossible? 
Gerard Smith and Beatrice H. Zedler have argued that for Avicenna, the realm 
of the possible is a given that is not determined by any of God’s actions. What is 
possible by itself is just that, meaning its possibility is given by virtue of itself. 108  
This prompted David B. Burrell to suggest that for Avicenna, God is a mere 
demiurge who turns possible beings into actual ones. 109  

 The cosmology of the Veil Section suggests that al-Ghazālı̄ understood quite 
well this problem of Avicenna’s cosmology, that the possibles are given at the 
outset and are not under God’s control. Although al-Ghazālı̄ does not discuss 
it explicitly, it seems clear that the quiddities and possibilities are among those 
things that God creates with the creation of the one who is obeyed ( al-mut.ā ¶) . 
The quiddities are part of, even identical to, “the command” ( al-amr ) that God 
creates when He brings His fi rst creation into being. The one who is obeyed 
( al-mut.ā ¶)  passes the quiddities along the chain of being when he gives “the 
command” to the lower beings. In this cosmology, God is clearly the creator of 
everything that exists, including all the possibilities ( mumkināt ). In the simile of 
the water clock, al-Ghazālı̄ calls the act of designing the apparatus of the world 
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“the judgment” ( al-h. ukm ). Designing the world means determining the quid-
dities and the possibilities. In this system, determining the precise amount of 
how much “being” ( wujūd ) is given to the world fi ne-tunes its effects and deter-
mines such things as the number of individuals in each class of being. 

 An Ismā ¶ı̄lite Infl uence on the Cosmology in the Veil Section? 

 In a 1991 article, Hermann Landolt suggested that in the Veil Section of  Niche 
of Lights,  al-Ghazālı̄ adopted Ismā ¶ı̄lite cosmological speculation, “to suit his 
own Sufi  world-view.” 110  It must be stressed that Landolt’s identifi cation of 
the three subgroups of those veiled by pure light is different from my own. 
Landolt proposes that the third subgroup represents the Fāt.imid Ismā ¶ı̄lites 
( al-bāt.iniyya ). 111  This is the subgroup I identify with the followers of Avicenna 
and al-Fārābı̄. Landolt’s suggestion, though ultimately misleading, I think, 
points to some interesting parallels between Ismā ¶ı̄lite cosmologies of the fi fth/
eleventh century and al-Ghazālı̄’s own strategy of appropriating Avicenna’s cos-
mology for his own purposes. 

 God’s “command,” which is so central in al-Ghazālı̄’s Veil Section, also 
plays an important role in Fāt.imid Ismā ¶ı̄lite accounts of cosmology, particu-
larly in the cosmology of Abū Ya ¶qūb al-Sijistānı̄ (d.  c.  365/975). The Ismā ¶ı̄lite 
cosmology of the fourth/tenth century was heavily infl uenced by Neoplatonism 
and interpreted God’s divine unity ( tawh. ı̄d ) in a radical way. For these Ismā ¶ı̄lite 
authors,  tawh. ı̄d  meant that God is absolutely transcendent and cannot in any 
way be part of this world. He is beyond being and beyond knowability. God’s 
absolute transcendence makes it impossible that He causes anything in His 
creation, since that would require some immanence on His part. His oneness 
also prevents God from performing more than one single action. 

 From the early fourth/tenth century on, Ismā ¶ı̄lite cosmologies follow a 
common pattern, one in which God creates a universal intellect by means of 
His “command” ( amr ). This intellect is the “predecessor” ( al-sābiq ) from which 
the universal soul, which is also referred to as the “follower” ( al-tālı̄ ), emanates. 
Matter, form, and the elementary components of the world all emanate from 
the universal soul. 112  Al-Sijistānı̄ describes creation as a single act of “origina-
tion” ( ibdā ¶) , wherein the whole world is put into being. Everything that hap-
pens in creation proceeds from this one action: nothing is left out, and nothing 
can be added or removed at a later time. God issues a single “command,” which 
manifests itself as an intellect. This “command” is the cause of creation. The 
created intellect exists in a timeless realm. From it emanates soul ( nafs ) and all 
of those things that are generated and that will eventually corrupt. Al-Sijistānı̄ 
describes the “command” as something that is uncreated. The “command” is 
an intermediary ( wāsit.a ) between God and existence. 113  

 In al-Sijistānı̄’s thought, there is no succession of celestial intellects that 
follows the planetary system. In his cosmology, the “command” transmits or 
transforms God’s creative activity to the fi rst being, and from there, it is further 
mediated to all other existences. The fi rst intellect mediates creation through 
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the soul to nature and to the material realm. 114  H. amı̄d al-Dı̄n al-Kirmānı̄ (d.  
c.  411/1021), who was active in the generation after al-Sijistānı̄ and who may have 
been one of his students, teaches a similar cosmology that adopts the Farabian 
model of intellects as secondary causes. Unlike the Aristotelians, al-Kirmānı̄ 
rejects the idea that the highest of these intellects emanates from God, since 
divine transcendence prevents such a continuing relationship. He also rejected 
al-Sijistānı̄’s concept of the “command” as a mediator between God and created 
being. 115  In a single act of origination and creation  ex nihilo  ( ibdā ¶wa-ikhtirā ¶) , God 
constituted the fi rst intellect, which from then on acted autonomously. Given 
that God is unknowable, this fi rst intellect is the highest being to which humans 
can relate, and it is the being that the Qur’an refers to as “God” ( Allāh ). The God 
of revelation is not a real deity but rather is the true God’s fi rst creation. Addition-
ally, this is the being the philosophers and theologians refer to as “God.” 

 The nine other celestial intellects of the Farabian cosmological system and 
the sublunar world of generation and corruption emanate from this fi rst and 
universal intellect. Al-Kirmānı̄ retains the philosophical concept that the world 
is the necessary product of the First Principle ( al-mabda 7 al-awwal ), which stipu-
lates that the universe emanates according to its essence. However, he adds the 
idea that this First Principle is, in fact, the fi rst creation ( al-mubda ¶al-awwal ) of 
an incomprehensible God. God created this fi rst intellect “in one go” ( duf ¶at an  
wāh. idat an  ), under particular circumstances ( kayfi yya ) that cannot be known by 
humans. 116  For al-Kirmānı̄, the act of putting into being ( ibdā ¶)  is synonymous 
with creating the fi rst creature ( al-mubda ¶al-awwal ). 117  The fi rst creature is also 
the First Principle of the universe, yet it is not God. 118  All other things follow 
from the creation of this fi rst being. From the moment of initial creation, the 
highest being assumes the position of the creator and gives existence to all 
other beings through the mediation of the other nine celestial intellects and 
through other secondary causes. 

 The Ismā ¶ı̄lite cosmologies of al-Sijistānı̄ and al-Kirmānı̄ tried to respond 
to the implication—following from the notion that causes are necessarily re-
lated to their effects—that if God were causally related to the world, the latter 
were a necessary result of Him. 119  Al-Kirmānı̄, for instance, denied that God 
is either the agent or the effi cient cause (  f ā ¶il ) of the world. He consciously 
disagrees with the  falāsifa  when they teach that God is the “fi rst cause” of the 
world. 120  Al-Kirmānı̄ rejects to declare a causal necessity in the relationship 
between God and the universe. Ismā ¶ı̄lite thinkers allowed causal relations to 
proceed only from the fi rst intellect downwards. The relationship between the 
highest intellect and God is not causal. Al-Sijistānı̄ explains it in terms of God 
issuing a single “command” that leads to the world’s creation. In crafting his 
cosmology, al-Ghazālı̄ found himself in a situation quite similar to al-Sijistānı̄’s 
and al-Kirmānı̄’s. Avicenna’s cosmology accepted the implication that a causal 
relation between God and His creation precludes deliberative planning on the 
part of God. In his response to Avicenna, al-Ghazālı̄ avoids casting the rela-
tionship between the Creator and His fi rst being as one of cause and effect. 
Rather, he constructs a relationship that allows  liberum arbitrium  on the side 
of God. Unlike these Ismā ¶ı̄lite thinkers, however, al-Ghazālı̄ never—as far as I 
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can see—elaborates on the relationship between God and “the obeyed one.” In 
al-Ghazālı̄’s thought, “the one who is obeyed”—and not God—issues the “com-
mand.” This “command” is somewhat different from that of al-Sijistānı̄, as it is 
clearly a creation of this world and thus has existence. 

 Al-Kirmānı̄’s strategy of positioning the God of the Qur’an and of the 
Aristotelian  falāsifa  as the fi rst creation of the real God may have served as a 
model for what al-Ghazālı̄ does in the Veil Section of the  Niche of Lights.  When 
al-Ghazālı̄ writes about the difference between the God of Aristotle and that 
of Avicenna, he says that Avicenna simply assumed Aristotle’s God, the un-
moved mover of the highest sphere, to be a created intellect. Avicenna’s God 
transcends this particular intellect and creates it, just as al-Ghazālı̄ does with 
Avicenna’s God. He assumes that Avicenna’s understanding of cosmology was 
limited and that he could only see as far as to “the obeyed one,” rather than the 
creator of this being. This is quite similar to what al-Kirmānı̄ did with the God 
of the Qur’an. Whether al-Ghazālı̄ knew al-Kirmānı̄’s cosmology is an open 
question. In his extant refutations of Ismā ¶ı̄lite theology—the most important 
is the  Scandals of the Esoterics  ( Fad. ā 7ih.  al-bāt.iniyya )—he does not refer to a cos-
mology in which the God of the Qur ’an, the Sunni theologians, or the  falāsifa  is 
regarded as the fi rst creation. 121  His report of the Ismā ¶ı̄ lı̄te cosmology is based 
largely on a stage of their doctrine precededing al-Kirmānı̄. These teachings 
were shaped by al-Nasaf ı̄ (d. 332/943) and al-Sijistānı̄, with the perfect “intel-
lect” (  ¶aql ) or the “predecessor” ( al-sābiq ), and the imperfect “soul” ( nafs ) or the 
“follower” ( al-tālı̄  ) standing as the key cosmological agents at a level beneath 
the totally transcendent God. 122  Al-Ghazālı̄’s report of the Ismā ¶ı̄lite cosmology 
is somewhat confusing since it melds this earlier stage of Ismā ¶ı̄lite cosmol-
ogy with what may indeed be a partial knowledge of al-Kirmānı̄’s cosmology. 
Al-Ghazālı̄ was, for instance, aware of the Ismā ¶ilite concept of a totally tran-
scendent God who is neither existent nor nonexistent. 123  

 With regard to the earlier stage of Ismā ¶ilite cosmology, al-Ghazālı̄ seems 
to have misunderstood that the “intellect” there refers to the totally transcend-
ent deity. Al-Ghazālı̄ mistakenly believed that in Ismā ¶ı̄lite cosmology, the “pred-
ecessor” ( al-sābiq ) is the very fi rst cause who employs the “follower” ( al-tālı̄  ) as 
his intermediary ( wāsit.a ) and that both are considered gods ( ilāhān ). In reality, 
Ismā ¶ı̄lites such as al-Sijistānı̄ saw both the “predecessor” and the “follower” to be 
intermediaries created and employed by a totally transcendent God. 124  Continuing 
with this misunderstanding, al-Ghazālı̄ criticizes and condemns the Ismā ¶ı̄lites 
for teaching a dualism of “intellect” and “soul” similar to the light-and-darkness 
dualism of Zoroastrianism ( al-majūs ). 125  In this part of his critique, he follows 
earlier Ash ¶arites such as ¶Abd al-Qāhir al-Baghdādı̄. 126  The confusion of the “in-
tellect” with the Ismā ¶ı̄lite God, however, does not accord with a brief passage on 
how the Ismā ¶ı̄lite teachings are similar to those of the  falāsifa . There, al-Ghazālı̄ 
reports that the Ismā ¶ı̄lites—like the  falāsifa —believe the “intellect” is a creation 
of the First Principle. A further explication links this passage to al-Kirmānı̄’s Fara-
bian model of cosmology. In his criticism of the Ismā ¶ı̄lite cosmology, al-Ghazālı̄ 
refers the reader to his  Incoherence , in which he explains its doctrinal problem: in 
Ismā ¶ı̄lite cosmology, the First Being causes the intellect by necessity (  ¶alā sabı̄l al-
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luzūm ) and not through free choice that aims to achieve a certain purpose ( lā ¶alā 
sabı̄l al-qas.d wa-l-ikhtiyār ). 127  In his report on the Ismā ¶ı̄lite cosmology, al-Ghazālı̄ 
tries to fuse two different models, an earlier one by al-Nasafı ̄  and al-Sijistānı̄ and 
a later one by al-Kirmānı̄, which ultimately meddles elements of both models that 
do not belong together and thus creates confusion. Despite his claims to have 
benefi ted from insider informants, al-Ghazālı̄ did not have enough reliable infor-
mation on the Ismā ¶ı̄lite cosmology to fully penetrate and understand it. 

 Al-Ghazālı̄ was probably unaware of one of the most signifi cant elements 
in al-Kirmānı̄’s cosmology, namely, his claim that the God of the Qur’an and 
the philosophers is not a god at all, but just the fi rst creation of the real and 
much more transcendent God, who Himself is unable to be in such a close 
relationship with His creation. Had al-Ghazālı̄ known this, he would have very 
likely criticized it. We have reason to assume that the higher echelons of the 
Ismā ¶ı̄lite movement tried to keep a tight lid on al-Kirmānı̄’s texts and success-
fully prevented their dispersion among non-Ismā ¶ı̄lite scholars. Few texts were 
known by the Ismā ¶ı̄lites’ dogmatic enemies, and al-Ghazālı̄ relied heavily on 
information passed down from earlier Ash ¶arite authors who may have seen 
some of these texts. 128  We know that al-Ghazālı̄ studied the activities of the 
Ismā ¶ı̄lite missionaries closely, as his works contain reports of the strategies 
used by these agents. The lively and engaged character of these reports some-
what suggest that these accounts rely on fi rsthand experience. 129  It is not impos-
sible that al-Ghazālı̄ gained some mediated knowledge either of al-Kirmānı̄’s 
cosmology or of other Ismā ¶ı̄lite cosmologies that applied a similar strategy and 
that are less well preserved in our sources. 

 Although both al-Kirmānı̄ and al-Ghazālı̄ describe the philosophical God 
as a creature of the real transcendent God, there are a number of differences 
between the cosmologies of these two thinkers. Al-Kirmānı̄ presents varying 
models of the number of intellects and the spheres that they move. In most 
places in which he explains the cosmological order, the fi rst intellect is also the 
unmoved mover of the most outermost sphere, the  primum mobile  (    falak al-
afl āk ) that envelops all the other spheres. In one instance, however, the fi rst in-
tellect is not associated with a sphere and is one step removed from the intellect 
that moves the  primum mobile . 130  Al-Ghazālı̄ distinguishes between the cosmol-
ogy of Aristotle and that of Avicenna, putting the God of the latter—whom he 
terms “the one who is obeyed” ( al-mut.ā ¶) —on a level that transcends physical 
movement. This fi rst intellect of the Ghazalian cosmology is situated beyond 
the ten spheres of the Ptolemaic cosmos. In al-Ghazālı̄, the second intellect is 
the one that moves the outermost sphere, the  primum mobile . 

 More important, al-Kirmānı̄ and al-Ghazālı̄ differ on the attributes of 
God. Al-Kirmānı̄ applies an almost completely negative theology to God. He 
is not the creator or the originator; He is not the agent or the cause of the uni-
verse. 131  For al-Kirmānı̄, God is not even a being. Al-Ghazālı̄ rejected negative 
theologies—even among the Sunni groups—and he vigorously opposed such 
extreme ones. Al-Ghazālı̄ was convinced that God can be conceived and per-
ceived by humans, albeit only after overcoming much diffi culty by education 
or preparation such as “polishing of the heart.” In a parable in the twenty-fi rst 
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book of the  Revival  about a competition between Chinese and Greek painters, a 
parable later made famous by Niz. āmı̄ (d.  c . 604/1207) and Jalāl al-Dı̄n Rūmı̄ (d. 
672/1273), 132  al-Ghazālı̄ expresses the opinion that  falsafa  and Sufi sm are equal 
ways to comprehend the divine. A king asks a group of Chinese and Byzantine-
Greek ( rūmı̄ ) artists each to paint one half of a chamber ( s.uffa ) in order for him 
to judge which group does it better. They work independently from one another 
and cannot see the other group’s efforts. When the curtain that separates the 
chamber is lifted, it turns out that the Greek painters had produced a vivid picture 
of God’s creation using brilliant and shining colors, while the Chinese painters 
had polished their side so thoroughly that it perfectly mirrored the painting of 
the Greeks. The king is highly impressed by both groups (fi gure 9.2). 133    

 The Greek painters represent the way of “the philosophers and the schol-
ars” ( al-h. ukamā 7 wa-l- ¶ulāmā 7)  who comprehend God by acquiring the sciences 
and obtaining their “picture” ( naqsh ) within their souls, while the “friends of 
God” ( al-awliyā 7) —meaning the Sufi s—perceive God through the manifesta-
tion of His splendor upon their polished hearts. In the  Scale of Action  ( Mı̄zān 
al- ¶amal ), al-Ghazālı̄ explains this parable and clarifi es that the souls of those 
who have cleansed it from the rusty stains of passions and vices will refl ect the 
true knowledge ( al- ¶ulūm al-h. aqı̄qiyya ) that is contained in the preserved tablet 
( al-lawh.  al-mah. fūz.  ) and in the “souls of the angels” ( nufūs al-malā 7ika ), meaning 
the active intellect and the other separate celestial intellects. 134  

 Al-Ghazālı̄ rejected the negative theology of the Ismā ¶ı̄lites. In his  Book of 
the Distinction  ( Fays. al al-tafriqa ), he reports the Ismā ¶ı̄lite position that God is 
nonexistent ( lā mawjūd ) and is unable to be defi ned as a single entity ( wāh. id ) or 
as omniscient. These teachings, al-Ghazālı̄ says, are “clear unbelief.” 135  For al-
Kirmānı̄, however, God cannot conceive Himself and thus is also not conceiv-
able by humans. 136  Al-Ghazālı̄’s God is the source of all existence that bestows 
being on all other beings. He is the creator of the world, who designs all de-
tails of this universe according to His free will. He can be conceived in various 
ways, among them (1) pondering over the sheer fact of existence, like Avicenna 
did, (2) understanding the marvels of His creation, like the natural scientists 
do, (3) studying His revelation, like the theologians do, (4) perceiving His splen-
dor in the mirror image of the celestial intellects, like the Sufi s do, or, of course, 
(5) through a combination of all this, like al-Ghazālı̄ did. 

 Final Doubts about Cosmology: Restraining the Ordinary 
People (Iljām al- ¶awāmm) 

 Given that the  Niche of Lights  was probably written years after the  Revival  and 
also after the  Highest Goal,  one might infer that its cosmology refl ects a certain 
development away from al-Ghazālı̄’s uncommitted position regarding the na-
ture of causal connections. Maybe al-Ghazālı̄ had become convinced that truth 
lies on the side of Avicenna and that the world is governed by secondary causal-
ity? Although the subject of causal connections is not discussed in the  Niche of 
Lights,  it is evident, I believe, that he accepted the cosmology of al-Fārābı̄ and 



figure 9.2 A king adoring the two identical paintings of the Chinese and the Byzan-
tine-Greek painters. Miniature illustrating Niz. āmı̄’s Quintet (Khamsah) by the school 
of Herat, dated 853/1449–50 (MS New York, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Gift of 
Alexander Smith Cochran, 13.228.3, fol. 322a). 
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Avicenna, including their explanation as to how creation stems from the nature 
of the being above the unmoved mover of the outermost sphere. There is no 
clear reference to the occasionalism of the Ash ¶arites in the Veil Section. In fact, 
none of the groups mentioned in the Veil Section can be easily identifi ed with 
the Ash ¶arites. If my identifi cation is correct, all three subgroups of those who 
are veiled by light are philosophers. Other distinctly Muslim groups, such as 
the Mu ¶tazilites, rank below these groups of philosophers. This is an unusual 
version of a Muslim heresiography, in which Avicenna and al-Fārābı̄ stand only 
one rank below those who have achieved true insight. 

 Richard M. Frank had already observed that there is no discernable theoreti-
cal development in al-Ghazālı̄’s cosmology between what Frank considers his 
earliest work on metaphysics and theology and his latest. 137  Although I do not 
completely agree with Frank what that cosmology is, I concur that there is little 
or next to no development on this issue between the seventeenth discussion of 
the  Incoherence  and his later works. 138  The impression given by the  Niche of Lights  
that al-Ghazālı̄ eventually accepted the cosmology of the  falāsifa  is shattered by 
evidence from his very last work,  Restraining the Ordinary People from the Science 
of Kalām  ( Iljām al- ¶awāmm ¶an ¶ilm al-kalām ). Here, al-Ghazālı̄ admits that there 
are certain things concerning God’s creation that we simply cannot know, in-
cluding whether or not God created though an intermediary. 139  In this passage, 
al-Ghazālı̄ aims to convince his readers that even the most experienced Muslim 
scholar should remain uncommitted on certain issues of metaphysical doctrine, 
such as whether God creates through the mediation of some creature(s). 

 There is some evidence that his work  Restraining the Ordinary People  was com-
pleted at the beginning of Jumāda II 505 / in December 1111, only a few days before 
al-Ghazālı̄ died. This is mentioned in a colophon at the end of a manuscript that 
pretends to be the oldest available manuscript of the text, copied in Sha ¶bān 507 / 
January 1114, roughly two years after al-Ghazālı̄’s death. 140  I was unable to verify 
the age of this manuscript through an analysis of it, and therefore, the note should 
be met with at least some amount of suspicion. Both the early date of the manu-
script as well as the notice about the dating of the text may have been inserted later 
in order to increase its marked value. The text of  Restraining the Ordinary People , 
however, did also circulate under a second title,  Epistle on the Teachings of the Com-
panions  ( Risāla f ı̄ Madhāhib ahl al-salaf    ). We may assume that the two titles refl ect 
two different manuscript traditions. A manuscript of this second tradition copied 
in 836/1433 also mentions that this was al-Ghazālı̄’s last text. 141  

  Restraining the Ordinary People  is concerned with anthropomorphic de-
scriptions of God that appear in certain verses of the Qur’an and in the pro-
phetical  h. adı̄th . The companions of the prophet appear in the alternative title 
of the work because al-Ghazālı̄ wishes to explain how they as the fi rst genera-
tion of Muslims understood the anthropomorphic passages in revelation. That 
does not mean, however, that al-Ghazālı̄ made a turn toward traditionalism 
during his later life, as his biographer ¶Abd al-Ghāfi r al-Fārisı̄ has suggested. 142  
 Restraining the Ordinary People  is the work of a rationalist theologian, exploring 
how the rationalism of the religious elite can be taught to the ordinary people 
without causing any damage either to their prospects of redemption in the af-
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terlife or to their obeying the religious law that maintains societal order. When 
someone among the ordinary people is confronted with one of revelation’s an-
thropomorphic verses or reports, he must fulfi ll seven duties ( waz. ā 7if   ): (1) he 
must declare the text holy ( taqdı̄s ), (2) he must acknowledge its truth ( tas. dı̄q ), 
(3) he must acknowledge his incapacity to fully understand it ( i ¶tirāf al- ¶ajz ), 
(4) he must keep silent and not ask questions ( sukūt ), (5) he must refrain from 
rephrasing it in different words ( imsāk ), (6) he must abstain from mentioning 
his personal opinion about it ( al-kaff   ), and (7) he must submit to the authority 
of the people of knowledge ( taslı̄m li-ahl al-ma ¶rifa ). 143  

 It must be noted that for al-Ghazālı̄, the class of “ordinary people” (  ¶umūm 
al-khalq ) includes many Muslim scholars. He has in mind all those people 
who have not studied rationalist theology ( kalām ) and who would be unable 
to present arguments as to why the anthropomorphic descriptions of God in 
revelation cannot literally be true. 144  The commoners’ fi fth duty to refrain from 
rephrasing anthropomorphic passages from revelation implies that they must 
maintain its original wording and must not paraphrase it. Only learned schol-
ars are allowed to rephrase an anthropomorphic verse or a  h. adı̄th  and only 
under certain conditions. One such condition is when a learned scholar would 
like to give an explanatory commentary ( tafsı̄r ) on revelation, including para-
phrasing the passage into the Arabic vernacular or into Persian or Turkish. All 
this is forbidden to the ordinary believer. 145  Additionally, the untrained scholar 
and the ignorant Muslim must refrain from engaging in metaphorical inter-
pretation ( ta 7wı̄l ), meaning the “explanation of the meaning of the  h. adı̄th  after 
eliminating its literal sense.” 146  These things are forbidden whether done by 
“ordinary people” or in a conversation between a learned scholar (  ¶ālim ) and 
an untrained person. However, if a well-trained scholar (  ¶ārif   ) engages in such 
metaphorical interpretation ( ta 7wı̄l ) “in the secret of his heart between him and 
between his Lord,” there is nothing objectionable. 147  This is, in fact, the only 
occasion when metaphorical interpretation ( ta 7wı̄l ) is allowed. Only someone 
with a high degree of knowledge might legitimately ponder the meaning of the 
anthropomorphic descriptions in the Qur 7ān and the  sunna , and he may not 
convey this to any other than a member of his own class. 

 This limited permission to interpret gives al-Ghazālı̄ occasion to clarify 
some parameters for metaphorical or allegorical interpretation ( ta 7wı̄l ) of the 
revealed text. A well-trained scholar may have three different attitudes ( awjah ) 
toward what is meant by any given passage of the divine revelation. The fi rst at-
titude is that he thinks that he has decisive knowledge about ( maqt.ū ¶bihi ) what 
the text intends to convey; the second is that he has doubts about its meaning 
( mashkūk fı ̄ hi ); and the third is that he has an assumption about the meaning 
that overwhelms him ( maz. nūn z. ann an  ghālib an  ). Here, al-Ghazālı̄ distinguishes 
between the different levels of how strongly one might assent ( tas.dı̄q ) to a certain 
proposition. These three different levels of  tas.dı̄q  are discussed by Avicenna in 
his  Book on Demonstration  148  and have infl uenced other parts of al-Ghazālı̄’s oeu-
vre, such as his  Book on the Distinction between Islam and Clandestine Apostasy . 149  

 The depth of one’s belief in the truth of a certain proposition can lead to var-
ying treatment of the revelatory passage. Again, this is a subject al-Ghazālı̄ has 
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written about in chapters 5–7 of his  Book on the Distinction . 150  Here in  Restrain-
ing the Ordinary People , he just presents a very short version of these teachings. 
If one has decisive knowledge about the meaning of a passage or phrase, this 
meaning becomes part of one’s conviction, and one adopts this as part of one’s 
creed ( al-i ¶tiqād ). If, however, one has doubts ( shukūk ) about a proposed inter-
pretation, one should push aside the doubtful interpretation and not apply it: 

 By no means should one judge about what God and His prophet 
intend [to convey] in their words by means of a conjecture ( ih. timāl ), 
when a similar [conjecture] opposes it and when one cannot tip the 
scale [between these two conjectures]. 151  

 In such a case, one must suspend judgment. 
 The real problem, however, arises with the third attitude, namely, when 

a scholar is overwhelmed by an assumption ( z.ann ) about the meaning of a 
passage without having convincing evidence either in favor of or against this 
proposed allegorical interpretation. In this case, al-Ghazālı̄ says, one must fi rst 
decide whether the meaning that one is considering is a possible explanation of 
revelation or whether it is impossible. If the proposed interpretation is impos-
sible, it must be dismissed. The case, however, becomes complicated when its 
possibility can be proven by a convincing argument, but the well-trained scholar 
is still reluctant to decide that this is what God intends to convey in revelation. 
This dilemma, al-Ghazālı̄ says, may well be the case regarding the Qur 7anic 
verses and the prophetical  h. adı̄th s in which it says that God “sat Himself up-
right on the throne” (Q 7.54, 10.3, etc.) as well as that God is “above” humans 
(Q 6.18, 16.50, etc.). 152  What al-Ghazālı̄ intends is not to state that these verses 
may be true in their literal meaning, since valid demonstrations have excluded 
that from the very beginning. 153  Here, he simply assumes that their literal word-
ing is impossible, and therefore God could not have intended to tell us that He 
sits on a material throne or that He is spatially above us. 154  The problem rests 
within the proposed allegorical interpretation itself. It may be unclear to the in-
terpreter what is meant by these verses, particularly if two suggested allegorical 
interpretations mutually exclude each other. Even a well-trained scholar may 
hesitate ( taraddada ) to declaim what these verses actually mean. 

 In the case of God “sitting upright on the throne,” the well-trained scholar 
wonders about God’s relationship with the described throne. According to the 
philosophical interpretation, the throne ( al- ¶arsh ) is a reference to the outermost 
and highest celestial sphere. 155  Inspired by this reading, al-Ghazālı̄ understands 
the “throne” to be a possible reference to a being that mediates God’s creative ac-
tivity. Although not explicitly stating the idea, it is quite clear that al-Ghazālı̄ pon-
ders whether the word “throne” in revelation refers to “the one who is obeyed” 
( al-mut.ā ¶) . He considers interpreting these verses in the Qur 7an to mean: 

 [that] with the expression “he sat himself upright on the throne” 
[God] intends to express [the existence of ] a special relationship that 
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“the throne” has. His relationship would be that God Exalted disposes 
freely ( yatas. arrafu ) in the whole world and governs the affairs from 
the heavens down to the earth through the mediation of the throne. 156  

 Al-Ghazālı̄ illustrates the relationship between God and His “throne” with a 
comparison: God may be related to His “throne” in the way that a human’s 
“heart” ( qalb )—meaning the human soul—is related to the human’s brain 
( dimāgh ). If a human creates a sculpture or a written text, he or she always 
needs to have a prior plan ( s. ūra ) in his or her brain. The builder needs to de-
velop a plan in his brain before he can build the house he intends. Thus, one 
can say that the soul or heart of the human governs its microcosms—that is, 
its bodily organs—through the mediation of the brain ( bi-wāsit.at al-dimāgh ). 157  
The situation may be similar with God on the level of the macrocosm. Just as 
humans cannot generate anything without the mediation of the brain, so too 
God may not create without the mediation of “the throne.” 

 The correspondence between the microcosm of the human body and the 
macrocosm of the universe is a common motif in al-Ghazālı̄’s works. Although 
the subject does not appear in Avicenna’s works, it is a prominent feature of the 
 Epistles of the Brethren of Purity . 158  In al-Ghazālı̄’s works, the correspondence 
between this universe and the human body is part of the larger theme that, for 
everything in the “world of perception” (  ¶ālam al-shahāda )—the material world 
of the sublunar sphere—there is an equivalent in the “world of sovereignty” 
(  ¶ālam al-malakūt ), the realm of the pure ideas that includes the celestial in-
tellects. God created the lower world such that there is a connection ( ittis. āl ), 
a relation ( munāsaba ), and most important, an “equivalence” ( muwāzana ) be-
tween it and the higher world, and “there is nothing among the things in this 
world that is not a symbol ( mithāl ) for something in that world.” 159  “The low-
est is explicatory of the highest,” writes al-Ghazālı̄ in his  Jewels of the Qur ’ an  
(   Jawāhir al-Qur 7ān ), a work likely written during his years of teaching at his 
private madrasa in T. ūs. 160  In his  Highest Goal,  al-Ghazālı̄ compares the whole 
universe to a single individual. The different parts of the universe are like the 
limbs of a person. These parts are cooperating and working toward one single 
goal, which in the case of the universe is the realization of the highest possible 
goodness. 161  “The whole universe,” al-Ghazālı̄ writes in the thirty-second book 
of his  Revival , “is like a single person.” Just as there is no part of one’s body 
that does not give benefi ts, so too is there no element in the world that is not 
benefi cial to the overall goal. 162  The idea of the microcosm being equivalent 
to the macrocosm is already present in al-Ghazālı̄’s early work. When in his 
 Touchstone of Reasoning  ( Mih. akk al-naz. ar ) he introduces the concept that the 
soul ( al-nafs ) is a self-subsisting entity with no spatial extension, he states that 
the soul’s relationship to the body is equivalent to God’s relationship to the 
universe. And just as the soul is not part of the body, so too is God not part of 
the universe. 163  

 Yet in terms of epistemology, the notion of equating the human body and 
the whole of God’s creation merely indicates that the whole of God’s creation 
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is mediated by one single creation. The word “throne” in the Qur 7ān only  may  
be a reference to something that mediates God’s creation. At this point, the 
epistemological status of the proposed interpretation becomes important. Al-
Ghazālı̄ continues: 

 Now we may hesitate with regard to asserting this [kind of ] relation-
ship that the throne has to God and say: The [relationship between 
God and the throne] is possible either because it is necessary by itself 
( wājib f ı̄ nafsihi ) or because God follows regarding this relationship 
His custom and His habit. The opposite of the relationship is not 
impossible. This is like in the case where God follows His habit with 
regard to the human heart. 164  

 The relationship between the human heart and the brain in the human micro-
cosm illustrates for al-Ghazālı̄ that the same is  possible  in the macrocosm—yet 
this possibility says nothing about its actuality. If there is a mediating being in 
the macrocosm, it is there either because its existence necessarily follows from 
God’s essence or because God had freely chosen to install such a being while al-
ways maintaining the power to do otherwise. The fi rst reason for the existence 
of a mediating being is given by the  falāsifa , the second by Muslim theologians 
who assume that God is omnipotent. We should expect al-Ghazālı̄ to choose 
the second explanation: if there is a mediator, it is there because God habitu-
ally lets him mediate, although God could indeed do everything Himself. This 
is indeed the argument al-Ghazālı̄ makes, although not in a straightforward 
manner. He begins with the acknowledgment that in the case of the human mi-
crocosm, the relationship between the heart and the brain is necessary because 
God wants it to be necessary: 

 Here [ scil.  in the relationship between the human heart and the 
brain] it is impossible that the heart governs [its body] 165  without the 
mediation of the brain, even if it is within the power of God the Ex-
alted to make it possible without involving the brain. If God’s eternal 
will has foreordained it and if His pre-eternal wisdom ( h. ikmatihi 
l-qadı̄ma ), which is His knowledge, has made it happen, then its 
opposite is excluded ( mumtani ¶)  not because of some shortcoming in 
[God’s] power itself but because that which opposes the pre-eternal 
will and the eternal foreknowledge ( al- ¶ilm al-sābiq al-azalı̄ ) is impos-
sible. Therefore God says: “You shall never fi nd any change in the 
custom of God.” (Q 33:62, 35:43 and 48:23). God’s custom does not 
change because it is necessary. The custom is necessary, because it 
proceeds from a necessary eternal will ( irāda azaliyya wājiba ), and the 
product of the necessary is something necessary. What is contrary to 
the product of the necessary is impossible. It is not impossible in it-
self but it is impossible because of something else and that is the fact 
that it would attain to turning the eternal knowledge into ignorance 
and to prohibiting the effect of the eternal will. 166  
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 Changing the arrangements of the human microcosm is impossible, but not 
because the arrangements are the necessary result of human nature. Here 
again we fi nd al-Fārābı̄’s distinction between two meanings of impossibility. 
Changing an actual arrangement is not “impossible in itself ” ( muh. āl f ı̄ dhātihi ) 
but rather “impossible because of something else” ( muh. āl li-ghayrihi ). A change 
would contradict God’s plan for His creation. Al-Ghazālı̄ calls this arrangement 
“necessary,” not because it could never possibly be changed. “Necessary” here 
simply means that its fi nal result cannot be changed. The Qur 7anic quotation 
illustrates that the divine plan of creation is considered a “custom” ( sunna ). 
God has decided, however, never to change His custom, a notion we have al-
ready come across. In the quoted Qur’anic verse, God informs humanity that 
relations of causal concomitance, for instance, will not change and that they 
are thus necessary regardless of whether or not there is a direct connection 
between cause and effect. In addition, God’s plan is called eternal ( azalı̄ ) and 
pre-eternal ( qadı̄m ), two words that in this context stand for the atemporal-
ity of God’s knowledge. God’s knowledge existed before creation started. Fi-
nally, God’s omnipotence guarantees that whatever He decides will happen, as 
knowledge of what will happen always coincides with God’s plan of creation. 
God’s “customary” decision of what to create and His knowledge are one and 
the same. 

 In the context of other works by al-Ghazālı̄, one would assume that he 
believes that God makes a free decision about what to create. This theory is 
suggested at the beginning of the passage where he stresses that God “disposes 
freely” ( yatas. arrifu ) with regard to His creation and may or may not install a 
mediating agent. 167  Yet this passage also contains a single sentence that is truly 
disturbing: God’s custom is necessary because it proceeds from a necessary 
eternal will ( irāda azaliyya wājiba ), as the product ( natı̄ja ) of the necessary is 
“something necessary” ( wājib ) and its opposite is impossible. 168  Taken at face 
value, these words say quite explicitly that God’s actions and their habitual pat-
tern are by themselves necessary. They proceed not only from a necessitating 
( mūjib ) will but also from a will that is itself necessary ( wājib ), a will that is not 
free but acts in accord with what is by itself necessary. 

 Richard M. Frank explains the implication of this sentence. Frank draws a 
parallel with another sentence at the end of the  Standard of Knowledge.  There, al-
Ghazālı̄ says that God must be necessary “in all His aspects” ( min jamı̄ ¶jihātihi ). 
This formula appears again in al-Ghazālı̄’s textbook of Ash ¶arite theology, the 
 Balanced Book . 169  Avicenna used this phrase to express that God’s actions fol-
low with necessity from His essence. 170  If God is necessary “in all His aspects,” 
His essence is by itself necessary, His knowledge is by itself necessary, and 
His actions are by themselves necessary. Admitting this point implies denying 
that God is a free agent. 171  These three brief passages—from  Restraining the 
Ordinary People , from the  Balanced Book , and from the  Standard of Knowledge —
pose a challenge for each interpreter of al-Ghazālı̄. Why would such an accom-
plished writer as al-Ghazālı̄, who ceaselessly points out that God’s actions are 
the result of His free will, make such a  lapus calami ? We must assume that the 
texts we have are carefully composed and were used as textbooks in teachings 
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sessions. Students and followers may have frequently discussed them before 
they were made available for copying and would have reacted to inconsistent 
passages. I will briefl y discuss these three passages one by one. 

 Al-Ghazālı̄’s  Standard of Knowledge  relies signifi cantly on the philosophi-
cal teachings preserved in the MS London, Or. 3126. The  Standard of Knowl-
edge  is to some degree a reworking of that report, or at least relies on its same 
source. 172  According to its own introductory statement, the  Standard of Knowl-
edge  wishes to accomplish two goals: to be a textbook on logic that teaches the 
syllogistic method, and to acquaint its readers with the technical language of 
the  falāsifa  so that they will be able to study  The Incoherence of the Philosophers . 173  
The  Standard of Knowledge  straddles the border between being a report of other 
people’s opinions and expressing al-Ghazālı̄’s own views. 174  A closer study of 
the  Standard of Knowledge  may explain how al-Ghazālı̄ viewed what he posited 
there concerning God. The passage in question says: 

 The being necessary by virtue of itself must be a being that is neces-
sary in all its aspects, to the extent that it is not a substrate of tempo-
rary creations, does not change, does not have a delaying will ( irāda 
munt.az. ira ), nor a delaying knowledge (  ¶ilm muntaz. ir ), and no 
attribute that delays anything from Its existence. Rather everything 
that It can possibly have must be present in Its essence. 175  

 These teachings are not compatible with those that al-Ghazālı̄ wrote in any 
work before or after this text. In fact, the passage reads much like an analyti-
cal and slightly polemical restatement of Avicenna’s position, notwithstanding 
that the latter believed that God indeed has a will and would not have chosen 
these specifi c words on knowledge and will. We might assume this passage is 
a report rather than al-Ghazālı̄’s own opinion. 

 The second problematic passage from the  Balanced Book  is less confusing 
when read in its context. Al-Ghazālı̄ argues that God is not subject to a spatial 
direction (   jiha ); He is not “above.” Were He to be above, the argument goes, 
one of the six directions would need to be specifi ed and He would be particu-
larized by this one while the fi ve others would not apply to Him. Such particu-
larization requires contingency (   jā 7iz ). Being above negates being below, for 
instance, and if God were “above,” something that particularizes ( mukhas. is.  ) 
would need to have chosen this particular direction. If that were the case, then 
what particularizes God’s direction could not be part of God’s essence but must 
be distinct from it. This is wrong, al-Ghazālı̄ says, since with regard to His 
place, God is not contingent. Rather He is necessary “from all directions” ( min 
jamı̄ ¶al-jihāt ). 176  The word  jihāt  here refers to spatial directions and not to “as-
pects” of God’s essence as in the Avicennan formula. Al-Ghazālı̄ wishes to ex-
press that all six spatial directions necessarily apply to God. He seems to have 
chosen these words in a conscious attempt to reject the less literal Avicennan 
usage of the word “direction” (   jiha ) with regard to God. 

 Returning to the passage in  Restraining the Ordinary People,  one might 
speculate that a fatal illness—al-Ghazālı̄ died at age fi fty-six—prevented him 
from putting the necessary care into the composition of this text. When he 
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says that God’s will is necessary ( wājiba ), he may have become entangled in the 
distinction between necessary by itself and necessary by something else and 
chosen his words carelessly. According to the statements in al-Ghazālı̄’s other 
works, God’s will cannot be necessary by virtue of itself. This would be the posi-
tion of Avicenna, and al-Ghazālı̄ rejects it in numerous passages of his works. 
Given, however, that God chooses to create the best of all possible worlds, the 
will can be considered a more or less necessary effect of combining that choice 
with God’s knowledge about how the best of all possible worlds would look like. 
The will can thus be considered necessary by virtue of God’s knowledge and of 
God’s decision to create the best world. 

 Apart from this rather confusing sentence, the passage from  Restraining the 
Ordinary People  stresses God’s predetermination of all events in this world and 
is less concerned with the question of how the divine plan of creation comes 
about and whether God’s will is contingent or necessary. Al-Ghazālı̄ empha-
sizes that the factual is necessary and cannot be otherwise since God’s plan for 
creation decided matters ages ago in a realm outside of time and in a way that 
cannot be changed. The argument continues with a return to the macrocosm. 
Although we have knowledge of the actual situation in the human microcosm, 
and we know that whatever is actual is also necessary, no such knowledge exists 
on the level of the macrocosm. Consequently, there is no necessity for the ex-
istence of the throne. In general, no necessary conclusions can be drawn with 
regard to the macrocosm; here, both options are still possible: 

 Is the assertion of this [kind of ] relationship that God the Exalted has 
to the throne with regard to the government of the kingdom through 
the mediation of it—even if it is possible according to the intellect—
actual in existence? This is what the theologian ( al-nāz. ir ) is hesitant 
about and maybe he assumes that the relationship between God and 
the throne does exist. 177  

 Regarding God “sitting upright on the throne,” the well-trained scholar may 
ask himself two important but distinct questions. The fi rst question is: is there 
a relationship between God and the throne in the way that God mediates his 
creation through the throne? Al-Ghazālı̄ answer is: it is certainly possible that 
there is such a relationship; but the opposite, namely that there is no such rela-
tionship and that the word “throne” refers to something quite different, is also 
possible. God may mediate his creation through the throne, or he simply may 
not, and it is impossible for us to decide either way. 

 This, al-Ghazālı̄ says, is just an example in which the well-trained scholar 
has developed an assumption about the meaning of a certain term in revela-
tion without any conclusive proof for the truth of the assumption. 178  However, 
this assumption cannot come from nowhere. In fact, there are always “neces-
sary causes” ( asbāb d. arūriyya ) for all assumptions ( z. ann ) that cannot simply 
be washed away. 179  In these cases, the well-trained scholar must adhere to two 
duties. The fi rst duty is not to console oneself with false tranquility but to be 
aware of the possibility of error. The scholar should avoid rushing to any con-
clusions because of such an assumption. His second duty is not to refer to 
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these assumptions as if they were facts, even when he talks with none other 
than himself. The scholar must realize that he has not been given knowledge 
about these matters. God reminds us of this when He says in the Qur 7ān: “Do 
not pursue that of which you have no knowledge” (Q 17.36). 

 Regarding God’s governing His creation, there are things of which humans 
have not been given certain knowledge, neither through clear language in rev-
elation nor by means of demonstrative arguments. If there is no certain knowl-
edge ( qāt.i ¶) , we only have recourse to speculation, assumption, or conjecture. 
Thus is the situation with regard to whether God governs his creation immedi-
ately or through the mediation of the throne. When al-Ghazālı̄ talks about the 
proposed fi gurative interpretation of “the throne,” he clearly considered the full 
apparatus of secondary causality. 180  If the interpretation that there is a throne is 
correct, al-Ghazālı̄ says at the beginning of this passage, then “God governs the 
command ( al-amr ) from the heavens down to the earth through the mediation 
of the throne.” 181  “The throne” is not understood just as a single being in the 
uppermost sphere that mediates God’s creation. It is “the one who is obeyed” 
( al-mut.ā ¶)  from the Veil Section in the  Niche of Lights . This being is the fi rst 
secondary cause according to whose nature all other causes and intermediaries 
follow. The “throne” thus refers to the whole system of secondary causes and 
intermediaries as it is known from philosophical literature.  



Conclusion

   (. . .)  wa-ba  ¶d. uhum qāla bi-l-sabbabiyya fa-stishna  ¶ūhu  
 (. . .) and one of the  mutakallimūn  held the doctrine of causality and 
in consequence was regarded as abhorrent by them. 

 —Maimonides,  Guide of the Perplexed , chapter 1:73 

 In the introduction to his  H. ayy ibn Yaqz. ān,  Ibn T. ufayl (d. 581/1185–6) of 
Guadix in al-Andalus comments on some of al-Ghazālı̄’s books, com-
plaining that none of those that have reached Muslim Spain include 
the teachings intended for the intellectual elite. 1  Whether or not those 
books truly exist is an open question for Ibn T. ufayl.  ¶Ayn al-Qud. āt al-
Hamādhānı̄ (d. 525/1131), who wrote a generation earlier in Iran and 
who knew the full extent of the Ghazalian corpus, assumed that such 
books did not even exist. In one of his letters, he posits that because al-
Ghazālı̄ feared religious strife (  fi tna ), he did not explain the teachings 
that he intended for the elite in any of his works. 2  Like many readers of 
the great Muslim theologian, Ibn T. ufayl and  ¶Ayn al-Qud. āt felt that al-
Ghazālı̄ did not express his teachings in clear terms; in his published 
books, he left much to be desired. 

 It is true that no work exists in which al-Ghazālı̄ explains his 
cosmology in clear and unambiguous terms. Richard M. Frank takes 
the fact that al-Ghazālı̄ “never composed a complete, systematic, 
summary of his theology” as an indication, and he doubts whether 
he had thought his theology through. 3  But when one considers his 
corpus as a whole, a quite cohesive picture of his theology emerges. 
Reading al-Ghazālı̄ often requires one to consider interpretations of 
his work that at fi rst may seem farfetched. One central passage that a 
critical reader must consider closely is the famous initial statement of 
the seventeenth discussion from his  Incoherence of the Philosophers . 
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That statement has thus far been regarded as one of the most fundamental at-
tacks on the existence of causal connections in the outside world. Al-Ghazālı̄ 
has been understood as rejecting causal connections and thus denying the 
laws of nature. Because of his inf luence on the religious discourse and his 
legal power as a  muftı̄ —that is, someone who issues  fatwā s—he has often been 
made responsible for the assumed decline of the rational sciences after the 
sixth/twelfth century. 4  

 In that famous sentence at the beginning of the seventeenth discussion in 
the  Incoherence , al-Ghazālı̄ says that “the connection between what is habitually 
believed to be a cause and what is habitually believed to be an effect is not nec-
essary according to us.” 5  This sentence is not meant to negate the existence of 
causal connections. A close reading of al-Ghazālı̄ shows that he is merely em-
phasizing that as a Muslim theologian, he assumes that the connection  could  
be different, even if it never was and never will be different. The emphasis 
here is on the word “necessary.” For Avicenna, who applies Aristotle’s statistical 
model of modalities and connects the necessity of a thing to its enduring actu-
ality, a connection that never was different and never will be different is by def-
inition necessary. Al-Ghazālı̄ does acknowledge that causal connections never 
were and never will be different from how we witness them today. But even if 
causal connections are inseparable and never change, these connections are 
still not necessary. The connection between a cause and its effect is contingent 
( mumkin ) because we can conceive of an alternative to its actual state. We can 
imagine an alternative world in which fi re does not cause cotton to combust. 
Of course, such a world would probably be a radically different world from the 
one in which we live. Still, such a world can be imagined by our minds, which 
means that it is a possible world. It is thus indeed true that fi re does not  neces-
sarily  cause the combustion of cotton. 

 When he criticizes Avicenna’s teaching that any given causal connection 
is necessary, al-Ghazālı̄ wishes to point out that God could have chosen to cre-
ate an alternative world in which the causal connections differ from those we 
know. Al-Ghazālı̄ is indeed willing to accept the Avicennan view that the con-
nection is possible by itself and necessary by something else. This “something 
else,” however, is not the immutable divine nature but God’s will, which for 
al-Ghazālı̄ is distinct from the divine essence ( zā  7id  ¶alā l-dhāt ). In al-Ghazālı̄’s 
ontology, both possibility by itself and necessity through something else are 
rooted in God’s contingent will. 6  Al-Ghazālı̄ upholds the contingency of the 
world, in contrast to the necessarianism of Avicenna. For al-Ghazālı̄, our world 
is the contingent effect of God’s free will and His deliberate choice between 
alternative worlds. God is not a dreary manufacturer of the world but its ac-
complished and refl ective artisan. 

 Although he rejects Avicenna’s necessarianism, al-Ghazālı̄ has no objec-
tions to the philosophers’ concept of secondary causality. Our discussion has 
shown that secondary causality is not a concept alien to Ash ¶arite occasional-
ism. The earlier Ash ¶arites categorically denied necessarian elements in the 
created world. While they were adamant in their rejection of “natures” (t.  abā  7i ¶  ), 
they accepted the concept of secondary causality, as in their teachings about 
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God’s creation of human actions through ( bi- ) a created power-to-act ( qudra 
mu.hdatha ). 7  Al-Ghazālı̄ similarly had no problem accepting the secondary cau-
sality in Avicenna’s cosmology. Throughout his life, al-Ghazālı̄ never attempted 
to decide  how  God creates the connection between the cause and its effect. 
What he identifi es as causal connections may either be the concomitance of 
two events that are created individually and whose immediate effi cient cause 
is God, or elements in a chain of secondary causes, in which the ontologically 
superior element is the immediate effi cient cause of the inferior element, the 
effect. Deciding which of these alternative explanations accurately describes 
God’s control over His universe is impossible, according to al-Ghazālı̄. When 
the critical scholar considers the evidence in favor of each view, he may tend 
toward one of the two options, al-Ghazālı̄ writes in  Restraining the Ordinary 
People  ( Iljām al- ¶awāmm ). The scholar may thus develop a preference for one ex-
planation. That preference, however, cannot reach the level of certainty ( yaqı̄n ) 
and is therefore not knowledge, strictly speaking. God has chosen to withhold 
that knowledge from humanity. 

 In both alternative explanations, God is the only effi cient cause—or the 
“agent” (  fā  ¶ il )—of all events in His creation. Either created beings are not ef-
fi cient causes at all, or, if they are, their effi cacy is only a manifestation of the 
creator, in whose name they act as intermediates and secondary causes. The 
connection between cause and effect is in both cases contingent but not neces-
sary. In the case of an occasionalist universe, the contingency between the two 
events follows from the fact that God  could  change the arrangement of what 
we call cause and effect at any moment. The concomitance is a mere result 
of divine habit, and habits can, in principle, be changed. However, God has 
revealed to humans that He will never change His habit (Q 33:62, 35:43, and 
48:23), a revelation confi rmed by our experience. Studying the world, we see 
that the connections between what we call causes and effects are permanent 
and do not change. Averroes was right when he suspected that every time al-
Ghazālı̄ speaks of “God’s habit,” he means the laws of nature. 8  And although 
there are no exceptions to the lawful character of God’s creation, humans lack 
complete knowledge of all these laws. Our lack of knowledge becomes evident 
when we consider prophetical miracles, inexplicable by the standards of the 
known laws that govern creation but consistent with the yet undiscovered laws 
of God’s creation. 

 As Michael E. Marmura has observed, al-Ghazālı̄’s thought does contain a 
fi rst and a second theory of causality. 9  The fi rst theory denies the existence of 
natures and of active and passive powers, and it denies that what we call a cause 
is immediately connected to what we call its effect. Instead, the cause and effect 
are conjoined as two events that regularly appear in sequence. The two events 
are the direct result of God’s will, and their creation is not mediated by any of 
His creatures. The sequence in which these creations occur manifests God’s 
habit, a habit that He decided never to change. The second causal theory as-
sumes that God mediates His creative activity through His creations, meaning 
that each of His creations has an unchangeable nature with active and passive 
powers that determine how this creation will react with others. Every creation 
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in the universe, with its specifi c nature and its active and passive powers, is the 
mediated result of God’s will, which is the undetermined determining factor of 
the whole universe. 

 The fact that al-Ghazālı̄ did not commit himself to either of the two causal 
theories is an important element of his cosmology. Although both theories 
offer possible and consistent explanations of God’s creative activity, neither of 
them can be demonstratively proven. Al-Ghazālı̄ accepts the Aristotelians’ posi-
tion that secondary causality is a viable explanation for how God acts upon 
His creation, but he rejects that the demonstrations they posit indeed prove 
that theory. This leads to yet another meaning of how the initial sentence of 
the seventeenth discussion could be understood. Saying that the connection is 
not necessary means that there is no way for humans to know the connection 
is necessary. In the human sense perception, “cause” and “effect” are a mere 
sequence of two events. Only the intellect assigns the role of the “cause” to the 
fi rst event and that of the “effect” to the second. Although the intellect does 
that, it still does not know whether cause and effect are directly connected with 
each other. Whatever we think we know about the true nature of causes and 
effects does not reach the level of necessary knowledge. 

 The combination of an occasionalist perspective on God’s actions and a 
causalist perspective regarding events in this world can also be found in Abū 
T. ālib al-Makkı̄’s  Nourishment of the Hearts  ( Qūt al-qulūb ). Al-Ghazālı̄ was well 
aware that this position was different from the one held by earlier Ash ¶arites. 
Most  mutakallimūn , he says in the fi rst book of the  Revival,  believe that all 
things come from God, but they fail to pay attention to causes ( asbāb ) and 
to intermediaries ( wasā  7it.  ). Although this is a noble position ( maqām sharı̄f ) , 
it fails to truly understand God’s unity ( taw .hı̄d ) and thus contributes to the 
 mutakallimūn ’s shortcoming as scholars who focus in their teachings on this 
world and take little heed of the afterlife. 10  Al-Ghazālı̄ does not explain what he 
means by saying that the  mutakallimūn ’s opinion “falls short of paying atten-
tion” ( taqt.a  ¶u ltifātihi ) to secondary causes. The  mutakallimūn  may not consider 
how causes indeed have effi cacy on their effects, or they may fail to under-
stand that humans inevitably make causal connections in our understanding 
of God’s creation. For al-Ghazālı̄, the lack of a demonstration that proves one 
of the two alternative cosmologies leads to an agnostic position on the type of 
connection between cause and effect. It also leads to a causalist understanding 
of these connections in all contexts not related to cosmology and metaphysics. 
Whatever may be the correct answer to the metaphysical question about the 
cosmological nature of these connections, it has no bearing on how we deal 
with these connections in our daily life. Given that God’s habit does not change, 
for all intents and purposes, cause and effect are inseparably conjoined. 

 For Avicenna, the fact that the conjunction is permanent means that it is 
necessary. Avicenna follows Aristotle’s statistical understanding of necessity, 
and for him, necessity means that something  always  happens. If two things are 
always conjoined, their connection is thus necessary. Using an understanding 
of necessity developed in Ash ¶arite theology, al-Ghazālı̄ objects that even per-
manent connections cannot be considered necessary as long as they could be 
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different. Even if God chooses always to connect the cause with its effect, the 
possibility of a synchronic alternative to God’s action means that this connec-
tion is not necessary. 

 As far as practical human knowledge is concerned, however, al-Ghazālı̄’s 
position is quite different from his view on the metaphysics of causal con-
nections described above. In human judgments, there is a “hidden syllogistic 
force” ( quwwa qiyāsiyya khafi yya ) that connects what we identify as the cause 
with what we identify as its effect. In human judgments, the connection is 
permanent, and there is no synchronic alternative. Thus in our judgments, the 
connection between the cause and its effect is necessary. This line of thinking 
is echoed in the view that the modalities only exist in human judgments, not in 
the outside world. Although causal connections between events in the outside 
are not necessary, our knowledge of them is necessary. 

 It is irrelevant to us whether God’s habit manifests itself in the permanent 
concomitance of certain creations or in chains of secondary causes; either way, 
we would be unable to tell the difference. We witness a world that is shaped 
by causes and effects, and we are completely used to referring to these events 
with the terminology of effi cient causality. Indeed, this terminology refl ects 
how God wishes us to refer to these events. All natural processes are governed 
by necessary causation, as are the movements of the celestial spheres and even 
human actions. Voluntary human actions are caused by a volition and by its 
underlying motives. The motives are caused by the human’s knowledge and 
his or her desires; and the human knowledge is the result of various causes, 
chief among them the infl uence of the active intellect that governs the sublunar 
sphere. Redemption or reward in the afterlife is the causal effect of our actions 
in this world, so that we can say that our fate in the next world is the causal 
effect of our knowledge in this world. This is why the acquisition of the right 
kind of knowledge—and acting according to this knowledge—becomes one of 
the most important tasks for humans in this world. 

 When it comes to describing the elements of God’s creation, their order, 
and how they interact with one another, al-Ghazālı̄ is willing to accept the 
teachings of Avicenna and al-Fārābı̄. The heavens may well consist of nine 
spheres, each higher sphere being the immediate effi cient cause of the lower 
one. The spheres are of a uniform composition, they move in complete circles, 
and each sphere receives its movements from a residing mover, an intellect 
that is caused by the proximate higher intellect. The lowest sphere below the 
moon is signifi cantly different from the celestial nine spheres. The sublunar 
sphere is composed of four prime elements ( ust.uqusāt )—earth, water, fi re, and 
air—and every material being in the sublunar sphere is composed of these four 
elements. The material beings are individuals from species or classes of beings 
whose immaterial forms—the quiddities ( māhiyyāt )—are contained in the ac-
tive intellect. 11  Creation unfolds from the ontologically superior beings—or in 
terms of the heavens, the higher ones—to the inferior ones. In a realm defi ned 
as ranging from the highest sphere down to the smallest creation on Earth, al-
Ghazālı̄ was generally willing to accept the cosmological explanations offered 
by Avicenna and al-Fārābı̄. 
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 Unlike these philosophers, however, al-Ghazālı̄ did not assume that the 
celestial spheres and the four prime elements are pre-eternal. He believed that 
all came into being at a specifi c point in time in the past. All things in the uni-
verse have been created as the necessary result of the creation of a single being. 
Al-Ghazālı̄ refers to this being as “the one who is obeyed” ( al-mut.ā ¶) . This fi rst 
being is both the proximate cause of the intellect that moves the outermost 
sphere and the more remote cause of all other beings within and below that 
sphere. “The one who is obeyed” ( al-mut.ā ¶ ), “the throne,” ( al- ¶arsh ), and the 
“well-guarded tablet” ( al-law  .h al-ma  .hfūz.  ) are all references to one and the same 
being, the fi rst creation that then causes the whole universe. In  Scale of Action  
( Mı̄zān al- ¶amal ), al-Ghazālı̄ writes that the human intellect “fl ows from” ( yajrı̄ 
min ) the fi rst intellect, which is God’s fi rst creation. The fi rst intelligence is 
compared to the sun as a source of light. 12  In the  Stairs of Jerusalem  ( Ma ¶ārij al-
quds ), the Ghazalian author, who may have been al-Ghazāli himself, refers to 
this being as the “fi rst creation” ( al-mubda ¶ al-awwal ) and the “holy spirit” ( rū.h 
al-quds ). 13  This is also the being that in a prophetical  .hadı̄th  is referred to as “the 
pen” ( al-qalam ) and in an uncanonical  .hadı̄th —which is nevertheless quoted 
just as often by al-Ghazālı̄—as “the intellect.” 14  Its nature contains all param-
eters that make this particular world necessary. It passes these parameters to 
all other creations as forms or as classes of beings, like a treasurer who holds 
the essences of God’s rich resources, meaning his creatures. 15  The classes of 
beings are intellectual entities, theoretical constructs that determine every ma-
terial creation. All together, they are referred to as “the command” ( al-amr ). The 
command passes from the ontologically superior beings to the inferior ones. 

 God’s creation unfolds in three steps: judgment ( .hukm ), decree ( qad. ā  7 ), and 
predestination ( qadar ). The fi rst step, judgment, is the planning or drafting of 
the universe by designing its fi rst creation, the one who is obeyed ( al-mut.ā ¶) . 
The second step, decree, is the creation of this fi rst created being. 16  The third 
step, predestination, is to provide the fi rst creation with a carefully determined 
amount of existence ( wujūd   ) so that it will cause its intended effects. It is im-
portant to note, however, that the relation between God and the obeyed one 
( al-mut.ā ¶)  is  not  determined by causal necessity. Although all other relations 
between things in the world may be causally determined, this one relation def-
initely is not. For al-Ghazālı̄, God is  not  the cause of the world but its creator. 
God is a personal agent who freely chooses and who precedes His creation, for 
instance. 17  The obeyed one receives his particular essence and existence from 
God and transmits a part of this existence together with the “command” ( amr ) 
to other beings. The existence of the whole universe follows from this fi rst act 
of creation according to the plan made in the fi rst step of this process and is re-
alized by creating the obeyed one and providing him with a carefully measured 
“amount” of existence. The whole universe can be understood as an apparatus 
designed and maintained in order to achieve certain specifi c goals. 

 Al-Ghazālı̄ rejected Avicenna’s position that there is no goal ( qas. d ), pursuit 
( t.alab ), desire ( ārzū ), or intention (   gharad.    ) present when God creates. 18  God’s 
chosen goal is to achieve the greatest possible benefi t for His creation. Given 
that God is omnipotent and that nothing prevents Him from realizing this 
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goal, the creation of the best possible world is the necessary result of His goal 
to achieve the best for His creation. In creating the best of all possible worlds, 
God shows utmost mercy to His creation. It is His mercy that prompts His free 
decision to create the best possible world. Although al-Ghazālı̄ generally re-
gards this decision as a necessary effect of divine generosity (  jūd ) and compas-
sion ( ra .hma ), he also stresses that God exercises free will and chooses between 
alternatives. David Z. Baneth explained that in al-Ghazālı̄’s cosmology, God’s 
freedom and His necessity become one and the same. The divine will  wills itself 
to be identical  to divine generosity and thus actualizes the decree to realize the 
best world order. 19  Studying God’s creation and understanding how even the 
smallest of His creations dovetails with all the others to contribute to the best 
possible arrangement makes one realize that this is the best of all possible 
worlds. Harm in this world is a necessary element of creating the best possible 
world; without harm, the best could never be achieved. 

  
 When we examine the Veil Section from  The Niche of Lights , we see how el-
egantly al-Ghazali’s appropriates Avicenna’s cosmology to his own theological 
system. Here, al-Ghazālı̄ removes God from the sphere of philosophical analy-
sis and assigns to Him a place one step more transcendent than in Avicenna’s 
cosmology. For al-Ghazālı̄, what Avicenna calls the First Principle is only the 
fi rst creation of the real God. Avicenna’s God is “the one who is obeyed” ( al-
mut.ā ¶) , meaning the highest intellect that sits one step above the intellect that 
moves the  primum mobile , or the highest sphere. Or, if looked at from the per-
spective of the “lower” world, the sublunar sphere: when Avicenna analyzed the 
cosmos, he reached only as high as the highest intellect. He did not understand 
that this intellect is itself only the creation of the real God. As I explained ear-
lier, al-Ghazālı̄’s solution to position the true God one step above Avicenna’s 
First Principle is both elegant and functional. 20  It allows al-Ghazālı̄ to make 
productive use of Avicenna’s cosmology and to expand on its elements, while 
also allowing al-Ghazālı̄ to reject Avicenna’s necessarianism. Whereas Avicen-
na’s God is compelled by principles from a higher ontological plane than His 
own, al-Ghazālı̄’s God acts freely and chooses the principles of His creation. 
Additionally because Avicenna’s God is a pure intellect, it cannot know the 
accidents that befall material individuals in the sublunar sphere. In contrast, 
al-Ghazālı̄ nowhere says that the true God is pure intellect, opening God to the 
possibility of knowing individuals. In fact, al-Ghazālı̄ remains uncommitted 
to what God truly is. This is an expression of the Ash ¶arite epistemological at-
titude of “without how-ness” ( bi-lā kayf)  that wished to exempt God’s essence 
and His nature from human rationalist analysis. God’s essence and His nature 
are known to humans only insofar as He reveals knowledge about them in His 
revelation. 

 I have already mentioned that when al-Ghazālı̄ gives God’s “command” 
( amr ) a central position in his cosmology, he is reacting to similar concepts in 
philosophical literature, mostly of the late fourth/tenth century. 21  The Qur’an 
uses this word—command ( amr) —in ways that link it with the different stages 
of a carefully prepared and well-organized world order. 22  The “command” plays 
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a particularly important role in Ismā  ¶ı̄ lite views of how God created the world. 
Al-Ghazālı̄ had information on the relatively early stages of Ismā  ¶ilite cosmol-
ogy, developed by al-Nasafı̄  and al-Sijistānı̄, and that may have infl uenced his 
own understanding of the “command.” Al-Ghazālı̄ lacked, however, enough 
information on the more complex Ismā ¶ı̄ lite cosmology of al-Kirmānı̄ to fully 
penetrate and understand it. For al-Kirmānı̄, the God of the Qur’an is not a god 
at all but just the fi rst creation of the real and much more transcendent God, 
who Himself is unable to be in such a close relationship with His creation. This 
bears a remarkable resemblance to al-Ghazālı̄’s own technique of adopting Avi-
cenna’s God as the fi rst creation of the real God. Yet, the fact that al-Ghazālı̄ is 
ignorant about this element of Ismā ¶ı̄ lite cosmology and the many differences 
between al-Kirmānı̄’s cosmology and al-Ghazālı̄’s appropriation of Avicenna’s 
cosmology make it next to impossible to speak of an Ismā ¶ilite infl uence on 
al-Ghazālı̄’s cosmology. 23  Rather, al-Ghazālı̄ developed his own adaptation of 
Avicenna’s God as the real God’s fi rst creation from an analysis of the relation-
ship between Avicenna’s and Aristotle’s cosmologies. In the text of MS London, 
Or. 3126, he gives an account of how Avicenna’s proof of God’s existence differs 
from that of Aristotle. That report likely led to the realization that these proofs 
each reach to different levels on the cosmological ladder of celestial beings, 
prompting the insight that Avicenna’s God is on a higher step on that ladder 
than the God of Aristotle. Once he understood what Avicenna did to Aristotle’s 
cosmology, it is just a small step toward doing the same to that of Avicenna. 

 To be sure, this particular move of appropriating Avicenna’s God as the 
real God’s fi rst creation may to some degree have been prompted by what al-
Ghazālı̄ had discovered on the Ismā ¶ı̄ lite side. 24  There is, however, no trace 
of textual evidence for that theory. Except for the  Epistles of the Brethren of Pu-
rity  ( Rasā  7il Ikhwān al-s. afā  7 ), al-Ghazālı̄ probably had no fi rsthand exposition of 
Ismā ¶ı̄ lite cosmology at hand. These  Epistles , however, do not teach such radical 
ideas as al-Kirmānı̄’s. They represent moderate Qarmāt.ian Ismā ¶ı̄ lism, and 
their cosmology is distinct from that of al-Kirmānı̄, who developed his ideas 
within the Fāt.imid branch of Ismā ¶ilism. 25  We earlier discussed the accusations 
that al-Ghazālı̄ copied his teachings on prophetical miracles from the  Epistles 
of the Brethren of Purity  ( Rasā  7il Ikhwān al-s. afā  7 ). 26  There is no question that al-
Ghazālı̄ read these epistles and that they infl uenced his views on distinguish-
ing religious groups in Islam. 27  In his autobiography, al-Ghazālı̄ describes the 
 Epistles  as a work highly valued by some in the Ismā ¶ı̄ lite movement. 28  The 
Fāt.imid and the Nizārı̄ Ismā ¶ı̄ lite study of the  Epistles  probably only began dur-
ing al-Ghazālı̄’s lifetime. 29  Later Muslim scholars and critics of al-Ghazālı̄, 
however, such as Ibn al-Jawzı̄, erroneously regarded the  Epistles  as an expres-
sion of the offi cial Fāt.imid-Ismā ¶ı̄ lite propaganda ( da ¶wa ). 

 In chapter seven, I have argued that any resemblance between al-Ghazālı̄ 
and the  Epistles  is based on a limited number of common motifs and on a 
common terminology rather than on substantial infl uence in matters of doc-
trine. Phrases such as “realm of the unknown and of sovereignty” (  ¶ālam al-
ghayb wa-l-malakūt ) or “realm of possessing and witnessing” (  ¶ālam al-mulk 
wa-l-shahāda ) come from a distinctly Neoplatonic discourse and do not appear 
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in Avicenna. 30  Earlier generations of Western scholars such as W. H. T. Gairdner, 
Arent J. Wensinck, or Margaret Smith saw a strong Neoplatonic infl uence in al-
Ghazālı̄’s teachings. If such a strong Neoplatonic infl uence truly exists, it must 
stem from the Neoplatonic elements in Avicenna’s and al-Fārābı̄’s philosophies 
as well as in al-Ghazālı̄’s Sufi  predecessors. I hesitate to acknowledge the ex-
istence of deeper Neoplatonic currents in al-Ghazālı̄ than in these two philo-
sophical thinkers. To be sure, non-Avicennan and non-Farabian philosophy did 
have its effect on al-Ghazālı̄. The idea of the human body as a microcosm of 
the universe, for instance, or the notion that all of nature is a harmonious struc-
ture in which every element dovetails with every other are prominent ideas in 
the  Epistles of the Brethren of Purity  and in al-Ghazālı̄. Such ideas are not, how-
ever, distinctly Neoplatonic. 

 There is no question that al-Ghazālı̄ was attracted to the writings of pre-
Avicennan Arabic philosophers such as Miskawayh and al-Fārābı̄. His report 
of the philosophical teachings in metaphysics, preserved in the London manu-
script, is an eloquent testimony of this fascination. The same applies to the 
works of al-Rāghib al-Is.fahānı̄ and maybe also to those of al-  ¶Āmirı̄. Ibn Taymi-
yya accepted the opinion of al-Māzarı̄ al-Imām (d. 536/1141), a little known early 
critic of al-Ghazālı̄, who claimed that al-Ghazālı̄ based his teachings on Avi-
cenna and on the  Epistles of the Brethren of Purity . 31  Ibn Taymiyya was probably 
one of the best-informed critics of rationalism in Islam, and his opinion de-
serves to be taken seriously. He was certainly right about Avicenna’s strong in-
fl uence on al-Ghazālı̄. More detailed studies are needed to explore al-Ghazālı̄’s 
intellectual connection to the Brethren of Purity and to other authors from the 
second half of the fourth/tenth century. 

 It seems to me that al-Ghazālı̄ was drawn to the writings of these pre-
Avicennan philosophers because they present  falsafa  in a language consciously 
adapted to the Muslim religious discourse. Whereas Avicenna developed a 
philosophy that explains Islam and is well suited to it, these earlier  falāsifa  
presented their philosophy as an interpretation of Muslim scripture. Un-
like Avicenna, they consciously use language that connects to scripture, even 
modifying their teachings to fi t its wording. This attentiveness was certainly 
attractive to al-Ghazālı̄. In addition, the  Epistles of the Brethren of Purity  uses 
allegories, parables, and moralistic stories in order to convey and illustrate its 
philosophical teachings, a style that al-Ghazālı̄ uses in his  Revival , in particular. 
He agreed with the authors of the  Epistles  that literature is a means to promote 
virtue and to assist people in achieving eternal salvation. Yet, when it comes to 
the detailed understanding of the universe or of the human soul, for instance, 
al-Ghazālı̄ seems to have preferred Avicenna’s teachings to those of other phi-
losophers. He understands the “realm of the unknown and of sovereignty,” 
for instance, or the “realm of possessing and witnessing” in Avicennan terms, 
the latter being the sublunar sphere while the former is everything above that, 
including the active intellect and the concepts contained in it. 

  
 There is much room for further studies to explore the ways in which al-
Ghazālı̄’s readers in the Islamic tradition made sense of the cosmology in the 
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Veil Section of the  Niche of Lights . A casual remark by Averroes suggests that 
he understood that for al-Ghazālı̄, God is not the unmoved mover of the  pri-
mum mobile  but rather a being ranking one step above him. The mover of the 
 primum mobile  emanates from God. If that is truly al-Ghazālı̄’s position, Aver-
roes states triumphantly, al-Ghazālı̄ is acknowledging the  falāsifa ’s teachings 
in metaphysics. 32  Averroes is not entirely correct, however, as al-Ghazālı̄’s God 
is not one, but two steps above the mover of the fi rst sphere. The radicalism 
of al-Ghazālı̄’s cosmology seems to have escaped even Averroes. For critics 
of al-Ghazālı̄, the Veil Section was one of the most problematic parts of his 
œuvre. Ibn T. ufayl quotes the accusation of an unidentifi ed contemporary of his 
who said that in this passage, al-Ghazālı̄ denied God’s oneness ( wa.hdāniyya ) 
and taught that there is multiplicity in God’s essence. 33  Even if most readers 
of al-Ghazālı̄ did not understand the hints and symbols in this enigmatic pas-
sage, some sensed that it contained an affi nity with Ismā ¶ı̄ lite teachings. The 
H. anbalite Ibn al-Jawzı̄ (d. 597/1201) was a fi erce critic of al-Ghazālı̄ and repeat-
edly censures him in his book  The Cloaking of Iblı̄s  ( Talbı̄s Iblı̄s ) for his ration-
alist attitude, his affi nity to Sufi sm, and his carelessness in quoting spurious 
 .hadı̄th s. Commenting on the Veil Section in the  Niche of Lights , Ibn al-Jawzı̄ 
reports that the stars, the sun, and the moon, which Abraham saw, refer—
according to al-Ghazālı̄—to lights that are God’s veils ( . hujub Allāh ). This is a 
misreading of the Qur’anic passage, Ibn al-Jawzı̄ protests, and “this is cut from 
the same cloth as Ismā ¶ı̄ lite teachings.” 34  

  
 In his 1994 study, Richard M. Frank argued that al-Ghazālı̄, though belonging 
formally to the Ash ¶arite school ( madhhab ), did not hold the traditional doctrine 
of the school as his own personal teachings ( madhhab ). Frank concluded that 
al-Ghazālı̄’s “basic theological system is fundamentally incompatible with the 
traditional teaching of the Ash ¶arite school. 35  In my own conclusion, I argue that 
al-Ghazālı̄’s undecided position between occasionalism and secondary causal-
ity should  not  be seen as a break with Ash ¶arism. Indecisiveness is not uncom-
mon in Ash ¶arite epistemology. Indeed, it is implied in the “without how-ness” 
attitude ( bi-lā kayf )  of Sunni theologians toward the nature of God. Arguing that 
God’s transcendence prevents us from fully comprehending His attributes, the 
Ash ¶arites, for instance, objected to Mu ¶tazilite attempts to explain God’s justice 
by analogizing it to human understandings of justice. One should rather un-
derstand that the descriptions of God as “being just” or as “having justice” refer 
to a different sense of justice than the one we apply to humans. Human reason 
is only a defi cient bridge between the immanent and the transcendent, and it 
cannot help us understand the divine sense of justice. Additionally, revelation 
can give only hints that might help humans understand this divine attribute. 
The indecisiveness of Ash ¶arism applies not only to God’s attributes but also to 
questions on the cosmology of the afterlife. Regarding the question of whether 
atoms cease to exist with the end of this world and are then created anew when 
resurrection begins, or whether they continue to exist bereft of their previous 
accidents and are then restored and reassembled into their previous structures 
( binya ), al-Juwaynı̄ says that either theory is possible, as revelation gives no 
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information from which to draw a particular conclusion. 36  Ash ¶arite epistemol-
ogy developed a nominalist approach to human knowledge; and in that sense, 
al-Ghazālı̄ is clearly an Ash ¶arite. 

 That God is the only agent in this world is a common Ash ¶arite thesis. 37  Both 
interpretations of how God acts upon His creation are a conscious attempt to 
make that particular view compatible with the scientifi c investigation of the 
world. Outside of his  Balanced Book on What-To-Believe  ( al-Iqtis. ād fı̄  l-i ¶tiqād ), 
al-Ghazālı̄  hardly ever makes a clear statement in favor of occasionalism. 
He refrains from following his master al-Juwaynı̄  and never says clearly, as 
al-Juwaynı̄  did, that the power God creates in humans has no effect on its ob-
ject. 38  Al-Ghazālı̄  also remains uncommitted on the question of whether cre-
ated powers have effi cacy. Instead, he stresses the idea that God controls every
 aspect of His creation while leaving open how such control is achieved. In a 
passage from his autobiography typical of this approach, al-Ghazālı̄  writes: 

 Nature is forced to operate according to God Exalted; it does not 
operate of itself but is employed by its creator. The sun, the moon, 
the stars, and the elemental natures are forced to operate according 
to His command ( amr )—none of them has by itself any autonomous 
activity. 39  

 Al-Ghazālı̄’s main goal was to convey both the notion of God’s omnipotence  and  
the benefi t of the natural sciences, of medicine, and of psychology to a reader-
ship that may not always understand the subtleties of positions from  kalām  or 
 falsafa . Referring to an occasionalist cosmology would not have served the goal 
of accessibility. References to causes and effects are much more numerous in 
his works since they conform to commonly held assumptions and do not intro-
duce unnecessary cosmological questions that might be distracting. 

 Al-Ghazālı̄’s attitude toward other questions that were argued between the 
Ash ¶arite  mutakallimūn  and the  falāsifa  is quite similar. Another such question 
was whether the human intellect is an accident that inheres in the atoms of the 
human body—a position held by al-Ghazālı̄’s Ash ¶arite predecessors—or an im-
material self-subsisting substance, as was taught by the  falāsifa . In this case we 
have a clear and unambiguous statement by al-Ghazālı̄, saying that during the 
ten lunar years between 490 and 500 (1097–1106) he adopted one of these two 
competing explanations, namely, the one of the human “heart” ( qalb ) as a self-
subsisting substance, a teaching he associates with the Sufi s and the  falāsifa . 40  
In his earlier books, al-Ghazālı̄ took a more or less agnostic position—similar 
to his undecided position on how God creates the world. In the fi rst book of 
the  Revival , al-Ghazālı̄ refuses to answer which of the two competing views on 
the soul is correct, stating that this topic does not belong to the “knowledge of 
human actions” (  ¶ilm al-mu ¶āmala ). 41  Throughout the  Revival , al-Ghazālı̄ uses 
language that seems to commit sometimes to this and sometimes to the other 
of the two alternatives. 42  As in the case of the two cosmological alternatives, 
this leads to passages that can be read quite ambiguously. In the  Revival , how-
ever, al-Ghazālı̄ shows no interest in pursuing any doctrinal confl ict between 
 falsafa  and traditional Ash ¶arism. His goal is to teach ethics. Both explanations 
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of the character of the human soul offer consistent and noncontradictory ex-
planations of those psychological events that al-Ghazālı̄ refers to in his ethical 
teachings. What is important is that all Muslims acquire knowledge—and for 
al-Ghazālı̄, knowledge includes religious convictions—that lead to good ac-
tions. Given that they may already have foregone conclusions or deeply rooted 
opinions about the nature of the soul, any arguments supporting a contrary 
position would be counterproductive. In the  Revival,  al-Ghazālı̄ tries to teach 
good actions without trying to change the convictions of his readership on the 
nature of the soul. 

 Unlike Avicenna, al-Ghazālı̄ did not leave a comprehensive account of cos-
mology that answers all—or at least most—questions about how things come 
about from God. There is no explanation, for instance, of how the sublunar 
sphere and its intricate relationship between universal forms and individual-
izing matter generate from the world of the celestial intellects. It is also unclear 
whether emanation plays any role in al-Ghazālı̄’s cosmology. In his  Niche of 
Lights , he does use emanationalist language, 43  and it is not convincing to argue, 
as Hava Lazarus-Yafeh did, that for al-Ghazālı̄, the technical language of ema-
nation in Arabic had lost its emanationalist meaning. 44  

 Despite these lacunae in our understanding of al-Ghazālı̄, there is no in-
dication of a division into esoteric and exoteric teachings where the esoteric 
would be different or even contradictory to the exoteric. Al-Ghazālı̄ believed 
that revealing certain teachings to the ordinary people—such as God’s com-
plete predetermination of all events, including human actions—can lead to un-
desirable consequences. This belief results in a reticence to engage his readers 
on subjects of theology and metaphysics. 45  This reticence is not esotericism but 
rather the didactic result of al-Ghazālı̄’s view that certain types of knowledge 
can be harmful to some people. 46  When more than a hundred years ago, W. H. T 
Gairdner fi rst suggested esotericism in al-Ghazālı̄, he looked only at a limited 
amount of text and in doing so missed some of the complexities of al-Ghazālı̄’s 
cosmology. Al-Ghazālı̄ teaches God’s omnipotence and His control over each 
event in His creation, and he still fi nds a way to reconcile fully these positions 
with the cosmological principle of creation through causal chains. Often, as-
signing esotericism to an author or referring to inconsistencies in a textual cor-
pus is a hermeneutic device to mask the failure of interpreters to understand 
the texts. The same applies to suggestions that an author may have consciously 
introduced inconsistencies or contradictions in his works in order to conceal 
his true position from inattentive readers. 47  Throughout his œuvre, al-Ghazālı̄ 
constantly reminds his readers how easily humans can fail in their judgments. 
Failure to understand texts that were written for a very different reader than 
oneself many centuries before is a natural human shortcoming. This inability, 
however, is hardly ever acknowledged, but that need not be the case. A good 
interpretation readily admits the lacunae in its understanding. Only such a 
frank admission will encourage us to work harder, to read these texts again and 
again, and to consider new levels of meaning that might reconcile apparent 
contradictions. Thus, fi nding such contradictions should lead us to take these 
texts more—and not less—seriously. 
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mustaqı̄m , and  Mih. akk al-naz.ar  in Damascus. He mistakenly assumed that he stayed 
there for years. 

  175. Sibt. ibn al-Jawzı̄,  Mir  7āt al-zaman , ed. Hayderabat, 1:171.2–3; al-Yāfi  ¶ı̄ ,  Mir  7āt 
al-jinān , 3:146.5. 

  176. Al-Subkı̄,  T. abaqāt , 6:197.17–18. Tibawi, “Al-Ghazālı̄’s Sojourn in Damascus 
and Jerusalem,” 73–74. 

  177. Ibn Jubayr,  Tadhkira bi-l-akhbār , 213–14. Al-Subkı̄,  T. abaqāt , 6:197.15–16, re-
ports the tale on the authority of al-Dhahabı̄, who says he has it from Ibn  ¶Asākir. Cf. le 
Strange,  Palestine under the Moslems , 246, 264. The base of that minaret is part of the 
remnants from the Roman  temenos  and has largely been unchanged since pre-Islamic 
times. 

  178.  fa-qāma Dimashqa sana 489 wa-aqāma bi-hā mudda ; Ibn ¶Asākir,  Ta  7rı̄kh
 madı̄nat Dimashq , 55:200.9 

  179. Al-Ghazālı̄,  al-Munqidh , 38.11. 
  180. Al-Subkı̄,  T. abaqāt , 6:199.10–13. 
  181. Or in the cave under the rock? Al-Ghazālı̄,  al-Munqidh , 38.15–16. 
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  182. Al-Ghazālı̄,  Ih. yā 7 , 1:142.21–23 / 1:180.14–16. 
  183. Al- ¶Ulaymı̄,  al-Uns al-jalı̄l , 1:299.14, says that al-Ghazālı̄ “composed several 

works in Jerusalem.” The title of this work contains two indications to Jerusalem: fi rst, 
the word  quds , which may stand for  Madı̄nat al-Quds , “Jerusalem,” and second, the plu-
ral of  mi  ¶rāj , Muh. ammad’s ascent to heaven on the twenty-seventh of Rajab. Muh. ammad 
is believed to have left from the plateau at the Dome of the Rock, where his footprint is 
still shown. Incidentally, on 27 Rajab 489 / 22 June 1096, al-Ghazālı̄ was in Jerusalem. 
Whether or not he wrote this book is unclear. 

  184.  mah. w al-jāh wa-mujāhadat al-nafs , Ibn al-Jawzı̄,  al-Muntaz.am , 9:169.9. 
  185. Al- ¶Ulaymı̄ , al-Uns al-jalı̄l , 1:299.15–16. 
  186. Bieberstein/Bloedhorn,  Jerusalem: Grundzüge der Baugeschichte , 3:200. Prop-

erly speaking, the Golden Gate is a double gate with two doors. The north door is known 
as the  bāb al-rah. ma , the south door as the  bāb al-tawba.  The name “Gate of Mercy,” how-
ever, also applies to the whole building. 

  187. In the case of Damascus, the reference to the  zāwiya  to Abū-l Fath.  Nas.r is 
unmistakable, as al-Subkı̄ calls it “zāwiyat al-shaykh Nas.r al-Maqdisı̄.” 

  188. Al- ¶Ulaymı̄ , al-Uns al-jalı̄l,  1:298.2–3; 2:34.3–4. 
  189. Kaplony,  The H. aram of Jerusalem 324 – 1099 , 638–41. Macdonald’s claim (in 

“The Life of al-Ghazzālı̄,” 93) that at the beginning of the twentieth century there was 
still a  zāwiya  known as  al-Ghazāliyya  in Jerusalem cannot be taken seriously. 

  190. Burgoyne,  Mamluk Jerusalem , 49. Al-Malik al-Mu ¶az. z. am  ¶Īsā was appointed 
governor of Damascus, including the province of Jerusalem, by his brother al-Malik al-
Kāmil in 597/1201. After al-Malik al-Kāmil’s death in 615/1218, he became an indepen-
dent ruler of Syria until his own death in 624/1227. 

  191. Al- ¶Ulaymı̄,  al-Uns al-jalı̄l , 2:34.4–5; Ibn Khallikān,  Wafayāt al-a ¶yān , 3:244.2–3. 
  192. Ibn Khallikān,  Wafayāt al-a ¶yān , 3:244.2–3. Al-Subkı̄,  T. abaqāt , 8:327.6, re-

ports that Ibn al-S.alāh.  had taught in the  madrasa al-S.alāh. iyya  in Jerusalem, that is, the 
former Crusader Church St. Anne that S.alāh.  al-Dı̄n had converted into a madrasa right 
after the conquest of 583/1187 (on that institution, cf. Bieberstein/Bloedhorn,  Jerusalem , 
1:217, 3:170–73). These two schools devoted to the memory of S.alāh.  al-Dı̄n should not be 
confused with the still-existing  khānqāh al-S.alāh. iyya , that is, the former Latin Patriar-
chat at the  ¶Aqabat al-Khānqāh close to the Church of the Holy Sepulcher (Bieberstein/
Bloedhorn,  Jerusalem , 2:216–18). 

  193. I am grateful to Muhammad Ghosheh at the Mu  7assasat Ih. ya  7 al-Turāth wa-l-
Buh. ūth al-Islāmiyya (Center for Heritage and Islamic Research) in Jerusalem for point-
ing this out to me. 

  194. Mujı̄r al-Dı̄n’s report is most probably a refl ex on earlier writings about the 
conversion of the  zāwiya  of Abū l-Fath.  Nas.r in Damascus into a school that referred in 
its name to al-Ghazālı̄. This information was somehow applied to Jerusalem, where 
Abū l-Fath.  Nas.r had fi rst taught before he moved to Tyros and Damascus. This then got 
mixed up with information about a derelict school “al-Nās.iriyya” above the Golden Gate. 
The fact that Mujı̄r al-Dı̄n refers to this school as the one where al-Ghazālı̄ taught, yet 
mentions that it was (re)founded by the Ayyūbid al-Mālik al-Mu ¶az. z. am (al- ¶Ulaymı̄,  al-
Uns al-jalı̄l , 2:34.4–5) in 610/1214, is evidence for his confusion. 

  195. In a letter written in 504/1110, al-Ghazālı̄ mentions that he took his vow at 
Hebron in the year 489 (al-Ghazālı̄,  Faz

.
ā   7il al-anām , 45.8.) 

  196. See below, pp. 63–64. Cf. al-Ghazālı̄,  al-Munqidh , 38.17–18. 
  197. Al-Subkı̄,  T. abaqāt , 6:198.1–9. Tibawi, “Al-Ghazālı̄’s Sojourn,” 71. 
  198. Ibn al-Qalānisı̄ (d. 555/1160),  Dhayl Ta  7rı̄kh Dimashq , 134; Ibn al-Athı̄r,  al-

Kāmil , 10:185. 
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  199. Al-Ghazālı̄ (?),  Tuhfat al-mulūk , 407.11–13. If genuine, this text would be to-
gether with  ¶Alı̄ ibn Z. āhir al-Sulamı̄’s (d. 500/1106)  Kitāb al-Jihād,  one of the earliest by 
a Muslim scholar who calls for  jihād  against the crusaders. 

  200. Cf. Abū Bakr ibn al- ¶Arabı̄’s report below p. 65. The  ribāt.   or  khānqāh  of 
Abū Sa ¶d al-Nı̄shābūrı̄ (d. 479/1086) was built about twenty years earlier. He left other 
 religious buildings in Baghdad; see le Strange,  Baghdad during the Abbasid Caliphate , 
99–100, and Kasā  7ı̄ ,  Madāris-i Niz. āmiyyah , 112–14. Cf. also the valuable map of the quar-
ter surrounding the Niz. āmiyya madrasa in Baghdad shortly before the Mongol invasion 
of 656/1258, printed at the beginning of Kasā  7ı̄ ’s book. 

  201. Ibn al-Jawzı̄,  al-Muntaz.am , 9:87.7–8. 
  202. Al-Ghazālı̄,  Ih. yā 7 , 1:10.17 / 2.15. 
  203. Ibid. 1:12.21–23 / 5.4–7. The division mirrors that between the practical sci-

ences (ethics, etc.) and the theoretical sciences (mostly metaphysics) in philosophical 
literature; see Gil ¶adi, “On the Origin of Two Key-Terms in al-G

.
azzālı̄’s Ih. yā  7  ¶ulūm al-

dı̄n.” On the division, see also Lazarus-Yafeh,  Studies , 357–66. 
  204.  fi qh t.arı̄q al-ākhira ; al-Ghazālı̄,   Ih. yā 7  , 1:24.10 / 23.17; about what it entails, see 

ibid., 1:10.17–18 / 2.15–3.1. 
  205. Madelung, “Ar-Rāg

.
ib al-Is.fahānı̄ und die Ethik al-G

.
azālı̄s”; Pines, “Quelques

 notes sur les rapports de l’  Ih. yā 7   ¶ulūm al-dı̄n  d’al-Ghazālı̄ avec la pensée d’Ibn Sı̄nā.” 
Abrahamov, “Ibn Sı̄nā’s Infl uence on al-Ghazālı̄’s Non-Philosophical Works,” 1–2, gives 
a report about the secondary literature on philosophical works that have been adapted 
in the   Ih. yā 7  . In his article he adds fi ndings from the works of Ibn Sı̄nā. On the disputed 
question of when al-Rāghib al-Is.fahānı̄ lived, see Everett K. Rowson in  EI2 , 8:389b. 

  206. Al-Ghazālı̄,  al-Munqidh , 38.20. 
  207. Ibn al- ¶Arabı̄. “Shawāhid al-jilla,” 311.5; Garden,  Al-Ghazālı̄ ’ s Contested Re-

vival , 87. 
  208. Al-Ghazālı̄ congratulates Mujı̄r al-Dı̄n (cf. n.133) for his nomination as 

Sanjar’s vizier in 490/1097. This letter mentions al-Ghazālı̄’s “happy affection due to 
being close to the place of visitation.” That refers most probably to the pilgrimage site 
of Meshed in T. ūs (al-Ghazālı̄,  Faz

.
ā   7il al-anām , 52; Krawulsky,  Briefe und Reden , 147). It 

certainly does not refer to Baghdad. 
  209. Zarrı̄nkūb,  Firār az madrasah , 109–55. 
  210.  as.h. āb al-zawāyā al-mutafarriqūna al-munfaridūna ; al-Ghazālı̄,  Ih. yā 7 , 1:99.12–

13 / 120.1–2. 
  211.  ¶Abd al-Ghāfi r (in al-Subkı̄,  T. abaqāt , 6:210.4–5) confi rms the existence of these 

institutions at the time when al-Ghazālı̄ gave up teaching in Nishapur. Referring to the 
earlier period when al-Ghazālı̄ was still teaching at Nishapur, however, the collector of 
the letters says that he had students in T. ūs and stayed there in a  khānqāh  (al-Ghazālı̄,  
Faz

.
ā   7il al-anām , 12.15). It is most likely that these institutions were founded when al-

Ghazālı̄ returned from Baghdad. 
  212. Makdisi,  Rise of Colleges , 161. 
  213. Ibn al-Jawzı̄,  al-Muntaz.am , 9:170.10–11.  ¶Abd al-Ghāfi r al-Fārisı̄ dates the crea-

tion of the  madrasa  and  khānqāh  after the end of al-Ghazālı̄’s teaching at Nishapur (al-
Subkı̄,  T. abaqāt , 6:210.4–5). The letters confi rm that they existed earlier. 

  214. Al-Ghazālı̄, Fatrā  dar bāra-yi amvāl-i khānqāh , and idem,  Fatwā  ¶Alā man 
istaf ād. a min amwāl ribāt.  s. ūfi yya . Cf. Safi ,  The Politics of Knowledge , 100. 

  215. Al-Ghazālı̄,  al-Munqidh , 38.21–22. 
  216.  ¶Abd al-Ghāfi r al-Fārisı̄ as quoted by al-Subkı̄,  T. abaqāt , 6:207.2–3. Cf. al-

S.arı̄fı̄nı̄,  al-Muntakhab min al-Siyāq , 84 = Frye,  The Histories of Nishapur , text 3, fol. 20a. 
  217. Al-Ghazālı̄,  Faz

.
ā   7il al-anām , 11.15–21; Krawulsky,  Briefe und Reden , 77. 
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  218. In his  Munqidh , 49.17–20, al-Ghazālı̄ mentions the two events and says that 
the period of seclusion (  ¶uzla ) amounted to eleven years. The “twelve years” may be the 
result of a confusion with a period of that length mentioned in a different letter a few 
pages earlier in the collection  Faz

.
ā   7il al-anām , 5.2; Krawulsky,  Briefe und Reden , 66. 

  219. Al-Ghazālı̄,  Faz
.
ā   7il al-anām , 10.22. The  khānqāh  is mentioned in another let-

ter on p. 81.21 and in a comment by the collector on p. 12.15. 
  220.  zāwiya-rā mulāzamat kard , al-Ghazālı̄,  Faz

.
ā   7il al-anām , 11.16. 

  221. Al-Ghazālı̄,  Faz
.
ā   7il al-anām , 45.10–17; Krawulsky,  Briefe und Reden , 135–36. Cf. 

also Brown, “The Last Days of al-Ghazzālı̄,” 95, in which the context of the letter is 
misrepresented. 

  222. Al-Subkı̄,  T. abaqāt , 6:208.4– ult . 
  223. Al-Fad. l ibn Muh. ammad al-Fāramadhı̄; al-S.arı̄fı̄nı̄,  al-Muntakhab min al-

Siyāq , 628–9 (= Frye,  The Histories of Nishapur , text 3, fol. 121a–b); al-Subkı̄,  T. abaqāt , 
5:304–6; Halm,  Ausbreitung , 94. Fāramadh is one of the villages of T. ūs. 

  224.  futih. a  ¶alayhi lawāmi ¶un min anwāri l-mushāhada ; al-Subkı̄, T. abaqāt, 5:305.
12–13. 

  225.  madākhil al-safsat.a ; al-Ghazālı̄,  al-Munqidh , 12–14. 
  226. Al-Subkı̄,  T. abaqāt , 6:209.12–15. 
  227. A more accurate chronology may be given in a brief passage in  al-Munqidh , 

46.14–20, in which the list begins with  falsafa , followed by Sufi sm and Ismā ¶ı̄ lism. 
  228. Al-Ghazālı̄,  al-Munqidh min al-d. alāl , 48–49. 
  229. Al-Sukbkı̄,  T. abaqāt , 6:207.7–11. In his autobiography, al-Ghazālı̄ says that the 

sultan “issued a binding order to pounce to Nishapur” ( al-Munqidh , 49.2). 
  230. Al-Ghazālı̄,  Faz

.
ā   7il al-anām , 10.10–12. 

  231. Ibid .,  3.9–11. 
  232. Muh. ammad ibn Abı̄ l-Faraj al-Māzarı̄, who was known as “al-Dhakı̄” (“the 

clever one”); on him, see Charles Pellat in  EI2,  6:943; Garden,  Al-Ghazālı̄ ’ s Contested 
Revival , 114–17; Krawulsky,  Briefe und Reden , 15–16; Ibn al-Jawzı̄,  al-Muntaz.am , 9:190; 
al-Dabbāgh/al-Nājı̄,  Ma ¶ālim al-ı̄mān , 3:202–3. He should not be confused with his 
younger contemporary Abū  ¶Abdallāh Muh. ammad ibn  ¶Alı̄ al-Māzarı̄ (d. 536/1141), who 
was surnamed “al-Imām.” This latter al-Māzarı̄ never left the Maghrib and was a much 
more respectable scholar than the former. (On him, see  GAL, Suppl.  1:663; Charles Pel-
lat in  EI2,  6:943, and the sources listed there.) Both al-Māzarı̄s were highly critical of 
al-Ghazālı̄, and al-Māzarı̄ al-Imām wrote a critique of al-Ghazālı̄’s   Ih. yā 7   with the title 
 al-Kashf wa-l-inbā  7  ¶alā l-mutarjam bi-l- Ih. yā 7  . (For the identifi cation of the author, see al-
Dhahabı̄,  Siyar , 19:330, 340.) Passages from that book are preserved in al-Dhahabı̄,  Siyar , 
19:330–32, 340–42; al-Subkı̄,  T. abaqāt , 6:240–58; and Ibn Taymiyya, “Sharh.  al- ¶aqı̄da al-
is.fahāniyya,” 116–19. See also the information on al-Māzarı̄ al-Imām’s book collected in 
al-Zābidı̄,  Ith. āf al-sāda , 1:28–29; 179.21–24; 2:411.20–23; 9:442.17–27. The latter passages 
are translated by Asín Palacios, “Un faqîh siciliano, contradictor de Al G

.
azâlî,” 224–41. 

  233. Al-Subkı̄,  T. abaqāt , 6:207.5–6. 
  234. Ibid., 6:208.1–2. 
  235. Ibid., 6:209.14–15; reading  tamarrus  instead of  nāmūs . 
  236. Al-Ghazālı̄,  al-Mankhūl,  613–18. 
  237. Al-Shushtarı̄ (d 1019/1610),  Majālis al-mu  7minı̄n , 2:191; Krawulsky,  Briefe und 

Reden , 16. 
  238. This request comes at the end of the conversation with Sanjar,  Faz

.
ā   7il al-

anām , 10.21–22; Krawulsky,  Briefe und Reden , 75. 
  239. Al-Ghazālı̄,  Faz

.
ā   7il al-anām , 10. peanult . 

  240. Ibid., 11.3–4. 
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  241. Ibid., 11.10. 
  242. In Turūq, south of T. ūs, on the road to Nishapur; see Krawulsky,  Briefe und 

Reden , 219. Sanjar used to pitch his camp there; see Niz. āmı̄  ¶Arūd. ı̄,  Chahār Maqāla , 40. 
  243. Al-Ghazālı̄,  Faz

.
ā   7il al-anām , 5. peanult .; Krawulsky,  Briefe und Reden , 67–68. 

  244. Al-Ghazālı̄,  Faz
.
ā   7il al-anām , 54–55, Krawulsky,  Briefe und Reden , 152. This is 

not the letter to Mujı̄r al-Dawla that establishes al-Ghazālı̄’s arrival in T. ūs as 490/1097. 
On the dating of this letter, see Krawulsky,  Briefe und Reden , 32–33. I am grateful to Ken-
neth Garden who pointed me to this letter and its content. 

  245. Al-Ghazālı̄,  Faz
.
ā   7il al-anām , 4.10–15; Krawulsky,  Briefe und Reden , 65. 

  246. Al-Subkı̄,  T. abaqāt , 6:210.4–5. Cf. Ibn al-Jawzı̄,  al-Muntaz.am , 9:170.9–10; 
Yāqūt,  Mu ¶jam al-buldān , 3:561.7–8. 

  247. Al-Subkı̄,  T. abaqāt , 6:210.14–15. 
  248. See Badawı̄,  Mu  7allafāt , 112–14; and al-H. addād,  Takhrı̄j ah. ādı̄th Ih. yā 7  ¶ulūm al-

dı̄n . 
  249.  anā muzjā l-bid. ā ¶a f ı̄ l-h. adı̄th ; al-Wāsit.ı̄ in his  tarjama  edited in al-A ¶sam,  al-

Faylasūf al-Ghazālı̄,  179.2. T. ālibı̄,  Arā  7 Abı̄ Bakr ibn al- ¶Arabı̄ l-kalāmiyya , 1:56, claims he 
admitted this to his student Abū Bakr ibn al- ¶Arabi (who preserved the quote). T. ālibı̄’s 
reference, however, cannot be verifi ed. 

  250. Al-Ghazālı̄,   Ih. yā 7  , 1:110.6–111.2 / 134.1–135.5. 
  251. Al-Ans.ārı̄,  al-Ghunyā fi -l-kalām  and idem,  Sharh.  al-Irshād . 
  252. On this institution, see Bulliet,  Patricians of Nishapur , 124, 230, 251. 
  253. Kasā   7ı̄ ,  Madāris-i Niz. āmiyyah , 99, lists Abū l-Qāsim Salmān ibn Nās.ir al-Ans.ārı̄ 

as a teacher at the Niz. āmiyya in Nishapur right after al-Ghazālı̄. His biographers are 
silent about whether he held an offi ce there; see  ¶Abd al-Ghāfi r al-Fārisı̄,  al-Siyāq , in Frye, 
 The Histories of Nishapur , text 2, fol. 29b–30a; Ibn  ¶Asākir,  Tabyı̄n kadhib al-muftarı̄ , 307; 
al-Subkı̄,  T. abaqāt , 7:96–99. 

  254. Al-Ghazālı̄,  al-Munqidh , 48–49.  ¶Abd al-Ghāfi r al-Fārisı̄ devotes a long and 
eloquent passage to these events that deserves to be closely analyzed. Cf. al-Subkı̄, 
 T. abaqāt , 6:207.5–208.3 and 210–11. 

  255. Al-Ghazālı̄ ,  Faz
.
ā   7il al-anām , 37–45. Al-Kiyā  7 al-Harrāsı̄  died on 1 Muh. arram 

504 / 20 July 1110. On him, see  EI2 , 5:234 (George Makdisi); Brockelmann,  GAL ,
1:390;  Suppl.  1:674; Makdisi,  Ibn  ¶Aqı̄l et la rèsurgence , 216–19;  ¶Abd al-Ghāfi r al-Fārisı̄ , 
 al-Siyāq , in Frye,  Histories of Nishapur , text 2, fol. 72a; Ibn  ¶Asākir,  Tabyı̄n , 288–89; 
Ibn Khallikān,  Wafayāt , 3:286–90; al-Subkı̄,  T. abaqāt , 7:231–34; Halm,  Die Ausbreitung , 
index. 

  256. Al-Ghazālı̄,  Faz
.
ā   7il al-anām , 42–45. The original letter was probably written 

in Arabic. For a fragment of the Arabic version, see MS Berlin, Petermann II 8, p. 126 
(Ahlwardt 10070.2). Cf. also Krawulsky , Briefe und Reden , 11, 30–31; and Fritz Meier in 
 ZDMG  93 (1939): 406–7. 

  257. Al-Ghazālı̄,  Faz
.
ā   7il al-anām , 44.16–45.1. 

  258. Al-Subkı̄,  T. abaqāt , 6:201.8–12. 
  259. Al-Abı̄wardı̄,  Dı̄wān , 2:140. 
  260. Accoding to  ¶Abd al-Ghāfi r al-Fārisı̄, see al-Subkı̄,  T. abaqāt , 6:211.3. See also 

Yāqūt,  Mu ¶jam al-buldān , 3:561.9–10. 
  261. In 1915, Diez,  Die Kunst der islamischen Völker , 82, published a description 

and the reproduction of a water painting by the Armenian-Iranian artist André Sevru-
guin ( also: Sevrugian, 1894–1996) of the ruins of a large mausoleum in T. ūs that Diez 
claimed is the mausoleum of al-Ghazālı̄. This picture depicts a mausoleum in the midst 
of T. ābarān’s ruins, which is known as the  Hārūniyya . For a recent picture of the recon-
structed building, see Elton L. Daniel’s preface to Field’s translation of  The Alchemy of 
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Happiness , xl. Local usage mistakenly regards it as the tomb of Hārūn al-Rashı̄d, who is, 
however, buried at the site of  ¶Alı̄ al-Rid. ā in Meshed. There is also a second mausoleum 
within the former city walls of T. ābarān, which is the one of Firdawsı̄ (d. 411/1020). Niz. āmı̄ 
 ¶Arūd. ı̄,  Chahār Maqāla , 51, says that Firdawsı̄ was buried in T. ābarān “outside the 
gates in a garden.” What is today known as Firdawsı̄’s tomb (which is distinct from 
the  Hārūniyya ) has been lavishly rebuilt in a monumental and modern style during 
the Pahlevi period. On the various monuments in the vicinity of Meshed, see also 
Hakami,  Pèlerinage de l ’ Emâm Rezâ , 64ff. In 1918, Donaldson, “A Visit to the Grave of al-
Ghazzali,” reports he found a tombstone in the ruins of T. ūs that bore al-Ghazālı̄’s name 
and had been reused in 1007/1598–99 to mark another grave. 

  262. Al-Subkı̄,  T. abaqāt , 6:211.5; al-Zabı̄dı̄,  Ith. āf al-sādā , 1:11.17. The  kunya  “Abū 
H. āmid” need not mean (as Smith,  Al-Ghazālı̄ the Mystic , 57, assumes) that he had a son 
by the name of H. āmid. 

  263. MS Yale University, Beinecke Memorial Library, Landberg 318, fol. 230a. The 
 ijāza  is issued by “Muh. ammad ibn Muh. ammad ibn Muh. ammad al-Ghazālı̄ l-T. ūsı̄” at 
some time after the manuscript was copied in 507/1113. Cf. Nemoy,  Arabic Manuscripts 
in the Yale University Library , 109, no. 999. 

  264. In a very brief note in al-Ghazālı̄,  Faz
.
ā   7il al-anām , 2.9–10; Krawulsky,  Briefe 

und Reden , 62. On other scholars with the name  al-Ghazālı̄  from this period, who were 
not related to the famous theologian, see Macdonald, “The Name al-Ghazzālı̄”, 21–22; 
and al-Zabı̄dı̄,  Ith. āf al-sāda , 1:19. 

  265. Al-Fayyūmı̄,  Mis. bāh al-munı̄r f ı̄ gharı̄b al-Sharh.  al-kabı̄r , 447 ( sub  gh-z-l). The 
work is a dictionary of diffi cult words that appear in  ¶Abd al-Karı̄m al-Rāfi  ¶ı̄ ’s (d. 623
/1226) commentary to al-Ghazālı̄’s  al-Wajı̄z . The history of the Shirwānshāh’s is not well 
known, and their list of kings has lots of lacunae. Cf. Minorsky,  A History of Sharvān and 
Darband , 135; and C. E. Bosworth in  EI2 , 11:488–89. 

  266. Griffel, “On Fakhr al-Dı̄n al-Rāzı̄’s Life and the Patronage He Received,” 
339. 

  267. Ibn al- ¶Imād,  Shajarāt al-dhahab , 7:196. The full name of this scholar and the 
dearth of information about his background give the impression that this person only 
pretended to be a decendent of al-Ghazālı̄. If true, his geneology would imply that al-
Ghazālı̄ had both a son and a grandson by the name of Muh. ammad. 

  268. Al-Zabı̄dı̄,  al-Mu ¶jam al-mukhtas. s.  , 136; I am grateful to Stefan Reichmuth 
who pointed me to this reference. 
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  1. Laoust, “La survie de G
.
azālı̄ d’après Subkı̄.” See also the list of al-Ghazālı̄’s 

students in al-Zabı̄dı̄,  Ith. āf al-sāda , 1:44–45. 
  2. Al-Mas ¶ūdı̄,  al-Shukūk wa-l-shubah  ¶alā l-Ishārāt . On Sharaf al-Dı̄n Muh. ammad 

ibn Mas ¶ūd al-Mas ¶ūdı̄ and his works, see  GAL,  1:474 no. 11 (only in the fi rst edition of 
1898); and Shihadeh, “From al-Ghazālı̄ to al-Rāzı̄: 6th/12th Century Developments in 
Muslim Philosophical Theology,” 153–56. 

  3. Ibn Ghaylān al-Balkhı̄,  H. udūth al- ¶ālam , 11.18–19. 
  4. For an overview of Abū l-Futūh.  al-Ghazālı̄’s (d. 517/1123 or 520/1126–27) 

life and his scholarly œuvre, including the most important secondary literature, see 
the  article by Nasrollah Pourjavadi in  EIran , 10:377–80. On Ah. mad’s life, see Ah. mad 
Mujāhid’s introduction to Abū l-Futūh.  al-Ghazālı̄,  Majmū ¶ah-yi ās- ār-i Fārisı̄ ; Richard 
Gramlich’s introduction to Abū l-Futūh.  al-Ghazālı̄,  Der reine Gottesglaube , 1–7; Lum-
bard,  Ah. mad al-Ghazālı̄ (d. 517/1123 or 520/1127) and the Metaphysics of Love , 20–128; 
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Ibn al-Jawzı̄,  al-Muntaz.am , 9:260–62; al-Subkı̄,  T. abaqāt , 6:60–62; and Ibn Khallikān, 
 Wafayāt al-a ¶yān , 1:97–98. 

  5. Al-Ghazālı̄,  Risāla ilā Abū l-Fath.  al-Damı̄mı̄ , 27.10–11; MS Berlin, Petermann II 
8, p. 121: “As for preaching, I don’t see myself as one of its people because preaching is 
a (voluntary) alms-tax ( zakāt ) levied on the property ( nis. āb ) of [conducting a pious life] 
due to other people’s preaching ( itti  ¶āz.  ), and how can someone who does not have this 
property pay the tax?” 

  6. Al-Ghazālı̄,   Ih. yā 7  , 1:24.1–4 / 23.6–9. 
  7. At the beginning of al-Ghazālı̄,  al-Lubāb min al-Ihyā 7 , 2.11–14 (1978 edition: 

25.5–6), it says: “It had occurred to me during one of my journeys that I extract from 
my book  The Revival of the Religious Sciences  its kernels.” These words are a clear refer-
ence to Muh. ammad as its author, and he is identifi ed as such in the title. In fact, none 
of the MSS I saw ascribes the book to Ah. mad. MS Berlin, Wetzstein 99 (Ahlwardt 
no. 1708), and MSS Princeton, Yahuda 838 and 3717 (Mach no. 2164), attribute the text 
to Muh. ammad. The text of  al-Lubāb min al-Ihyā 7  appears to be identical to the one in 
 al-Murshid al-amı̄n ilā maw ¶iz. at al-mu  7minı̄n min  Ih. yā 7   ¶ulūm al-dı̄n , a book ascribed to 
Muh. ammad al-Ghazālı̄. Brockelmann’s identifi cation of Ah. mad as the  Lubāb ’s au-
thor ( GAL , 1:422;  Suppl . 1:748) follows Ahlwardt,  Handschriften-Verzeichnisse , 2:313, and 
seems to be based entirely on H. ājjı̄ Khalı̄fa,  Kashf al-z.unūn , 1:182–83. On the text, see 
also Bouyges,  Essay de chronologie , 135–36; Badawı̄,  Mu  7allafāt , 114; and Lumbard,  Ah. mad 
al-Ghazālı̄ , 122. There also exists a different and shorter excerpt from the   Ih. yā 7   with the 
title  Lubb al- Ih. yā 7   that was authored by neither Ah. mad nor Muh. ammad. For this text, 
see MS Yale University, Beinecke Library, Salisbury 38, foll. 1–45b (Nemoy 797), and MS 
Berlin, Wetzstein II 1807, foll. 120–46b. (Ahlwardt 1707). 

  8. Abū l-Futūh.  al-Ghazālı̄,  al-Tajrı̄d f ı̄ kalimat al-tawh. ı̄d . 
  9. One of Ah. mad al-Ghazālı̄’s best-known Persian works, the  Rāz-nāmah  or 

 Risālah-yi  ¶Ayniyyah,  is believed to be originally a letter to  ¶Ayn al-Qud. āt al-H. amadhānı̄. 
The text is in  Majmū  ¶ah-yi ās- ār-i fārisı̄-yi Ah. mad Ghazzālı̄ , 175–214. 

  10. Al-Ghazālı̄,   Ih. yā 7  , 1:53.18–19 / 60.19–20. 
  11. Richard Gramlich in the introduction to Abū l-Futūh.  al-Ghazālı̄,  Gedanken über 

die Liebe , a German translation of the Persian  Kitāb al-Sawānih.  f ı̄ l- ¶ishq.  
  12. The Almoravids conquered the T. ā  7ifa kingdoms in al-Andalus between 445/1053 

and 487/1094. 
  13.  ¶Abbās, “al-Jānib al-siyāsı̄,” 218–19; idem, “Rih. lat Ibn al  ¶Arabı̄,” 61. 
  14.  ¶Abbās, “al-Jānib al-siyāsı̄,” 221. 
  15. A detailed narrative of Abū Bakr ibn al- ¶Arabı̄  7s life and his travels is given by 

T. ālibı̄,  Arā 7 Abı̄ Bakr ibn al- ¶Arabı̄ , 1:25–64. 
  16. Ibn al- ¶Arabı̄,  Qānūn al-ta  7wı̄l , 92. Fierro, in the preface to her Spanish transla-

tion of al-T. urt.ūshı̄’s  Kitāb al-H. awādith wa-l-bida ¶ , 40, reports that the meeting between 
the two took place in 486/1093, that is, soon after the arrival of the Ibn al- ¶Arabı̄s in 
Jerusalem. Abū Bakr studied with al-T. urt.ūshı̄ his  Mukhtas. ar  of al-Tha  ¶labı̄’s (d. 427/1035) 
Qur  7ān commentary during Ramad. ān 487 / September–October 1094 in the al-Aqs.ā 
Mosque of Jerusalem (Ibn al- ¶Arabı̄,  Qānūn al-ta  7wı̄l , 61; and T. ālibı̄,  Arā  7 Abı̄ Bakr ibn 
al-  ¶Arabı̄ , 1:33). 

  17.  Kitāb Tartı̄b al-rih. la li-l-targhı̄b f ı̄ l-milla ; Ibn al- ¶Arabı̄,  Shawāhid al-jilla , 278.3;
 ¶Abbās, “al-Jānib al-siyāsı̄,” 217. 

  18. Ibn S.āh. ib al-S.alāt quotes from this book in his  Ta  7rı̄kh al-mann bi-l-imāma , 258–
59; and Ibn al- ¶Arabı̄ mentions it in its short title in  al- ¶Awās. im min al-qawās. im , 24.8. 

  19. Ibn al- ¶Arabı̄,  Shawāhid al-jilla wa-l-a ¶yān f ı̄ mashāhid al-Islām wa-l-buldān.  The 
book is apparently an excerpt of the longer  Kitāb Tartı̄b al-rih. la li-l-targhı̄b f ı̄ l-milla  and 
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contains the political documents obtained during the trip to the East (T.ālibı̄,  Arā  7 Abı̄ 
Bakr ibn al- ¶Arabı̄ , 27, n, 2; 82). The  Shawāhid al-jilla  is the text in MS Bibliothèque 
Générale, Rabat,1275  kāf , pp.119–40, referred to, for instance, in Griffel,  Apostasie und 
Toleranz , 364, n. 21; or in van Ess, “Neuere Literatur,” 302.  ¶Abbās, “al-Jānib al-siyāsı̄,” 
217ff. bases most of his information on Ibn al- ¶Arabı̄’s travels on this text and rightfully 
identifi es it as part of the anonymous chronicle  Mafākhir al-barbar  from the eighth/
fourteenth century. 

  20. Ibn al-Arabı̄,  Qānūn al-ta  7wı̄l , 107. 
  21. A. Ben Abdesselem in  EI2 , 10:739a. See also Fierro in the preface to her Span-

ish translation of al-T. urt.ūshı̄’s  Kitāb al-H. awādith wa-l-bida ¶ , 40. 
  22. The text of the letter by al-Ghazālı̄ to Yūsuf ibn Tāsihfı̄n is preserved in Ibn 

al- ¶Arabı̄,  Shawāhid al-jilla , 306–11. See  ¶Abbās, “al-Jānib al-siyāsı̄,” 222ff. A short version 
of this letter is extant in the anonymous  Mafākhir al-barbar  (ed. Lévi-Provençal), 2. The 
text of al-Ghazālı̄’s  fatwā,  together with Ibn al- ¶Arabı̄’s initial request, is in Ibn al- ¶Arabı̄, 
 Shawāhid al-jilla , 302–5. Both the question and al-Ghazālı̄’s  fatwā  are also preserved in 
MS American University of Beirut, Jafet Memorial Library 297.3: G41 iA, pp. 50–56. On 
al-Ghazālı̄’s  fatwā  in support of the Almoravids, see also the report of Ibn Khaldūn,  al-
 ¶Ibar , 6:386. 

  23. Ibn al- ¶Arabı̄,  Shawāhid al-jilla , 311–12;  ¶Abbās, “al-Jānib al-siyāsı̄,” 221. 
  24. Ibn al- ¶Arabı̄,  al- ¶Awās. im min al-qawās. im , 23. 
  25. “Wise master,” a Persian title Ibn al- ¶Arabı̄ applies to al-Ghazālı̄ in his  Qānūn 

al-ta  7wı̄l , 111, 120. 
  26. Ibid., 111. 
  27. Ibn al- ¶Arabı̄,  Shawāhid al-jilla , 290–93;  ¶Abbās, “al-Jānib al-siyāsı̄,” 227–28. 
  28. The two passed through Palestine during the early part of the year 492 

(November 1098–November 1099), shortly before the hostilities of the First Cru-
sade started there in May 1099. The First Crusade is not mentioned in Abū Bakr’s 
œuvre. 

  29. Al-T. urt.ūshı̄,  Risāla ilā  ¶Abdallāh ibn Muz.affar , in Ghurāb, “H. awla ikhrāq 
al-Murābit.ı̄n li-Ih. yā 7 al-Ghazālı̄,” 158–63. See also Fierro in the preface to her Spanish 
translation of al-T. urt.ūshı̄’s  Kitāb al-H. awādith wa-l-bida ¶ , 61–64. 

  30. Al-Dhahabı̄,  Siyar , 19:334, 339, 494–96; al-Subkı̄,  T. abaqāt , 6:240–58; cf. al-
Zabı̄dı̄,  Ith. āf al-sāda , 1:28–29; 179.21–24; 2:411.20–23; 9:442.17–27. 

  31. The list is from Ibn al- ¶Arabı̄’s yet unedited  Sirāj al-murı̄dı̄n .  ¶Ammār T. ālibı̄ 
adds it to his edition of Ibn al- ¶Arabı̄’s  al- ¶Awās. im min al-qawās. im , 377–79. He also re-
produces parts of the list in his  Arā  7 Abı̄ Bakr ibn al- ¶Arabı̄ , 1:64–65. Works by al-Ghazālı̄ 
in this book include  al-Mankhūl ,  al-Ta ¶lı̄qa ,  Shifā  7 al-ghalı̄l ,  Mih. akk al-naz. r ,  Mi  ¶yār al- ¶ilm , 
 Tahāfut al-falāsifa , and  al-Iqtis. ād f ı̄ l-i  ¶tiqād . Al-Ghazālı̄’s  Maqās. id al-falāsifa  is not on this 
list. It was, however, available to Ibn al- ¶Arabı̄ when he later wrote his  al- ¶Awās. im min al-
qawās. im  (see the list of correspondence between the two books in T. ālibı̄,  Arā  7 Abı̄ Bakr 
ibn al- ¶Arabı̄ , 1:291–92). 

  32. T. ālibı̄,  Arā  7 Abı̄ Bakr ibn al- ¶Arabı̄ , 1:67–68. 
  33.  ¶Abbās, “Rih. lat Ibn al- ¶Arabı̄,” 87–88, fi rst made this text available from an 

Istanbul manuscript. 
  34. Muh. ammad ibn Ah. mad al-Qaffāl al-Shāshı̄ (d. 507/1114) was at this time a 

teacher at the Tājiyya madrasa in Baghdad. After al-Kiyā  7 al-Harrāsı̄’s death in 504/1110, 
he taught at the Niz. āmiyya. He was a student of Abū Ish. āq al-Shı̄rāzı̄ (d. 476/1083) 
and was known for his traditionalist and less rationalist approach (al-Subkı̄,  T. abaqāt , 
6:70–78,  GAL,  1:390–91,  Suppl . 1:674; Makdisi,  Ibn  ¶Aqı̄l et la résurgence , 208–10; Halm, 
 Die Ausbreitung , 165, 169). 
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  35. Ibn al- ¶Arabı̄ himself lived in Baghdad in the al-Mu ¶tamidiyya quarter; T. ālibı̄, 
 Arā  7 Abı̄ Bakr ibn al- ¶Arabı̄ , 1:43. 

  36. I am grateful to Beatrice Gruendler, who assisted in the translation of these 
verses. 

  37. Ibn al- ¶Arabı̄,  Qānūn al-ta  7wı̄l , 111.1–113.6. 
  38. Ibn Taymiyya,  Dar    7 ta ¶ārud. ,  1:5.9–10; idem,  Majmū ¶ fatāwa , 4:66.8–10. 
  39. Al-T. urt.ūshı̄,  Risāla ilā   ¶Abdallāh ibn Muz.affar , 162; see Ghurāb, “H. awla ikhrāq 

al-Murābit.ı̄n li-Ih. yā  7 al-Ghazālı̄,” 136. 
  40. Griffel,  Apostasie und Toleranz , 383. 
  41. See  ¶Ammār T. ālibı̄’s analysis of the book and the positions defended therein in 

his  Arā  7 Abı̄ Bakr ibn al- ¶Arabı̄ , 1:89–275. 
  42. Ibn al- ¶Arabı̄,  al- ¶Awās. im min al-qawās. im, , 23.10–13. 
  43. Serrano Ruano, “Why Did the Scholars of al-Andalus Distrust al-Ghazālı̄?” 
  44. Ibn al- ¶Arabı̄,  al- ¶Awās. im min al-qawās. im , 23–24. 
  45.  Kitāb Tartı̄b al-rih. la . It must be considered lost, cf. p. 63 in this book. 
  46. In his   Ih. yā 7  , 1:11.1–2 / 3.2–3, al-Ghazālı̄ refers to the book as “a revival for the 

religious sciences” (  ih. yā 7  li- ¶ulūm al-dı̄n ); cf. al-Zabı̄dı̄,  Ith. āf al-sāda , 1:59.22. 
  47. Ibn al- ¶Arabı̄,  al- ¶Awās. im min al-qawās. im , 24.4–11. 
  48. Rahman,  Prophecy in Islam , 30–38. 
  49. Ibn Sı̄nā,  al-Shifā  7, al-T. abı̄ ¶iyyāt, al-Nafs , 173.9–174.2. 
  50. Ibid., 248.9–250.4. 
  51. Ibid., 200.11–201.9. On these three prophetical capacities in Ibn Sı̄nā, see Dav-

idson,  Alfarabi, Avicenna, and Averroes on Intellect,  100–101, 116–23, 139–40; Hasse,  Avi-
cenna ’ s De Anima in the West , 154–56; Akiti, “Three Properties of Prophethood,” 189–95; 
Rahman,  Prophecy in Islam , 30–52; and Elamrani-Jamal, “De la multiplicité des modes 
de la prophetie chez Ibn Sı̄nā.” Al-Ghazālı̄ adapted these in several of his works. See 
Akiti, “Three Properties of Prophethood,” 195–210. 

  52. Ibn al- ¶Arabı̄,  al- ¶Awās. im min al-qawās. im , 23.13–15. 
  53. Ibid., 25.6–8. The  Tahāfut , 274.7–275.1 / 165.3–7 reports a similar example 

from the teachings of the  falāsifa . There, walking on an elevated beam is compared to 
walking on the same beam when it lies on the ground. In the fi rst case, the human falls, 
in the latter, not. This example is taken from Ibn Sı̄nā,  al-Shifā  7, al-T. abı̄ ¶iyyāt, al-Nafs , 
200.1–6; and idem, al -Ishārāt wa-l-tanbı̄hāt , 219.13–16. 

  54. Ibn al- ¶Arabı̄,  al- ¶Awās. im min al-qawās. im , 25. ult. –26.3. Read  inbāt.  for  inbān . 
  55. Ibn Sı̄nā,  al-Ishārāt wa-l-tanbı̄hāt , 219–22. On this passage see Hasse,  Avicen-

na ’ s De anima , 161–63. Al-Ghazālı̄ copies this passage verbatim into his report of the 
teachings of the  falāsifa  in MS London, Or. 3126, foll. 283a–284b. 

  56. Al-Ghazālı̄,  Fays. al al-tafriqa , 191.18–192.5 / 56.5–57.2. 
  57.  kāna yumayyilu ilā dhālika wa-yastat.rifuhu ; Ibn al- ¶Arabı̄,  al- ¶Awās. im min al-

qawās. im , 93.5 
  58. Ibid, 232. 
  59. Ibn al- ¶Arabı̄,  ¶A- rid. at al-ah. wadhı̄ bi-sharh.  S.ah. ı̄h.  al-Tirmidhı̄ . 
  60. See n, 38 above. Ibn Taymiyya’s quotation is already in al-Dhahabı̄,  Siyar , 

19:327.8–9. Ghurāb, “H. awla ih. rāq al-Murābit.ı̄n li-l-Ih. yā  7al-Ghazālı̄,” 158, connects it to 
the unedited  Sirāj al-murı̄dı̄n.  Al-Dhahabı̄,  Siyar , 19:344, quotes a passage from Ibn al-
 ¶Arabı̄’s yet unedited  Sharh.  al-asmā  7 al-h. usnā,  in which he also argues against al-Ghazālı̄’s 
position of the best of all possible words 

  61. MS Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale, no. 5639 (Fonds Archinard), fol. 138b. How 
this long text is related to other, shorter versions of  al-Nafkh wa-l-taswiya —of  al-Mad. nūn 
al-s. aghı̄r  and of  al-Ajwiba al-Ghazāliyya —requires more study. On the several versions 
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of  al-Nafkh wa-l-taswiya,  see Lagardère, “A propos d’un chapitre du  Naf h
ˇ
 wal-taswiya  at-

tribué à G
.
azālı̄,” 127–36. Asín Palacios,  Espiritualidad , 4:164–83, translates the text of the 

1309/1891 edition of  al-Mad. nūn al-s. aghı̄r  into Spanish. 
  62. On this dispute in the works of al-Ghazālı̄, see Frank,  Al-Ghazālı̄ and the

 Ash ¶arite School , 48–67. 
  63.  ¶Abbas, “Rih. lat Ibn al- ¶Arabı̄,” 68–69. 
  64. Ih. sān  ¶Abbās worked with an unidentifi ed manuscript at the Moroccan Gen-

eral Library ( al-Khizāna al- ¶Āmma ) in Rabat. Although there were reports that the fi lm
 ¶Abbās worked with had remained at the library of the American University in Beirut 
(Film MS:297–3) no such fi lm can be located there today. I am grateful to Bilal Orfali for 
making inquiries on my behalf. My knowledge on the contents of the text is based on 
the information given in  ¶Abbas, “Rih. lat Ibn al- ¶Arabı̄,” 68–69. 

  65. This  h. adı̄th  goes in full: “The devil runs in the veins of humans and I feared 
that something of it had spilled into your hearts” ( inna l-shayt.ān yajrā min Ibn Ādam majrā 
l-dam wa-innı̄ khashı̄tu an yaqdhifa f ı̄ qulūbikumā shay  7an ). See Ibn Māja,  al-Sunan , s.iyām 
65; similar in al-Bukhārı̄,  al-S.ah. ı̄h.  , i ¶tikāf 8, 10. Cf. Wensinck,  Concordance , 1:342a. 

  66. MS Cairo, Dār al-Kutub,  majāmi ¶  180, foll. 89b–96b. Cf. Bouyges,  Essay , 
59. Badawı̄,  Ma  7allafāt , 168–71, prints sections of the manuscript. The information in 
Badawı̄,  Mu  7allafāt , 16, about manuscripts of this text in Istanbul libraries seems to be 
erroneous, as I could not fi nd the text in the manuscripts listed. I use the 1984 reprint 
of Kawtharı̄’s edition. Heer, “Abū H. āmid al-Ghazālı̄’s Esoteric Exegesis,” 244, and the 
editor of Ibn Taymiyya’s  Dar   7 ta  ¶ārud.  , 1:5, n. 3, mention the 1359/1940 print of Kawtharı̄’s 
edition (Cairo:  ¶Izzat al-H. usaynı̄), which was not available to me. 

  67. Al-Ghazālı̄,  al-Qānūn al-kullı̄ f ı̄ l-ta  7wı̄l , 48–50. The text is translated in Heer, 
“Abū H. āmid al-Ghazālı̄’s Esoteric Exegesis,” 244–46. 

  68. This is also the opinion of Ibn Taymiyya,  Dar    7 ta ¶ārud.  , 1:5.6–9. 
  69. Gianotti,  Al-Ghazālı̄ ’ s Unspeakable Doctrine of the Soul , 76–87. 
  70. See my review of Gianotti’s  Al-Ghazālı̄ ’ s Unspeakable Doctrine of the Soul  in 

 JAOS  124 (2004): 107–11. 
  71. Al-Bayhaqı̄,  Tatimmat S.iwān al-h. ikma,  119. According to al-Bayhaqı̄,  Tatimmat,  

110–11, Abū l- ¶Abbās al-Fad. l ibn Muh. ammad al-Lawkarı̄ was a student of Bahmanyār ibn 
Marzubān (d. 458/1066), one of the master students of Avicenna. Al-Lawkarı̄ thus con-
nects the Khorasanian philosophical tradition with Avicenna, and he features in almost 
all intellectual  isnāds  of Iranian philosophers (see al-Rahim, “The Twelver-Šı̄ ¶ı̄  Recep-
tion of Avicenna”). Unfortunately, nothing is known about his life, and the source for 
his date of death given by Brockelmann,  GAL , 1:460, namely, 517/1123–24, is unknown. 
Al-Lawkarı̄ was still alive in 503/1109 (cf. Badawı̄, in the preface to his edition of Ibn 
Sı̄nā 7s  al-Ta ¶lı̄qāt , 9). On al-Lawkarı̄, see Dı̄bājı̄ in his introductions to the editions of 
al-Lawkarı̄’s works  Bayān al - h. aqq .  al- ¶Ilm al-ilāhı̄ , 14–15;  Bayān al-h. aqq ,  al-Mant.iq , 67–71; 
and Reisman,  The Making of the Avicennan Tradition , index. 

  72. Modern Meana in Turkmenistan. Mı̄hana is an alternative pronunciation and 
is preferred by As ¶ad’s biographers. See, however, C. E. Bosworth’s article on “Mayhana” 
in  EI2 , 6:914b. 

  73. Abū l-Muz.affar Mans.ūr ibn Muh. ammad al-Sam ¶ānı̄ (d. 489/1096), the grand-
father of the historian Abū Sa ¶d al-Sam ¶ānı̄ (d. 562/1166), the author of the  Kitāb al-Ansāb . 
On Abū l-Muz.affar, see al-Subkı̄,  T. abaqāt , 5:335–46;  GAL , 1:412,  Suppl.  1:731; and Halm, 
 Ausbreitung , 85–86. 

  74. Guy Monnot in  EI2 , 9:214b. 
  75. Mah. mūd ibn Muh. ammad Tapar ibn Malikshāh was put in charge of Baghdad 

by his father, Sultan Muh. ammad Tapar. When the father died in 511/1118, Mah. mūd fi rst 
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refused to submit to his uncle Sanjar, who became the supreme sultan and successor 
to his father. Mah. mūd declined allegiance until he was defeated in 513/1119. That year, 
Sanjar appeared in Baghdad and reordered its affairs. This event may have prompted
 As ¶ad’s departure from the Niz. āmiyya madrasa. Later, Mah. mūd and Sanjar reconciled, 
and Mah. mūd received the western part of the Seljuq Empire and the title of sultan. He 
ruled over it until his death in 525/1131. 

  76. See Ibn   ¶Asākir,  Tabyı̄n kadhib al-muftarı̄ , 320; Ibn al-Jawzı̄,  al-Muntaz.am , 10:13; 
Yāqūt,  Mu ¶jam al-buldān , 3:344; Ibn al-Athı̄r,  al-Kāmil f ı̄ ta  7rı̄kh , 10:464; Ibn Khallikān, 
 Wafayāt , 1:207–8; al-Shahrazūrı̄,  Nuzhat al-arwāh.  , 2:57; al-S.afadı̄,  al-Wāf ı̄ bi-l-wafayāt , 
9:17–18; al-Subkı̄,  T. abaqāt , 7:42–43; Krawulsky,  Briefe und Reden , 18; Halm,  Die Ausbrei-
tung der šāfi  ¶itischen Rechtsschule , index; Makdisi,  The Rise of Colleges , index; and Kasā  7ı̄ , 
 Madāris-i Niz. āmiyyah , 145–46. 

  77. The work is referred to as  al-Ta ¶lı̄qāt ,  al-Ta ¶lı̄qa ,  al-Ta ¶lı̄q , or  t.arı̄qa fi -l-khilāf . On 
the many meanings of the word  ta ¶lı̄qa,  see Makdisi,  The Rise of Colleges , 114–28. In his 
  Ih. yā  7  , 1:60–62 / 68–71, al-Ghazālı̄ expressed severe reservations against the discipline of 
 khilāf . 

  78. Al-Baghdādı̄,  Kitāb al-Nas. ı̄h. atayn , fol. 89a. 
  79. Al-S.afadı̄,  al-Wāf ı̄ bi-l-wafayāt , 21:341. 
  80. Makdisi,  Rise of Colleges , 122. 
  81.  mashhūra (. . .) qalı̄la al-naz. ı̄r ; Ibn Kathı̄r,  T. abaqāt al-fuqahā  7 al-shāfi  ¶iyı̄n , 

2:566.7–8. 
  82.  wa-lā yas. ilu ilā ma ¶rifati  ¶ilmi l-Ghazālı̄ wa-fad. lihi illā man balagha aw kāda 

yabligha l-kamāla f ı̄  ¶aqlih ; al-Subkı̄,  T. abaqāt , 6:202.7–8. 
  83.  ke tu-yi madhhab-i kih ? al-Ghazālı̄,  Faz

.
ā   7il al-anām , 12.15. 

  84. Juvaynı̄,  Ta  7rı̄kh Jahāngushāy , 3:200.8. 
  85. Al-Ghazālı̄,  Faz

.
ā   7il al-anām , 3–12; Krawulsky,  Briefe und Reden , 63–78. 

  86. Al-Ghazālı̄,  Faz
.
ā   7il al-anām , 12.15–17. 

  87. Dawlatshāh,  Ta-zkirat al-shu ¶arā  7 , 85.7–11. 
  88. This As ¶ad al-Mayhanı̄ is mentioned by al-Sam ¶ānı̄,  al-Tah. bı̄r f ı̄ l-Mu ¶jam al-

kabı̄r , 1:117–18. His full name is As ¶ad ibn Sa ¶ı̄d ibn Fad. lallāh al-Mayhanı̄. He was born in 
454/1062 and died in 507/1114. His existence resolves the confusion in Krawulsky,  Briefe 
und Reden , 18–19; and Humā  7ı̄ ’s  Ghazzālı̄-nāmah , 334–35. 

  89. Dawlatshāh,  Ta-zkirat al-shu ¶arā  7 , 85.17. 
  90. The collection of letters mentions an As ¶ad as a Qur’an recitator at the 

court of Sanjar ( Faz
.
ā   7il al-anām , 6.9). It sometimes also identifi es the ruler that al-

Ghazālı̄  had an exchange with as “sultan” (ibid., 6.3–8). Sanjar became supreme 
sultan only after al-Ghazālı̄ ’s death. During al-Ghazālı̄ ’s lifetime, he carried the title 
of a king ( malik ). This mistake may have prompted the misunderstanding that al-
Ghazālı̄  had dealings with the supreme sultan of his lifetime, namely Muh. ammad 
Tapar. 

  91. He wrote  Iljām al- ¶awāmm  ¶an  ¶ilm al-kalām  on this subject. 
  92. On Abū l-Muz. affar Ah. mad ibn Muh. ammad ibn al-Muz. affar al-Khawāfı̄ , 

see al-S.arı̄fı̄nı̄ ,  al-Muntakhab min al-Siyāq , 146–47 = Frye,  The Histories of Nishapur , 
text 3, fol. 35a; al-Sam ¶ānı̄ ,  al-Ansāb , 5:220; Yāqūt,  Mu ¶jam al-buldān , 4:486–87, 3:343; 
Ibn Khallikān,  Wafayāt al-a ¶yān , 1:96–97; al-Subkı̄,  T. abaqāt , 6:63; and Halm,  Ausbrei-
tung , 96. He was also a teacher of al-Shahrastānı̄. In his   Ih. yā 7  , 1:65.24–26 / 76.3–5, 
al-Ghazālı̄  warns his readers against taking part in disputations that aim at “silencing 
one’s opponent.” 

  93. His letter of appointment from Sanjar’s chancellery, which is unfortunately 
not dated, is preserved in Muntajab al-Dı̄n,  ¶ Atabat al-kataba , 6–9; cf. Horst,  Die Staats-
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verwaltung der Großselǧuqen , 163. The letter is reprinted in Kasā  7ı̄ ,  Madāris-i Niz. āmiyyah , 
260–63. 

  94. Halm,  Ausbreitung , 250. The two were Abū Mans.ūr Muh. ammad ibn Muh. ammad 
al-T. ūsı̄ (d. 567/1171–72) and Abū l-Fath.  Muhammad ibn Mah. mūd al-T. ūsı̄ (d. 596/1199–
1200). On Muh. ammad ibn Yah. yā’s central position in Shāfi  ¶ite intellectual  isnād s, see Sub-
let, “Un itinéraire du  fi qh  šāfi  ¶ite,” 193. 

  95. On Abū Nas.r Ah. mad ibn Zirr ibn ¶Aqı̄l al-Kamāl al-Simnānı̄, see al-Subkı̄, 
 T. abaqāt , 6:16–17. 

  96. Al-Ghazālı̄,  al-Munqidh , 49.16. Cf. also the title of his main work:  Ihyā  7 
  ¶ulūm al-dı̄n.  

  97.  Al-Bası̄t.  f ı̄ l-furū ¶ f ı̄ madhhab al-Shāfi  ¶ ; it is yet unedited. For a newly discovered 
text by al-Ghazālı̄ on the  furū ¶  of  fi qh,  see p.  361 . 

  98. Al-Ghazālı̄,   Ih. yā 7 ,  1:59.9–11 / 68.2–4, mentions  al-Bası̄t.   and  al-Wası̄t.  .  Al-Bası̄t.  
is the earliest of the three works on the Shāfi  ¶ite  furū ¶ . It is referred to in  al-Wası̄t.  , 1:103.3, 
and in  al-Wajı̄z , 1:105.1. On the sources that al-Ghazālı̄ used for the composition of  al-
Bası̄t  and  al-Wası̄t. ,  see Ibn al- ¶Imād,  Shadharāt al-dhahab , 4:12.18–21. 

  99. Bouyges,  Essay the chronologie , 12–13, 49. The chronology is slightly confusing 
since  al-Wajı̄z  is also mentioned in   Ih. yā  7 ,  1:196.2 / 260.13, and in  Jawāhir al-Qur     7ān , 27.7, 
two works that appear to have been published before 495/1101. It is not entirely clear, 
though, whether in these two passage “ al-wajı̄z ” truly refers to this book. If so, the pas-
sage may anticipate the future completion and publication of  al-Wajı̄z . It would not be 
the only time that al-Ghazālı̄ refers to a future publication. 

  100. Al-Dhahabı̄,  Siyar , 18:340. Al-Ghazālı̄ refers to two of these three works of 
al-Wāh. idı̄ in   Ih. yā 7  , 1:57–58 / 67.16–18. On Abū l-H. asan   ¶Alı̄ ibn Ah. mad al-Wāh. idı̄ and his 
three Qur’ān-commentaries— al-Bası̄t.  ,  al-Wası̄t. , and  al-Wajı̄z —see Saleh, “The Last of 
the Nishapuri School of Tafsı̄r”; and Brockelmann,  GAL , 1:411,  Suppl.  1:730–31. 

  101. Al-Ghazālı̄  explains the three set-levels of  iqtis. ār ,  iqtis. ād , and  istiqs. ā  7  for every 
science in   Ih. yā 7   1:57.21–23 / 66.6–8, and for  kalām  specifi cally in ibid., 1:134.7–19 / 
169.8– ult.  

  102. Muh. ammad ibn Yah. yā also wrote two  ta  ¶lı̄qāt  on disputation (one titled  al-Intis. āf 
f ı̄ masā  7il al-khilāf  ) that are also lost. On the existing commentaries on al-Ghazālı̄’s  al-
Wajı̄z  and  al-Wası̄t. ,  see Brockelmann,  GAL , 1:424;  Suppl.  1:752–53. 

  103. Al-Rāfi  ¶ı̄ ,  al-Fath.  al- ¶azı̄z f ı̄ sharh.  al-Wajı̄z . 
  104. Ibn al-S.alāh. ’s and al-Nawawı̄’s commentaries are printed in the current edi-

tion of al-Ghazālı̄’s  al-Wası̄t.  . 
  105. On the events of 548/1153 and Muh. ammad ibn Yah. yā’s death, see Bulliet,  Pa-

tricians , 76–79, 255; and Ibn al-Athı̄r,  al-Kāmil , 11:116–21. On Muh. ammad ibn Yah. yā, 
see al-Sam ¶ānı̄,  al-Tah. bı̄r f ı̄ l-mu ¶jam al-kabı̄r , 2:252–53; Ibn Khallikān,  Wafayāt al-a ¶yān , 
4:223–24; al-Dhahabı̄,  Siyar a ¶lām al-nubalā  7 , 20:312–15; idem,  Ta  7rı̄kh al-Islām , vol. 541–51 
AH (vol. 37) 337–39; al-S.afadı̄,  al-Wāf ı̄ bi-l-wafayāt , 5:197; al-Subkı̄,  T. abaqāt , 6:25–27; and 
Halm,  Ausbreitung , 59. 

  106. Abū Bakr al-Qāsim ibn  ¶Abdallāh ibn  ¶Umar al-S.affār al-Rı̄khı̄; see Bulliet, 
 Patricians , 165, 186, 190; Halm,  Ausbreitung , 60; al-Dhahabı̄,  Siyar a ¶lām al- nubalā 7 , 
22:109–10; idem,  Ta   7rı̄kh al-Islām , vol. 611–20 AH (vol. 44), 416–17; and al-Subkı̄, 
 T. abaqāt , 8:353. On the sacking of Nishapur and the slaughtering of its inhabitants, see 
Juvaynı̄,  Ta  7rı̄kh-i Jahāngushāy , 1:138–41; and Ibn al-Athı̄r,  al-Kāmil , 12:256–57. On the 
move of Shāfi  ¶ism’s center from Iraq and Khorasan to Syria, see Sublet, “Un itinéraire 
du  fi qh  šāfi  ¶ite.” 

  107. The same who taught Abū Bakr ibn al- ¶Arabı̄; cf. n. 34. On the teachers at the 
Niz. āmiyya in Baghdad during this time, see Kasā  7ı̄ ,  Madāris-i Niz. āmiyyah , 141ff. 
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  108. Al-Mubārak ibn  ¶Abd al-Jabbār al-S.ayrafı̄ was a teacher of  h. adı̄th  and was also 
known as Ibn al-H. amāmı̄ and Ibn al-T. uyūrı̄; see al-Sam ¶ānı̄,  al-Ansāb,  4:233; idem,  al-
Tah. bı̄r f ı̄ l-mu ¶jam al-kabı̄r , 1:570, 2:146; and Ibn al-Jawzı̄,  al-Muntaz.am , 9:154. 

  109. Griffel, “Ibn Tūmart’s Rational Proof for God’s Existence,” 753–56. 
  110. On al-Ghazālı̄’s qualifi ed endorsement of  al-amr bi-l-ma ¶rūf wa-l-nahy  ¶an al-

munkar , see Cook,  Commanding Right and Forbidding Wrong , 427–68. 
  111. A Spanish scholar also translated into Latin the three theological texts by 

Ibn Tūmart discussed below; see Griffel, “Ibn Tūmart’s Rational Proof for God’s Exist-
ence,” 771. 

  112.  Sifr f ı̄hi jamı̄ ¶ ta ¶āliq al-Imām al-ma ¶s. ūm al-Mahdı̄ al-ma ¶lūm (. . .) mimma 
amla 7ahu Sayyiduna al-Imam al-Khalı̄fa Amir al-Mu  7minı̄n Abū Muh. ammad   ¶Abd al-
Mu   7min ibn  ¶Alı̄ . On the manuscripts and editions, see Griffel, “Ibn Tūmart’s Rational 
Proof for God’s Existence,” 765–67. Here, we refer to the most reliable edition by  ¶Ammār 
T. ālibı̄, published under the title of the fi rst text in this collection,  A ¶azz mā yut.lab . 

  113. On the traditional  kalām  proof for God’s existence, see Davidson,  Proofs for 
Eternity , 117–53; and Craig,  The Kalām Cosmological Argument , 3–60 (slightly extended in 
idem,  The Cosmological Argument , 48–126). 

  114. Al-Juwaynı̄,  al- ¶Aqı̄da al-Niz. āmiyya , 8–11. 
  115. Al-Ghazālı̄,  al-Iqtis. ād , 24–35; for a sketch of this argument, see Marmura, 

“Ghazali’s  al-Iqtisad fi  al-I ’ tiqad ,” 4–8; and Davidson,  Proofs for Eternity , 141–46. It is 
more fully discussed in Craig,  Kalām Cosmological Argument , 44–49; repeated in idem, 
 The Cosmological Argument , 99–104. 

  116.  min bidāyati l- ¶aqli anna (. . .) ; al-Ghazālı̄,   Ih. yā 7  , 1:144.12–13 / 183.5–6; Tibawi, 
“Al-Ghazālı̄’s Sojourn,” 80.26–28, 98. 

  117. Ibn Tūmart,  Sifr f ı̄hi jamı̄  ¶ ta ¶āliq al-Imām , 214.7–13. 
  118. See above p. 30. 
  119. On al-Ghazālı̄’s proofs from design, see Davdison,  Proofs for Eternity , 226–27, 

234, and below, pp. 221, 226. 
  120. Ibn Tūmart,  Sifr f ı̄hi jamı̄  ¶ ta ¶āliq al-Imām , 219.13–14. 
  121. See below, pp. ##. 
  122. Here I wish to correct the judgment I expressed in my article “Ibn Tūmart’s 

Rational Proof for God’s Existence,” 777–79. 
  123. Ibn Tūmart,  Sifr f ı̄hi jamı̄  ¶ ta ¶āliq al-Imām , 214.5. 
  124. See pp. 220–21. 
  125. Garden,  Al-Ghazālı̄ ’ s Contested Revival:  Ih. yā 7   ¶ulūm al-dı̄n and its Critics in Kho-

rasan and the Maghrib , 144–89, 208–23; Griffel,  Apostasie und Toleranz , 361–66; and 
idem, “Ibn Tūmart’s Rational Proof for God’s Existence,” 754. 

  126. Ibn T. umlūs,  Madkhal li-sinā  ¶at al-mantiq , 12. Cf. Griffel,  Apostasie und Toler-
anz , 382–87, 416; idem, “Ibn Tūmart’s Rational Proof for God’s Existence,” 764–65. 

  127. Griffel,  Apostasie und Toleranz , 401–62; idem, “The Relationship Between 
Averroes and al-Ghazālı̄ as It Presents Itself in Averroes’ Early Writings.” 

  128. See Opwis, “Islamic Law and Legal Change: The Concept of  Mas. lah. a  in Clas-
sical and Contemporary Islamic Legal Theory.” 

  129. Griffel,  Apostasie und Toleranz , 354–57; El-Rouayheb, “Was There a Revival of 
Logical Studies?” 3. 

  130. El-Rouayheb, “Was There a Revival of Logical Studies?” 4–14; and idem, 
“Sunni Muslim Scholars on the Status of Logic,” 215–16, 226–28. 

  131. That is at the beginning of the twelfth/eighteenth century; al-Zabı̄dı̄,  Ith. āf al-
sādā , 1:179–80. See El-Rouayheb, “Was There a Revival of Logical Studies?” 5. 
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  132. Al-Bayhaqı̄,  Tatimmat S. iwān al-h. ikma , 109. On the life and works of  ¶Ayn al-
Qud. āt, see his entry in  EIran , 3:140–43, by Gerhard Böwering. Al-Bayhaqı̄ says  ¶Ayn 
al-Qud. āt was a student of  ¶Umar al-Khayyām. Both were thoroughly infl uenced by
Ibn Sı̄nā’s ontology. See  ¶Umar al-Khayyām’s philosophical epistles in al-Khayyām, 
 Dānishnāmah-yi Khayyāmı̄ , 324–422; and in the collection of philosophical texts,  Jāmi ¶ 
al-badā 7i   ¶,  165–93. Hamid Dabashi, who in his  Truth and Narrative , 86 (followed by Safi , 
 The Politics of Knowledge , 181), rejects this connection, sees in  ¶Ayn al-Qud. āt only a Sufi  
and is largely unaware of the philosophical character of much of his writings. It is quite 
possible that  ¶Ayn al-Qud. āt associated himself with  ¶Umar al-Khayyām in a similar way 
to how he associated himself with al-Ghazālı̄. 

  133.  ¶Ayn al-Qud. āt,  Tamhı̄dāt , 280–81; Safi ,  The Politics of Knowledge , 172. 
  134.  ¶Ayn al-Qud. āt,  Nāmah-hā , 2:124, 458; Safi ,  The Politics of Knowledge , 173. See 

above n. 82. 
  135.  shāgird-i kutub-i ū būdeh-am ;  ¶Ayn al-Qud. āt,  Nāmah-hā , 2:316.16. On  ¶Ayn al-

Qud. āt’s relationship to Abū H. āmid al-Ghazālı̄, see Pûrjavâdî,   ¶Ayn al-Quz
.
āt va-ustāz

¯
ān-i 

ū , 135–79; and Māyil Hirāwı̄,  Khās. s. iyyat-i āyinagı̄ , 8–10, 77–80. 
  136.  ¶Ayn al-Qud. āt,  Nāmah-hā , 1:20–21; Izutsu, “Mysticism and the Linguistic 

Problem of Equivocation in the Thought of  ¶Ayn al-Qud. āt Hamadānı̄,” 166–68. 
  137.  ¶Ayn al-Qud. āt,  Zubdat al-h. aqā  7iq , 6. 
  138. Ibid., 11–13; Izutsu, “Creation and the Timesless Order of Things,” 127–30; 

Landolt, “Ghazālı̄ and Religionswissenschaft,” 55–56. On Ibn Sı̄nā’s proof, see Mayer, 
“Ibn Sı̄nā’s  Burhān al-S.iddiqı̄n ”; Davidson,  Proofs for Eternity , 281–310; idem, “Avi-
cenna’s Proof of the Existence of God”; and and Marmura, “Avicenna’s Proof from 
Contingency.” 

  139. Al-Ghazālı̄,  Fad. ā  7ih.  al-bāt.iniyya , 82–83. See Goodman, “Ghazâlî’s Argument 
from Creation,” 75–76. 

  140. Al-Ghazālı̄,  Tahāfut , 140–42 / 82–83. Davidson,  Proofs for Eternity , 366–75; 
Janssens, “Ibn Sı̄nā and His Heritage,” 4–5; and Goodman, “Ghazâlî’s Argument from 
Creation,” 75–85, discuss al-Ghazālı̄’s ambiguity toward the  burhān al-s. iddı̄qı̄n . Good-
man (p. 75) explains why, according to al-Ghazālı̄, the assumption of an eternal world 
destroys Ibn Sı̄nā’s argument from contingency. 

  141. Al-Ghazālı̄ in MS London, Or. 3126, fol. 3a; translated in Griffel, “MS London, 
British Library Or. 3126,” 17. 

  142. Al-Ghazālı̄ in MS London, Or. 3126, fol. 3a; paraphrasing Ibn Sı̄nā,  al-Ishārāt , 
146.15–17 

  143. Frank,  Al-Ghazālı̄ and the Ash ¶arite School,  129, n. 76; Goodman, “Ghazâlî’s 
Argument from Creation,” 67, 77–78. Cf. also the comments on the two proofs in al-
Ghazālı̄, MS London, Or. 3126, fol. 3a; translated in Griffel, “MS London, British Library 
Or. 3126,” 17. 

  144.  ¶Ayn al-Qud. āt,  Tamhı̄dāt , 254–354 (referring to al-Ghazālı̄ , see ibid., 255–
56). 

  145.  ¶Ayn al-Qud. āt,  Zubdat al-h. aqā  7iq , 38.3–4. 
  146. For these teachings in al-Ghazālı̄, see   Ih. yā 7   ¶ulūm al-dı̄n , 4:112.4ff. / 2224.12ff. 

and 4:120 / 2237. Cf. Gramlich,  Muh. ammad al-G
.
azzālı̄s Lehre , 195–96, 209. 

  147. Izutsu, “Creation and the Timeless Order of Things,” 130–38. 
  148.  ¶Ayn al-Qud. āt,  Nāmah-hā , 2:314–16. This letter by  ¶Ayn al-Qud. āt to his follower

  ¶Azı̄z al-Dı̄n al-Mustawfı̄ (d. 527/1133) is notable for its comments and for its criticism of 
al-Ghazālı̄ (ibid., 2:309–31). Cf. Safi ,  The Politics of Knowledge , 174. 

  149.  ¶Ayn al-Qud. āt,  Nāmah-hā , 1:105. 
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  150.  ¶Ayn al-Qud. āt,  Tamhı̄dāt , 349–50; cf. Reisman,  Making of the Avicennan Tradi-
tion , 140. 

  151. Al-Ghazālı̄,   Ih. yā 7   ¶ulūm al-dı̄n , 4:305–22 / 13:2494–518. 
  152.  ¶Ayn al-Qud. āt,  Tamhı̄dāt , 167. Cf. Safi ,  Politics of Knowledge , 179. 
  153. ¶Ayn al-Qud. āt,  Nāmah-hā , 1:244; 2:339, 487–88; cf. Safi ,  Politics of Knowledge , 

175–76, 182–89. 
  154.  shayt.ān az shayāt. ı̄n-i uns, dushmanı̄ az dushmanān-i Khudā va-rasūl ; Ayn al-

Qud. āt,  Nāmah-hā , 2:375.3. 
  155. Ibid., 2:58.1 
  156. Ibn Qası̄,  Kitāb Khal ¶ al-na ¶layn . Ibn  ¶Arabı̄ (d. 638/1240), the famous Sufi , 

wrote a commentary to this work. On Ibn Qası̄ and his book, see Goodrich,  A Sufi  Revolt 
in Portugal: Ibn Qasi and his Kitāb khal ’  al-na ’ layn  (including an edition of the work on 
pp. 60–272); and Dreher,  Das Imamat des islamischen Mystikers Abūlqāsim Ah. mad ibn 
al-H. usain ibn Qası̄.  Goodrich (pp. 317–18) and Muh. ammad Amrānı̄, the editor of Ibn 
Qası̄’s  Khal ¶ al-na ¶layn , suggest that a passage close to the end of that book is copied 
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548.7; McGinnis, “Occasionalism, Natural Causation and Science,” 443. 

  65. Aristotle,  Metaphysics , 1046a.19–29. On the impact the distinction of active 
and passive power has on early Muslim theology, see Schöck, “Möglichkeit und Wirkli-
chkeit menschlichen Handels.” 

  66. Ibn Sı̄nā,  al-Najāt , 225.5–9 / 547.1–5. The passage is translated in Hourani, 
“Ibn Sina on Necessary and Possible Existence,” 79; and McGinnis, “Occasionalism, 
Natural Causation and Science,” 444. Al-Ghazālı̄ reports this argument in  Tahāfut , 
282.8–283.2 / 169.6–12. 

  67. Since it moves around the earth once during the (24 hour) day it is also known 
as the diurnal sphere. The next sphere, that is that of the fi xed stars, moves with the 
speed of one rotation per day minus one rotation in 25,700 years (although the Arab 
astrologers believed this fi gure to be in the range of 23,000 years), and the next lower 
sphere of Saturn moves with the speed of one rotation per day minus one rotation in 
twenty-nine years, Jupiter with one rotation per year minus one in twelve years, and the 
sun, for instance, which is situated further below, with the speed of one rotation per day 
minus one rotation in a year. 

  68. Al-Fārābı̄,  Mabādi  7 ārā 7 ahl al-madı̄na al-fād. ila , 38.2–3; idem,  al-Siyāsa al-
madaniyya , 31.12. 

  69. Strictly speaking, the “secondary causes” in al-Fārābı̄ are just the nine  celestial 
intellects above the active intellect; see al-Fārābı̄,  al-Siyāsa al-madaniyya , 31–32, 52. In 
Ibn Sı̄nā,  al-Shifā  , 7  al-Ilāhiyyāt , 360.11–13, the secondary causes are those in the sublunar 
sphere, whereas the primary ones are the intermediaries ( wasā  7it.  ) in the heavens. 

  70. Al-Fārābı̄,  Mabādi 7 ārā  7 ahl al-madı̄na al-fād. ila , 101–5; idem,  al-Siyāsa al-madani-
yya , 31–38. For an analysis of this latter passage, see Druart, “Al-Fārābı̄’s Causation of the 
Heavenly Bodies”; and Reisman “Al-Fārābı̄ and the Philosophical Curriculum,” 56–60. 

  71. Al-Fārābı̄,  Mabādi  7 ārā  7 ahl al-madı̄na al-fād. ila , 38.8–9. 
  72. Hasnawi, “Fayd. ,” 967–70. On the number of spheres in Ibn Sı̄nā, see also 

Janssens, “Creation and Emanation in Ibn Sı̄nā,” 455. 
  73. Ibn Sı̄nā,  Risāla Fı̄ sirr al-qadar , in Hourani, “Ibn Sina’s ‘Essay on the Secret of 

Destiny,’ ” 28.12–14, 31; and in ¶Ās.i,  al-Tafsı̄r al-Qur     7ānı̄ , 302.13–303.1. The two editions are 
based on two different manuscripts that the editors compare to the text in an early print. 
Reisman,  The Making of the Avicennan Tradition , 140, suggests that  Risāla Fı̄ sirr al-qadar  
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was not authored by Ibn Sı̄nā. He bases his doubts on a “confused argumentation.” Re-
isman alerts us to the fact that some of the smaller works ascribed to Ibn Sı̄nā may have 
indeed generated in a Ghazalian intellectual milieu during the sixth/twelfth century. 
 Risāla Fi sirr al-qadar , however, seems genuine. The apparent confusion in this epistle 
results from the diffi culty in Ibn Sı̄nā’s works of reconciling human free will with a 
necessitarian cosmology (see, e.g., Marmura, “Divine Omniscience,” 91; or Janssens, 
“The Problem of Human Freedom in Ibn Sînâ.”) Like Al-Ghazālı̄, Ibn Sı̄nā avoided 
being outspoken about the predetermination of all future events and here, like in other 
of his writings, kept his language elliptic. On that strategy see Gutas,  Avicenna and the 
Aristotelian Tradition , 225–34. 

  74. Marmura, “Some Aspects of Avicenna’s Theory of God’s Knowledge of Particu-
lars”; idem, “Divine Omniscience,” 88–92; Ivry, “Destiny Revisited,” 165–68. 

  75. Belo,  Chance and Determinism in Avicenna and Averroes , 91–120. 
  76. Aristotle,  De interpretatione , 18b.18–25. On this passage and the two major di-

rections of interpretation of why we cannot say which it is, see Hintikka,  Time & Neces-
sity , 147–78; and Adamson, “The Arabic Sea Battle,” 164–67. 

  77. Al-Fārābı̄,  Sharh.  al-Fārābı̄ li-Kitāb Arist.utālı̄s f ı̄ l- ¶Ibāra,  83.13–15; in his English 
translation, Zimmermann,  Al-Farabi ’ s Commentary , 76–77, corrects the Arabic text. Cf. 
Adamson, “The Arabic Sea Battle,” 169. 

  78. Al-Fārābı̄, Sharh.  al-Fārābı̄ li-Kitāb Arist.utālı̄s f ı̄ l- ¶Ibāra,  98.14–19; English trans-
lation in Zimmermann,  Al-Farabi ’ s Commentary , 93. 

  79. Al-Fārābı̄, Sharh.  al-Fārābı̄ li-Kitāb Arist.utālı̄s f ı̄ l- ¶Ibāra,  98.3–8; English transla-
tion in Zimmermann,  Al-Farabi ’ s Commentary , 92–93. 

  80. Al-Fārābı̄, Sharh.  al-Fārābı̄ li-Kitāb Arist.utālı̄s f ı̄ l- ¶Ibāra,  99.1–100.13; English 
translation in Zimmermann,  Al-Farabi ’ s Commentary , 94–95. Adamson, “The Arabic 
Sea Battle,” 183. 

  81. There are numerous attempts to interpret what al-Fārābı̄ truly means to say in 
this passage; see, for example, Marmura, “Divine Omniscience,” 84–86; Kogan, “Some 
Refl ections,” 96; Leaman, “God’s Knowledge of the Future,” 25–26; Terkan, “Does Zayd 
Have the Power Not to Travel Tomorrow”; Wisnovsky,  Avicenna ’ s Metaphysics in Context , 
219–25; and Adamson, “The Arabic Sea Battle,” 180–86. For a more complete bibliogra-
phy on the problem of future contingencies in al-Fārābı̄, see Adamson’s article. 

  82. See Wisnovsky,  Avicenna Metaphysics in Context , 219–25; and Kukkonen, “Cau-
sality and Cosmology,” 39–41. 

  83. Ivry, “Destiny Revisited”; and Janssens, “The Problem of Human Freedom 
in Ibn Sînâ,” argue that according to Ibn Sı̄nā, some events in the sublunar world are 
haphazard and thus not fully determined by God. Goichon,  La distinction,  162–63; and 
Michot,  La destinée de l ’ homme , 61–64, have argued that there is no contingency in Ibn 
Sı̄nā’s fully determined system of secondary causes. Marmura, “Divine Omniscience,” 
91, acknowledges that it remains diffi cult in Ibn Sı̄nā’s philosophy to reconcile “some 
of his statements that seem to affi rm man’s freedom of the will with his necessitarian 
metaphysics.” Belo,  Chance and Determinism , 55–89, discusses Ibn Sı̄nā’s teachings on 
this subject and particularly supports Michot’s results that, for Ibn Sı̄nā, all events in the 
sublunar sphere are fully determined by God. 

  84. Adamson, “On Knowledge of Particulars,” 284–92; Marmura, “Divine Omnis-
cience,” 89–91. 

  85. Ivry, “Destiny Revisited,” 166–67; Marmura, “Some Aspects of Avicenna’s 
Theory,” 300; and idem, “Divine Omniscience,” 81, observe that Ibn Sı̄nā does not in-
troduce divine foreknowledge “in any precise fashion in his metaphysical writings.” 
For  mus. ādamāt  and  tas. ādum,  see, for example, Ibn Sı̄nā,  al-Shifā  7, al-Ilāhiyyāt , 359.8–10, 
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360.11. For how these collisions are still the outcome of a fully determined system, see 
Belo,  Chance and Determinism , 110–13; and Ibn Sı̄nā,  al-Ta ¶lı̄qāt , 131.11–14 / 439.6–10. 

  86. Ibn Sı̄nā,  al-Shifā  7, al-Ilāhiyyāt , 363.4–5. 
  87. Ibid., 359.18–360.3; idem,  Ah. wāl al-nafs , 114–21. 
  88. God’s knowledge remains the same before, during, or after the event. Ibn 

Sı̄nā,  al-Shifā 7, al-Ilāhiyyāt , 288–90; idem,  al-Ishārāt wa-l-tanbı̄hāt , 182–83; idem,  al-
H. ikma al- ¶arshiyya , 9.7–15. See Marmura, “Some Aspects of Avicenna’s Theory,” 301–6; 
and idem, “Divine Omniscience,” 88–89. 

  89.  ¶a lā nah. win kulliyin ; Ibn Sı̄nā,  al-Shifā  7, al-Ilāhiyyāt,  360.13–14. 
  90. Frank,  Creation and the Cosmic System , 49, suggests something similar as the 

meaning of  ikhtiyār  when used by al-Ghazālı̄, whom he thought was suffering from par-
allel problems about God’s free choice. Certain passages in Ibn Sı̄nā—for example,  al-
Ta ¶lı̄qāt , 51.22–23 / 296.12–15—would support that interpretation. Note also that the term 
 ikhtiyār  is etymologically related to  khayr  and that God, according to Ibn Sı̄nā, always 
creates the best ( al-khayr ) for His creation (the connection between these two words is 
stressed in  al-Ta ¶lı̄qāt , 50.28– ult.  / 295.2–4). In his  al-Shifā 7, al-Ilāhiyyāt , 312.16–18 (= al-
Najāt , 262.21–23 / 627.4–6), Ibn Sı̄nā defi nes  ikhtiyār  as “the intellect’s pursuit of what 
is truly and purely the best.” On Ibn Sı̄nā’s use of  ikhtiyār,  see also Goichon,  Lexique de 
la langue philosophique d ’ Ibn Sı̄nā , 115–16. On Ibn Sı̄nā applying  ikhtiyār  to God, see his 
 al-Ta ¶lı̄qāt , 53.22–23 / 108.12–13, in which God is described as the only being who has 
 ikhtiyār : “Actions that involve  ikhtiyār  apply in reality to none but the First alone.” On 
these passages from Ibn Sı̄nā’s  al-Ta ¶lı̄qāt,  see also the French translations in Michot’s 
introduction to Ibn Sı̄nā,  Réfutation de l ’ Astrologie , 69*–71*. 

  91. Ibn Sı̄nā,  al-Ishārāt wa-t-tanbı̄hāt , 185.11–13. 
  92. Ibid., 185.13–16. 
  93. See, for example, ibid., 185.13–16; or Ibn Sı̄nā,  Dānishnāmeh-yi ¶Alā  7-i. Ilāhiyyāt , 

96.1. 
  94. Ibn Sı̄nā,  Dānishnāmeh-yi ¶Alā  7-i. Ilāhiyyāt , 93. 
  95. Al-Ghazālı̄,  Maqās. id al-falāsifa , 2:81.9–11 / 235.5–8. 
  96. Ibn Sı̄nā,  al-Najāt,  228.17 / 553.9–10. In his report of the metaphysics of the 

 falāsifa  in MS London 3126, foll. 197b-198a, al-Ghazālı̄ stresses this element of Ibn Sı̄nā’s 
teachings more than the philosopher himself had stressed it. 

  97. Ibn Sı̄nā,  Fawā 7id wa-nukat , MS Istanbul, Nuruosmaniye 4894, fol. 242b, 
lines 30–35; see Yahya Michot’s French translation in Ibn Sı̄nā,  Lettre au vizir Abū Sa  ¶d , 
122*. On this short programmatic text by Ibn Sı̄nā, which should not be confused with 
the much more extensive  al-Nukat wa-l-fawā 7id  that is often falsely ascribed to Ibn Sı̄nā, 
see Mahdavı̄,  Fihrist-i nuskhat-hā-yi mus.annafāt-i Ibn Sı̄nā , 288 (no. 200). 

  98. Al-Ghazālı̄,  al-Munqidh , 28. ult.  
  99. Ibid. 32.12–18; al-Ghazālı̄,  Fad. ā 7ih.  al-bāt.iniyya , 79–80; Goldziher,  Streitschrift , 

21–22. Cf. Ibn al-Walı̄d,  Dāmigh al-bāt.il wa-h. atf al-munādil , 1:280–81. In the case of the 
Ismā ¶ı̄ lites, this element is their denial of rational arguments ( adilla naz.ariyya ), without 
which they cannot uphold their claim to follow the infallible Imam. 

  100. Al-Ghazālı̄, MS London, Or. 3126, foll. 121a–171b and 229b–232b; see Griffel, 
“MS London, British Library Or. 3126: An Unknown Work,” 20. 

  101. The material in Ibn Sı̄nā,  al-Shifā 7, Ilāhiyyāt , 194–205, is paraphrased in foll. 
121a–134b of the London MS. Al-Ghazālı̄ quotes and paraphrases the Avicennan texts 
quite freely and often adds what appear to be his own original comments. At one point 
he switches to the form of questions and answers ( wa-dhukira hādhā bi-maqāla ukhrā 
 ¶alā wajh al-su  7āl wa-l-jawāb , fol. 126b) where Ibn Sı̄nā’s text is much less lively. Ibn 
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Sı̄nā,  al-Shifā   7 ,  Ilāhiyyāt , 201–35, appears in a more faithful adaptation of the text on foll. 
134a–159a of the London MS. 

  102. Al-Ghazālı̄ , MS London, Or. 3126, foll. 159b–160b; Ibn Sı̄nā,  al-Shifā  7, Ilāhiyyāt , 
258. 

  103. Ibn Sı̄nā,  al-Shifā   7,Ilāhiyyāt , 257–59. Cf. Davidson,  Proofs for Eternity , 339–40. 
  104. Al-Ghazālı̄, MS London, Or. 3126, foll. 170b–172b; Ibn Sı̄nā,  al-Shifā   7, Ilāhiyyāt , 

270–73. Cf. Davidson,  Proofs for Eternity , 340. 
  105. The report on the fi niteness of the effi cient and material causes on foll. 

159a–170b is, for instance, not from the corresponding passage in Ibn Sı̄nā,  al-Shifā  7, 
al-Ilāhiyyāt , 262–70, but from another source. Its author doesn’t use the same terminol-
ogy as Ibn Sı̄nā in his  al-Shifā  7  and calls, for instance the material cause  ¶illa qābiliyya , 
whereas in Ibn Sı̄nā, it is   ¶illa ¶unsuriyya . (In the Farabian (?) text  al-Da ¶āwa l-qalbiyya , 9.7, 
the material cause is called  al-qābil. ) 

  106. Al-Ghazālı̄, MS London, Or. 3126, fol. 124a.7–12. 
  107. Ibid., fol. 241a–247a; quoted passage fol. 241b.4–5. This text is taken from al-

Fārābı̄,  al-Siyāsa al-madaniyya , 31–38. 
  108. Al-Ghazālı̄, MS London, Or. 3126, foll. 230b–231b. The report is based on al-

Fārābı̄,  Mabādi 7 arā  7 ahl al-madı̄na al-fād. ila , 100–105. The names of the two uppermost 
spheres,  falak al-at.las  and  falak al-burūj  (instead of  kurat al-kawākib ), are added by al-
Ghazālı̄. 

  109. Al-Ghazālı̄,   Ih. yā 7  , 4:146.7–11 / 2272.10–15. See Marmura, “Al-Ghazālı̄,” 151. 

 chapter 6 

  1. Emphasis in the original.  Dictionaire des sciences philosophique , 2:507–8. This 
passage was later incorporated in Munk, Mélanges de philosophie juive et arabe, 
377–78. 

  2. Marmura, “Ghazali’s Attitude to the Secular Sciences,” 109. For similar views 
in recent publications, see, for instance, Moosa,  Ghazālı̄ & the Poetics of Imagination , 184; 
or Rayan, “Al-Ghazali’s Use of the Terms ‘Necessity’ and ‘Habit.’ ” 

  3. This is the prophetic miracle that Moses performed in front of Pharao; cf. 
 Qur    7an  7.107, 20.69, 26.32, and 45. 

  4. Performed by Jesus, see Q 3:49 and 5:111. 
  5. Al-Ghazālı̄,  Tahāfut al-falāsifa , 272.1–5 / 163.18–21; 275.10–11 / 165.17–18. 
  6. The focus on modalities is prompted by Avicenna’s work, yet it also has a 

predecessor in al-Juwaynı̄’s  al- ¶Aqı̄da al-Niz. āmiyya , 14–29, with its three chapters, “On 
What Is Impossible for God” ( Kalām f ı̄-mā yastah. ı̄lu ¶alā Llāh ), “On What Is Necessary for 
God” ( Kalām f ı̄-mā yajibu li-Llāh ), and “On What Is Possible for God to Decide” ( Kalām 
f ı̄-mā yajūzu min ah. kām Allāh ). 

  7. Al-Ghazālı̄,  Tahāfut al-falāsifa , 274.3–275.11 / 164.20–165.18. Kogan, “The Phi-
losophers al-Ghazālı̄ and Averroes on Necessary Connection,” 116–20. 

  8. Al-Ghazālı̄,  Tahāfut , 275–76 / 165–66. Kogan, “The Philosophers al-Ghazālı̄ 
and Averroes,” 121–22. 

  9. The original text expresses these two relations in many more words; cf. Mar-
mura’s translation on p. 166, and his comments in “Al-Ghazali on Bodily Resurrection 
and Causality,” 60. 

  10. Al-Ghazālı̄,  Tahāfut , 277.2–278.2 / 166.1–10. 
  11. Ibid., 270.10–11 / 163.15–16. 
  12. Lizzini, “Occasionalismo e causalità fi losofi ca,” 182. 
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  13. Perler/Rudolph,  Occasionalismus , 75–77. 
  14. Ibid., 85–86, 98, referring to al-Ghazālı̄,  Tahāfut , 283.9–285.6 / 169.19–170.15 

and 292.14–293.4 / 174.120–175.3. 
  15. Contributions that are based on Ibn Rushd’s response to al-Ghazālı̄ in his 

 Tahāfut al-tahāfut , 517–542, and Simon van den Bergh’s English translation thereof, 
often take little notice of al-Ghazālı̄’s initial threefold division of his objections. 

  16. The Third Position ( maqām ) is announced on p. 278.9 / 167.3 but not intro-
duced as such. It starts with the objection on p. 292.2 / 174.9. A helpful analysis of 
the winding course of the arguments and the “positions” and “approaches” is given by 
Rudolph in Perler/Rudolph,  Occasionalismus , 77–105. 

  17. It is certainly wrong to assume, as Alon, “Al-Ghazālı̄ on Causality,” 399, does, 
that the text is divided into two “philosophical approaches (. . .) called  maqām,  while the 
religious ones are called  maslak .” 

  18. Al-Ghazālı̄,  Tahāfut , 290.1–7 / 173.6–10; Goodman, “Did al-Ghazâlî Deny Cau-
sality,” 108. 

  19.  anna fā ¶ila l-ikhtirāqi huwa l-nāru faqat.  ; al-Ghazālı̄,  Tahāfut , 278.10 / 167.4. 
  20. Al-Ghazālı̄,  al-Munqidh , 19.4–7;  Tahāfut , 206.5–207.5 / 123.3–12. 
  21. Ibid., 377.1–2 / 226.13. On the Mu ¶tazilte teaching on the generation ( tawallud  

or  tawlı̄d ) of human actions and their effects, see van Ess,  Theologie und Gesellschaft , 
3:115–21, 4:486–88; and Gimaret,  Theories de l ’ acte humain , 25–47. Schöck, “Möglichkeit 
und Wirklichkeit menschlichem Handels,” 109–16, discusses in what way the theory of 
 tawallud  is based on the assumption that natures ( t.abā  7i ¶ ) exist. 

  22. Al-Ghazālı̄,  Tahāfut , 278.13–279.2 / 167.6–8. 
  23. Ibid., 279.5–11 / 167.12–18. 
  24.  al-a ¶rād. u wa-l-h. awādithu allatı̄ tah. is. alu ¶inda wuqū ¶i (. . .) l-ajsām (. . .) tuf ı̄d. u 

min  ¶inda wāhibi l-s. uwar ; ibid., 281.3 / 178.11–13. If this is intended as a paraphrase of 
Avicenna’s position, it is not exactly correct. See Marmura’s comment in the notes to his 
translation on p. 242. 

  25. Al-Bāqillānı̄,  al-Tamhı̄d , 43.4–9; English translation in Marmura, “The Meta-
physics of Effi cient Causality,” 184–85; see also idem, “Avicenna on Causal Priority,” 68; 
and Saliba, “The Ash ¶arites and the Science of the Stars,” 82. 

  26. Al-Ghazālı̄,  Tahāfut , 279.3–4 / 167.10–13. 
  27. Ibid., 280.1–2 / 167.19. 
  28. Ibid. 279.2 / 167.8–9. 
  29. Ibn Sı̄nā,  al-Najāt , 211.21–22 / 519.7–8: “That from which a thing has its 

being—without being for that purpose—is the  fā ¶il .” Cf. idem,  al-Shifā  7, al-Ilāhiyyāt , 
194.9. See also Goichon,  Lexique de la langue philosophique d ’ Ibn Sı̄nā , 238, 278–79. 

  30. Al-Ghazālı̄,  Tahāfut , 96.11–12 / 56.1–2. Druart, “Al-Ghazālı̄’s Conception of the 
Agent,” 429–32. 

  31. Among other things, this sentence prompted McGinnis, “Occasionalism, Natu-
ral Causation and Science,” 449, to argue that al-Ghazālı̄ requires a divine, or at least an-
gelic, volitional act to activate passive dispositions in things. Only this activation allows the 
connection between cause and effect to materialize. No such act is, however, required. 

  32. Al-Ghazālı̄,  Tahāfut , 281.11 / 167.20. 
  33. Ibid., 283.4–8 / 169.14–17. 
  34. Ibid., 283.9–284.6 / 169.19–170.3. 
  35. Ibid., 283.9 / 169.21. 
  36. Ibid., 285.12–13 / 170.21–22. 
  37. Ibid., 286.1–3 / 171.1–2, discusses the example how a prophet knows, through 

means of divinity, that a person in the future will arrive from a trip. Al-Ghazālı̄’s  al-
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Iqtis. ād , 83–86 (English translation in Marmura, “Ghazali’s Chapter on Divine Power,” 
299–302), discusses the example of Zayd arriving tomorrow and asks whether future 
contingencies that are not contained in God’s pre-knowledge are possible for God to 
create. For a discussion of this passage and its Farabian background, see pp. 139–40 
and 218 –19. 

  38. Courtenay, “The Critique on Natural Causality,” 81. On the distinction between 
God’s absolute and ordained power, which developed in thirteenth-century Latin phi-
losophy, see Knuuttila,  Modalities in Medieval Philosophy , 100. 

  39. Marmura, “Ghazali’s Attitude to the Secular Sciences,” 106, 108. 
  40. Al-Ghazālı̄,  Tahāfut , 285.7–12 / 170.17–22. 
  41. Marmura, “Ghazali and Demonstrative Science,” 202–4; Perler/Rudolph,  Oc-

casionalismus , 86–88; see also Marmura, “Al-Ghazālı̄’s Second Causal Theory,” 91, 105–6; 
and Ibn Rushd,  Tahāfut al-tahāfut , 531.9–12. Marmura and Rudolph point out that this is 
nothing new in the Ash ¶arite tradition. Already al-Ash ¶arı̄ assumed that God creates the 
human perception ( idrāk ; see Ibn Fūraq,  Mujarrad maqālāt al-Ash ¶arı̄ , 263.7–8) and that 
our perception corresponds to the world (ibid. 263.5–6). 

  42. Al-Ghazālı̄,  Tahāfut , 286.10–11 / 171.10–11. 
  43. Ibid., 286.6–7 / 171.7–8. 
  44. Ibid., 286.12 / 171.12. 
  45. Marmura, “Al-Ghazālı̄’s Second Causal Theory,” 92–95. 
  46. Al-Ghazālı̄,  Tahāfut , 286.12–288.10 / 171.12–172.10; Kukkonen, “Possible Worlds,” 

497–98. 
  47. Al-Ghazālı̄,  Tahāfut , 291.5–6 / 171–72. 
  48. Ibid., 270.10–11 / 163.15–16. 
  49. Ibid., 288.1–3 / 172.2–4. 
  50. Ibid., 291–92 / 174.7–8. 
  51. Ibid., 292.2–296.6 / 171.12–177.5. Unlike the earlier two, the beginning of the 

Third Position is not announced in al-Ghazālı̄’s text. 
  52. Al-Ghazālı̄,  Tahāfut , 292.2–5 / 174.10–13. 
  53. Ibid. 277.3–4 / 166.2–3; Perler/Rudolph,  Occasionalismus , 98. 
  54. Al-Ghazālı̄,  Tahāfut , 293.5–7 / 175.5–7; Perler/Rudolph,  Occasionalismus , 99. 

Rudolph’s interpretation that the third  maqām  concerns what is possible for God to 
create in the outside world is, for instance, shared by Marmura, “Al-Ghazālı̄’s Second 
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book of the   Ih. yā 7   ( Sharh.   ¶ajā   7ib al-qalb ),  Ma ¶ārij al-quds f ı̄ madārij ma ¶rifat al-nafs ,  Mishkāt 
al-anwār , and “ Kı̄miyā   7 al-sa ¶āda .” It is unlikely that Ibn Sab ¶ı̄n read the Persian  Kı̄miyā-
yi sa ¶ādat , so the latter book is most probably the Arabic  Kı̄miyā  7 al-sa ¶āda , a reworked 
summary of the   Ih. yā 7  . Bouyges,  Essay , 136–37; and Badawı̄,  Mu  7allafāt , 275–76, have 
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questioned al-Ghazālı̄’s authorship of this book. On the passage by Ibn Sab ¶ı̄n, see Aka-
soy,  Philosophie und Mystik , 230–31, 323. On the negative reaction to al-Ghazālı̄ in the 
Muslim West, see also Serrano Ruano, “Why Did the Scholars of al-Andalus Distrust 
al-Ghazâlî?” 

  141. Ibn Taymiyya, “Sharh.  al- ¶aqı̄da al-is. fahāniyya,” 111.12. 
  142. Ibn Taymiyya,  Minhāj al-sunna , 4:148:33–149–21. 
  143. Ibn Taymiyya, “Sharh.  al- ¶aqı̄da al-is. fahāniyya,” 115–18. 
  144. Al-Māzarı̄ al-Imām may have brought up al-Tawh. ı̄dı̄’s name because in his 

 al-Imtā ¶ wa-l-mu 7ānasa , 2:11–18, he reports a dispute in the workshop of the copyists at 
Basra. There, Abū Sulaymān Muh. ammad ibn Ma ¶shar al-Bı̄stı̄ al-Maqdisı̄, one of the 
initial authors of the  Rasā  7il Ikhwān al-s. afā 7 , claimed that prophets heal sick people and 
that the healthy souls of those who practice philosophy ( as.h. āb al-falsafa ) are in no need 
of prophecy. Stern, “Authorship of the Epistles,” 369, observes that this goes beyond 
what is taught in the  Rasā   7il  and that “al-Maqdisı̄, in the heat of dispute, let slip from his 
mouth opinions which were usually restricted to the inner circle of adepts.” Al-Maqdisı̄’s 
position has more than once been misattributed to al-Tawh. ı̄dı̄; cf., for instance, Moosa, 
 Ghazālı̄ and the Poetics , 155. 

  145. Al-Ghazālı̄,  Mi ¶yār al- ¶ilm , 122.11–20; MS Vatican, Ebr. 426, fol. 128b. This ex-
ample appears more often in al-Ghazālı̄’s work—see above p. 172—and in many edi-
tions, the word  h. azz  (“incision, notch”) is mistakenly rendered as  jazz  (“cutting off”). 
This led to the false impression, reproduced by most interpreters, that al-Ghazālı̄ here 
talks about decapitation. The Judeo-Arabic manuscript, in which the letters  h. ā  7  and  jı̄m  
are very distinct, has  h. azz . Already in Bouyges’s critical edition of the  Tahāfut , 277.7, 
278.3–4 (= 166.6, 166.11 in Marmura’s edition) it is clear that  h. azz  is the  lectio diffi -
cilior  and should have been adopted. This is also true for the discussion in  al-Iqtis. ād , 
223.12–14, which is dealt with below on p. 202, and which clarifi es that the  h. azz  leads to 
“cleavages ( iftirāqāt ) among the atoms in the neck of him who is hit.” 

  146. Al-Ghazālı̄,  Mi ¶yār al- ¶ilm , 123.8–11; MS Vatican, Ebr. 426, fol. 129a. I am read-
ing  h. uzzat raqabatuhu  according to the MS. This passage is discussed in Marmura, 
“Ghazali and Demonstrative Science,” 195–96; Frank,  Al-Ghazālı̄ and the Ash ¶arite 
School , 18; and Dallal, “Al-Ghazālı̄ and the Perils of Interpretation,” 783. 

  147. Frank,  Creation and the Cosmic System , 38. 
  148. The  Mi ¶yār al- ¶ilm  was most probably written in the same period right after 

the  Tahāfut  and before the   Ih. yā 7   ¶ulūm al-dı̄n . The following passage is also discussed 
in Marmura, “Al-Ghazali on Bodily Resurrection and Causality,” 68–70; and Fakhry, 
 Islamic Occasionalism , 62–63. 

  149. Al-Ghazālı̄,  al-Iqtis. ād , 223.8–9. Marmura, “Al-Ghazali on Bodily Resurrection 
and Causality,” 69, suggests that the “single cause” here is understood to be God, which 
would change the understanding of this passage. That interpretation, however, is not vi-
able. It would allow for what can only be an absurd assumption for al-Ghazālı̄ that if God 
is regarded as the only cause of death, He could not exist. In the whole passage God is 
nowhere mentioned as a cause (  ¶illa ). Here al-Ghazālı̄ talks about what we usually regard 
as proximate causes of events such as death. The passage focuses on human knowledge 
of causal connections and not on the creation of them. 

  150. Al-Ghazālı̄,  al-Iqtis. ād , 223.12–224.1. 
  151.  lazima min intifā   7ihi intifā   7u l-mawt ; ibid., 224.3. 
  152.  al-mawtu amrun istabadda l-rabbu ta ¶ālā bi-ikhtirā ¶ihi ma ¶a l-h. azz ; ibid., 224.7–8. 
  153. See above p. 152. 
  154. Al-Ghazālı̄,  al-Iqtis. ād , 224.8–10. 
  155. Ibid., 224.11–225.1. 
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  156. Al-Ghazālı̄,   Ih. yā 7  , 4:302.19 / 2490.15–16. Reading  taghbı̄r f ı̄ wajh al- ¶āql  in-
stead of  taghyı̄r  according to al-Zabı̄dı̄,  Ith. āf al-sāda , 9:385.30. Gramlich,  Muh. ammad 
al-G

.
azzālı̄s Lehre , 515–16, in his otherwise meticulous German translation renders  asbāb  

as “secondary causes,” which leads to undue conclusions. 
  157. Al-Ghazālı̄,   Ih. yā  7   , 4:302.19–20 / 2490.16–17; read   ¶aql  instead of  naql  following 

al-Zabı̄dı̄,  Ith. āf al-sāda , 9:385.32. 
  158. Al-Ghazālı̄,   Ih. yā 7  , 3:72.11 / 1445.15–16. In the fi rst book of the   Ih. yā 7  , 1:118.1–119.3 / 

145.7–146.16, he clarifi es that certain parts of the   ¶aql  are part of the human nature ( t.ab ¶  ), 
among them the instinctive capacity to distinguish “the possibility of the possibilities 
from the impossibility of what is impossible (   jawāz al-jā   7izāt wa-stih. ālat al-mustah. ı̄lāt ).” 

  159. This list of seven sources follows the division in al-Ghazālı̄,  Mih. akk al-naz.ar , 
47–52 (and subsequently  al-Mustas. fā , 1:138–46 / 1:44–46). See Weiss, “Knowledge of the 
Past,” 100–101. In the  Mi ¶yār al- ¶ilm , 121–25, the division is slightly different and excludes 
reliably reported knowledge ( mutawātirāt ). In  Mi ¶yār al- ¶ilm,  125–35, there are three kinds 
( as.nāf  ) of noncertain knowledge, which are further divided in many subdivisions, most 
of them discussed in quite an amount of detail. In the   Ih. yā 7  , 1:103.5–7 / 124.18–20, al-
Ghazālı̄ includes  tawātur . There, the four categories of certain knowledge are: (1)  a priori  
knowledge and knowledge established through (2)  tawātur , (3) experimentation ( tajriba ), 
and (4)  burhān . 

  160. Al-Ghazālı̄,  Mi ¶yār al- ¶ilm,  122.12–15; idem,  Mih. akk al-naz.ar , 50.1–6; 
  161.  h. ukmu l- ¶aqli bi-wāsit.ati l-h. issi wa-bi-takarruri l-ah. sāsi marratan ba ¶d. a ukhrā ; 

al-Ghazālı̄,  Mih. akk al-naz.ar , 50.1–12; and idem,  al-Mustas. fā , 1:141.2–12 / 1:45.10–16. For 
very similar lists of causes and their effects, see  Mi ¶yār al- ¶ilm,  122.13–15; and  Maqās. id al-
falāsifa . 1:47.19–48.1 / 103.4–8. Cf. Frank,  Al-Ghazālı̄ and the Ash ¶arite School , 18. 

  162.  quwwa qiyāsiyya khafi yya ; al-Ghazālı̄,  Mi ¶yār , 122.16–18. 
  163.  idh yah. tamilu anna zawālahu bi-l-ittifāq  only in the parallel passage from  al-

Mustas. fā . 
  164. Al-Ghazālı̄,  Mih. akk al-naz.ar , 50.13–51.1; and  al-Mustas. fā , 1:142.2–8 / 1:45.16–46.2. 
  165. Bahlul, “Miracles and Ghazali’s First Theory of Causation,” 146–47, observes 

correctly that in al-Ghazālı̄, there is no difference between causal connections and “ac-
cidental connections,” that is, those not representing causal infl uences. 

  166. Al-Ghazālı̄,  Mih. akk al-naz.ar , 51.9–10; idem,  al-Mustas. fā , 1:142.14–15 / 1:46.4. 
Note that al-Ghazālı̄’s language assumes that the things itself have such habits; he does 
not speak of God’s habit. 

  167. Al-Ghazālı̄,  Mih. akk al-naz.ar , 51.1–3;  al-Mustas. fā , 1:142.9–11 / 1:46.2–3. 
  168. Al-Ghazālı̄,  Mih. akk al-naz.ar , 51.11–12;  al-Mustas. fā , 1:142. ult. –143.1 / 1:46.4–5. 

Cf.  Mi ¶yār al- ¶ilm,  123.4–5. See Marmura, “Ghazali and Demonstrative Science,” 195; and 
idem, “Ghazali’s Attitude to the Secular Sciences,” 107–8. 

  169. Al-Ghazālı̄,  Mi ¶yār al- ¶ilm,  122.16; reading “ h. us. ūlu idrāki dhālika l-yaqı̄n ” ac-
cording to MS Vatican, Ebr. 426, fol. 128b. 

  170. Al-Ghazālı̄ ,  Mih. akk al-naz. ar , 51.4–9 (reading  iqtirānuhu  in line 8); cf.  al-
Mustas. fā , 1:142.11–13 / 1:46.3–4. 

  171. Marmura, “Ghazali and Demonstrative Science,” 195, remarks that al-Ghazālı̄’s 
use of certainty in connection with the result of experimentation is somehow ambigu-
ous. I see no such ambiguity. 

  172. Al-Ghazālı̄,  al-Munqidh , 54.1–5. 
  173. Ibid., 43.12– ult . / 44.5–11. See Griffel, “Al-G

.
azālı̄’s Concept of Prophecy,” 104, 141. 

  174.  mūjib wa-mūjab ; al-Ghazālı̄,  al-Munqidh , 70.8–9. 
  175. Davidson,  Alfarabi, Avicenna, and Averroes, on Intellect , 83–94; McGinnis, “Sci-

entifi c Methodologies in Medieval Islam,” 312–13. 
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  176. Aristotle,  Categories , 2a.35–2b.6. 
  177.  bi-tawassut.i ishrāqi l- ¶aqli l-fa ¶a¶¯l ; Ibn Sı̄nā,  al-Shifā   7, al-T. abı̄ ¶iyyāt, al-Nafs , 235; 

see Hasse, “Avicenna on Abstraction,” 53–58; and McGinnis, “Making Abstraction Less 
Abstract,” 173–76, 180. 

  178. Ibn Sı̄nā,  al-Shifā   7, al-Mant.iq, al-Burhān , 44.11–12; McGinnis, “Scientifi c Meth-
odologies,” 313. Experience ( tajriba ) in Ibn Sı̄nā is also dealt with in a brief passage in 
his  al-Najāt , 61 / 113–14 (see also pp. 169–70, but only in Dānishpazhūh’s edition), and 
a passage in his  Risālat al-H. ukūma f ı̄-l-h. ujaj al-muthbitı̄n li-l-mād. ı̄ maba  7  an  zamaniyy  an  , 
134.18–135.6, which are both translated in Pines, “La conception de la conscience de soi,” 
255–57. 

  179. McGinnis, “Scientifi c Methodologies,” 314–15. 
  180. Ibn Sı̄nā,  al-Shifā   7, al-Mant.iq, al-Burhān , 45.15–18, 46.4; McGinnis, “Scientifi c 

Methodologies,” 317, 320. 
  181. Ibn Sı̄nā,  al-Shifā   7, al-Mant.iq, al-Burhān , 46.5–7. 
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al-H. ukūma f ı̄-l-h. ujaj , 134.23; see also  al-Shifā  7, al-Mant.iq, al-Burhān , 161.19; 46.11; 46.20. 
Janssens, “ ‘Experience’ ( tajriba)  in Classical Arabic Philosophy,” 56. 

  183. McGinnis, “Scientifi c Methodologies,” 318–19, argues that although induction 
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twice. Janssens, “ ‘Experience’ ( tajriba ) in Classical Arabic Philosophy,” 54, objects that 
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  184. Ibn Sı̄nā,  al-Shifā   7, al-Mant.iq, al-Burhān , 46.2. 
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321; Janssens, “ ‘Experience’ ( tajriba)  in Classical Arabic Philosophy,” 55. 
  186.   ¶ilm kullı̄ bi-shart.  ; Ibn Sı̄nā,  al-Shifā  7, al-Mant.iq, al-Burhān , 46.20–23; Mc-
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  189. Ibn Sı̄nā,  al-Shifā  7, al-Mant.iq, al-Burhān , 47.11; McGinnis, “Scientifi c Method-

ologies,” 324–27. 
  190. Janssens, “ ‘Experience’ ( tajriba ) in Classical Arabic Philosophy,” 59. 
  191. Ibn Sı̄nā,  al-Shifā  7, al-Mant.iq, al-Burhān , 161.19– ult .; Janssens, “ ‘Experience’ 

( tajriba)  in Classical Arabic Philosophy,” 60. 
  192. Ibn Sı̄nā,  al-Shifā  7, al-Mant.iq, al-Burhān , 48.14– ult. ; Janssens, “ ‘Experience’ 

( tajriba)  in Classical Arabic Philosophy,” 59–62. 
  193. McGinnis, “Scientifi c Methodologies in Medieval Islam,” 326–27. 
  194. Al-Ghazālı̄,  Mi ¶yār al- ¶ilm,  122.9–10. 
  195. Ibid., 122.18–123.1; MS Vatican, Ebr. 425, fol. 128b. Cf. also a parallel passage 

in  Maqās. id al-falāsifa , 1:48.2–3. 
  196. Marmura, “Ghazali and Demonstrative Science,” 196. 
  197. See above p.  116 . 
  198. Ibn Rushd,  Tahāfut al-tahāfut , 522.8: “ fa-man rafa ¶a l-asbāba fa-qad rafa ¶a 

l- ¶aql ”; Frank,  Al-Ghazālı̄ and the Ash ¶arite School , 17. See also Marmura, “Ghazali and 
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ences,” 105. 

  199. Marmura, “Ghazali and Demonstrative Science,” 193. 
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  200.  fa-l-natı̄jatu min  ¶inda Llāhi ta ¶ālā ; al-Ghazālı̄,  Mi ¶yār al- ¶ilm,  119.8–10; MS Vati-
can, Ebr. 426, fol. 127a. Marmura, “Al-Ghazali and Demonstrative Science,” 194, points 
to parallels in Ibn Sı̄nā, in which the conclusion of an argument is an emanation from 
the active intellect. 

  201. Kukkonen, “Causality and Cosmology,” 33–34. 

 chapter 8 

  1. Al-Ghazālı̄,   Ih. yā  7  , 1:27.3–5 / 27.11–13. For a synopsis and an index of subjects in 
the   Ih. yā 7 ,  see Bousquet,  Ih ’ ya ¶ouloûm ad-dîn ou vivication des sciences de la foi . 

  2. Al-Ghazālı̄,   Ih. yā 7  , 1:12.21–23 / 5.4–7. 
  3. The position that the human act is the causal effect of a motive ( dā ¶in  or 

 dā ¶iya ) goes back to the Basran Mu ¶tazilite Abū l-H. usayn al-Bas.rı̄ and to Ibn Sı̄nā. In 
Ash  7arite  kalām , it appears already in al-Juwaynı̄ and had a considerable infl uence on 
later Ash ¶arite thought, particularly on Fakhr al-Dı̄n al-Rāzı̄. On Abū l-H. usayn’s theory of 
action, see Gimaret,  Théories de l ’ acte humain , 59–60, 124–26, 130–31, 143; Shihadeh,  The 
Teleological Ethics of Fakhr al-Dı̄n al-Rāzı̄ , 25–29; Madelung, “Late Mu ¶tazila,” 250–56; 
and McDermott, “Abū l-H. usayn al-Bas.rı̄ on God’s Volition.” On translating  irāda  when 
it applies to humans as “volition” rather than as “will,” see Frank,  Creation , 32–34. 

  4. Heer, “Moral Deliberation,” 166–68. 
  5. Al-Ghazālı̄,   Ih. yā 7  , 3:53.19–20 / 1417.12–13; Heer, “Moral Deliberation,” 166, 168. 
  6. Heer, “Moral Deliberation,” 170. 
  7. Al-Ghazālı̄,  al-Mustas. fā , 1:196.6–9 / 1:61.12–14. 
  8. Al-Ghazālı̄,   Ih. yā 7  , 4:315.11–318.4 / 2508.21–2512.11; the perspective in this pas-

sage is distinctly causalist. Another passage in the thirty-fi rst book on  tawba  (ibid. 
4:7.19–9.7 / 2084.11–2086.10) uses more occasionalist language. See also a passage in 
the thirty-second book on  shukr  (ibid. 4:111.7–112.18 / 2223.21–2225.18). The parable of 
the wayfarer to God in the thirty-fi fth book (ibid. 4:307. ult. –314.6 / 2498.11–507.5) also 
includes an explanation of the compelled character of human actions. On al-Ghazālı̄’s 
theory of human action in the   Ih. yā 7 ,  see Frank,  Creation , 23–27, 31–37; idem,  Al-Ghazālı̄ 
and the Ash  7arite School , 42–47; Gimaret , Théories de l ’ acte humain , 130–32; Marmura, 
“Ghazali and Ash ¶arism Revisited,” 102–10; Heer, “Moral Deliberation”; Gardet,  Dieu 
et la destinée de l ’ homme , 74–77; and Abrahamov, “Al-Ghazālı̄’s Theory of Causality,” 
88–90. On the more Ash ¶arite formulation of the same theory in the  Iqtis. ād  and other 
works, see Marmura, “Ghazali’s Chapter on Divine Power in the  Iqtis. ād ”; Gimaret , Théo-
ries de l ’ acte humain , 129–30; Gyekye, “Ghazâlî on Action”; and Druart, “Al-Ghazālı̄’s 
Conception of the Agent.” 

  9. Schwarz, “’Acquisition’ (kasb) in Early Kalām.” 
  10. See the explanation of al-Ash ¶arı̄’s theory of human action above on p.  128 . 

On  kasb  in early Ash ¶arite theology, see also Gimaret,  Théories de l ’ acte humain , 79–128, 
esp. 84–85; Watt,  Formative Period , 189–94; and Abrahamov “A Re-examination of al-
Ash ¶arı̄’s Theory of kasb.” 

  11. Al-Ghazālı̄,  al-Iqtis. ād , 86. ult .–87.3; Marmura, “Ghazali’s Chapter on Divine 
Power,” 303; Druart, “Al-Ghazālı̄’s Conception of the Agent,” 436. 

  12. Al-Ghazālı̄,   Ih. yā 7  , 4:307.14–18 / 2497.19–22; 4:314.24–25 / 2508.3–4. 
  13. Analyzing the less explicit work  al-Iqtis. ād , Druart, “Al-Ghazālı̄’s Conception 

of the Agent,” 439, concludes that humans are “agents only in a metaphysical way.” 
  14. Al-Ghazālı̄ ,   Ih. yā 7  , 4:316.5–7 / 2509. paenult. –2510.2; al-Zabı̄dı̄ ,  Ith. āf al-sāda , 

9:421. 
  15. Frank,  Creation , 33–34. 
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  16. (. . .)  anna l-irāda tabi ¶a l- ¶ilma alladhı̄ yah. kumu bi-anna l-shay   7a muwāfi qun laka ; 
al-Ghazālı̄,   Ih. yā 7  , 4:316.10–11/ 2510.7. 

  17. Ibid. 4:317.4–6 / 2511.8–10; corrected to  al-kullu yas. duru minhu  according to al-
Zabı̄dı̄,  Ith. āf al-sāda , 9:422.10. 

  18.  inna khilāfa l-ma ¶lūmi maqdūr?  al-Ghazālı̄,  al-Iqtis. ād , 83–86. Marmura, “Ghaz-
ali’s Chapter on Divine Power,” 299–302. See above p.  192 . See also al-Juwaynı̄,  al-Shāmil  
(ed. Alexandria), 375–76. 

  19. Al-Ghazālı̄,  al-Iqtis. ād , 85.1–3; 85.5–7; Marmura, “Ghazali’s Chapter on Divine 
Power,” 301. 

  20.  kār-i khalq-i hama ba-rāy khwesh ast ; al-Ghazālı̄,  H. imāqat-i ahl-i ibāh. at , 9.3 / 
169.13. 

  21. Al-Ghazālı̄,   Ih. yā 7  , 4:317.6–11/ 2511.10–16. 
  22. Fakhr al-Dı̄n al-Rāzı̄,  al-Tafsı̄r al-kabı̄r , 4:88.5–9 ( ad  Q 2:134), already ascribes 

this position to al-Juwaynı̄ and his  al- ¶Aqı̄da al-Niz. āmiyya . He adds that this position is 
close to that of Abū l-H. us.ayn al-Bas.rı̄. 

  23. See Ibn Sı̄nā,  al-Shifā   7 ,  al-Ilāhiyyāt , 360.6–9, 362.16–19. On Ibn Sı̄nā’s teachings 
about the generation of human acts, see Michot’s introduction to Ibn Sı̄nā,  Réfutation de 
l ’ astrologie , 59*–75*; Belo,  Chance and Determinism , 115–17; and Janssens, “The Problem 
of Human Freedom in Ibn Sînâ.” Al-Ghazālı̄ gives a colorful report of these views in his 
 Maqās. id al-falāsifa , 2:82.4– paenult.  / 236.3–23, where he discusses, as he does in many 
works that present his own teachings, the example of how writing is caused. On the Avi-
cennan infl uence on al-Ghazālı̄’s theory of human action, see Frank,  Creation , 24–25; and 
Marmura, “Ghazali and Ash ¶arism Revisited,” 107. Van den Bergh, “Ghazali on ‘Gratitude 
Towards God,’ ” points towards the Stoic origins of these teachings. 

  24. Ibn Sı̄nā,  al-Shifā  7, al-Ilāhiyyāt , 133.13–15. See also the detailed discussion of 
human action in chapter 6.5 of the  Ilāhiyyāt , 220–35. The word “motive” ( dā ¶in  or  dā ¶iya ) 
appears in Ibn Sı̄nā’s  Ilāhiyyāt  a few times, saying that God has no motive (233.4–6, 
303.11) or that the actions of humans are guided by motives (223.9, 230.12, 372.18). It is 
very prominent in certain passages in Ibn Sı̄nā,  al-Ta ¶lı̄qāt , 50–51, 53 / 108, 295–97. On 
these passages about the generation of human actions in Ibn Sı̄nā, see Michot’s intro-
duction to Ibn Sı̄nā,  Réfutation de l ’ astrologie , 68*–75*. 

  25. Al-Ghazālı̄,   Ih. yā 7  , 4:307. ult. –314.6 / 2498.11–507.5. A brief version of the par-
able is in   Ih. yā 7  , 4:103.5– ult.  / 2213.4– ult.;  and in  al-Arba ¶ı̄n,  241.4–242.9 / 220.5–221.5. 
In this parable, al-Ghazālı̄ offers a view of human knowledge in which the “pen” in the 
  ¶ālam al-malakūt  writes on a blank tablet in the human soul. This is an application of 
philosophical ideas based on Aristotle,  De anima,  III.5. Al-Ghazālı̄’s “pen” is the active 
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Cf. Ibn Taymiyya,  Minhāj al-sunna , 4:149.19–20. 
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  38. Ibid., 210.3–4. 
  39. Al-Ghazālı̄,  Munqidh , 23.11–13. “Elemental natures” ( al-t.abā   7i  ¶) seems to refer 

to the four prime elements ( ust.uqusāt ). 
  40. Al-Ghazālı̄,  al-Munqidh , 45.3–9. 
  41. Al-Ghazālı̄,   Ih. yā 7  , 1:115–16 / 142.34–37. 
  42. Gianotti,  Al-Ghazālı̄ ’ s Unspeakable Doctrine of the Soul , 168. 
  43. Al-Ghazālı̄,  Mishkāt al-anwār,  42.2–3 / 120.8–9, 51–52 / 133.7–13, 60.2–3 / 
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express their teachings while instructing their students, and a third group who keep it 
secret between themselves and God. Al-Ghazālı̄ contrasts this attitude with the posi-
tion to thoroughly investigate the subject in question, to develop  one  position, and to 
teach that in all circumstances to all people. The latter is the attitude to be favored. Ibn 
T. ufayl’s remark ( H. ayy ibn Yaqz. ān , 16.2–6) that the attitude described in this section is 
the root of some apparent contradictions in al-Ghazālı̄’s works has had a very mislead-
ing infl uence on many later interpreters. 

  46. Al-Ghazālı̄,   Ih. yā 7  , 1:44–61 / 49–70. 
  47. See, for instance, Strauss,  Persecution and the Art of Writing , 38–78. 
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